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Abstract

Virtual Marionette presents a model that unites traditional puppetry with computer
film animation methods using Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) techniques to en-
hance the manipulation experience of virtual objects for live storytelling. Virtual Mar-
ionette expands live storytelling experience through performance animation, providing
the means to dramatize a story in real-time. It presents the “strings” that connect the
digital puppeteer to the virtual objects. Virtual Marionette is an ecosystem that pro-
vides a methodology to link the puppeteer inputs to the virtual object. Input devices,
such as game controllers, can be used as puppetry manipulation interfaces.

Mapping input devices to virtual object functionalities is not a trivial task and presents
many challenges. The development of an interaction ecosystem becomes crucial in order
to allow artists to map devices to virtual objects in a flexible way, independently of
the application or the hardware specifications. By abstracting the hardware layer,
the artist is motivated to think in terms of signal flow, establishing relations through
meaningful mappings instead of handling the diverse specifications of each device and
application.

Virtual Marionette is an interaction ecosystem that focus on the functional usage of
control signals. Based on network communication logics, it provides a scalable en-
vironment for building semantic blocks that connect, transform and generate signals
for the manipulation of virtual objects. Its goal is to make technology as transparent
as possible, facilitating connections and reducing the obstacles between the performer
and the performing object. On the other hand, it proposes an interaction design space
that takes into account the manipulation and perception distance, responding to the
specifications of the digital puppetry medium.

Key-words: Interaction, Interfaces, Digital Puppetry, Performance Animation, Vir-
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Resumo

Marionetas Virtuais apresenta-se como um modelo que cruza a ancestral arte das
marionetas com a linguagem do cinema de animação, suportado pelos mais recentes
avanços das tecnologias de interação, de modo a expandir a experiência de manipu-
lação de objetos virtuais e possibilitar a criação de um contador de histórias em tempo
real. Deste modo toda a estrutura basilar que constitui a marioneta tradicional, bem
como os termos essenciais que compõe a sua génese sofrem uma apropriação ao longo
do presente trabalho; termos como fio ou bonecreiro serão usados tendo sempre pre-
sente o contexto virtual. O presente modelo apresenta e explora os fios que ligam o
bonecreiro (manipulador) ao objeto virtual. O conceito desenvolvido é baseado num
ecossistema de fluxos de energia, é uma metodologia que estabelece a semântica entre
os impulsos de energia do bonecreiro e as ações do objeto performativo. Atualmente,
estes impulsos de energia podem ser capturados por dispositivos de baixo custo como
por exemplo os controladores de jogos. No entanto, o mapeamento genérico de dispos-
itivos de diferentes origens é uma tarefa complexa que coloca diferentes desafios, desde
o suporte e reconhecimento pelo sistema desses dispositivos, às diferentes medidas e
funcionalidades que cada um dos dispositivos disponibiliza. O desenvolvimento de um
ecossistema de interação torna-se fundamental para romper barreiras e flexibilizar o
trabalho criativo, permitindo aos artistas mapear os seus artefactos e objetos virtu-
ais, independentemente da sua aplicação ou da sua especificação de hardware; esta
abstração da camada de hardware, liberta o criador para pensar em termos de fluxo
de sinais. Deste modo, estabelece-se as relações através da semântica, mapeando o seu
corpo ao objeto performativo, seguindo uma lógica de fluxos de sinais ou de transfer-
ências de energia que podem ser facilmente adaptados para os dispositivos disponíveis.
Assim, explora-se um ecossistema interativo que se baseia na aplicação funcional dos
sinais de controlo, o qual, suportado pelas redes de comunicações, proporciona um am-
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biente escalonável e altamente criativo, baseado na construção de blocos semânticos,
que ligam, transformam e geram sinais vitais para o objeto virtual que é controlado
remotamente como um controlador de uma marioneta tradicional. O principal obje-
tivo é levar a tecnologia a um patamar o mais transparente possível, facilitando as
ligações, reduzindo os obstáculos entre o performer/bonecreiro e o objeto/marioneta.
Pretende-se também propor o desenho de um espaço de interação que tenha em con-
sideração a distância de manipulação e perceção, de forma a responder à especificidade
das marionetas virtuais.

Palavras-chave: Interação, Interfaces, Animação Performativa, Marionetas Virtuais,
Teatro Cinemático de Marionetas Virtuais.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Storytelling is an ancient form of human expression which is constantly reinventing
itself. Combined with other art forms, it can be expanded into environments that offer
rich sensorial experiences. Animated film and puppet theatre, for example, present
great differences in the way the story is perceived by the audience. Although they
both seek the suspension of disbelief, by creating an illusionary effect in the audience,
they can be distinguished by the way they are presented. While puppetry is live per-
formed, animation is time-based and recorded on a medium. Furthermore, technology
can be used to combine the improvisation of the puppetry theatre with the cinematic
techniques of animated film, extending the way the story is performed and presented.
The storyteller becomes a digital puppeteer that controls all the elements in the vir-
tual show, as a magician. Because the audience is invited to identify the relations
between the performer’s gestures and the resulting animation, they become an active
participant, creating their own interpretations. The animation, which is generated by
the puppeteer in real-time, is captured by input devices or sensors. Performers can
move their hands to manipulate a virtual puppet, or blow to a fan to make a virtual
world to spin around. This type of sensing technologies is now easily accessible to home
users, being possible to adapt devices that were developed for a specific purpose, such
as game controllers, into “marionette” controllers. However, this appropriation is not
straightforward and we cannot simply plug any device to our computer and assign it
as a puppet controller.

Adopting a multidisciplinary approach, this thesis pushes the boundaries of puppetry
towards an augmented storytelling experience with interactive digital media - a fusion
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between puppetry, animation and Human Computer Interface (HCI). While digital
puppetry can be considered in-between animation and puppetry, the animator and
the puppeteer are moved by the same principle: to endow life to an inanimate figure,
transferring their own energy as vital signs to the character. This relationship between
the creator and the creation can be defined through a digital puppetry taxonomy based
on the physical and abstract distance between the two entities. This will be achieved
through the combination of concepts of distance and concepts of space-time.

1.1 Problem Statement and Research Questions

When performed in a dramatic way, puppets can stimulate the illusion of life, and an-
imation presents an expressive medium for storytellers. However, animating puppets
using traditional keyframe techniques takes too much time and practice. Compelling
digital character animation is thus a challenging task that requires highly trained ani-
mators to combine fundamental concepts such as time and space. This is mostly due
to the lack of real-time feedback. The amount of degrees of freedom (DOF) required to
be configured in each keyframe for an articulated figure can be considerable, involving
a great amount of time and patience. Digital puppetry techniques can simplify the
animation of puppets because they present performance-driven animation, making the
puppet reactive to the motion of the performer in real-time. By turning the production
into real-time, storytellers with no experience in animation can easily build animated
plays, exploring their imagination by just pulling the ‘strings’. By observing in real-
time the feedback of their motion, they can practice the performance and adjust the
manipulation. The interaction becomes fluid and intuitive because it is driven by the
performer, making the story come to life in a spontaneous way.

However, digital puppetry presents the challenge of mapping a set of input signals to a
set of output joints that might differ in amount, scale and property, in particular when
driving a large amount of DOFs on a character using a limited input device with few
DOFs. Furthermore, when dealing with a known input device we can establish a direct
mapping between a specific input value and the target DOF of the puppet, because the
connection relies on underlying hardware specifications. However, if the specifications
change through a shift in technology or using unknown devices, the mapping can be
complex and maybe lost. Therefore, it would be desirable to develop a transparent
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interaction model for digital puppetry independent from the underlying technology
as well as from the target application. In this way, it would be possible to reuse
the mappings and continue to animate the joints with different input devices or with
different applications. This flexibility presents the freedom for the designers to choose
which applications and devices they want to employ in a specific context.

Much work has been done on digital puppetry technologies, however, few researchers
addressed the problem of interoperability between devices and applications that could
facilitate the mapping between the puppeteer and the puppet. Existing frameworks
are too specific and restricted, focusing on particular technologies, computer platforms,
or target applications. This thesis attempts to address this problem by proposing an
accessible, scalable, and flexible framework for interactivity to be used with digital
puppetry. This framework reflects the influences of traditional marionettes, adopting
the concept of virtual strings that materialize a data flow approach, where the input
transducer signal from the puppeteer is routed and processed. The mapping process
should be iterative, intuitive and flexible, allowing the puppeteer to save time for the
creative thinking.

On the other hand, digital puppetry must be understood as a new puppetry genre
that combines different disciplines and techniques, to be used in the production of
animated films, interactive games, or combined with traditional puppetry. It can also
be presented with different setups, from traditional screens, as in shadow puppetry, to
virtual reality environments. The combination of these different media and art forms
requires a deep understanding on each domain.

Research questions

This thesis attempts to answer four main questions:

• Can digital puppetry be a new medium that enhances live storytelling?

• Do traditional puppetry techniques and principles contribute to an expressive ma-
nipulation, when employed in performance animation using low-cost input de-
vices?

• What type of mapping framework can be developed to facilitate the connection
between puppet and puppeteer?

• How does the manipulation distance influence the creative process and the per-
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ception of digital puppetry?

A second set of questions arises from the interdisciplinary quality of this field, where
puppetry, animation and HCI converge into a new genre that we can call anymation
(Jantol, 2010).

• What is puppetry? This question requires an understanding about the roots and
heritage, genres and domains, as well as taxonomies of puppetry.

• How can we define animation? To answer this question we need to comprehend
the foundations, techniques, styles and domains of animation.

• What means of interaction are available to control digital animation? A study
about the foundations of HCI will help us identify and classify device controllers,
interfaces and motion tracking systems.

The study of these disciplines contributes to the contextualization of digital puppetry
in a wider perspective and establishes the fundamental links between them. However,
more specific questions regarding the digital puppetry domain emerge:

• What is digital puppetry?

• What are the major methods, applications and frameworks employed in digital
puppetry?

These questions identify and define the digital puppetry domain but do not focus on
a generic model for interaction. In order to develop an interaction model, we further
need to address the following problems:

• What are the requirements for a generic interaction model for digital puppetry?

• Is it possible to develop an interaction model based on a transparent signal flow
paradigm?

• How can we combine and integrate methods, technologies and applications in an
accessible and interoperable environment?
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1.2 Motivation and Opportunities

“With the motion capture suit, the performer can again achieve a kind of direct con-
tact with the object, performing as though from inside the object. (. . . ) But unfor-
tunately, at this level of technology, the complexity of the systems themselves creates
impediments; (. . . ) However, probably in the not-too-distant future such technology
will become cheap enough and easy enough to use to be accessible to individuals and
smaller production companies” (Kaplin, 2001, p.35).

Motivation

In 1999 the puppetry theorist Stephen Kaplin proposed the unification of traditional
puppetry with computer animation, envisioning that technologies would provide ac-
cessible digital puppetry tools in a near future. Kaplin’s futuristic vision inspired me
to explore low-cost technology as the means for accessible digital puppetry, developing
tools to facilite the mapping of controllers with performing objects. When exploring
these controllers, I found great similarities between traditional and digital puppetry,
particularly in the interaction design. This has pushed me to conceive a digital pup-
petry programming environment based on the marionette metaphor for mapping inputs
to outputs just by pulling the strings. In my personal communication with Kaplin, I
have come to realize that he had waited impatiently for the technology of motion cap-
ture to become accessible to the “lowly” puppeteers. With the release of the Microsoft
Kinect sensor in 2010, this time has finally come.

Following this dialog with Kaplin, low-cost technologies became the main focus of my
research, as a way of democratizing digital puppetry, towards a “digital puppetry for
all”. This limitation was also identified during my MA experience (L. Leite, 2007),
when I felt the need to constantly update the software and hardware specifications. In
order to address this problem, I have decided to design and develop a generic model in-
dependent from specific technologies that could provide the experience of “physicality”
with intangible puppets. Furthermore, the main motivation for appropriating device
controllers developed with a specific purpose and use them as puppetry controllers was
based on the work developed by Johnny Chung Lee (J. C. Lee, 2008) that encouraged
artists to explore the potential of game controllers such as the Nintendo WII remote
in creative applications. Our hope is that this marionette programming environment
will facilitate the connection of low-cost sensors to animation and game engines such
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as Autodesk Maya or Unity3D.

Initially the main application domain was animated films, but gradually I started ex-
ploring with live performances and live-cinema, or cinematic puppetry, and the results
influenced the development of the project in new directions.

Opportunities

Today computer animation is ubiquitous to all digital media. As a result, there is an
increasing demand for contents, and digital puppetry can provide the means to create
them easily and instantly. On the other hand, digital puppetry became accessible to
a wider range of artists, being available in the consumer market, driven by the video-
game industry. This opportunity, however, demands new approaches to interaction
design, as well as to new concepts.

By the time you read this thesis, it will most likely be out of date. The developments
in technology are happening at unprecedented speed. These technologies provide the
tools for artists to build interactive narratives.

While the democratization of digital puppetry seems promising, reaching a wider au-
dience, traditional puppetry describes a descent trajectory in popularity. Although
puppetry is an ancient art form with a recognized potential in multiple fields, it is
being gradually lost. This can be partly explained because younger audiences are now
familiarized with other media and languages that provide different experiences, such as
video games. I believe that it is time to reinvent puppetry and to present it with new
interactive experiences. Digital puppetry can offer this shift, because it is rooted on the
convergence of ancient traditions with advanced cinematic animation techniques.

1.3 Objectives and Contributions

This thesis intends to develop a methodology and its supporting tools for accessible
digital puppetry.

Imagine a multimedia environment that embraces the storytelling experience, providing
an interaction design space with unlimited possibilities. Now imagine that the contents
generated by this environment are manipulated live by performers and audience in a
collaborative way. This is the ambition of Virtual Marionette - a digital “orchestra”
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made with accessible devices and sensors that enables performance animation.

This interactive model attempts to bring the technology into a transparent layer, ab-
stracting it, allowing the designer to think in terms of data flow signals, which can
be understood as vital signs that are captured from the actor and transferred to the
virtual character. This simplifies and reduces the obstacles of capturing, processing
and mapping the puppeteer to the puppet.

Such a tool could be used in different places (theaters, schools, hospitals, streets),
for different purposes (entertainment, education or therapy), and in distinct scenarios
(theatrical plays, games, machinima, storytelling, interactive installations, animated
films). This model could act as a facilitator but would require: accessibility, usability,
flexibility, scalability, interoperability, and robustness.

Virtual Marionette brings the art of puppetry into the world of computer animation,
providing a methodology for digital puppet theatre, interaction methods for perfor-
mance animation, and an ecosystem based on a set of tools that stimulate an ecological
thinking. This requires the exploration of rigging, mapping and manipulation strate-
gies that are oriented towards real-time animation. The objective is to research and
deploy methods and techniques for the manipulation of puppets in real-time and to
define an interaction model for digital puppetry.

Contributions

Much of the existing research focuses on interaction techniques for specific applications
and devices. However, there is a lack of approaches that address a wider range of
interaction methods and mappings between the performer and the performing object.
Consequently, this dissertation deals with the design and development of media that
cross distinct domains of study. As a result of the exploratory research, my particu-
lar focus will be hand puppetry, because it provides expressive and familiar ways for
manipulation.

The major contributions of this thesis are:

• A design space for digital puppetry - Digital puppetry requires a specific
interface design approach, different from those oriented for the classic computer
animation tasks. This interaction approach provides the appropriate interface
design to handle the multitude of media that characterizes digital puppetry, sup-
porting its expressive manipulation in real-time. A model based on the manipu-
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lation distance between puppet, puppeteer, and interface is proposed (see Section
5.1.1).

• An approach for embodied puppets - This prototype explores the human
full-body capabilities as a puppetry controller. It shows how non-expert artists
can play with virtual puppets by using body motion, focusing on the interac-
tion distance between the puppet and the puppeteer. Two experiments were
conducted to evaluate this approach: the first one was deployed to compare the
manipulation of 2D silhouettes and 3D puppets; and the second one to com-
pare the manipulation of humanoid with non-human based puppets. (see Section
5.3.1).

• Digital puppetry hand model - Based on the human hand anatomy and
biomechanics, I propose an ergonomic hand-mapping model for digital puppetry
adapting traditional puppetry methods. An experiment was carried out to com-
pare the multiple mapping setups and to evaluate the hand mapping model (see
Section 5.3.2).

• An interaction model for digital puppetry - Based on a generic frame-
work approach, I have developed the concept of a digital ecosystem based on a
signal flow approach. Interaction designers are free to customize their own con-
trols, choosing their favorite tools, and defining the way the data flows from each
node. The performer’s input is thought of as energy that is transferred into the
performing object independently from the interaction method or the technology
employed. (see Section 5.4).

• A toolkit for digital puppetry - A set of applications, plugins, and scripts
that support the model, entitled “puppet tools”, was created constituting, a con-
trol space based on virtual strings that connects the performer space to the
puppet. Some of these tools are standalone applications, working inside other
environments, or acting as middleware. The central tool is “Pull-The-Strings”, a
marionette programming environment that extends the concept of virtual wires.
(see Section 5.4.3).
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1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

Digital puppetry differs from conventional puppetry and from conventional computer
animation. This undefined border between puppetry and animation led me to study
both fields searching for their connections and relations. Inspired by the traditional
marionette, my intention is to study novel and accessible interfaces as an interactive
environment for creating artistic contents. The work developed in this project can be
seen as interdisciplinary, addressing distinct fields, from humanities to science, from
art to technology. This project covers theoretical and practical topics and how they
are linked. The chapters of this dissertation are outlined around four parts: 1) Roots -
A Transdisciplinary Approach; 2) Digital Puppetry Fundamentals; 3) Exploration; 4)
Towards an Interaction Model for Digital Puppetry.

Chapter 2 - Roots - A Transdisciplinary Approach

This chapter presents the theoretical basis of the thesis, following a transdisciplinary
approach for digital puppetry, establishing the relevant connections between puppetry,
animation and HCI, with digital puppetry at the center (See Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Interdisciplinary approach, in which this study is grounded, where pup-
petry, animation, and HCI converge into digital puppetry.

Puppetry - The Art of Making Believe: The roots of puppetry are discussed in
Section 2.1. This Section presents the terminologies and discusses the major concepts
of puppetry. It consists of a study about the roots and cultural heritage of puppetry,
its diverse domains as well its different taxonomies. It provides a context of its social
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importance as a means of human expression, and as an artistic form. At the end of
this Section the reader should realize the importance of puppetry as a means of human
expression and as a creative form of art.

Animation - The Illusion of Movement: Section 2.2 begins by investigating the
foundations of animation, as well as the link between puppetry, film and animation.
Animation and puppetry share similar approaches, from character design to animation
principles, and this common space creates a strong theoretical framework for the inter-
action model. At the end of this Section the reader should be able to understand the
relation between puppetry and animation, and how it can contribute to the creation
of the digital puppetry sub-genre.

HCI - Interactive Control of Animation: Section 2.3 makes a brief overview of
the evolution of animation systems and their graphical user interfaces, as well as the
analysis of the characteristics of physical input devices. This Section focuses on the
quest for natural interaction and the potential of sensors and input devices for anima-
tion, in particular game controllers that can provide powerful means of interaction for
digital puppetry at considerable low-cost.

Chapter 3 - Digital Puppetry Fundamentals

Chapter 3 starts by explaining terminologies and fundamentals, making a research
about the evolution of digital puppetry and its application domains. This Section
makes a critical analysis of interaction methods and frameworks, presenting related
work and the state of the art in the field.

Fundamentals: This Section studies the concepts and core aspects that characterize
digital puppetry. It starts with an explanation of terminologies, presenting and dis-
cussing concepts, followed by an account about the evolution of digital puppetry. At
the end of this Section I propose a reflection about the distance in manipulation and
distance in perception.

Interaction Methods: This Section presents the state of the art in interaction meth-
ods that can be used to produce performance animation. These methods were divided
in body-driven; hand-based; and multimodal and physically manipulated objects. An
interaction taxonomy according to body properties is presented and discussed. The un-
derstanding of these methods is necessary for the development of an interaction model
which can handle the different modalities.
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Application Domains and Related Fields: Puppetry can be employed in a wide
range of domains, from education to entertainment, from therapy to arts. Most of the
digital puppetry applications can be related to those of its traditional counterpart, such
as theatrical plays, television shows, animated films, and live performances. However,
there are new application domains that are specific of digital puppetry, in particular
those related to video games.

Tools and Frameworks: This section reports the most common tools and frame-
works employed in the creation of digital puppetry, presenting the digital puppetry
tools, input programming interfaces and interactive frameworks, explaining their fea-
tures, limitations and application domains. This Section also presents communication
technologies and orchestration methods for data flow.

Chapter 4 - Explorations

Several projects were developed during this thesis, providing the groundwork to un-
derstand how digital puppetry can be employed in different domains, and in order to
identify the requirements to work with digital puppetry in those distinct fields. With
today’s novel interfaces, the HCI paradigm is raising new questions, such as multi-user
interaction or gesture recognition. In this way, it is fundamental to study and explore
interaction methods using distinct input devices. With this chapter, the reader will be
able to understand how emerging interaction technologies can contribute to digital pup-
petry and to help building the interaction model with a practice based approach.

Chapter 5 - Towards an Interaction Model for Digital Puppetry

Chapter 5 presents the challenges that were undertaken that justify the importance
of developing an interaction model, as well as the supporting tools for creative explo-
rations. It develops the concept of digital ecosystem, taking advantage of available
technologies and techniques. Prototypes were developed to evaluate interaction meth-
ods and to understand if it is possible to create expressive animation with embodied
puppets.

Digital Puppetry Requirements: Digital puppetry requires specific approaches
for defining the rigging, designing controllers, and establishing the mappings between
puppet and puppeteer. In this section the main requirements for digital puppetry are
identified. An interaction approach that can provide a suitable interface design to
handle different media is proposed.
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Design, Develop, Play: This section defines puppetry and animation design prin-
ciples. It describes the most important aspects of puppet design and construction, as
well as the manipulation methods and controlling interface to enhance a digital pup-
pet play. The reader should become aware of the methods and procedures that are
necessary for the design and animation of characters with personality.

Embodied Digital Puppetry Prototypes: Each puppet combined with a specific
interaction method contributes to the user’s feeling of directness. There are differences
in the directness when driving puppets with full-body motion or with just our hands.
This Section addresses these differences in order to understand the manipulation dis-
tance, as well as the limitations of range of motion.

Ecosystem Dataflow - A Generic Interaction Model Approach: This Sec-
tion presents and discusses the generic interaction model. This model will provide
the necessary freedom for artists to choose their own framework independently from
the technology. It describes simplification methods to reduce the obstacles of captur-
ing, processing and mapping. Finally, an ecosystem of tools which were developed to
support this interaction model are proposed and described.

Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter provides a summary of the thesis’ contributions, presenting a general
overview about the project’s implications, as well as proposing several directions for
future research.



Chapter 2

Roots - A Transdisciplinarity

Approach

2.1 Puppetry - The Art of Making Believe

2.1.1 Art, Puppetry and Technology

“who knows whether the Puppet shall not once again become the faithful medium for
the beautiful thoughts of the artist.” Edward Gordan Graig (Graig, 1908, p.12)

Puppetry is one of the oldest performing arts, but it is one of the most adaptable and
susceptible to new technologies. This symbiosis between old and new, between tradition
and innovation makes puppetry a flexible space for creative work. It is important to
understand how the technology has been used in traditional as well as in contemporary
puppetry and how it affects its own artistic representation. Major developments were
made in theatre in the last century. Light and sound reached an important and rec-
ognized stage and became indisputable integral elements of the theatrical play design.
Classical forms of theatre were renewed and reinvented thanks to the contributions of
contemporary approaches exploring the crossings with other disciplines. In a similar
manner, puppetry is exploring these crossings feeding its new developments, making
it evolve, expanding its domains by mixing and fusing with other performing arts. It
is important to start by defining the notion of tradition or folklore to be able to un-
derstand its relationship with technology. The term folk (knowledge of the people)

13
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was brought by the British writer William John Thoms in 1864 (Sen & Chakravarti,
2008) to designate the science of traditions and costumes, transmitted from genera-
tion to generation through oral culture, writing, crafts or through performances such
as puppetry. Therefore, they are cultural activities that have been developed by the
people and represent the social identity of a community through collective or individ-
ual creations. On the other hand, the term technology is based on all the scientific
and technical knowledge as well as their representations, such as tools, processes and
materials resulting from this activity. Thus, we can consider that all expressions based
on popular culture involve the learning of a specific technical knowledge. Therefore,
they have an inherent technological heritage. However, not all authors and researchers
consider positive the relationship between popular culture and technology generating
ongoing debate about whether the popular art should remain unchanged. The most
problematic questions are: Does the technological innovation override the traditional
heritage? Does the intersection of artistic languages can contribute to a mischaracter-
ization of the puppet theater?

Tradition and Modernity

The concern about the preservation of popular culture grows with Romanticism with
the first researchers in the social fields. Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm (Zipes, 2002)
gathered a wide collection of oral cultural heritage in Europe. Their records on the
popular traditions have had great impact on the way of thinking and on the preservation
of the popular wisdom. Their work was extremely important to sustain the memory of
traditions, particularly those endangered. This intellectual interest in folk traditions
also fostered the spirit of preservation. This spirit, when led to the extreme, is the
base for the uncompromising defense that the popular art should remain pure and
unaltered, preventing its evolution and its crossings. On the opposite direction we can
find researchers like Reinhard Bendix (Bendix, 1996) that argues that the tradition
provides a set of pre-conditions for the modern era. Tradition does not disappear with
modernity, but reiterates its composition in new structures. That is, tradition feeds
technological innovations and can itself create new traditions, in a loop. We can see
this relationship in Japan between the Karakuri tradition and robotics, which is also
considered a cultural symbol in this country (Morris-Suzuki, 1994). The Karakuri
mechanical devices are close to the universe of the animated forms. These traditional
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automata - developed from wood or ceramics and moved by the force and torque
of springs - are capable of extremely complex movements and considered an art form.
These sophisticated toys are hi-tech symbols from the Edo period (1603–1868) in Japan
(Screech, 2002) representing the roots of the industrial automation and the development
of humanoids such as ASIMO developed by Honda (Takeno, 2012). However, we can
find the same technical fundamentals of this art in the Renaissance, with cultural
exchanges between the Portuguese and the Japanese, including offers of navigation
devices from Portuguese explorers to the Japanese rulers. These western technological
innovations inspired new traditions in the Imperial Japan. This loop unites art and
technology, tradition and modernity.

Puppetry Towards the Contemporary Audience

In this era of technological apparatus where people live surrounded by gadgets, where
reality mixes with the virtuality, where communication is online but off site, where
children play with video games rather than playing ball, does puppetry still capture
our contemporary audience? Did puppet theatre change since the introduction of
computer technology?

Computers were introduced in theatre as technical devices to support the artistic setup,
such as stage mechanics, lighting, and sound. Then, they started to be used as an artis-
tic tool to generate and trigger multimedia. Today, computers are a fundamental part
of the theatre process in both ways, as a technical tool as well as an artistic medium.
Live coding is one example of this new artistic approach to create generative contents
for performing arts. It provides infinite and scalable possibilities to model live environ-
ments that present a unique vitality (S. J. Norman, 2016). Even though multimedia
performances make use of computer technology to enhance the creativity and imagi-
nation introducing new tricks, they do not capture the attention of the contemporary
young audience as the video games do (Velev, 2012). What kind of magnetic power
is behind the computer games, animated films, and the Internet that attracts so much
the young audience? We could point out the human nature and justify their prefer-
ence for the “comfort” of home or the “easiness” of the digital entertainment to move
away children from the puppet theatre. Rather than arguing about the contemporary
life style, we should try to understand what is behind the attraction force of this new
playing model which provides a distinct experience from the classical stage theatre.
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As Veleve (Velev, 2012) argues, this distinct experience does not rely on the media
itself (computer) but rather on the principles of creation of a puppet show. In order to
recapture the attraction of the contemporary audience to the puppetry performance, it
is important to understand the fundamentals of digital interactive media, its structure
and principles, as well as the animated film. This understanding will contribute to find
new approaches to puppetry, seeking a new language that dialogs with the young gen-
erations. However, to be able to compare and combine these media and technologies it
is important to do a profound research on puppetry, animation and human computer
interaction. At the end of this research, I will present a methodology for creating a
new form of puppet art - the digital puppetry. Although new media present us with
an enormous potential, it is important to retain the characteristics that make live per-
formance special and distinctive. This new puppet art will not replace or destroy the
traditional forms of puppetry, on the contrary, it might even contribute to their preser-
vation. They can coexist and be mixed together in an augmented puppetry where
tangible and media puppets can be challenged (Tillis, 1999).

Puppetry, Puppets and Puppeteers

“Playing with puppets is a form of playing god of all creations” (Latshaw, 2012,
p.29)

It is important to understand and clarify the terminologies of puppet, puppetry and
puppeteer.

Puppetry

Puppetry is a flexible and inventive medium, a popular art form with an important
heritage in many cultures around the world. A human fascination for trying to “cre-
ate” their own artificial representation. More than just entertainment, puppetry can
be understood as a form of human expression, a form of literacy acting through social,
cultural and political means, as Prevenzo argues: “Through a language of gestures,
words, song, dance, emotions, and ideals, puppetry can be interpreted as an accent
and unique form of literacy” (Provenzo, 2011, p.84). The significance of puppetry as a
form of literacy on contemporary culture is used as a subversive political role beginning
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in 1960’s with Peter Schumann’s radical puppet theatre. According to Schumann, pup-
petry is “an anarchic art, subversive and untamable by nature, an art which is easier
reached in police records than in theatre chronicles, an art which by fate and spirit
does not aspire to represent governments or civilizations, but prefers its own secret and
demeaning stature in society, representing, more or less, the demons of that society and
definitely not its institutions” (Schumann, 1991). Puppetry can be seen as a collage
art that combines materials and techniques, and although it can be considered a folk
art it is essentially a multidisciplinary art form. For Henryk Jurkwoski, puppetry is the
linkage between movement and form (Jurkowski, 1996). It is the art of transformation
promoting the relationship between the performer and the object in its diverse connec-
tions. Puppetry can be thought of as a converging space between design, engineering
and dramaturgy, as a fusion of multiple art forms. It combines sculpture, music, text,
movement, painting, and technology into visual and performing arts. This amalgama-
tion makes puppetry unique and a plural artistic expression that unites diverse cultures
and crosses political and social borders. Penny Francis understands puppetry as “the
act of bringing to imagined life inert figures and forms (representational or abstract)
for a ritual or theatrical purpose - for a performance. The perceived investment of
the inanimate with anima or spirit is effected through the convincing transference of
a performer’s energy to one or more of these figures and forms, endowing them with
motion (normally), voice (if necessary) and presence (always)” (Francis, 2011, p.5). In
this sense the inanimate object adquires its anima through its presence, its motion or
its voice transferred and borrowed from the puppeteer.

Puppeteer

The puppeteer is a multidisciplinary artist that combines creation with performance.
The puppeteer can explore many skills and disciplines, from modeling to acting, from
writing to producing. Throughout history the puppeteer assumed many roles such as
the story-writer and the story-teller or narrator, the designer, builder and director,
the animator or performer - providing life to objects. George Latshaw (Latshaw,
2012) argues that the puppeteers share similar functions with actors and ventriloquists
by assuming a role in performing before an audience but with particular differences
in their purpose, preparation and performance. While actors and ventriloquists are
visible to the audience, most of the puppeteers divert the attention from themselves,
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disappearing behind their creations like magicians. However, when the puppeteer works
in full view of the audience, it is like sharing the secret side of his work presenting a
different view experience to the audience. Colette Searls (Posner et al., 2014) states
that puppeteering can also be a type of acting, a physical theatre that relates to
mimes and mask performance and that the puppeteer must be present during the
performance. A skilled puppeteer can bring an inanimate object come to life to the
amazement of the audience. This inanimate object can be much more than a craved
wooden form with a piece of cloth attached, and the puppeteer can transmit its living
energy by moving, speaking and transmuting its personality. Latshaw (Latshaw, 2012)
argues that actors, puppeteers and ventriloquists have similar functions which can be
distinguished by their purpose, preparation and performance. When performing, actors
are visible to the audience, ventriloquists share their visibility with the dummy’s and
most puppeteers are hidden or out of the sight to divert the attention from them.

But a puppeteer is also an actor and an animator and that is why I propose a new
terminology to embrace all these meanings, the Animateer which is the fusion between
animator, actor and puppeteer.

Dolls, Puppets and Marionettes

Dolls, puppets and marionettes are related to each other and share common roots. The
definition of doll found in the dictionary is “an image of a human being (commonly
of a child or lady) used as a plaything” (Oxford University, 2009). Max Von Boehn
describes doll as “the three-dimensional representation of a human figure, a plastic cre-
ation, which, however, is far removed from the sphere of the fine arts” (von Boehn,
1956, p.23). The etymology of “doll” take us to the diminutive of the name Dorothy
(Oxford University, 2009) Depending on their function and characteristics, dolls can
assume a variety of names, such as mannequins, when placed in stores as an adver-
tising object, or statues, when sculpted as a piece of artwork. When their function is
movement, they assume the name of puppets which can be further classified by the
way they are operated, for instance, a puppet manipulated by a ventriloquist can be
called a dummy, but a puppet operated by strings is called a marionette. In Sanskrit,
puppet assumes names such as putrika which means “little daughter” (Pischel, 1902).
The origins of the English term “puppet” comes from the Middle English poppet, and
ultimately from the Latin pupa, which means “little girl” or “doll” (Ridgeway, 1915;
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Oxford University, 2009; Harrison, 1998). There are terms that share the sense of
childhood and cover both meanings of doll and puppet, such as the German puppe, the
French poupée, or the Greek kópn. Apparently in the same direction we can find the
term “marionette” that might derive from the French diminutive of the name Marion
and which is already a diminutive of Marie, which is literally “little Mary” (Harrison,
1998). There is some discussion on the origins of this word. Ana Maria Amaral argues
that the origins of “marionette” derive from the French term Maries which is used to
identify a type of wood used for sculpting. This term might derive from names used
to describe the small-sized figures of Virgin Mary, such as mariotte, marotte, marion
or marionette (Amaral, 1991). Although Marion is a recurrent reference, it assumes
different connotations and could be the name of the person who has introduced mar-
ionettes in France during the 16th century. The roots of the word “marionette” could
also derive from Maria di legno, an expression to reference the Virgin Mary statue
(Passos, 1999). In his study, Kauppinen (Kauppinen, 2000) identifies common aspects
that connects dolls, puppets and marionettes. He suggests that all share the element of
smallness, and their roots are connected to the diminutive of women (girl). Movement
is the functional aspect that distinguishes dolls from puppets and marionettes, but
depending on the language and region, puppets and marionettes might share the same
meaning. In contemporary English, the term “marionette” is generally used to refer to
any puppet operated with strings. The association of this term with string puppets
can be traced back to the 16th century (I.-M. Chen et al., 2007). In China marionettes
are called “Xuan Si Mu Ou” or “Ti Xian Mu Ou” which is a reference to the puppet
operation method. In France, Portugal, Germany, and Italy the term marionette is
used broadly as the generic reference for puppets.

The Puppet Nature - What is a puppet?

The term “puppet” embraces multiple meanings, and it can be used to represent a
marionette, a doll, an image on screen or a bicycle on stage. Thus, it goes far be-
yond the figurative or anthropomorphic notions. The diminutive of the Latin pupa is
pupula which means pupil, as if the eye of the puppet could represent his point of view,
helping us to see the reality from a different angle. There are scholars that prefer to
focus on what a puppet does, instead of what a puppet is. Some definitions relate the
puppet with the human agent and with the perceivers (audience). Bil Baird defines
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puppet as “an inanimate figure that is made to move by human effort before an audi-
ence” (Baird, 1965, p.13). For Penny Francis (Francis, 2011, p.13) the puppet “is a
representation and distillation of a character, the repository of a persona perceived by
both creator and spectator within its outward form. It can be any thing, any object,
if brought to imagined life through the agency of a human player who inspires it and
controls it directly”. The puppet can be considered an essence with the potential for
movement (Sinclair, 2000). Michael Mescle refers to puppets as instruments, a violin
in an orchestra (Mescle, 2013). For Kenneth Gross (Posner et al., 2014), a puppet
is an unpredictable creature characterized by its state of metamorphosis, changing its
shape and scale, crossing boundaries. While it can be thought of as an ordinary object
from the material world, it can also represent the connection with the unknown, with
the spirit. However, the puppet can also be understood as an idea, a tool of thought, a
vehicle for our imagination, or the re-interpretation of the material world. It presents
a flexible and autonomous existence establishing connections between worlds. It can
control and be controlled, while controlled by the operator it controls the audience, it
sometimes controls those who seem to control it. We can find them in diverse spaces
and media representing different beings, characters or used as a material thing. The
puppet can be understood as a technological object controlled by technological means,
an interface between the puppeteer realm and the multitude of media. The puppet is
not an actor; it is a unique entity inside a performance context. For Jurkwoski (Ju-
rkowski, 1996) the puppet can be understood as an artifact, an icon of an actor. The
puppet does not have an “ego” and when used to substitute the human actor we remove
the puppet owns existence. Removing it from the scene, it simply ceases to be. The
contradiction of life and death is always present in puppets, it sustains the dichotomy
between animate and inanimate, the living and the dead. The puppet combines the
art object with the kinetic character (Posner et al., 2014).

As a theatrical and performative object, the puppet can be considered an inanimate
form that becomes alive when moved in a dramatic manner by the human performer.
The puppet as the ability to swing between life and death stated by the hands of the
puppeteer . There is some discussion about puppet definitions, and some scholars like
Currell (Currell, 1985) or Francis (Francis, 2011) exclude automata because they do
not depend on the human agent, others such as Philpott (Philpott, 1969) exclude
dolls because they are for personal play and not for theatrical function, and there
are others that exclude animatronics because they are remotely operated by electronic
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means. Steve Tillis describes puppets from the perspective of common people as being
“figures perceived by an audience to be objects, that are given design, movement and/or
speech in such a way that the audience imagines them to have life.” (Tillis, 1990, p.38).
Blumenthal argues that “whenever someone endows an inanimate object with life force
and casts it in a scenario, a puppet is born” (Blumenthal, 2005, p.11). All of these
definitions include the audience or spectator as an integral part of the puppet. The term
“puppet” has reach out a new stage with contemporary performances and theatrical
approaches. Rather than being locked to its figurative, or crafted nature, such as the
Marionette or the Punch and Judy, it has a new augmented understanding, expanding
its concept to a multidisciplinary object of performance. What Frank Proschan (Bell,
2001) defined as “performing object” describing any material image that is created,
displayed or manipulated in a dramatic performance. Dassia Posner goes further in
the terminology by presenting “material performance” as a vibrant matter, describing
the relation between the actor and the material, the action and their interactions
(Posner et al., 2014). Although the puppet depends on the human agency to shape its
life, it can also inspire and influence the operator’s behavior, thus there is an intrinsic
collaboration between puppet and puppeteer. Posner distinguishes active from passive
materials, active as the material performance that provides the energy to generate it or
as the source of inspiration, and passive as a complementary object to the performance,
a prop or a piece of scenery. She proposes a new puppet paradigm assuming a broader
notion, placing the puppet in a central role capable of competing in equal terms with
live-actor theatre.

Puppets present a variety of shapes, control methods and degrees of freedom in move-
ment which make them an ideal interface for creative and collaborative work always
connected to the development of supporting technologies.

I will adopt the term “puppet” when referring to its figurative nature and “performing
object” to any object or image animated in dramatic sense.

2.1.2 Cultural Heritage

“Puppets are a powerful interface to fantasy and creativity.” (Mayora et al., 2009, P.
110)

This section examines the philosophical, historical and theatrical value of puppetry.
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It presents an historical overview of puppetry and its cultural heritage referring the
different artistic forms and styles, as well as an analysis of the social importance and
significance of puppetry in theoretical terms – religious, political, and cultural. The
roots of puppetry and puppet theatre can be found in ancient practices and in the
oldest forms of performance. The analysis of these practices and the theories that
sustained them will provide the means to understand what they are, what are they
used for, how they have developed and spread around the world, their cultural her-
itage, and their legacy. The origins of puppetry are diffuse and its history is written
through multiple disciplines. As Jurkowski argues, puppetry is “one of the earliest
autochthonic manifestations of human culture. Perhaps it is this which makes puppet
so recognizable in so many otherwise different parts of the world” (Rubin, Nagy, &
Rouyer, 2001). Puppetry has grown through two main branches identified by Francis
(Francis, 2011), as the dramaturgy branch coming from the religious and the ancient
ritual roots emphasizing its illusionary power, and from the comedy exploring its satire
power.

Puppet’s Origins

The origins of the puppet can be found in the social and religious domains presenting
distinct names such as idol or doll. There is some discussion about the origins of the
theatrical puppet. While some researchers consider the motion of cult figures as the
ancestors of theatrical puppet animation, others do not accept the comparison because
of their different purpose. Scholars are also divided to recognize the importance of the
puppet in the developments of the art of theatre and to understand if the puppet was
an integral part of the theatre from the beginning or become a part of it in a later
stage. There are some scholars, such as Richard Pischel (Pischel, 1902) that claim
that puppets were used in theatre even before actors, and others, such as Fritz Eichler
that opposed to this thesis (Jurkowski, 1996; Ridgeway, 1915). Primitive puppets
have been studied in the anthropological field in their distinct use contexts, such as in
ritual, magic or para-theatrical. The use of puppets in religious ceremonies and rituals
is a common practice influenced by the human belief that puppets possess a spiritual
essence. Depending on the culture, puppets can assume the form of an interface, an
interlocutor between the physical and the spiritual world. In India, puppets can rep-
resent the spiritual energy; in Japan the human-shaped figures are used to negotiate
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emotional states with the spiritual world; in China puppets can represent magic crea-
tures; for the American Indians puppets represent the divine spirits; in Africa they are
employed in initiation ceremonies or cult ancestors; in Asia they are used in funeral
rites and birthday offering. Puppets can serve as believable connection to the super-
natural and ca be used as an instrument in magic ceremonies. The cultural process
of transformation from cult puppet to the theatrical puppet or entertainment puppet
took place at different periods in history. In Asia there is a strong linkage of puppetry
to the religious roots and even today it is possible to recognize the remaining of the
mythologic elements in the Chinese puppet theatre. The puppet master was consid-
ered in many cultures a priest or the intermediary between humans and gods or the
physical world and the world of ancestors such as the Indonesian dalang or the Indian
bhagavatar (Jurkowski, 1996).

The Development of Puppetry

Puppetry is very ancient but its roots are not clear and not consensual and its origins
may go back to the late Paleolithic period (Currell, 1987). The earliest references can
be traced back to 4ooo years ago in Egypt where writings describe a moving statue
representing a god in a devotional performance and which Jurkowski calls “animation
through worship” (Jurkowski, 1996; Blumenthal, 2005). Although these are no crucial
evidences of puppet plays in this period they point to the first use of sacred status in
performance.

Asia In the eastern culture puppetry theatre is connected to dance and drama cover-
ing religion and classical literature. Asian puppetry uses the symbolic language, which
can be found in the use of colors, shapes, and ornaments that link to specific functions
and representations of heroes, gods and demons. It tends towards abstraction instead
of the realistic descriptions of characters and scenery (Rubin, Nagy, & Rouyer, 2001).
Some scholars defend that puppetry was initially developed in India while others be-
lieve that it was in China. Pischel’s research (Pischel, 1902) on the Indian theatre
reveals a reference to puppetry in the literature from the tenth century B.C. where
the term sutradhara presents the initial meaning of “thread-holder” or “the holder of
strings” to identify the stage-manager, which can be understood as the puppet-player.
Furthermore, he identifies the word sutraprota as “one tied to strings” a direct reference
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to the puppet itself. In the same period in China, there are references to puppet figures
in the early legends (Blumenthal, 2005). One of the most ancient forms of puppetry is
the shadow puppetry, and its origins might be found in the Indian word saubhika which
can be translated as “shadow player” and was introduced in the 2th century B.C. The
first known shadow play dates from the 13th century A.D. and is based on Sanskrit
(Jurkowski, 1996). In India, puppets present variations according to the region and can
be distinguished by their name, their form, their structure, their manipulation and pre-
sentation techniques. Examples are the Kathputli, a traditional string puppet from the
northern region of Rajasthan, that presents a simple controller, or the tolu bommalata,
a shadow puppet from the southern region of Andhra. These shadow puppets made
from leather might have traveled to Indonesia, explaining the origins of the Javanese
shadow puppetry known as Wayang Kulit which is based on the Hindu epics Mahab-
harata and Ramayana (Currell, 1985). They spread around the region of Malaysia,
Thailand and Bali suffering transformations and developments (Blumenthal, 2005),
and are associated with spirituality, legends and myths. In these regions, shadow pup-
pets are usually operated with rods from below. Wayang is the generic designation for
puppet theatre which is complemented by another term to define its style, such as: the
Wayang Kulit, shadow puppets made with leather; Wayang golek, wooden rod pup-
pets; Wayang klitik, flat wooden puppets operated by rods with leather arms (Currell,
1985). In China, during the Song-dynasty (960 - 1279) puppets were already played for
different kinds of audience, from the street to the wealthy homes. Puppeteers employed
a range of different types of puppets, such as shadow and three-dimensional puppets,
or even sophisticated mechanical puppets (Blumenthal, 2005). There are two distinct
styles of traditional shadow puppets in China based on the materials and controls: the
Pekingese (northern) made with donkey hide, and the Cantonese (southern) made with
thicker hide. Chinese shadow puppetry spread through East Asia, Middle East, Africa
and even Europe, reaching countries such as Korea, Vietnam, Persia, Arabia, Turkey or
Greece. In these countries the shadow player manipulates the puppets with rods from
behind. Puppetry reached Japan in the eleventh century A.D. coming from China
and Central Asia. The traditional Japanese puppetry is Bunraku developed in the
16th century A.D. overshadowing the kabuki as popular entertainment. This puppet
became so complex that requires three puppeteers to manipulate it. During the 18th
century A.D. most of the leading dramas were written for puppets rather than actors,
and today, when they are performed in the context of Kabuki plays, the actors may
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mime the puppet movements as recognition of an older tradition (Adachi & Sackett,
1985). The Burmese marionette theatre is unique in South Asia but its roots remain
a mystery. While there are scholars that related them to the Indian influence, even
though shadow puppetry was not known and the Ramayana arrived late in the eighteen
century, there are others that speculate its origins are connected to the Chinese influ-
ence, and others that claim it’s a truly Burmese invention. Burmese marionettes are
divided into two main groups, the humans and spirits, and the animals and fabulous
creatures. The aspect that distinguishes these marionettes from the other Southeast
Asian puppets and made them unique is the absolute likeness with its source (Bruns,
1994). Shadow puppetry may have arrived to Central Asia during the 12th century
coming from Java or from India. In the 16th century emerges the Turkish Karagoz
possibly derived from the Egyptian shadows Mameluke, although there are similarities
with the Chinese Shadows of northeast. Karagoz shadows disseminate with the expan-
sion of the Ottoman Empire, and can be found in some European and Arab countries
(F. P. Chen, 2003). Puppets spread all over the world in different periods of time
growing with the contribution of each culture adapted to each specific tradition.

Europe In Europe, puppets may have been used by the Greeks since 800 B.C. (Cur-
rell, 1987). The earliest records about puppetry can be found in Xenephon’s Sympo-
sium written in the 4th century B.C. describing the neurospasta, which is the Greek
word for “string-pulling”, similar to the Indian sutradhar, making a reference to mar-
ionettes as a form of entertainment (Beckmann, 1817). Few years later, Plato, in
the Laws, includes thaumata which means puppet show as a performing art (Cap-
pelletto, 2011). The first known puppeteer was Potheinos, referenced by Athenaeus
in the second century B.C. (Cappelletto, 2011; Ridgeway, 1915; Pischel, 1902). The
Sicilian traditional puppets are used since the Roman Empire and represent knights
with armors, and since the 16th century they are used to perform the popular story
of Orlando Furioso derived from the legendary knight with the name Roland (Cur-
rell, 1987). In the nineteenth century, the Opera dei Pupi puppet theatre emerges in
Sicily, the puppets combines rods with strings and are manipulated from the side of
the stage (Morse, 2007). In Europe, puppetry and live-actor theatre were connected
and developed along parallel tracks, exchanging influences. In Italy rod puppets, glove
puppets and marionettes à la planchette were already a popular entertainment around
the fifteen century (Currell, 1985). The marionettes à la planchette were a type of
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dancing dolls, little wooden figures suspended by a horizontal string to the puppeteer
with dangling limbs. Improvisation first appears in Italian dramatic plays during the
16th century in particular to the commedia a soggetto (Pischel, 1902) or comme-
dia all’improvviso (denoting the improvisation aspect) and later known as commedia
dell’arte influencing the Fantoccini shows (puppetry plays). In this “Italian comedy”
the actors wear masks for specific characters such as Pulcinella, Arlecchino, Brighella,
Pantalone, Tartaglia, or Burattino1 (Andrews, 2008). Later the character Pulcinella
will be responsible for the creation of one of the most famous characters in the western
puppetry - Mr. Punch. The history of this stereotypical anti-hero reveals how different
cultures have contributed to its development and transformations. Mr. Punch derives
from the dramatic character of Pulcinella or Pulcinella Cetrullo which means “stupid
little chick” and was introduced to the Italian audience in the 540 A.D. (Harder &
Mittler, 2013). Alexandre Passos (Passos, 1999) studied the developments of the Pul-
cinella character around Europe - a long traveling absorbing different cultures and
inheriting different names. The first country adopting this character was France, and
while in Paris it took the name of Polichinelle, in Lyon it was known by Guignol which
is the designation for glove puppet. Guignol went to the Catalan countries where it
assumed different names: Cristofal, Tofal, Tirisites or Teresetes. On the other hand,
Polichinelle traveled to England adopting the name of Punch, and later received its
partner Judy, forming the well known Punch and Judy. Mr. Punch traveled from
England to Germany where it was baptized with Hanswurst, or Kasper, and from Eng-
land to Iberia receiving the name of Dom Roberto in Portugal and Don Cristobal in
Castela. Mr. Punch or the original Pulcinella was carried throughout all Europe even
to Russia, where it is known as Petruschka (Currell, 1987) or to Brasil adopting the
name of Mamulengo.

There are great differences between Asian and European puppetry. While Asian pup-
petry portrays religious epics and retains its sacred character due to its cultural tradi-
tions, the European puppetry followed the changing trends of ocidental theatre. The
Asian puppetry is based on the narrative structure inherited from the epic poetry
period and can be considered more conservative, while the European adopted the con-
temporary dramatic structure. In the western culture the puppet is understood as some
sort of machine that reflects the puppeteers intention. On the other hand, in the east-

1Burattino which means puppet and its character should have a puppet-like style through its body
movement.
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ern culture the puppet is seen as having its own autonomous life, which is determined
by the manipulator. The twentieth century is rich in scientific innovations which had
contributed to the development of new techniques such as the controlling system inside
the rods developed by Richard Teschner or the exploration of new materials (Currell,
1985).

2.1.3 Puppet Domains

Puppetry can be considered an applied art, where puppets can embrace different func-
tions, utilized as diverse forms of expression from social-political manifestations to
children’s entertainment. Puppets can be found on the street, at the opera house, in
taverns as in the school, on the stage of a theatre or on a television studio. They
can even be unrecognizable, as argued by Kenneth Gross (Posner et al., 2014), re-
quiring a new name. Puppets can be used as flexible tools in different environments
with distinct groups of people as they work on multiple different levels - from simple
to sophisticated. As Passmore-Godfrey states “a puppet’s power is its inherent nature
to ‘become’ anything it’s designed to be” (Passmore-Godfrey, 2005, p.168). From the
ancient times that puppets were used in religious ceremonies, and during the Middle
Ages, puppets have substituted live actors inside the Christian churches until they
reached “bad” popularity driven by the buffoons in tavern performances. Some pup-
pets such as the Karagionozis were used during the 17th century to transmit news to
the people (Provenzo, 2011).

Puppet Theatre

The puppet theatre can be considered the home of puppets, a privileged space dedicated
to the art of puppetry. There are multiple types of puppet theatre, each presenting its
own particularities that can be related to its cultural roots, or other aspects such as
manipulation techniques, or ways of presentation. Some examples of the diverse mani-
festations of puppetry within the theatre are: shadow puppetry, toy theatre, marionette
theatre, bunraku or table top theatre. Despite the ancient roots of puppet theatre and
its heritage with traditional folk art, its legacy does not prevent puppeteers from devel-
oping new techniques, from introducing new technologies or from experimenting new
performance and presentation approaches. On the contrary, puppet theatre by its na-
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ture presents an ideal space for innovation and experimentation, a challenging space
where artists explore the potential of puppets and their possibilites or to overcome
their limitations. Many artists have been pursuing this idea helping to improve tradi-
tional puppetry or to develop a contemporary puppet theatre. Significant contributions
in this direction were made by Philippe Genty, exploring abstract forms of puppetry
with a wide range of techniques, from hand puppets to light figures. By seeking the
relationship between matter and life, his productions cover surrealist to hyper-realist
aesthetics. In Genty’s creations actors can be mixed with puppets or puppeteers can
be hidden with black clothes to provide a clear focus on the puppets. The material
selection and the organization of space are two fundamental aspects for his company
productions (Rubin, Pong, & Chaturvedi, 2001). On the other hand, Sergei Obraztov,
one of the greatest puppeteers of the 20th century and the responsible for establishing
the art of puppetry in the Soviet Union, has brought puppet theatre productions to the
mainstream, to the same level as the live actor productions. Obraztov disseminated
puppetry all over the world influencing many contemporary puppeteers, such as Jim
Henson. He developed the “puppet-hand” (Obraztsov, 2001) based on the fundamen-
tal aspects of puppets, those that contribute to their transformation into real actors
- the movement. He removed all the secondary elements that characterize a puppet
until reaching the minimal of two primary elements, the human hand and a ball. The
human hand as the body, and the ball in a finger as the puppet’s head. These two
elements provide the hint of the human being to the audience, and they become actors
when moved in a dramatic way. Obraztov takes advantage of the expressiveness of the
human hand to convey various emotions through gestures. Important contributions
were also made by Fabrizio Montecchi (Montecchi, 2015) from Teatro Gioco Vita to
the development of a contemporary shadow theatre. Montecchi opened new ground in
shadow puppetry, seeking and developing new techniques, removing the static screen
play and exploring light possibilities by moving it or by using its reflection. During the
20th century, artists puppeteers, designers, directors from all over the world helped to
expand the art of puppetry in many directions and to established a new puppet the-
atre. A few examples are: Michael Meschke (Sweden), Richard Bradshaw (Australia),
Albrecht Roser (Germany), Jordi Bertrán (Spain), Stephen Mottram (England), Philip
Huber (USA), Neville Tranter (Netherlands), Bern Ogodnik (Ice Land) and Massimo
Schuster (Italy).
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Live Theatre

Puppetry is employed in live theatre to express “otherness”, animals, concepts or sym-
bolic characters such as ritual figures. It has been increasingly recognized by theatre
directors as a way to extend the creative potential of actors. A clear example of the
collaboration between puppetry and live theatre is the War Horse (Millar, 2011), a
production of the National Theatre in association with Handspring Puppet Company,
where puppets larger than real size horses share the stage with actors at a same level,
as equals, but with distinct performing capabilities.

Political Uses

The communicative potential of puppets is explored within the political and social
sphere. As Blumenthal (Blumenthal, 2005, p.163) states “puppets are inveterate po-
litical animals. And like many politicians, they can play both sides of the fence”. Pup-
pets have a long tradition as a political medium used to satirize propaganda regimes,
political parties and dictatorial regimes. Punch and Judy were an example of dissident
voices criticizing rules, ideals, morals or the people behind them such as the lawmakers.
Puppets have been used world wide as political activist tools, driven by puppeteers or
“puppetistas” that yell “puppetry is not a crime” (Bell, 2001, p.4). On the other hand,
Peter Schumann’s Bread and Puppet Theater is an example of puppetry applied to
social causes acting in the street. Schumann’s ideia of radical puppetry as a service to
the society, accessible to the common people, as a cheap but true art, brought a new
paradigm, a new purpose for puppetry oriented to adults working directly with the
community. For Francis, a puppet is “a natural transgressor, entering where no human
dares” (Francis, 2011, p.8) as the perfect character for protesting in the street against
the authority. Puppetry reaches everyone, from the factory workers to the wealthy per-
son, breaking social barriers providing a common ground, an equality communication
stage to spread messages to the masses contributing to the social awareness (Provenzo,
2011).
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Film, Television and Theme Parks

Puppetry techniques are also applied to the production of stop-action (also known as
stop-motion) animated films and live television shows. Since the early days of televi-
sion that puppets caught the attention of producers. Puppets were introduced during
the 1940’s in the North-american television, with the children show Kukla, Fran and
Ollie (1947) broadcast on ABC in 1947 or in the same year with the Howdy Doody
(1947) played on the NBC until 1960 (Dircks, 2004). It was with Jim Henson’s exper-
iments with camera techniques that puppetry for television developed a new language,
reaching a new stage no longer constrained to the traditional approaches. The most
successful and popular puppetry show for television ever made was The Muppets Show
(1976) produced by the Jim Henson Company, with an estimated audience of 235
million distributed to more than a hundred countries (B. J. Jones, 2013). The use
of puppetry techniques to create stop-motion animation was well as explored by Jiří
Trnka, a Czech puppeteer, animator and filmmaker that started playing with puppets,
frame by frame, in 1946 (Hames, 2009). Puppets are also used with the technique
called replacement animation, such as the George Pal’s Puppetoons from the 1930’s.
Feature films such as Nightmare Before Christmas (1993) co-produced by Tim Burton
or the Chicken Run (2000) from the Aardman Animations Studios are just a few exam-
ples of popular puppet animations that employed puppetry techniques. Live puppetry
is also a method used in film production, either for short puppet appearance, such as
the dancing marionettes by Bil Baird in The Sound of Music from 1965, and the hand
puppets in the musical Lili from 1953, or for feature animation films (Dircks, 2004).
While feature puppet films such as Team America: World Police (2004) or The Strings
(2004) were produced entirely by marionette techniques using sophisticated controls
and manipulated by master puppeteers such as Bern Ogodnik, others combined tra-
ditional puppetry techniques with electro-mehanical controls. Examples of the latest
techniques are the action adventure film Thunderbirds Are Go (1966) based on the
Supermarionation technology or the Jim Henson fantasy film The Dark Crystal (1984)
that employs Animatronics. Animatronic puppets are an attraction inside Theme
Parks around the world and represent the most challenging advances in technology.
Disney’s engineering made significant contributions to the developments of animatron-
ics to enhance the Theme Park experience to a realistic level. By blending sound with
animation they created the Audio-Animatronics (AA), which were introduced in 1963
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when moving and talking realistic bird puppets populated the Enchanted Tiki Room
at Disneyland Park. The technology behind Audio-Animatronics is based on pneu-
matics and hydraulics that provide pre-programmed motion to puppets. This lifelike
figures were in fact electro-mechanical robots. After this remarkable achievement, Dis-
ney continued to explore this technology with impressive puppets representing humans,
animals and monsters, personalities from the real life, or fiction characters such as The
Indiana Jones (2013) (Strodder, 2015). However, the most significant technological
breakthrough in theme parks was the introduction of digital puppetry in 1991 by Jim
Henson at Disney’s Hollywood Studios which will be discussed in Section 3.1.2. A com-
puter generated puppet animated in real-time by the hands of a puppeteer using an
electro-mechanical control device could interact with other physical puppets and with
the audience. The Muppet-vision 3D show combines multiple media such as Audio-
Animatronics and digital puppets such as 3D vision offering a rich and immersive
experience to the audience. There are substantial differences in producing puppetry
for live theatre and for television. The result of broadcasting a live puppetry theatre
is often a failure because it was created for a specific medium. For television, the pup-
peteer needs to learn how to work with television monitors, in addition to the mirror
effect that is produced, the puppeteer has to lead with camera cut and close-ups that
this particular medium presents, in particular lip-synchronization and eye focus.

Education

Puppets are effective as educational tools and provide rich learning experiences. They
present a great potential as a learning tool in educational contexts, as it is the case
in countries like India (Ghosh & Banerjee, 2006). Some types of puppets provide
easy operation which are assimilated quickly by children presenting no learning curve.
They can be portable, low-cost and do not require a special scenery or stage to perform
in a dramatic way. Puppetry provides a great platform to understand concepts, ac-
quire knowledge, explore skills, or to experience situations. It can stimulate children’s
learning, incorporating art and craft activities, scientific thinking and performance ex-
plorations. When working with puppetry, children need to measure, sort and classify
all kinds of things, they deal with shape aspects such as weight or scale, they need to
understand the notion of time and space to place and manipulate objects. They may
have to work with scientific concepts such as gravity, or mechanic concepts exploring
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levers or counterbalance, or even with biomechanics to study the human motion. Chil-
dren identify themselves with puppets because they do not have human limits, they
believe in puppets because they expand their imagination and make them dream. Pup-
pets are dramatic agents that convey different kinds of messages to large audiences.
It is common to associate puppetry with the expression “the willing for suspension
of disbelief” which means that the audience accepts puppets as real characters. This
expression explains why puppetry is mostly connected to children and often consid-
ered a childish entertainment. While society allows children to fantasize, to wonder, to
dream, and to be open minded, adults are expected to behave in a serious manner, in
a responsible way, and to be reasonable, becoming more skeptical in suspending their
disbelief than children. Constructivist theories, which are based on the premise that
students construct their perspective of the world through their individual experiences,
as well as argue that students construct their own reality based on their perceptions of
the experiences. Knowledge is thus a function of individual experiments taken, mental
structures and beliefs that are used to interpret things. But a puppetry curriculum for
children should be directed towards to their own experience and not to adults’ expecta-
tions, which may limit and constrain its use as an education tool. As Veronicah Larkin
argues “a willingness to allow children to investigate puppets in their own ways can
empower children to explore creatively without the imposition of strongly expressed
adult expectations influencing the process.” (Larkin, 2004, p.109).

Medicine, and Therapy

Puppetry within healthcare (medicine) can be used to explore aspects related to illness
and disability. In therapy, puppetry can stimulate children to express themselves. As
it is a “safe” medium, they can perform sensitive topics and transmit emotions eas-
ily. Because of their flexibly, puppets, as artificial bodies, can be employed in medical
contexts as references to convey principles of human biology, or to explore anatomical
and bio-mechanical concepts such as movement or balance. In a therapeutic setting,
puppetry can: help to externalize anxiety; provide the space to re-enact real life ex-
periences working through memories and actions such as remembering and repeating;
encourage the self-confrontation of the drama of existence; develop and practice in-
terpersonal skills stimulating socialization and teamwork. Puppets can be effective in
therapy because they can do things that humans can’t. They can help in breaking
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down barriers, providing effective means to initiate communication. They are a neu-
tral medium which children and adults can trust without feeling threatened, making
sensitive issues easier to discuss. Family and social issues that may be embarrassing
can be addressed directly by the subject without feeling uncomfortable. Children can
express thoughts, fears and feelings through puppets without feeling afraid from adults’
reactions. Children with a shy personality may feel safer “behind” the puppet and be
able to express themselves aloud. Puppets can be used with children with special edu-
cational needs, motivating and supporting children with difficulties in communication
and interaction. They can help to develop their social and motor skills. As charac-
ters, puppets can share different emotions and personalities like happiness or sadness;
surprise or fear; contempt or repulsion; helping children to recognize such emotions in
the real world. Performing with puppets requires the exploration and development of
the puppet’s movement as well as our own body movement, contributing to the aware-
ness of the children’s body. They explore the quality of movement in space with both
bodies. By dramatizing with puppets, children are invited to represent a variety of
realities, imaginative places or everyday scenarios helping them to increase the aware-
ness and understanding of the world they live in. Children with learning difficulties,
poor self-esteem, or behavior problems, often feel excluded, so it is very important to
challenge them with opportunities that can help them to regain their self-respect and
self-esteem. Puppetry presents an excellent opportunity for the integration of these
cases with the community.

Multidisciplinary Approaches

By nature, puppetry is interdisciplinary, as it crosses multiple boundaries and disci-
plines, from design to performance, from crafting to awareness of movement. It has
the potential to embrace and unify a variety of art forms (music, drama, writing) in
a multifaceted way. It is important to note that only recently puppetry was consid-
ered a discipline by its own right within the educational context, and even though
its techniques exist since a long time, they were only shared by practitioners to other
practitioners. As a discipline, it can be studied and its language developed with its own
particularities, but it also implies boundaries which limits its scope (range of action).
By considering puppetry as interdisciplinary, we are recognizing its full potential, as
a flexible, creative and diverse expression that expands when combined with other art
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forms such as theatre and disciplines such as science.

2.1.4 Puppetry Taxonomies

The definition of a taxonomy of puppets will hopefully provide a clarification that helps
placing digital puppetry. Although the classification of a genre concerns mainly the
academics it can also be used for labelling the genre and inform the audience about
the expected techniques and artistic style.

Control Method Classification

There are multiple approaches to classify puppets which can refer just the puppet, just
the puppeteer, both puppet and puppeteer or include also the perceiver (audience).
Traditional approaches that assume the puppet as an object or artifact are often based
on the operation methods, articulation techniques, shape and building materials or
place of origin. When the focus is the puppet, they can be divided in two main classes,
based on their shape: the two dimensional or flat puppets as the shadow figures and
the three dimensional or round puppets. Depending upon the building materials and
articulations, these shapes can be deformable or rigid and present distinct motion
capabilities. The most consensual classification of puppets is based on the mode of
operation where the control method determines the operator position. Approaches
based on this concept have been proposed by Gordon Graig ( (Bell, 2001)), Juvenal
Hayes (Latshaw, 2012) or Alexandre Passos (Passos, 1999).

In this classification there are three major positions from which puppets can be ma-
nipulated (see Figure 2.1):

• From above - the puppeteer operates from a higher position than the puppet that
is suspended by strings as in marionettes or suspended by rods as in the Sicilian
style (down view);

• From the middle - the puppeteer stands behind, beside or inside of the puppet.
The puppeteer manipulates from beside the puppet as the Ventriloquist (side
view); from inside wearing a puppet suit as the Big Bird from Sesame Street
(outside view); from behind as in the Japanese Bunraku, as the hand puppets,
or as the Chinese Shadow Theatre (Back-up view);
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• From below - the puppeteer manipulates the puppets above his head such as in
hand puppets, rod puppets or Javanese shadow puppets (upper view).

Figure 2.1: Puppet classification according to their operation mode. Adaptation from
various classification system based on traditional approaches.

But this classification is very strict and does not include the multiplicity of animated
forms, in particular those that combine operation methods or those that blend genres.
There are several types of puppets that do not fit clearly in any of the above categories
such as the Vietnamese water puppets which are operated with rods from behind a
screen, or the puppets that combine rods with strings or are operated directly with
the hands of the puppeteer. To include a wider range of forms, some scholars, such
as Blumenthal (Blumenthal, 2005) advocate a classification based on the proximity
between the puppet and puppeteer. This topology can be divided in two main families:
Internal contact, when the puppeteer his an integral part of the puppet, having an
internal physical contact with the puppet (from inside); External contact, when the
manipulator as an external physical contact with the puppet (from outside).

Internal contact: the puppet motion depends upon a part or the whole body of the
puppeteer, such as body puppets or hand and finger puppets. The puppeteer can even
transform part of his body into part of the puppet’s body such as when the puppeteer’s
hand becomes the puppet’s hand.

External contact: The puppets are physically independent from the operator and their
animation depends upon direct manipulation from the hands of the puppeteer or in-
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direct manipulation through devices such as rods or strings. This large category of
puppets includes marionettes, rod puppets and shadow or silhouette figures.

Classification Based on Tangibility

With the above typology it is even possible to classify remote controlled puppets such
as the animatronics. As Penny Francis states “the figure animated electronically or
even remotely is still a puppet if the performer is present at the other end of the cable
or the machinery, controlling the movements, just as at the end of a simple string or
rod” (Francis, 2011, p.13). What about media puppets? And how to classify puppets
that combine internal with external contact? Although this taxonomy is more generic
than the previous, it still presents constraints and does not take in account new forms
of puppetry. A classification that embraces traditional as well as contemporary ap-
proaches is not trivial. While hybrid puppets present issues when classified in the
operation mode, recycled and media objects may present issues within a classification
based on the building materials, and using the place of origin as a classifying aspect is
not suitable for a globalized world. Furthermore there is the question of including me-
dia figures in particular computer puppetry within a puppetry taxonomy, this issue has
contributed to the debate around future directions for this field. The discussion of me-
dia figures and technological means in puppetry is argued by Stephen Kaplin (Kaplin,
1995) identifying four ways of using new technologies within puppet performance. The
first is the “docu-puppetry” that uses video editing and image manipulation techniques
for the production of documentary content, addressing the historical aspects of pup-
petry and its social and cultural impact. The second way of using technologies with
puppetry is identified by Kaplin as “virtual puppetry” referring to digital performing
objects generated by computers but manually controlled by the human agent through
physical devices. The third is “hyper-puppetry”, extending the previous by including
collaborative performance. The last one is “cyber-puppetry”, referring to the network
space environment, it extends the previous by allowing an online collaborative per-
formance with the audience in an interactive and unlimited space. His definition of
puppet is implicit in his reasoning and it is quite distinct, focusing on the relation-
ship between meaning and significance, a semiotic approach that focus on the use of
signs and expands the puppets’ sphere far beyond traditional concepts based on the
materiality of the object. Within this broader concept it is possible to include in the
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puppetry realm the Computer-Generated imagery (CGI). In the same direction, Steve
Tillis finds a common ground between media figures and puppetry when he states that
“media figures share with puppetry the crucial trait of presenting characters through a
site of signification other than actual living beings” (Tillis, 1999, p.183). While video
recorded puppets loose their presence in time and space when presented though its
medium, computer figures are not media reproductions and their presence is created
by the medium itself. In order to understand if computer figures can be considered
puppets, Steve Tillis splits puppetry in two main aspects: the nature of the figure
and its relationship with the manipulator. The first aspect relates to the concept of
tangibility, if the object can be touched, and the second aspect relates to the real-
time manipulation. Regarding the first aspect, Tillis outlines the similarities between
physical and virtual figures in particular the procedure to create them and finds in
the tangibility concept the main distinction. While both are manipulated to generate
signs of life in an imagined reality, the physical puppet is tangible, but the virtual
figure cannot be touched. This concept is used to distinguish the nature of the figure,
a qualitative aspect to separate the physical from the virtual realm. However, this con-
cept can be arguable when applied to the registration of video images of the traditional
puppetry performances, while the physical puppets are tangible when transformed into
recoded images they become intangible. Tillis argues that in this case, the image is
a direct reference to the subject material. He proposes that the traditional puppets
such as marionettes should be thought as “tangible” puppets, and the computer graph-
ics’ figures as “virtual” puppets, adopting Kaplin’s terminology. Regarding the second
point, Tillis identifies the timing of the manipulation as a recognizable aspect that
can be used to distinguish puppets based on their relation with the operators, if they
are built for real-time operation. He proposes an interesting definition for real-time
in puppetry which ‘refer to a synchronicity not only of control and movement, but of
audience reception as well’ (Tillis, 1999). The real-time property can be used to differ-
entiate tangible puppets from stop-action figures, and although both are tangible with
multiple similarities, the stop-action figures are not meant to be operated in real-time,
but their movement is based on the illusion mediated by the technological medium.
Even though the manipulation methods are close related, to produce the movement
the operator works within a time abstraction, without the instant feedback that char-
acterizes puppetry. He goes further in transposing the concept of tangibility in terms
of movement, stating that the stop-action figure presents an intangibility movement.
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He proposes three categories based on tangibility (Figure 2.2):

1. Tangible puppets (tangible objects that are tangibly moved)

2. Virtual puppets (intangible objects that are tangibly moved)

3. Stop-action puppets (tangible objects that are intangibly moved)

Figure 2.2: Puppet classification based on tangibility.

With the proposed taxonomy, Tillis includes animatronics inside the tangible puppets
category because of their similar nature, presenting tangible material and tangible
movement. Furthermore, he excludes automatas by their “closed” movement possibil-
ities, a sequential program that controls the movement and which Tillis considers a
kind of kinetic sculpture. He also excludes cel animation based on its distinct nature,
the movement of the figures in cell animation rely on the optical illusion and does not
depend on the “control” of the operator. Fowling this reasoning we can also exclude all
the virtual puppets that are not controlled by the human operator and are based on
procedural animation or guided by artificial intelligence such as the Non Player Char-
acters (NPC). However, the Player Character in a game may be considered a virtual
puppet, an intangible object that is tangibly moved by the player, although we may
take in consideration depending upon the game, that the purpose of the player is not
to generate a sign of life or to dramatize with the puppet, thus we can separate it from
puppetry. What about the computer puppets that are animated with keyframes? I be-
lieve that Tillis would exclude these intangible objects that are intangibly moved, even
though they share aspects among the virtual and the stop-action puppets. Moreover,
Searls (Posner et al., 2014) based on Tillis proposal, argues that virtual puppets can
transcend their intangibility through the use of advanced technology.

The tangibility of movement (real-time manipulation) is also referred by Francis, as a
part of the process of transferring the energy from the puppeteer to the puppet: “The
transference is effected through the natural or manufactured ‘controls’ of the puppet,
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combined with specific performing skills, innate or acquired, directly and immediately
applied (in ‘real-time’) to the thing animated” (Francis, 2011, p.5). Furthermore,
he also refers to the media figure and the use of technological means within pup-
petry although outlining the importance of the human agent: “The execution of the
performance may be live, recorded, and in a growing number of cases actioned by tech-
nological as opposed to handmade or hands-on control, but the hands or the body of
the puppet operator are always in attendance, to effect and affect the performance of
the figure or object” (Francis, 2011, p.5).

Puppet and Puppeteer Relationship

“The relationship between the object (the puppet) and its power sources changes all
the time, and these variations are of great semiological and aesthetic significance. (Ju-
rkowski, 1988: 31)” Penny Francis - (Francis, 2011, p.10)

Stephen Kaplin further proposes a broad puppetry classification based on the puppet
to performer relationship. He combines “distance” with “ratio” to propose a two axis
model for puppet theatre (Figure 2.3). While distance refers to the degree of separation
between the performer and the object being manipulated, a process that operates
“through psychic, body, remote, and temporal degrees of contact” (Bell, 2001, p.22),
ratio refers to the performer-to-object relation, the amount of performers and the
amount of performing objects.

Kaplin uses the X and Y axes to organize in a diagram his classification, where X is used
for measuring the performer to object ratio and the Y axis for displaying the distance.
The left extreme of the horizontal axis represents the “1:many” ratio, which means that
one performer operates several puppets at the same time such as in the Punch & Judy.
The opposite side refers to the “many:1” ratio, where several puppeteers operate just
one puppet such as in the Peter Schumann’s Bread and Puppet performances or the
Japanese Bunraku theatre. When there is a one-to-one mapping ratio, the performer’s
energy is transferred directly into the puppet. On the other hand, the Y axis represents
the distance between performer and object, starting with the absolute contact point,
where there is no gap, when they are merged together in one entity in the actors’ own
internal body. And although Kaplin does not draw a strict division between actor
and puppet, at this stage the “puppet” might not exist by itself because it shares the
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Figure 2.3: Kaplin’s classification based on distance and ratio axes adapted from the
Puppet Tree - A Model for the Field of Puppet Theatre (Kaplin, 2001).

same center of gravity with the performer. The distance axis grows from the physical
to the virtual contact, from the closest control as the mask to the furthest remote
control object as the NASA’s Martian vehicle. He includes all types of puppets in
diverse domains from the muppets to the stop-action figures in animated films, from
the animatronics to the digital characters in video-games. The intersection between
the two axes translates into an absolute contact zone where the center of gravity is
located in the performers body.

Types of Traditional Puppets

There are different types of puppets and the most common classification derive from the
way puppets are manipulated, including glove puppets, rod puppets, shadow puppets
and marionettes (Currell, 1985).

Marionettes The marionette is a puppet suspended by strings to a control that is
held by a puppeteer. It is a multi-limbed mechanism and can be devised into three main
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elements: the puppet figure, the control device, and the connection strings which link
the control to the puppet. Marionettes can provide graceful and charming performances
as well as a magical effect derived from the “invisible” connection between the puppet
and the puppeteer. Their design and manipulation can be made simple or sophisticated,
from a considerable amount of moving parts that are controlled by several strings to a
one string puppet. They can be made from rigid bodies that provide a rich kinematic
and dynamic behavior. Generally, they are manipulated by a puppeteer visible to the
audience in open stage.

Hand puppets Hand puppets are figures that are slipped over the puppeteer’s hand.
The term is applied to a wide range of styles that are worn by the hand of the puppeteer.
These puppets are driven directly by the operator’s hands, who can use various fingers
to manipulate the character. Glove puppets are usually simple in structure. Typically
the hand of the puppeteer fits inside the puppet’s body or the puppet’s head. There are
multiple variations, such as: glove puppet’s, the muppet style, the rod-hand puppet,
finger puppets, or sock puppets. The glove puppet is used like a glove on the pup-
peteer’s hand. The rod-hand puppet is similar to a glove puppet, but the head motion
is driven by a rod inserted in the neck. The muppet style created by Jim Henson is a
combination between hand puppets and rod puppets with moving mouths. While the
head and body are operated by one hand, the arms are controlled by rods. Glove pup-
pets are typically presented from within a booth. For instance, the “Punch and Judy”
style is presented in a traditional covered booth. However, it’s becoming popular to use
an open booth presenting a wider view for the audience, establishing a more intense
relation between the puppeteer and the puppet. The Punch is able to translate the
true spirit of the glove puppet. The audience knows the puppet conventions: the oficial
and legal rules followed by the players in the Punch and Judy show. However, part of
punch’s energy is based on the breaking of the rules, is in the behavior according to
the freedom of the strange peculiar inhuman manipulator object.

Rod puppets A rod puppet is held and moved by a puppeteer through a rod, from
below, from above„ or from behind. Their design can vary in terms of complexity,
from a fully articulated figure with moving eyes, to a simple puppet supported and
moved by just one rod such as a wooden spoon. They also vary in size, from miniature
figures to giant creatures. Usually the operator holds a central rod with one hand for
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manipulating the head and body, and two rods with the other hand for operating the
arms separately.

Shadow puppets Shadow puppets discussed in section 2.1.2 are probably the least
corporal figures. They are a sort of indirect creation, which challenged the audience to
question if the puppets are the shadows, or if the objects that produce the shadows are
the real puppets. Shadow puppets present an awkward perspective, they are facing the
front of the screen, but at the same time they are presented in profile. They are twisted
in space in a sort of dual perspective, which may be seen as a divine and unnatural
creature. These two-dimensional flat figures are used typically to illustrate narrated
stories. However, they can be used for energetic action like in the traditional Turkish
shadow plays Karagöz. Because of their two dimensional existence, the silhouettes and
shadow puppets share certain properties with the moving pictures. They are presented
to the audience through the screen, an indirect image in a similar dimension as in
the film medium. Built from hinged parts, these articulated figures are manipulated
by rods held against a translucent and illuminated screen. The term shadow puppets
can also be used to identify the silhouettes. Shadow puppets can be made complex or
simple both in their appearance as well as in their construction.

Table 2.1: Comparison between traditional puppet techniques
Puppet type Positive Negative

Marionettes Delicate, versatile puppets; uniquely graceful and
charming; Experienced puppeteers can take advantage of
its centre of gravity to produce natural movements
swing its parts.

Cannot handle fast and forceful actions. They may
presentunpredictable movements in the hand of non
experienced puppeteers that need to take into account the
marionette centre of gravity.

Hand puppets They are suitable for quick and energetic actions. They
are very expressive and present flexibility.

Their movements are constrained to the own gestures of
the puppeteer.

Rod puppets They are suitable for creative approaches in both design
and presentation. They can be use to create sketches
that require full control of timing. They stay still and
are “obedient”, move to wherever the puppeteer wants
through his control. They can act alone with subtle
movements such as the Bunraku, or be used in a large
collective piece with fast and energetic movements.

Shadow
puppets

The casted shadow presents an indirect reference to the
real objects contributing to the creation of a dramatic
effect.

Shadow puppets only work in profile. It is complex to
cross or overlap puppets.

Combined Combination of different types of puppets in performances is a common
practice. For instance, mixing marionettes with rod puppets can produce interesting
results as the stylized movement of the rod puppets presents a related effect to that
of the marionette. Shadow puppets can be used in background to produce dream
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and memory sequences or distance scenes complemented by rod or marionette puppets
to produce the three-dimensional action in foreground. Combination of puppets and
actors also occurs, in particular with masked actors. The relation between puppets
and masks is very intense. The personality of the actors changes when they put on a
mask, in a certain way becoming a puppet. In theatre, masks and puppets intensify
the dramatic effect inviting the audience to see beyond their set of expressions.

Related Techniques (Other Types) There are other related puppetry techniques
that cover a wide range of puppets which does not fall directly into the above types.
However, it is important to make a reference to these techniques in this section, such
as: Masks; Jumping Jacks; Finger puppets; Marots; Marionettes ala planchette; Su-
permarionation.

Masks are close related to puppets. It is a technique employed in theatre to allow the
actor to become a puppet. This technique is used in puppetry to place the puppeteer
as a puppet in the scene taking advantage of the scale effect. Other related approaches
extend the puppet’s physical shape with the body of the puppeteer. Thus, it is possible
to augment the body taking advantage of the short manipulation distance to produce
natural movements. This technique is known as the “humannete”, which referes to a
puppet based on the puppeteer’s body - half-human and half-puppet figure. Typically
puppeteer contribute with their hands and head, while the puppet completes the figure
with the legs and body. With this mixed body, puppeteers can behave naturally because
they use their own body to manipulate being able to produce funny and intriguing
characters. A body puppet is a full-bodied figure worn by one or more puppeteers
which manipulate it from within.

Finger puppets are figures that use part of the fingers of the puppeteer as their own
structure. They are particularly effective for telling stories. While a single-finger
puppet fits over one finger, puppeteers can also drive multiple puppets with all fingers.
Typically the fingers are used to fit the head and body of the puppet. However, the
puppeteer can use two fingers to form the legs of the puppet that support its body
allowing to produce a finger walk. Finger puppets can be combined with strings or
rods that are attached to the arms. The Jumping Jack is a simple pull string puppet,
an articulated flat cutout figure which was popular in the 18th century. This puppet
is suspended by a string which is attached to the head of the puppet. The articulated
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limbs are connected to one or two control strings. By pulling the string (control) the
puppeteer is able to produce the movement of the limbs.

Marionettes à la planchette already referred in section 2.1.2 are painted wooden figures,
with dangling limbs suspended on a horizontal string. The puppets are connected by a
horizontal string to a post on a plank and to the leg of the puppeteer that generates the
motion. The Marot is one of the most simple rod puppets based on one rod attached to
the head for turning, it is also known as the “fool’s stick” which was carried by a jester
in medieval times. An object puppet is a figure created with found or everyday objects.
Supermarionation is a term to describe a puppetry technique based on technology used
to produce the television series by Gerry Anderson such as Stingray or Thunderbirds
(Currell, 1985).
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2.2 Animation - Illusion of Movement

2.2.1 Anymation

Puppetry might be the ancestor of animation, as referred by Charles Solomon (Solomon
& American Film Institute, 1987), and both are definitely related. With the advent
of the animated film, puppet theatre lost its predominance in creating the illusion of
life, and as the preferred entertainment. George Latshaw argues that “the animated
film cartoons posed the first real threat to the puppet domain of fantasy. Live puppets
were outclassed in every way by cartoon characters who blinked their eyes, cried tears,
shaped their mouths to suit the words, wiggled fingers, squashed themselves flat as
pancakes only to rise up and fill out again, Cartoons could dance any step, sing any
song, and even invite live actors to perform in their two-dimensional world” (Latshaw,
2012, p.18). With the advent of the digital era, puppetry can be reinvented, crossing
with the animated film and expanding its domains. Thus, it is important to explore
its connections by studying the roots of the animated film, its developments, its lan-
guage and its techniques, and perhaps most importantly, to understand the animation
fundamentals.

What is animation?

In the most wide definition, “animation” embraces puppetry and live-performance, like
those found in “The Muppet Show”. However, “animation”, at least in the context
of the animated film, is traditionally understood as the hand-made creation of the
illusion of movement on inanimate forms frame-by-frame (Wells, 2013). This definition
seems to be adequate for describing traditional cel-based animation but excludes many
other types, such as those based on other technologies such as the computer. If we
look into the definition in the dictionary we find that animation is “the action of
imparting life, vitality, or motion”. The term “animate” means to give life to, and came
from the Latin verb “animare” derived from “anima”, which means “breath, life, soul,
mind”, defining the inner part of the character as the opposite to “persona” (Oxford
University, 2009). This definition expands the animation domains, emphasizing the
philosophical meaning of life and movement, leading to the interpretation of animation
as the transmission of “anima” to a lifeless thing through movement. The essence of
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animation for Norman McLaren is in the manipulation of movement, the generation of
motion between frames: “animation is not the art of drawings-that-move, but rather
the art of movements-that-are-drawn. What happens between each frame is more
important than what happens on each frame” (Solomon & American Film Institute,
1987, p.1901). This movement generates a life signal, an indication of a breathing
subject, the presence of a soul. To reveal the soul of the animated form, the animator
seeks within the creative process the construction of something unique as emphasized
by the animators of the Zagreb School, for whom “to animate [is] to give life and
soul to a design, not through the copying but through the transformation of reality”
(Holloway, 1972, p.9). For Erwin Panofsky, animation is the power of transforming
lifeless things into living things through metamorphosis. Panofsky describes animation
as the ability to “endow lifeless things with life, or living things with a different kind of
life” (Panofsky, 1975, p.23). The act of endowing life and movement is the fundamental
requirement of the animated film, as well as being a primary aspect on the art of
puppetry. They both seek the illusion of life. These distinct art forms are closely
related and have been the subject of increasing attention by scholars. I would suggest
that on a broader perspective puppetry be considered a form of animation, a physical,
tangible and performance animation even though considered as a distinct art form. The
boundaries between tangible and intangible animation are not clearly drawn, and we
can find some crossovers. Animators with performance or craft backgrounds bring to
their animations some sort of physicality, and might even explore the on-stage approach
from puppetry. On the other hand, there are puppeteers that explore the animation
inside their puppet plays, in a way to expand their possibilities and engage the optical
sense of the increasingly young spectators who grew in a social media environment.
This new visual theatre combines puppetry with animation, providing an universal
language that does not rely just on words but on a diversity of media that can feed the
intellectual and emotional sense of spectators.

Motion Pictures - The Illusion

Although the word animation is part of the English language since the 1600’s, we had
to wait until the scientific developments of the 20th century to use this term to describe
the moving images (Solomon & American Film Institute, 1987). Unlike puppetry, that
can be done with rudimentary means, animation requires advanced technology to pro-
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duce the illusion of movement. Animated drawings were the first attempt to create
the illusion of movement, many decades before the motion picture. The invention of
the film technology (camera and projector) made possible the advent of the animated
film (Hoffer, 1981). The foundations of the animated film can be found in the combi-
nation between the technological breakthrough providing the tools for animators, and
the artistic exploration searching for the definition of its own language, its syntax or
vocabulary (Júnior, 2005). In terms of technology, the genesis of animation is insepara-
ble from the pre-cinema, which is pointed by Cholodenko when stating “the fascination
which the cinema in its ‘childhood’ offered was the fascination with animation, with the
reanimation of the world by this apparatus” (Cholodenko, 1991, p.18), or by the use of
the term “Animatographe” as animated photographs to characterize film. Based on this
relation, Donald Crafton considers the animated film a subspecies of film in general.
To describe animation, Walt Disney made use of the words “illusion of life”, although
the Lumière brothers used them before to refer to the phenomenon of persistence of
vision, and even Orson Welles made use of this expression to characterize film as the
cycle of life and death (Cholodenko, 1991). This expression is commonly associated to
animation (Thomas & Johtnson, 1981) as well as to puppetry (Tillis, 1990) to refer
the abstract signs that make the audience believe that the subject is alive, even though
knowing that the subject is not “real” or “inanimate”. This illusion is perceived by the
audience, as Gilbert Seldes refers, as a magical effect, as “the satisfaction of magic that
we get out of it” (Cholodenko, 1991, p.20).

Perception of Movement

To produce the illusion of movement, the animated film combines the use of tech-
niques from cinematographical, graphic and plastic arts. This movement is applied to
drawings, to light, to three-dimensional objects, or to puppets. It evolved from basic
movement tricks through rudimentary technology to highly sophisticated art forms ex-
ploring advanced technologies. When a series of still images is presented at a certain
speed, it produces the illusion of motion, the illusion of continuity, which is the basis
of the animated film. How does this illusion of movement occur? The human visual
system provides the ability to sense subtle movements as a survival mechanism. In this
way, we are able to respond and interpret movement rapidly, processing a large amount
of information. The explanation of how humans perceive movement is subject of regu-
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lar study since the 1820’s (Herbert, 2000a). In 1824, Peter Mark Roget wrote a paper
about the intriguing perception of movement by the human eye, entitled “Explanation
of an Optical Deception in the Appearance of the Spokes of a Wheel Seen through
Vertical Apertures” (Roget, 1825). In this paper, Roget tries to explain the optical
effect of a moving subject appearing to be standing still, in particular by the percep-
tion of apparently frozen spokes from the rotating wheels of a moving wagon. And
although his focus was on the opposite illusion of movement, his work motivated fur-
ther studies and experiments on movement perception by other researchers leading to
the development of the persistence of vision principle. This concept was associated to
the eye-brain perceptual phenomena from which a sequence of still images are blended
into a single image and interpreted as continuous movement. Each image is held in the
retina for a short fraction of time while the next image is being perceived. It is based
on the “after-image” effect produced by the stimulus of viewing a single image for an
instance, as a flash of light. The persistence of vision “fills in” the darkness produced
by the closing of the projector shutter with the retained image until the next stimulus.
This “after-image” is hold on the retina approximately 1/25 of a second (Glebas, 2013).
Thus, the playback rate of the animation (film, optical toy) must be fast enough to
trick the eye to be interpreted as a continuous imagery, and when this effect fails we see
a “flicker”. There are two rates in film and video to be mentioned, the “playback rate”
that refers to the amount of images per second displayed, and which is related to the
flicker effect, and the “sampling rate”, that establishes the number of different images
displayed per second which determines how smooth is the motion (Parent, 2012). The
persistence of vision should not be confused with the optical illusion effect called “phi
phenomenon” presented by Max Wertheimer in 1912, which is caused by the sequential
impulses of stationery lights displayed at a specific speed and distance producing the
impression of continuous motion. The “phi phenomenon” is also known as “apparent
motion” (Roeckelein, 1998). The still image that constitutes the frame on a film is a
static picture, not real motion, thus, it provides “apparent” movement. The apparent
motion can be classified accordingly to the spatiotemporal perceived conditions into
short and long-range processes. While the last provides long inter-stimulus intervals
and spatial displacements of many degrees, the short-range process provides the oppo-
site (Larsen et al., 1983). Joseph and Barbara Anderson argue that the “persistence of
vision” is not responsible for the impression of continuous imagery in film, considering
it as a myth used by film scholars to explain the “miracle” transformation. Instead,
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they suggest the use of “short-range apparent motion” to refer the phenomenon of
movement in the motion pictures. Because short-range processing occurs in an early
stage on our brain without any perceptual interferences, they argue that our visual
system cannot distinguish short-range apparent motion from real motion (Anderson
& Anderson, 1993). Some scholars suggest that “persistence of vision” and “phi phe-
nomenon” are complementary processes for the perception of continuous movement in
the movie pictures. The first allows the brain to retain the images cast upon the retina
for a short amount of time, while the latter generates the apparent movement between
images when displayed in sequence rapidly. Tim Smith in “Film (Cinema) Perception”
(T. J. Smith, 2010) points out that the perceptual phenomena of moving pictures is
a combination of the “persistence of vision” with the “apparent motion”. Whatever
is the psychophysical process responsible for creating the “illusion” of movement, the
term “persistence of vision” will be used for historical reasons, for contextualizing the
developments of the early animation devices.

Anymation

Animation presents two major concepts based on the endowing of life and movement.
While endowing life represents the substance or the signs of a living subject, endowing
movement represents the vehicle, or the transmission of energy. These two concepts
are interdependent and must be thought one through the other (Cholodenko, 1991).
The meaning of animation has suffered a significant change with the advent of the
digital era. In particular in the process of creating the illusion of movement which
is a central requirement in the animated film, as well as in the optical devices. The
artistic process of generating this illusion in the animated film is based on the notion
of the “frame”, which refers to the sequential increment of the visual representation.
With the introduction of the computer in the animation production, this process has
changed, in particular when the in-betweens are created automatically by interpola-
tion, and thus, no longer the determining factor for movement incrementation. Another
issue is the process to generate animation by transferring the movement from the nat-
ural world (tangible movement) as in puppetry, instead of the generation based on
artificial movement (intangible) such as the stop-motion process. So, what can be
considered animation? Does it imply a narrative with characters? Can we include
computer motion graphics as a category of animation, such as the kinetic typography?
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Or the graphic art in motion, such as the abstract animation with strong connections
to the avant-garde film? And what about the animation produced by machines, such
as procedural animation? A transversal process found in the diverse styles of classical
animation relies on the frame-by-frame shooting process, but what about those that are
captured contiguously such as the film Strings (2004) from Anders Klarlund? Should
we understand animation as the process, or as the resulting expression? Animation
has been dependent upon technology, which has been changing all the time, opening
new possibilities. Thus, animation definitions should not rely on a specific technology
or medium with the risk of becoming outdated. It should not rely on considerations
of the processes involved because they also change. Even the application domains of
animation have changed. Moving images are everywhere, from cinema to computer
games, from theatre to smart-phones, they have become omnipresent. Maybe there is
the need to re-think animation in the context of contemporary dynamics, the changing
paradigm. The Croatian animator Tom Jantol proposes the use of the term “Anyma-
tion” (Jantol, 2010) to embrace any kind of tool or process in the creation of the digital
expression. Jantol’s vision is quite revolutionary, focusing on the creation of one digital
expression removing traditional boundaries and genres. “Anymation” can be thought
as an “heterogeneous collective of crafts and tools, each with their own identity” (Jan-
tol, 2010, p.1). The term “Anymation” seems to be adequate to refer to any type of
animation with its diverse techniques, or can be used to identify the unnamed territory
in the boundaries of animation. The term was already used in 1997 by Andreas Butz
in a paper called “Anymation with CATHI” (Butz, 1997) about automatic generation
of animation but to refer any machine (computer). And what about the definition
of animator? Can the computer programmer that introduces the code to generate a
procedural animation be considered an animator? Or can we call animator to the actor
that performs with a computer character through a motion capture system? Maybe
we can use the term “anymator” to define the person who works with animation even
if he is not a “true” animator. This term could also be complemented with a specific
task, such as anymator programmer.
In its most conservative sense, animation can be described as the art to produce the
illusion of movement. “Anymation”, on the other hand, can be understood as the art
to produce the illusion of life.
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2.2.2 Foundations

“Depending upon whether you define animation as movement or photography, the story
could start with successive drawings of animals on cave walls that originated thousands
of years ago or with early attempts around 1900 to fuse the moving-picture camera and
single drawings to create the illusion of movement.” (Hoffer, 1981, p.8).

This section refers to the foundations of the animated film, the technological require-
ments for the emergence of animation, and the artistic explorations that contributed
to the recognition of animation as an art form.

Technological Developments

Humans have a fascination for movement and have been trying to represent it since
35,000 years ago. Our ancestors painted animals in the cave walls with multiple legs as
a visual motion effect for transmitting movement. Drawing representations of motion
can be found throughout all human history, from the sequential drawings inscribed
on several columns of a temple built by the Egyptian Pharaoh Ramesses II, to the
sequential action drawings that decorated the ancient Greek pots (R. Williams, 2002).
One of the first advances in technology that contributed to the birth of animation
was the development of the image projector by Athanasius Kircher. This Jesuit priest
invented the “Magic Lantern”, combining the “camera obscura” with a lens and a curved
mirror. This scientific equipment was used by Pieter van Musschenbroek in 1736 to
demonstrate images in a sequence (Richard, 1982).

Optical Toys - Playing with Perception (drawings)

The “persistence of vision” concept was explored throughout the development of the
optical toys. These popular devices allowed for the loading of strips of images that
when reproduced at a regular speed generated the illusion of movement. The first
optical toy to make use of this principle dates from 1825 and is attributed to differ-
ent inventors, William Henry Fitton and John Ayrton Paris (Herbert, 2000b; Hecht,
1993). The Thaumatrope consists of a double-faced disc with a pair of strings. When
the strings are pulled, the images painted on each side are merged together by the
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persistence of vision principle, creating the illusion of movement. The Phenakistis-
cope provided an extended sequence of discreet images through a spinning, slotted
disc. The Phenakistiscope (or Phenakistoscope) was invented simultaneously in 1832
by two distinct scientists, the Austrian Simon Stampfer and the Belgian Joseph Plateau
(Herbert, 2000a). The Zoetrope, also known as the “Wheel of Life”, previously called
“Daedaleum”, was developed in 1834 by the Englishman William Horner. The moving
pictures could be seen through the slits on a drum loaded with a strip of paper with a
sequence of drawings (Robinson, 1981). The Praxinoscope, which was a refinement of
the Zoetrope, was developed by the Frenchman Emile Reynaud in 1877 (R. Williams,
2002). The slits were replaced by mirror slices placed in a drum in the middle at spe-
cific angles to separate the frames. With this system, it was possible to look directly to
the mirror, offering a clear illusion of movement. He kept improving the device using
lanterns to project the images drawn on transparent surfaces and reflected through a
complex mirror system into a screen. Reynaud was able to project short sequences
of dramatic action superimposed onto scenery on a proscenium stage, originating the
Praxinoscope Theatre in 1882. Ten years later, Reynaud presented in Paris the Optical
Theatre, projecting the Pantomimes Lumineuses, films that were no longer constrained
to a strict loop of the phases (Robinson, 1981). By projecting the motion pictures into
a screen, he changed the viewpoint of the viewer: the optical toy was now a projection
machine, and the film was now available to an audience. This was a remarkable device
that expanded the animation sequences and the number of viewers, a one step forward
into the animated film. Science and entertainment were merged together with these
optical toys. They were born within a scientific context but have contributed to the
generation of new artistic expressions.

Donald Crafton (Crafton, 1993) points out that most of the earliest animators were
not influenced by the optical toys, but by the flipbooks instead. The Kineograph, or
flipper book, appeared in 1868 and was the simpler, cheapest and most popular method
to reproduce animation. By flipping the pages in a regular speed, users could generate
the illusion of movement or create the continuous action (R. Williams, 2002).

Optical toys were constrained to drawings and limited in duration. There was the
need for further developments in the technology, which arrived with the cinematogra-
phy.
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Motion Pictures - Playing and Recording (film medium)

The roots of the photographic camera are related to the magic lantern that motivated
the research on how to fixate the projected image by mechanical or chemical means.
Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre made an important contribution to the still photog-
raphy with the Daguerreotype, which was based on the work of his associate Joseph
Nicéphore Niépce from 1826. Many experiments were made during this period investi-
gating the photographic process. The most significant contributions to motion cameras
arrived from scientists and photographers that were interested in movement analysis
(Hoffer, 1981; Robinson, 1981). Eadweard Muybridge, considered the father of mo-
tion pictures, and Jules Marey are both examples of this profile making significant
developments to the cinematography. On the other hand, one important ingredient
that was missing was the development of the flexible roll film. This ingredient arrived
in 1887 by the hands of Hannibal Goodwin, who used the celluloid as a base for the
photographic emulsions. It was in 1889 with George Eastman that it became popular,
when the Kodak roll film was commercialized (Hoffer, 1981). Marey started using
the Eastman Kodak film in the same year with his device to create strips of images.
This was the first demonstration of the basic principles of the cinematography camera
(Braun, 1995). It was with Thomas Edison Laboratories that the motion film camera
was developed. Named Kinetograph, it was built in 1890 by William Laurie Dickson
(Robinson, 1981). One year later, he developed the Kinetoscope, a peepshow device
for viewing the film in motion. Because the Kinetoscope was restricted to a single
viewer, there was the need to develop a solution to present the film to an audience.
The Lumière brothers successfully combined the principle of the magic lantern with
the Kinetoscope, creating the Cinématographe, a multi-functional device incorporating
both camera and projection. They were the first ones to successfully project the film to
an audience (Robinson, 1981). With this final step, the moving pictures became a re-
ality. Two fundamental aspects have changed since the first developments: the number
of viewers, changing from an individualistic to an audience oriented medium; and the
time duration, from a loop limited sequence of drawings into a full feature film, limited
by the length of the film roll. It was a change from the phase picture to the contiguous
piece of action obtained by the shoot. This new medium required further explorations
to understand it. However, the fascination to capture reality seemed to be enough to
produce magic and enchant the audience by this amazing phenomenon.
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Trick Films

The first films ever made were based on the observation of reality, or “observational
films”. This period was marked by great technological achievements, but there was
no artistic development to be mentioned with some exceptions such as Reynaud’s
optical theatre. As a tool, cinematography potentiated storytelling and new artistic
explorations. Soon, filmmakers started playing with the natural sequence of events, and
with time, to tell their stories. Edwin S. Porter brought the story into this medium,
exploring resources such as parallel action and cross cuts (Pocock & Rosebush, 2002).
In this period of history, society was driven by fantasy worlds presented by literature.
It was time to give a step forward, and to play with reality turning the impossible into
an unbelievable possibility. It was time for magic, for an illusionary world, for tricking
the audience, feeding their desire for suspension of disbelief. Filmmakers were driven
by technical discoveries to develop trick films, making use of cinematic possibilities to
create illusion. Diverse techniques were developed for the creation of special effects for
trick films, such as multiple exposure, the use of mattes or the reverse action (Pocock &
Rosebush, 2002). These developments were the technical foundations for the animated
film. A particular technique was of great importance to the development of animation
and assumed diverse names such as “arret”, “replacement”, “stop-action substitution”,
or “substitution trick”. It consisted of content replacement, by stopping the camera,
changing the set and actors, and restarting the camera (Pocock & Rosebush, 2002).
The cameras of that period did not allow for shooting frame by frame, they had to be
stopped and restarted. This technique started with Edison’s first trick film in 1895 and
was popular among the early trickfilmsters in particular with the Frenchman George
Méliès. This magician explored the medium quite well, exploring all kinds of camera
tricks that could produce illusion. This effect can be seen in his film The Vanishing
Lady (1896), which is one the earliest examples of stop-action photography (Hoffer,
1981). It is not clear who made the first true animated film because many trickfilmsters
were using the same technique such as Arthur Melbourne Cooper, Emile Cohl, Walter
Booth, or Chomón. It was the cartoonist James Stuart Blackton who established the
basis for animation by improving the technique and by exploring it with drawings and
objects (Pocock & Rosebush, 2002). Blackton started with the Lightning Sketches
(1907), which can be considered as performance drawing film, a combination of visual
arts with performance (Crafton, 1993). His short film Humorous Phases of Funny
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Faces (1906), was made entirely with animated drawings. Animator’s such as Richard
Williams considers this film the first animated picture, making Blackton the forefather
of the animated cartoon (R. Williams, 2002). A remarkable achievement, even though
this film was no more than a demonstration of the technique.

Artistic Developments - The Animated Film

Trick films reached popularity among the audience because of their novelty, but were
soon exhausted because of the many productions that abused the same techniques.
There was still something missing, something that could perpetuate film by its ex-
pressive resource rather than its technology. Something that could contribute for the
establishment of film as an artistic form, not based on technology, but on its expressive
possibilities. Trickfilmsters found inspiration in newspaper cartoons, adapting them to
live action. Many cartoonists were hired in this period to work in special effects for
trick films, and some of them went further into animation. The cartoonist Emile Cohl
took advantage of the expressive possibilities that this medium had to offer exploring
the animation aesthetics. His work goes beyond pure entertainment, narrative and
visual principles. To achieve them, he had to develop and improve animation methods.
Fantasmagorie (1908) is a demonstration of creativity with methodology, and can be
considered the first frame-by-frame animated film (Crafton, 1993). Cohl knew how
to explore the possibilities of the medium in an artistic perspective, by consistently
developing techniques and by using technology to respond to his conceptualizations.
To achieve continuity between frames, he used a light box overlaying and tracing the
previous drawing. To simulate the chalk board with a white outline from a black line
found in Fantasmagorie, Cohl printed the film in negative. He also discovered that by
shooting two frames per drawing, the motion effect was not disrupted, thus decreasing
dramatically the number of drawings. He was an innovator developing techniques that
became popular in animation such as drawing with perspective, morphing or even the
zoom effect, a resource not available in the cameras. It is with Windsor McCay that
animation is recognized as an art form (R. Williams, 2002) assuming its separation
from trick films. His creative mind, complemented with his drawing talent which pro-
vided a complete control over the expressive resources, makes of McCay one of the
most important references in the animation aesthetics. He used exaggeration as an
expressive resource, working with shape deformations such as squash and stretch. He
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worked with timing, using ease in and ease out techniques. He explored the human
perception of movement. His movement analysis of humans and animals allowed him to
create believable behaviors in characters supported by a fluid animation. He transmit-
ted life into characters by making them breath and through their weight. He worked
the character’s personality through its stylization as an expressive resource showing
their particularities, engaging the audience with the character. His creativity allowed
him to explore abstract movements in animation and comic situations, where charac-
ters eat the titles or live inside a comic strip. He produced emblematic films such as
Little Nemo (1911), or How a Mosquito Operates (1912) (Solomon & American Film
Institute, 1987). With Gertie the Dinosaur (1914) McCay amazed the audience with a
novel presentation, combining animation with live acting. McCay himself performed in
front of the projected animation inviting the character to interact with him, requiring
a great rehearsal to tune the timing. In 1918, McCay produced The Sinking of the
Lusitania, the longest animated film at that time. A dramatic animated documentary
with 25.000 drawings, which took two years to produce (R. Williams, 2002).

To produce these animations, the pioneers McCay and Cohl had to make hundreds
or thousands of drawings. A challenging, complex and time-consuming work. They
were moved by their vision and by their passion. They left a great legacy to the next
generation of animators. Some of them turned this art form into a profitable industry
by developing production techniques.

Animation Studios and Mass Production

The labor of drawing thousands of images was time-consuming, dramatically increas-
ing the costs of production and preventing the animated film to compete with the
live action film, thus, its commercialization. There was the need to develop produc-
tion methods and the procedures to make animation on a regular basis. However,
the automatization of the production process could not sacrifice the artistic expres-
sion. On the contrary, it was supposed to support its development. Mass production
techniques borrowed from other domains were crucial to the industrialization of ani-
mation, including teamwork, hierarchization, specialization, or information flow. The
mass production required uniformization of the drawing styles and standardization of
the graphical representation to be interchangeable. A changing in the paradigm, from
individual work to teamwork, and consequently a submission of the singular vision of
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the artist, were necessary to make animation a business. It was mandatory to refine
the production process, increasing its performance and speed, reducing the intensity of
the labor. The North-American John Bray and the Canadian Raul Barré are respon-
sible for founding the first animated studios, introducing these production procedures
and methods. The most basic process was the registration system and how to keep all
drawings aligned. Barré developed the peg system (peg bar) in 1914, and established
the standard drawing paper perforation (Solomon, 1994). One year later, Earl Hurd
brought a revolutionary solution for the systematization of animation. The transparent
celluloid foil completely transformed the animation process, solving the tedious prob-
lems of redrawing a static background every frame, although previous rudimentary
solutions were developed such as the slash and the cutout systems (Pocock & Rose-
bush, 2002). The Animated figure becomes independent from the background with
dramatic improvements in the animation quality. The separation of foreground and
background provided artistic freedom to the animated figures and motivated new explo-
rations in background work, with detailed landscapes or the use of photographs. This
basic technology established the “cel”2 process, which is a reference in the industrial-
ization of animation used in major productions until the introduction of the computer.
Many techniques were developed based on this technology such as the translation of
the foreground cel relative to the background. The basic setup for the animation stu-
dio was based on and-top (compound) with the peg system fixating the drawings, a
motion-picture camera and lighting equipment. In the same year (1915), Max Fleis-
cher developed a technique called “rotoscoping” to optimize the animation production
(Crafton, 1993), transferring live motion into cartoon animation with a realistic behav-
ior. He created a mechanism for projecting frame-by-frame recorded live-action onto
a frosted glass, allowing animators to trace the motion into paper. This technique
was successfully employed to animate characters in the Walt Disney film Snow White
(1937), or to combine live-action with animated characters such as in Who Framed
Roger Rabbit (1988). Few animation studios admit the use of rotoscoping in their pro-
ductions because many animators consider it a cheating technique (Menache, 2011).
Fleischer developed a character named Koko the clown, known by its gags, and by
its smooth motion derived from the rotoscoping technique. The first popular cartoon
character ever made was Felix the cat, created by Otto Messmer. Developed in 1919 in
Pat Sullivan’s studio’s for Paramount, it was a financial success, reflecting its popular-

2“Cels” is the abbreviation of clear sheets of celluloid.
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ity around the world. The name was given by the combination of latin words meaning
feline and happiness. To avoid outlines, Messmer made this character from solid black,
which worked well on the screen. Originally, Felix was a dog looking character, made
with sharped and geometric shapes, gradually becoming more rounded and appellant.
More than the visual stylization, it could be distinguished from its counterparts by its
animation style. Messmer realized from previous experiences, such as the animation of
Charlie Chaplin Cartoon (1915), that expressions were the key to hit the public. Thus,
he dedicated time to work the character’s facial expressions, such as the eye motion.
Felix inspired many other animal creatures that replicate its success, such as Disney’s
Juluis the Cat (1924), Oswald the Lucky Rabbit (1927), even the famous Mickey Mouse,
or the Bosko character, created by Hugh Harman and Rudolf Ising (1930) (Solomon,
1994). Early mass-production animation was significantly influenced by puppetry. An
example is the Silhouette Fantasies (1916) directed by Allan Gilbert and co-produced
by John Bray between 1915 and 1916. It was a short-lived animated series based on
shadow theatre. Although it was mostly live-acting, it is possible to dazzle a kind of
real-time animation where the animated silhouettes were driven by the motion of the
actors bodies from behind a screen.

2.2.3 Techniques

“Don’t do what a camera can do - do what a camera can’t do!” Emile Cohl (R. Williams,
2002, p. 16)

The industrialization of production made possible the creation of animation on a reg-
ular basis and stimulated the development of technological production. On the other
hand, independent artists made important explorations and experiments leading to the
recognition of animation as an artistic form. These explorations revealed the trends
for the new studio productions.

Cel - Traditional Animation

Cel animation, also known as traditional animation, uses the film medium to tell a
story with moving drawings that are photographed frame-by-frame. Each drawing
differs slightly from the previous one to produce the illusion of movement. They are
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traced or photocopied onto transparent acetate sheets called “cels” and then, filled with
paint. Foreground cels are placed above the background drawings and photographed
on twos (two frames per drawing) by a rostrum camera. With the introduction of the
computer, the traditional cel process was substituted by digital means. The drawings
are digitalized to the computer or the animator draws directly on the computer. The
term “tradigital” is sometimes used to refer the extensive use of computers with this
technique. Examples of this technique are: Pinocchio (United States, 1940), Animal
Farm (United Kingdom, 1954), and Akira (Japan, 1988). Most of the developments of
the cel technique were made at Disney studios during the “golden age” of animation,
by introducing new technologies, defining methodologies and the production pipeline.
Some of these developments were impressive by their simplicity and yet revolutionary,
and some appeared almost by accident, such as placing pegs at the bottom of the
drawing boards, instead of putting them on the top. With this simple change, the
animator was able to flip the drawings with one finger in each page with a “rolling”
gesture (Thomas & Johtnson, 1981). Another innovation developed at Disney studios
by Ub lwerks that changed the animation pipeline, was the introduction of the “pencil
test”, which allowed previewing the action directly on film. This was possible by filming
the drawings and reproducing the animation in a machine made from an old projector
without the need of a projecting screen. The “pencil test” provides an accurate preview
of how the action behaves before the final shooting, and guarantees its quality. Another
step was taken to improve the quality of animation with the introduction of the “clean-
up men”. Disney hired assistants for every animator, helping them to focus just on
the energetic strokes of their sketches, instead of losing a great amount of time to
refine the drawings into a single line (Thomas & Johtnson, 1981). Disney studios were
responsible for segmenting the production line with specialized tasks. Their animators
improved the characters’ gestures and acting skills, as seen in Pinocchio (1940), and
began to use the pose-to-pose method instead of just straight-ahead animation. While
the latest provides natural motion because of its sequential drawing, it is hard to
control. On the other hand, pose-to-pose emphasizes the action: the animator draws the
key positions or extremes, leaving the intermediate drawings, the “inbetweens”, for the
“inbetweener” assistant to fill the gaps at a later stage (Solomon, 1994). The number
and temporal relation of the in-between drawings were placed in a timing diagram,
which was an important guiding reference for the “inbetweener”. Other documents
became part of this standard production workflow, such as the use of model sheets,
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color scripts, or dope sheets. These documents were determinant to keep the team
informed and synchronized in each task. For instance, the dope sheet specifies the
relation between backgrounds and foregrounds. Thus, the camera operator knows
which background should be placed above a specific animated cel and for how long. This
relationship between the animator and the camera operator, formalized by the dope
sheet, improved the control flow. After improving the early camera stands with features
such as tilt or pan, Disney introduced the multiplane camera (Thomas & Johtnson,
1981), which added the illusion of depth. This was an impressive and expensive machine
for generating parallax effects, for simulating three-dimensional planes. It was a vertical
stand with several glass layers, each layer placed at different distance further away from
the camera with its own lighting setup. To simulate the “zoom in” effect, each plane
moves forward to the camera at a different speed. The speed is inversely proportional
to the distance from the lens, the furthest layer is the slowest one. Ub Iwerks was
the first to develop a multiplane camera during the period he was away from Disney.
Made from parts of an old Chevrolet, he built an horizontal stand with a fraction of
cost of Disney’s machine (Solomon, 1994). In the late 1950’s, Ub Iwerks introduced
the “xerography”, after his return to Disney. This was a modified photocopy machine
for transferring the drawings of animators directly onto cels, removing one production
step. More than solving the repetition procedure of tracing the drawing, this process
guaranteed the vitality of the original animator stroke (Solomon, 1994).

Stop Motion

This technique is based on real-world objects, people or animals that are physically
manipulated and captured frame-by-frame by a camera, creating the illusion of move-
ment. Animation with stop-motion involves the changing of properties of objects such
as its position or shape through metamorphosis, or to replace the parts of the object.
Replacement animation is a popular technique employed in the animation of the facial
expressions. There are different types of stop-motion which are dependent upon the
media, subject or technique employed to create the animation.

• Puppet Animation generally refers to three-dimensional puppet figures that are
articulated through joints of an armature that is placed inside the body of the
puppets. These puppets are closed related to puppetry. Example: Nightmare
Before Christmas (1993, Tim Burton);
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• Cutout refers to two dimensional animation produced with pieces of material
such as acrylic, paper, cardboard or cloth. Puppets or graphics can be animated
with this technique. Silhouette Animation is a variation of cutout and refers to
two dimensional articulated figures built with cutouts; when backlit, they became
visible silhouettes to the camera. Example: The Adventures of Prince Achmed
(1926, Lotte Reiniger);

• Pixelation is based on the earliest stop action film tricks and uses human subjects
as stop motion characters that are enhanced by special effects. Example: Peter
Gabriel’s Sledgehammer music video (1986, Stephen R. Johnson);

• Claymation is based on malleable materials such as clay or plasticine to create
forms, which are manipulated through morphing or pose-to-pose. These forms
can be rigged with armatures for articulation becoming puppet animation. Ex-
ample: Chicken Run (2000, Peter Lord and Nick Park);

• Sand Animation employs lights as a canvas, where animators move and manipu-
late the sand or similar materials, the sand particles providing an organic motion
with a wide range of tones. Example: Sand or Peter and the Wolf (1969, Caroline
Leaf);

• Pinscreen is a technique where a large amount of headless pins are pricked in a
screen to create animation. Example: Le nez (1963, Alexander Alexeieff, Claire
Parker).

There are other experimental techniques such as paint-on-glass, which may be included
in the stop-motion category. The introduction of stop-motion puppet animation arrived
by the hands of independent artists influenced by the European puppetry tradition.
Puppet animation started to be explored in Eastern Europe in the early 1910’s with 3D
articulated figures. The first animated film with puppets ever made was The Insects’
Christmas (1913) created by Ladislas Starevich (known also as Wladyslaw Starewicz),
establishing the technical basis for puppet animation. To articulate the insect pup-
pets, Starevich re-attached legs and mandibles to the shells of dead beetles, achieving
a realistic movement. He progressively improved the technique developing a ball-and-
socket skeleton. Starevich was a pioneer in using metallic articulated armatures for
moving the puppets, and to use a set of interchangeable heads for facial expressions
(Pocock & Rosebush, 2002). On the other hand, two dimensional puppet animation
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was explored in Germany by Lotte Reiniger in the early 1920’s. Reiniger developed the
silhouette animation technique transposed from the shadow theatre which had been
a source of inspiration since her childhood, in particular from the Chinese silhouette
puppetry. To achieve color in the silhouettes, Reiniger explored different lighting se-
tups. When lit from below, they looked like plain black silhouettes, but when lit from
the top, they appeared in color (Currell, 2008). In 1926, Reiniger used this technique
to produce The Adventures of Prince Achmed (1926) which took almost three years
of work, and is the oldest surviving feature-length animated film. It was made from
series of pictures taken from an overhead camera of figures that were animated above
a transparent glass surface, illuminated from bellow. In this film, Reiniger received
the collaboration of Walter Ruttmann, and has split the work into foreground and
background animation, each in a separate glass plate. While Reiniger was responsible
for the foreground, animating articulated silhouettes in the upper plate, Ruttmann
made the backgrounds on a lower plate with diverse materials such as sand or soap
(Russett & Starr, 1988). Reiniger’s life was dedicated to improve this technique, ex-
ploring its expressive value, and thus becoming an important reference in animation.
The first documented feature-length animated film comes from Argentina by the hands
of Quirino Cristiani, entitled The Apostle (1917). Made with drawing and cutout tech-
niques, it was produced in 1917. All the copies of the film seemed to be destroyed
leaving no records from this 70 minute film (Cámara, 2006). Cut-out animation was
also introduced in mass-production in the late 1910’s by the hands of Tony Sarg with a
silhouette-based production for John Bray. Sarg was a master puppeteer that success-
fully crossed over into animation, one of the earliest and most influencing puppeteers
in the United States. From his studios, many famous puppeteers begun their profes-
sional carriers, such as Bil Baird (Latshaw, 2012). Sarg used his puppetry talents
and transposed them to animation. Inspired by the Chinese shadow puppets from
performances at the Chat Noir cabaret (Crafton, 1993) he created a silhouette film
series entitled Tony Sarg’s Almanach (Telotte, 2010) that was produced between 1919
and 1924. These films were made with cardboard cutouts with articulations, present-
ing highly coordinated and complex movements, they were lit from behind to define
its silhouette to the camera. Other puppetry-based techniques were employed in the
industrialization of animation years before, such as the puppet animation. This tech-
nique was brought to the film industry for mass production with the Howard Moss
series Motoy Films, a Toyland Films production from 1917 distributed by Peter Pan
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Film Corp. (Crafton, 1993). There are few records from these films, although there
is one example preserved at the Library of Congress (accessible through its website3)
with the title Mary & Gretel (1916) (Mary & Gretel , 1917). From the analysis of this
film it seems that instead of rigged puppets, Moss used simple dolls. The animation is
quite limited and the puppets present few articulations without proper walk cycles and
the lack of facial expressions. On the other hand, the Hungarian George Pal solved the
lack of facial expressions by improving the replacement animation, exchanging the face
(or limb) model to a slightly different one, instead of adjusting it. To achieve a wide
range of expressions, this technique demands a large amount of models for combining
expressions with a series of in-between faces. Pal produced his first animated film in
France, in 1938, later becoming a series entitled Puppetoon, using use of the replace-
ment animation. The cartoons were quite expressive due to the process of carving
huge amounts of wooden figurines, but this process was time-consuming. It was in the
United States that George Pal found the necessary resources to produce this series on
a regular basis, for Paramount, between 1941 and 1947. The series was nominated for
Academy Awards seven times, and Pal was recognized with a special Academy Award
in 1943 for the use of novel techniques in animation. George Pal brought to entertain-
ment animation the enchantment of puppets which can be found in the art of puppetry
(Solomon, 1994).

Experimental Techniques

The advent of the World War I ruined European film producers and during this period
the United States dominated the film production. The animation studios, with all
their resources, offered the ideal place for mass production and for the development of
methodologies. Most of the animation was driven by business rules, for commercial-
ization, with no space for experimental animation. On the other hand, independent
animation was not ruled by the financial success, providing the ideal environment for
experimentation and for the development of novel approaches. After the war, several
European artists began to explore their own aesthetic concepts in animation, flourishing
a diversity of styles and techniques. Walter Ruttmann is the pioneer of experimental
animation. In the early 1920’s he produced a series of animated films, entitled Opus,
modeling abstract geometric shapes that were supported by sticks for exposing just the

3Mary & Gretel film at Library of Congress: http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.mbrsmi/animp.4077
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top surface to the camera (Richard, 1982). The Opus 1 (1921) is considered one of the
first abstract films, and in 1923 he produces an animated sequence called Dreams of
Hawks for Fritz Lang’s Siegfried (1924) film (Richard, 1982). In the 1930’s, Alexandre
Alexeieff and his wife Clair Parker developed the pinboard animation technique which
later became known as pinscreen (Krasner, 2013). Series of pins were set on a perfo-
rated screen with different heights, and a light source made the pins to cast shadows
with different tones generating textures. The dramatic visual effects of this technique
can be seen in Alexeieff film Une Nuit sur le Mont Chauve (1933) (Richard, 1982). Dur-
ing this period, Germany became the source of avant-garde artists. Oskar Fischinger
led the experimental film innovations motivated by his visual music approach. He de-
veloped a series of studies for synchronizing music with images. Fischinger built a kind
of kinetic art machine based on the recording of progressive cross-sections of wax. The
camera shutter synchronized with a cutting blade captured thinly slices of wax frame-
by-frame. In 1937, he produced the film Optical Poem (1937) during his stay at MGM
and later collaborated with Disney to work on Fantasia in the Bach sequence (Russett
& Starr, 1988). Artists such as Fischinger or Ruttmann explored the abstraction in
motion working with shape and light in the time dimension, something that could not
be reproduced in nature, seeking for an absolute language or an abstract art. The fas-
cination of abstraction in motion can also be found in the work of the New Zealander
Len Lye. This kinetic artist was the pioneer of direct-on-film technique by scratching
and painting directly on the film. This technique may have been inspired by Reynaud’s
direct drawing method. And as Reynaud’s method, this technique was time-consuming
and Lye took two years to produce Tusalava (1929), an abstract film expressing the
origins of the organic life (Krasner, 2013). In 1936, he produced Rainbow Dance (1936)
with Technicolor, exploring color. It was Norman McLaren that spread the direct-on-
film technique, exploring it to the exhaustion. McLaren was influenced by Fischinger’s
work and became fascinated with movement. He worked with experimental animation
in London, and New York, but it was in the National Film Board of Canada (NFB)
that McLaren made most of his experiments and achievements. Movement was the
essence of the animated film for McLaren. He explored every known animation tech-
nique for movement manipulation, using it as an expressive resource. Independently
of the technique or materials employed, McLaren’s fundamental concern was about
motion. He made important contributions to the improvement of techniques such as
pixillation, stereoscopic, direct-on-film, or sound drawing. Pixillation was the term
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adopted by McLaren to refer to animation with live subjects or objects through frame
by frame photography. It is basically an improvement of the stop-action technique used
by the trickfilmsters such as George Méliès (Jordan, 1953). This technique can be seen
in the political film Neighbours (1952), which was produced in 1952 and received an
Academy Award. Sound drawing, or animated sound is a technique to create synthetic
music from hand-drawing. The visual sound is drawn through direct-to-film technique
in the sound track area, frame by frame. The animator uses this visual waveform as
a guide to produce the animation (Russett & Starr, 1988). This technique is taken
to the extreme in the film Synchromy (1971), where McLaren used the visual graphic
patterns from the animation as a waveform in the soundtrack area, with the impressive
result of viewing and listening to the same reference - what you see is what you hear.
In the 1950’s, he uses the stereoscopic three-dimensional animation to produce Now is
the Time (1951) and Around Is Around (1953). The first employed the direct-to-film
method making two-dimensional flat drawings look like tree-dimensional shapes. The
latter was made with cathode-ray oscillograph generating moving patterns captured by
the camera in alternate frames for each eye. McLaren considered that the stereoscopic
effect added a sensory element, although it acted at the same level as color (Richard,
1982). The North-American Marry Ellen Bute, who had collaborated with McLaren
in New York, initiated the independent animation movement in the United States in
the 1930’s. She had the desire to develop a method for manipulating images in rhythm
since school time: “I wanted to manipulate light to produce visual compositions in time
continuity much as a musician manipulates sound to produce music” (Bute, 1954, p.1).
Bute was already searching for a technique that would provide the means for electronic
performance animation. She collaborated with the Russian scientist Leon Theremin
and in 1932 she wrote the paper “The Perimeters of Light and Sound and Their Pos-
sible Synchronization” about the results of this work, demonstrating the potential use
of electronics for drawing. Later she worked with the musician Joseph Schillinger, ex-
ploring his theory of musical structure based on mathematical composition through
animation. Schillinger wanted to apply his synchronization system into the kinetic arts
to illustrate music through visuals, motivating Ellen Bute into filmmaking. She began
to produce abstract animated films such as Rhythm in Light (1934). It was with the
scientist Ralph Potter from Bell Telephone Laboratories that her dream came true, a
combination between art and science. The result was a custom machine developed by
Potter based on the oscilloscope, which allowed Bute to “draw” with light. As McLaren
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in 1950 or Hy Hirsh in 1951, Ellen Bute began animating oscilloscope patterns. Bute
employed this technique to produce Abstronics (1952) (Bute, 1954). Many indepen-
dent artists have followed this path. Solomon proposed four categories to classify
independent animation based on the artistic-technological motivation Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Classification of independent animation adapted from Charles Solomon

Motivation Description Artists

Abstraction-

ists

Artists that explore pure aesthetics

through animation based on form,

motion and color abstractions

Oskar Fischinger, Jordan Belson,

John Belson, John and James

Whitney

Avant-garde Artists that use animation

techniques but are inspired by

avant-garde filmmaking

Robert Breer and Zbigniew

Rybczynski

Technical-

based

Innovators that search for new tools

to produce animation

John Whitney, Lillian Schwartz and

Larry Cuba

Unconven-

tional

Animators adapting conventional

techniques for innovative work based

on their artistic convictions

Will Vinton, Michael Sporn, Frank

and Carolyn Mouris and John and

Faith Hubley

There are no strict rules for independent animators, their range of freedom fosters
artistic and technical crossings. As Solomon argues, the distinctions may be blurred
and there are no absolutes. Among all categories, the unconventional animators are
the ones who produce greater influence on the production studios revealing new trends
by exploring all types of media and materials.

Computer Animation

Since the early days of animation that artists such as Fischinger searched solutions
to produce animation in an automatic way with mechanical means creating kinetic
machines. Artists such as John Whitney were fascinated by the artistic potential of
computer-generated visuals, and Whitney was a pioneer in using analog computers as
an artistic tool. To create abstract image sequences, John and James Whitney devel-
oped a mechanical analog computer, a machine that combined mechanical means from
military gunnery with multiple-axis rotating cameras. By photographing with multiple
exposures rotating backlit metal patterns placed on multiple layers (Figure 2.4), they
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achieved visual kaleidoscopic effects, such as those found in the film Catalog (1961)
(Solomon & American Film Institute, 1987). Whitney’s work became a reference for
the future of motion graphics and for the creation of procedural animation, in particu-
lar after the introduction of the computerized animation stand. This simple mechanical
technology brought many benefits such as the precise shutter control allowing filming
automatic cyclic actions, or the automatic calculations for fades, dissolves and the
automatic motions for intermediate positions of pans, tilts or zooms.

Figure 2.4: Frames from the film Catalog (1961) from John Whitney with Mechanical
analog computer.

With the advent of electronics, artists began to work with voltages to generate changes
in the image on modulated Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), which provided the visual feed-
back of the interpretation of the electrical phenomena. Dials and patch cords were
connected to oscillators and variable resistances to manipulate and position the deflec-
tion coils of oscilloscopes and change the beam intensity. Artists such as Ellen But
or Hy Hirsh understood the possibilities of the kinetic effects from these instruments
capturing the visual output on camera for further processing and for the creation of
animation. These electronic kinetic instruments were further developed and became
known as analog video synthesizers providing real-time animation through dials and
switches. In 1970, Lee Harrison III developed the first commercially successful ana-
log video synthesizer, the “Scanimate”. This synthesizer allowed image scanning and
its manipulation through oscillators, multipliers and many other analog modules “pro-
grammed” by patch cords (Harison et al., 1992). The work of Harrison III initiated
a new period for animation and will be subject of further analysis in the digital pup-
petry section. Scanimate opened the video imaging era, independent from the previous
film techniques, becoming a synonymous for “computer animation”, and was widely
used by the major production houses until its substitution by the digital counterparts.
Scanimate was used to produce many commercials and films such as Yellow Subma-
rine (1968) and 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thalmann,
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2012). This technology motivated the development of the video art concept, a new
world of discoveries. Artists became specialized in synthetic image, building their own
synthesizers, experimenting endless methods to generate abstract imagery. These ap-
proaches were based on rescan explored by Steve Rutt and Bill Etra, or by making use
of magnets by Nam June Paik, whom also experimented with color-coders and feed-
back devices, as well as Shuya Abe and Dan Sandin, or with digital processes explored
by Stephen (Steven) Beck or Steina and Woody Vasulka, among many others artists
(Meigh-Andrews, 2013). Film techniques were combined with the early digital com-
puter graphics by photographing directly the CRT frame-by-frame onto film. These
early animations were mainly used for scientific visualization, such as the Simulation
of a Two Gyro, Gravity Gradient Attitude Control System (1963) produced by Edward
Zajac at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Ivan Sutherland developed the Sketchpad in
1963 at the MIT demonstrating an interactive design system with real-time display.
In 1965, digital computer animation was established based on vector and pixel tech-
niques, and at the end of the decade, the frame-buffer was introduced, contributing to
the development of computer graphics. By the early 1970’s, University research labs
began to invest in the computer graphics field, developing innovative works such as
those demonstrated in Hand/Face (1972) film by the founder of Pixar Ed Catmull at
the University of Utah, showing the advances in hand and facial animation. The 1970’s
are full of groundbreaking work in computer graphics and animation such as the spec-
ular illumination model and normal interpolation shading (1975), the environmental
mapping (1976), or the bump mapping (1978). The basis for computer animations de-
rived from the keyframe interpolation technique created by Nestor Burtnyk and Marceli
Wein in 1971 (Burtnyk & Wein, 1971). This technique was employed in the produc-
tion of the nominated Academy Award film Hunger (1974) from Rene Jodoin and Peter
Foldes, which is considered the first computer-animated film (Parent, 2012). Later,
this technique was applied to interactive skeleton animation (Burtnyk & Wein, 1976).
In the 1980’s, computer animation was integrated into television and film production
pipelines, and it became a successful tool for the generation of television commercials,
leading to the increase of computer graphics production companies and the formation
of hardware companies specialized in graphics such as the Silicon Graphics. During
this period, software companies such as Alias Wavefront and Thomson Digital Im-
ages (TDI) developed sophisticated tools providing advanced rendering and animation
features. In 1982, the Disney’s film TRON (1982) was released, a technological ground-
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breaking combining computer-generated imagery, live-action and traditional animation
techniques. It involved the efforts of different computer graphics production houses
such as the Information International Inc. (Triple-I), Digital Effects, Mathematical
Applications Group, Inc.(MAGI), and Robert Abel and Associates (Parent, 2012).
This achievement pushed other productions to explore the combination of live action
and computer animated creatures, such as Young Sherlock Holmes (1985), produced
by Industrial Light & Magic (ILM). On the other hand, fully 3D computer animated
films appeared in 1984, with John Lasseter’s The Adventures of Andre and Wally B.
(1984) produced at Graphics Group, a division from Lucasfilm, a landmark in anima-
tion. Lasseter brought Disney’s principles of animation to the computer production,
creating something new and demonstrating the fusion between art and science. Most
of the computer animation done until this period was made by computer related peo-
ple, without any artistic formation. Lasseter, on the other hand, was a former Disney
animator taking advantage of his experience to overcome the constraints imposed by
the machines, using the traditional animation tricks to create the illusion of life. This
novel approach, sustained by the traditional animation school, led to the recognition of
computer animation as an art form. After this success, this computer division became
Pixar and produced four short films during this decade. One of them, Tin Toy (1988),
won the first Academy Award for a computer animated film. In the 1990’s, Pixar
continued to create groundbreaking works, developing proprietary technology such as
“RenderMan” (1989), and amazing the audiences by creating the first computer anima-
tion feature film Toy Story (1995), directed by John Lasseter, distributed by Pixar’s
new partner, Disney. The success of this film convinced even the most skeptics and
paved the way for 3D computer animation, motivating new productions. With Disney,
Pixar released two more feature films until the end of the decade, A Bug’s Life (1998),
and Toy Story 2 (1999) (Price, 2008). Every new release from Pixar brought new tech-
nical breakthroughs. As the early trick films, computer animation and special effects
in live action films had become an attraction in the 1990’s, pushing the technology to
achieve the most realistic visual look such as the computer-generated dinosaurs from
Jurassic Park (1993, ILM), or humanoid synthetic figures driven by human actors in
real-time with motion capture suits that populated Titanic (1998, ILM). Computers
were introduced in the traditional animated film production pipeline, incorporating the
painting, or the compositing processes, substituting the multiplane camera by the vir-
tual camera. Gradually, cels were substituted by high-resolution frames. CGI’s began
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to be combined with hand-drawing animation in the creation of three dimensional envi-
ronments in Beauty and the Beast (1991). Computer animation was introduced in the
traditional pipeline in a variety of tasks, such as to generate atmospheric effects with
particle systems, to produce motions with perspectives that were difficult to achieve
by hand, to facilitate the creation of cyclic motions for vehicles, or to generate crowds
of creatures for Lion King (1994 Disney) (Parent, 2012). 3D Computer animation
reached its maturity in the 2000’s, with constant releases and new competitors such
as Dreamworks SDK with its first successful CGI animation Shrek (2001), followed by
other popular films such as How to Train Your Dragon (2010). Pixar and Dreamworks
success movies motivated other smaller animation studios to produce feature films such
as Ice Age (2002) from Blue Sky (Bendazzi, 2015a). The production of traditional
animated feature films struggled to compete with computer animated-films, with the
exceptions of some Disney or Hayao Miyazaki productions such as Howl’s Moving Castle
(2004), making strict use of CGI as a production assistance. CGI artists began explor-
ing ways to mimic the cel or stop-motion styles. Many strategies were experimented,
such as custom shaders, camera effects, or through the simplification of the motion
interpolation to highlight the extremes. Most common approaches were “toon-shaders”
that simulated the cel style, shaders that recreated the paint materials, brushes, or
modeling materials such as clay to simulate claymation. Disney made a step further,
with John Kahrs’ Paperman (2012), developing a system that combined computer an-
imation with the hand-drawn expressiveness of traditional animation. Inspired by the
fast sketch expressive drawing of traditional animators, this system introduced the final
line render where artists made key drawings on top of the computer graphics render
(Whited et al., 2012).

Computer Animation Techniques

There are a number of computer-based techniques to produce animation, the most
common are: keyframe, procedural and digital puppetry.

1. Keyframe animation (Burtnyk & Wein, 1971) generates automatically intermedi-
ate frames (in-betweens) by interpolating the extremes (keyframes) based on the
automatic interpolation. The in-betweens are obtained by a linear interpolation
of corresponding vertices, which might demand the introduction of extra vertices
to match the target. This type of interpolation applied to images may gener-
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ate motion discontinuity and motion distortion, although there are alternative
interpolation methods that attempt to solve this problem.

2. Procedural animation is based on mathematical algorithms to produce anima-
tion. The animator uses procedures or parameters that define the semantics for
the motion. This type of animation includes the physically-based techniques, vol-
ume morphing (Hughes, 1992) or Free-Form Deformation of geometries (FFD)
(Sederberg & Parry, 1986).

3. Digital puppetry (Harison et al., 1992) is based on real-time manipulation to
produce the animation, generally through the use of motion capture systems.
It is also known as performance animation and will be further addressed in the
digital puppetry section.

Types of Animation

Animation is a multi-faceted art form with a variety of techniques and styles, which
makes it difficult to classify. Although there is no consensual animation “taxonomy”
based on its diverse styles, a classification based on the processes of creation seems
to be more acceptable by the animation community, even though there is a tendency
to mix technologies with processes and materials. The most common classifications
present three major categories: traditional or cel animation, stop-motion, and computer
animation. Complementary categories are added to include different techniques such
as those produced through mechanical devices, or those based on direct-on-film. There
are scholars that include traditional techniques only, others include emergence media or
new trends in the creation of animation, like James Cateridge (Cateridge, 2015), who
presents a category based on the Do It Yourself (DIY), considering new contributions
by the amateurs that share their animations through social networking.

If we think of animation as a broader domain, thought as “anymation”, it is possible
to include other types and organize a classification based on the way animation is
generated. Thus, we can borrow the tangible movement concept from Steve Tillis’
puppetry taxonomy and apply it to define a “anymation” classification with two major
categories: 1) time-based, and 2) real-time.

1. Time-based refers to animation created with intangible movement, which involves
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Figure 2.5: Animation types classified according to computer-based, cel and stop Mo-
tion techniques.

a time-space abstraction. In this category fall all the traditional animated-film
techniques based on frame-by-frame such as cel and stop-motion, but also the
computer keyframe animation which is also based on a timeline. It also includes
direct-on-film and optical devices, because both use of the frame to create the
illusion of movement.

2. Real-time category is used to define all animation techniques that are independent
from a timeline, including all the performance animation based on puppetry
or other performance-based techniques. This category also includes mechanical
or digital procedural methods that uses procedures or mathematical algorithms
found in kinect machines/installations or computer animation such as in physics
engines. Another genre that can be included in this category is machinima, which
uses video-games.

The anymation taxonomy (see Figure 2.6) is based on the concept of illusion of the
living movement, instead of the illusion of movement itself. This taxonomy embraces
all types of media, devices, and processes, including a wide range of techniques from
traditional to motion graphics, from games to interactive installations.

2.2.4 Styles and Domains

“It was given the alphabet (art) to the artist who had the pencil (technology) for
expressing himself.” Translation by the author (Júnior, 2005, p. 97)

Animation grew in a few decades leading to the flourishing of diverse styles, different
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Figure 2.6: Anymation taxonomy based on tangible movement.

methodology approaches and application domains. After the tricks, it was time for the
creation of a language with its own artistic formulations, time for standardization and
stylization.

Disney Style - A Production and Quality Standard

The technological breakthroughs of early animations were not sufficient to keep the au-
dience interested. These animated films were based on simple stories, on a sequence of
unrelated gags that did not engage the audience. There was no planning, no script, no
storyboard, and the animators did not know how to structure a film. The lack of orga-
nization and global vision of the film language led to the success of Walt Disney and to
the development of a new animation standard. Walt Disney had an artistic sensibility,
and the ability to comprehend the story structure. He understood the animated film as
an artistic form as well as an entertainment medium. Disney contributed to the formu-
lation of the animation fundamentals, and will be partly responsible for the recognition
of animation as an artistic form. On the other hand, Disney was an entrepreneur with a
business vision, which was determinant for the establishment of a successful industry of
animation, transforming it into one the most popular forms of entertainment. He was
able to identify the problem of early animations, which were based on the lack of plot,
realistic movements, and personality in the characters. These were related issues that
had to be solved to achieve the illusion of life, searching for convincing movements that
revealed the characters’ personality within the plot. Another important aspect that he
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realized was that in order to engage the audience it was necessary to create complic-
ity between them and the character, revealing the characters’ feeling in the stage by
looking directly to the camera (audience) and reacting with emotion. To achieve these
goals it was determinant to create the adequate environment, to provide tools and
methods that would allow to improve the animation quality and performance, and so
he began with simple things such as the communication environment. Most of the early
animators were used to hide their techniques as a secret resource. Walt Disney had a
different perspective, encouraging the communication, sharing expertise and discussing
ideas in an open atmosphere. The famous Mickey Mouse cartoon makes is first appear-
ance in “Steamboat Willie” in 1928, and one year after, the use of sound makes Disney
the foremost animation studio. After the success of this achievement, they expand the
studios with artists with solid formation seeking a quality standard. It is introduced
a training program to improve the quality of animation, including studies on motion
analysis, anatomy, color psychology, or acting principles and techniques. Disney in-
vited artists such as Charlie Chaplin for sharing their knowledge. Seeking excellence in
motion and plastic expression, they developed a methodology based on observation and
analysis, through drawing classes and lectures, by filming actors, by making models
of vehicles, by building structures of animal corps, or anything that could dissect the
essence of the subject to animate (Solomon, 1994). These studies and observations
were gradually put in practice, and the results and reflections from these experiences
led to the development of the fundamental principles of traditional animation, which
will be further addressed in another chapter. The first full color cartoon was released
in 1932 using Technicolor. Flowers and Trees (1932) from the Silly Symphony series
won the first Academy Award for animated film category (R. Williams, 2002). The
use of color became a great challenge for Disney animators but opened new perspec-
tives. Knowing about the significance of the story structure, Disney created the story
department and introduced the “storyman” in the production pipeline for writing the
scripts and the storyboards. The storyboard is a visual organizer that supports the
pre-visualizing of the film, facilitating the sequential reading of the story. It is made
with a series os small size drawings with captions placed in a sequence and pinned
to a cork board (Solomon, 1994). The storyboard was used for the first time in the
production of “Three Little Pigs” in 1933. In this film, characters appear to have a
unique personality, becoming a reference for character animation. The cartoon char-
acters reveal their personality by their style, by the particularities in their movement
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transmitting emotions through expressive acting (R. Williams, 2002). In a sequence
of amazing achievements Disney studios continued improving, introducing significant
innovations in the short film The Old Mill (1937) recognized with an Academy Award.
The realistic movements of the creatures in this film demonstrates the refinement of the
animation, and the developments of advanced special effects such as rain and storm
generating a dramatic and dense environment. The most significant innovation was
the introduction of the multiplane camera (Thomas & Johtnson, 1981). The result of
a decade of technical improvements, training programs and animation refinements is
shown in 1937 with their first feature film entitled The Snow White (1937). A great
challenge that reached the success mainly because they achieved the illusion of living
characters in the audience.

Figure 2.7: The three different mainstream styles of animation: (Left) Frame from
Disney’s The Snow White (1937); (Middle) Frame from Warner’s Merrie Melodies
comedy cartoon Duck! Rabbit, Duck! (1953); (Right) Frame from UPA’s Rooty-Toot-
Toot (1951).

Alternative Styles in Theatrical Film Production

The “golden age” of animation was not exclusive of Disney studios, although their in-
novations and principles became a reference for the others. During this period, many
popular cartoons contributed to the audience entertainment such as the Walter Lantz’s
Woody Woodpacker from Universal studios. It is in the early 1940’s that Disney’s do-
main will be challenged by Fleischer brother’s studios with new aesthetic approaches.
Instead of animal-based characters, Fleischer’s cartoons were based on the human fig-
ures, such as the sensual Betty Boop, the extravagant Popeye, or the popular Superman
adapted from DC Comics. Independent animators begun to explore Disney’s anima-
tion principles but in different directions, with distinct graphical conceptions and styles.
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They explored the principles to their limits, with extreme exaggerations and distor-
tions. In the same path were the characters from Warner Brothers and MGM studios
founded by the former Disney animators Hugh Harman and Rudolf Ising (Solomon,
1994). Characters such as Duffy Duck or Bugs Bunny from Looney Tunes were more
aggressive and funnier than Disney’s characters, presenting strong personalities with
hallucinated behaviors, pushing their comic expressions to the limit. Other funny char-
acters grew during this period such as Tom & Jerry from the duo William Hanna and
Joseph Barbera, or Pepe LePew by Chuck Jones. These cartoons presented remarkable
timing sequences. If we think of animation as the art of movement, and movement is a
phenomenon that occurs in time, then, an animator is an artist that plays with time,
and these animators knew well how to manipulate it. They also explored the cinematic
possibilities, developing a new vocabulary with exaggerated and peculiar camera an-
gles and rapid cuts to create a kind of crazy humor. A completely different style of
animation grew within the United Productions of America (UPA), motivated by the
denial of the Disney’s standards. UPA was founded by former Disney animators with
the desire of freedom, freedom of style, freedom of story, freedom of strict rules. UPA
animators had a solid artistic formation, with liberal political beliefs and interests in
the graphic arts. Their aim was to make use of animation as a tool for political and
social expressions as Peter Schumann did with puppetry years later. They were tired of
funny anthropomorphic animals, or cheap gags that were established in the Hollywood
cartoons. Instead of animals, their priority was to explore human-based characters and
a distinct style of humor, at least different from the others. They operated a revolu-
tionary artistic change in animation bringing a contemporary graphic style, influenced
by other artistic movements that were occurring in same period, including abstraction
animation. They explored new trends, new styles, employing sophisticated graphics
and liberating the storytelling. Their motivation was to bring this medium to a dif-
ferent level, expanding it through design, color and texture, exploring different ways
to tell stories or different sound approaches. They looked for visual stylization, with a
graphical conception based on geometric forms and simple lines, lines that evolve in a
permanent continuum. The animations had a minimalistic design, touching the graph-
ical abstraction, with limited strokes and fills suggesting objects, as clues for inviting
the audience to participate, to think and be active. With this approach, UPA’s style
became known as “limited” animation, because it was based on reusing common parts
between frames, and was explored in diverse genres. Their first production was a
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political propaganda film for the Franklin Roosevelt’s campaign called Hell-Bent for
Election (1944), caricaturing the two candidates as trains. This film was produced in
1944, when the studio was known as Industrial Film and Poster Service. Their next
productions were educational films such as Flat Hatting (1946) for the U.S. Navy, or
The Brotherhood of Man (1946) which introduced the social message, against human
race discrimination. In the early years of television, UPA’s found profit in the adver-
tisement business, producing TV commercials such as the Bert and Harry (1956) for
the brewery company Piel Brothers (Abraham, 2012). Their creative graphic abstrac-
tions using signs and symbols became a reference for the future of motion graphics.
On the other hand, UPA cartoons presented sophisticated design as the popular Mr.
Magoo. They had the ability to create expressive drawings synthesizing the essence of
the subjects. Their style was the opposite of what the rest of the industry was doing,
which can be seen in the notorious Rooty-Toot-Toot (1951) by John Hubley or the
Fudget’s Budget (1954) and Gerald McBoing-Boing (1950), both directed by Robert
Cannon, this last one receiving an Academy Award (Solomon, 1994). Critically ac-
claimed, these animations combined art with intelligence, demonstrating UPA’s belief
that a cartoon does not need to be as beautiful as Snow White or violent as Duffy
Duck to be popular. Instead of pure entertainment, UPA’s concerned was with the
artistic expression, but more than the art of movement, their greatest effort was in the
art of design, playing with the semantics of the visual elements. After leaving UPA,
John Hubley produced with his wife Faith Hubley an animated documentary entitled
Moonbird (1959), recognized with an Academy Award, based on tape-recorded sounds
of their children playing. Animated documentaries were based on non-fiction material
and presented a broad range of styles, but mostly interpreted or re-created factual
events. They were used to reenact personal or historical events, such as the McCay’s
The Sinking of the Lusitania (1918). It also uses documentary audio, removing it from
its original context to produce new meaning, such as the Aardman’s Animated Conver-
sations (1970) series form the 1970’s, directed by David Sproxton and Peter Lord using
stop-motion animation with plasticine puppets (Roe, 2013). Feature animated films
were a synonymous of Disney until reaching the digital era. Although there were some
different approaches that were worth mentioning, such as the Yellow Submarine (1968)
by George Dunning introducing the videoclip aesthetics, combining diverse techniques
in a colorful visual parade moved by the music of Beatles, or Fritz the Cat (1972) by
Ralph Bakshi made specifically for an adult audience (Bendazzi, 2015b).
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Classification of Animation Styles

The “golden age” of animation was a remarkable period. In just a few decades, the
fundamental aspects of this artistic form becameestablished. Most of the technic and
aesthetic innovations made during this period were used extensively in the production
of animated films until the introduction of computers in the pipeline. These three
major styles of animation, although based on the cel technique, would become the
reference for the mainstream, and can be distinguished by their animation and design
characteristics, as can be see in Table 2.3:

Table 2.3: Cel-based animation mainstream styles

Style Animation Design

Disney Smooth curves /hyper-realistic

motion

Beautiful cartoons (animals)

Warner &

MGM

Extreme curves /funny motion Characters with personality

(animals)

UPA Selective curves /synthesized

motion

Graphical-based figures (humans)

Disney studios brought realism to animation using smooth motion curves. They
brought order and rules to the cartoon animation and established a production and
quality standard based on their principles. Their style was based on beautiful drawings
of anthropomorphic characters that live inside a classical storytelling structure. On the
other hand, Warner and MGM pushed the Disney principles to their limits bringing
the extreme curve animation with intense exaggerations. They manipulated timing as
an expressive mean for movement, creating funny characters with aggressive personal-
ity, producing crazy behaviors, challenging the impossible. UPA brings the avant-garde
and abstractionism into animation, exploring it as a political and social tool: caricatur-
ing humans instead of animals, synthesizing motion with selective animation curves for
transmitting just the essence of the character. They explored animation within diverse
genres, using different ways of storytelling, expanding its application domains. In-
stead of Disney’s realistic looks, UPA’s explored graphical looking characters. Another
mass-production cel-based style is the Japanese “Anime” which receives strong influ-
ence from the UPA’s style. It synthesizes motion through the use of colorful graphics
with limited animation. While the term “limited animation” refers to optimized motion
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and detailed and extensive use of stylized drawings, the term “full animation” is used
to refer the opposite - animation with detailed drawings and movement such as those
found in Disney’s productions. As Paul Wells explains, mass-production animation
based on the Cel technique has overshadowed other techniques and other aesthetic
approaches derived from independent artists, such as those made at the National Film
Board of Canada (NBF). In this context, Wells identifies two different but related forms
of animation, the experimental animation and the mass-production animation which
he names orthodox animation (Wells, 2013).

Figure 2.8: Orthodox and Experimental Animation - adapted from Paul Wells (Wells,
2013).

Wells identifies the aesthetic and functional elements of each approach and proposes a
model for “developmental” animation based on the combination or selection of elements
from each. With this model, it is possible to take advantage of specific techniques or
styles from both genres, combining them in an heterogenous animation. Instead of
being limited to a specific style, animators can select and combine which elements suit
their concept. On the other hand, Scott McCloud in his book “Understanding Comics:
The Invisible Art” (McCloud, 1994) analyses the comics’ language which is similar to
the visual language of cartoon animation. He seeks a definition, a vocabulary and a
grammar for comics presenting the picture plane, a triangular scheme to describe the
visual arts pictorial vocabulary based on three categories: reality, language or iconic as
a simplification of reality, and abstract. McCloud points out that viewers can become
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engaged with a simple drawn character, one with few details located at the language
vertex, because this lack of information reduces the potential differences between them
and the character. Thus, viewers can easily identify themselves with the character,
with the icon, which becomes an extension of their own senses. On the other hand, a
realistic environment located at the reality vertex invites the viewers into a world with
familiar connections, into an experience.

Figure 2.9: Visual arts pictorial vocabulary schemes adapted from McCloud’s “Un-
derstanding Comics: The Invisible Art”: (Left) A visual scale from realistic to iconic;
(Right) The picture plane triangle.

McCloud defines each edge of the triangle (see Figure 2.9 Right) with: “retinal” - the
line between reality and abstraction vertex; “conceptual” - the line between abstraction
and language; and “representational” - the line between language and reality. Each
edge works at a different perceptual level and provides the mapping to the animator.
For instance, the details of a character decrease gradually when moving in the rep-
resentational edge further from the reality vertex, becoming an icon of the thing it
represents. The farther the cartoon is from reality (Figure 2.9 Left) the more subjec-
tive it appears to be, becoming universal, a recognized icon, working at the perceptual
level of our mind. McCloud populates his scheme (Figure 2.10) with many popular
cartoons as examples. While detailed characters such as Tarzan or the Flash Gordon
are near the reality vertex, stylized characters like Disney’s Mickey Mouse are close to
the meaning vertex. If we look at the abstract vertex, there are few cartoons, but it is
possible to identify the Larry Marder’s Beanish cartoon there. Frank Miller’s Batman
is located at the middle of the triangle, closer to the abstract than their fellow crime
characters.
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Figure 2.10: The picture plane scheme populated with cartoons.

Television - Low-cost Production

By the advent of television there was the need to adapt the traditional techniques to
the new medium. The “golden age” ends in mid 1950’s just about the beginning of
the television cartoon era, or the so called “made-for-TV”. The limited animation tech-
nique developed by UPA was fundamental to allow the creation of low-cost animation
productions for television with short budgets. The first animated series debuts in 1949
entitled Crusader Rabbit, produced by Jay Ward with limited animation, but reaching
considerable popularity (Furniss, 1998). The series was made extensibly with still
drawings and cycles of limited animation. In 1953, Winky Dink and You (1953), an
entertainment television series for children that combined live action with animation,
was released. It was the first example of an interactive program, inviting the audience
to participate and help Winky. By placing a special sheet of plastic in the TV screen
provided in the Winky kit, children at home could draw missing components of the
program’s image, revealing objects or messages. Old theatrical film series were sold
and wrapped in generic children shows with live hosts and broadcasted repeatedly,
such as the Terrytoons (1929), acquired by CBS. Others were recycled and presented
in specific formats such as The Woody Woodpecker Show (1957), where Walter Lantz
appeared explaining the animation techniques (Solomon, 1994). Between 1956 and
1962, several experimental animated series based on limited animation were produced,
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such as the “Rocky and His Friends” on ABC (1959) and NBC (1961–64), or The Alvin
Show (1961) at CBS (Bendazzi, 2015b). It was from Hanna-Barbera studios that TV
animated series became a viable business with regular production. To achieve low-
cost production for television budgets they developed the Barbera’s system, a working
method based on limited animation through simplified timed movements focusing on
the key poses and extremes. This included a set of resources carefully organized for
reuse, such as: story sketches with timings, pose reels, animation extremes and lay-
out drawings (Solomon, 1994). These resources could be reused in many sequences,
substantially reducing the cost. This system was employed for the six-minute episode
of The Ruff and Reddy Show (1957) inserted in the opening and closing of a pack-
age show for NBC in 1957. These optimized production methods, combined with the
know-how and artistic talent of Hanna and Barbera, created the perfect conditions for
their remarkable and successful series such as: The Flintsones (1960), Top Cat (1961)
or The Jetsons (1962). The demanding of animation series became massive as well as
its production. With the fast-consuming market for children entertainment, animation
became an accessible content to fill television blocks. The increasing quantity demand
of animated contents scarified its quality, becoming gradually a filling-block, instead of
a form of art, or entertainment. The limited animation technique developed by UPA as
an aesthetic alternative became synonymous of low-cost. There were exceptions with
success that brought innovations and increased the quality of animation, such as “Char-
lie Brown” (1965) by Lee Mendelson and Bill Melendez, Scooby-Doo, Where Are You?
(1969) from Hanna-Barbera, or Pink Panther (1969) from DePatie-Freleng. Twenty
years later debuts The Simpsons (1989), one of the first TV cartoon entertainment
series that was not oriented towards children, instead its target was an older audience
(Bendazzi, 2015b). Following this trend was South Park (1997), both contributing to
the renewing of the comic genre based on satire and the grotesque, presenting stylized
forms which were reminiscent of the UPA style.

Applications of the Animated Film

Animation applications are diverse and can be organized according to different criteria,
such as its supporting medium: theatre, television, video games, web, art installations,
theme parks. They can also be based on site-specific applications, such as architecture
fly-throughs, military simulations, scientific and medical data visualization. Scholars
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like Nadia Magnenat Thalmann and Daniel Thalmann present an arbitrary classifica-
tion of application domains for computer animation in (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thal-
mann, 2012): 1) Television, 2) Cinema, 3) Government, 4) Education and research,
5) Business, 6) Engineering. This classification can be applied to animation in gen-
eral, but some categories refer the application and others the medium itself. Although
animation encompasses a broad range of domains, it is possible to distinguish them
based on their purpose, even though these distinctions may be combined and some-
times blurred (Figure 2.11): (1) advertisement, (2) data visualization, (3) educational,
(4) artistic, (5) entertainment, (6) research.

Figure 2.11: Application domains of animation.

1. Animation for advertisement is produced mostly as TV commercials, but it also
includes political propaganda, corporate videos, or promotional films.

2. Data visualization can be enhanced through animation, contributing to describe
behaviors and trajectories of the data.

3. Animation is explored in the educational domain as a training tool to support
teaching, like with video tutorials, or as a way of representing educational contents
such as safety measures or healthcare.

4. Artistic animations are used to express feelings, ideas or concepts via the ex-
perimentation of techniques and aesthetics and be employed to interpret music
visually.

5. Most of the animation production aims the entertainment industry, whether used
as real-time or cinematic cut scenes in games, or as the classical animation for
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theaters or television.

6. In the research field animation is employed to simulate specific medical or scien-
tific situations or behaviors.
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2.3 HCI - Interactive Control of Animation

2.3.1 HCI Fundamentals

Interaction Design

This section refers to the user interaction with computers in the perspective of in-
teractive creation of animation. It makes a brief overview of the major interaction
concepts and theories to understand how interaction design. It is important to iden-
tify the main interaction design principles and methodologies for building interactive
animation systems.

Human Computer Interaction

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is concerned with the design, use, and evaluation
of computing systems, focusing on interfaces that establish a dialog between humans
and computers. It can be considered a multidisciplinary domain that emerged from
computer science and grew with the contribution of a variety of fields, from people with
different backgrounds. Its success is based on the crossings between designers, sociolo-
gists, anthropologists, psychologists, and engineers, but also animators and puppeteers.
The result of these crossings led to interdisciplinary researches providing extensive
knowledge about the relationship between humans and technologies. HCI is based on
disciplines that study the human characteristics, such as: psychology and cognitive
science to understand the human behavior; sociology and anthropology to analyze the
interactions between the use of technology in the workplace; ergonomics to study the
user’s physical capabilities; linguistics that focus on human communication and seman-
tics. It is also based on computer science and engineering to study computer systems
and interface architecture, such as: input and output devices, dialogue techniques, or
user interfaces.

Interaction Design - Models, Theories and Frameworks

The concern with interaction design grew when computers shifted from a machine-
centered to a user-centered approach. Interaction design refers to the creation of user
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experiences that contribute to the enhancement and extension of how they communi-
cate and interact with machines, supporting their everyday experiences. Task-centered
is a common approach for designing interaction, for understanding and supporting pre-
determinate user goals. Interaction design goals can help us to understand and identify
user needs. They can be divided based on the way they are operationalized into us-
ability goals and user experience goals. And while user experience goals are based on
the quality of user experience, usability goals are based on usability criteria, such as
time to complete a task (efficiency), the number of incorrect steps a user makes to
carry out a task over a certain amount of time (memorability), or the time taken to
learn a new task (learnability) (Sharp et al., 2007). This design paradigm focuses on
the identification and understanding of the user tasks (goals) as the starting point to
design usable, useful, and enjoyable systems. Cognitive modeling approaches provide
methods for predicting and analyzing users’ cognitive tasks, for comparing different
approaches of how users perform problem-solving tasks. Card et al. (Card et al.,
1983) proposed a model of the user based on the information processing known as
Model Human Processor (MHP) with three interacting systems: perceptual, cognitive
and motor. The principles of operation were demonstrated with a set of predictive
models based on Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection rules (GOMS). However,
cognitive processes may present evaluation issues when analyzed with simple research
procedures. They often tend to fail the representation of the “real” world of HCI (Lan-
dauer, 1991). Generally, the research settings are based on controlled conditions in the
laboratory where participants perform specific tasks without distractions and with a
sequential order, while in “real” world work settings, users are interrupted all the time
and are constantly starting and resuming new tasks with a multi-task behavior. Thus,
the predictions for choosing interfaces based on cognitive theories with the criteria of
learnability, memorability, or efficiency result in most cases in a failure (Rogers, 2012).
Approaches based on mental models also provide inferences and predictions based on
postulates about the external world, but user’s mental models tend to be incomplete
and can generate confusion by inappropriate analogies.

Activity Theory

Task-centered design does not take into account the reason and the meaning of the
task for the user. On the other hand, activity-centered design takes the purpose and
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meaning of the activities as a central concern. As Donald Norman argues, a “task is
a lower-level component of an activity” (D. Norman, 2013, p.232) used for defining
the details of an activity and not its motivation. Activity theory, based on the work of
the Russians psychologists Vygotsky and Leontiev, provides a conceptual framework
for interaction between subjects (actors) and objects (environment) based on activity
which is purposeful and leads to a set of actions carried out through the use of tools
(physical or psychological) (Hasan & Kazlauskas, 2014). As opposite to the predictive
theory, which takes the consciousness as a set of cognitive acts, such as decision making,
classification and remembering, activity theory focuses on the everyday practice as the
model for developing individual consciousness, based on the notions of intentionality,
mediation, or collaboration. It focuses on the analysis and design of a particular
practice within its work context and in the active participation of the user in the
design. This theory provides a set of concepts for describing the user’s activities in HCI
based on the relations between the individual, the society that surrounds him, and the
tools or sign systems (artifacts) (Nardi, 1995). A fundamental aspect in the activity
theory is to fully understand user actions which is only possible in a motive-driven
activity context, which seems adequate for evaluating interactive animation systems.
The basic principles of this theory are object-orientedness, hierarchical structure of
activity, mediation, internalization /externalization, and development (Kaptelinin &
Nardi, n.d.). Several interactive design approaches based on activity theory have been
proposed ( (Bødker, 1987, 1989; D o weling et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2015)).

Post-cognitivist Theories (embodied interaction)

Along with activity theory, other “post-cognitivist” (Kaptelinin et al., 2003) conceptual
frameworks have been proposed in alternative to the early 1980’s paradigm based on
the information processing psychology, and can be found in (Winograd & Flores,
1986; Suchman, 1987; Hutchins et al., 1985). In the opposite direction of HCI theories
based on cognitivist models with its abstract concepts, Paul Dourish (Dourish, 2001)
introduced the idea of embodied interaction, taking the phenomenological theories of
embodiment as a conceptual reference, and where the meaning is to be found in the
world, focusing on practical social and physical action. For Allisa Antle, embodiment
“means how the nature of a living entity’s cognition is shaped by the form of its physical
manifestation in the world” (Antle, 2009, p.27). This approach is suitable for design
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scenarios that focus on the physicality, human experiences, or bodily action as we
can find in digital puppetry. Multiple research projects have been developed within
this paradigm that can be applied to digital puppetry (Bevans, 2011; Chu et al.,
2015), where the interaction is based on the environment and computationally mediated
artifacts. With today’s advances in cognitive science and in technology with multimodal
interfaces, HCI is turning its attention to interaction based on the whole body and to an
embodied-centered user experience. Thus, Dourish’s physically embodied computation
became an important reference for interaction design based on perceptual and motor
capacities of the body.

Interaction Design Concepts

There are fundamental concepts related to the interaction design that should be un-
derstood such as affordance, signifiers, interface, or direct manipulation.

Affordance Affordance is a term coined by Gibson (Gibson, 1986) as an important
component in his ecological approach to psychology and refers to the relationship be-
tween the object (environment) and the interacting agent (humans or machines). The
potential uses of an object are determined by its properties and the agent’s capabil-
ities. Humans have the cognitive capacity to recognize the function of objects just
by its observation. We have the ability to identify or guess the function of objects
even if they are new to us, based on their properties. Based on the multi sensorial
information we retrieve from them, we can imagine how to interact with these objects.
For example, while a bucket can afford filling, it can also afford the transportation of
its contents, but when upside down it affords sitting (for a light person). This multi-
affordance nature of objects depends on each person, its own experience, its culture
and the object’s context. We grow up exploring affordances, expanding our knowledge
of objects, imagining new uses with our cognitive system. This creative search for new
object affordances is a common practice in puppetry: a sock may afford being a pup-
pet’s head or a broom may afford being the body of a woman puppet. Donald Norman
proposed the concept to HCI in the late 1980’s (D. A. Norman, 1988) becoming a
key idea in this field. Although widely used by researchers, some misunderstandings
about the exact meaning of the term generated ongoing debate (Kaptelinin & Nardi,
2012).
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Signifiers Donald Norman (D. Norman, 2013) introduced the concept of signifiers
as a complementary tool for affordances. While affordance refers to the potential
actions that can be made, signifiers represent the clues to help the user to discover
this potential. Norman underlines the particular importance of signifiers when dealing
with virtual objects, which do not present clearly their affordances, generating some
confusion on the user. To solve this problem, signifiers are added to increase the under-
standing about the potential uses. Signifiers are signs or symbols placed strategically
to facilitate the user perception about the affordance. They can be labels in a door to
indicate functions or actions such as “push” or “pull”. Signifiers play an important role
in the design of user interfaces.

Interface Humans interact (dialogue) with machines through interfaces. An inter-
face is defined in the dictionary as “a means or place of interaction between two systems,
organizations, etc.; a meeting-point or common ground between two parties, systems,
or disciplines” (Oxford University, 2009). Interface is a mediator between agents and
carries the meaning of interaction. In puppetry, the interface is the puppet controller.
The concept of interface embraces diverse meanings, depending on the context. A User
Interface (UI) refers to the interaction space between humans and computers where the
communication is translated and includes diverse modalities. The use of metaphors in
the design of graphical user interfaces facilitates the user’s understanding about the
system affordances and can be considered signifiers. They determine the proper design
for interaction but its understanding depends upon the user experience and culture
(D. Norman, 2013). An interface can also be used as the common ground for different
agents to meet, mix or recombine, extending the boarder of individual disciplines. This
metadisciplinary approach is called interface ecology. Through interactive ecosystems,
we can rehearsal diverse disciplinary combinations, such as the fusion between per-
forming arts and computer graphics, thus producing innovative and rich experiences
(Jeremijenko et al., 2002). Each interface modality provides different degrees of free-
dom for controlling the target as well as a distinct cognitive load and user experience
caused by the mapping between user-input and action-output.

Direct Manipulation Direct manipulation describes a particular user interaction
experience which grew with tangible interfaces. In puppetry it refers to the way the
puppeteer interacts with the puppet, using his hands to manipulate directly the pup-
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pet’s limbs without any intermediary device. If the device is used as a short extension
of the hands, without any motion transformation, it can also be considered a direct
method. In HCI the concept is similar and was introduced by Shneiderman (Ben,
1982) in 1982 to describe a direct interaction experience of the user with the target
object rather than using an intermediary interface. Hutchins et al. (Hutchins et al.,
1985) expanded this concept to the feeling of directness and concern the feeling of
engagement, the feeling that one is directly manipulating the objects of interest with
few cognitive resources. They employ the term “distance” to describe the gulf between
user and the interaction method.

HCI Foundations

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it.” Allan Kay (Canon, 1982,
p.14)

PARC Vision - Predicting the Future

The early computers were designed by electrical engineers to be used by other engineers
or by computer specialists that understood the internal logics of those machines. There
was no User Interface (UI), but Computer Interface (CI) only, and the engineers had
to manipulate the hardware itself, using low level programming through patch cords
and switches without any real-time feedback. This paradigm would suffer a dramatic
change in 1963 when Ivan Sutherland developed the Sketchpad (Sutherland, 1963)
(Sutherland, 1964) bringing the direct manipulation metaphor to interaction. The
use of a pointing device with a graphical interface reduced the “conversation” distance
between humans and computers, paving the ground for Interface design. It already
supported actions such as grabbing and moving objects directly on the screen through
a light pen. One of the most popular input devices was developed by Douglas Engelbart
in 1964. The mouse was built as a low-cost alternative to the light-pen (Engelbart,
1988) and integrated as input interface in the early personal computers Xerox “Star”
(1981) or Apple Lisa (1982). The potential of a graphical interface motivated David
Smith (D. C. Smith, 1977) to develop the concept of “icons” as components to en-
hance the remembering and recognition tasks. These visual entities facilitate the way
humans communicate with machines, exploring the notions of “reference” or “function”
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through metaphors, mapping machine semantics to the visual characteristics of icons.
This new visual language and Sutherland’s Sketchpad user interface, combined with
Engelbart’s mouse pointing device and the interactive oN-Line System (NLS) (Irby,
1974), had a great influence on the researchers of Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research
Center) (J. Johnson et al., 1989) during the 1970’s. This research lab was responsi-
ble for the conceptualization of interface design and contributed to the development
of many interaction techniques that are commonly employed in direct manipulation
interfaces, as well as the concept of the personal computer. Alan Kay envisioned in
1977 the idea of a portable and friendly computer at Xerox PARC. The Dynabook
was designed as a “metamedium” machine to be used in any context by everyone, a
generic and flexible computer that could respond to diverse requirements from each
user. The Dynabook was an easy-to-use machine oriented for casual people support-
ing tasks that involved the human cognition instead of engineer-oriented tasks. Alan
Kay was inspired by Seymour Papert’s work, which was based on the creative use of
computers as a learning tool for children, in particular the LOGO programming lan-
guage. Thus, instead of using adults for the user experiments, Kay preferred children
as they were closer to the interactive discovery experience, as well as their enthusiastic
approach derived from the feeling of control over an interactive machine. Kay explored
the concept of a general-purpose device capable of establishing a dialogue with the
users and be employed in a wide range of domains. He introduced the object-oriented
programming with the Smalltalk language (A. C. Kay, 1993), enhanced by a graphical
user interface providing a complete programming environment for developing general
purpose applications: “We are exploring the use of this system as a programming and
problem solving tool; as an interactive memory for the storage and manipulation of
data; as a text editor; and as a medium for expression through drawing, painting, an-
imating pictures, and composing and generating music.” (A. Kay & Goldberg, 1977,
p.31).

The Interactive Era

Myron Krueger (Krueger, 1991) was a pioneer of interactive art, experimenting em-
bodiment interaction methods with computer vision techniques in the 1970’s. He and
his colleagues developed several artistic installations (Krueger, 1977) exploring the
physical interaction space, defining an embodiment interaction vocabulary where par-
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Figure 2.12: VIDEODESK - hand manipulation of CGI, adapted from (Krueger et
al., 1985).

ticipants use their own bodies to interact with the computer. Their bodies were repre-
sented through silhouettes in the screen as in shadow puppetry, but instead of casting
the shadows from the source object, they were captured by video cameras and pro-
jected. Through signal processing methods, their bodies suffered metamorphoses and
interacted with the artificial computer generated environment. His vision about the
future of interaction was reflected in the VIDEODESK environment where users could
interact with computers through mid-air gestures, without touching any physical inter-
face. This was a rich and natural interaction experience, providing a great amount of
degrees of freedom, where users could model shapes directly by moving their fingers, as
seen in (see Figure 2.12), According to Krueger, “with existing input devices only one
point can be moved at a time. On the VIDEODESK, the tips of the index fingers and
thumbs can be used to manipulate four control points simultaneously” (Krueger et
al., 1985, p.39). This vision is now accessible to home users with desktop devices such
as the LeapMotion. Krueger changed the way of thinking the human interaction with
the machines and became a reference for interactive art as well as for digital puppetry,
showing how to use the human body as an interactive instrument. In 1981, the Xerox
“Star” computer was released (D. C. Smith et al., 1982) presenting the major innova-
tions developed and adapted by PARC. Instead of developing just a piece of hardware
like the others, the “star” was conceived as a whole centered on the user tasks, offering a
wide set of tools which became the key for its success. Its conceptual model was based
on the dialogue between the user and the computer, adopting the office environment as
a familiar interaction interface, which became known as the “desktop metaphor”. Fa-
miliar concepts such as folders or documents are easily understood by the users through
mental images, establishing a relationship with the physical world and helping them to
perform their tasks. The “Star” pointed the direction for a new computer interaction
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design paradigm, by demonstrating the use of icons, windows and pointing devices,
bringing the concept of WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get). Built as an office
machine, it was designed for non-computer experts, and developed with the concept
of easy to learn and remember, targeting casual users with the focus on their work.
The concepts behind the design of this computer paved the way for today’s interaction
design and were integrated in computers such as the Apple Mac.

Figure 2.13: Human-Computer dialogue distance - the evolution of HCI in the last five
decades.

User Interface Evolution (CUI, GUI, TUI, NUI)

In the 1980’s, computers became more accessible, supporting tasks involving human
cognition, and gathering the interest of other domains, which in return contributed with
their knowledge to a more consistent growth. The user interface was growing from the
Command line User Interface (CUI) through text input commands on keyboard, to
a Graphical User Interface (GUI) based on mouse input. The computer interface
paradigm was now pointed to its interactive dimension, reducing its distance with
the users, generating the feeling of a direct contact with the represented environment.
This paradigm was brought to commercial animation applications that were released
for personal computers, even for the chepeast ones, such as the Commodore Amiga
with the Caligari or VideoScape 3D which later became Lightwave. In the late 1980’s,
the Softimage Creative Environment is released at SIGGRAPH (Zwerman & Okun,
2012), the first 3D computer graphics software to integrate modeling, animation and
rendering in one single environment. Later it would include a CG character animation
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with inverse kinematics. Softimage was founded by the filmmaker Daniel Langlois at
the National Film Board of Canada with the concept of being a tool designed for artists
which caused a shift in the development of computer graphics software. It was initially
developed for Silicon Graphics workstations and later for personal computers.

Table 2.4: Interface focus evolution adapted from (Grudin, 1990)

Interface

Level

Time period Target users Interface involved disciplines

1 - Hardware 1950’s Engineers

/programmers

Electrical engineers

2 - Software 1960’s -

1970’s

Programmers Computer science

3 - Terminal 1970’s -

1990’s

“End users” Human factors, cognition psychology,

graphical design

4 - Dialogue 1980’s “End users” Cognitive psychology, cognitive

science, (dramatic arts?)

5 - Work

setting

1990’s Group of users Social psychology, anthropology,

organizational. . .

Grudin (Grudin, 1990) summarizes five levels in the evolution of interface focus (Ta-
ble 2.4): 1) Interface as hardware; 2) Interface as software; 3) Interface as terminal; 4)
Interface as dialogue; 5) Interface as working setting.

In the 1990’s, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) became central in the development
of animation software searching for the best visual and control metaphors such as the
scrubbing gesture in the timeline. Computers changed their size, function, and do-
main, from standalone and mono-task to multi-task network computing, from desktop
to portable computers, from mono-media to multimedia, becoming a multidisciplinary
general purpose machine that could be used in a wide range of domains. These changes
derived from the technological achievements in communications, media, and interac-
tion such as speech and gesture recognition. The 2000’s brought mobile computing,
collaborative work and ubiquitous computing. With the introduction of the Apple
iPhone, Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) became the hot topic, challenging designers
to re-thing the interaction design. TUI takes advantage of the user dexterity through
haptic interaction which is based on both physical input (controls) and physical output
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(feedback). With the latest advances in HCI, in particular in the sensing technologies,
interaction design is now oriented to a Natural User Interfaces (NUI) where the di-
alogue with the machine resembles to human communication and does not rely on a
particular type of device or interaction method, combining TUI, VUI (Voice User Inter-
faces), BUI (Brain User Interfaces), and others. The interface is developed to sense the
environmental conditions, adapting its response dynamically. This context-awareness
interface design model provides a rich user experience, an interaction that feels real by
the interpretation or even by the prediction of the user’s behavior, recognizing gestures,
speech or any other impulses. Today, interfaces are built to be intelligent and adap-
tive, involving different levels of user activity (cognitive, physical and affection). They
provide embodiment interaction through haptic devices, rich and instant feedback with
spatial audio or appellant graphical animation, or the feeling of immersion with virtual
reality. HCI developed from a computer-centered to a human-centered approach, and
as Myron Krueger refers, one expects “the manner of controlling computers to move
away from the programming model and closer to the perceptual process we use to
accomplish our goals in the physical world” (Krueger et al., 1985, p.35).

Interactive Animation Systems

Computer Animation Interfaces

In early systems, computer animation was produced mainly by code input, using
general-purpose or animation programming languages. These languages encode the
procedures to produce animation and can be script-based or node-based (visual pro-
gramming environment). Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and Daniel Thalmann distin-
guish two methods for producing animation: through programming languages or through
interactive systems (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thalmann, 2012). While programming
languages are powerful and provide access to complex relations and calculations suit-
able for procedural animation, they are more oriented for programmers. On the other
hand, interactive systems present intuitive controls with instant feed-back suitable for
animators. Today, most computer animation systems combine the two approaches in
a complete animation solution such as Autodesk Maya.
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Scripted-based Animation Languages /Systems

Animation languages were developed for artists without programming background pro-
viding simple syntax. One of the first was BEFLIX developed in 1964 by Ken Knowlton
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories and described in his paper “A computer technique
for producing animated movies” (Knowlton, 1964). The syntax was quite simple with
commands such as PAINT, ROTATE, CENTER, ZOOMIN, or STRECH, and later it
was combined with FORTRAN to provide complex operations. Several animated films
were produced with this language, including a set of experimental animation films
called Poem Field (1964), created by Stan VanDerBeek working with visual poetry
(Youngblood, 1970). A BEFLIX program would look like this (Knowlton, 1964):

PAINT BB,0,WRITE,0 // clear surface BB to 0’s

Z00MIN YY,0,3 // Zoom in three times

AIM BB // aim camera at surface BB

With the following syntax:

PAINT <Top Right Corner, Bottom Left corner, mode, name of the scanner>

Z00MIN <Top Right Corner, Bottom Left corner, magnification factor>

AIM <scanner name>

In 1972, MOP (MOtion Picture language) was developed by Edwin Catmull at the Uni-
versity of Utah (Catmull, 1972). MOP was a 3D animation language that introduced
interesting features such as the temporal commands to handle time or the concept of
hierarchical objects to group polygons which were easier to manage. Another feature
was the possibility to edit the acceleration rate of a moving object by introducing val-
ues in a table or by using an arithmetic formula. A typical MOP statement looked
liked this:

76,175,B ROTATE "PALM",1,30

In this example, the palm of the hand would rotate 30 degrees during 100 frames (76 to
175) using the acceleration curve from the table B. The frame sequence could also be
indeterminate using the following syntax < FIRST, FIRST+50> instead of <76, 175>
defining just 50 frame duration from unknown start time. Many of these concepts were
implemented on today’s commercial animation packages. Other animation systems
were design specifically for two-dimensions such as Animator (Talbot et al., 1971).
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In 1973, Tom DeFanti developed the “GRAphics Symbiosis System” (GRASS) for his
Ph.D. at Ohio State University. GRASS was a programming language for scripting
vector graphics animation in real-time. It was designed for non-programming experts
to explore computer art. Users could perform real-time animation of objects such as
scaling, translation and rotation (T. A. DeFanti, 1976). GRASS presented already
the concept of performance animation with driving macros, which allowed real-time
user control, and when “combined with the analog input devices makes this system
usable as a performing instrument” (T. A. DeFanti, 1976, p.201). Later, DeFanti et
al. presented ZGRASS, which was built as an extension to BASIC for Bally computer
supporting more features than the original language. The main concern was to develop
a programming language for affordable computer platforms, that could teach important
concepts of computer graphics and animation and to encourage the artistic community
to explore them (T. DeFanti et al., 1978). These pioneers were exploring computers
and looking for affordable solutions that could bring real-time animation and real-time
sound synthesis for interactive art making.

Many other animation languages and systems were developed at Ohio University, such
as the 3D real-time animation language ANIMA, developed in 1975 by Charles Csuri
(Csuri, 1975). Its sequel, the ANIMA II, presented in 1977 by Hackathorn (Hackathorn,
1977), was more than a programming language. It was a complete 3D real-time ani-
mation system divided in four main processes:

1. Creation - interactive three-dimensional object creation;

2. Writing - an animation scripting language for defining the motion;

3. Animation - animation calculation and generation;

4. Displaying - rendering the animation to the output.

These processes were the basis for today’s 3D animation procedures: modeling, ani-
mating, texturing and rendering. Futher reading on early animation systems can be
found on (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thalmann, 2012).

Visual-based Languages/Systems

Most of the visual animation languages are based on Visual Programming Language
(VPL) also known as Data-Flow Visual Programming Language (DFVPL). VPL envi-
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Figure 2.14: Fabric Engine canvas - visual programming environment for animation.

ronments are represented by a graph with functional nodes connected with patch-cords
(wires) that represent the flow of the data between the functions (nodes). Building
blocks are combined into logical data structures that are easy to read and understood
by non-expert programmers, its node-tree graphical representation being similar to a
familiar flow-chart. These graphical nodes, which represent objects or operations, are
connected through patch cords that establish the semantics of the animation procedure.
This connection procedure resembles the wiring patching between analog modules in
the earlier video and audio synthesizers, which became a popular mapping interface
in music software such as Propellerhead Reason. Its real-time iterations make this
environment suitable for rapid prototyping and is being employed in diverse domains,
from music (MaxMsp) to games (Unreal engine), from visual effects (Nuke) to mul-
timedia authoring (Authorware) and it is a popular method for building 3D shaders.
One of the earliest applications to employ the visual programming metaphor was the
Thinglab, developed by Alan Borning in 1978 at Xerox PARC (Borning, 1979). Built
with Smalltalk, Thinglab was a virtual laboratory for simulating complex experiments
based on the use of constraints. Another visual programming environment built with
Smalltalk was Fabrik (D. Ingalls et al., 1988) developed in 1985 at the Advanced
Technology Group of Apple but with the purpose of constructing user interfaces that
could be employed in the production of simple animation. Recently VPL became a
popular interface approach for animation which can be seen with Fabric Engine frame-
work, with its standalone visual programming language environment. The Figure 2.14
shows the setup of a procedural animation using bullet physics. Fabric engine provides
extensions to be used inside other popular 3D applications such as Autodesk Maya or
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Autodesk Softimage. Further reading on visual programming language can be found
on (Hils, 1992) and (Johnston et al., 2004)

Animation Interactive Systems

Figure 2.15: (Left) Frames from a digital copy of a 16mm film produced in 1970
demonstrating the Genesys system (GENESYS: An Interactive Computer-Mediated
Animation System, 1970); (Right) Frame from the Peter Foldes film Hunger (1974)
produced with computer keyframe animation technique developed by Burtnyk and
Wein (Burtnyk & Wein, 1976).

Animation interactive systems started to be developed in the end of 1960’s by pioneers
such as Ronald Baecker at the Lincoln Laboratory of MIT with the digital system
Genesys (Baecker, 1969). Genesys (GENERalized-cel Animation SYStem) was de-
signed as a user-centered system enabling non-expert programmers to create anima-
tion intuitively (Figure 2.15 - Left). The animator could sketch directly on the system
through a pen tablet device, thus taking advantage of his drawing skills through this
familiar tool. Genesys was based on the so called “picture-driven-animation”, where
the image and its transformation process (ie. motion path) were both represented in a
graphical form.

Burtnyk and Wein, working at the National Research Council of Canada, were pioneers
in the development of the computer keyframe animation technique, introducing auto-
matic interpolation of in-betweens (Figure 2.15 - Right). Their first system (Burtnyk
& Wein, 1971) used linear interpolation, causing the lack of smoothness in the move-
ment as well as requiring a great amount of keyframes to achieve good results. In 1976,
they introduced a novel technique called “skeleton driven” (Burtnyk & Wein, 1976)
that solved this problem and provided interactive control over the transformation of
the images. The animator defined a geometric cage (the skeleton) that delimited the
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boundaries of the image, the vertex of this geometric grid (armature) were control
points used for the deformation (joints). Thus, the bones of the skeleton were used
for shape deformation. This system was used by Peter Foldes to produce films such
as Metadata (1971) or Hunger (1974). Based on the analysis of traditional anima-
tion production procedures, Ed Catmull was involved in the development of TWEEN
animation system, which offered a painting and scan solution for computerized anima-
tion assistance with automatic in-between processing (Catmull, 1978). Many other
keyframe animation systems were further developed introducing novel features such as
the nested transformation of matrices based on Evans and Sutherland’s Multi-Picture-
System (MPS) which allowed the animator to work with hierarchical transformations.
This is the principle of forward kinematics, a topological kinematic model that pro-
vides a chain of relations between degrees of freedom at each joint. This model was
employed in BBOP (D. Sturman, 1984), developed by Garland Stern to allow direct
manipulation over the transformation tree on articulated figures by using a joystick as
input device. GRAMPS4 system (O’Donnell & Olson, 1981) supported more input
devices, providing a more efficient way to manipulate the degrees of freedom. This
system, developed by O’Donnell and Olson, combined a graphical approach providing
interactive user input through dials, joysticks and tablets with a programming lan-
guage interpreter. The interactive graphical solution allowed the animator to map the
devices to specific parameters with specific ranges. The EM system (Hanrahan &
Sturman, 1985) extended BBOP functionality that did not provide joint constraints,
which caused unwanted results such as body interpenetration or limb disconnection.
The EM introduced constraints and included input mapping design to allow flexibility
in the interaction. The animator could map the translation of a joystick to the rotation
of an object.

Animation Control Levels (flexible control)

This language-driven and visually-driven system provided flexible control by allowing
parametric models. A Keyframe is defined by parameters in the model associated to a
specific point in time, and these variables are set through procedures or by interactive
means and can specify interpolation functions (slope). These time-varying variables

4GRAMPS - Graphics Language Interpreter for Real-Time, Interactive, Three-Dimensional Picture
Editing and Animation.
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are the control points for the animation and referred in the literature as articulation
variable, or avar (S. Reeves et al., 2005; Parent, 2012). These avars, also known as
tracks, are integrated in the GUI of 3D animation applications to allow its modifica-
tion. We can make an analogy of these variables to the puppetry controls as they are
the manipulation interface to define the motion of the objects. Keyframe animation
generates a great amount of individual keys, in particular when animating complex
skeleton figures. This becomes a problem when the animator needs to manage those
keys to modify the motion. Thus, the animation systems provide ways to simplify the
animator’s task by presenting a specific motion editor interface to handle keys along
individual parameters or tracks which can be found in BBOP and (Fortin et al., 1984)
(Feiner et al., 1982).

Figure 2.16: Maya graphical user interface for supporting the animation task.

The basis for today’s interactive keyframe animation systems can be found in BBOP,
with its hierarchicalbone structures, individual avar channels and interpolation func-
tions (linear, and non-linear) (D. Sturman, 1998b). The design of the graphical user
interface of 3D animation applications supports these operations in different GUI set-
tings. For instance, the Autodesk Maya organizes these operations in individual floating
windows, panels, or graphical elements in the viewport (see Figure 2.16):
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1. The Graph Editor is a low level animation environment for setting keyframes
and refining interpolations curves through visual graphs and control points. It
provides a graphical representation of each animated avar of a model and it is
suitable for detailed manipulation.

2. The Dope Sheet Editor is an intermediate level animation environment for mod-
ifying timing or handle event and sound synchronization. It provides a separate
view for the different animated channels on the model.

3. The Trax Editor is a nonlinear animation environment for the animator to handle
the motion sequences from a higher level than from the Dope Sheet or the Graph
Editor and suitable to handle entire animated scenes.

In Autodesk Maya there are other important tools for animation such as the outliner
window, which allows to navigate in the hierarchical structure. The Autodesk Maya
is a commercial 3D application that combines modeling, animation and rendering in
one environment and grew with the collaboration of major players in the animation
industry. The name Maya is a Sanskrit word that means illusion (Ryan, 2011), and
was the result of the fusion between multiple commercial graphical applications and
corporations acquired by Silicon Graphics: The Advanced Visualizer from Wavefront
Technologies, and the PowerAnimator and Sketch from Alias. Alias | Wavefront Maya
was released in 1998 for IRIX5 and for Windows, and later for Mac OS X and Linux,
offering a complete multi-platform support. Maya’s GUI received an important con-
tribution feedback from Disney during the production of the film Dinosaur (2000),
resulting in a more customizable interface for creating personalized workflows (Ryan,
2011).

Degrees of Freedom of Control

An important aspect within character animation is the “kinematics”, which refers to
the movement of the model without concern of the physical forces. Early interactive
animation systems such as BBOP were based on simple Forward Kinematics (FK),
which is a good technique to achieve complete control of the model joints. Similar
to stop-motion puppet manipulation, it is suitable for producing simple motion with
arcs, but it is a tedious method for complex skeleton animation. The animator starts

5IRIX is the operation system used by the Silicon Graphics Workstations.
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Figure 2.17: Common user graphical control interfaces.

by manipulating the parent joint from the top of the hierarchy until he/she reaches
the end of the chain - the last child joint. In the late 1980’s, Michael Girard (Girard
& Maciejewski, 1985) introduced pseudo-Inverse Kinematics in computer animation,
demonstrated in the production of the film Eurhythmy (1989) (Girard & Amkraut,
1990). The Inverse Kinematics (IK) is a goal-oriented technique that facilitates the
manipulation of complex chains by just placing the control IK at the specific target
position. Similar to the marionette control behavior, the animator manipulates the
end effector handle which is attached to the last joint in the hierarchy, automatically
calculating the entire chain until it reaches the parent joint. This technique is suitable
for character locomotion and is available in modern animation systems, which also
provide distinct GUI approaches for avar control, offering flexibility to the animator for
each animation stage. These GUI elements can be divided by the number of Degrees Of
Freedom (DOF) and by the type of graphical interface (Figure 2.17). Generally 1 DOF
controls can be found inside panels or windows (4, 5), 2 DOF controls are presented
in windows or in orthogonal planes at the viewport (6, 7), and 3 DOF controls are
directly manipulated on the viewport (1, 2).

1. Three DOF-based controls at viewport with external handles. Similar to a mar-
ionette, the animator manipulates external controls that are connected to the
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internal skeleton structure of the model such as the end effector of an inverse
kinematics chain. External controls are easier to select and manipulate but may
increase the distance between the driver control and the driven element.

2. Three DOF-based controls at viewport with internal handles. This is the case
when the animator directly manipulates the model structure using forward kine-
matics or specialized rigging controls attached to the model. This direct manip-
ulation can be confusing with complex skeleton structures, but provides a linear
correspondence between the driver and the driven.

3. Two DOF-based controls at viewport with external handles. It is a common pro-
cedure in facial animation to create an external bi-dimensional rigging controls
near the face of the model. Riggers create vector-based visual shapes for rep-
resenting the part of the model to be manipulated, thus providing clues to the
animator. In this way, the distance between the driver and the driven is reduced
and the controls are constrained to specific ranges facilitating the animator tasks.

4. One DOF-based controls inside panels integrated in the application GUI. Panels
are the most primitive GUI and can support a great amount of avars for control.
Although they are limited to one DOF, they can be complemented with multiple
avars. The animator introduces the values directly in the parameter input fields
through the keyboard, increasing the distance between the driver and driven,
although applications such as Maya allow to use the middle mouse button to
navigate through values. In some applications these panels can also be detached
from the main GUI becoming floating windows.

5. One DOF-based controls inside windows with sliders. Changing values through
sliders is more intuitive than using the keyboard. Each slider is attached to just
1 DOF which is suitable for controlling blend shapes (morph poses) but are not
useful for controlling the end effect of a IK chain. These floating windows can be
arranged in strategic positions to be placed near the driven element, reducing its
distance from the driver sliders.

6. Two DOF-based controls inside windows. This is the typical setting for motion
editors that make use of the X axis as the time frame and the Y axis as the
avar value. The animator can control several avars at the same time. This en-
vironment is typically used in animation refinement and can be confusing when
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handling a great amount of keys. There is a great distance between the driver and
the driven caused by the time to space mapping. Pedro Bastos provides an exten-
sive study on each interaction mode (Bastos, 2015). Flexible GUI control for the
animator became central in the development of interactive animation systems.
Pixar animation studios have been developing in-house solutions, searching for
the most expressive tools to support animators’ creativity, such as the Menv Mod-
eling and Animation environment (W. T. Reeves et al., 1990), which later was
renamed to Marionette and now assumes the name of Presto. Although anima-
tion based on the operations of positioning the models, placing the keyframes and
in-between interpolation can provide the basics for the animator, there are situ-
ations that demand advanced techniques or calculations that are not available in
the GUI, and that is why a programming language can expand its functionalities.
Modern 3D animation packages complement the GUI with a scripting language.
The first release of Maya incorporated TCL (Tool Command Language) script
language which was the basis for Maya Embedded Language (MEL). To support
the learning of MEL, Maya reports in the Script Editor window the operations
performed with the GUI for the animator to follow. With the introduction of
Python as a second scripting language, the animator can choose between the two
languages facilitating its integration.
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2.3.2 Input Devices - Controllers

Senses and Sensors

Senses

Human perception is based on physiological senses, acting as perceptual interfaces to
the brain, and being studied in diverse fields, from cognitive psychology to neuroscience.
A sense is a physiological tool for perceiving the environment, a sensory cell that reacts
to a physical energy stimulus (impulse) that is received and interpreted by the brain.
Gibson in “The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems” (Gibson, 1966) suggests that
when senses operate as perceptual systems they can detect and obtain informations
about the environment without any intellectual process. This direct perception idea
is argued by Norman that defends an interpretation of the information by the brain
(D. Norman, 2013).

Multimodality

Human perception, by nature, is multimodal, and we employ different senses in our
everyday life without even noticing. They complement and influence each other, pro-
viding a rich sensorial experience which is fundamental for collaborative and creative
activities such as puppetry. Gibson (Gibson, 1986) explains that senses work both
together or alone: they can overlap each other working in combination to pick up in-
formation, or individually. They provide redundancy when the same information is
processed by multiple modalities, or they can complement each other by fusing the
separate information gathered from each modality. Multimodal cognition increases our
understanding spectrum about the environment. The term modality refers to the type
of communication channel used to transmit or receive messages, thus, multimodal in-
volves several communication senses. A multimodal system contributes to the user’s
affordance experience and accessibility.

There is some discussion about the exact number of human senses, and the most fa-
miliar ones are the five traditional senses that refer the outside of the body identified
by Aristotle, and can be termed as exteroceptors (Gibson, 1966): vision, audition,
tacticion, gustation, olfaction as summarized in Table 2.5. A growing interest in other
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Table 2.5: Human’s physiological senses and modalities adapted from (Riener, 2010)
(Schomaker et al., 1995)

No. Human sense Perception What is sensed Sensor Modality

1 Vision Sight Electromagnetic waves Eyes Visual
2 Audition Hearing Pressure waves Ears Auditive
3 Tactition Touch Contact pressure Skin Tactile
4 Gustation Tasting Flavor Tongue Gustatory
5 Olfaction Smelling Odor Nose Olfactory

6 Equilibrioception Balance Sense of balance Ears Vestibular
7 Thermoception Temperature Heat Skin Thermal
8 Proprioception Kinesthesia Body awareness Muscles, Joints
9 Nociception Pain Physiological pain Skin, Organs, Joints
10 Chronoception Time Cognitive processes Combination of Senses

physiological senses is motivating the HCI community to explore new modalities, in
particular those related to the virtual reality experiences. These are inward-oriented
(from inside the body) senses termed proprioceptors such as equilibrioception or pro-
prioception. Equilibrioception refers to the perception of balance derived from the fluid
contained in cavities in the inner ear. Thermoception is the perception of heat or cold
provided by the skin. The kinesthetic sense provides body awareness and refers to the
ability to sense our body’s tensions and movement through muscles and joints. Noci-
ception is the sense of pain and can derive from skin, joints and bones, or body organs.
Each modality presents its unique characteristics such as the sensibility in terms of
spatial and temporal resolutions, the type of data (audio, visual) or the information
processing rate (see the “after-image” effect in Section 2.2.1).

A traditional animator depends mostly on the vision, tactition and audition senses.
However, a puppeteer also depends on his notion of balance and kinesthesia to perform,
although animators apply these notions to their characters. These are the main senses
that a digital puppeteer will require.

Transducers

A transducer is an energy interface that transforms one type of energy into another,
and can convert a physical parameter into an electrical signal, which can be employed in
an input or output device (Barfield & Furness III, 1995). In a theoretical perspective,
sensors act as electrical input transducers, and actuators as output transducers. For
instance, a loud-speaker translates electrical signals into magnetic fields and afterwards
into acoustic waves.
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Table 2.6: Sensors and what is sensed
Electrical properties Physical features Sensors

Capacitance Humidity Humidity sensors

Resistance Temperature Thermistors

Resistance Magnetic field Magnetoresistive sensors

Resistance Light intensity Photoresistors

Voltage Light intensity Photovoltaic sensors

Voltage Chemistry Electrochemical sensors

In an electro-mechanical point of view, the transducer of an input device converts ki-
netic (motion) or potential (pressure) energy into other type of energy such as electric
energy (current or voltage), In this case, it can be considered a direct sensor. The
switch is a generic example of an input transducer which can be found in computer
keyboards. Motion can be used with switches through the opening and closing of con-
tacts which makes a change in the current or voltage and is measured by the electronic
circuit. The mouse device, based on a rolling ball, usually aggregates photoelectric
switches for its 2D positional capability. By rotating the mouse ball, a wheel inside the
device interrupts the light beam, generating pulses that stimulate a phototransistor
and thus converting the kinetic energy into electric energy. Joysticks also use switches
for sending the positioning of the stick to the host system. There are many available
technologies that offer different measurement levels and degrees of freedom. A displace-
ment joystick moves in two or more axes and can be used for retrieving x and y pivot
motion and twist. A force sensing joystick can also measure the applied force as the z
axis. Microphone transducer transforms the acoustic energy into electric energy. Sen-
sors transduce features from the physical environment into electrical properties such
as: capacitance, inductance, voltage, current, to name a few Table 2.6.

Sensors

The definition of sensor is broad, covering a wide range of domains, and can be applied
to the human sensorial system or to a device such as a button in a toy. Table 2.7
presents a relation between human and machine senses.

A possible definition for an electrical sensor is “a device that receives a stimulus and
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Table 2.7: Human and machine senses
No. Sense Human sensor Electrical sensor

1 Vision Eyes Camera

2 Audition Ears Microphone

3 Tactition Skin Contact sensors

4 Gustation Tongue Chemical sensors

5 Olfaction Nose Chemical sensors

6 Equilibrioception Ears Accelerometer

7 Thermoception Skin Thermocouple

8 Proprioception Muscles, Joints Encoders

responds with an electrical signal” (Fraden, 2003, p.2), where stimulus refers to the
quantity, property or condition that is captured from the environment. While a trans-
ducer converts any type of energy into a different one, the electric sensor converts
any type of energy into electrical energy, thus, it is a specialized electrical transducer
known as direct sensor. If we consider the function of a transducer as a simple energy
translator, then we can distinguish it from the sensor which can be referred as a device
with sensing or perceived capabilities. In this way, transducers can be part of com-
plex sensors for converting nonelectrical energy and converted into electrical energy by
direct sensor (Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.18: Complex sensor scheme adapted from (Fraden, 2003) where several trans-
ducers convert different types of energy (s1, s2, and s3 ) which is converted into electrical
energy (e) by a direct sensor (electrical transducer).

There are two disctint types of sensors: the direct sensor, which translates or modifies
a stimulus into electrical signals; and the complex sensor, composed by a set of trans-
ducers and a direct sensor. They can be passive or active. While passive sensors do not
require additional energy for their operation (photodiode, piezoelectric), the active sen-
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sors depend on an external energy source to generate the signal conversion. These are
also known as parametric sensors, as their properties change face to the external effects
that modulates (to modify) the signal (thermistor, resistive strain). There are absolute
and relative sensors. While the first reports the stimulus in an absolute physical scale
without taking into account the measurement conditions such as the thermistor, which
relates directly to the Kelvin temperature scale, the second produces a signal related
to a selected measure reference, for instance the relative pressure sensor can be coupled
to the atmospheric pressure (Fraden, 2003).

Sensor Selection

There are many factors that should be taken into account when choosing a sensor for
a specific task, such as its cost, size, weight, power consumption, environmental condi-
tions, resolution (precision), or accuracy. At this stage, it is important to characterize
sensor’s performance in terms of accuracy and precision. While accuracy refers to the
degree of exactness between its true value and the sensor’s reading, precision refers to
the variation between the successive readings and the real values. Both can be esti-
mated by computing the mean and scatter from the successive samples obtained from
the input device. When the mean is near the true value, the sensor is accurate. On
the other hand, a precise sensor reports a small amount of scatter about the mean.
A low precision sensor with high scatter can still be useful if accurate. By making
assumptions about the noise, it is possible to average the sampling and produce a good
estimation about the true value (Hoel et al., 1972). Sensors can be employed to detect
biological, chemical, or physical transformations. They are mainly used as conversion
devices and the most common convert the physical phenomena such as the photomag-
netic, photoelectric, magnetoelectric, electromagnetic, electroelastic, thermomagnetic,
thermoelectric, and thermoelastic. Thus, a sensor should be selected according to
the application field considering the previous referred variables and based on all its
properties including specifications, conversion mechanism, or stimulus as shown in the
Table 2.8

According to the specific recognition task, it may be useful to combine different kinds of
sensors in a multimodal approach, providing a broader sensing capability or to increase
the accuracy in the recognition. Often, the same stimulus can be measured with
different physical phenomena employing different sensors. By gathering and analyzing
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Table 2.8: Sensors’ classification based on its stimulus, adapted from (Fraden, 2003)

Stimulus Feature

Acoustic Wave (amplitude, phase, velocity, polarization, spectrum)

Electric Charge, current, potential, voltage, electric field (amplitude, phase,

polarization, spectrum), magnetic flux, permeability

Magnetic Magnetic field (amplitude, phase, polarization, spectrum), magnetic

flux, permeability

Mechanical Position (linear and angular), acceleration, force, stress, pressure, strain,

mass, density, moment, torque, speed of flow, rate of mass transport,

shape, roughness, orientation, stiffness, compliance, viscosity,

crystallinity, structural integrity

Optical Wave (amplitude, phase, velocity, polarization, spectrum), refractive

index, emissivity, reflectivity, absorption

Thermal Temperature, flux specific heat, thermal conductivity

relevant data from all the modalities, the result should be better than if using just
one modality. Sensors do not work by themselves and are one component of larger
systems such as data acquisition or control systems incorporating many other devices
and processes.

Signal Processing

Sensors play an important role in digital puppetry because they are the input inter-
face for the “animateer” to control the target computer object property. There are
many different sensors with a wide range of sensing capabilities and different levels of
accuracy. It is a common practice to combine sensors or tweak them to achieve the
results needed to a given task. Signal processing is a common procedure to manipulate
the sensor’s readings and obtain the intended behaviors for a specific application. The
signal processing procedure adequates the mapping parameters from the input source
to the target output. Multimodal signal processing refers to the analysis and manipu-
lation of the signals derived from a set of different and complementary sensors, and this
procedure can be divided into (Figure 2.19): 1) pre-processing, 2) feature generation,
3) classification.
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Figure 2.19: Signal processing pipeline with three main procedures exemplified.

1) Pre-processing (signal enhancement) The first step in handling the sensed
data is the preprocessing phase, in which the signal is optimized and enhanced, be-
coming more usable for further processing such as the segmentation or recognition pro-
cedures. It involves processes such as noise reduction, normalization and compression
of data. Many filters have been developed for different purposes that can be applied
in this phase, including noise modeling, removing background textures, thresholding,
contrasting or sharping the signal. There are several available techniques for smooth-
ing the data from continuous noisy signals, and the most simple are based on sample
averaging such as the boxcar filter. In general these methods require buffering or de-
pend upon previous samples. Techniques for filtering time-varying signals such as the
Kalman filter solve these problems and can be employed for smoothing the signal or for
predicting it. Kalman is an optimal estimator for linear systems with Gaussian error
statistics and can be used in real-time processing (Welch & Bishop, 1995). Instead of
continuous data estimation, there are times to filter a binary behavior such as a switch
that presents changes rapidly during the trigger. In this case, a debouncing technique
can be applied to ignore changes in the state of the switch in a specific duration after
the first activation (usually milliseconds). However, this technique does not work when
transforming continuous motion into binary states, as in the orientation detection of
a smartphone through the accelerometer. A threshold can be defined for conditioning
the data to intervals that correspond to the two binary states. The threshold can be
calibrated when the sensing task presents dynamic variations, which can be done by
defining manually a range for minimum and maximum or through a continuous “listen-
ing” range update from the environment. An application based on continuous sensor
readings should adequate the sampling rate to the system processing speed to prevent
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data-loss or system malfunctioning, and higher rates can be reduced through down-
sampling. On the other hand, the delay the sensor reports the sensed conditions, which
is known as latency, contributes to the decrease of the system’s performance, limiting
the interactive response of the system. Latency can be partially solved through the
use of predictive methods, by applying the Kalman filter. A common problem with
the techniques that assume noise distribution in the filtering process is the presence of
outliers (impulses) leading to errors in the assumption. There are several methods to
handle outliers which can be found in the literature (Kassam & Poor, 1985; Huber &
Ronchetti, 2009), and they can be detected and their influence bounded (Gandhi &
Mili, 2010).

2) Feature Generation (extraction /selection /dimensionality reduction) In
this step, features are detected and prepared for further processing, including three
major procedures: extracting features, selecting relevant features, and dimensionality
reduction. While feature extraction refers to which technique is employed to retrieve
components from the raw data, the feature selection is related to the most relevant
features to process or to improve the classification accuracy. The selection of relevant
subset of features from the raw input data according to predefined criteria is commonly
used in recognition or detection approaches. In this context, the term relevant means
features that contain the required information to solve an underlying problem. At
this point, the features are extracted and selected from the input data and filtered to
be transported into the next processing stage. A correct feature selection is determi-
nant to achieve good classification results. This process is dependent upon the raw
data that derives from the chosen sensors. When sensors are combined, a multimodal
feature selection can be employed. An important requirement for signal processing
is to handle compact features, that is, to obtain a low dimensional feature vector.
Problems arise when the amount of equally distributed samples needed to cover the
subject space grow exponentially with its dimensionality. The most common approach
to reduce the dimensionality in a multimodal sensorial system is through the removal
of redundancy presented in the data, the information that is common in the diverse
modalities (Thiran et al., 2009). There should be a balance when reducing the redun-
dancy of features between modalities to not compromise the reliability of the system.
Feature extraction/selection is employed in diverse domains, such as facial recognition,
making use of the geometric shapes and appearance of the face through diverse filter-
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ing techniques, which are referenced extensibly in the literature (C. Zhang & Zhang,
2010; Jafri & Arabnia, 2009). For music recognition, using temporal features based
on Fourier Transform methods for analysis in the time domain (C. Zhang & Zhang,
2010). On hand gesture recognition, through the quantification of relevance factors
between features and pattern classes from trained neural network (J.-Y. Lee et al.,
2015). Feature selection methods can remove irrelevant and erroneous features by using
a relevance factor. Feature extraction is crucial in speech recognition systems to reduce
the large variability of the speech signal, employing many different techniques such as
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Per-
ceptually Based Linear Predictive analysis (PLP), Mel-frequency Cepstral coefficients
(MFCC), Power Spectral Analysis (FFT), to name a few (Shrawankar & Thakare,
2013). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is also employed for feature selection. It
is a common method for reducing the dimension of the data by searching eigenvectors
(“principal components”) in the input space with largest variance (Fodor, 2002). To
perform feature selection using PCA, we can evaluate the significance of each feature
component of the original sample through the covariance of eigenvectors in a matrix
of PCA (Song et al., 2010).

3) Classification (modeling) The classification stage refers to the recognition of a
feature class based on the properties from the given features and is employed in many
domains (image, sound, motion) in applications such as: gesture recognition, speech
recognition, face detection, or handwriting recognition. There are several techniques
available for the classification procedure such as the statistical approach, the template
matching, neural networks, or decision trees. These techniques can be used in com-
bination. For instance, the neural networks can be employed for real-time temporal
pattern matching (Malkoff, 1990). The statistical approach employs machine learn-
ing techniques which are suitable for multimodal signal processing. Automatic trained
models from a set of training examples is a common classification approach. A popular
machine learning technique is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Vapnik, 2000) and
can be used in a wide range of applications, although it can present performance issues
originated from the training computational complexity. Another popular approach is
the Hidden Markov Models (HMM), a statistical machine learning model for sequential
processing tasks and often used in speech recognition (Rabiner & Juang, 1993). Tem-
plate matching (A. K. Jain et al., 2000) is a well known technique for comparing if a
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piece of signal occurs within another signal, being used to determine the similarity level
between two sources with the same format. It is often employed in image processing
to classify features from the raw image, but template matching can present perfor-
mance issues being too expensive when handling large sets of images, although there
are techniques to reduce the size of the sets (Cole et al., 2004). Naïve Bayes classifier
is a popular statistical approach, which is successfully employed in speech recognition
(Livescu et al., n.d.). It is based on independence assumptions between features (pre-
dictors). It uses the Bayes theorem for calculating the posterior probability, assuming
that the effect of the value of a given feature (predictor) is independent of the values
of other features. It is suitable for high dimensional feature spaces and large data sets
by decoupling the class conditional feature distributions. A different approach is the
Neural Network (NN), that can be seen as a function approximation technique ideal
for solving difficult signal processing problems. Inspired on the mathematical modeling
of the operations of biological neural systems, this technique is generated with a build-
ing block approach, a neuron and a networked interconnection structure (Y. H. Hu,
2000). It is based on several interconnected processing elements for encoding, stor-
ing and recalling relations between patterns through a systematic manipulation of the
coefficients weights of inputs. It provides a powerful means of feature classification
in particular in nonlinear, real-time, and blind signals, learning from the environment
with or without supervision. On the other hand, the decision trees classifiers uses the
tree form to represent its classification knowledge and can provide a compact represen-
tation in certain situations. Each node of a tree corresponds to a test on an attribute.
The test condition splits the data set into branches until a leaf node is encountered
which represents a decision on the class to which the feature belongs (Cernak, 2010).
Learning techniques such as the NNs can be used in environments where the mappings
learn from the source sensor input values to the target application values.

Multimodal Fusion

The multimodal integration, also known as fusion (Thiran et al., 2009), refers to
the combination of data retrieved from the different modalities. The combination of
diverse input sources is not straightforward because each sensor can present variations
reporting a different sample rate, range or dimensionality. A multimodal fusion of
asynchronous input streams demands coordination to handle the signal diversification.
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This procedure can be done at the different stages of signal processing. When operated
at the preprocessing stage (sensor-level), the signals have to be already synchronized
and each modality stream is concatenated. At the feature stage (feature-level), the
information of each modality is extracted, synchronized and integrated into a single
feature stream for further processing. When the fusion occurs at the classification
stage (score-level), it operates directly on the decisions taken by the classifiers for each
modality without requiring any signal synchronization. However, synchronization is
fundamental when working in real-time performance or with complementary data, for
example when speech-recognition is based on audio and visual streams. On the other
hand, multimodal fusion can increase the reliability of a system by using all information
from the available streams to be used as redundancy and avoid losses.

Input Devices

An interaction technique is the combination of input and output, including the hard-
ware and software components that allow the user to achieve a given task. The user
“talks” to the computer through input devices which can be seen as generic interfaces
that listen and interpret the user’s message. The input device’s main objective is to
read and interpret as fast and accurate as possible the human message for engaging a
natural dialog.

Input Device Properties

The design space of input devices is based on properties that determine its use and
performance. The designer must choose the most natural, efficient and appropriate
device to a given task taking into account what is sensed by the device for an appro-
priated mapping between the input and the output. There are determinant aspects
that a designer should consider to help the user to perform a given task such as the
physical sensor, the feedback to the user, and the ergonomic design (Sears & Jacko,
2009). Other variables should also be weighted when designing the interaction, such
as cost, speed, accuracy, error rates, sampling rate, resolution (MacKenzie, 1995) or
human factors such as fatigue, coordination, and learning curve (Zhai, 1998). We can
distinguish two types of input devices:

1. Discreet input (button triggering)
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2. Continuous input (motion controller)

A discreet input device generates one event at the time reporting a state change through
user interaction, such a button trigger which can be found in a standard computer key-
board. A continuous input device produces a continual stream of events even without
the user intervention and can generate higher dimensional data streams. A motion
controller such as the Nintendo WII remote is a typical continuous device that reports
its motion even if the device is still.

Table 2.9: Physical property sensed, adapted from (Mackinlay et al., 1990)

Linear Rotary

(Position) Absolute Position Rotation

(Position) Relative Movement DeltaRotation

(Force) Absolute Force Torque

(Force) Relative DeltaForce DeltaTorque

There are multiple properties of input devices to be considered, such as the type of
motion, the reported measurement, the physical property sensed, the number of di-
mensions (Table 2.9):

• Type of motion: Linear or rotary motion. While a mouse reports two dimensional
linear motion, a knob presents a rotary motion.

• Physical property sensed: HCI devices generally sense physical properties such as
force (or torque), motion and position (or angle) (Buxton, 1983) (Mackinlay et
al., 1990). An isometric joystick senses force, a pen tablet measures the absolute
position, a mouse reports motion or relative position, and a rotary device senses
angle and torque. Input devices can also sense other properties, for instance the
Microsoft Kinect One can measure the heart beat rate by extracting the pulse
frequency from other signals in the players face, but this feature is not aimed for
user input.

• Absolute or relative measurement: Absolute device tracks its current physical
coordinates, for instance a graphics tablet reports the absolute position of the
pen. Relative device measures relative motion, such as the mouse, which requires
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extra visual feedback to help the user to identify its position. Absolute devices
such as an analog potentiometer can present mapping discrepancies between the
input and the output, for instance when the same device is used to control distinct
parameters. In this case, the device must be repositioned, and normalized to the
new parameter, this is known as the nulling problem (Buxton, 1983) and does
not happen with relative devices.

• Number of dimensions: Devices report one or more linear and/or angular input
dimensions. A knob measures one angular dimension, a tablet senses two linear
dimensions, a magnetic tracker can measure 6 DOF, three linear dimensions and
three angular. The combination of multiple inputs such as a pair of sliders pro-
vide separated sensed dimensions complementing each other in a multichannel
device. We can distinguish between integral and separable dimensions, while the
mouse presents two dimensions simultaneous (integral) a pair of sliders does not
(separable). When the user’s interaction task demands more dimensions than
the device provides there is the need to include complementary interaction tech-
niques, such as extra buttons. Scholars have been addressing this issue trying to
understand the aspects of input device usability with multiple degrees of freedom
(Zhai, 1998) and several interaction techniques have been proposed for allowing
the control of 3D positioning with standard 2D pointing devices (Conner et al.,
1992; M. Chen et al., 1988; Bukowski & Séquin, 1995). Others have developed
specialized multiple DOF input devices (R. Balakrishnan et al., 1997; Hinckley
et al., 1999)

• Direct or indirect control: A direct device such as a touchscreen has a similar
correspondence between the input and its output representation, the user touches
directly on the subject. On an indirect input device, the position of the input is
not the same as the output, for instance, while the user moves a mouse horizon-
tally on the table until he/she reaches the desired spot, its visual representation
may follow a vertical path in the screen and the desire spot is not in the same
physical position as the mouse. While indirect devices may require more cogni-
tive load for the corresponding mapping, the direct devices can present occlusion
problems such as in the touch screens.

• Spatial ratio, device mapping or transfer function: This refers to the control-
feedback ratio, which can be described as the ratio between the sensed value
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(transducer) from the input device and the corresponding feedback (visual/auditive)
of the object it controls. It is a coupled property between device and system for
modifying the device input signals. A mathematical transformation function
is used for scaling the data and to provide an efficient, smooth and intuitive
interaction. The mapping adjusts the response to the physical sensed property
through a transfer function and includes velocity-to-velocity, position-to-position,
or force-to-velocity (Sears & Jacko, 2009). An example of a multiplicative trans-
fer function is the device gain, also referred as the control to display ratio (C-D). It
refers to the distance moved by an input device and the corresponding movement
represented on the screen which can relate to the device size or physical moving
space and display size or interface moving area. For instance, if a user moves an
input slider one centimeter and the correspondent visual feedback moves three
centimeters in the screen, then we can mention that the device as a 1:3 spatial
ratio.

• Time ratio: The speed at which the user can move the visual driven representation
to its target determines the user performance task. Fitts’ Law (Fitts, 1992)
provides a way to predict the time required to achieve the target based on the
size of the target and on the distance to be moved. It refers to the movement
time to reach a target based on the “distance” (amplitude of movement) and based
on the “width” of the target. The time is proportional to the logarithm of the
distance divided by the target width. Fitts’ Law provides an important tool for
quantitive analysis, testing input devices. It is a popular approach for pointing
tasks (MacKenzie, 1992), but it can also be employed in multi-scale navigation
(Guiard et al., 2001), or to evaluate scrolling interaction techniques (Hinckley
et al., 2002), although there is some recent discussion about this application
(Andersen, 2005). Nevertheless, Fitts’ Law has proven to be a strong predictor for
pointing tasks and has been gradually expanding to other performance tasks that
require different interaction paradigms such as those that depend upon continuous
speed-accuracy such as drawing. This problem motivated new formulations of
Fitts’ Law such as the Steering Law for trajectory-based interactions with nested-
menu navigation (Accot & Zhai, 1997, 1999) (Accot & Zhai, 2001; Pastel, 2006)
and was recently extended to work with paths with corners as the Fitts’ model
for finger touch input (Bi et al., 2013).
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Input Device Feedback and Constraints

Feedback is a concept related with visibility and is used to output the necessary in-
formation about a specific action to help the user to understand what has been done.
Although it is presented as an output behavior, it is a response to the user’s input,
playing a central role in the performance of an input device. Feedback in interaction
design includes audible, tactile, visual, a combination of these, or rely on other senses.
Different activities may demand different feedback combinations. We can think of feed-
back as being active or passive. While active feedback is handled just by the computer,
the passive involves the user and his body sensations, and can go from how we feel a
physical property on the device such as the touch of rotating a knob, to the tension
of a muscle when pushing an isometric joystick. An input device should suggest its
affordance just by its design, which can be identified by the user through its physical
appearance, or on the other hand by its shape and physical signifiers that help the user
to understand its functionalities without even looking at the device (Hinckley et al.,
2002). A common feedback interaction design is to include transducers that produce
mechanical sounds such as those from joystick buttons helping the user to acknowledge
the action. The visual feedback should present a similar correspondence to the gesture
on the device such as moving the mouse forward the cursor should move up. The user
is flexible enough to adapt to non correspondent behaviors, for instance Apple reversed
the mapping between the middle mouse scroll and the screen navigation direction when
introduced the OSX 10.7, in a similar approach to the natural gesture of their touch
devices. On the other hand, constraints can also provide clues for the user to perceive
the affordances of the device. Constraints determine the way user interacts with the
device by including design restrictions. Norman (D. Norman, 2013) refers to physi-
cal, logical, semantic and cultural constraints that can be used as guidance to actions
or to simplify the user’s interpretation about the interface. The physical constraints
are those that restrict physical movement of objects, for instance when limiting the
rotation of a knob to a specific range, or when the shape of an object does not fit
the other such as a pen drive into a HDMI input hole. Logical constraints are based
on common-sense, on the way people interpret and understand the world, about the
relationship between the action and the consequence. The effects of specific interface
actions such as disabling certain options from the menu motivate the user to think
about the meaning of such events, contributing to the user’s logical deduction about
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what further actions should be required to complete the task. On the other hand,
cultural constraints are based on knowledge, on conventions that people learn, and
may be arbitrary such as the direction to turn a screw. Universal accepted conventions
are useful for the design of user interface, for example, making use of metaphors that
are widely understood and accepted. Constraints simplify the interaction by limiting
its range and reduce the cognition load by removing unwanted behaviors. Feedback
from haptic devices is designed to support the performance of the user’s tasks and can
provide constraints when reaching a target or its boundaries with force feedback, or
tactile feedback. While force feedback is used to simulate object hardness, weight or
inertia, tactile feedback is employed to simulate surface shape, slippage, smoothness or
temperature (Burdea, 1996).

Input Device Theoretical Frameworks

A predictive theoretical framework allows the reasoning about the utility of a device
for a particular task which is fundamental for the interaction design. Jacob et al.
(R. J. K. Jacob & Sibert, 1992) suggest that the performance improves when the
perceptual structure of the task matches the control structure of the device. If the input
device supports the type of motion required by the task, then the task can be performed
in an efficient manner. Graphical interactive tasks have a perceptual structure that
influences how they are completed. Perceptual structure of a multidimensional space
is formed by the attributes of an object. Attributes that combine perceptually are said
to be integral; those that remain distinct are separable. The horizontal and vertical
positions of a single dot in the middle of an outline square are integral, but color
and shape are separable. An input device for a task requires looking at the deeper
perceptual structure of the task, the device, and the interrelationship between task
and device. Tasks in which the perceptual structure is integral operate by similarity
and follow the Euclidean metric. The attributes of an integral object do not dominate
and are viewed as a unitary whole. They are manipulated as a unit. Tasks set in a
separable space operate by dimensional structure and they obey the city-block metric.
Input device taxonomies and other frameworks are developed to aid device selection,
and have typically started from the point of view of input device structure. They
recognize the need for what Buxton calls pragmatic issues (Buxton, 1983). Mackinlay,
Card, and Robertson (Card et al., 1990; Mackinlay et al., 1990) term expressiveness
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and effectiveness ratings, and Bleser includes in her input model the physical attributes
of input devices. These contributions were crucial to provide descriptive models of input
devices.

Commercial Input Devices

There are several types of input devices available in the market, which are accessible
to home animators. They can be used as tools for artists, they can be seen as the
puppeteer controls. These devices can be organized by their application domain such
as desktop, audiovisual and game controllers.

Desktop Controllers

Figure 2.20: Common desktop input devices.

Most desktop interfaces rely on keyboard or pointing devices (see Figure 2.20). We
continue to use the old fashion mechanical keyboard as the main text entry interface,
which may shift to a more natural interaction with the maturation of the speech recog-
nition methods. For pointing and dragging tasks, the mouse is still the main input
device, although replaced by the trackpad on portable computers. The mouse has
proved to be an accurate and efficient interface for the tasks (MacKenzie et al., 1991)
which use large muscle groups (wrist, elbow, shoulder) (Zhai et al., 1996) to provide
power and security, allowing fast and rough movements, as well as slow and detailed
gestures. However, the mouse presents just two degrees of freedom which is short for
tasks that require more DOF such as those found on 3D animation. Many research
proposals have been presented to increase the physical degrees of freedom (Venolia,
1993; R. Balakrishnan et al., 1997; Villar et al., 2009) or commercial products such as
the 3Dconnexion SpaceMouse which presents 6 DOF or the multitouch Magic Mouse
from Apple. Today, trackpads also support multitouch as well as the graphics tablet
which is useful for continuous speed gestures such as sketching. Efforts have been made
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to increase the number of DOF in the pen tablet, such as introducing pressure sensing,
and other techniques have been studied such as the pen rolling gesture (Bi et al.,
2008) or the combination with touch gestures (Hinckley et al., 2014). These devices
are commonly employed in the production of computer animation.

Audiovisual Controllers

Figure 2.21: Controllers for video, image, music and audiovisual.

Since the advent of the MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) standard, in 1983,
that music controllers have been developed to be used with computers. It is a common
practice to record and edit music with a computer application using a music interface.
While controllers are often modeled to acoustic instruments for the music performance,
providing a familiar design such as piano keyboards or drum kits, for the editing tasks
they follow the studio console interface design with faders and knobs such as a sound
mixer. It is common to combine the instrument approach with the “knob-and-slider”
interface to expand the functionality. Instrument controllers provide pressure sensing
capabilities with different levels of accuracy to capture in detail the expression of the
performer. Since the introduction of MIDI interface in computers that music applica-
tions allow mapping each interactive component of the controller to a specific behavior
offering flexible functionality. So one could assign a specific note key from the piano
keyboard to the recording function, and by pressing a certain key, the application starts
to record the performance. This flexible mapping paradigm was then brought to the
video editing and when the applications did not support this mapping, some controller
manufactures such as Contour Design (Contour Design, n.d.) simulated shortcut key
triggers with their devices that could activate specific behaviors in the target applica-
tion. As in the music controllers counterpart, the video editing followed the design of
analog video editing console interfaces such as the jog shuttle, which provides different
speed levels of navigation in the timeline (see Figure 2.21). The physical attributes of
these controllers increase the performance of the user in respect to their task, offer-
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ing specific functionalities that the standard keyboard or mouse does not have. The
success of these physical interfaces was recently brought to the digital photo editing
with the Pallete Gear controllers (Pallete Gear , n.d.) based on buttons, knobs and
sliders. Pallette developed a powerful modular design for these controllers allowing
the user to create their specific setup easily. These square small size modules were
developed as universal controllers for multi-platform with magnetic connection that
allow each module to snap together retaining their functionality even when moved to
a different position. The user can setup a color mapping for each individual controller,
helping its identification, and there is a module with a OLED screen that presents
useful information.

Game Controllers

Figure 2.22: The most popular game controllers available in the market.

In the last decade, several commercial game controllers were released, incorporating
the most innovative sensing technologies and bringing a new interactive dimension to
home entertainment (see Figure 2.22). Before the introduction of these novel con-
trollers, the most popular game interface was the joystick with two or more DOF, built
with two distinct technologies, isometric or isotonic. While the isometric joystick is
a self-centering device that senses the amount and direction of the applied force, the
isotonic joystick senses the angle of deflection and does not return to the center by itself
(MacKenzie, 1995). The joysticks have been partially replaced by gamepads for the
game play. They are bimanual controllers with 2x2 DOF that incorporate two small
thumb-sticks with multiple keys. Based on their low cost and simplicity, gamepads
provide an interesting technological resource for modification, such as those made by
Jensenius (Jensenius, 2008) to create musical sensor interfaces. In 2006, Nintendo
introduced the Wii Remote (also known as WIImote) as the primary input device for
the WII gaming system. It is a motion control device capable of sensing the absolute
position relative to the screen and relative or absolute orientation. This device gathers
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an array of sensors, emitters and interface implements that caught the attention of
researchers. The WIImote is built with a 3-axes linear accelerometer to measure the
acceleration data (movement), and the WIImotePlus incorporates a 2-axis gyroscope
and a 1-axis gyroscope to provide 3-axis of angular velocity (rotation) (Wingrave et al.,
2010). It also provides user input buttons, and programmable LEDs, a rumble device
and a speaker for user feedback. It is a flexible and inexpensive device. There is no
official publication about the technical specifications, although there is an active online
community that had gathered useful information by reverse-engineering (J. C. Lee,
n.d.; WiiBrew , n.d.; WiimoteProject, n.d.). The device comes with an Infrared camera
capable of tracking up to four infrared light sources, which is used commonly with a
sensor bar composed by four IR LEDs. According to Johnny Chung Lee (J. C. Lee,
2008) this camera presents a 45 degrees of horizontal field of view with a built-in im-
age processor for object tracking reducing the amount of data to stream. It makes an
analysis of the image, identifies the bright areas, and processes the two dimensional
position coordinates (X, Y). It sends the data via wireless Bluetooth connection which
can be used with Bluetooth-capable computers. The combination of the accelerom-
eter, the gyroscope and the sensor bar provides six degrees of freedom. There is an
expansion board that allows the connection of other devices such as the Nunchuck
controller. Johnny Chung Lee explored the potential of the WIImote in other field
domains, “hacking” this device to work with PCs for showing novel applications that
could motivate creative uses. He developed a series of experiments and applications,
demonstrating the use of this device to create low-cost interactive whiteboards by using
a “light” pen with an IR LED attached, to create desktop virtual reality displays by
placing IR LEDs on glasses tracked by the WIImote placed above the display, or for
finger tracking by placing an array of IR LEDs above the display near the WIImote
and using reflective tape on fingers (J. C. Lee, 2008). Another popular motion sensor
is the Sony Playstation Move controller (also known as PSmove) built with a linear
accelerometer that measures 3-axis of acceleration data (movement) and a gyroscope
(2-axis + 1-axis) to measure 3-axis of angular velocity. It includes other sensors such as
a magnetometer and a temperature sensor, and several buttons (Perl et al., 2013). For
tracking the motion in the three-dimensional space, the PSmove uses the Playstation
Eye camera (also known as PS Eye) which is connected to the game console through
an USB port. It tracks the colorful sphere on the top of the controller which is lit from
the inside by an RGB LED allowing different colors. The PSmove controller streams
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the data through Bluetooth connection to the Playstation game console, the motion
tracking is then processed in the machine combining the data from the controller and
from the camera. Looking at the success of the WIImote PC libraries that motivated
the diverse usage (research, gaming and creativity), Sony developed a commercial SDK
called Move.me (Move.me, n.d.) to support PC applications. This solution required
the use of the Playstation as a network server which would process all the information
allowing limited control from the PC. A different solution was presented by Thomas
Perl and colleagues “hacking” this device to work directly on the PC. He developed the
PS Move API open source library for multi-platform (PS Move API , n.d.) which is
described in Perl’s Master Thesis (Perl, 2013). The Sixense Razer Hydra is another
motion sensing game controller released in 2011. Instead of using cameras or inertial
technology such as accelerometers or gyroscopes, it uses a magnetic field generated at
its base to detect the absolute position and orientation of the controllers built with
magnetometers providing a true 6DOF. It is 6 to 7 times more expensive than the
WIImote or the PSmove, but it is packed with two controllers, each with analogue
thumb-sticks

Depth Sensing and the Kinect Phenomena

Probably the most successful game controller employed in diverse domains is the Mi-
crosoft Xbox Kinect, which was based on Primesense depth sensing technology bought
by Microsoft. Johnny Chung Lee was hired as a researcher for Microsoft’s Applied
Sciences Group after his popular WIImote “hacking” and became a key contributor to
the Kinect development. Microsoft did not share Lee’s concept of an open Kinect, a
device for all, they saw it as a commercial product, as a gaming device rather than
a multi-purpose sensor to be used by independent developers, researchers, or artists.
To motivate the Kinect “hacking”, Adafruit organized a bounty (Jean, 2012) funded
by Johnny Chung Lee to the first who would publish an open source Kinect driver
(Borenstein, 2012). Microsoft Xbox Kinect started to be commercialized on November
2010, and 24 hours later “libfreenect”, the open source drivers developed by Héctor
Martin, was released. Although Microsoft had built their own skeleton tracking for
Xbox, Primesense had also developed a software to do the same thing, and decided to
release it as open source, which became known as OpenNI (J. C. Lee, 2011). OpenNI,
along with the open source multi-platform Kinect drivers, formed an ecosystem allow-
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ing independent developers to explore this device as a motion capture tool or as a 3D
reconstruction tool (Izadi et al., 2011). To complement OpenNI, a middleware library
was released with the name of NITE to support Natural User Interaction including
the recognition of gestures (Villaroman et al., 2011). The success of this ecosystem
and the impressive creative applications developed by the community demonstrated
the potential of this device in multiple fields, pushing Microsoft to release their own
supporting SDK. There were substantial differences between the two approaches, while
Microsoft Kinect SDK was developed just for Windows to support all the device fea-
tures such as voice recognition, the OpenNI was made for multi-platform supporting
other depth sensing devices, but lacked some features such as tracking the orienta-
tion of the wrist. With the Microsoft Kinect SDK it is also released a specific device
version for Windows providing an additional near mode tracking with a short range
between 0.5 m and 3 m, which could be switched to the normal range of 0.8 m to 4 m.
Later, other depth sensors were released such as the PrimeSense Carmine which had
a short-range version capable of depth sensing between 0.35 m and 1.4 m, or the Asus
Xtion PRO which captures motion in a range between 0.8 m to 3.5 m. Three years
after the release of Kinect, Apple bought Primesense and OpenNI project ends. All of
these devices are based on Structured Light (SL), which is a popular method for 3D
scanning. The principle of scanning structured light to generate 3D depth imagery is
based on the projection of a known signal onto the environment, such as coded light,
pattern of shapes, or bands of frequency.

Figure 2.23: Kinect infrared pattern projection.

Kinect uses infrared light, which has the advantage of being invisible (or not perceived)
to the human eyes avoiding any disturbance in the environment and not dependent from
the lighting condition, except when there are other infrared lights on the scene. The
Kinect has an infrared light emitter that strikes a diffraction grating splitting the laser
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beam into thousands of points of light projecting a pseudo-random dot pattern illumi-
nating the entire camera field of view (see Figure 2.23). An infrared camera captures
these dots for further registration with active triangulation (Mutto et al., 2012), com-
bining structured light with depth from focus and depth from stereo (parallax), which
are computer vision classic methods. Emitter (IR laser) and receiver (IR camera) are
rectified (calibrated). The cone of light that projects the dots expand proportionally to
the lines of sight of the camera. The image processor aligns these dots and makes the
calculations by working with small windows for detecting individual dots and neighbor
dots, comparing their different positions, trying to create a reference image (Kean et
al., 2011). Kinect relies on the relationship between neighbor dots to identify a unique
dot in the light pattern. Thus, the number of dots are determinant for the depth es-
timation. Small-size objects receive a reduced amount of dots creating an ambiguity
in the identification, and the depth estimation is not possible. However, Kinect was
developed to track the motion of the human body, which is large enough. It retrieves
an accurate point cloud data approximately within a distance range between 1.2m to
3.5m (Jean, 2012). As is the case with all computer vision methods, the structured
light can suffer from the occlusion problem which can be solved with a multiple Kinect
setup. This can also bring issues when multiple patterns are overlapped, which can
be solved with a mechanical augmentation of one or more devices, reducing their in-
terference (Butler et al., 2012). To infer the body position, Kinect takes a two-stage
process: first it computes the point cloud (depth map) and then it infers the body
position. It uses machine learning algorithms, in particular random decision trees, to
recognize human body parts and gestures (Oberg et al., 2012).

A different depth sensing technology is based on Time-of-Flight (ToF), used in the
Microsoft Kinect 2.0, known as Kinect One. Based on the constant speed of light, the
depth estimation is calculated by measuring the time that a light beam (pulses) travels
from the emitter to the target object and back to the sensor array (Lefloch et al., 2013).
Kinect 2.0 uses the Continuous Wave (CW) Intensity Modulation method (Sarbolandi
et al., 2015) to actively illuminate the target with periodic intensity-modulated near-
infrared light and making observations. It splits each pixel into half, in two accumu-
lators, which are regulated by a clock establishing which side is turned on (activated).
The device measures the phase shift of the modulated light, calculating the depth from
the phase with the following formula: 2d = phase

2π
· c
fmod

where d is the depth mea-
sure, the c is the speed of light, and fmod is the modulation of frequency. It retrieves
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the depth by calculating the differences between the two accumulators, each with a por-
tion of reflected IR light, making two measurements, while the first is a low resolution
estimation with no ambiguities in distance, the second is a high precision measurement
making use of the first estimation to eliminate potential ambiguities. Kinect 2.0 has
also a built-in ambient light calibrator for controlling the exposure when over saturated
pixels are detected. This is a feature that Kinect 1.0 did not have, which limits the 1.0
version usage on environments with infrared light sources such as sunlight.

Table 2.10: Kinect characteristics comparison adapted from (Pagliari & Pinto, 2015)

Parameter Kinect 1.0 Kinect 2.0

RGB camera (pixel) (1280 × 1024) or (640 × 480) 1920 × 1080

Depth camera (pixel) 640 × 480 512 × 424

Max depth distance (m) 4.0 4.5

Min depth distance (m) 0.8 0.5

Horizontal FOV (degrees) 57 70

Vertical FOV (degrees) 43 60

Tilt motor Yes No

Skeleton joint define 20 26

Full skeleton tracking 2 6

USB 2.0 3.0

There are multiple differences between Kinect 1.0 and Kinect 2.0 which can be seen in
Table 2.10. There are important drawbacks on Kinect 1.0, such as the limited depth and
image resolution, that should be considered before choosing the most appropriate device
for the given task. The differences between the two devices are studied in (Sarbolandi
et al., 2015) (Pagliari & Pinto, 2015). Kinect 2.0 also presents interference issues in a
multi-device setup which can be solved by modifying the shape of the signal running
each device at a different modulation frequency (Y. M. Kim et al., 2009).

Emerging Devices - New Comercial Models and Prototypes

There are new trends in the commercial game devices that expand the user control
and playing experience (Figure 2.24). The Grifta6 is a modular controller, a mor-
phing gamepad fully configurable. The modules can be snapped together creating a

6http://www.playgrifta.com
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Figure 2.24: Emerging interaction device controllers: 1) Oculus Touch; 2) Grifta; 3)
Steam VR; 4) Ximmerse system.

two-handed gamepad or be used as one-handed motion controller. The controller is
composed by different kinds of buttons, triggers, joysticks, a capacitive touchpad and
allows extra buttons to be attached to the hand-grip. A IR-LED module can be at-
tached allowing a camera to track the translational and rotational movements. On the
other hand, The Reactive Grip7 motion controller tries to simulate a real world tool
(Provancher, 2014). The haptic feedback provided by Reactive Grip simulates the real
life friction forces as if the user would actually hold an object in his hands. When
grasping the controller, the motion of actuated sliding plate tactors induces in-hand
shear forces and skin stretch simulating the friction forces. The device provides force
and torque feedback helping the user to operate this distributed sliding plate tactors
with coordinated motion as if he was handling a physical tool (Guinan et al., 2014).
The SteamVR Controller (A. Robertson, 2016, ˆcf8) is a device developed for the Head
Mounted Display (HMD) HTC Vive and is based on the Steam Controller. Equipped
with a touchpad, buttons, and a pressure-sensitive grip for each hand, it provides high
precision control and haptic feedback. The positional tracking is retrieved by the Light-
house wireless infrared cameras placed in the corners of the room. The Oculus Touch
motion controller also known as Half Moon provides basic gesture recognition through
its capacity sensors and places the center of gravity within the center of the hand
(Wilde, 2015). The loop that surrounds the grip provides optical tracking. Finally, the
Ximmerse is a set of input modules aimed for the virtual reality industry, the X-Cobra
which is a hand held motion controller with a joystick for hand interaction, the X-Swift
which is a Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to be placed on the chest of the player
for detecting his body orientation, and the X-Hawk which is a stereo camera to be
attached to a VR headset to provide positional tracking.

7http://tacticalhaptics.com/products/
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Considerations About Input Devices

There are many other commercialized controllers that can be employed in the pro-
duction of animation such as the Novint Falcon or the Phantom Omni. These are
lower end haptic devices based on a kinematic structure to constrain the motion of
an end-effector. While the Falcon provides 3 DOF force feedback incorporating inter-
changeable grips such as a pen-holder (Martin & Hillier, 2009), the Phantom Omni
provides 3 DOF force feedback and 6 DOF positional sensing with a styles attached to
the end-effector. The force and torque feedback can be used by animation applications
as control constrains. In order to increase the number of DOFs, researchers combine
multiple haptic devices (Isaksson et al., 2014). General purpose touch devices such
as smartphones, tablets or smart watches which are used in an everyday basis can
also provide plenty degrees of freedom to drive animation controllers. There are many
considerations about the appropriate input device to aid the animator in his/her task.
While keyboard and mouse (or trackpad) are still a common requirement for han-
dling the applications, the graphics tablet is a logic choice. All the other devices are
not supported directly by the applications and require some tweaking or “hacking” to
make them work together. All of them present potential for specific tasks, for instance
a multi-slider interface can be useful for blend-shape animation because of its direct
mapping to the equivalent 1 DOF parameter dimensional space. However, they are not
recommended for a 3 DOF rotation. Mapping a positional controller to a rotational
behavior increases the cognitive load, so a multi-knob setup could be used instead. On
the other hand, inertial technology (accelerometers and gyroscopes) are meant to track
motion, retrieving the movement between a start and an end point. They present noise
that can compromise the tracking of slow movements, in particular when the signals
have the same frequency as the noise. Gyroscopes may demand calibration and recal-
ibration after drifts in tracking. Camera-based controllers demand a line of sight and
present occlusion problems.
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Table 2.11: Computer vision devices comparison table from 2016
Sensor Kinect for

XBox 360
Kinect for
XBox One

Orbbec Astra RealSense
R200

ZED Stereo
Camera

RealSense
F200

DUO mini
lx

Leap Motion

Re-
leased

2011 2014 2015 2015 2015 2015 2013 2012

Tech-
nology

IR IR IR IR Stereo RGB
Cameras

IR Passive IR IR

Range 0.4m - 4.5m 0.5m - 4.5m 0.4m - 8m 0.5m - 3.5m 1.5m - 20m 0.2m - 1.2m 0.3m -
2.4m

0.025m -
2.4m

RGB 640×480, 30
FPS

1920×1080,
30 FPS

1280×960, 10
FPS

1920×1080,
30 FPS

4416×1242,
15 FPS

1920×1080,
30 FPS

752×480,
56 FPS

2*(640x480)
at 60 FPS

Depth 320×240, 30
FPS

512×424, 30
FPS

640×480, 16
bit, 30 FPS

640×480,
60 FPS

2208×1242,
15 FPS

640×480,
60 FPS

752×480,
56 FPS

Inter-
face

USB 2.0 USB 3.0 USB 2.0 USB 3.0 USB 3.0 USB 3.0 USB 2.0 USB 2.0

2.3.3 Motion Capture - Tracking Systems

Motion Capture Roots

A common approach for the production of animation in the entertainment industry
is to employ high end motion capture systems. Motion capture (also known as Mo-
cap) is a process to transform live motion into digital data by tracking or measuring
selected points in space of a subject or multiple subjects over time to obtain a math-
ematical representation of that motion (Menache, 2011). The subject to capture can
be anything that presents motion: a human body or an object, a face expression or
a light position. The resulting data can be used for scientific purposes, i.e. studying
motion, or artistic purposes, i.e. control or performance with objects or media. Thus,
motion capture is often used in diverse fields, from computer animation to perform-
ing arts, from biomechanics to live action films, from gaming to music. Numerous
methodologies have been devised to record, analyze, and describe the figure in motion.
Notation systems attempt to comprehensively define motion primitives. Although mo-
tion can be abstracted as a series of rotations and translations of body segments, it is
the recombination of these primitives in a smooth natural motion that presents many
obstacles (Maxwell, 1983a). Today even game controllers employ low cost motion
capture technology derived from a long evolution.

Pre-motion Capture Era

The first approach to motion capture can be traced back to 1887 with the work of
Eadweard Muybridge called “Animal Locomotion” (Muybridge, 1893). In this work,
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Figure 2.25: Marey Chronophotography of a walking subject for motion analysis in the
early 1880’s, using reflective markers in the human limbs (Marey, 1884).

Muybridge captured subjects at discrete time intervals to study the way animals move.
He developed a sophisticated mechanism to take a series of synchronous exposures from
an array of cameras to analyze the motion of animals. Muybridge is also responsible
for the invention of the Zoopraxiscope, a projection device developed in 1879 which
combines image projection, following the magic lantern concept, with the illusion of
movement inspired by the zoetrope, an interesting link between the animated film and
photographic cinema. He was a pioneer in the moving image and can be considered
the father of motion pictures (Hendricks, 2001; Clegg, 2007). Etienne Jules Marey
was also working with human and animal motion analysis (Marey, 1884). Instead
of using several cameras to capture subjects in motion, Marey used a single camera,
superimposing multiple images into a single plate using a spinning disc, what he called
the chronophotographic (Figure 2.25). He also developed a black suit with white lines
along the axis of the limbs to better distinguish the motion of the subject between
each segment of the body represented by a graphical white trace in the photographic
plate – probably the first approach to a motion capture suit with markers (Menache,
2011). While Muybridge experiments inspired many artists, Marey detailed analysis
on human and animal motion led to scientific studies on biomechanics. In early 1900’s,
Max Fleischer developed the “rotoscoping” which can be considered a primitive form of
motion capture used to obtain convincing human motion on animated characters. But
few animation studios admit the use of rotoscoping in their productions because many
animators consider it is a cheating technique (Crafton, 1993; Menache, 2011). Few
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years later Etienne Oehmichen presented the electric stroboscope, which was able to
capture 1000 frames per second (Cholodenko, 1991). Harold Edgerton extended the
previous work introducing the electronic stroboscope used for studying fast motion. He
developed a technique to overcome the human eye limitation of blurring fast motion.
A high-speed synchronized flash system that could capture a frame of the motion
without blur. Edgerton main contribution was in the electronic control and triggering
mechanisms for the capturing device. Short du-ration flashes with defined length were
emitted at high rate with precise control (Ghaffari et al., 2000). Fowling Marey’s
direction, Johansson, a psychologist developed a study in the early 1970’s on visual
perception of biological motion. He conducted experiments capturing human subjects
in motion wearing dark clothes with markers attached into the main joints. He made
experiments with two methods that can be compared to those used in today’s motion
capture systems: active and passive markers.

• Light-emitting spots: using wired flashlight bulbs as light markers recorded into
film camera;

• Light-reflecting spots: using reflecting markers captured into videotape and dis-
played on a TV monitor with super contrast.

The final image motion was the result of the marker trajectories, which Johansson used
as a survey for identifying which movements were made during the capture (Johansson,
1973).

Computer Motion Capture

Computers were introduced in motion analysis tasks by biomechanics laboratories in
late 1970’s and years later this same technology was employed in the field of computer
graphics. Tom Calvert, a professor of computer science, conducted a pioneer study in
the early 1980’s on computer-assisted notation of dance using motion capture. Calvert
developed an interpreter of Labanotation that relied on analog motion capture for hu-
man movement description and on a symbolic input for human movement analysis.
A system that integrated kinematic specifications from the motion capture data with
symbolic commands from Labanotation to drive a computer graphics stick figure. He
used an electro-goniometer system that reads electrical signals from goniometers. The
system was composed by an exoskeleton attached to a dancer that supported several
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potentiometers for measuring rotation of the joints in three dimensions. While the
basic animation of locomotion derived from the goniometers, the subtleties were gener-
ated from the notation. The computer graphic character could be driven by the analog
input and by the notation commands simultaneously. The system was used for motion
analysis in choreographic and clinical studies (Calvert et al., 1980). While Calvert
used electro-goniometers to capture human motion, the MIT and the NYIT were ex-
ploring optical tracking. One of the earliest researches using optical motion capture
for computer animation was “Graphical Marionette” presented in 1983 by Ginsberg
and Maxwell from MIT (Maxwell, 1983a,b). The term “graphical marionettes” is pre-
sented as the computer graphics representation of the human motion. They employ
the technique of scripting-by-enactment of the bodily motions of the marionette as
a more natural method for animation scripting. They developed a prototype system
for designing “graphical marionettes” animated by diverse inputs for a complete body
tracking focusing on the body natural motion. The system was based on the Op-Eye
optical motion capture hardware used to track the subjects motion, wearing a set of
infrared LEDs pulsed in sequence located at the main joints. The two-dimensional
position of each LED is obtained from the optical sensor detection attached to the
camera. To obtain the 3D world coordinate of each LED, an Apple II computer was
used, to triangulate the information digitalized from two cameras that constraints the
motion to the intersecting fields of view. The Cartesian coordinates are then trans-
lated to angular data and mapped using one-to-one correspondence from the human
joints to the marionette rig based on a tree structure. The full process is modular
and reaches the animation application, which updates the joints of a stick and cloud
figures generating the motion. Since the system was based on a generalized jointed
figure, Maxwell (Maxwell, 1983a) in her MA thesis envisioned the scenario of animat-
ing non-human characters. She pointed future directions using scripting-by-enactment
applied to virtual environments, using facial expression detection for natural motion
refinement and the benefits of using multimodal interfaces for extending the degrees
of freedom. She also envisioned this technology using hand tracking to control the
animation: “Imagine guiding the trajectory of a bee in flight by tracking the motion of
the hand!” (Maxwell, 1983a, p.83). Besides the academic researches exploring motion
capture with computer graphics, the main application domains for this technology were
in the medical and military fields.
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Mocap for Production

By the middle 1980’s, “digital rotoscoping” began to make its way into other fields such
as in the media production. Robert Abel and Associates developed in 1985 the first
television production employing motion capture technology with computer graphics for
digital character animation. “Brilliance” was not just a television advertisement, it was
a great challenge in the use of computer graphics for production, featuring techniques
that had never been attempted or achieved before. They photographed from multiple
points of view the motion of a dancer, which had markers in her body identifying 18
joints. After data analysis the team from Abel Image Research developed algorithms
for transferring the captured motion data to the rigid parts of the character. Finally,
to render the computer character known as the “Sexy Robot” they had to develop a
reflection map to generate a chrome effect for the character’s body and simulate the
use of the expensive ray-tracing technique. This project pointed to a new direction
showing how computer science could complement the media production, a new era to
computer animation and to the visual effects industry (Menache, 2011). By the end
of 1980’s computer companies such as Sillicon Graphics pointed new directions for the
development of computer graphics opening the possibility for real-time motion graphics
and instant feedback for of the captured motion.

Another company that had developed innovative work using computer graphics com-
bined with motion capture was the Kleiser-Walczak Company. Jeff Kleiser started
with Scanimate animation at Dolphin Productions and worked for Omnibus Computer
Graphics earning experience with motion capture at Robert Abel and Associates when
he was the Visual Effects Supervisor (Don’t Touch Me, n.d.). While Diana Walczak,
who had a background on sculpture and computer science, worked at Omnibus devel-
oping 3D human figures. Before the foundation of Kleiser-Walczak in 1987, Walczak
was developing a system to help the creation of facial expressions and phonemes of
speech for virtual characters. This system was employed to develop Dozo, a virtual
pop star character for the three-minute music video Don’t Touch Me (1989). It was
a Kleiser-Walczak production presented in 1989 at the ACM SIGGRAPH Film and
Video Show. The body and the facial expressions of Dozo were sculpted in clay by
Walczak and digitalized to 3D. The body animation was driven from motion capture
using an optical Motion Analysis system with a multiple camera setup for tracking
and triangulating reflective markers placed on the body of the performer. They found
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problems in tracking markers that were occlude from cameras getting only 30 seconds
of usable data making the post-process very time-consuming. The facial expressions
were keyframed and interpolated using software developed by Larry Weinberg. The
result of the natural motion from the motion capture was somehow convincing, but
the character presented many issues such as the motion of the shoulders that seemed
to be disattached from the rest of the body.

Mocap Tecnhology

Motion capture is used with computer graphics for: view control, navigation, object
selection or manipulation, instrument tracking, or performance animation (Welch &
Foxlin, 2002). Motion capture generates physically realistic motion which is difficult to
achieve with keyframe animation or can be time-consuming to generate with traditional
approaches. It provides the means to track the motion of a performer in the 2D/3D
space allowing to map this motion data onto virtual characters. There are multiple
motion capture approaches and technologies. Ideally, a motion capture system should
provide non-intrusive technology for real-time tracking of unlimited number of points
without space limitation. A reduced infrastructure setup capable of reduced latency
and robustness. In practice, each technology provides its constraints, but with its mat-
uration those limits are being pushed further and further and went from an expensive
and complex use of technology to simple and accessible technology employed in home
entertainment such as the Microsoft Kinect. Parent et al. classify motion capture sys-
tems based on the capture sources and the place of the sensors as inside-out, outside-in,
and inside-in (Parent et al., 2009). Commercialized Motion capture systems relies on
three main technologies:

• Optical (Computer vision);

• Magnetic (electromagnetic trackers);

• Mechanical (potentiometers);

• Inertial (accelerometers and gyroscopes).
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Optical-based Motion Capturing

Motion capture systems based on optical technologies make use of cameras to track
features using computer vision methods. They can provide accurate motion tracking
data in particular to capture detailed motion at different speeds or multiple actors
performing simultaneously. This requires to capture at higher resolution and higher
frame rate providing the enough speed and image quality to grab the nuances of fast
motions such as those from a puppeteer or those from a hockey player when striking the
puck. The amount of data can increase proportionally to the motion complexity or the
number of performers and requires extensive post-processing which is only possible on
offline systems (not in real-time). On the other hand, optical systems can be employed
in real-time (online) providing instant feedback when the motion to capture do not
present high degree of complexity. A motion capture system is composed by one or more
cameras that track features on the subject. There are two types of tracking systems,
marker-based and markerless. Marker-based systems such as those from Optitrack
(OptiTrack , n.d.) provide higher accuracy on the tracking of individual markers placed
strategically on body joints or body parts that delimit its shape. These systems do
not track directly bones or joints. To capture the human skeleton they depend on the
correct marker placement which is time-consuming and requires expert operators for the
precise marker placement and for its calibration. On the other hand, markerless systems
such as the Organic Motion (Organic Motion - Markerless Motion Capture, n.d.) avoid
the time and expertise of placing the markers and keep the subject free of markers
which can be an advantage in situations where it may be intrusive. While marker-
based systems require time for placement and calibration before its use, markerless
systems such as the Microsoft Kinect provide an almost immediate setup and are
ready to capture (Woolford, 2015). Because markerless systems tracks directly the
bone structure they can only be used to capture the motion of a specific pre-prepared
target skeleton such as humans, while marker-based are free to track any kind of object
or animal in motion, or specific small details. There are three types of makers: the
passive, the active and the photo sensing.

• The passive systems make use of markers made with reflective material and their
size and shape depends on the camera resolution and the subject to capture. This
material reflects the light emitted from light-emitting diodes (LEDS) which are
often attached to the cameras forming a circular array of LEDS.
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• Active systems employ LED markers that are always on or activated sequentially
for automatic marker identification which can also be achieved by the modulation
of amplitude or frequency of each marker also known as time modulated active
makers. This automatic procedure removes post-processing identification and is
useful for real-time applications.
Instead of reflecting external light, active markers emit their own light which may
require wires or batteries.

• The photosensing marker technique was developed by Raskar et al. (Raskar et
al., 2007) and the motion capture data is not generated by cameras. Its optic
components are LEDs as light source emitters and photosensors as light receivers.
Projectors made with solid state LEDs placed behind a gray code slide (mask) are
used for space-labeling. The wireless photosensing marker tags are placed on the
parts of the body to be tracked. These markers are composed by a micro controller
with three photosensors (orientation sensor, location sensor, illumination sensor)
and an RF antenna for WIFI communication. These intelligent markers (tags)
with unique IDs identify their position by decoding the transmitted pattern by the
projectors. This system allows to retrieve the location, orientation, the incident
illumination and reflectance of each marker with accurate results at high frame
rate. It does not suffer from maker swapping or ambient light issues, allowing to
be used in outside scenes.

A common procedure before the capture session for passive, active and markerless tech-
niques is the calibration of all cameras, which can be done by tracking a reference object
such as a wand with markers. The position in the 3D space of each marker is achieved
by the triangulation between at least two points of view (two cameras), each camera
determines the 2D coordinates of the marker which is then combined with the other
cameras to compute the 3D coordinates. These techniques provide 3DOF positional
data for each marker and the 3DOF rotational information is calculated based on the
relative position of three or more markers. It is necessary to add more cameras to the
setup when the performance area is extended, or for tracking a great amount of mark-
ers, for instance in detailed face tracking or for capturing multiple performers at the
same time. Optical motion capture systems provide accurate motion data, high sample
rate, multi-subject capturing, and are free of cables or intermediate devices allowing
the performer to move freely. On the other hand, optical systems present occlusion
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problems which can result on data loss, might require lighting controlled conditions,
and demand extensive post-processing.

Magnetic Trackers

Electromagnetic motion capture systems, also known as magnetic trackers, make use
of receivers for detecting magnetic fields. These receivers are placed on strategical
positions on the subject, measuring their spatial relationship and sent to a magnetic
transmitter that generates a low-frequency electromagnetic field. These systems re-
trieve the position and orientation of each tracking sensor (receiver) in real-time with
no post-processing. Magnetic systems are susceptible to electronic and metal inter-
ferences causing alterations in the normal measurement. High-conductivity metals
which can be found in building structures should be avoided because they generate
electromagnetic fields that are sensed by the receivers. There are some workarounds
to minimize the impact of this metallic conductivity interferences, through system cal-
ibration, or through the use of different types of trackers. The ones that make use
of alternating current fields such as the Polhemus Fastrak are prone to aluminum or
cooper but resistant to iron, while the ones based on direct current magnetic fields
such as the Ascension Flock of Bird are sensitive to iron but resistant to aluminum
and copper. Magnetic systems are an interesting choice for real-time applications such
as digital puppetry or for playing games. The Sixsense Razer Hydra bimanual game
controller and the new Sixsense wireless motion tracking STEM System which is based
on Raab et al. concepts (Raab et al., 1979) are two examples of magnetic systems.
The Sixense STEM VR is a magnetic motion capture solution for the consumer market
composed by a set of sensors and two wireless hand controllers. Magnetic trackers are
less expensive than most of the optical motion capture systems and do not present
occlusion problems. They present instant feedback where position and orientation is
retrieved in real-time with no post-processing computation and allow multiple perform-
ers to be captured simultaneously. On the other hand, the lower sampling rate, the
captured area, and its sensibility to metal interferences are some disadvantages to be
weighted.
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Mechanical

Mechanical motion capture is the most primitive technology and uses mechanical sen-
sors placed on an exoskeleton to measure joint angles: a rigid articulated structure
where the joints are electromechanical transducers such as encoders, or potentiome-
ters. This structure can be used as an external armature for the performer to wear and
by moving his body all the structure moves along motivating changes in the transduc-
ers, or as a manipulable skeleton to be handled by hand as a stop-motion articulable
figure. Mechanical systems measure directly the joint angles of the transducers but it
is possible to estimate the relative position of the joints when there is a prior definition
about all the structure. The number of DOF depends on the number of transducers,
and its cost is proportional to the amount and quality of its components. One ad-
vantage of this technology is that we can easily create custom armatures with bone
restrictions and use just the number of components we need at a relatively low-cost.
These systems can feed real-time motion data free from magnetic, acoustic or light
interferences or occlusions. Depending on their structure and connectivity, they can
be portable or provide large capture volumes. These structures are similar to puppet
rig skeletons, providing a familiar interface for puppeteers, which can employ mechan-
ical joints to define and constraint the motion using many types of joints, from simple
hinge to ball and socket joints. However, the restriction on the movement can be a
disadvantage limiting the action of the performer. These structures are also intrusive
when the performer must wear heavy gear with wires and generally they provide low
sample rate. This technique can also be used for non-realtime keyframe animation
using the pose-to-pose method. Stan Winston Studio and Industrial Light and Magic
developed a dinosaur input device that captures each pose which is transfer directly
to a virtual skeleton (Knep et al., 1995). The Dinosaur Input Device (DID) was de-
veloped for the production of animation sequences for the feature film Jurassic Park
(1993). Animators pose their characters by manipulating a physical metallic armature,
like in traditional stop-motion method. Instead of potentiometers, they used optical
encoders placed at the joints of the skeleton to measure and transmit their orientation
to a computer via a micro-controller. Very similar to the traditional stop-motion envi-
ronment, artists can focus on the animation in a straightforward way creating subtle
movements or hard stops which are difficult to achieve with interpolated animation or
other types of motion capture. Highly intuitive, this device could be used in ordinary
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motion capture or to 3D input generally. A similar approach was developed by the
Digital Image Design (DID) for building the Monkey armature (Esposito et al., 1995).
A metal skeleton with 35 potentiometers (sensors) to provide a total of 32 orientational
degrees of freedom. In their setup, each encoder provides a constraint, an associated
rotation limiter. The rotational data is sent via a serial communications hardware
(RS–232) to the computer for computing the skeleton pose. A more recent approach
was made by Mazalek et al. with the embodied puppet interface (Mazalek et al.,
2011), a physical full-body mechanical exoskeleton that transfers the puppeteer’s body
motion into a virtual puppet. A wooden exoskeleton was built with 10 potentiometers
for measuring 1DOF rotation at each joint, joints that require more DOFs such as the
shoulders and hips received two potentiometers for 2DOF rotation. These sensors are
connected to an Adruino micro controller and the data is sent via the communications
port with Open Sound Protocol (OSC). This is an inexpensive customizable wearable
exoskeletons for real-time motion capture.

Inertial

Inertial systems make use of inertial sensors such as gyroscopes or accelerometers to
measure the change in position of the target subject. While accelerometers retrieve
the acceleration of a moving object to the gravity, the gyroscopes measure the rotation
angular velocity. Inertial sensors can vary in their size and their captured range, from
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), which are inertial sensors that measure a
few millimeters, to bigger size sensors such as the Ring Laser Gyroscopes (RLG) or the
Fiber Optic Gyros (FOG) that measure a few centimeters. The Nintendo WIImote or
the Apple iPhone employ MEMS technology for sensing the motion. Inertial sensors
are self-contained and do not require a line-of-sight as the optical systems, or emitters
as the acoustic systems, and do not suffer from the interference of ambient noise,
ambient light or electromagnetic fields. They can provide accurate readings at high
sampling rates with low latency. However, these sensors report just relative positions or
orientations and not absolute. Inertial systems also suffer from integration drift caused
by inaccuracies in the sensors derived from magnetic disturbances that influence their
accuracy (Damgrave & Lutters, 2009). A common method to reduce or eliminate
the drift problem is to combine inertial with acoustic technology with ultrasounds
(Vlasic et al., 2007). Comercial solutions such as the Xsens MVN (Roetenberg et al.,
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2013) combine accelerometers and gyroscopes with magnetometers to correct the drift
problem (Bachmann et al., 2001) by detecting the direction of the earth magnetic
field direction, which can also provide 6DOF measurements by fusing the data from all
sensors (Roetenberg et al., 2007). However, magnetometers are prone to disturbance
from other magnetic fields in the environment causing different readings at different
locations. Efforts have been made to improved methods for deriving orientation without
the use of magnetometers (Cooper et al., 2009; Xiaoye, 2012).

Figure 2.26: Inertial motion capture suit concept schemes: (Left) PrioVR; (Middle)
Xsens MVN; (Right) Perception Neuron.

Most of the motion capture suit solutions for the consumer market are now using in-
ertial technologies (Figure 2.26). Oriented towards the virtual reality and the video
game experience, these solutions attempt to respond to both motion tracking as well
as the control operations. For instance,the PrioVR8 is an inertial motion capture suit
for tracking the main limbs equipped with two handheld motion controllers. This suite
was designed for virtual reality and to support the gaming experience. The Rokoko
Smartsuit9 PRO which was known as the Salto suit is made with accelerometers, gyro-
scopes and magnetometers composed by a total of 33 inertial sensors placed at specific
positions in the suit. It was developed to respond to the challenge of creating a live
animation theatre, which they called animotion. Their goal was to built an affordable
and simple motion capture system. Their prototype, which includes an open source
software10, was developed with a set of Arduinos and a Raspberry Pi as the main con-
trollers. Another promising motion capture system that was being developed towards

8http://www.priovr.com
9http://rokoko.com

10https://github.com/jchillerup/rokoko
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the consumer market was the Control VR. Although it was a successful Kickstarter
project it was never released. Control VR is a wearable upper body motion capture sys-
tem for tracking the body posture as well as the hand gestures through the VR Glove.
By using small inertial sensors, the system can provide a flexible and scalable solution.
A similar approach to the Control VR is the Perception Neuron11 combining body
and hand tracking. It is an adaptable motion capture suit made to be modular, with
optional data gloves. Its main Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) combines accelerome-
ters, gyroscopes and magnetometers. The gloves allow to attach IMU sensors providing
finger and hand tracking. The system supports up to 32 sensors simultaneously, pro-
viding a scalable light weight solution for the whole body. Today’s standard IMUs
combine accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers. These sensors are placed or-
thogonally to each other providing 6 DOF, but may present temporal dependent drift
issues, which can be solved with optical tracking (Anthes et al., 2016).

Other Technologies and Considerations

There are other technologies employed in motion capture, but they are less used or
not available in the market, such as the radio frequency or the acoustic-based systems.
Acoustic-based rely on sensing sound waves that are transmitted. The sound emit-
ters can either be placed on various positions in the environment and trackers on the
performer, or the way around making use of time-of-flight techniques to measure the
positions. Radio Frequency (RF) positioning trackers are the new trend in motion cap-
ture technology and use RF to calculate the position measurement. RF is being used
as location systems, for discovering the absolute location of a RF source signal, which
can be employed to trace and identify assets. The tracking accuracy of this technology
is improving and the state-of-the-art systems achieve an accuracy on the order of tens
of centimeters, although it is not enough for motion capture. A growing interest in
employing wireless signals with gesture interaction is pushing the boundaries of this
technology for gesture recognition WiSee (Pu et al., 2013), or for drawing RF-IDraw
(J. Wang et al., 2014) increasing the accuracy to a few cm. Finally, a first approach
to full body motion capture was introduced with WiTrack (Adib et al., 2014). At this
early stage, the system requires the subject to move to be able to track him, and is not
capable of recognizing which body part as moved. Besides its multiple limitations and

11https://neuronmocap.com/products/perception_neuron
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constrains, it points to important future directions for using this technology with mo-
tion capture. For a comprehensive information about motion capture systems consult
(Moeslund et al., 2006) (Welch & Foxlin, 2002; Menache, 2011).

Motion capture technology is employed in a variety of application domains such as in
sports, health or military that can be used for animation, motion analysis and other
purposes. In general motion capture is employed for tracking (capturing) human mo-
tion but it can be used for capturing the motion of other life forms or objects. Today,
most motion capture commercial systems allow multiple actor interaction which is re-
targeted to a virtual character in real-time providing instant feedback to actors and
directors. A performance capture framework allows to have moving cameras inside the
capturing set that are processed and mapped to virtual cameras. Balakrishnan proposes
an affordable solution for this kind of frameworks using low-cost devices (G. Balakrish-
nan, 2013). The real-time feedback is important for puppeteers/actors to interact with
the virtual set and for the directors that can give instantaneous instructions.

Hand-based Devices

Since the early times of motion capture that hand tracking has caught the attention
of researchers. Humans use their hands for interaction with the world on an everyday
basis and the traditional puppeteer uses his hands to control puppets. The importance
of our hands for manipulation justifies an overview of hand-based input devices and its
evolution.

Hand Input Interfaces

There are multiple hand input interfaces approaches, but one that presents multiple
degrees of freedom is the glove-based interface, even though it never reached popu-
larity among the video game industry. Many glove-based technology approaches have
been developed during the last decades. For detailed information about glove-based
systems, see ( (D. Sturman, 1992; D. Sturman & Zeltzer, 1994; LaViola Jr, 1999; Dip-
ietro et al., 2008; Premaratne & Premaratne, 2014)). Glove based interfaces are 3D
input devices that retrieve position and orientation of the hand and fingers. The most
common sensing technology employed in data-gloves is similar to the full-body motion
capture:
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• Magnetic systems: The position is calculated by magnetic trackers such as mag-
netometers that sense the magnetic field produced by a transmitter;

• Inertial systems: Sensors such as accelerometers or gyroscopes are used to mea-
sure the motion, the rate of change of an object translation or orientation;

• Acoustic systems: Make use of ultrasonic trackers that captures ultrasounds to
determine the position of a moving receiver.

• Optical systems: optical trackers that determine the position or orientation of an
object using fiber optics, or optical linear encoders;

• Mechanical systems: measures the electro-mechanical transformations sensed
through physical phenomena such as torque or force (i.e. flex sensors).

The measurement of finger flexion and abduction are commonly done with optical
sensors, tactical switches, resistive sensors, or foil-strain technology, while hand orien-
tation and positioning in the 3D space and finger tip position can be done with acoustic,
optical or magnetic trackers. Glove input interface allows a richer interaction than tra-
ditional mouse, offering multiple degrees of freedom and gesture recognition feature.
They can be employed in multiple domain fields for controlling objects, teleoperation,
real-time animation, music performance, virtual drawing, games, sign language, or for
virtual reality.

Premaratne (Premaratne & Premaratne, 2014) identifies two categories for data-gloves
based on the placement of the sensors relative to the user hands: the passive and the
active data glove, where active means that the sensors are placed on the hand while
in passive the sensors capture the hand movement from an external point of view. I
tend to agree with Premaratne’s categorization although considering the inclusion of
a third category that combines the two classifications. The use of the term data glove
in this categorization can also be arguable in particular when referring the passive
systems. Today, passive technology offers markerless methods without the need to
wear any physical device. I would consider the use of the term whole hand-based
input interfaces (D. Sturman, 1992) to refer to a device that uses the many degrees
of freedom provided by the hand and fingers. In this way, whole hand-based interfaces
can be classified taking in account the placement of the sensors relative to the hand as
a distinction criteria:
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• Passive systems: The sensors are not directly in physical contact with the hand,
it relies on an external device (i.e. Camera) placed away from the tracking source
that tracks the fingers position.

• Active systems: The sensors are placed on the source next to the hand. Active
systems are based on a device with sensors that measure joint flexing or accel-
eration, which is connected to a host machine for processing with or without
wires.

• Hybrid systems: When the sensors are placed on the source for joint flexing
and acceleration, and sensors are placed outside the source for joint positional
tracking. Although there are passive and active technologies that provide both
bending and positioning information about the hand and fingers.

Data-Glove Evolution

The first glove interface prototype was developed in 1977 by Thomas DeFanti and
Daniel Sandin based on Rich Sayre’s idea for multidimensional control. A glove made
with flexible tubes, a light source and a photocell that measured the amount of light
that passed throughout the tubes. (D. Sturman & Zeltzer, 1994) The MIT LED glove
was developed in the early 1980’s based on finger tracking and was used for motion
capture. The LEDs from the glove were captured by a camera and used for positional
motion tracking (D. Sturman & Zeltzer, 1994). Gary Grimes got the patent for Digital
Data Entry Interface device in 1983 for translating the hand posture into alpha-numeric
characters. It was a specific task glove, made with cloth employing a set of touch, tilt,
bend and inertial sensors for manual entry of ASCII characters (Grimes, 1983). The
DataGlove developed by VPL Research in 1987 (T. G. Zimmerman et al., 1987) was
the first general purpose glove interface to be commercialized and widely spread. It was
based on the optical flex sensor that was patented by Thomas Zimmerman (T. Zim-
merman, 1985) in 1985. The Data Glove was made with fiber optics for measuring the
flexion of the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) with a
total of 10 DOF and with a Polhemus 3Space magnetic tracker for position and orien-
tation of the palm of the hand. The lack of accuracy from the DataGlove limited its
use to simple gestural input. The Dexterous HandMaster (DHM) commercialized by
Exos Inc. was a hand exoskeleton that provided accurate measures with its 20 DOFs.
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Developed initially as a master controller for a robot hand, the DHM was made with
potentiometers that measured the flexion of three joints as well as abduction/adduction
in each finger and four degrees of freedom for full range thumb motion (LaViola Jr,
1999). The success of the VPL DataGlove caught the attention of Mattel company for
the development of the low-cost Power Glove in 1989. It was built as a game controller
interface for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES). It employed resistive ink flex
sensors for measuring the overall bending of all fingers with the exception of the pinky
finger, providing a total of 4 DOFs with 2 bit precision per finger. The system used
an ultrasonic tracking with a companion unit attached to the television to calculate
the 3D positional of the hand in space and the roll and pitch orientation of the wrist.
The attractive price of this interface compensated the lack of accuracy and was one
of the first devices to be “hacked” and to become the low-cost alternative for virtual
reality glove controllers (Darling, 1995). The Cyber Glove was developed by James
Kramer in 1992 for translating sign language into spoken language and commercialized
by Virtual Technologies. The Cyber Glove was based on Kramer’s previous work of a
communication system for deaf using instrumented glove and which was patented in
1991 (Kramer et al., 1991). Thin strip sensors (piezo-resistive) sewn into the glove
fabric were used to measure resistance variations of the electric current and calculate
the finger bending. Sensors measured flexion of MCP and PIP of the five fingers as
well as the thumb rotation across the palm and the abduction/adduction of the other
four fingers. A 3Space tracker was employed to measure pitch and yaw of the palm of
the hand (Kessler et al., 1995). Another device aimed for virtual reality was the Space
Glove originally developed by W Industries in 1991. The glove measured a total of 6
DOFs, including the flexion of the MCP joints of each finger as well as the PIP joint of
the thumb, using sensors with 12 bit analog-to-digital converters (ADC) (D. Sturman
& Zeltzer, 1994). Several models were developed and commercialized applying minor
modifications in technology such as the 5DT Data Glove by Fifth Dimension Technolo-
gies, the Super Glove by Nissho Electronics, the HumanGlove by HumanWare, or the
ShapeHand by Measurehand. Other models have been updated providing more accu-
rate readings, such as the CyberGlove II and CyberGlove III or the 5DT Data Glove
Ultra. An updated version of the Power Glove was commercialized in 2002 by Essential
Reality, LLC, with the name of P5 Glove. Targeted to the video game market, it was
a low-cost alternative for home users for the expensive data glove technology. The P5
did not achieved success in sales and the product is now commercialized by MindFlux
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(Premaratne & Premaratne, 2014). Research labs have also been developing data glove
prototypes employing many different designs, such as the TUB-Sensor glove developed
at the Technical University of Berlin (Hofmann & Henz, 1995), the Sigma Glove from
Sheffield University (L. Williams et al., 2000), or the Acceleration Sensing Glove at
Berkeley University (Perng et al., 1999).

New Trends for Hand-based Devices

Today, there are several general purpose data glove models available in the market that
combine sensing technology and include haptic feedback. An interesting approach is
the concept of the Proglove (Proglove, n.d.), a wearable-tech device for professional
production that can be trained to respond to specific actions. The growing market of
sensors provides many sensing technologies that are available and accessible for building
DIY solutions, such as the StretchSense (StrechSense, n.d.), a stretchable capacitive
sensor that can measure finger flexing. This inexpensive technology is motivating novel
approaches for building custom data gloves bringing hand virtual manipulation to many
different application fields. We can classify the new trends in hand-based devices with
the following categories: 1) Touchless interfaces; 2) Wrist devices; 3) Glove-based de-

vices.

Glove-based Interfaces The most promising glove-based devices to be used within
digital puppetry are the GloveOne and the Manus VR glove.

GloveOne12 is a wireless haptic glove that provides hand/finger tracking and finger in-
teraction with fingertip actuators. Haptic feedback is provided through five vibrotactile
actuators per hand and a conductive fabric zone provides discrete input for command

12https://www.gloveonevr.com
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triggering. To track the motion of the fingers, the GloveOne uses six IMU’s and pro-
vides 9DOF. On the other hand, the ManusVR13 wireless dataglove does not provide
discreet input but presents haptic feedback through a vibration motor and is equipped
with IMU sensors providing 9DOF. It is a washable glove without fingertips that allows
the user to work with a keyboard or other device. The glove is delivered with an open
source SDK that provides arm tracking and an inverse kinematics solution.

Figure 2.27: Emerging hand-based devices: LeapMotion (Touchless controller), Myo
(Wristband interface), ManusVR (Dataglove).

Touchless Interface Touchless interfaces use computer vision technology to avoid
the direct contact with the user hands. Depth sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect
can also be used to track the hands of the player, but provide limited hand tracking.
A commercially successful hand interface based on touchless technology is the Leap
Motion, a passive device interface that provides detailed tracking information as data-
gloves but with the advantage of being non-expensive and non-intrusive. The Leap
Motion controller (see Figure 2.27) is a small desktop device for full-hand detection
at close-range workspace. It tracks objects in space in real-time using Infrared (IR)
imaging to calculate its positions (Guna et al., 2014). It is an optical tracking system
that uses stereovision in order to extract depth information. The device employs a non-
public patented algorithm to increase the accuracy and maximize the performance. It
has three IR LED emitters, a plastic diffusing panel, and two IR fisheye cameras.
The use of IR avoids potential color problems but reflective surfaces presents tracking
issues witch are minimized by the brightness calibration procedure included in the
device. The effective tracking range of this sensor is approximately between 25 and 600
millimeters from above the controller (Avola et al., 2014). The software that supports
the device provides the tracking of hands, fingers and tools. It reports gestures, discreet
and moving positions that are accessed by their SDK. The position of the objects in

13https://manus-vr.com
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the sensory space of the controller is described in Cartesian and spherical co-ordinate
systems.

Wrist Interfaces Wrist devices are something new, and although not aimed for finger
tracking they present novel trends in mobile interaction. In 2007, Makino and Shin-
oda (Makino & Shinoda, 2007) proposed a Wristband interface based on myoelectric
pattern. It was in 2015 that the first comercial wristband interface was released. The
Myoelectric Armband MYO14 is a wireless wearable device for gesture control that uses
electrical activity of the performer muscles. It measures the electrical signals that flow
through the performer’s arm, sensing the forearm contractions patterns before the fin-
gers actually move. It is also equipped with accelerometers to retrieve the acceleration
and direction of the wrist movement, as well as magnetometers that provide the orien-
tation of the hand. On the other hand, the PixMob Curie wristband powered by Intel
is a gesture controlled device that is being used with large audiences as a collaborative
interface. The low energy Intel Curie chip provides 6-DOF sensing capabilities through
accelerometers and gyroscopes and broadcast the data through Bluetooth. A small size
chip that can be used for wearables or to be placed inside objects. In the same line of
development is the Google Soli Project15. Based on radar technology, Google argues
that it can capture the most subtle finger motion. This and the Intel technology will
provide the freedom for the next generation of wearable devices and sensors.

Appropriate Device

There are many properties that distinguish these devices that can be weighted for
an appropriate decision, such as the amount of sensors per finger/hand, the sensor
performance, or the system calibration.

• The amount of sensors and its placement is determinant for the tracking process
and it is convenient to choose the most suitable setup for the given task. The
most simple setup may require just a few sensors to classify specific hand poses
that are encoded into different patterns (Dipietro et al., 2008). For most gesture
recognition or digital puppetry systems a more complex setup is required as well
as the continuous tracking of fingers, although the accuracy and the detailed of

14https://www.myo.com
15https://www.google.com/atap/project-soli/
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the gesture can determine the number of sensors. For instance, for tracking the
finger flexion, 1DOF sensor is enough, but to track flexion and abduction, there is
the need to increase the number of DOFs. Sturman and Zeltzer (D. J. Sturman
& Zeltzer, 1993) present a theoretical model for choosing the most appropriate
device taking in account the number and location of sensors for whole-hand input
devices. Their design model categorizes styles of interaction for analyzing the
number of DOFs required by the task and their match to the DOFs that the device
provides. Researches have been seeking optimal setups with different sensing
technologies (Vecchi et al., 2000).

• The performance of a whole-hand device can also be determinant for a specific
task which may require the most accurate reading without noisy signals. However,
performance issues do not depend only on the quality of the sensors. Dipetro et
al. (Dipietro et al., 2008) identify a series of factors that can cause performance
issues such as a poorly calibrated device, the flexion movements of the wrist,
force of the hand grip, and wear and tear. One of the most common identified
performance issues with data-gloves is influenced by the way they fit on the user’s
hand, the one-glove-size-fits-all approach (Kessler et al., 1995).

• Many systems require calibration to provide accurate readings based on the fact
that people have different hand/finger sizes, and thickness (Y. Wang & Neff,
2013). Typically, the calibration process is based on the performance of specific
hand gestures such as bending fingers, or opening and closing the hand. Although
it may be time-consuming and a tedious process, it may help to increase the
system performance by adjusting the offset and gain parameters for each sensor
to match the motion of the physical hand.

Other decisions might be influenced by the device connectivity (WIFI, Bluetooth, USB,
RS–232), the device ergonomics, or the complementary inputs such as buttons.

Motion Transformation

Motion capture provides a method to produce animation instantly but there are draw-
backs. One of the most important issues when dealing with motion capture data is
how to manipulate this high density information derived from the recording of a live
performer, i.e. how to modify and reuse the motion capture data to fit the target
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Table 2.12: Comparison between Whole-hand devices (Pagliari & Pinto, 2015)
Type Model DOF Technology

Active Sayre Glove - 1 DOF per finger - Total 5 DOFs - Optical tube flex sensors
Active Digital Data Entry Glove (80 unique

combinations)
- 2 DOF per finger - 6 DOF for wrist
- Total 16 DOF

- Optical fiber flex sensors - Contact
sensors - Inertial sensors

Active DHM - 4 DOF per finger - Total 20 DOFs - Potentiometers sensors
Active Space Glove - 1 DOF per finger - 3 DOF for wrist

- Total 9 DOFs
- Optical fiber flex sensors - Magnetic
tracker

Active VPL DataGlove - 2 DOF per finger - 6 DOF wrist -
Total 16 DOF

- Optical fiber flex sensors - Magnetic
tracker

Active Cyber Glove - 3 DOF per finger - 3 DOF wrist -
Total 18 DOFs

- Piezo-resistive sensors - Magnetic
tracker

Active GloveOne - 3 DOF per finger - 6 DOF wrist - IMU sensors - conductive zones -
Haptic feedback

Active ManusVR - 3 DOF per finger - 6 DOF wrist - IMU sensorts - Haptic feedback
Passive MIT LED - N/a - Optical (camera)
Passive Leap Motion - 3 DOF per finger - 6 DOF wrist -

Total 214 DOFs | - Optical
(camera) | | Passive | Microsoft
Kinect | - 6 DOF wrist - Total 66
DOFs

- Optical (camera)

Hybrid Power Glove - 1 DOF per finger - 6 DOF wrist -
Total 10 DOFs

- Piezo-resistive sensor - Ultrasonic
tracker

behavior. While motion capture aims realistic motion, can we use it to create cartoon-
ish style animation? The problem with motion capture is how to edit the result’s high
density motion, but also how to apply processes to edit joint position coordinates, joint
angles, or other parameters from the motion capture motion applied to articulated fig-
ures with multi-degrees of freedom. We can consider three main levels of interactive
control description of parameters that are used to manipulate the characters: lower,
intermediate, higher.

• Lower level description that requires a full statement describing all parameters
even those that do not change such as (“rotate eyebrow 0.0,0.9,0.0”), rotating the
bone of the eyebrow with specific Euler angles X,Y,Z;

• Intermediate level based on the recognition of part of the user statement, such
as “lower the eyebrow 0.9”, where the machine interprets the “lower” with the
corresponding axis;

• Higher level is based on the recognition of the behavior such as “be sad” which is
then mapped to the lower level statement.
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Motion Editing

When motion capture is used for non-live environments there is a post-processing
step that enables operations such as cleaning the motion data. Motion editing is a
well known approach for modifying and reusing existing motions that can derive from
motion capture systems or other animation techniques. The goal is to provide users
with the tools that allow them to edit and modify the source motion to achieve the
desire animation in the target character or to retarget the motion to characters that
present different topologies. However, motion capture presents densily-sampled motion
data which is difficult to modify or control. There are many different approaches that
offer different levels of user control, and many of them are combined to achieve best
results. Although motion editing methods were used mainly in off-line post-processing,
many methods were adapted for real-time use in particular for motion control.

Motion Blending

Motion blending, also known as motion interpolation, is a common technique for com-
bining motions according to blend weights that can be defined by abstract parameters.
It is used to control and modify high level characteristics in the motion, providing
user control. Motion blending can also be used to generate new sequences either from
example motions using motion parametrization, either by direct copying and blending
of poses. Rose et al. (C. Rose et al., 1998) propose a method for interpolating motion
sequences from high-dimensional space. They introduced the Radial Basis Functions
for building parametrized motions using emotional behavior parameters and control pa-
rameters. These functions can be fine tuned to fit the constraints for different datasets
and allow a smoothly interpolation between motion examples. This line of work was
extended (Rose III et al., 2001) for run-time applications with the introduction of an
inverse-kinematics methodology for positioning the character. Another approach was
proposed by Park et al. (Park et al., 2002) with an on-the-fly locomotion generation
system based on given parameters such as speed, turning angle, and style. Motion
blending methods can be categorized according to local and global blending. The re-
sulting motions with local blending (Sun & Metaxas, 2001) are closer to the original
motions because this method relies on neighbor samples from the given parameter re-
quiring a large amount of example motions. On the other hand, global blending (Park
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et al., 2002) uses the entire samples of example motions to generate the resulting mo-
tions, and although the end result may not be close to the original motions, it requires
less amount of samples. While local blending is used for motion interpolation, global
blending is used for motion interpolation and motion extrapolation.

Motion Warping - Frequency-domain (signal processing)

Methods based on frequency domain make a representation of the animation curves as
signals that varies through time. The signals can be processed to modify and filter the
motion of the animation. Bruderlin and Williams (Bruderlin & Williams, 1995) intro-
duced several motion concepts based on signal processing domain for motion modifica-
tion. They introduced a set of processes that help motion editing such as multi-target
motion interpolation with dynamic time-warping to blend multiple independent move-
ments into one, or motion displacement mapping allowing to edit high-dimensional
space motion data by shaping the signals keeping the motion continuity and the over-
all shape of the signal users define poses with keyframes to modify the movement of the
character. They adapted techniques from the image and signal processing to motion
to facilitate the processes of editing, modifying, or blending the motion. Their moti-
vation was to present higher level of control of motion parameters for the animation
of articulated figures. By adapting the image multi-resolution filtering they were able
to adjust motions by modifying frequency bands interactively in a similar way to the
audio graphic equalizers. It also allows to decouple the lower frequencies for generic
motion patterns from higher frequencies for detailed motion. With these techniques,
animators can tweak the animated parameters retrieved from a motion capture sys-
tem to produce distinct behaviors such as the “exaggeration” behavior by increasing the
middle frequencies. This approach can be used to create a high stylized animation with
a cartoonish look which was explored by Wang et al. with the “Cartoon Animation
Filter” (J. Wang et al., 2006). Their work allows the transformation or modulation of
arbitrary input motion signals into signals that presents dynamics similar to cartoon.
Other techniques were proposed based on motion warping, such as those from Witkin
and Popovic (Witkin & Popovic, 1995) that allow the user to define constraints with
keyframes to guide the movement. A different approach was presented by Unuma et
al. (Unuma et al., 1995), a method to superimpose periodic motions that represent
emotional behaviors in human character animation, based on a Fourier analysis that
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translate the motion data into frequency domain.

Constraint-based

Constraint-based methods provide user intervention by defining specific constraints in
motion during the editing process. These techniques are generally based on geometric
constraints, or spatial constraints which are independent from the character’s under-
lying parameters. Witkin and Kass (Witkin & Kass, 1988) introduced the spacetime
constraints method, a physically-based technique that allows the user to specify a set
of constraints defining how the motion is generated. The system needs a pre-runtime
computation to set up the constrained optimization. It is important to notice that they
have addressed in their solution the principles of traditional animation, providing an
easy way to generate realistic motions. Cohen (M. F. Cohen, 1992) developed an inter-
active framework to design physically-based character animation based on spacetime
constraints introducing the spacetime windows concept which subdivides the space-
time into discreet pieces. The system provides tools for the user to examine and guide
the numerical optimization process. Gleicher (Gleicher, 1997) extended spacetime
constraints presenting a fast calculated solver that allows positioning the character
by direct manipulation from the user. To achieve performance, Gleicher combined
displacement mapping with spacetime constraints and removed the physics-based ele-
ments.

Inverse Kinematics

Inverse Kinematics (IK) solver is also a known technique to achieve predefined con-
strains. When the spatial aspects of motion are defined by key poses and interpolated in
time, they are known as per-key inverse kinematics (PKIK). When the solver is applied
to the motion of each frame independently, it is known as per-frame inverse kinematics
(PFIK) (Gleicher, 2001). An approach to per-frame filtering can be found in the work
of Lee and Shin (J. Lee & Shin, 1999). They developed a complete interactive system
for modifying existing motion in characters that includes editing, retargeting, mor-
phing and transitions. It is aimed for human-like proportions and topology allowing
motion retargeting to characters with few degrees of freedom. Their technique is based
on hierarchical motion representation that can be modified by direct manipulation or
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by defining a set of constraints. Inverse kinematics systems can be developed using
learned model of human poses (Grochow et al., 2004). The system generates similar
poses to the training data by reducing the dimension of the motion data with a model
called Scaled Gaussion Process Latent of Variable Model (SGPLVM). The SGPLVM
presents an interesting method for latent space calculation, but because latent space
is nonlinear it might not be used in all situations. Inverse kinematics is a useful tech-
nique to map the motion capture to data of human performers to anthropomorphic
characters (Tolani et al., 2000).

(PCA)-Data Driven and Physics-based Approaches

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is a popular technique applied to character mo-
tion to reduce the data dimension allowing a more efficient processing of the motion.
Alexa and Muller (Alexa & Müller, 2000) uses PCA for determining a set of princi-
pal animation components, decoupling the animation from the underlying geometry. A
common approach for motion editing and optimization is to use extract properties from
the low-dimensional motion space in the data sets calculating the space-time motion
optimization with PCA (Safonova et al., 2004) or making use of PCA to map exam-
ple poses into 2D dimensional latent space allowing the user to sketch the trajectory
(Shin & Lee, 2006). However, PCA might not be sufficient to handle the nonlinear
behavior from human motion which can be combined with other approaches. Human
movement is subject to the physics laws. Hence, a natural approach is to apply physics
laws to motion editing as a useful source of constraints for the character to respond
dynamically to objects in the environment or to touching the floor (S. Jain et al.,
2009). Real-time physics-based animation system can be used to simulate the balance
of standing characters as well as to respond to external perturbations or forces (Mac-
chietto et al., 2009). Laszlo et al. (Laszlo et al., 2005) presented a physics-based
character control technique called predictive feedback based on spatial-temporal distri-
bution. The system offers user control based on mouse movement of a limited number
of joints that combined with physics simulation generates full-body motion. Physics-
based animation is a common approach for character locomotion. A physically-correct
motion can be generated by combining a dynamic simulation with the manipulation of
joint torques based on walking notion trajectories (Oshita, 2004). Physically simulated
motion can present plausible animation controlled with user input, but physics-based
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controllers must be designed specifically for each type of action and presents constraints
to achieve different types of action and styles of animation. Physics-based is suitable
for any skeleton model and provides interesting ways to deal with physics-based tasks
such as balancing or locomotion, but its difficult to create controllers for interactive
manipulation to generate complex behaviors.

A useful approach to achieve the most controlled motion before motion editing is to
record in different sections layers of the body. Animation layer technique allows to add
keyframes on top of existing animation in an interactive and non-destructive manner.
It allows to break the motion into primary and secondary animation before the motion
editing and facilitates the editor task.



Chapter 3

Digital Puppetry Fundamentals

In the computer age, the production of animation is still rather complex and time-
consuming. Digital animation is based on sophisticated interfaces and methods, as
well as expensive machines that require expert animators. However, recent technolog-
ical developments pushed by the entertainment industry, brought accessible interfaces
that can be used as digital puppetry tools. Game controllers can be used as intuitive
animation interfaces, for tracking the body of the player and drive virtual creatures.
This new paradigm allows non-expert animators to create animation instantaneously
leading to the emergence of the “animateer”. This chapter starts by explaining termi-
nologies and concepts, followed by a survey on its evolution, identifying its potential
application domains. At the end of this chapter it is made a critical analyzes on inter-
action methods and frameworks, presenting the related work, and the state of the art
in this field.

3.1 Fundamentals

In order to understand the fundamental aspects that rules digital puppetry, it is im-
portant to discuss its concepts, in particular those aspects that distinguish the digital
puppetry from traditional puppetry, as well as from the animated film. For instance,
does the manipulation distance between the puppeteer, and the puppet, influences the
expression of the animated character, or its perception by the audience. On the other
hand, the study on digital puppetry evolution, allows to predict the future trends on
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this domain.

3.1.1 Digital Puppetry Concepts

“What reaches people? What power do live puppets have that video can’t mimic or
counter?” (Bell, 2001, p.1)

The remarkable advances in human computer interfaces contributed to the develop-
ment of computer animation and paved the ground to new production approaches.
Novel interaction technologies made possible the introduction of puppetry-like manip-
ulation methods in the production of animation. A combination between the most
recent technological achievements with old manipulation methods inspired by the an-
cient traditions. The result animation can reveal the motion roots and bring the feeling
of puppetry on the audience. On the other hand, these technologies provide the oppor-
tunity to explore new kinds of puppets or animated forms, or recreate old style puppets.
This recreation can be seen as a loop between something that is almost forgotten, but it
is brought to life by a new media. This interplay can contribute to re-invent puppetry,
presenting it as a new artistic form. Although puppetry and animation differ in lan-
guage, they both seek to create an illusionary effect in the audience, as Lev Manovich
points out “new media ‘reality engines’ share with traditional illusionistic techniques”
(Manovich, 2001, p.183). This effect can be related to the spectator perception about
the animation phenomena, how we get fooled by its illusionary manipulation, by its
magic.

Recent developments in home-entertainment brought an entire new set of “toys” or
tools that can be used in digital puppetry. Similar to the post-trick-film effect or trick-
puppetry, we now seek creative applications and controllers for digital puppetry to use
this media, as an environment for story-tellers or artistic performances. Thus, it is
important to present new flexible work-flows that allow more freedom to create.

Digital puppetry, Motion Capture, Data-driven Animation, Performance

Animation

The concept of digital puppetry is often confused with motion capture, and although
they are related, the two terms are typically used interchangeably. In this way, it is
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important to clarify both terminologies. The term ‘motion’, can be interpreted with
different meanings wherever in a scientific or artistic perspective. In England, during
the 16th and 17th centuries (Francis, 2011), the term “motion” was used to iden-
tify the puppet show. If motion is understood as the movement of an object, then, we
should take in consideration two fundamental aspects: the quality, and the quantitative
of the movement. The quantitative aspects refers to the description of measurement
concerning the kinetics and kinematics through temporal signals (from the science of
mechanics). On the other hand, the quality aspects refer to the terminology used to
identify its property, such as “gentle motion”, which describes a spatiotemporal phe-
nomena. The result of a movement is an action, which can be described at a symbolic
level through language-based, or event-based representations such as “jump”. Luciani
et al. (Luciani et al., 2006) prefers to employ the term “gestures” as input signal
motions or performance-based signals originated from abstracted sources (whatever
produced by human beings or other objects). Thus, motion and performance are re-
lated, and the first is the result of the second. Luciani argues that when motion is used
as an input control interface, the most suitable term describing the input of abstract
sources should be “action”, or “gesture” when referring the human performer motion.
Thus, the term “gestures”, can be employed to describe all the human motion that
is used as input signals for controlling something. DeGraf and Yilmaz, pioneers in
digital puppetry, recognize that motion capture “combines the qualities of puppetry,
live action, stop motion animation, game intelligence and other forms into an entirely
new medium” (deGra & Yilmaz, 1999, p.1). They also consider the term “motion
capture” depreciative because it empathizes the technical procedure of capturing data.
Instead, they prefer to employ the term “performance animation” focusing in the cre-
ative process that is inherited from using this medium. While motion capture refers to
a specific technology for translating the physical movement of a performer into usable
digital data, performance animation, refers to the process of animating an object in
real-time by a performer, independently from the employed technology. The concept of
“performance animation” can also be controversial when animation is understood in its
conservative meaning, as a process of creating intangible movement (not in real-time)
as described in the section 2.1.4. While performance can refer to the performing of
a play through time, it is ephemeral, presently happening. However, if we consider
animation in its broader meaning, such as “anymation” (Section 2.2.1), then these two
concepts can complement each other, describing animation produced in real-time based
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on the performance of a human subject. What about digital puppetry? Although we
can consider digital puppetry a form of performance animation which can employ mo-
tion capture technology, there are other ways to produce performance animation that
does not involve directly digital puppetry methods, such as capturing the motion of an
animal and translate it to its virtual representation. This, can refer to a more generic
concept that focus on motion tracking per se, and be described as data-driven anima-
tion. The digital puppetry aspects of performance animation can be found in the roots
of traditional puppetry where puppeteers give voice and movement to their characters.
The term digital puppetry, which is also known as virtual puppetry (Sanna & Lam-
berti, 2014) or computer puppetry (D. Sturman, 1998a; Shin et al., 2001), is generally
understood as a method to manipulate computer figures for real-time animation, but
this description might not be enough. I would suggest a criteria that could be used
for distinguishing digital puppetry from other methods based on the distance between
puppet, puppeteer and audience.

Performer’s Engagement (real-time and instant feedback)

Real-time is a key aspect in performance animation. It emphasizes the continuous
creation of movement in a spontaneous, and natural way. This is the opposite to the
sequential generation of movement, which is based on a step by step process, recorded
on a timeline. This, allows the removal of unwanted steps, but requires the capacity
of time abstraction. On the other hand, performance animation with instant feedback
provides interactivity, and can also be referred as interactive animation. The real-time
visualization of the actor’s motion mapped onto a digital puppet, allows the engagement
between the performer’s actions, and the characters behavior. However, performance
animation can be produced without interactivity, when the performer is not aware
of this mapping while performing. This is the case when there is no instant feedback
available, or when the motion is being captured without the subject knowledge. In both
cases, the subject is not engaged with the puppet, his not aware of his manipulation over
the object. They are disconnected, and thus we cannot consider it digital puppetry.
To provide spontaneous interaction, and allow the driver to dialog with the driven
object, the system must offer a great level of control, with a considerable amount of
input degrees of freedom. The level of freedom determines the level of control over
the target. The level of engagement is proportional to the level of control, and results
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in the feeling of directness that the player have when driving a puppet. Today, video
games provide a growing and exhaustive set of pre-recorded behaviors to respond to the
multiple inputs of the player, and they are now comparable to the natural interaction,
similar to the dialog between puppet and puppeteer. Even though, a limited degree
of freedom system may be sufficient to engage a dialog and be considered a form of
digital puppetry, in a similar way as a jump jack can be included in puppetry if it is
brought to life by the puppeteer in a dramatic context.

Puppet-puppeteer Relationship (endowing life and movement)

Real-time manipulation can be employed in diverse domains, such as: to manipulate
a robotic arm with a data-glove for industrial use (H. Hu et al., 2005); to navigate
in google earth with mid-air gestures (Kamel Boulos et al., 2011); to drive a space
vehicle remotely (Kaplin, 2001). Can we consider these manipulations a kind of digital
puppetry? One of the fundamental aspects that were discussed in previous sections,
that unite animation and puppetry is that both share the concept of endowing life, and
movement to an inanimate object. Digital puppetry being part of both, should inherit
this concept focusing on the relationship between the puppeteer and the puppet. It
should provide a similar or greater engagement as in the traditional puppetry, and
act as a transducer that transforms movement into life signals, rather than a generic
functional relationship. For a generic functional use the term interactive animation can
be employed and refer any type of animation produced in real-time interactively. In a
similar manner we can say that a musical instrument that share some characteristics
with a marionette controller cannot be considered a puppet, unless it is brought to
stage with that purpose, as a performing object.

Digital Puppetry Definition

Based on these criteria it is possible to present a definition for digital puppetry as:
The act of endowing life and movement to a digitally performing object manipulated in
real-time by a performer, engaged with its double by the instant feedback and through
“virtual strings” that map him to his character (the input signals to the driving objects
behavior). The term “virtual strings” is used as a metaphor for the strings of a mari-
onette, and the way they connect the puppeteer to the puppet, as the umbilical cord
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that transmits the vital energy, it represents the process of capturing, transforming
and classifying the input signals, mapping them to the performing objects behavior. It
is now possible to distinguish digital puppetry from motion capture and from perfor-
mance animation, while the later refers to any type of animation based on the real-time
performance of a living subject such as a human actor. Motion capture defines a set
of technologies, that are employed to translate motion from the physical environment
into a data-set. Finally, digital puppetry focus on the manipulation of a performing
object employing any input device or system that provides the means of expression for
a dramatic performance animation. Thus, digital puppetry combines the illusionary
visual environment of animation, with the potential of the manipulation methods of
puppetry through interactivity (HCI).

Virtual Puppet, Avatar, Agent, Digital Character.

The term “virtual” is widely used, embracing distinct meanings whatever the context
is employed. Marc Boucher presents an interesting vision about the term “virtual”
applied to dance, relating it to the space-time dimension. He considers that the term
“virtual” applied to the dance domain, should be used just to refer web dances, telem-
atic dances, or projected recorded dancing figures: “[t]he term ‘virtual’ can be used
casually to refer to anything that appears on a screen or, with greater insight, such
as when understood in its relation to the term ‘actual.’ Motion-capture virtualizes
dance; physical modeling and character animation actualize it. We can only perceive
actualized instances of virtual dance.” (Boucher, 2011, P.9). The virtualization of
dance refers to a time or space offset. On the other hand, multiple terms are employed
to describe computer animated figures. The term “avatar” is commonly used in the
context of virtual reality, to refer a virtual representation of the player. Digital char-
acter is employed in the context of computer animation to refer to a character. On the
other hand, an agent uses its artificial intelligence to assist the user and can describe
a computer program or interface that works on behalf of the user for specific tasks
(Maes, 1994). Agents can also be used as autonomous characters to invite the user
to a dialog (Laurel & Mountford, 1990; Malcangi & Tintis, 2004), or as intelligent
synthetic characters that act on a virtual stage for collaborative make-believe for chil-
dren (Machado et al., 2000). Intelligent virtual actors can also be employed to perform
certain roles in films (D. Thalmann & Noser, 1999). Kleiser-Walczak was specialized
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in developing and animating virtual actors or the so-called “Synthespians”. According
to Barbara Creed (Creed, 2000) “Synthespians” are actors without an “Unconscious”.
They are virtual actors made to play a part in a film without being perceived as a
special effect. The “synthespian” should not draw the attention to itself. Its syn-
thetic origins can affect the way spectators respond to the synthespian appearance,
increasing the challenge to create a convincing and believable character. Another term
with a similar meaning is “VActor”, introduced by Simgraphics to describe a computer-
graphics object or character controlled in real-time by an actor (Segura, 1995). On
the other hand, the Non Player Character (NPC) that lives inside the computer games
is autonomous. It is programmed with artificial intelligence and loaded with presets of
behaviors, that make it feel alive. On the contrary, the digital, or virtual puppet refers
to a non-autonomous driven character, that depends on the puppeteer to be animated.
The concept of the virtual puppet related to puppetry was brought by Stephen Kaplin
(Kaplin, 1995). He and Steve Tillis (Tillis, 1999) considered that a virtual puppet can
be used as a medium for theatrical representations. Although it does not present the
same materiality as the physical puppet, it provides “open” movements for improvisa-
tion, and are not constrained as other autonomous or mechanical characters such as
automata. The virtual puppet can combine the best of the two worlds, extending these
“open” movement possibilities with programmed behaviors, keyframes animation, and
artificial intelligence. These features can be added to enhance its movement and ex-
pressivity including secondary animation, and contribute to increase the “life” signals.
As in traditional puppetry, the virtual puppet relies on the puppeteer skills, but the
digital interface can provide an accessible environment for non expert puppeteers to
explore this media in story telling.

Animappet, Vupuppet, iPuppet

Typically to distinguish virtual puppet from a physics based puppet a prefix is added.
The term “iPuppet” refers the notion of intangibility, as well as to the notion of in-
teractive puppet. On the other hand, the juxtaposition of term “virtual” with the
term “puppet” can be translated to “vuppet”. It presents a direct connotation with the
virtual condition of its existence. The similarity with the term “muppet” provides a
familiar notion. Furthermore, the term “vuppet” can be used in conjunction with the
manipulation method, for instance a hand vuppet. Adopting this terminology, one can
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also refer the operator as “vuppeteer”, and translate digital puppetry to “vuppetry”or
virtual puppeteering with vuppeteering. On the other hand, the term “animateer”,
refers to the fusion between an animator and a puppeteer. Thus, an animated puppet
would be an “animappet”, while the art of animated puppetry would be “animatry”.
While the term “vuppet” is close related to the virtual existence of the puppet, the
term “animappet”, refers to the puppet through its “animated” characteristics. As if
it as “anima”, or soul, which define its “living” condition, metaphorical speaking. The
terms animappet and animateer will be used to refer to animated puppets and digital
puppeteers for animation.

Outputs for Digital Puppetry

The result animation produced with digital puppetry can be seen through a wide range
of displays such as television monitors, volumetric displays (Weng, 2005), headset
displays, projection screens, or holograms. The numerous inputs and outputs of digital
puppetry afford a wide range of options allowing the designer to choose the appropriate
setup for a given context. The digital puppetry setup should accommodate the different
requirements for the animateer, for the audience, or for the interactor. Each, may
require different perspectives and interfaces. For instance, the digital puppeteer needs
to have a visual contact with the puppet, as well as with the audience. This two view
planes are determinant for how the puppeteer performs and how the audience perceives
the virtual character.

Digital Puppetry Design Aspects

The character design defines the puppet’s appearance, and the mechanical design de-
fines the puppet’s behavior, which is often task-oriented determining the way the pup-
pet is built and operated. For instance, a puppet that plays the piano may not require
motion at the legs, thus, the designer can focus on the movement of the hands by
creating a specific articulated rig to allow expressive motion. The way the puppeteer
operates the puppet to achieve a specific task, is a fundamental aspect that must be
taken in account when designing the control, which is used as the input device. Each
interaction modality provides distinct degrees of freedom, that must be mapped to the
puppet’s rig, this correspondence between the input device and the puppets structure
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generates different levels of directness to the puppeteer. Finally, the puppet’s behavior,
which results from the puppeteer operation and its appearance, determines the way
the character is perceived by the audience.

Figure 3.1: Four step workflow for digital puppetry contemplating the combination
with procedural and keyframe animation.

Digital puppetry framework can be divided into four major steps (Figure 3.1):

1. The input: Describe the input methods, as well as the input devices, and how the
animation is produced, which may combine interactive, procedural, and keyframe
animation;

2. Mapping: Establishes the relation between the input gestures and the puppet’s
behavior;

3. Rig: Defines the way the puppet is moved, describing it’s supporting structure
providing rigid motion of articulated parts, or deformations of shapes;

4. Character: Describes the puppet’s behavior and looking, which can be resemble
to a 2D silhouette human-like shadow figure with a rigid articulated behavior, or
an anthropomorphic 3D stuffed character moved through shape deformations.

The wide variety of input devices, mapping methods, rigging structures, and character
styles, is what makes puppetry unique. A puppet can be made with paper or wood, can
be manipulated through shape deformation or rigid articulations. Typically, the way
tangible puppets are built, reflect the diverse places were puppeteers find the construc-
tion materials, from a haberdashery to a hardware store. This diversity should also
characterize digital puppetry. A digital framework should provide this diversity and
flexibility, taking advantage of the multitude of tools, animation methods, modeling and
rigging techniques. These distinct aspects are determinant to the relationship between
the puppeteer and the puppet as well as the relationship with the audience.
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3.1.2 Evolution of Digital Puppetry

Computer Analog Puppetry

In the early 1960’s, the electronic engineer Lee Harrison III had a dream of creating
animated figures. He conceived an animation machine called “The Bone Generator”.
It was a proof of concept machine made with vacuum tubes. Later, this prototype
was renamed to ANIMAC (Hybrid graphic animation computer). Like an analog syn-
thesizer, this machine had a color-coded patch panel for programming. He conducted
experiments animating a graphical stick figure in real-time using knobs and joysticks,
a procedure they called keyframe programming (Figure 3.2). The figure was electron-
ically generated and controlled by a vector deflection of an electron beam displayed in
a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). The “cathode ray marionette” was a collection of lines
that were independently moved and positioned; the stick figure was composed of bones,
joints, wrinkles, eyes and lips. All of these componentes were drawn in a sequence. It
was manipulated in three dimensions, converting the input control signals into a three-
dimensional rotation matrix. The control signals derived from vertical, and horizontal
sweep generators, with size and position voltages run through rotation matrices formed
by adders, multipliers and cosine/sine generators. Later, he developed the first motion
capture system based on a ‘data suit’, an armature made with Tinker Toys, and po-
tentiometers placed at the actor’s joints. A human performer wearing this armature
was able to animate a character in real-time (Harison et al., 1992). Harrison can be
considered the forerunner of digital puppetry by its relevant achievements.

Figure 3.2: Photomontage featuring a dancer with body-mounted sensors controlling
real-time animation on the ANIMAC in 1962, (D. Sturman, 1998a).

ANIMAC was converted into a transistorized version, and transformed into a graphical
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workstation that was commercialized under the name SCANIMATE. This new version,
was targeted to the motion graphics production, for generating 2D animation. It
was aimed for television production, allowing interactive control, playback, recording,
and to overlay graphic elements. Later, his company developed CAESER, “Computer
Animated Events with Single Axis Rotation”, a system for moving cartoon character’s
limbs.

Digital Puppetry Era - Mike the Talking Head

One of the most significant examples of digital puppetry in the 1980’s was “Mike the
Talking Head” (B. Robertson, 1988). It was a demonstration of live computer charac-
ter animation, developed to show the real-time render capabilities of the new Sillicon
Graphics 4D model workstation (Elson et al., 1994). “Mike” was live performed at
the SIGGRAPH in 1988 by a single puppeteer. A custom built controller with propri-
etary software was developed at deGraf/Wahrman for manipulating and interpolating
phoneme positions. Brad deGraf had already experience using control devices when
they worked with Jim Henson electro-mechanical puppet interfaces at Digital Produc-
tions. These interfaces, allowed the puppeteer to manipulate the facial expressions of
the CGI character, that was interpolated in real-time making it possible to interact
with the audience (Figure 3.3). The Mike’s system was designed with the ability to
receive different input sources, such as a data glove for hand manipulation, or speech
recognition for voice manipulation. Michael Wahrman believed that this could become
a cost-effective method for producing animation, increasing the commercial potential
of character animation (B. Robertson, 1997). This project presented a novel approach
for character animation, similar to how puppeteers work with puppets; this electrome-
chanical puppeteering interface provided real-time character manipulation with instant
feedback, an important foundation for the future of digital puppetry.

Digital Creative Puppetry

Motion capture is typically used in production, to drive human characters in a realistic
way, replicating the original movement as close as possible. In other hand, when using
human motion to produce cartoon characters, the general goal is to obtain the most
expressive and stylized animation, while retaining the natural movement from the ac-
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Figure 3.3: 1) Mike The Talkin Head (B. Robertson, 1988); 2) Jim Henson operating a
Waldo (B. J. Jones, 2013); 3) A waldo telemetric device (Waldo (remote manipulator),
n.d.); 4) Waldo C. Graphics character from Jim Henson Hour (Genung, 2011).

tor. Jim Henson, the Muppet creator, made important contributions developing, and
introducing digital puppetry techniques into the production framework (B. J. Jones,
2013). He was an inventor and a pioneer, always exploring novel puppetry and ani-
mation methods to be used in film and television productions. Henson, found in the
technological advancements a way to go beyond the limits, and a way to express his
creative vision. He looked for embodied interfaces that allowed him to achieve expres-
sive puppet control. He was one of the pioneers, that explored the creative possibilities
in the earliest computer animation systems, such as using the SCANIMATE to bring
graphical animation into the Sesame Street. In the 1970’s, Henson workshop was
founded in New York City to create characters for Sesame Street and the Muppets.
Later, Jim Henson created the Creature Shop® in London to develop mechanisms for
his first feature fantasy film called The Dark Crystal (1983). This film establishes new
standards in puppet film artistry (Currell, 1987). Henson, challenged his teams to
develop advanced technological methods for achieving the most believable expressions
in their puppets. His conviction was that, there is always a natural predisposition in
the audience to suspend disbelief, and accept the experience as real. To increase this
predisposition, any visible external control interfaces connected to the puppet should
be removed or hidden. Henson, searched ways to make these controls invisible by in-
creasing the physical distance between the puppeteer and the puppet. In the 1980’s,
the Jim Henson Productions started exploring the potential of the radio technology
for controlling puppets remotely. These wireless telemetric puppets were called anima-
tronics. They were built to expand the manipulation possibilities, and to extend the
character autonomy, presenting full-body animated creatures without rods or strings.
Animatronic puppets are physical animated figures that make use of electric linear
actuators, hydraulic or air cylinders, or servos, which are controlled by electromechan-
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ical, or other electric, or electronic devices. Animatronics were used in the film The
Muppet Movie (1979), to allow puppeteers to manipulate puppets remotely out of the
camera frame. The artistic skills in making puppets from the New York Workshop,
combined with the innovative spirit from the London Creature Shop, came together to
develop the Fraggle Rock (1983), which was a puppetry television series. They have
developed a wireless animatronic puppet control system, free from cable controls for
manipulating the “Doozers” and the “Gorgs” characters. The “Doozers”, were small
size animatronic humanoids remotely controlled by a single puppeteer. The “Gorgs”,
were big size puppets performed by two puppeteers: one inside the Gorg costume, and
the other outside, and off-camera, manipulating the character’s mouth and eyes by a
remote control device.

The Waldo Device

These remote devices, were electro-mechanical kind of gloves, resembled to a high-tech
oven mitt. They were a custom-made motion capture rig devices, typically known as
Waldoes (Figure 3.3). The term “Waldo” comes from the Robert Heinlein’s (Hein-
lein, 1986) short scientific fiction story, originally published in Astounding Magazine in
1942. A story about a disabled scientist named Waldo, that builds a glove as a remote
manipulator to control mechanical devices amplifying his strength and overcoming his
physical limitation. Waldo, was typically used to describe puppet and animatronic
master-slave manipulators or control devices. The manipulation of the “Fraggles” re-
quired a great amount of dexterity, which puppeteers are experts. The human hand
provides great dexterous for direct puppet manipulation, and that is why Waldo was
made similar to the Muppets glove, taking advantage of the puppeteer’s skills. “Wal-
does” were used in Henson productions when there was the need to hide any visible
connection with the puppeteer, or when the puppets were too big or too small to be
controllable, using the hand of the puppeteer with standard rods or strings. These and
other telemetric devices were used extensible for controlling the animatronics in the
film Labyrinth (1986).

In mid–1980’s Jim Henson was studying the possibilities to build a virtual puppet,
a computer-generated figure that could interact with live actors and puppets. He
was trying to create digitally animated puppets performed in real-time by puppeteers,
employing “Waldoes” to control the characters movement and expressions. It was a
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natural evolution for the animatronics. He had to wait until the development of new
computer graphics technology to be able to produce his first digital puppet. The
release of the Silicon Graphics 4D workstation in 1988, and the collaboration with the
Pacific Data Images (PDI) were the right combination to make this possible. PDI was
one of the oldest computer animation studios from California. They were exploring
different tracking technologies for building custom made device, since the beginning of
the 1980’s. To provide 8 DOF degrees of freedom for generating the puppet’s movement,
PDI configured a system based on a wired Waldo device, which was attached to a
mechanical arm, and to a computer. To generate the character’s eye blinks they used a
control box with buttons. The digital character, was a sort of a flying bird namedWaldo
C. Graphic. The character was designed by Kirk Thatcher, inspired by a 1987 short
animated movie the “Balloon Guy” (Figure 3.3). This virtual puppet, was developed for
the “Jim Henson Hour” television show. One important requirement, was to provide live
feedback for interacting with the physical puppets. Steve Whitmire was the puppeteer,
who performed with a Waldo device seamless as the traditional Muppet style. The
puppeteers when performing with traditional Muppets wear the puppet in one hand,
operate the rods with the other hand, and have there eyes on a monitor to track
the puppet in the camera frame. The Waldo technique was similar to the traditional
manipulation, with the advantage that the puppeteer was always off the camera frame.
The computer-generated low-resolution image of Waldo C. Graphic was overlaid on top
of the video. This allowed visual feedback for the puppeteers to follow the motion of
the character in real-time and perform together with the virtual Waldo. The animateer
was able to change Waldo’s position, shape, size, and color on command. The motion
data from each live on tape recording session would be sent to PDI studios for removing
the motion noise, for adding secondary animation and rendering a high-resolution of
Waldo C. Graphic. After many broadcasted episodes, Jim Henson Hour was canceled
because it did not convince the audience, it was a complex variety show without a
strong concept, and Henson was using technology as a replacement for the creative
work. In 1991, Waldo C. Graphic returned to the screens with the help of PDI for the
MuppetVision 3D movie. Although, not compared with the greatest Henson puppets
such as Kermit the Frog, Waldo C. Graphics was an important contribution to digital
puppetry. The balance between the technological, and creative work is the key for a
successful performance animation. The collaboration between PDI, and the Henson
Company, was an effort to bring the best of these two worlds.
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Exoskeleton Waldoes

After Jim Henson Hour show experience, PDI started working with Rick Lazzarini,
which was the founder of a Californian-based creature effects company The Character
Shop (TCS). They developed an “exoskeleton” (Bunish, 1989). A mechanical device
for the upper-body, that allowed capturing the actor’s motion of the upper torso,
head, and arms. This exoskeleton included optical potentiometers for measuring joint
rotations. It was made from plastic, to reduce the metal interference problems with
Polhemus sensors, and to be lightweight for the puppeteer to carry. They started
using analog potentiometers, but soon upgraded them to digital, to reduce the noise
interference. This system presented more degrees of freedom, than the previous versions
of Waldoes. Sensors and potentiometers provided 3 DOFs for measuring: 1) the head
and shoulder rotation; 2) body twist, tilt, and bend; 3) elbow, and wrist, twist, and
bend. This device was used in the first movie picture that successfully employed motion
capture technology to create an animated digital character - “Toys” (1992) (Menache,
2011). Later, Lazzarini developed a facial Waldo, a close-fitting head covering rig with
sensors to read the movement of the chin, mouth and eyebrows of the puppeteer. This
interface allowed the puppeteer to drive the facial expressions, and transmit emotions
to the animatronic’s character. The facial Waldo was employed to animate a creature in
Ghostbusters II (Bunish, 1989). TCS describes Waldo in their Website (The WALDO ,
n.d.) as an “ergonomic-gonio-kineti-telemetric” input device used for controlling virtual
puppets and animatronics. Waldo’s rig is built with an ergonomic design to fit the
hand, face or body of the puppeteer. The terms “gonio-” and “kineti-metric” specifies
the motion capture technique based on sensors used to measure angle, and position
of the limbs, and joints. The term “telemetric”, is employed to describe the wireless
radio capabilities allowing the motion capture data to be sent to remote hosts. TCS
registered Waldo as a trademark, and developed a segment of commercial products
based on different manipulation methods, such as: Leg Waldo; Arm Waldo; Hand
puppet Waldo; Facial Waldo. They kept developing and designing Waldoes at client
request, presenting a wide range of custom-made devices. Their Waldoes, are made
to respond to specific purposes, presenting several material options, and a range of
degrees of freedom. These Waldoes are equipped with sensors for each specific reading,
such as, rotary and linear potentiometers or encoders, angular and optical sensors or
Polhemus trackers. The term “Waldo” is now restricted to The Character Shop and
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their commercial products.

Regular Digital Puppetry Production

During this initial period, two major problems prevented performance animation to
become viable for production: 1) the limited techniques to manipulate the expressive
features of the character; 2) the reduced automation levels that determines the time
and quantity of usable animation. In the early 1990’s, a French computer graphics
production company contributed with innovative approaches to make performance an-
imation a viable production solution. This company was Videosystem. Under the
leadership of Alain Guiot, Videosystem had the challenge to bring to life a real-time
animated character named Mat Le Fantôme. This character was developed for live
interaction with the presenter of a children television program Canaille Peluche, which
was broadcasted by the cable TV Canal Plus (Segura, 1995). To find a solution to
this challenge Alain Guiot hired Geoff Levner, a software developer from Sogitec. Lev-
ner, started by exploring the potential of the Macintosh visual programming language
“Body Electric” from VPL (Kunii, 2013), designed for virtual reality environments, and
capable of managing device controllers. Soon, Levner realized, that a new software was
needed for their specific requirements, and developed a custom software with the name
“PORC”. The PORC (Puppets Orchestrated in Real-time by Computer) (D. Sturman
& Zeltzer, 1994) was written for SGI workstations, and was later renamed to CLOVIS,
as a real-time computer animation system. This system was employed to animate Mat,
which was a small green 3D computer graphics ghost character, performed in real-time
by puppeteers, and mixed with live video using Chroma-key (Bourgoin, 1994). To
perform with the digital puppet in real-time, they employed a computer puppetry ap-
proach, using multiple control devices, such as: electromagnetic sensors; data gloves;
joysticks; MIDI pedals. Similar to the bunraku theatre, Mat was manipulated by the
art of three puppeteers. To support their actions, a sophisticated multimodal interac-
tion model was designed based on three main motion segments:

• Global body movement;

• Head movement, and facial expressions;

• Hand, and finger movement;
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Each movement was associated to one puppeteer with a set of controllers.

Figure 3.4: (Left) Interaction design diagram to handle the global body movement
of Mat ; (Middle) Interaction schematics for head movement, and facial expressions
combining different devices; (Right) Hand, and finger movement interaction design.
Courtesy of Geoff Levner.

Moving Mat’s body in the virtual space was somehow resembled to the direct manip-
ulation of traditional puppets. The first puppeteer, would grab a small physical Lego
puppet, and move it above a reference table in all directions (Figure 3.4 Left). The
puppet, had an electro-magnetic sensor for capturing, and transmitting its position,
and orientation to a computer. For manipulation guidance, spatial references were
introduced in the table. They were used to identify the studio cameras, and the televi-
sion limits, helping the puppeteer to know the precise place, where to enter, and leave
the camera frame. The puppeteer behind the television studio cameras, could follow
the eyes of the presenter, and move the physical reference of the puppet, to the most
convenient position. To enhance the presence of the virtual character in the set, it was
fundamental to establish the eye contact with the presenter.

When they conceptualized the interaction, the head motion, and facial expressions
were manipulated by one animateer with two MIDI pedals, a joystick, and a VPL
data glove. Their intention, was to have to have a second animateer to manipulate
Mat’s mouth, and provide the lip synchronization, as well as to drive the orientation
of the head, through a data glove with a Polhemus electromagnetic sensor. There
were significant differences between the initial design, and the working version of the
system, mainly because technology constraints, that limited their intentions. In their
first interaction design approach, one animateer was assigned to drive eye orientation
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with a joystick, and operate the facial expressions through two-foot MIDI pedals as
seen in (Figure 3.4 Middle). However, in the final version, one pedal was used to trigger
a specific facial expression, and the other, was used to change Mat’s color, as well as
to trigger a full body expression. In a similar manner, Mat was designed to replicate
the animateer hand gestures captured by a data-glove (Figure 3.4 Right). However,
in the final version, the digital puppet had no hands, fingers or moving eye pupils.
Alternatively, a third puppeteer was assigned for the manipulation of the shape of the
puppet’s body with a joystick increasing the character’s expression.

A Macintosh computer was employed to orchestrate the control devices, and sensors,
leaving all the expensive processor work, required for the real-time 3d animation, to
a SGI graphical Workstation. Mat was on the air over almost four years since 1991,
included in the daily Canaille Peluche show. The production was optimized to a
level, that would require just half-day of performance to generate the five minutes
equivalent to an entire week of program (B. Robertson, 1992). In 1991, Videosystem
started the pre-production of Starwatcher, that could have been the first full computer
animated feature film, and the first employing digital puppetry methods. It was an
adaptation of the comic book by Moebius, and it was planned to take two years of
production. During the pre-production, Videosystem explored advanced methods and
technologies to overcome the challenge of making a feature animated film in a short
amount of time. They explored motion capture technologies, as a method to quickly
animate the body of the virtual characters. They employed the optical ELITE system,
with two cameras to track retro reflective markers placed in the actor’s body. The
motion of the markers in space, would then be transferred to the character’s skeleton.
The main innovation of this system, was the shape recognition hardware, allowing to
capture the position, as well as the size of the markers, by using a laser beam instead
of brightness. The facial expressions of the characters were done using data-gloves.
One year after the beginning of the production, the mentor of the project Alain Guiot
passed away, and the film production ceased. Videosystem, was then bought by Canal
Plus, and renamed to Medialab. Over the fowling years, they disseminated real-time
animation as an affordable solution for production, developing their own hardware
technology, and distributing CLOVIS as a virtual reality and simulation product. In
1993, Medialab presented Chipie & Clyde, a 6-minute computer animated series of a 26
episodes using performance animation. Later, in 1997 in coproduction with Toronto’s
Nelvana they developed the Donkey Kong Country, a 26 cartoon episode series, based
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on the Nintendo video game, mixing real-time with keyframe animation. Most of the
Donkey Kong animation was made using performance animation leaving just around
30% for the keyframe animation (H. Lee, 1998). One performer, wearing a motion
capture bodysuit generated the body movement of the puppet, and second puppeteer,
wearing a data-glove manipulated the facial expressions of the virtual character. To
produce Donkey Kong, Medialab, made use of pre-recorded animations generated with
the keyframe method, as an essential strategy to overcome motion capture limitations.
Pre-recorded animations were used in combination with motion capture to expand the
spatial movement (movement in virtual space). For instance, long distance walk-cycles
were produced by combining keyframe animation, applied to the waist down, with
performance animation applied to the upper body.

Medialab developed a framework for performance animation production, with seamless
integration with live-action based on four typical stages: design, pre-production, ani-
mation, and post-production. They expanded their production offices to Los Angeles
and Tokyo and made partnerships to develop and apply novel performance animation
methods and computer graphics technologies, such as studio camera motion tracking
for virtual sets, the Blue Lip-synching, or the 3D/2D rendering technique (Deneroff,
1997). The Blue Lip-syncing was a facial animation technology developed with Gany-
media for automatic lip-sync. By applying voice recognition techniques to the sound
of the actor’s voice, and combining it with the tracking data derived from capturing
the image of the actor’s lips painted with blue, they were able to generate in real-time
automatic lip-sync inside the Clovis system mapping it onto the lips of virtual char-
acters. This technique was employed mostly with realistic characters. Their 2D style
rendering technique was developed with the collaboration of Softimage, and integrated
in Clovis to produce a 2D Cel animation style, using the Softimage’s Toon Shader in
post-rendered.

According to Fritz Garrison (Garrison, 2004), Medialab made performance animation
viable with motion capture by reducing the animation costs to $500 a minute. Me-
dialab obtained in 2000 a patent of a data-suit for real-time computer animation and
virtual reality applications to be used with motion capture systems (Tardif & Haddad,
2000). After 2001 Medialab became K-racter, and in the first decade of 2000 they have
produced many digital puppets and many hours of performance animation.
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Performance Animation Systems

The advantages of digital puppetry for production motivated the development of mul-
tiple performance animation systems.

Figure 3.5: 1) Silver Suzy on a surfboard; 2) Dr. Scratch singing; 3) Top Cat inter-
viewing Joe Barbera; 4) Actor with facial Waldo for driving MIRT at the 1992 Summer
Consumer Electronics Show.

Silver Suzy (Mr. Film & SimGraphics): Performance Cartoons were presented
by Chris Walker from Mr. Film, and Steve Tice from SimGraphics at the first SIG-
GRAPH interactive exhibit venue called Tomorrow’s Reality Gallery (Walker, 1991).
A performance-based system to animate a full-body character called Silver Suzy (Gar-
rison, 2004) on top of a surfboard (Figure 3.5). To control Suzy, the users had to
manipulate the SimGraphics state-of-the-art controller device - the 3D mouse. It was
known as the Flying Mouse (Mealing, 1998) and when lifted it provided 6 degrees of
freedom retrieved from the built-in Ascension motion sensor. The 3D mouse was used
to drive the surfboard, and when moved, the performance-based software generated a
full-body character animation. The body and limbs of Suzy were moved accordingly
to maintain the body balance above the surfboard, applying a procedural modification
to the kinematic motion from the sensor tilt, and velocity. The system was designed
to handle multiple input controllers. Performance Cartoons experiment, led to the
development of SimGraphics commercial Performance Animation System (PAS) (Se-
gura, 1993). In 1992 they developed a virtual puppet based on the popular video
game Super Mario character from Nintendo. MIRT (Mario in Real Time) was a flying
3D head, made to be live performed in trade shows. The interactive virtual puppet
was projected in a large screen in the Nintendo pavilion. The hidden actor that was
driving Mario, could watch the audience reaction calling their attention, through a
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camera feed. Virtual Mario, was a combination between, the state-of-the-art technolo-
gies, and the artistic performance. To prepare Mario for real-time animation, Rhythm
& Hues, a visual effects company, created a database with 15 graphic morph shapes
including mouth phonemes and a set of facial expressions such as neutral, sad, happy,
angry and surprised, that were interpolated and rendered in real-time, using a SGI
420 VGX Workstation. Mario was performed by Charles Martinet, an actor wearing a
facial Waldo for driving the head orientation and generate the facial expressions. He
was able to move the head in the virtual space, by operating a 3D mouse. The ac-
tor’s mouth phonemes, and facial movement were tracked by the sensors on the facial
Waldo. This tracking data is interpreted by the SimGraphics proprietary performance
animation system, and mapped to Mario’s corresponding face features. PAS was a
software tool kit for performance animation that supported a wide set of controller
devices, including data gloves, motion capture suits, and Waldoes. It also provided
networking capabilities for expansibility. The facial Waldo, was a custom-made helmet
rig, developed by The Character Shop with eight digital encoders connected to plastic
pads, attached with adhesive to the puppeteer’s face features, such as the eyebrows,
forehead, jaws, chin, or lips. The virtual character could mimic the performers facial
expression in real-time, but with a cost. This interface was considerable intrusive to
the actor, because of the helmet supporting structure, and the adhesives. Simgraphics
created a customer service for developing performing objects called the VActor Creator,
based on their software toolkit. They became specialized in performance animation for
live events, producing many VActors, that were manipulated with facial Waldoes, or
joysticks, and pedals. VActor animation system was commercialized, and was used to
animate “Ratz the Cat” in 1993, produced by Broadsword for the BBC children’s mag-
azine “Live and Kicking”. “Ratz” was a live performed character, that interacted with
the presenter in a similar manner as Mario. Accordingly to a report written by Tele-
virtual (Televirtual, 2002), which is a Broadsword division, the BBC stopped funding
the the project because it was too expensive. The VActor system, ran on expensive
high-end SGI workstations, and the operation was too complex and required advanced
performing skills. Seeking a cheaper solution, Televirtual joined the MIRAGE (Manip-
ulation of Images in Real-time for the creation of Artificially Generated Environments)
consortium, a group of small media and production companies that would contribute
to the future of broadcasting, and multimedia laying down the foundations for interna-
tional standards. Mirage was a 4-year European Union project beginning in 1995 with
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the objective of defining working practices, integrating production techniques, and de-
veloping virtual production tools and techniques at affordable costs (Girdwood, 1999).
One component of the project, was the creation and manipulation of virtual hosts for
live TV shows, using affordable technology. They developed a real-time performance
capture system running on PC’s. The system allowed multiple input devices and track
all parts of the performer’s body. It included: body capture devices, such as the Ascen-
sion Motionstar magnetic body suit; facial capture devices, such as Motion Analysis
headset; hand capture devices, such as the CyberGlove. To animate a full-body vir-
tual host, they used two synchronized computers connected through a network. One
to animate the head, and the other to animate the body. They also incorporated, a
speech-driven animation module to allow automatic lip-sync. This research, and ex-
plorative work brought important contributions for future developments in the digital
puppetry field.

Motion capture technology became accessible for the mid-end production industry.
Commercial software such as the Kaydara FiLMBOX became available, which was
capable of running with mid-range graphical workstations. Motion capture service
bureaus, were also a solution for producers with limited budgets.

Dr. Scratch (Mr. Film) After the success with Silver Suzy, Chris Walter from
Mr. Film contacted Ascension Technology Corporation, which was trying to penetrate
the production industry, with their tracking sensor technology. Ascension developed a
magnetic tracking system with DC technology called Flock of the Birds, and although
not designed for character animation they gave their very first model to Chris Walter.
Walter, developed a motion capture working setup wrapping all the connection cables
to allow the performer to move freely. He used this system to create Dr. Scratch, a
virtual skeleton hip-hop singer. It was one of the first to use full-body motion cap-
ture, even though combined with keyframe animation (Figure 3.5). With Dr. Scratch
experience, Walker advised Ascension to build a more compact and wireless system,
which would be more appropriate to be used in a production scenario. To respond
to this challenge, Ascension developed the MotionStar, a compact and flexible motion
capture system presented at SIGGRAPH 95, releasing a wireless version one year later.
With MotionStar sensors, Walker developed “Hilbur & Company”, a children’s show
co-produced with the Swedish production company TRASH, which was broadcasted
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by the Scandinavian television over three years. Hilbur, was a cyber-monkey charac-
ter, which was performed-animated and rendered in real-time using a SGI workstation
(Anisfield, 2004). After Hilbur, Mr. Film produced the Top Cat talk show, a vir-
tual host based on the Hanna-Barbera’s popular character. It was a co-production for
Hanna Barbera between Mr. Film, TRASH Television, and Craftsman Productions.
It was a live TV show, hosted by the virtual Top Cat, interviewing personalities in
a standard studio camera setup. A video feed with the composite image placed off
the camera frame, provided the feedback, that allowed the guest to interact with the
virtual character. For this project, Mr. Film made use of their proprietary software,
and trademarked motion-capture system presented at SIGGRAPH 95. Top Cat was
animated by the combination of the manipulation of a puppeteer operating a joystick,
and the body and facial motion from an actor (P. Parisi, 1995). Walter, extended this
full-body motion capture solution with data gloves, to grab all the performers motion.
This integrated solution was explored with Mr. Film virtual puppet called “Carmen”,
becoming a popular host on a Portuguese television show, called “Ligações Perigosas”
produced by Miragem. This complete control solution for capturing the face, hands
and body motion of the performer brought a new production paradigm for both actor
and director (Anisfield, 2004). Mr. Film became Modern Cartoons, and produced
many performance animations using the digital puppetry method such as Basil Bas-
set a performed animated character from the television show “Macaroni Tout Garni”,
and broadcasted by TeleQuebec, or “Jay-Jay the Jet plane”. Jay-Jay, was a popular
franchised animation series mixing optical with magnetic motion capture, optimizing
the timeline production to 11 minutes of animation per day (Adelson, 1998). Jay-
Jay was live-to-tape, directed like any live TV show, switching between cameras in
real-time, and were the actors had to rehearsal before the recording. Modern Cartoon
explored also live events such as the “Cyber Comedy” at the Actors Gang Theater,
where standup comedians performed with animated characters.

Brad deGraf, Alive! After the dissolvent of DeGraf/Wahrman Company, Brad de-
Graf continued his research, and later joined Colossal Pictures, where he started up a
digital media division. After rewriting his performance animation software, he devel-
oped a real-time animation system, using a custom-made hand device that supported
five fingers manipulation. This device, was employed to animate the facial expressions
of a virtual puppet, used to promote his company at trade shows. The performance
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animation software was also used to animate a computer-generated dog-named “Moxy”,
for a sixteen half-minute episodes show, and broadcasted by The Cartoon Networks
television in 1993 (Kelly, 1993). This full body animated character, was manipulated
in real-time using an electromagnetic tracker with sensors placed at the torso, feet,
hands, and head of the performer. Their approach, was to combine computer graph-
ics and animation methods with theatrical performance. The character, was modeled
with Softimage 3D. The performance of the actor, was captured using a Polhemus Fast-
Track motion capture system. The motion data, was then transformed and mapped
inside their performance animation system, adding some additional digital puppetry
input methods, such as: Strata rotating control devices; knobs; dials; mouse; text
commands. Although “Moxy”, was rendered in real-time for comercial purposes, it was
post-rendered for broadcast in similar way as Waldo C. Graphic, sing an SGI graphical
workstation combining live action with graphical animation. “Moxy” had autonomous
behaviors, and automatic lip-sync, which required a manual fine-tuning. It was the
first full body, and fully expressive performed computer graphics character for televi-
sion. In 1994, deGraf spun off from Colossal Pictures to create Protozoa. This was a
specialized company for developing real-time 3D character animation systems for dif-
ferent media, including Web and television. His performance software, was renamed to
ALIVE, and supported multiple input devices for controlling digital puppets, including
MIDI controllers, joysticks, and motion capture systems. With this system, Protozoa
presented a competitive animation solution for live television and Web productions.
In 1999, they developed a low-cost television series for BBC called The Dog and Di-
nosaur Show. It was a 20 episode series mixing music, film, and entertainment, on a
virtual chat show. To animate the show live to tape, they used the magnetic Ascen-
sion Motion Star motion-capture system, and their proprietary performance animation
software. The ALIVE phonetic recognition provided instant lip-synch, rendering the
animation in real-time.

Medialab, Mr. Film, SimGraphics, or Brad deGraf, made important contributions to
the development of digital puppetry, exploring innovative systems for real-time anima-
tion. Many other companies, kept exploring and developing digital puppetry systems
such as the Geppetto, a real-time tracking & animation system from Virtual Celebrity
Productions (Takács et al., 1999).
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Henson Performance Control System

One of the most influent companies, that explored the full potential of puppetry with
performance animation based on the talent of puppeteers, was the Jim Henson com-
pany.

Figure 3.6: (Left) Manipulating Sid facial expressions with Waldo; (Middle) Driven
Sid with a motion capture suit; (Right) Virtual camera operators (Brocade, 2015).

In 1989, the Creature Shop developed the Henson Performance Control System (HPCS)
to generate complex facial expressions, and detailed body movements, and was used in
the production of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (Bacon, 1997). The system allowed
a single puppeteer to control complex animatronic characters made with several indi-
vidual servos, and motor actuators. This state-of-the-art puppetry system, consisted
in a custom-built computer supporting multiple input devices, and was later extended
to include a software that allowed to record, edit and playback the performance. The
system, earned an Academy Award in 1992, but presented several limitations. It was a
non-modular, non-expandable closed framework, without an operation system, making
it very hard to upgrade. In 2000, a more advanced Linux-based character control sys-
tem was developed at Creature Shop, which allowed to control both animatronics and
computer graphics using advanced Waldo devices. A dedicated system, was developed
for CGI animation called Henson Digital Puppetry Studio (HDPS). It was a patented
technology, supported by proprietary hardware and software (Jim Henson Company,
2005), which was capable of combining full body motion capture, with Waldo manipu-
lation, in a collaborative environment (B. Rose, 2014). Full expressive digital puppets,
as those from “Sid The Science Kid”, are performed by two puppeteers (Figure 3.6).
One inside a motion capture suit that drives the puppet’s body in a performing arena,
and another puppeteer in front of a computer manipulates the facial expressions and
lip-sync with hand devices. “Sid the Science Kid” is a performance animation TV series
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made entirely with HDPS, where multiple characters are animated at the same time,
and shoot by operators that animate virtual cameras. The director can choose the
best angle to tell the story in real-time, through this multi-cam setup. Due to the
great amount of buttons, and levers, the system allows to customize the interface for
each puppeteer. The system provides layered animation, for adding details in a post-
production phase. The system requires powerful machines, and stable and fast network
infrastructure (Brocade, 2015), to run smoothly and provide real-time performance
without any lag.

All this efforts, pushed both technology and talent to the limit bridging performance
animation to a successful production level. Technology evolved is becoming more ac-
cessible, making it possible to deliver real-time animation using human motion driven
systems However, expressive animation requires expertise of puppeteers, or animateers.
It is not possible to replace this talent, and achieve the same performance quality, but
we can develop methodologies to simply and enhance the experience, helping pup-
peteers to get engaged and take advantage of this technologies for their expressive and
spontaneous animation.

3.1.3 Distance in Manipulation and Perception

Appearance Distance - The Uncanny Valley

The way the audience believes in a character, is influenced by its appearance, and
movement. In contrast to the human actor, the puppet needs to prove its “liveness”
before the audience. This “liveness” effect is achieved through movement, transmitted
by the puppeteer. Movement that can generate subtle clues, and suggest human or
animal behaviors. When digital puppets replicate human actors in the sense of being
their clones, they tend to loose their magical effect, creating the feeling of strangeness
in the audience. Colette Searls in the essay “Unholy Alliances and Harmonous Hybrids”
(Posner et al., 2014), calls “hybrids”, to the fusion between animation, special effects,
and puppetry. She states that, when this fusion is employed to achieve naturalistic
human likeness animation, the most unique aspects of each medium tends to be lost,
constraining their creative impact in the audience. I tend to agree with this vision. This
is a common issue in a wide range of animated film productions. Making use of motion
capture to mirror the actor’s performance into a virtual human-like character. This
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approach, can be thought, as a fake copy of the original actor. The audience becomes
detached from the character. This detachment, is clear when the virtual characters
present great similarities with humans. This effect results from the sensibility that hu-
mans have to recognize other humans. We can recognize subtle differences in behavior,
producing an effect known as “uncanny valley”. Masahiro Mori developed this concept
based on the repulsiveness “valley” effect, that is produced on humans when presented
with human-like characters (Mori, 1970). The audience becomes delighted by the illu-
sion of life when inanimate objects appear to be alive. This illusion becomes disturbing
when the character reaches a striking human likeness without the appropriate liveness.
Mori argues that movement influences the uncanny valley, “adding movement changes
the shape of the uncanny valley by exaggerating the peaks and valley” (Mori, 1970,
p.3). In a similar way, puppetry relies on expressive movement to create and sustain
the illusion of life, more than the physical appearance of the puppets.

Figure 3.7: Mori’s uncanny valley graph representation, where the strangeness feeling
arises with human-look a like approaches, image taken from (Mori, 1970).

Characters that approach realistic similarities with humans, tend to become eerie in-
stead of being likable. When humans are not capable of distinguishing the differences,
and are fooled by a perfect match, then these characters become believable, providing
a feeling of familiarity. The strangeness felling arises from the uncertainty that the
audience as in identifying if the object is alive or not, and that is why, Mori classified
the “corpse” in the bottom of the uncanny valley, and bellow it, he placed the “zombie”
representing - the living corpses (Figure 3.7). Cartoon or anthropomorphic characters
do not cause this strangeness feeling, as McLaughlin points out “from an early age we,
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as viewers, are willing to engage with characters that have simplified forms or move in
ways that are less than physically accurate. We don’t, however, encounter the same
exposure to objects that don’t appear to exist in the same environment as we do. The
exception to this phenomena is when the materials evoke the look of a world that is not
real, but with which, we have visual experience, such as the use of cartoon shading”
(McLaughlin, 2006). This familiar effect can be justified by McCloud analysis about
the comics language referred in section 2.2.4. While realism is taken from the outside
world as we see it through our eyes seeking familiar connections, cartoon characters re-
flect ourselves with our inner eyes, and we can identify with them, and become engaged
(Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Graphical representation of the discrepancies between human likeness and
human liveness.

Puppets share this effect, even when they present certain similarities with humans, such
as with the bunraku puppets, which were placed at the top of the uncanny valley graph
near the healthy human person, and which Mori justifies: “I don’t think a bunraku
puppet is similar to human beings on close observation. Its realism in terms of size,
skin, and so on, does not approach that of a prosthetic hand. When we enjoy a
puppet show in the theater, we are seated far from the puppets. Their absolute size
is ignored, and their total appearance including eye and hand movements is close
to that of human beings. So although the puppets’ body is not humanlike, we can
feel that they are humanlike owing to their movement. And from this evidence, I
think their familiarity is very high.” (Mori, 1970, p.2). Kokkinara and McDonnell
(Kokkinara & McDonnell, 2015) conducted a recent study that contradicts the uncanny
valley theory, showing similar results between cartoon and human-like characters with
different levels of liveness. This experiment was developed to evaluate the level of
engagement, perceived ownership, and sense of control on a self-virtual face on virtual
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reality environments. An active player his engaged with its avatar in a different way
than a passive spectator is with a character in the stage. In the self-virtual face,
the avatar represents a character played by the user from the inside, in the stage,
the character does not represent the player, and so it is an outside vision. This is a
determinant difference that causes distinct observations on the uncanny valley effect.
Attempting to extend Mori’s uncanny valley theory, Flueckiger (Flueckiger, 2008)
proposes a model of distance for character classification, based on their appearance
and behavior, where distance is defined as a measure of deviation from a standard
value.

Figure 3.9: Flueckiger distance model matrix adapted from (Flueckiger, 2008).

Flueckiger places on the extremes of this classification matrix the natural and the
abstract characters, and on the center the photorealistic and stylized characters (Fig-
ure 3.9). A character towards the naturalistic representation presents a transparent
form, an undistorted view from a world perspective generating a mimesis emotion
through the perception of a familiar and natural understanding. On the opposite side
towards the abstraction representation, characters present opaque forms evoking their
materiality generating artifact emotions. According to Flueckiger, all characters can
be classified within this matrix.

Lawrence Weschler in the article “Why is This Man Smiling?” quotes the Final Fantasy
animation director Andy Jones about the replication of humans in virtual characters,
“it can get eerie. As you push further and further, it begins to get grotesque. You start
to feel like you’re puppeteering a corpse” (Weschler, 2002, p.17). Today, the concept
of uncanny valley has become a central issue in animatronics, computer animation and
robotics design. Researchers seek ways to overcome the uncanny valley effect. Com-
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puter graphics quality as reached a point were human-like characters are so realistic
that can surpass the uncanny valley effect. Tom Geller in the article “Overcoming the
Uncanny Valley” quotes the animation supervisor for Industrial Light & Magic, Hal
Hickel, about the effect of the valley when using motion capture: “We’ve gotten out of
the valley with body movement—now it’s all about the eyes and facial performance”
(Geller, 2008, p.14). Facial animation is a subject with extensive study as well as
the analysis of facial expressions (Pantic & Rothkrantz, 2000). For the last years re-
searchers have been concerned in developing methods to recognize “micro-expressions”
(MEs). These MEs can reveal the concealed or masked true emotions of human be-
ings. They can provide the path to overcome the uncanny valley effect, by simulating
these subtle expressions in the virtual characters. Micro-expressions are more diffi-
cult to recognize than spontaneous expressions due to their low intensity and short
duration, as Bettadapura states, they last only 1/25th of a second (Bettadapura,
2012). Thus, tracking subtle expressions may require higher frame rate and higher
detail from the optical systems to process the feature extraction. A recent method
developed by Xiaobai Li et al. (X. Li et al., 2015) address this problem by presenting
an automatic ME analysis system (MESR) for spotting and recognizing MEs in the
video data, although it involves a pre-processing step. Generating micro-expressions
can act as subliminal clues and enhance the recognition of the character’s emotional
state (Queiroz et al., 2016). Real-time retargeting of micro-expressions may be a so-
lution for overcoming the uncanny valley, but realistic eyes are even more important
because they hold great attention from the audience, and humans are very sensible
to their appearance and movement. The improvement of eye tracking methods have
allowed to capture even the subtle impulses of the muscles. When combined with a
realistic appearance, it is possible to achieve believable human-like characters. On the
other hand, puppetry presents its own conventions. The audience knows and accepts
the puppet as a non-autonomous being. Even though, they enjoy the illusion without
having the uncertainty about if it is alive or not. Puppets are not miniaturized actors
and they should not replace humans. When they are designed to be similar to humans
or too lifelike then they may fail in captivating the human audiences.
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Appropriate Performer’s Distance

Searls (Posner et al., 2014) considers that the repulsiveness effect is produced not by
the uncanny valley, but by the absent of a distance between the performer and the
performing object. An example of this effect can be observed in the Robert Zemeckis
film The Polar Express (2004), where virtual characters were meant to impersonate
humans, creating a strangeness effect in the audience. Although the film was criticized
by its fake-looking human characters, Zemeckis kept exploring human-like characters
with other films such as Beowulf (2007). The technology employed in each new film to
generate the characters was improved with more detail, increasing the human-likeness,
but decreasing the potential creativity that the animation medium can provide. Pup-
petry and animation portray human emotions in their creative process of reflecting,
transforming and exaggerating the real life. These shared characteristics for represent-
ing life are the most expressive means that engage the audience, and make animation
and puppetry so unique and magical. By trying to mime humans by copying their
aspect, and behavior, puppeteers and animators misunderstand the true nature of the
medium. The lack of an appropriate distance between the actor and character, prevent
to achieve expressive animation. Actors that perform with realistic human figures, do
not have the appropriate distance to achieve a creative, and expressive behavior, that
represents the character. As Searls points out, films such as Beowulf (2007) presented
two distinct performance experiences in terms of distance. One, providing the appro-
priate distance for a unique creation, when Crispin Glover drove a non human-like
character. The other, compromising the creativity process loosing authentic qualities,
when Anthony Hopkins face was cloned into a virtual character. By being conscious
about the physical difference between each other, the actor Crispin Glover linked ef-
fectively the performance capture to puppetry. The relationship between the puppet
and the puppeteer is bidirectional as Penny Francis refers, “the player manipulates the
object, the object manipulates the player: it is a demanding dialectic, but a ludic one,
a game of constant comings and goings in which the director plays the part of umpire,
of leader of the game” (Francis, 2011, p.33).
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Ubermarionette

The distance between the actor, and its character is an old issue in theatre, where the
actor’s own personality may interfere with his performance. A common approach for
increasing the distance, and remove the personality of the actor, is by making use of
a mask. The masked actor becomes a sort of a puppet, free to create new characters
by helping him to ignore all past representations. A central aspect in Edward Gordon
Graig “über-marionette” theory (Graig, 2009). Graig argues that the body of an actor
is “by nature utterly useless as a material for art” (Graig, 1908, p.5). It becomes a
slave of the actor’s mind. By having no consciousness, the actor embodies the spirit of
what it is representing, using his body as a tool or ritual doll, in a state of innocence,
as argued by Kleist (Kleist, 1972). Then, the actor as Graig refers “no longer be
under the cruel influence of the emotional confessions of weakness” (Graig, 1908,
p.12), which constraints his body to impersonate life, becoming free to create a new
life. As Gordon Graig describes, “über-marionette will not compete with life - but
will rather go beyond it” (Graig, 1908, p.12). This apparent freedom, which reflects
the nature of the puppet carrying the notion of “puppetness” is arguable. As Thomas
Garret points out, this is a state of slavery, where the actor delivers is body at the
disposal of the director, in a similar relation between the puppet and the puppet-
master. Inspired by marionettes, Gordon Graig conceptualized the perfect actor, to
respond to their unpredictable personalities becoming total submitted to its character.
By believing in the character the actor contaminates the audience, and by believing in
the characterization they respond emotionally.

Believability and Suspension of Disbelief

The term “willing suspension of disbelief” was coined by Samuel Taylor Coleridge in
1817 (Coleridge, 1984), for representing a state of mind. A state of mind that implies
the spectator to agree in overlooking certain factors. These factors may cause him
not to believe in the represented action. Thus, the spectator temporarily suspends his
knowledge, in order to enjoy the theatrical play. By pretending that a specific action is
real, the perceiver becomes engaged and responds emotionally. Brenda Laurel draws a
parallel between the theatrical notion of “willing suspension of disbelief”, and the HCI
notion of “engagement”. The latest concept is more suitable for virtual environments.
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She underlines that engagement “entails a kind of play-fulness-the ability to fool around,
to spin out ‘what if’ scenarios. Engagement is what happens when we are able to give
ourselves over to a representational action, comfortably and unambiguously. It involves
a kind of complicity. We agree to think and feel in terms of both the content and
conventions of a mimetic context” (Laurel, 1991). As in puppet theatre, the audience
becomes engaged with a live digital puppet through a direct contact sustained by the
suspension of disbelief effect. Digital puppetry instils to virtual characters, a sense
of presence to the eyes of the audience, like real puppets do, by the presence of the
puppeteer, which transfers its vital signs through movements. Believability is a concept
that helps to sustain the engagement, or the suspension for disbelief. It is a central
aspect in digital puppetry that contributes to achieve the illusion of life. In traditional
puppetry, the believable border line is very thin, and even the most subtle movement
may reveal the true source of the puppet’s motion, reducing the engagement with the
spectator. The disrespect for the laws of physics, in a simulated reality, can increase
the disbelief from the audience. An example of a believable physics simulation can be
seen in the War Horse play (Millar, 2011). The war horse puppet is manipulated
in a convincing way, with great accuracy and respect for the laws of physics and
biomechanics. A clear demonstration of a puppet that crossed the uncanny valley
to the familiarity side. Penny Francis identifies two main aspects that characterizes
successful puppetry: “predicated first on the spectator’s complicity and engagement
with the animated characters, so that acceptance and credulity overcome skepticism;
and second, on the skills of the puppet-maker and above all the puppet operator who
must be capable of sustaining the spectator’s attention” (Francis, 2011). In the digital
environment, the animateer must transmit to the digital performing object, its true
nature, its biological characteristics, and its particular understanding of the reality
that surrounds him. As McLaughlin states: “the viewer’s willing suspension of disbelief
regarding digital creatures is enabled by the degree to which the creature adheres to
understood realities of natural morphology.” (McLaughlin & Sumida, 2007). On
the other hand, Dassia Posner finds the justification for the audience suspension of
disbelief in the Bert States binocular vision, which refers to the fusion between the
real and the imaginary, in the spectators mind. Steve Tillis calls this the “doube-
vision” (Tillis, 1990) effect, to describe the way the audience sees the performing
object, as both an inanimate object, and as a live being. Posner argues that the
binocular vision “allows theatre audiences to grant fictive life to characters or objects
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based on their behaviors and the performance setting, encouraging spectators to project
psychology and emotions onto human actors or inanimate objects” (Posner et al., 2014,
p.307)

Space-Time Distance: Anymation Taxonomy

The notion of space-time distance can be employed to distinguish the way interactive
animation is produced. Walther-Franks and Malaka (Walther-Franks & Malaka, 2014)
presents a design space for animation interfaces, based on a space-time mapping tax-
onomy. A relational matrix that explores the correspondence between the space-time
physical input and the virtual output (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Space-time mapping taxonomy proposed by Walther-Franks and Malaka
(Walther-Franks & Malaka, 2014).

The two dimensional space-time design allows to establish the relationship between
the control (input dimension), and the presentation (output dimension). The multiple
combinations between the control, and the presentation dimensions, allows to describe
all the mapping possibilities for interactive animation, such as spatial manipulation,
motion editing, or digital puppetry. This interaction-centric approach is task oriented,
designed to handle most of the subs-tasks, required for the production of animation,
including keyframe navigation. This model presents an intrinsic relationship between
space and time, by manipulating space we can control the time or vice-versa. It includes
the input devices, as well as the GUI interfaces. A wide and generic classification, that
can be employed in many different applications, with different techniques and scenarios
Table 5.1.
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Table 3.1: Examples of applications, techniques and scenarios of space-time mapping
adapted from (Walther-Franks & Malaka, 2014)
Space Time relation Applications Techniques Scenario

Space > Space Spatial Manipulation Manipulators/Gizmos/Handles Posing a character
Space > Space-Time Motion Editing Graph Editor Adjusting ease-in/ease-out
Space > Time Time Control Timeline Bar Browsing a video
Space-Time > Space Interactive Travel in Static Virtual

Environments
Steering Browsing a 3D information space

Space-Time >

Space-Time
Performance Animation, Video Games Computer Puppetry Animating a character

Space-Time > Time Time Control Jog Shuttle Browsing a video
Time > Space Passive Travel in Static Virtual

Environments
Target-based
Navigation/Fly-Throughs

Exploring architectural models

Time > Space-Time Passive Travel in Dynamic Virtual
Environments

Target-based
Navigation/Fly-Throughs

Watching a cut-scene in a 3D
video game

Time > Time Playback Triggers/Buttons Watching a video

This is a useful taxonomy for classifying animation from the point of view of the
interface for the artist. This approach can be extended to the audience perception
of the animation. For instance, the motion of a character could be driven in real-
time, but it could be understood by the audience, as a recorded performance, or a
keyframed animation, if the manipulator is hidden. The space-time notion can be
described as a manipulation-perception measurement between puppet, performer, and
perceiver, establishing a relational framework for puppet anymation. A triangular
framework that relies on the relationship between three vertices (Figure 3.11). It can
be used to distinguish the different media, perceived experiences, and the roles of
the anymators. The distance between the three vertices is dynamic (increases and
decreases), for instance, the three vertices are fused together in one point when the
performer, perceiver and object are the same, such as in a first player shooting game,
or in a virtual reality environment.

Perceived Distance: Space-time Offset Between Perceiver and Puppet/

Performer

We can refer to the perceived distance, to describe the distance between the object/
performer/perceiver. This distance is characterized by the physical, or virtual distance
that separates the perceiver, the object, and the animateer. It can refer to the awareness
of their presence (animateer and perceiver), and the time offset between all, revealing
how the animation is generated, and presented. The distance is influenced by the
performer (actor, visible or hidden puppeteer, animator), the way the animation is
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Figure 3.11: Conceptual framework based on the space-time distance between puppet,
performer and perceiver.

generated (live, recorded, keyframed), the type of performing object (physical puppet,
virtual puppet, drawing), and the perceiver (active or passive). The active perceiver can
become the performer, or the puppet itself. Brenda Laurel describes “the problem with
the audience-as-active-participant idea is that it adds to the clutter, both psychological
and physical. The transformation needs to be subtractive rather than additive. People
who are participating in the representation aren’t audience members anymore. It’s not
that the audience joins the actors on the stage; it’s that they become actors-and the
notion of ‘passive’ observers disappears” (Laurel, 1991, p.15).

Puppetry is a form of animation, but there are significant differences between live
puppetry and the animated film, or even a recorded puppetry. A live puppetry per-
formance engages with the audience in a different way, than the animated film, by its
space-time dimension. It is performed before an audience in a unique temporal dimen-
sion (ephemeral), interacting and sharing the same physical space. When puppetry is
recorded on film it becomes a sort of a picture on a wall, a shadow of its representation,
loosing its sense of presence, its ontological existence, which characterizes the theatri-
cal performance. James Frost draws an interesting parallel between puppet theatre,
and the animated film, in particular those from the Czech filmmaker Jan Švankmajer.
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He argues that the animated film, is a form of puppetry through its simulated reality,
“in a sense the whole of cinema is a kind of puppetry; it is a world that can be fully
manipulated” (Frost, 2015, p.2). Puppetry and the animated film, can be consider a
form of magic, in the sense of endowing life to lifeless things, transcending the living
matter, driving us to the ancient rituals, or occult practice of alchemy. These intersec-
tions between puppet theatre, the animated film, and the audience were explored by
Reynaud’s Praxinoscope Theatre (Section 2.2.2). He can be considered the forerunner
of the multimedia theatrical spectacle. A passive receiver is not challenged by the
binocular vision with the animated film, because there is only the imagined dimension.
The animated film does not provide mental imagery gestures, and the spectator cannot
couple the action from the visible movement from the animator, with the result anima-
tion. Jensenius (Jensenius, 2008) discusses this phenomena in the music domain. He
argues that the audience perception of the music, is enhanced by the “action-sound”
relation, by coupling the body movement of the player with the result sound. A similar
effect is generated in the perceiver in a live puppetry show with a visible puppeteer.
On the other hand, the character in the animated film has no strings attached, there
is no physical connection between the puppet and the creator, which provides a sense
of autonomy, increasing the engagement with the perceiver.

The lack of presence from the physical puppet, and/or the physical performer, combined
with the time offset (not in real-time) increases the distance with the audience, by
removing the complicity feeling induced by the magical effect of endowing life to an
inanimate object. In a similar way, there is no fusion process between the real and the
imaginary in the perceived mind when watching a recorded or broadcast performance.
The animation can be generated in real-time with the contribution of the performer,
but as a magician when performing on the television, there is no physical contact.
On the other hand, in a live puppetry show, the puppet and performer are physically
present, motivating the perceiver to project the emotions onto the animated object,
or performer. The perceiver attention oscillates between the character, the inanimate
object, and non-hidden puppeteer. An invitation for the perceiver to participate in
an imagined reality, and become engaged. A live digital puppetry performance can
provide the same effect to the perceiver when the puppeteer is visible, even without
a physical puppet. The perceiver is invited to participate in the construction of life,
seeking in the puppeteer the gestures that transmit the energy that flows to the puppet.
On the other hand, an active perceiver is engaged with the character when driving it
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in a direct way.

Manipulation Distance: Space-time Offset Between Puppet and Performer

The manipulation distance can be used to describe the relation between the puppet,
and the performer, as argued by Kaplin. The puppet’s movement can be generated by
the talent of an actor, puppeteer, or animator. The relationship between the performer
and the performing object, determines which skills are most appropriated. A central
aspect for animating puppets, is the center of gravity, which was already discussed in
in Section 2.1.4. We can use this aspect to establish a boarder line between the skills
of puppeteers, actors, and animators. While the center of gravity of an actor is located
in his own body, on a puppeteer it can shift from his body to the puppet, and on
the animator the center of gravity is located in the external body. For instance, when
performing with a glove puppet, the center of gravity of the puppeteer is located on
its own hand, while when manipulating a marionette, it is transferred to the puppet’s
center of gravity. The center of gravity of a digital puppet, can be located in the actor’s
body or on the puppet’s body. It is located on the actor’s body, when the puppet
mirrors the driver’s behavior. In this case the actor, can explore his body, without
having to think in the offset (gap), between his own physical scale, and movement, and
the driving figure. His motion reference stays on his own body, and can even perform
without having to look to the virtual character. This mirror representation, relies
on the body expressiveness of the actor (source), rather than the expressive external
manipulation (target). On the other hand, a non-humanoid or stylized character, such
as an anthropomorphic figure, requires an indirect mapping, or a non-literal control
scheme, and consequently a shift in the center of gravity, requiring the skills of a
puppeteer, or the skills of an animator. The center of gravity, can be though as a
spatial offset, describing the correspondence between the performers space, and the
animation space. Similar to the behavior of the strings of a marionette, a scale factor
is used to fit the performers space to the appropriate animation space expanding it,
or shrinking it. One centimeter in the physical space, can be mapped to 10 pixels
in the screen space. The space mapping offset between the source and the target, is
determined by the morphological and movement discrepancies.

• Morphological offset - refers to the input and output structure differences, the
number of DOFs and their placements. Typically the input device presents less
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DOFs, than the target character, requiring interaction strategies, such as one-to-
many mapping, or physics-based approaches.

• Movement offset - related to the differences between the type of movement, or
the type of DOF between the driver, and the driven object. For instance, a
rotational knob can be used to control one positional DOF on the target. The
movement can also be scaled up, or down, inverted for symmetry, or manipulated
in multiple ways.

The human body limbs presents constraints that may prevent the actor to achieve
a motion that goes beyond those limits. For instance, turning the head of an owl
character by 180 degrees, or simulating a spider motion using full-body motion. Our
physical body constraints, prevents the actor to perform non-human or cartoonish style
motion. However, rather than using our full-body movement, we can use our hands to
generate certain cartoon behaviors. Puppeteers are experts in using hand dexterity for
puppet manipulation, as well as for performing with all sorts of offsets, such as working
without line of sight, using mirrors or camera feeds. This indirect way of looking to
puppets, allows the puppeteers to achieve the necessary distance, and shift the center
of gravity. Animators are also experts in working with the puppet’s center of gravity,
generating motion through a time-offset process.

When using a manipulation motion capture system, such as the Dinosaur Input 2.3.3,
for keyframe animation, it seems consensual that the skills of an animator are required.
The animator as the ability to create intangible movement by its capacity in abstracting
time (time-offset), by mapping space to time, working with an external center of gravity.
The skills of a puppeteer are required, when there is a space-offset (morphological and
movement), but instant feedback (no time-offset). The puppeteer as the ability to
manipulate the puppet, through indirect means by using controllers. The puppeteer
can easily shift its center of gravity to the puppet, and operate complex mappings,
even when they require a great cognition load, such as rotating a rod to generate a
translation movement. On the other hand, when the virtual character mirrors the
performers movement sharing its center of gravity, then, the skills of an actor, dancer
or mime are required. The actor knows how to work with his body in an expressive way,
transferring his motion into the character. Because there is no space-time offset, the
actor is free to move his body without any distance between him and the performing
object - he becomes “uno” with its character (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Required skills for animating puppets based on the manipulation distance.

On traditional puppetry, the type of puppet determines the distance to its manipulator,
as well as to the audience. For instance, a glove puppet is held close to the body of
the manipulator offering a different appeal to the audience, than a marionette, which
is manipulated from a greater distance. With digital puppetry, the mapping distance
between the puppet and puppeteer, can influence the manipulation, as well as the way
the audience perceives the animation. Independently from the manipulation method,
or distance, a convincing performance animation, involves two main processes: 1)
thinking how the character should behave; 2) the ability to control the puppet. The
control, and the thinking happens in real-time at a subconscious level, as argued by
the performance animator Heather Kenyon (Kenyon, 1998), requiring both animation
skills, and dexterity. The distance also increases when a puppeteer animates multiple
puppets, or multiple puppeteers animate one puppet.
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3.2 Interaction Methods

As seen in previous sections there are multiple methods, and device controllers, that
can be employed in the manipulation of virtual puppets. In this section it is discussed
a classification of manipulation techniques, based on the human body.

3.2.1 Modalities of Interaction

Gesture Control

Gesture control is based on the recognition, and interpretation of the user movements,
providing a natural interaction. Gesture control of virtual puppets rely on signals di-
rectly sensed by the human body (brain signals, finger touch, body motion), or from in-
termediate interfaces manipulated by the animateer (WIImote, joystick, mouse). Each
interface presents distinct measurements, and different number of degrees of freadom,
that can be employed in specific tasks. We can consider two major types of con-
trol, the literal control, representing the direct mapping, where the character mimics
the actor gestures, typically used with full body motion capture, and figurative or
gestural control, that refers to the indirect mapping, such as a marionette-style manip-
ulation. According to Zhao (L. Zhao, 2001), there are two major groups of gesture
research, one that focus on the quality of the gestures, and the other, that concerns
with the its quantity. The first group is committed to the conceptual understanding,
and function of gestures, and includes disciplines such as linguistics, psychology, or
choreography. The second group have particular interest in a system-oriented context
in domains such as computer vision, human motor control, human-computer interac-
tion, or animation. Many gesture taxonomies have been proposed based on physical
characteristics of gestures (Pavlovic et al., 1997; Wexelblat, 1995; Kettebekov, 2004).
Karam, and Schraefel (Karam & Schraefel, 2005) present a gesture style classification
based on Quek’s (Quek, 1994) work, proposing four categories: deictic; gesticulation;
manipulation; semaphores; sign Language.

• Deictic - Based on the pointing gesture for moving and selecting objects;

• Gesticulation - This is a multimodal style used in combination with speech inter-
faces aiming the natural interaction. It supports the recognition of the speech,
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and does not require any pre-recorded poses or training;

• Manipulation - it presents a tight relationship with the hand gesture natural
movements. The user mimics the manipulation of physical objects with tangible
three dimensional devices, or other two dimensional standard desktop devices;

• Semaphores - refer to static or dynamic gestures, that are recognized from a
dataset (pre-recorded or trained database) for triggering commands as commu-
nicative symbols;

• Sign Language - Is a linguistically-based gesture style that uses a series of indi-
vidual gestures (signs) for representing grammatical structures of text;

Combining multiple gesture styles in a digital puppetry interface, increases the inter-
action possibilities, and provides a flexible way to perform the actions, including the
selection of items, the manipulation of puppets, or the control of the virtual play props,
and settings.

There are other gesture-based taxonomies that can bel applied to digital puppetry.
McNeill (McNeill, 2000) proposes a classification based on the function of gestures
in different domains, such as human communication, cognitive psychology, and mod-
eling. On the other hand, Jensenius (Jensenius, 2008) suggests a classification based
Zhao’s, and McNeill’s taxonomies, oriented to the music-related movement, but can be
applied to live digital puppetry performance. This classification presents three main
components: 1) communication; 2) control; 3) mental imagery.

1. Communication - As an integral process of human communication, visible bodily
gestures that are couple with facial expressions and speech, as an entire commu-
nication system. Disciplines that have particular interest in studying this type
of gestures are linguistics, or psychology;

2. Control - As a gestural interactive system capable of sensing human communica-
tion, and are studied in the fields of human-computer interaction, or puppetry.
This type of gestures can refer to manipulative gestures related to the physical
control, and expressive gestures that are more related to the emotional phenom-
ena;

3. Mental Imagery - As mental processes, rather than physical movement, and refers
to the coupling effect between the movement, and its result on the performance.
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In case of puppetry, the perceiver understands the gesture as the fusion between
the puppeteer movement, and the result puppet motion. The gesture is perceived
as an action-animation coupling. This kind of gestures concerns disciplines such
as psychology, choreography, or puppetry.

Interaction Methods Based on the Human Body

Several devices can interpret “natural” human behaviors or activities, Typically, devices
based on computer vision techniques, or based on touch surfaces, track and interpret
the human movements for a given task. The system must make a distinction between
different behaviors (or activities), which can be addressed with the fowling categories:
1) control gesture; 2) intentional gesture; 3) spurious gesture.

1. The control gesture triggers the begging of a relevant action to be tracked;

2. Intentional gesture refers to the user movement performed within the purpose of
a given task;

3. Spurious gesture is a movement unrelated with the given task.

Jensenius (Jensenius, 2008) avoids the use of the term gesture and proposes an al-
ternative classification: movement, action, fidgeting, interaction. Where movement
refers to the physical changes in position of an object or body part. Action describes
an intentional movement by the performer. Fidgeting is related to the unintentional
movements, and interaction describes the bidirectional action between object and per-
former, and how they can influence each other. Within the digital puppetry field, it
makes more sense to use the term gesture, or energy exchange instead of movement, in
particular when referring to interaction methods that do not involve physical movement
such as brain signals.

To capture the performer’s gestures the computer relies on input technologies. Al-
though motion capture is the primary input method for digital puppetry, other input
modalities can be employed to control, and manipulate virtual puppets as discussed in
section 2.3. While some researchers focus their study in the interaction with one part
of the human body, such as the whole-hand interaction (D. Sturman, 1992), others,
explore the potential of the whole body (E. Lympouridis, 2012). Lymporidis classifies
the whole body interaction (WBI) accordingly to three discrete levels of interaction:
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a) The inner body as a self contained biological input source; b) The outer body repre-
senting the way the movement occurs from the result of the exchange of energy; c) The
body’s surface as the contact zone between the inner body and the environment. As
Lympouridis argues, this classification is not based on the body shape or properties.
Instead, it represents a metaphoric perspective of the body, thus, not very useful to de-
scribe the interaction methods. Still, we can divide the whole-body interaction between
1) inner body, 2) outer body. The inner body refers to all the physiological signals,
and the outer body represents the physical body data. The most common interaction
methods for digital puppetry rely on the physical signals, thus, the outer body can be
represented with multiple unique categories (Figure 3.13): a) Whole body-based; b)
Voice-based ; c) Facial-based; d) Hand-based.

Figure 3.13: Interaction methods classified accordingly to the body properties.

There are different methods to sense the human body. These methods can be com-
bined, and expand the information retrieved from the body. In the above classification,
voice, face, and hands are seen as addictive subcategories of the whole-body, and when
combined it is possible to retrieve a full-body capture.

Inner-body Interactions and Brain-Computer Interface

We can capture inner body data through biosensors, such as tracking the heart beat
(ECG), the brain waves (EEG), the muscle contractions through electromyographic
(EMG), or through mechanomyographic (MMG). It is possible to apply inner body
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tracking data to character animation. These technologies are now accessible to home
users opening new possibilities for interacting with digital performing objects. Brain
computer interfaces (BCI) provide a rich field of exploration within the art of digital
puppetry. Non-invasive BCI systems have been attracting the interest of researchers for
the last years, to be used as communication interfaces, and control devices for people
with disabilities. They can also be used, to retrieve cognitive and affective mental
states from the user, or to animate characters through detected facial activity from the
user. Although this technology is still limited to be used in character animation, recent
developments reveal promising results. Heger et al. (Heger et al., 2011) presented a
system capable of classifying successfully nine facial expressions. On the other hand,
BCI can be combined with facial motion capture to enhance the recognition, such as
the real-time facial animator developed by Chin and Lee (Chin & Lee, 2013), capable
of recognizing, and simulating six expressions using a muscle-based system. Other BCI
devices, such as the brain sensing headband MUSE, can be employed in animation of
characters for controlling the eye blinking as well as the jaw clench.

3.2.2 Body, Voice, Facial-driven animation

Whole Body - Motion Retargeting

Full body motion capture systems provide great amount of input degrees of freedom.
One of the most critical aspects in retargeting the motion of a performer to a virtual
character, relies on their morphological discrepancies, and their different motion styles.
While retargeting the performer’s full-body motion to a human-like figure with similar
morphologic proportions is straightforward, providing a direct correspondence between
input and output DOFs. Different proportions between source and target morphology
can be challenged. Multiple methods have been proposed for transferring and modifying
the human motion to fit in virtual human characters, even with different proportions.
Section 2.3.3 presents online, and offline systems, based on: spacetime constraints
(Gleicher, 1998), displacement mapping (Witkin & Popovic, 1995; J. Lee & Shin,
1999), inverse kinematics (Choi & Ko, 1999), learning models (Chai & Hodgins,
2005). An interesting solution for mapping the performer movements to animated
characters is presented by Shin et al. (Shin et al., 2001). They described a method for
transferring motion capture data to animated characters whose size, and proportion
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may differ from performer to performer. Using the notion of dynamic importance of an
end-effector applied to the inverse kinematics (IK) solver, preserving the main motion
aspects of the performance.

Figure 3.14: Full-body retargeting to characters with different morphologies: (Left)
Creatures Features (Seol et al., 2013); (Right) Rhodin et al. method (Rhodin et al.,
2014).

But retargeting the motion to arbitrary shapes is more challenging, because it does not
rely on similar morphologies, and may require distinct motion styles (Figure 3.14). It is
used to animate creatures, animals, abstract shapes, or objects. A common approach
to solve this retargeting problem, is to use skeleton-based methods by analyzing, and
adjusting the input bones, and joints to fit on the output skeleton. However, there are
multiple issues with target skeletons when characters are not vertebral such as slugs,
or present complex exoskeletons such as spiders. There are different approaches for
mapping the source input space to the target output space. Although not aimed for
non-humanoid retargeting, Monzani et al. (Monzani et al., 2000) propose a method
that handles the mapping of the performers body motion to a character with a different
topologies. It uses an intermediate skeleton with optimized (less) degrees of freedom,
and an inverse kinematics for constraining the movement, and maintaining the motion
capture posture. During the design phase the performer/designer manually establishes
a one-to-one correspondence between his joints, and the simplified skeleton. Physics-
based animation is an alternative to map the performers body to biped characters.
Shiratori and Hodgins (Shiratori & Hodgins, 2008) present a low-cost motion capture
solution for physically simulated characters. They extract parameters from Nintendo
Wii remotes placed on the hands, and legs of the performer, mapping them to the con-
trol parameters of the physical-based character, generating animations such as walking
or jumping. This method was employed to a biped character without arms, but with
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similar proportions to humans. On the other hand, interactive control of physically-
based characters (Y. Lee et al., 2010) (S. Jain et al., 2009), offers realistic motions
on the target skeleton, and presents a way to control more degrees of freedom simul-
taneously. Motion retargeting can also be employed to drive bi-dimensional figures or
shapes. Hsu et al. (Hsu & Li, 2005) developed an animation system for digital shadow
puppetry based on motion planning, for retargeting the input motion into a character
with different size, and style maintaining the content of the motion. It is a procedural
character animation approach for automatic generation of the 2D puppet motion for
shadow plays. On the other hand, Hecker et al. (Hecker et al., 2008) proposes a method
where the animation is composed through semantic specifications during the authoring
phase, allowing motion retargeting to creatures with custom morphologies, providing
stylized animation with combinatoric motions, and synthesized locomotion, for crea-
tures with multiple legs. This method was designed for the videogame “Spore” (2008),
where the players can create their custom creatures. With Ishigaki et al. (Ishigaki
et al., 2009) approach the virtual driven character can interact with the environment,
and perform complex actions such as climbing. By combining real-time motion capture,
physics simulation, and motion examples, with a predefined interaction setup in the
environment, the performer can drive the virtual character through adverse situations.
Another approach to achieve distinct motion styles, and drive characters with different
morphologies from the performer, is through learning models. Yamane et al. (Yamane
et al., 2010) present a non-realtime pose-to-pose mapping for retargeting performer to
character motion, by using a statistical model of learned poses. The character key
poses are generated from motion capture in the design phase by manually specifying
pairs of input poses to output poses. In a similar approach, Seol et al. (Seol et al.,
2013) present a real-time puppeteering system with body motion based on learned
models. To provide an intuitive mapping, the performer mimics the creature keyframe
animation during the learning phase. Then, the system combines this motion coupling
with a direct feature animation providing a wide range of movements and freedom for
real-time puppeteering. Rhodin et al. (Rhodin et al., 2014) proposes an optimized
learning method using sparse correspondences, a pose-to-pose technique that does not
rely on the input and output skeleton. A set of four to eight correspondences between
input, and output poses are manually defined during the design phase that are used to
learn the mapping. Both motions are represented in a feature space, using latent vol-
ume for constraining the predicted poses, thus, the puppeteer does not need to restrict
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his poses during the real-time performance. By taking as input, sparse points in the
performers body this method can be employed with other interaction methods, such
as, by tracking his face or his hands to drive the character. This method is independent
from the characters rigging, which allows the mapping of the input, to an extremely
different morphological character. A different approach is proposed by Sanna et al.
(Sanna et al., 2013) which does not rely on learning methods. They present an au-
tomatic mapping technique based on topological similarities between the input, and
output skeleton. They employ an algorithm for bone matching based on similarity
scores from parameters, such as kinematic chains length, or degrees of freedom.

Many recent research projects on full-body retargeting, have been using a small num-
ber of inertial motion sensors for interactive control of full-body characters (H. Liu
et al., 2011), or low-cost optical motion capture systems developed for the home-
entertainment, such as the Microsoft Kinect (Seol et al., 2013; Rhodin et al., 2014;
Sanna et al., 2013). Zhang et al. (H. Zhang et al., 2012) proposed a system for driving
characters with body gestures captured by Microsoft Kinect for digital Chinese shadow
puppetry. They developed a human mapping model for silhouette articulated puppets.
This model is based on gesture recognition, where body postures are assigned to specific
puppet actions, such as a nod gesture is mapped to the turn around action. Consumer
market depth sensors and game controllers became an alternative solution to capture
the full-body motion, to the high-end motion capture systems. There are approaches
that focus on capturing a set of limbs, such as legs, and arms to drive the locomotion
of a character. For instance, Shiratori and Hodgins make use of Nintendo Wii remotes
(Shiratori & Hodgins, 2008) attached to the lower legs, and wrists of the performer
for interpreting the mimicking of locomotion patterns, and generate actions such as
walking or jumping. Liang et al. (Liang et al., 2009) present an approach for chore-
ographing motions, using a set of low-cost accelerometers placed on the performer’s
limbs. They use PCA to recognize motions, extracting key features from sample data
that matches the movements performed. The acceleration signals from the motion
data can be modulated by motion retiming, and exaggeration, to fit the appropriate
choreography. The head motion of the player is also being explored, and progressively
introduced in gameplay (Tan et al., 2015) to increase the player engagement. On
virtual reality environments it is typically used to control the camera orientation, or
for driving a character in the virtual space (B. Williams et al., 2007) creating an
embodied interaction. Whole body interaction provides a rich control experience for
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digital puppetry, and it is employed in many different domains. for instance Vange-
lis Lympouridis proposes the EnActor (V. Lympouridis, 2012) presenting guidelines
for designing software for music production, based on whole body interaction. This
guidelines can be adjusted for performance animation as well.

Voice - as Input Interface

This interaction technique is now widely used in voice-assisted interfaces, and trans-
lates the spoken language to computer actions (commands), taking the advantage of
being a natural form of communication, without requiring physical body contact. It
is commonly employed in character animation, for the synchronization of the speech,
and the lip movement of the characters, which is known as the lipsync process. The
manual process of mapping the speech audio track, to a corresponding mouth posture
is time-consuming. There are automatic methods that can be employed to reduce the
production time, or for real-time performance. Typically, this process begins with the
detection, and classification of the input audio signal, in voice units called phonemes.
Phonemes are the linguistic units for the speech. Some approaches rely on intermediate
phonetic representation that can be:

• Manually setup using parameter sequences (F. Parke, 1974);

• Automatically recognized from visual trained data (Bregler et al., 1997);

• Extracted from text (M. M. Cohen & Massaro, 1993);

• Automatically recognized from auditory speech input (J. Lewis, 1991)

These units are then mapped to a set of lip or facial poses called visemes, which are
the visual representation of the phonemes, or “visual phonemes”. As an alternative to
phonemes, Kshirsagar and Magnenat-Thalmann, uses syllables, and its visual corre-
spondence called visyllable (Kshirsagar & Magnenat-Thalmann, 2003). As phonemes,
visemes are single units of mouth or other visual facial parts. The combination of mul-
tiple postures achieved from phonemes are known as diphones and triphones or visual
diphones/triphones. A diphone refers to the transition between adjacent phonemes
(two), and triphones refer to a set of three phonemes. Both are used in speech analy-
sis, as well as in speech synthesization for labeling acoustic models to linguistic words
(F. I. Parke & Waters, 2008). The changes in the articulation of a specific segment
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of speech, and upcoming segments are referred as coarticulation. Coarticulation can
be divided into forward, and backward coarticulation. While forward coarticulation is
related to the upcoming segments used for the anticipatory of the lip movement. The
backward coarticulation refers to the preceding segments, to the difference between the
final consonant and the preceding vowel. Coarticulation affects the neighbor phonemes,
and presents a problem when simulating continuous visual speech. A common approach
is to classify phonemes into groups, accordingly to its deformation (Pelachaud et al.,
1996), or by the definition of non-linear dominance functions to each viseme (M. M. Co-
hen & Massaro, 1993). Many systems combine voice input with visual data to solve
the coarticulation problem, by training facial models. The phonemes are segmented
from the voice signal, and their features are classified accordingly to statistic models.
Learning techniques such as Hidden Markov Mode (HMM) or Gaussian are often em-
ployed to solve this problem. Phoneme labels in Video Rewrite (Bregler et al., 1997)
are generated by HMM to segment the footage into triphones video segments. The
images from the training footage are reordered to match the phoneme sequence that is
extracted from the input voice signal. Video Rewrite works with existing footage which
is useful for dubbing. Similar approach is used by Yotsukura et al. (Yotsukura et al.,
2006) applied to 3D facial animation but considering dynamic features such as velocity
and acceleration of the facial motion. Voice puppetry, is a facial animation system
developed by Matthew Brand (M. Brand, 1999) based on a facial internal state ma-
chine. The face is driven through voice input, and the facial states are mapped through
HMM. A learned facial control model is trained, combining vocal (audio) and facial
(visual) features to provide the facial animation dynamics. This can be applied to solve
coarticulation based on a many-to-many mapping, where many sounds correspond to
one facial pose and many facial poses correspond to one sound. PicToon (H. Chen
et al., 2002) uses Gaussian distribution to model control points of the lips of a 2D
cartoon, and to smooth the transition between adjacent frames in the animation. This
real-time lip-syncing system uses speech recognition algorithms to allow variations in
speakers. Malcangi, and Tintis (Malcangi & Tintis, 2004), use neural networks for
speaker-independent phoneme classification, optimizing Cohen ,and Massaro coarticu-
lation model (M. M. Cohen & Massaro, 1993) for real-time performance.

Static visemes do not provide an unequivocal correspondence between phonemes and
visemes, and the rate of the speech can affect the mapping, influencing the position
of the articulators. Thus, the many-to-one mapping between phonemes, and static
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Figure 3.15: The diagram workflow for dynamic visemes, the phoneme and viseme
labels mapped to a waveform, taken from (Taylor et al., 2012).

visemes do not handle the coarticulation problem. On the other hand, dynamic visemes
(Taylor et al., 2012, 2014) address this problem by taking visemes as temporal units,
which are then concatenated to present a more natural and fluid animation (Fig-
ure 3.15). In contrast to static poses, dynamic visemes represent speech movements,
which are learned independently from the phoneme labeling.

Lip-sync does not rely only on the content of the speech, dramatic changes occur
on the facial expression when the same sentence is said with different emotions. The
association between the emotions and the facial expressions is a subject of long-standing
study from psychologists, or anthropologists. Emotions can be mapped to spatial
parameters on the facial expression to induce the characters emotional state, they
can be used as clues to the perceiver, and enhance the communication. Cao et al.
(Y. Cao et al., 2005) addresses this problem with a training set of facial motions. They
developed an expressive visual speech model incorporating an automatic emotional
control from the extracted audio signal, by using a Support Vector Machine classifier
(SVM). A similar approach is proposed by Li et al. (Y. Li et al., 2001) employing
emotions to cartoon faces. On the other hand, as in traditional puppetry were the
mouth movement is exaggerated to synthesize the most important variations, lip-sync
for digital puppetry does not need to be realistic and can be tricked. As well as with
cartoon lip-sync, the goal is not to clone realistic lip motions, rather it should be
oriented for human perception, exaggerating certain postures providing the necessary
clues for believable lip synchronization. Thus, the success relies on the simplicity
accented on consonants and pauses (F. I. Parke & Waters, 2008). Expressive results
can be achieved just by mapping the amplitude of the audio signal (loudness of the
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voice) to parameters in the face (Bravi, 2011). In my previous work (L. Leite, 2007) a
simple classifier was develop for real-time puppeteering, where the speech signal passes
through a bank of filters, and the result frequency spectrum is then compared to a
reference data set. Non-verbal features in voice can also be used as input signals for
interactive operations. Igarashi and Hughes (Igarashi & Hughes, 2001) propose voice-
as-sound techniques, which was implemented in a prototype, where different features
such as pitch, or continuous voice, are mapped to control parameters. Voice as an input
interface, can be used for lipsync, as well for interactive operations, but it may not be
suitable for all kinds of interaction, in particular those that require multiple degrees of
freedom, such as controlling the arm of a puppet.

Face - Facial Expressions for Driving Animation

The human face is an expressive resource for driving animation, and can provide multi-
ple degrees of freedom. Facial expressions translate our own motivations, or emotional
states. These expressions can be parameterized using a set of action descriptors, such
as the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which is based on the face anatomy (Ek-
man & Rosenberg, 1997). These Action Units (AUS), describe the facial postures and
movements, based on muscular activity divided into small regions. By combining these
units, we can generate facial expressions. Many efforts have been made by researchers
to develop methods for face detection, face tracking, or facial expression recognition,
from offline image sequences, or from real-time camera feeds. Many problems arise
given the diversity of faces (shape, size, texture), their position and orientation, occlu-
sions, or the lighting conditions. There is an extensive literature about face detection
as well detailed surveys (Hjelmås & Low, 2001; M.-H. Yang et al., 2002; C. Zhang
& Zhang, 2010; Zafeiriou et al., 2015). Face detection approaches can be organized
through different classifications, Hjelmås and Low (Hjelmås & Low, 2001) organize
the research on facial detection into two broad categories, based on the face knowl-
edge:

• Feature-based - Are classic detection approaches that make use of explicit face
knowledge, to extract low-level features such as the geometry of the mouth. This
category is further dived into low-level analysis (edges, gray-levels, color, motion,
generalized measure), feature analysis (feature searching, constellation analysis),
and active shape models (snakes, deformable templates, point distribution mod-
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els);

• Image-based - Refer to methods based on the general recognition problems, mak-
ing use of pattern recognition that implicit incorporate the face knowledge in their
approaches, using training and mapping techniques. This category is subdivided
into linear subspace methods, neural networks and statistical approaches;

A different organization is proposed by Yang et al. (M.-H. Yang et al., 2002) that
group face detection techniques into four major categories:

• Knowledge-based methods - Are modeled by a set of rules that determine a typical
face based on the human perception (knowledge);

• Feature invariant approaches - Methods based on the identification of a set of
structural facial features that can be detected independently form the conditions;

• Template matching methods - Techniques that compare the input image with a
data set of standard patterns that describe the face seeking their correlations;

• Appearance-based methods - Learn models from a set of representative training
images are used for face detection;

A more recent categorization for facial detection techniques was proposed by Zafeiriou
et al. (Zafeiriou et al., 2015) regarding novel technologies and methodologies:

• Rigid templates - Are learned models based on boosting methods and neural net-
works. In this category they include diverse boosting algorithms, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs), Deep CNNs, image-retrieval and Generalized Hough
Transform;

• Deformable models - Refers to the methods that segment, and describe the face
by its parts; In this category are included the Deformable Parts-based Model
(DPM), and the combination of face detection with facial part localization.

In general terms, computer face detection is the process to recognize the presence of
a face, as well its location. It is the base for all other facial analysis, that include
face recognition, face authentication, facial tracking and facial expression recognition.
Typically, to detect the face in an image, a set of classifiers can be used based on integral
image filters, starting by normalizing the image illumination. Feature-based expression
analysis can be organized into three major steps (Figure 3.16): 1) face registration; 2)
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feature extraction; 3) classification or regression.

Figure 3.16: A typical feature-based facial expression recognition pipeline.

1. Face registration - The face detection process begins with its registration, con-
straining the area to be analyzed to the whole (rigid and non-rigid), parts (I.e.
mouth, eyes) or points in the face (Sariyanidi et al., 2015). Facial expressions
generate variations in shape and appearance, which are registered in a set of
descriptors.

2. Feature extraction - Allows to reduce the data dimensionality, focusing on pre-
defined aspects that encode the face that can be useful for facial analysis ignoring
all the irrelevant details. Shape-based and appearance-based descriptors, can be
used for facial expression recognition. While shape-based features refer to a
set of geometric landmarks, such as the distance between points on the face,
which can be related to a specific facial expression. Appearance-based, search
for appearance changes over time, frame by frame, using image filters extracting
features that allow to detect facial actions.

3. Classification, or regression - After extracting the features from the facial ex-
pressions a machine learning process allows to learn the relationship between the
extracted features, and the target facial expressions, described using FACS action
units, dimensional affect ,or discreet expression emotions (Mandal & Awasthi,
2014).

Facial detection is a well studied subject, and major break thoughts have been made
since Viola and Jones developed a real-time algorithm for spotting faces in images in
the early 2000’s (Viola & Jones, 2001). For this achievement, their trick was to con-
centrate only on major features for detection, such as bright areas that identify the
nose, and dark areas for the eyes, ignoring the most complex issues of facial recogni-
tion. Their method was simple, and efficient, because it operates in cascade, searching
feature after feature until it finds strong similarities with a face. They developed a
frontal face detection framework, achieving high frame rate in conventional desktop
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computers (Viola & Jones, 2004), demonstrating its application directly in real-world
settings, with unconstrained capture conditions leading to the inclusion of this fea-
ture in today digital cameras. Their approach was limited to detecting facing forward
faces. Since it is a reliable, and fast method, their detector has been widely used and
implemented in tools such as OpenCV (Mandal & Awasthi, 2014). Recent advances
in technology motivated massive interest in the use of such techniques applied to dif-
ferent applications, such as image retrieval, and classification of digital photo-albums
(Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al., 2011), or face relighting (Y. Wang et al., 2009). One
of the most popular applications for face tracking, is to drive the face of computer
characters. Typically, it envolves a face tracking procedure, followed by the process
of retargeting the face expressions to the virtual character face. Performance-driven
facial animation has been employed in the production of comercial movies in a regular
basis since the release of Polar Express (Bennett, 2005). Often, they make use of
expensive marker-based facial motion capture, and require extensive calibration and
expert technicians for setup assistance. With the advances in technology, and with
novel techniques, face tracking can now be processed in real-time with ordinary web
cameras using desktop computers. The system Face/Off (Weise et al., 2009) demon-
strates how to use low-cost markerless motion capture for live facial puppetry, and
achieve expressive animation. They used a structured light scanner to retrieve the
motion of the performer, and his face texture. A pre-processing stage is required for
training a set of expressions onto a generic template mesh, defining a simplified facial
model. The system uses this optimized facial expression model to provide real-time
performance. They explored the linear face model, which is characterized by a small
set of components, to optimize the process of transferring the actor’s facial expression
onto a different face, employing a pre-processed deformation transfer method proposed
by (Sumner & Popovi c, 2004). A generic template mesh is used for surface recon-
struction. The alignment of the actor’s face with the template is automatic, although a
manual step is required to define a set of correspondences. Because of the geometrical
correlation between the template and the input face this model just handles humanoid
faces. A common approach to address the problem of retargeting the actor’s face
to a non-human character is through blend shapes (Bhat et al., 2013; H. Li et al.,
2013).

A blendshape-based solution was proposed by Weise et al. (Weise et al., 2011) towards
an accessible system for ordinary users. Their work was implemented in a comercial
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Figure 3.17: Faceshift pipeline (Weise et al., 2011) were blendshape weights determine
the face posture by comparing the user-specific model to the extracted data from the
Kinect (2D image and 3D depth map).

solution known as Faceshift1, and brought face tracking technology into the low budget
animation production pipeline. The system is based only on the Microsoft Kinect,
taking advantage of the 2D video image for texture registration, and 3D depth maps
for geometry modeling. To lead with the low quality data (low resolution and noisy
signals) derived from this device, they developed a tracking algorithm. This algorithm,
combines the 2D and 3D data, with user-specific expression blend shape models, using
a probabilistic prior model learned from pre-recorded animation sequences, achieving
a robust real-time tracking system (Figure 3.17).

Kinect-based approaches, such as those from (Weise et al., 2011; C. Cao et al., 2014),
provide a great level of robustness and accuracy, combining 2D with the 3D data,
which is not available in ordinary web cameras. On the other hand, a solution that
depends only on 2D video image was proposed by (Saragih et al., 2011). A subject-
independent tracking system, where the input image fits a deformable face shape model
using a learned mapping function that establishes the correspondence between the user,
and the character’s face. They presented an algorithm that reduces the detection am-
biguities increasing the efficiency, requiring low computational power that can be used
with ordinary web cameras, and desktop computers. A method for identification and
localization of landmarks that handles the optimization of the constrained local models
(CLM), were each facial point is represented by a nonparametric model employing a
mean-shift algorithm for optimization. They released a tracking API for C++ based
on CLM, which was ported to OpenFrameworks by Kyle McDonald and available for
download2, simplifying its use, as well disseminating this method within the artistic

1www.faceshift.com
2https://github.com/kylemcdonald/ofxFaceTracker
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community. A different approach is by tracking the gaze of the user, for retrieving
the target position, tracking the position where the user is looking. It is commonly
employed for analyzing the user’s behavior (attention), but it can be used as input
device for navigation and selection, or for driven the eyes of virtual character. Other
approaches combine facial tracking with voice input, for enhancing the performance-
driven face animation (Y. Liu et al., 2015). Facial tracking is suitable for driving the
facial expressions of a character, but its use can be extended to other applications. For
instance, we can define a set of body posture parameters of a puppet, that are mapped
to emotional states that are recognized from the performer’s facial expressions.

3.2.3 Hand-based Manipulation

The human hand provides the most dexterous, and direct way for manipulating objects
(Zhai et al., 1996), offering precision, and efficiency. This potential is not ignored by
researchers, that have been seeking methods for hand interaction with machines, de-
veloping natural interaction methods (Figure 3.18). The advantages of hand dexterity
in comparison to arm-based operations, were identified by Bullock et al. (Bullock et
al., 2013) (Table 3.2). A survey about the research in the field of hand modeling, and
animation, was presented by Weatland et al. (Wheatland et al., 2015). It provides an
extended report on the state of the art.

Typically hand interaction methods for motion control are based on the degrees of
freedom provided by each interface. These methods attempt to overcome device lim-
itations, or enhance the interaction experience. Although our hands provide many
DOFs, it is challenging to control the motion of a high-dimensional character. There
are two major problems when mapping the hand to a virtual puppet: The lack of de-
grees of freedom from the input device; the difficulty in controlling complex motions,
such as a walk cycle, which involves the manipulation of multiple limbs on a character
in a synchronize way.

There are multiple device controllers that can be employed in digital puppetry. Some
are hand worn, providing discrete input through buttons, and continuous motion re-
trieved from touch pads, inertial tracking systems or joysticks. There are wired, and
wireless controllers that can be operated by one, or two hands, and some devices provide
haptic feedback.
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Table 3.2: Hand dexterity trade-off considerations identified by (Bullock et al., 2013)

Advantages Disadvantages

Greater precision Increased mechanical complexity

Increased efficiency Decreased strength/power

Increased generality, kinematic redundancy Increased control complexity

Specialized for tasks of a certain scale Restricted to tasks of a that certain scale

Motion Controllers

Many commercial game controllers are designed to take advantage of the dexterous
capabilities of the human hand, and provide a multi-degree of freedom input, to enhance
the game experience. As referred in section 2.3.3, Johnny Chung Lee (J. C. Lee, 2008)
encouraged artists to explore the potential of game controllers with novel creative
uses. Fowling Lee’s suggestions, many researchers have made use of the Nintendo
Wii remote controller, as a rich hand-based input device applying it to distinct fields,
in particular to digital puppetry. An interesting digital puppetry project is “Digital
Wayang” developed by Erandaru (Erandaru, 2013). It uses a Gametrak, and a Wii
remote to track the hands of the puppeteer. The Gametrak is a game controller that
presents similar functionalities of a joystick, tracking two-axes of motion direction, and
measure the distance in a third axis from a retractable cable. These cables are attached
to the puppeteers hands for positioning the virtual rods of a Wayang puppet. On the
other hand, the Wii remote is used for triggering the action by capturing two IR LEDS
attached to the gloves of the puppeteer. A project that takes advantage of the motion
sensing capabilities of the Wii remote is the “Handimation” (Svensson et al., 2008).
The player holds two WIImotes that are used for puppetering a 3D character. In a
similar approach, the motion of WIImotes are tracked to simulate the sticks of a virtual
Wayang puppet (Bottoni et al., 2008), using both accelerometer and optical sensor.
The accelerometer and the joysticks of the Wii remote can be combined to extend the
control of a virtual glove puppets (Roy, 2013).

Animation with Point-based Devices

The standard mouse controller is one of the most familiar tangible interfaces for anima-
tion, a continuous, and two-dimensional pointing device that provides two positional
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Figure 3.18: 1) Inertial and joysticks (Erandaru, 2013); 2) Computer vision (Oshita
et al., 2013); 3) Multi-touch (Igarashi et al., 2005a); 4) Point-based (Oshita, 2004);
5) Data-gloves (Okada et al., 2004); 6) Haptic devices (S. Kim et al., 2006); 7)
Multimodal (Shi et al., 2011).

degrees of freedom. There are techniques to expand the amount of degrees of freedom
to control. Drawing trajectories for generating character locomotion is a common ap-
proach for mouse-based input (Park et al., 2002), but are limited to actions such as
walking or running. Methods based on predefined poses overcome this limitation, and
extends the range to full-body motion, such as the spatial keyframing method (Igarashi
et al., 2005b). By moving a standard mouse in a predefined space, the user can control
the blending poses of the character generating a continuous motion. The pre-defined
poses are placed in advance in the 3D space, which are the base for the new postures
generation. During the performance, new postures are generated based on the distance
of the mouse position, and the pre-defined key postures. Other methods use physics
simulation for full-body motion, combining keystrokes with the mouse, to control just
a few joints (Laszlo et al., 2000). Pen-based interfaces expand mouse interaction, and
are suitable for sketching poses (Hahn et al., 2015), or drawing trajectories providing
pressure sensing and tilt detection. “Motion Doodles” (Thorne et al., 2004) is a motion
sketching interface, where the user draws motion lines to specify the trajectory of the
2D character locomotion. The system maps pen strokes to motion patterns, and uses
the spatial keyframing method for pose control. Tan et al. (Lam et al., 2008) describe
a method for real-time visual simulations, and interactive animation of 2D shadow
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puppets through point-based devices. They try to reproduce the visual environment
of a real shadow play, by modeling the shadow using texture mapping, blending tech-
niques, lighting and blurring effects. ShadowStory (Lu et al., 2011) is a project created
by Fei et al. for digital storytelling inspired by traditional Chinese shadow puppetry.
The system allows children to design their own puppets on a PC, and animate them
using wireless handheld orientation sensors. Pan and Zhang presented a sketch-based
skeleton-driven 2D animation technique applied to a bi-dimensional shape deformation
with squash-and-stretch cartoon effect. The animation can be produced based on 2D
motion capture, retargeting the joints of the performer to the target figure (Pan, 2011).
Another sketch interface was proposed by Guay et al. (Guay et al., 2013) to provide
expressive posing of the character. With “Line of Action” the animator focus on global
body expression, on the aesthetic line that characterizes the characters posture. “Pen-
to-mine” (Oshita, 2004) uses the pen as a metaphor for the human model. The 3D
model follows the direction of the pen that responds to pen pressure by jumping or
ducking, and reacts to the pen tilt by bending and tilting. The animation is gener-
ated by motion blending using example motions. Pen-based interfaces share the same
familiar touch as the traditional pens. They offer an intuitive physical feedback, but
they require fine motor skills to prevent unwanted actions. Haptic interfaces can also
be used as pointing controllers, and provide a physical feedback to the performer, to be
used as an interaction guidance, and simulate the real-world marionette controller be-
havior. Kim et al. (S. Kim et al., 2006) presented an interactive system that simulates
the physical behavior of a marionette. As in traditional puppetry, one hand controls
the general motion of the marionette, and the other hand is used freely for controlling
certain parts of the body, such as the arms, as well as for generating specific actions.
In this system, each hand manipulates an haptic device (Sensable Omni) that provides
six degrees-of-freedom (position and orientation), and generates force to simulate the
string tension. However, it requires a very precise coordination.

Touch-based Methods

Touch devices extend point-based methods, and present a direct and intuitive ma-
nipulation experience. Touch-based interaction methods have been developed since
(S. K. Lee et al., 1985). In 2006 Jeff Han (Han, 2005) presented a simple technique for
a robust multi-touch detection called frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR). This
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was the first low-cost scalable solution. Jeff Han pointed out during his presentation in
Ted Talks (The radical promise of the multi-touch interface), that with a multi-touch
environment the interface disappears, and the user becomes abstracted, focusing only
on the manipulation, contributing to a familiar interaction experience. This affordable
technique motivated many novel approaches in different fields from researchers, and
artists, such as the reacTable - a multitouch collaborative interface for music (Jorda
et al., 2006). Today, there are many touch-based technologies available from resistive,
to infrared, from capacitive to pressure-sensitive. These devices bring accuracy issues
in particular when the technology presents limited resolution, or the target objects are
too small for the size of the finger. When the touch surface is on a vertical position,
the arm fatigue can be a problem. Multi-touch interfaces provide a natural user inter-
action, presenting multiple advantages over the mouse for the control of animation. It
tracks multiple DOFs simultaneously, allowing the animator to select and manipulate
shapes with fingertips directly on the screen. There are multiple approaches for han-
dling bi-dimensional puppets: Placing arbitrary number of handles on the shape for
manipulation, keeping the local geometry as rigid as possible (Igarashi et al., 2005a);
Combining physics simulation with direct control (Grant, 2013); Employing inverse
kinematics to a character model (Krause et al., 2008);

Krause et al. proposed a multitouch interaction system employing inverse kinematics
to a character model, making it suitable for two finger manipulation. The system
tracks the user fingers over time, taking sample points at discreet time intervals. It
calculates a simplified curve out of these points, reducing the problem of animation
continuity. They also adapted a method for sketching out timing of motion, without
changing the animation path, solving the problem of timing in animation. Multi-touch
interfaces may present limitations when mapping the 2D coordinates of the of fingertips
to a 3D space. There are many proposals to overcome this limitation and increase the
degrees of freedom. While one finger provides the x, y axes, a second finger can be
added to the calculation to provide the z axis. Multitouch puppetry is an example of
this technique (Kipp & Nguyen, 2010). A multitouch bimanual interface that allows
the control of multiple degrees of freedom of a character arm. The combination of
the second hand interface extends the user control. However, this system is limited
to arm and hand manipulation. Blending key poses in a dataset presents a viable
way to animate full-body characters. Oshita (Oshita, 2012) proposes a multi-touch
interface for motion control of multiple body parts, using statistics-based model for
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inverse kinematics, based on constraints from learn model of poses. However, this
system is limited to the triggering of predefined actions. To overcome this limitation
and generate new poses, Oshita (Oshita, 2013) proposed a motion control model
based on kinematics, and control optimization. The user controls a small amount of
control points on the model that drives a kinematics based controller that generates
the target motion. However, the control model is based on strong assumptions to
project the two dimensional screen space, onto the 3D control space, presenting multiple
modules to correct the motion. Walther-Franks et al. (Walther-Franks et al., 2011)
propose a multi-touch 3D modeling, and animation interface for mapping multi-fingers
to the manipulation of the view, of objects and time. They also presented a mapping
method for multi-track (layered) performance animation that allows to record, and
modify the animation through multi-passes. However, multi-touch interfaces present
the problem of screen occlusion, that results from the user fingers above the graphical
representations, preventing the user to fully visualize the action.

Computer Vision Approaches

The Microsoft Kinect is a popular “hacked” game controller, that provides body track-
ing through computer vision techniques. It is supported by frameworks, such as OpenNI
(Villaroman et al., 2011), and it is well described in the literature (Jean, 2012; Kean
et al., 2011). Kinect brought full-body motion capture technology into home enter-
tainment, but researchers have also been interested in using this device to track just
the movement of the hands. Digital puppetry projects such as the Puppet Parade
(Watson & Gobeille, 2011), the Wayang Kinect (Wiriadjaja, 2011), or the Puppet in
Motion (Puppet in Motion, 2013) make use of depth-sensing technology to track the
hands of the player, and drive the character in real-time. Improved frameworks, such
as the SoftKinetic have increased hand-tracking accuracy, and extended the tracking
range supporting the near mode, up to 15 centimeters from the device (Miller, 2012).
Each device presents specific features to be considered when designing the interaction.
Efforts have been made to bring this hand tracking technology to platforms with less
power resources such as mobile devices (Coleca et al., 2015). Oshita (Oshita, 2014) in-
troduced an interactive character motion control for multiple degrees of freedom based
on hand, and finger manipulation, using the PrimeSense depth camera. The character
pose is deformed by blending weights of the PCA, accordingly to the user control.
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The user can control the blending weights of the PCA, by bending and extending the
fingers, as well as altering the primary key poses of the action. The problem with
this approach, is that it requires to set primary key poses manually in advance, and
give example motions to construct an action model. The PCA methods adds devi-
ations to the existing example poses when synthesizing new poses, and can generate
unexpected poses based on the linear deformation of each principal component. The
proposed method includes only three fingers and there is no criterion to map the fin-
gers. Although depth sensors present the advantaged of a clean tracking focusing just
on the hand, there is a growing interest in using the low-cost web cameras, which is
available in most laptop computers. Common approaches for digital puppetry based
on computer vision are:

• Tracking features from hand markers, such as color or LED markers (Erandaru,
2013) (R. Wang & Popovic, 2009);

• Gesture recognition for detecting the bending angle of each finger (Ninomiya et
al., 2007);

• Tracking objects or tools with markers (Sirota et al., 2003) (Shiratori et al.,
2013).

Other computer vision approaches offer reasonable finger tracking accuracy, such as
the Leap Motion device that tracks hands, fingers and tools. “Dranimate” (Momeni
& Rispoli, 2015) provides an easy and customizable framework for rigging, and ani-
mating 2D puppets with the Leap Motion. This work is based on (Igarashi et al.,
2005a) method for shape deformation. Oshita et al. (Oshita et al., 2013) proposed an
interactive motion control interface for hand/finger manipulation to animate virtual
puppets. They have been inspired by the marionette mechanism to control a character
motion with the LeapMotion.

Glove-based Approaches

Multiple digital puppetry methods based on data-gloves adopt the traditional mari-
onette controller as metaphor, making use of physically-based puppets (Weng, 2005).
Okada et al. (Okada et al., 2004) presents a real-time motion control system, using
a marionette controller based on physical simulation with gravity field, and ground
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contact. They combined the use of a data-glove for retrieving the flexing of fingers,
with a 3D magnetic motion sensor, for tracking the position of the hand. Each finger
is mapped to a virtual string attached to the end-effector of the arms, and legs of the
puppet as in traditional marionettes. Some proposals are based on motion blending
(N. Ismail & Oshita, 2011), and others combine direct control for expressive manip-
ulation, with motion-data-based control for complex actions, that can be predefined
or generated (Ishiguro & Oshita, 2008; N. I. N. Ismail et al., 2009; Isrozaidi et al.,
2010). On the other hand, Wuthrich et al. (Wuthrich et al., 2006) uses mass-springs
to simulate elasticity, that propagates the movement of a dataglove to the mouth of a
virtual puppet. Ishiguro and Oshita (Ishiguro & Oshita, 2008) combine direct control,
with motion-data-based control. The high-dimensional mapping problem from direct
control is solved by linking multiple body parts to one single finger input, moving them
synchronously. The user can manipulate both arms, or legs of the character symmet-
rically. It was also included a simple mode switch to change the mapping. Ismail et
al. (N. I. N. Ismail et al., 2009) present a method for motion control based on two
data gloves, making a virtual puppet to perform various motions. They propose a
position-based control, and a motion-based control interface. The users hand controls
the position of the waist, leg or arm of the character. The motion control is based on the
hand position to select motions from a database. To solve the insufficient DOF in the
data-glove they introduced a dynamically mapping switch scheme that can be changed
by the user manually or automatically. They developed a symmetry system similar to
traditional marionette behavior to control multiple limbs at the same time. To achieve
complex motion they combine database motions with direct control. The interface
supports only two simultaneous motions, and it does not support motion blending. Is-
rozaidi et al. (Isrozaidi et al., 2010) extends the previous work (N. I. N. Ismail et al.,
2009) proposing a real-time motion control based on finger angles, and hand position
from data gloves, and magnetic sensors. They use finger angles to control the motion
parameters, and the hand positions to select and execute the motions. They generate
the motions using Park’s (Park et al., 2002) global blending technique of example
motions. Other approaches combine direct control, with procedural-based character
animation. Luo et al. (Luo et al., 2010) presents a knowledge-based character an-
imation system based on hand/finger motion to trigger, and interpolate animations
using gesture recognition. The system also supports a limited direct manipulation to
drive two arms of the character through bending the middle and thumb fingers. It is
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also possible to nod the head of the character by bending the index finger. Ismail et
al. (N. Ismail & Oshita, 2011) presented a data-glove-based interface for controlling
multiple parameters of the animation. Hand positions are used for selecting the motion
type, and finger angles to control the parameters of the motion. The motion blend-
ing is calculated based on the weights from the motion parameters. Continuos data
from fingers angles are converted to discreet data. Bowman et al. (A. D. Bowman
et al., 2002) presents interaction, and navigation techniques for datagloves, that re-
port contact between fingers, that they call Pinch Gloves, and can be useful for digital
puppetry.

Custom Approaches

Multiple comercial hand-based devices found in the market provide hand input interface
as discussed in previous sections 2.3.3 2.3.2. Some present limited hand or finger
tracking such as the Myo armband3. On the other hand, Do It Yourself (DIY) hand-
base controllers can respond to specific requirements. Every day, technology is getting
more accessible, and spread providing easy prototyping. An example of these custom
devices was developed by Oore, and colleagues (Oore et al., 2002). They used two
bamboo sticks with motion trackers embedded, to allow hand manipulation for driving
a virtual puppet in real-time. However, custom devices may present challenges to
design and build.

Figure 3.19: Finger walking, mapping the fingers to the limbs of the character (Komura
& Lam, 2006).

Some interaction methods can be applied to different device controllers, and become in-
dependent from the technology. Finger walking is an example of this, taking advantage

3https://www.myo.com
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of the natural swing of the fingers to produce the walk of a character in intuitive way.
While Komura and Lam (Komura & Lam, 2006) used a data-glove for real-time loco-
motion (Figure 3.19), Lockwood and Singh explored a touch-sensitive tabletop (Noah
& Singh, 2012).

Performing Timing - Motion Sketching

One of the most critical issues in the production of animation, is how to represent the
objects behavior in a believable manner, through time and space. It requires expertise
to translate the animators vision about the object’s behavior into the animation. Digi-
tal puppetry methods based on motion sketching provide a natural approach for “acting
out” timing, and can be employed to pre-recorded animation. Performing timing refers
to sketching the time of an animated object and attempts to solve the time abstraction
problem during the animation process. This technique started with Genesys Computer
Animation System referred in section 2.3.1. It is commonly employed with point-based
and touch devices. Walther-Franks et al. (Walther-Franks et al., 2012) Identifies three
types of performing timing techniques: Scrub-time, Sketch-time, Drag-time.

• Scrub-time is a timeline-based performing animation method brought by Jagan-
nathan Sampath when developed Never Use Kurves Ever (NUKE) (Sampath,
1999), a performing timing tool for Maya. With scrub-time you can perform
the timing of pre-recorded animation by recording the users timing. It presents
interactive feedback but a lack of space, and proportion.

• Sketch-time is a technique for sketching a 2D motion path for pre-recorded ani-
mation allowing to act out the desire timing and developed by Terra and Metoyer
(Terra & Metoyer, 2004). Sketching speed through the path defines the speed of
the animation. It presents the advantage of providing the feeling of space, and
proportion, but there is no real-time feedback.

• Drag-time or Dragimation allows to perform the timing of a pre-recorded anima-
tion by dragging the object through the pre-defined motion path, and is proposed
by Walther-Franks et al. (Walther-Franks et al., 2012). It combines scrub-time
with sketch-time to provide interactive feedback with a sense of space, and pro-
portion. However, the user does not sketch the motion path, defining just the
timing of the animation.
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Performing timing can also be employed for producing rigid body simulations, by
sketching the motion path, and timing, the animator provides the based data for
an optimization procedure to calculate a physically plausible motion (Popovi c et
al., 2003). The sketching can be performed with any hand gesture interface such as
pointing-devices, or 3D input hand devices.

Bimanual Interaction Design

There are important aspects to consider when designing hand interactions. When
relying on hand manipulation it is important to define the number of hands to be used
in the interaction as well as their functions. A bimanual interface may provide a poorly
experience, than a one handed, if the interaction design is inappropriate. Bimanual
interaction can be classified into hand symmetric, or hand asymmetric.

• Hand symmetric refers to the performance of identical actions with both hands,
and can be synchronous when working simultaneously together, or asynchronous
when working with one hand at a time.

• Hand asymmetric is related to the performance of different actions from both
hands. It can be divided into dominant hand interaction for precise control, and
non-dominant hand providing a comfortable reference frame for the dominant
hand to work, or for gross movements.

The hand interaction design may support different styles, switching from symmetric to
asymmetric modes when appropriate. A well designed interface that supports natural
interaction, enables the user to move his hands in a fluid and expressive manner, as
well to choose the most appropriate interaction style for a given task.

3.2.4 Multimodal and Physically Manipulated Objects

A multimodal approach extends the manipulation experience. For instance, a multi-
touch tablet can be complemented with a mouse in a motion control interface, such as in
“PuppetAnimator” (Shi et al., 2011). In this performative interface for digital shadow
puppetry, virtual rods are mapped to both devices, making use of their unique features.
They implemented a set of motion modes, such as swing, and drag, for puppet manip-
ulation based on physics-simulation. They implemented a set of techniques to describe
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the motion based on the device properties, using the motion velocity to calculate the
position, and orientation, implementing a pendulum model, and an inverse kinemat-
ics effect. On the other hand, devices such as smartphones combine multiple sensors,
offering a multimodal experience. Smartphones were employed as digital puppetry con-
trollers in “Puppetime” (Nitsche & Nayak, 2012). They developed a multiplayer virtual
puppetry show, where users drive virtual characters with motion gestures. Besides us-
ing a mobile phone as digital puppetry controller, they believe that this interface, can
be used as a performing object itself, turning the player into a performer. A spatial
and shared interaction, allows the users to become aware of their collaboration with
other players in both virtual, and physical world. Coutrix et al. (Coutrix et al.,
2010) developed a multimodal system for live animation of a virtual puppet for a mu-
seum. It is composed by a control center where the puppeteer manipulates the virtual
puppet using multiple devices. The animation is outputted through several displays
spread over the museum. The puppeteer manipulates the virtual character through a
mouse, a keyboard, a data glove, and a MIDI keyboard device. The engagement is
co-constructed by spectators, and puppeteer, through the interface. It is the product
of performative strategies, and skills. It relies on collective accomplishments of the
mediated puppet (puppeteer), and the spect-actors. There are other approaches that
instead of focusing in the character controller they focus on the show control. Nitsche
and Kirschner (Nitsche & Kirschner, 2013), proposed a hybrid interface for stage and
camera operations, based on tangible and non-tangible devices. They have developed
a system based on two Microsoft Kinect depth sensors. These sensores were used to
scan physical objects and capture the users movement. The users were able to set and
manipulate virtual cameras through hand and finger gestures. They were also able to
manipulate objects on a physical miniaturized stage model. The virtual cameras follow
the user hands, and the objects. This hybrid hand-based model provides a rich and
natural interface to manipulate cameras and objects inside a virtual environment using
Moviesandbox. However, the system does not handle character manipulation.

One of the most challenging issues with multimodal interaction, is how to fuse multiple
input signals. Matt Benatan and Kia Ng (Benatan & Ng, 2013) proposed a framework
for syncing data retrieved from different sensors for live digital performances. They
make use of the Dynamic Time Warping technique for matching signal features, syncing
them with a master signal.
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Collaborative Approaches

Collaborative interaction is now a hot topic, and it is applied to multiple fields. It al-
lows multiple users to play and co-create interactively. Their inputs can be combined,
and enrich the experience, but this interaction requires an intense dialogue between all
the interactors. Collaborative live performances require a multiplayer interaction de-
sign. Researchers have been exploring techniques to support collaborative performance
in the field of computer animation, such as the work of Ninomiya et al. that presented
a virtual marionette theater based on hand interaction (Ninomiya et al., 2007) (Ni-
nomiya et al., 2008). They have develop a simple hand recognition system, mapping
the hand to a virtual string controller that controls the motion and gestures of the
puppet. The system supports collaborative interaction through the network, allowing
multiple users to play together. On the other hand, Bottoni et al. (Bottoni et al.,
2008) presented a collaborative multimodal digital puppetry system. The system ex-
plores player collaboration, seeking the traditional spirit of puppetry emphasizing the
oral storytelling, free improvisation, and public engagement. The system uses audio
sensors for voice control, and webcams to track the hand movements through computer
vision methods. Each puppeteer manipulates part of one puppet.

Physically Manipulated Objects

There are other input approaches oriented to the reality-based interaction that rely on
the manipulation of tangible objects or exoskeleton suits (Figure 3.20).

Some approaches replicate the physical puppet as interface, establishing a playacting
experience, such as the work of Mazalek et al. (Mazalek et al., 2011). They developed
an embodied puppet interface to provide full-body manipulation as referred in section
2.3.3. The performer controls the puppet with his hands, legs and body through a
custom exoskeleton strapped to his body. This interface provides an embodied and
natural interaction for controlling human-like puppets for mimicking the performer’s
behavior. A similar interface was developed by Numaguchi et al. (Numaguchi et
al., 2011) for animating human-like skeletons with hand manipulation. A system that
allows character animation by manipulating an articulated puppet. The animation is
retrieved from a motion capture database by comparing the puppet’s motion with the
motion capture data, using a dual subspace projection method (DSPM) to evaluate
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Figure 3.20: Physical manipulated interfaces: 1. Full-body embodied puppet interface
(Mazalek et al., 2011); 2. Hand-based embodied puppet interface (Numaguchi et al.,
2011); 3. tracked objects for block animation (Shiratori et al., 2013); 4. Modular
blocks for skeleton animation (Jacobson et al., 2014).

similarities on pose distribution. They use PCA to recognize the motion by segmenting
motion capture data into behaviors. These interfaces provide intuitive interaction, but
they are limited to the human morphologies. A more flexible approach was proposed
by Shiratori et al. (Shiratori et al., 2013), based on various tracked objects and mark-
ers for block animation. They believe that puppeteering provides full control over the
design and timing of the motion. The advantage of puppeteering for block animation is
the ability to break the physic laws and human physic constraints. It combines pose to
pose animation with performance animation. It allows to produce fluid motions, held
poses, or physically impossible motions. They built several objects for tracking the
position and orientation. This is a very useful interface for producing animation, but
because they discard the body motion they tend to loose the spontaneous movements
from the performer. They also introduced several mapping methods, such as local and
global orientation, moving hold by damping the residual motion, or delayed animation.
This methods can be employed in digital puppetry as well. A similar approach was
proposed by Jacobson et al. (Jacobson et al., 2014) using modular, interchangeable
and hot-pluggable parts, that can be used with performance animation. Embedded
sensors in each part, measures its orientation, and is automatically transmitted to
the computer, so the animator can manipulate them and see the result motion in the
puppet. The advantages of using modular tangible parts, is that the performer is
free to create any custom morphology. Being hot-pluggable the user can extend, or
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remove parts in real-time, which are correctly calculated in the virtual environment.
The system provides semi-automatic registration, facilitating the mapping procedure.
Although this system can be used as a flexible, and scalable digital puppetry device, it
is somehow limited to the manipulation of two DOF’s simultaneously, because the per-
former manipulates one part (1 DOF) with one hand, and another part with a second
hand. There are other physical manipulated structures, such as the Dinosaur Input
Device (Knep et al., 1995), or the Digital Image Design (Esposito et al., 1995). These
were were discussed previously in section 2.3.3, and present flexible armatures for the
control of articulated puppets. However, they were developed for stop-motion, and not
for performance animation. Other approaches attempt to adopt the traditional puppet
controllers, or use tangible puppets as the controlling interface. Mazalek and Nitsche
(Mazalek & Nitsche, 2007) proposed a system based on a tangible marionette interface
for controlling characters in real-time inside 3D Virtual Environments. Inspired by the
way string puppets are manipulated, they developed a tangible marionette controller
attached to a foam puppet to drive a virtual character inside the Unreal game engine.
A simplified controller with 2-axes accelerometer, allow the performer to rotate the
puppet by tilting the paddle side-to-side or back-to-front. To rise and lower its arms
they mounted one accelerometer inside each arm of the puppet, which is connected to
the controller through wires. The sensors send the data through USB as a standard
Human Interface Device (HID), to a Java apple application that filters the data, and
resend it via UDP protocol to Unreal. In the same direction, but using glove puppets,
Mayora et al. (Mayora et al., 2009) conceptualized the iTheater. This interactive
storytelling system hides the technology inside glove puppets as a tangible user inter-
face in a kind of playground, where children animate virtual characters, while playing
with puppets. The puppet’s interface was implemented with IR LEDs captured by the
WIImote IR camera, and through RFID tags embedded in various objects. Computer
vision methods are also explored to track the reality-based interaction. On the other
hand, Barnes et al. (Barnes et al., 2008) proposed a video-base interface for perfor-
mance animation. The system uses a camera to track in real-time the manipulation
of physical cutout paper puppets, supporting multiple animation features, such as the
control of articulated characters, multi-layered animation, camera controls, or trigger-
ing animation cycles. In a similar way, Held et al. (Held et al., 2012) employes the
Microsoft Kinect as interface to capture physical objects, that are used to drive their
virtual representations. Gupta et al. (Gupta et al., 2014) present MotionMontage, a
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system that captures from a Kinect the motion of rigid physical objects manipulated
by the performer, which are mapped in real-time to virtual objects. It is a system for
annotation and composition of motion takes. Other researchers such as Seth Hunter
and Pattie Maes (Hunter & Maes, 2013) presented a set of techniques to use the dig-
ital media as stage for physical performance. The VisionPlay framework is based on
the animation of physical puppets, and objects that are captured with chromakey, and
mixed with digital media. In this way it is possible to use traditional tangible puppets
for real-time animation, which interact with virtual objects through computer vision
techniques.

Animatronics and Mechatronics

Instead of using puppets as input controllers for computer animation, there are ap-
proaches to animate the physical puppets controlled by computers. Chen et al. (I.-
M. Chen et al., 2007) proposed a generic animatronic solution for puppetry based on
strings. An engineering solution inspired in the traditional marionette design, anatomy
and manipulation techniques. Their robotic marionette system manipulates a puppet
through mechatronics. The system consists on a puppet figure, a puppeteer mecha-
nism with servo and pulley motors that drives the strings, a motor control network,
and a motion generation software. They argue that the puppet can produce life-like
movements based on the motion commands defined in the puppeteer software, which
is sent to the puppeteer mechanism. The animatronic marionette is mechanically ma-
nipulated by an array of pulley-motor units. Their goal was to build a commercial
solution for generic animatronics, that could be mobile and yet flexible. Animatronic
marionettes can also be animated through motion planning techniques (E. Johnson
& Murphey, 2007), through hand manipulation (Slyper et al., 2015), or driven by the
performers body such as (Yamane et al., 2003), or The Monkey Business (Sieber &
Kistler, 2013). The latest is an interactive installation developed by Ralph Kistler and
Jan Sieber.

Animatronics has been used for long time, as a solution for the production of animated
characters for the film industry and for theme parks. While in the film industry this
solution has been replaced by digital animation. The research and development of
animatronics, continue to be explored in the theme park business. An example is
the Pixels to Parks (Madhani et al., 2013), this technique was designed to allow the
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transference of computer animation into physical puppets.
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3.3 Applications Domains and Related Fields

3.3.1 Experimental Approaches

The digital puppetry domain combines traditional puppetry aesthetics, with styles from
animation using interaction methods. A wide range of interaction experiences demon-
strate this fusion in diverse domains, from video games, to interactive installations,
from theatrical performances, to live television shows.

Figure 3.21: Digital puppetry applications: 1) Puppet Parade (Watson & Gobeille,
2011); 2) Wayang Kinect (Wiriadjaja, 2011); 3) Puppet in Motion (Puppet in Mo-
tion, 2013); 4) Ten-finger Virtual Puppet Show (Miller, 2012); 5) Théâtre de Guignol
numérique (Roy, 2013); 6) Marionette Zoo (Barna et al., 2014).

The release of devices such as Microsoft Kinect, Nintendo Wii, or Leap Motion, brought
a wide range of sensing capabilities to artists and developers. These devices motivated
the exploration of novel approaches in the field of digital puppetry applied to diverse
contexts including: artistic installations; entertainment applications; educational tools.
There are many interesting examples that demonstrate the potential of these devices
as digital puppetry controllers (Figure 3.21). The Wayang Kinect (Wiriadjaja, 2011)
is one of these examples. A 2D interactive digital puppet shadow developed by An-
tonius Wiriadjaja for the Spring Show 2011, from the Interactive Telecommunications
Program (ITP) of the New York University (NYU) Tisch School. It tries to recreate
the Javanese puppetry - Wayang Kulit. To generate believable motion, they combine
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virtual rod manipulation with physics simulation. The Microsoft Kinect was used to
capture the digital puppeteer hands, allowing him to manipulate two virtual rods at-
tached to the puppet. This project was developed with Processing. They used the
Toxiclibs for physics simulation, and Openni framework to retrieve the skeleton infor-
mation from the Kinect. Another academic project that explores the Microsoft Kinect
is We Be Monsters (2011). A collaborative performance animation project developed
by Caitlin Boyle, and Asa Foster at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) (Boyle, 2011).
A digital puppetry experiment that employs the Osceleton tool to track the bodies
of two puppeteers. The motion data is retarget to Processing for generating the mo-
tion of 2D cartoon characters. There are other projects that employ similar sensing
technology applied to three dimensions. For instance, the Puppet Parade (Watson &
Gobeille, 2011). A 3D interactive installation presented at CineKid 2011, developed
by Theodore Watson and Emilly Gobeille. The participants drive a 3D puppet with
one arm, in a similar way as a glove puppet. A Kinect camera was used to track
the arm and hand of the user, in combination with a custom made tool developed by
Watson. The Arm-tracker4 tool tracks the arm, and recognises the pinch gesture from
the hand, which is used to open and close the puppet’s mouth. Two cameras were
employed in the installation to allow two participants to play simultaneously. Another
example that explores depth sensing technology with 3D digital puppets is Puppet in
Motion (Puppet in Motion, 2013) developed by Sixense Studios. They developed a
puppeteering environment recreating the Three Little Pigs story for the Intel Ultimate
Coder Challenge in 2013. Inspired by glove puppetry, their goal was to explore the
hand manipulation for performance animation, using 3D depth sensing technology. It
was developed with Unity3D using the Intel’s Perceptual Computing SDK and the
Creative Interactive gesture camera. Each hand of the player drives the position and
orientation of the puppet and a pinch gesture controls the mouth. To capture the full
dexterity of the human hand, they used the Kinect’s near mode, which was introduced
with frameworks such as SoftKinect. Another example is the Ten-finger Virtual Pup-
pet Show (Miller, 2012). A prototype developed for the Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) 2012, for demonstrating the potential of the SoftKinect framework. A prototype
that shows how to use the near mode depth sensing with digital puppetry based on
full hand tracking. In this prototype, the player controls two puppets simultaneous
with the both hands generating several actions, such as nod the puppet’s head, twist

4Available for download at https://github.com/ofTheo/kinectArmTracker
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around, or open their mouths. Although depth sensing is one of the most prominent
technologies explored to capture body, and hand motion, other control devices are
also employed in these explorations bringing the traditional puppetry into the digital
environments.

Figure 3.22: Animatic prototype - A virtual puppet play developed for my Master
Thesis in 2007.

In 2007, I have developed the project Animatic for my master thesis in an attempt to
recreate the traditional puppetry manipulation within the digital environment (L. Leite,
2007). A virtual puppet show that simulates the manipulation of string marionettes,
and rod puppets controlled by multimodal devices. This physics-based puppet ap-
proach provides similar behavior as the traditional counterpart. To simulate the mari-
onette manipulation, a physics-based string controller mapped to a gamepad, and to a
WIImote, was developed and entitled Piano-o-Matic. This controller was developed to
overcome the few-to-many DOF problem. The puppet’s orientation, and positioning
on the stage, were mapped to the left joystick of the gamepad, and to the WIImote
orientation. On the other hand, the right joystick was mapped to handle the strings
attached to the limbs of the puppet. Because the physics-based virtual controller is af-
fected by gravity, its manipulation provides a dynamic and smooth motion. It provides
a similar behavior, and pendulum motion to the marionette as a traditional mari-
onette controller. The user can experiment direct limb operations by using the mouse,
although it does not support simultaneous multi-limb manipulation. The mouse can
also be used to drive the eye direction of the puppet. An automatic lip-sync system
was developed to map the voice of the user to the mouth of the puppet.

There are several examples that attempt to bring the traditional puppetry experience
to the computer environment. For instance the project Théâtre de Guignol numérique,
developed by the Wizarbox company. They built this virtual puppet play in 2008 sim-
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ulating the Guignol puppets for the Futur en Seine, an international digital festival in
France (Roy, 2013). They developed a 3D virtual puppetry system that combines WI-
Imotes and Nunchucks, as digital controllers with voice input for lip-sync. Recreating
the glove puppet tradition, Wizarbox developed CGI characters based on the original
Guignol puppets. The animateer handles the virtual puppets in a similar manner as in
traditional puppetry. Another project that recreates the traditional marionette behav-
ior is Marionette Zoo (Barna et al., 2014; Marionette Zoo, 2014). It is a 3D puppet
entertainment environment designed for the Leap Motion Developer Program with the
goal to simulate the string puppet behavior by using physics. The player moves the
puppet with the palm of the hand, and triggers actions with his fingers. The behavior
of the string puppet is simulated by physics, which presents some constraints such as
moving individual limbs without moving the puppet itself. To provide a more versa-
tile interaction, they have developed an action system that applies force and torque
to bones at given times. Marionette Zoo was developed with Cinder using the Bullet
physics system, and other blocks such as Cinder-Assimp, Cinder-Leap, Cinder-libpd,
Cinder-portaudio.

Media artists have been exploring body movement to drive digital figures using the
Kinect. One example of these explorations is the interactive installation EGO5 (2015).
It was developed by Klaus Obermaier, Stefano D’Alessio and Martina Menegon. It
produces the effect of a deformed mirror, that reflects the alienation of the participant.
The motion of the virtual stick figure does not mirror precisely the user’s movement,
instead the character seems to have an autonomous life trying to mimic the partici-
pant’s behavior. Before the release of the Microsoft Kinect, the British artist Philip
Worthington created an interactive digital shadow experience. The project Shadow
Monsters (2005) augments the traditional shadow-puppet theater casting the partici-
pants silhouette to the screen in a peculiar way. The shadows of the participants are
combined with computer graphics to create living monsters. The participants are in-
vited to create their own play with their bodies in front of backlight screen (Engel &
Wharton, 2014).

There are also experimental approaches that seek the development of interactive frame-
works for digital shadow puppetry. Ian Grant developed the ShadowEngine (Grant,
2013), which is a framework developed inside Unity3D to simulate virtual shadow pup-

5EGO web page: http://www.exile.at/ego/
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Figure 3.23: Ian Grant’s Shadow Engine: a 2D digital puppetry framework for Unity
3D, designed for multi-touch interaction. Frame from a video.

petry. Grant uses hinges, and springs to rig physics-based puppets. The limbs of the 2D
puppets are set up with texture maps. The user defines the pivot (center of the mass)
location for each articulation. Then assigns to each limb a rigid-body and a collider
component. Finally, the components are connected together with hinges, and con-
straints are defined to limited the rotation of each limb. Control points are connected
to the puppet parts with spring joints, and the user manipulates this points through
multi-touch devices. Ian Grant explored visual effects in ShadowEngine to recreate
the expressiveness of shadow puppetry, and silhouette films such as those from Lotte
Reiniger. This framework is an important contribution to the digital puppetry field, in
particular for creating digital shadow plays. On the other hand, Kazi et al. (Kazi et
al., 2011) augment the elegance of sand animation presenting the SandCanvas. It takes
advantage of the expressiveness of hand gestures performed on a multi-touch interface,
to expand the sand art possibilities, mixing the physical matter with the virtual media.
The system simulates the sand manipulation, and provides a canvas for painting with
a user interface (UI) on the tabletop, that allows the user to record gestures, change
colors, or mix the painting with other media.

3.3.2 Education and Therapy

Traditional puppetry has been used sucessufly in the educational and therapy domains.
Digital puppetry can also be applied to these fields, and provide rich learning experi-
ences, or interactive rehabilitation programs.
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Education

The major technological achievements in HCI during the 1990’s enabled educators to
orient themselves to a constructivist approach to learning, by employing a non-linear
educational setting with the aid of hypertext and hypermedia, replacing the tradi-
tional sequence teaching. Whatever the methods employed in the learning process,
it is undoubtedly within the competence of teachers to provide to their students an
attractive and effective learning. The computational resources should not replace tra-
ditional modes of teaching, rather they should be adjusted to each environment, and
be used to complement and enhance the learning process. Thus, digital puppetry tools
may be used to supplement the bottom-most empirical, and creative approaches in
the production of narratives as a way to support and encourage teamwork, and the
autonomous discovery of knowledge. Most of the approaches toward the enhancement
of the pedagogical experiences, focus on agents or virtual autonomous characters, that
interact and engage a dialog with the student (Stone & Lester, 1996; E. Shaw et al.,
1999; Marsella et al., 2000; Rajan et al., 2001; Rizzo et al., 2002; Shaw E., 2004). They
complement and augment the educational materials, and can be used for tutorials,
as well as for presentations. Other approaches explore performance animation within
virtual reality environments, to stimulate the social skills training through role-playing
(Kalal, 2008). The building of animatronics or electronic puppets can also be used as
an educational strategy for teaching science and technology (Sempere, 2005; Yousuf
et al., 2006; Peer et al., 2014).

Figure 3.24: A demonstration of Kendra: a digital crab live performance on the iPad
from (Searls, n.d.). Frame from a video.

A digital puppetry tool that is currently being developed to be used in the educational
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setting is Kendra (Figure 3.24), created by Colett Searls, and Lynn Tomlinson. It was
developed by the UMBC’s Image Research Center6 at University of Maryland. Kendra
is a simple digital puppetry application for the iPad, that uses the touch interface as
a puppetry controller to manipulate a digital crab. A major project that has been
demonstrating the use of digital puppetry as an educational resource during the last
few years is the TeachLivE7 (Teaching and Learning in Virtual Environments), devel-
oped at the University of Central Florida (Hayes et al., 2013; V. Wang, 2015). A
project that combines the knowledge of educators with the skills of computer scientists
working with simulation technologies. They developed the Teaching in a Mixed Reality
Environment (TeachME). A mixed-reality teaching environment that supports teacher
practice. A virtual classroom for teachers to rehearse their pedagogical methods and
contents. This project is still growing supported with several publications, and with
an annual conference: Annual International TeachLive Conference: Virtual Human
Interactive Performance. Many features have been added to this environment includ-
ing multimodal approaches (Barmaki, 2015), and gesture recognition, that allows to
the capture of nonverbal behaviors in the interpersonal communication using kinesis
feedback (Barmaki, 2016). Studies have been made to understand the impact of digi-
tal puppetry tools in education (Lopez et al., 2012) in particular with the TeachLive
(Bautista & Boone, 2015). Extending the TeachME system, Zhu et al. (J. Zhu et
al., 2011) designed an AI-based management framework for enacting the characters
through gestures, dialogues, personalties, or emotions, and for maintaining the story-
line by initializing predefined plot structures or restructuring the plot when the story
fails. They have proposed the Experience Management System (EMS) divided into
three modules: story states; drama manager, character behavior control. On a differ-
ent direction, Karen Wohlwend (Wohlwend, n.d.) makes an analysis on how digital
puppetry apps, can stimulate a playful collaboration between children inside the class-
room context. She emphasizes the fact, that teachers have to rethink the curricula to
benefit from the collaborative and productive potential that these technologies provide,
and which children are already familiarized.

Several digital puppetry apps for children were designed for touch devices, including
Photopuppet8 (2010), developed by Explain Everything (Richards, 2014); Puppet

6IRC website http://www.irc.umbc.edu
7TeachLive website http://teachlive.org
8Photopuppet online tutorials: http://explaineverything.com/photopuppet-video-tutorials/
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Figure 3.25: Toontastic application for the iPad - a digital puppetry tool that support
storytelling. Frame from a video.

Pals9 (2011), developed by Polished Play (Saxton, 2013); or Toontastic (2011) (Fig-
ure 3.25) developed by Launchpad Toys (Donahoo, 2011). These creative tools for
children, stimulate the creation of virtual plays from stories in a intituive manner.
They provide a wide range of features for digital storytelling, such as: performance
animation; painting tools; image compositing; voice recording; lip-sync; stop-motion;
or keyframe animation. They can be used as educational tools in the classroom (Mur-
gatroyd & Parsons, 2015) promoting the collaborative work.

Therapy

The first virtual marionette developed for rehabilitation was Eggwardo (Segura, 1993)
presented at the Loma Linda University Medical Center in 1992 (McLellan, 2004). It
was designed to demonstrate how digital puppetry could help to create an empathic
relation between hospitalized children, and virtual characters controlled by therapists,
and educators. Because of their virtual existence, cartoon characters can help children
to discuss sensitive topics and explain medical procedures.

Dr. Dave Warner from Loma Linda University Medical Center, and Steve Tice co-
founder of Simgraphics produced this experiment gathering an interdisciplinary team
including: a teacher; an actor and comedian; a character designer; and an interface
designer (Digital Puppetry To Be Introduced At Loma Linda University Children’s Hos-
pital , 1992). Eggwardo was a talking head, a character designed to be a virtual teacher

9Polished play site http://www.polishedplay.com
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Figure 3.26: Steven Greenstein manipulating Eggwardo with a facial Waldo and a 3D
mouse. Frames from a video recording.

with an extendable nose to be used as a pointer, and was driven by Steven Greenstein
in a similar way as Mario. Simgraphics provided the prototype of their Performance
Animation System (PAS), connecting a facial Waldo made by Rick Lazzarini from The
Character Shop, a flying mouse from Simgraphics, and a pair of joysticks. This setup
allowed the puppeteer to control facial expressions including lip sync (Figure 3.26),
trigger exaggerated features, and move the puppet around the screen (Eggwardo,
1992).

3.3.3 Television and Film

Performance animation is mostly used in the production of films, for creating creatures
in live action films, or for driving CGI characters in animated films. On the other
hand, as discussed early in section 3.1.2, television was crucial to the evolution of
digital puppetry, pushing its boundaries towards to live character animation.

Live and Interactive Animation for Television (Entertainment)

In the beginning of the 1990’s interactive television started to call the attentions of
producers, in particular the potential of TV interactive games. Although the television
was still in the analog era, interesting approaches were developed to make the audi-
ence control virtual characters from their homes. The attractive aspect of these new
contents, relied on the impact of playing to a large audience.

One of the most impressive TV programs exploring interactive animation was Hugo
the TV Troll (Gibbs & Baudisch, 1996). It was a popular interactive television show
created in 1990 by a Denmark-based company Silver Rock Production, which later
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Figure 3.27: Live TV animation shows: (Left) Backstage of the Portuguese Nelly Nuts
Show known as Rita Catita, e o Ursinho Oops produced by Miragem; (Right) Facial
capture with ITE helmet for the production of Hugo the TV Troll.

became known as Interactive Television Entertainment (ITE). It was one of the first
approaches to interactive games for television, using telephones as device controllers.
The players could take control over the virtual characters by pressing the numerical
keys from their telephones, in a similar way as playing games with the computer cursor
keys (Wolf & Iwatani, 2015). Hugo10 was so popular that was adapted, and broad-
casted over more than 40 countries during 17 years (Wolf, 2008). The system behind
Hugo was developed for Commodore Amiga 3000, supporting MIDI as the control in-
terface, and a DTMF converter for phone connection to capture the key tones. Later
it was adapted to their in-house Animation Mask System (AMS) (ITE Media, 2001),
using a PC-based architecture with a custom-made off-line motion capture helmet and
a remote control. The actor’s face expression could be transferred to the virtual char-
acter through sensors attached to the helmet (Figure 3.27 (Right)). The animateer
could move the head and eyes of the character using a joystick in the remote con-
trol (Figure 3.27 (Middle)). In 1996, ITE upgrade their system to a Silicon Graphics
workstations to support 3D graphics. With this new system they were able to develop
another interactive game show known as Throut & Neck (Gibbs & Baudisch, 1996).
Many other interactive television programs fowled this path, providing games to the au-
dience with limited performance animation. Players could trigger animations, or move
the characters in space using the telephone keys, while the actors/puppeteers in the

10History of Hugo: http://www.hugo-troll.de/infos/historie/firma/index.html
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studio could produce lip-sync using their voices, or could control parts of the character
using joysticks. Denmark became a reference in the development of interactive games,
and animation solutions for television with companies such as TV-Animation. TV-
Animation developed the Cartoon Broadcast System (CBS) in the late 1990’s, which
was used to produce Nelly Nuts Show debuted in the portuguese television (TVI) at
prime time in the year 2000 as Rita Catita e o Ursinho Oops (Figure 3.27). The
success of the show was impressive and Nelly Nuts Show was adapted to many other
countries including: England (BBC); France (Teletoon); Denmark (TV2); Germany
(ZDF); or Israel (Fox Kids) (Baisley, 2003). The CBS (Cartoon Broadcast System,
2000) was a 2D environment supported by in-house hardware, with a touch screen for
switching between camera angles, that were simulated with different backgrounds. It
presented several real-time features, such as: automatic lip-sync; animation triggering;
and interactive games. A virtual animation studio in one single system, where the
director had the power to switch between scenes, characters, and cameras. Multiple
actors could give their voices to the characters, and improvise a story in real-time. The
Nelly Nuts Show demonstrated to be a cost efficient television program, that could
engaged the audience by its interactive component. Nelly invited the audience to chat
with her, and to play games live on air, by pushing the keys on their telephones. TV
Animation and Mattel Interactive became partners in the year 2000, in an attempt to
transpose the Mattel animated characters, into the interactive television (Mattel Inter-
active Signs Strategic Partnership with TV Animation, 2000). TV-Animation, which
later became known as Gonzoft TV Animation (Gonzoft, 2007) merged with the pro-
duction company FlickerLab from New York in the year 2009 (Kapko, 2009). CBS
is still commercialized, and was used to produce the Portuguese television series Café
Central in 2012, by Henrrique Oliveira Produções (HOP). A different system was em-
ployed in Johnny Bravo Live, produced by Funny Garbage in the year 2000 for Cartoon
Networks (Moltenbrey, 2000). The virtual Johnny Bravo was a 2D host animated in
real-time, a kind of cartoon jockey listening to the requests of the audience for their fa-
vorite cartoons. To achieve the same classical appearance of the Johnny Bravo cartoon,
the software house Kydara developed the FilmBox On-Air system. Kydara FilmBox
On-Air, was the first commercial solution to provide a generic real-time animation sys-
tem using motion capture. This solution was designed to provide performance, and
versatility for live broadcasting, allowing production houses or television channels to
produce their own animated live contents. Although the animation of Johnny Bravo,
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was somehow limited to triggering sequences of animation clips. The real-time lip-sync
based on the recognition of the actor’s voice, provided spontaneous behaviors, allowing
the performer to respond to the audience, creating a feeling of engagement. To go
beyond this control limitations, Shin et al. (Shin et al., 2001) explored the use of
motion capture with their online motion retargeting technique. With this technique
they were able to develop a virtual character called Pang Pang, for a daily children
TV show, broadcasted by the Korean Broadcasting System (KBS). On the other hand,
in mid–90’s the European research project HUMANOID (Boulic et al., 1998) turned
their focus to develop a complete framework for the production of virtual humanoid
characters for interactive television. They designed an environment for human model-
ing, and animation of digital humanoid actors, that could be employed in interactive
television (N. M. Thalmann & Thalmann, 1995). They described a system for paral-
lel computing integrating motion control, skin deformations, and generic modeling of
human body data structures.

Digital puppetry provides an efficient way to engage the audience and reduce the
animation budget for television productions. The recent success of Jim Henson’s Sid
the Science Kid demonstrated that digital puppetry can provide high quality animation
in a cost efficient production.

Film (Entertainment)

Performance animation is employed in film production with several purposes: to reduce
the production cost; to provide a way to animate creatures that interact with human
actors in a live shooting environment; to substitute human actors.

The most popular digital puppetry technique in film production is full-body motion
capture (Figure 3.28). The first attempts to use motion capture in a feature film were
a failure, experimented in Total Recall (1989) (Menache, 2011). However, after the
successful creation of the “digital double” of Val Kilmer for Batman Forever (1995), the
synthetic actors that populated the crowd scenes in Titanic (1997), or the performance
animation of Jar Jar Binks played by Ahmed Best for Star Wars: Episode 1 (1999),
motion capture became a regular technology employed in the film production. Some
films are entirely produced with motion capture, such as the Polar Express (2004),
Monster House (2006), Beowulf (2007), A Christmas Carol (2009), and The Adventures
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Figure 3.28: Films since 2000’s that made use of motion capture to create digital
characters. In order of appearance: 1) Avatar (2009); 2) The Avengers (2012); 3)
Dawn of the Planet of the Apes (2014); 4) Lord of the Rings: Two Towers (2002); 5)
The Adventures of Tintin (2011); 6) The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug (2012).
Images captured from video frames.

of Tintin (2011). There are live-action films that use motion capture to animate
characters that interact with human actors, in particular with non-human characters
including, The Lord of the Rings (2001–2014), King Kong (2005), Avatar (2009), Dawn
of the Planet of the Apes (2014), and The Avengers (2015). Or even to animate human-
like characters replacing human actors such as Jeff Bridges in Tron Legacy (2010).
The actors that give life to these creatures, develop their performance techniques by
experience, interpreting a wide range of characters. This experience allows them to
learn and manipulate the expressiveness of the digital creature, as Andy Serkis did
when playing Gollum in Lord of the Rings (2001–2014). In the past two decades, visual
effect production companies pushed forward the technology, trying to achieve a great
level of believable animation. This evolution can be clearly observed in the Gollum
character, when compared across the whole series from Lord of the Rings (2001–2014).
The production company Weta Digital, which is behind the success of this character,
perfect the motion and appearance of the character from film to film. They also
combined animatronics with computer animation to give life to the Treebeard. An
important aspect when using motion capture in production of a film, is to provide real-
time feedback to the director, or to both director and actor. With real-time feedback
the shooting is made seamless as in a traditional live-action film, and can include the
use of virtual cameras as in The Adventures of Tintin (2011). Most of the performance
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animated characters for film production employ a literal control.

Figure 3.29: Series of puppeteers using Waldos to control the facial expressions for the
film Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (1990), image retrieved from (Lisa et al., 2003).

Gestural control can be used to animate characters without using the body motion of
the actor. For instance, the animateer can use his hands to animate parts of a character
in a similar way, as Henson puppeteers did with their Waldos (Figure 3.29), when
animating the facial expressions of the ninja turtle animatronics for the film Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles (1990) (Lisa et al., 2003). An attempted to use gestural control
for facial animation was made in the production of Sinbad: Beyond the Veil of Mists
(2000). The lack of tools available at that time forced them to switch to blend shape
animation (Menache, 2011).

3.3.4 Games and Theme Parks

Digital puppetry domains are still expanding. Its flexibility provides a wide range
of experiences and applications. Theme parks and video games are two fields where
digital puppetry can grow.

Theme Parks and Live Events (Entertainment)

Digital puppetry is suitable for live events and can be performed in diverse places
including concert halls, show rooms, parties, corporate events, or theme parks. A com-
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pany that has been exploring digital puppetry for live events is the 3DSite /Living
Pictures. They have developed performance animation attractions with digital pup-
pets, such as Hilda the goat or Mr. Zhed the talking horse (Owen, 2010). Hilda was
made to promote the children book Hilda, A Very Loyal Goat from Jennifer Bryan,
and was brought to the LA Book Festival in 2010, by the hands of ReadAloud.org, to
promote family reading (Hilda, the talking goat , 2010). The technology that supports
this live puppeteering, provides real-time lip-sync, and a set of actions that are trig-
gered by a gamepad controller. The puppeteer lends his voice to the character, and
controls its facial expression. The hidden digital puppeteer is able to inspect the audi-
ence through a camera feed, and interact with them triggering keyframe animation and
speaking directly to a specific person within the audience. The fluid animation, and
the live interaction is what makes the audience be engaged with the puppet. On the
other hand, the state of the art in digital puppetry can be found on theme parks. Its
main application is to create live character attractions that interact with the visitors
through live performances.

Figure 3.30: Monsters, Inc Laugh Floor digital puppetry attraction at Walt Disney
World’s Magic Kingdom. Frame from video.

The most significant technological break-thought in theme parks, was the introduction
of digital puppetry by Jim Henson in 1991, at the Disney’s Hollywood Studios (Dircks,
2004). A computer generated puppet, animated in real-time by the hands of a pup-
peteer, using a Waldo device to interact with other physical puppets, as well as with
the audience. This new kind of live show, or attraction, was named MuppetVision 3-
D. The MuppetVision 3-D show combines multiple media, such as Audio-Animatronics
and virtual puppets. It employes technologies such as 3D vision to provide rich, and im-
mersive experience to the audience (Finch, 1993). The interaction experience between
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the audience and the real-time animated puppets is known as Living Character Initia-
tive. The characters can be physical puppets through audio-animatronics, or virtual
puppets animated with digital puppetry techniques. The success of the Muppet*Vision
3-D stimulated Disney’s company to seek, and develop new performance animation at-
tractions through their theme park network. Disney’s imagineering in collaboration
with Pixar, developed in 2004 the Turtle Talk with Crush at The Seas with Nemo &
Friends pavilion at Epcot in Florida, which was later ported to other Disney parks
(Gallagher, 2011). Similar to the traditional puppetry approach, this show combines
scripted-based representation with improvisation, where the digital character makes
an improvised talk with the audience on a large screen. This digital puppet can be
consider a kind of a virtual ventriloquism (Kawamoto, 2014) by its real-time lip-sync.
The digital puppeteer is aware of the audience through hidden cameras, allowing him to
engage a conversation with them. He can also drive the puppet’s position, and trigger
actions on the character using keyframe animation clips, such as flipping, or jiggling
(Gindin, 2011). Similar to the Turtle Talk, Disney released another live digital puppet
performance in 2006 called Stitch Encounter in Tomorrowland at Hong Kong Disney-
land. Later, this performance was taken to Tokyo Disneyland, and to Walt Disney
Studios Park at Disneyland Paris, with a different name - Stich Live. However, Mon-
sters, Inc Laugh Floor (Figure 3.30) takes the concept of the digital puppetry show to
a higher level, where multiple digital creatures are performed live with motion capture,
and real-time lip-sync. Debuted in 2007 in the Tomorrowland at Walt Disney World’s
Magic Kingdom (Leibacher, n.d.), this became one of the most complete digital pup-
petry shows worldwide. As in the Turtle Talk the digital puppeteers follow a script,
but can also improvise, asking questions to the audience. This aspect is what makes
this attraction a true interactive show, where each performance is unique, ephemeral,
and special. The environment recreates a comedy club where the monsters are stand-
up comedians that try to collect laughs for their laugh-o-meter. However, all of these
attractions require expensive technology that is not affordable by all theme parks. A
company that is exploring digital puppetry with low-cost technology in trade shows,
theme parks, and other events is Chops & Associates. They have developed a custom
digital puppeteer system entiled CHOPS (Amuse at Theme Parks , 2016).
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Games (Entertainment)

The video game industry has been using digital puppetry as a regular method to pro-
duce character animation since mid-nineties. It is common to employ motion capture
technology to record human motion to produce animation cycles that define behav-
iors, which are then triggered by the player during the gameplay, such as a walk-cycle.
Motion capture is also employed to produce the animation sequences for cut-scenes.
Motion capture was initially introduced within the entertainment industry for film and
television production. However, it was with the video game industry that this technol-
ogy became widespread as a viable method for character animation (Menache, 2011).
Motion capture and video game technologies evolved together. The early video games
did not required high-quality motion capture due to the limited resources provided by
computers and game consoles. While early motion capture systems were compatible
with the poor quality requirements for video games. It did not provided the necessary
quality for the high standards of film and television productions. There are no clear
records on the first video-game that employed this technology. However, early refer-
ences point to Soul Edge11 (1995), developed in 1995 by Namco (Kinerd, 2012), and
Highlander: the Last of the MacLeods released in 1995 by Atari (Spencer, 2015). Mo-
tion capture was mostly used to record human motion for fight, and sports sequences.
Soon it became a standard procedure for generating all kinds of human motion. It
was used intensively to generate animations for games such as Jet Li: Rise to Honor
(2004), Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune (2007), L.A. Noire (2011), Beyond: Two Souls
(2012), or Batman: Arkham Origins (2013). Today’s technology provides almost sim-
ilar graphics, and animation quality in runtime, than the quality that is achieved for
production.

Recently, Epic Games, Ninja Theory, and Cubic Motion demonstrated in GDC 2016
(Game Developers Conference) how digital puppetry can be employed in the produc-
tion of live animated films with extremely quality (Matthews, 2016). They showned
how to shoot in real-time, cut scenes sequences for the Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice
(2017) (Figure 3.31) inside the Unreal game engine using consumer level products.
These developments can be considered the state of the art in the field of real-time
character animation, and were achieved by the combination between art and science.
A consortium was created combining the developers from Epic Games responsible for

11retrieved from http://www.motioncapturesociety.com/resources/industry-history
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Figure 3.31: Real-time shooting of Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice inside Unreal engine.
Frame from video.

the Unreal engine, the creative team from Ninja Theory and creators of Hellblade, the
facial technology from 3Lateral & iKinema, and the live facial motion capture from
Cubic Motion. An important step forward into the future of live animated film pro-
duction, and to surpass the uncanny valley effect. They created a believable character,
in particular its realistic eyes.

Digital puppetry is not used only for the production of cut-scenes in video games. Video
games allow players to interactively control digital puppets. Brenda Laurel considers
this relation a sort of dramatic performance (Laurel, 1991), even though the player has
a limited control over the character, and its performance is not towards to an audience.
New device controllers have been expanding the degrees of freedom of manipulation
and allow the player to improvise in a new genre of digital puppets (Hayes-roth &
Van Gent, 1996). Furthermore multiplayer games running through the internet provide
a larger and active audience, inviting the player to explore the dramatic performance
with its character. We can draw a parallel between the player that manipulates a
character in a game, and the puppet master that has the control of a puppet in a play.
Calvillo-Gámez and Cairns (Calvillo-Gámez & Cairns, 2009) relates gaming experience
with puppetry, arguing that the player’s role in a video game is dual, being both the
puppeteer as well as the audience in a process of control and ownership. The control
process is defined by the mechanical control with the device, and by the virtual control
(mapping) that defines the action. Both are retained in memory as the repertoire of
actions from the puppeteer. The player must remember the mechanical sequence of
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his fingers in the gamepad, and the mapping semantics to achieve a specific action for
its character. In a similar away that the puppeteer needs to remember the sequence to
pull the strings from a marionette, and how the strings are attached to it to be able
to achieve a certain pose. However, few games provide direct control over the limbs of
the character as in puppetry, due to the device control limitations, in particular when
using a mouse, or a gamepad. A game that extends the limited manipulation of the
character is the Little Big Planet (2008) developed by Media Molecule. It provides
direct control over body parts, and a set of facial animations, even though they do not
affect the gameplay. There are some games that explore puppetry as a theme such as
the Puppeteer (2013) for the Play Station 3. It was developed by SIE Japan Studio,
but do not focus on the puppetry manipulation. Game control devices have been
gradually increasing the degrees of freedom providing a greater level of manipulation
as discussed in section 2.3.2. Since the release of the Sony Playstation camera Eye Toy
in 2003, that the video game industry has been exploring motion capture methods for
character manipulation. The objective is to provide a direct and immersive experience
to the player, when driving characters. Nintendo explored these methods in their
control devices with the release of the game console WII in 2006, in particular with
the balance board, and with the WIImote, to support body motion for games related
to sports or fitness. With the release of Microsoft Kinect, full body motion capture
became accessible to home entertainment. However, even with full body motion capture
most games, and applications continue to focus on the player’s ability to use their
hands for manipulation, which may be complemented with other interaction methods.
An example of this combination is the game Space Between (2013) created by Justin
Link (Space Between, 2014). Space Between is a game based on gesture sets (hand
manipulation), which are combined with voice commands, to allow the player to guide
creatures in a virtual world. Justin Link developed this game to explore a different
approaches to interact with the character mechanics. Space Between was developed
with Intel Perceptual Computing SDK for the Intel Showcase in 2013.

3.3.5 Theatre, Dance and Performance

Performing arts in particular theatre, dance, and music, can take advantage of the inter-
activity dimension provided by the state of the art in technology, as a creative resource
to augment the performing experience and extend the performer’s potential. The most
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common aspects addressed by performance-based digital interactions is the notion of
time and space, but there are multiple strategies for designing interactive performances
and create digital contents responsive to the performer’s behavior. Today, it is easy
to buy all sorts of sensors that provide a wide range of sensing capabilities. These
sensors can be employed to recognize the voice of an actor, or to translate the brain
activity of a musician, or even to measure the heart beat of a dancer. The performer’s
space-time motion dimension, which refers to features such as gesture speed; gait; body
posture; global/local position, provides a rich and expressive resource for manipulating
digital contents. Generally, there are two common motion-based techniques employed
in interaction design based on the performer’s body: 1) motion tracking; 2) motion
triggering. The first refers to the capability of tracking the movement of one, or multi-
ple performers in space. The later refers to the digital response of a recognized motion
(impulse) in a certain amount of time and space (Figure 3.32).

Figure 3.32: The work of Golan Levin and Zachary Lieberman (Levin & Lieberman,
2004) in Messa Di Voce (2003) showing how computer vision can be used within the
performing arts.

Theatre

In the end of the 1990’s the European project eRENA (Hirtes et al., 1999; Bow-
ers et al., 2000) has leaded the exploration of digital puppetry within the theatrical
performance. With the goal to develop production tools for Electronic Arenas, this
project explored the technical “behind-the-scenes” requirements to support the artistic
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activities. A project designed for spectacles supported by technological resources. A
multidisciplinary team was gathered to embrace this project combining researchers,
actors, puppeteers, computer programmers, CG animators, theatre technical directors,
sound and lighting designers, and projection engineers. A project that evolved dis-
tinct institutions from different countries, such as the French International Institute
of Puppetry in Charleville-Mezieres, and the ZKM Institute for Visual Media in Ger-
many. This project included a series of workshops as a methodology to understand
the requirements of live performances, to gradually prepare actors, and puppeteers to
handle the digital apparatus. Their efforts to track the human movement lead them
to work with motion capture technology, including the Polhemus Ultratrak system,
experimenting literal control with body movement. For gestural control, they have
explored a wide range of configurations and mappings, adapted to distinct theatrical
scenarios. They made experiments with sensors attached to the actor’s body, with
sensors inside manipulable objects, and with sensors spread through multiple actors,
in a sort of multi-limbed collective body to be used in a collaborative setting. They
also explored the interplay between physical and digital media, as well as, different
manipulation methods involving human actors, virtual puppets, physical objects, and
a wide range of physical puppets. Including string marionettes, rod puppets, shadow
puppets, glove puppets or Bunraku. To motivate the interchangeability between the
human performer, and the digital puppet, they made experiments towards the mari-
onetttisation of the actor. The flow of energy transferred from the puppeteer’s body
to the digital artifact, can be understood as an interchange, as well as an extension
of the actor’s body. Furthermore, they developed and explored tools, and designed a
framework for digital arenas (Bowers et al., 2000). This framework is discussed in
section 3.4.4. The result of this European project demonstrates the potential of using
digital puppetry within different theatrical scenarios, paving the ground for new explo-
rations. Another important contribution to the understanding of digital media in the
theatrical dimension, was made by Thompson et al. (Thompson et al., 2012). They
developed a study in 2011 to understand the use of digital media within theatrical
productions on Canada pointing its benefits. However, they also point the need to
break barriers to adopt digital media in the theatrical context. Hybrid performances
that fuses traditional puppetry, with digital puppetry is something new. Puppet the-
atre can be augmented through interactive environments, and novel sensing devices,
providing new experiences. However, there is some resistance to the introduction of
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novel technologies in puppetry by conservative puppeteers. An example of the fusion
between digital technologies and puppetry, is the experimental and academic project
It/I: A Theater Play (1997) (Pinhanez & Bobick, 1999). It was developed by Clau-
dio Pinhanez employing four SGI workstations, to control the lighting, and the digital
reactive media. Pinhanez explored computer vision techniques to track, and interpret
the performer’s position. These techniques were also used, to interpret a limited set
of gestures that were employed in the control of a virtual puppet, according to a pre-
defined script that he described as interval scripts. Another example is the Picture at
an Exhibition (2011), developed by Mazalek et al. (Mazalek et al., 2012a), which was
presented at the Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta. In this project the traditional
manipulation of tangible puppets is maintained, but their actions are translated into
the digital media. Five physical puppets equipped with sensors, affect the movement
in the virtual environment, projected on the back of the stage in real-time (Mazalek
et al., 2012b). A set of accelerometers, bend sensors, and rotary potentiometers, were
placed in each puppet, and connected to Arduinos, that send the motion data, wire-
lessly to s computer running Unity game engine, which handles the computer graphics.
This hybrid puppetry piece was inspired in the animated film Tango (1980) from Zbig-
niew Rybczynski. Although the film was made with several pre-recorded overlaying
loops, this project records and produces the loops in real-time, based on the motion
data captured from the physical puppets. Another approach based on motion capture
systems was presented by Andreadis et al. (Andreadis et al., 2010). They described
a digital theatrical performance setup. A complex setup that combines multiple video
projections, a network of computers, and an inertial motion capture suite. This suite
is connected to the Autodesk Motionbuilder, that handles the mapping between the
actor, and the virtual puppet. Jorgen Callesen (Callesen, 2003) developed a hybrid
theatrical performance in the year 2000. It combines different genres with different
expressions on stage, fusing traditional theatrical expression with trick films, perfor-
mance animation and digital backdrops. He made use of a magnetic motion capture
system, connected to 3D puppets using Kaydara’s Filmbox. Instead of naturalistic
acting style, the puppeteers explored humorist, stylized, and absurd movement pat-
terns. Trying to achieve a balance between the physical performance, and the virtual
graphical representation of the puppet projected on screen.

Many researchers have been trying to preserve the rich traditional heritage of pup-
pet theatre, with digital media resources including: the Wayang Kinect (Wiriadjaja,
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2011); the Théâtre de Guignol Numérique (Roy, 2013); the Digital Wayang (Eran-
daru, 2013); the PuppetAnimator (Shi et al., 2011); or the Chinese Shadow Puppetry
Interactive Interface (H. Zhang et al., 2012). All of which were already discussed
in previous sections. Another project that attempts to bring traditional puppetry,
into the digital world, is the eHeritage of Shadow Puppetry (Lin et al., 2013). It is
an interaction system that offers two modules for replicating the traditional Chinese
shadow puppetry: the creator, and the manipulator modules. Others try to bring the
improvisation from the theatrical performance into the virtual dimension. Qiong Wu,
and Maryia Kazakevich (Wu & Kazakevich, 2010) presented a system that preserves
the improvisation performance inside a virtual theatre, contributing to a better sense
of presence. They have described a system for CAVE environments, based on full-body
motion capture with gesture recognition. The performers gestures trigger behaviors,
that are assigned to objects, controlling their visibility, translation, or deformation. On
the other hand, Zhu et al. (Y.-B. Zhu et al., 2003), presented a set of techniques for
the simulation of Chinese shadow play. And Lam et al. (Lam et al., 2008) developed a
method for simulating bloom effect of light on a screen, for shadow play puppets using
OpenGL.

Dance

Dance when linked with visual forms and sounds, can be resembled to a multimedia
system (Birringer et al., 2002). Among the performing arts, dance is probably the
most susceptible in using technology as a creative tool. Embracing the fusion between
art and technology, motivating the exploration of new grounds, and new artistic pro-
cesses. Many choreographers have been stimulating the integration between the human
performer, and the machine, between the physical, and the virtual space. There are
no strict borders in dance, which provides the appropriate space for the exploration of
interactive environments, that can be used to extend the body of the performer. An
example of this extension during performance, can be seen in the work of the Troika
Ranch12. A hybrid performance company from New York that combines dance, the-
atre, and digital media (Masura & University of Maryland, College Park. Theatre,
2007). Towards the integration of the body of the actor, and the machine on stage,
their work reflects the human condition, and its extension through different media.

12Troika Ranch web site: http://troikaranch.org
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They begun to use a custom-built motion capture system called MidiDancer, to track
the body movement of the dancer. The suite was composed by a set of flex sensors
attached to the performer, and by a transmitter that sends the motion data through
MIDI, to a composition application called Isadora. On-body, or wearable sensors such
as those used by Troika Ranch focus on the body posture, on the dynamics of the body
movement. They have been working with real-time video, and exploring interactivity
with dance in many theatrical pieces to achieve some level of improvisation includ-
ing In Plane (1994), Future of Memory (2003), 16(R)evolutions (2006), or Loopdriver
(2009). Another important reference company that explores interactivity within dance
is the Palindrome13 from Germany. They make use of computer vision with a software
called EyeCon (Wechsler et al., 2004), to define interactive sections on stage, such as
geometric shapes, where the dancer can extend the performance into the digital media,
by modeling the sound, shaping the graphics, or scrubbing the video. The interaction
between the dancer, and the digital contents can be recognized by the audience, under-
standing its real-time relationship. Instead of focusing just on the body posture itself
as Troika Ranch, they tend to explore the interaction of the body in space (stage).
They also use the physiological information of the dancer to extend its body response,
and amplify its inner signals, measuring brain waves through electroencephalography
(EEG), reading the heart beat based on electrocardiography (ECG), calculating the
muscle activity using electromyography (EMG), and listening to the touch sensitivity
through a custom touching electrode system.

Figure 3.33: Motion capture dance performances, image composition from video frames
retrieved from: (Left) Hand-drawn Spaces; (Right) Ghostcatching.

One of the earliest, and most impressive projects using motion capture with dance
13Palindrome website: http://www.palindrome.de
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performances was the Hand-drawn Spaces (1998) (Abouaf, 1999). A three screen
video installation developed for SIGGRAPH 1998 showing a motion capture artistic
performance created by Merce Cunningham, in collaboration with the artists Paul
Kaiser and Shelly Eshkar, and with the Open Ended Group. Short dance sequences
were choreographed, and motion captured. The motion capture data was then filtered,
optimized, and mapped to a biped skeleton on a computer. Two distinct methods
were employed to generate the skin of the biped characters using chalky lines against
black background: rotoscoping the motion capture through hand drawing; wrapping a
texture-mapped drawing around the characters skeleton. These motion sequences were
then edited with Biped’s Motion Flow software developed for this project, allowing to
split, or combine parts, or entire sequences of motion, and recombined them resulting in
a flow animation. This methodology was further explored in the project Ghostcatching
(1999). A collaboration between the choreographer Bill Jones, and the Open Ended
Group. And later, with how long does the subject linger at the edge of the volume. . .
(2005) choreographed by Trisha Brown (Birringer, 2008) in collaboration with the
Open Ended Group (Figure 3.33).

Figure 3.34: Interactive dance performances supported by digital media. (Left) Ap-
parition; (Middle) Hakai; (Right) Seventh Sense.

Since then, many dance projects use motion tracking intensively, to trigger and model
the digital media (visual and sound), such as the NUVE (2010) produced by João
Moura and Né Barros (Moura, 2012); Seventh Sense (2011) produced by Anarchy
Dance Theatre; Apparition (2012) produced by Klaus Obermaier and Ars Electronica
Futurelab; Hakanaï (2013) produced by Adrien M & Claire B; or Presence (2013) by
the art collective Universal Everything - Nowness, to name a few (Figure 3.34).

The expressive motion of the body of a dancer, provides a rich resource that can be
use as input for the creation, or modification of digital data. Multiple research projects
have been investigating the art of dance, and its potential when linked to the computer
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science. For instance, using data visualization to study dance choreographies, as in the
project Synchronous Objects (2010). This cross-disciplinary research was developed by
the choreographer William Forsythe in collaboration with, the Advanced Computing
Center for the Arts and Design (ACCAD), and the Department of Dance, of Ohio State
University. It proposes a methodology to quantify, classify, and present, collections of
choreographic structures to reveal their patterns (Palazzi & Shaw, 2009). They devel-
oped tools for visualization, that allow the visual representation of the motion data,
through computer graphics. Another multidisciplinary research project towards the
registration, documentation, and annotation of dance performances is the Transmedia
Knowledge-base for Performing Arts (TKB) (Cabral et al., 2011). Developed by the
Linguistics Centre, and the Interactive Multimedia Group of Universidade Nova de
Lisboa (FCSH), in collaboration with Centro de Linguística da Universidade do Porto,
Centro Coreográfico “O Espaço do Tempo”, and Hogeschool voor de Kunsten, from
Universiteit Amsterdam. This multidisciplinary team is developing several tools ori-
ented to support the creation of contemporary dance performances. On the other hand,
a research project that has been searching methods, to facilitate the digital creative
use of the body movement in dance, is the Reactor for Awareness in Motion (RAM)
(Konno et al., 2016). A project developed by Yamaguchi Center for Arts, and Media
(YCAM) InterLab, in collaboration with Yoko Ando Joint Research, since 2011. They
propose a reactive tool for dance creation, and education, based on a piece of software
and hardware. They built a custom inertial motion capture system for RAM, known
as Motioner with 18 sensors, as a low-cost, and fairly accurate alternative to expensive
motion capture systems. This is an open source motion capture system, a DIY device
that can be built by small dance companies. They also developed the RAM Dance
Toolkit, which is an open source C++ toolkit created with openFrameworks. The
toolkit provides a GUI to access functions, such as recording and playback, motion
processing, recognition, and to access a set of virtual environments or scenes. Dance
training systems are also an important topic in this field of research, for instance Chan
et al. (Chan et al., 2011) proposed a system based on motion capture, and virtual
reality, where the students attempt to replicate the motion recorded by the teacher,
and receive feedback about their performance.

Virtual reality environments provide new dance stages, where dancers around the world
can perform choreographies in real-time, by using motion capture systems in a new
kind of performance. A new genre, that Marc Boucher calls virtual dance (Boucher,
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2011). An example of this virtual performance is the Ballet Pixelle, which uses the
Second Life, as a virtual environment for the creation of animation cycles, which are
then triggered. By choreographing dance directly to video cameras the virtual body
performance becomes a sort of cinematographic dance, motivating the choreographers
to rethink this new space.

Birringer et al. (Birringer et al., 2002) identifies four distinct digital environments
within the dance context: 1) interactive environments that are responsive through sen-
sors, and motion tracking systems; 2) immersive environments based on virtual-reality
providing multi-sensorial experiences, combining body and vision; 3) networked envi-
ronments working with remote bodies and agents; 4) derived environments based on
motion-capture technologies for embodiment interaction. By combining these cate-
gories we achieve a mixed-reality environment such as (Meador et al., 2004).

The motion data from the dancer can also be applied to generate the soundtrack as well,
as driving computer animated figures, motivating the interplay between the gestures
of the performer, and the audiovisual contents as proposed by (Bevilacqua et al.,
2001).

Music

Gestural control of computer music has been a popular research topic in the music
domain, and subject of extensive work. Interactivity has been employed in both music
composition, as well as in music performance to control music interfaces. The close
relationship between music, and mathematics was determinant to push the exploration
of computational systems, within music composition, being one of the first artistic
fields to employ digital technology. On the other hand, the gestural control of musical
interfaces, is related to the traditional methods of playing instruments, in a similar
manner as the manipulation techniques from puppetry. In this way, we can establish
a connection between manipulating a control interface for puppetry, as controlling a
musical interface. The notion of gesture-to-sound mapping, can be described as a way
to unconstraint the performer’s body, through space and time dimensions. The pioneer
in exploring non-contact gestures for music production was Lev Termen who developed
the Theramin in the 1920’s, an electronic music instrument controlled just by gestures.
This can be consider the forerunner of the gestural control of digital musical instru-
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ments. While Wanderley (Wanderley, 2001) introduced the term digital instrument, to
distinguish the gestural interface from the sound generation unit, Chadabe (Chadabe,
2002) introduced the term Interactive instrument, to establish the dynamic relation
between the performer, and the instrument. Where the interface can be consider the
instrument itself, controlled by the performer’s body underling the interactivity. Even
before these terminologies, Mulder (Mulder, 1994), had already proposed in 1994, the
virtual musical instrument (VMI) to embrace a wider definition that gathers both in-
teraction, as well as the sound synthesis, based on the degrees of freedom of the human
body. The digital musical instruments (DMI) are not physically constrained, as the
traditional acoustic instruments, and we can establish endless mappings between the
body of the performer, and the music parameters. Motion capture systems have been
explored within the music field to retrieve the movement of the performer. For in-
stance, to track the hands of the performer through data-gloves to reshape the sound,
such as in Bug-mudra (D. Sturman & Zeltzer, 1994). Or to track the movement of
the performer’s whole body (Dobrian & Bevilacqua, 2003), mapping it to a numerical
range in the musical space. The body of the performer becomes a rich interactive
instrument taking advantage of the body expressive movement, through gestures, or
trough body posture. This instrumental body can be used for playing music, for mod-
eling sounds, or for conducting the orchestra. An example of this instrumental use of
the body, was explored by David Rokeby in the 1980’s with the Very Nervous System
(VNS). This early system, developed to translate the body movement into sound, and
music, through the combination of video cameras with digital perception processes,
have contributed to the awareness of the actor’s body, as interface for controlling the
digital media.

Since then, many artists and researchers have been developing systems, and frameworks
that support the interactivity of performers, extending their bodies as instruments. A
system that explored the visual feedback of the instrument body was theMotion Project
(2012) (Figure 3.35).

A collaborative project for a commercial, that gathered artists from different fields to
develop a real-time audio-visual body-based performance, using the Microsoft Kinect
(Nusz, 2012). The motion graphics were used as the visual interface incorporating the
silhouette of the performer, providing the appropriate visual feedback to play music and
model the sound. This project was based on BiKinect developed on processing, a tool
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Figure 3.35: The Motion Project - Live visual spectacle with a music, an interactive
video-jokey.

suite that facilitates the use of Kinect for live performances. Their initial experiments
did not allow the performer to play notes, or trigger loops due to a significant lag.
To solve this problem, they decided to use two Kinects, and two computers, one for
the audio system, and the other for processing the visuals. The audio system was
composed by a PC, running OpenNI for extracting the skeleton of the performer; and
a processing application, for mapping and sending the data to Ableton Live, responsible
for generating the sound. The visual system was based on a Mac computer running
the freenect drivers to access to the depth raw data, and an application developed
in C++ with OpenFrameworks. The two computers were then connected through
network, communicating via UDP, exchanging JSON packets. Recently Yago de Quay
performed live at the opening show for Intel’s Keynote at CES 2016, wearing the Intel
Pixmob Curie wristbands, to play music and manipulate visuals. The Intel Curie
chip provides 6-DOF sensing capabilities with low power, through accelerometers, and
gyroscopes, and broadcast the data through Bluetooth. A small size chip that can be
used for wearables, or to be placed inside objects.

Discussion

Technology brought a new paradigm to live performances challenging choreographers
to rethink the body boundaries of the performer, and its relationship with the space,
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influencing the interplay between the performer, and the machine. The whole body in-
teractive performance, was studied by Evangelos Lympouridis (E. Lympouridis, 2012),
proposing a methodology for designing interactive environments, that can be employed
in the performing arts. The growing awareness of the structure of digital interfaces, al-
lows the artist to become engaged with this augmented performance. The performance
can explore new space-time dimensions through interactivity, such as the interactive
performance Messa di Voce (2003) created by Golan Levin, and Zachary Lieberman
(Levin & Lieberman, 2004). This new digital-assisted performances, should hold the
principles intrinsic to the digital media paradigm, including the interactive design; the
nonlinear processes; and the real-time signal transformation. The body performance
can be choreographed to embrace this technological tools, allowing the body to be
extended, changing the way we tell stories, the way we play music, and the way we
dance. The production of a digital augmented performance, will incorporate the non-
linear multimedia composition, through interaction design, combining and transposing
the body movement of the performer, into digital media processes, such as capturing
or editing, augmenting the movement possibilities. This will require new interactive
designers, and augmented body choreographers, to be a part of the creative process.
Choreographers may choose between events that are previously rehearsed, and unpre-
dicted events that force the performer to react, and improvise, affecting his emotional
resonance. The performer becomes the sensorial machine itself.

3.3.6 Machinima

Machinima is a method to produce cinematic animation using video game resources,
a form of cinematic expression, a form of virtual filmmaking. It can be thought, as a
different way of using video games to tell stories. From the early days, that players
explore video games, in a different way than the perspective of the game designer.
The origins of machinima can be traced back to the early 1990’s, with games such as
Doom, or the Stunt Island (Marino, 2009). These games introduced the notion of
authorship, allowing the player to modify the game, by using third-party level design,
or other creation tools for changing props, and characters. Today, video game tech-
nology offers many interesting features, providing a complete platform for players to
create interactive narratives. According to Nitsche (Nitsche, 2005), machinima is a
method to produce recorded performance in virtual worlds using 3D game engines. It
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is used to produce time based, event based, or performance based narratives. Marino,
the founder of the Academy of Machinima Arts & Sciences (AMAS) defines it as “an-
imated filmmaking within a real-time virtual 3D environment” (Marino, 2004, p.1).
It combines cinematic techniques, with animation, and video game technology, in an
interactive environment, where events and characters, are controlled by human play-
ers, or by computer procedures. This operational definitions justify the advantages
of machinima, as a tool for virtual filmmakers, focusing on how it is produced, but
neglect what can be done with it. Erik Champion looks to machinima from a different
angle, by considering it as an art form, “as an interpretively amorphous vehicle that
questions and challenging our understanding of what is static, dynamic, alive, sentient,
responsive, or automated, and what is not” (Champion, 2009, p.7). He believes that
machinima presents a reflection on a zombie-like state from the playing experience,
a reflective and aesthetically re-experience of the gameplay, improved by cinematic
methods and conventions.

Machinima Terminology

The term machinima is the misspelled fusion of machine with cinema (Nitsche, 2005),
or machine cinema, but it also stands for the machine animation, or machinimation
(Lowood, 2005), which is the name of a machinima authoring software developed by
fountainhead. Whether being a derivation from cinema, or from computer animation,
the definition seems to be constantly changing, presenting a problematic understanding
of what is machinima. A simple recorded video of a game show, may not fit in the sense
of its definition. On the other hand, a news report about the game show, presented
inside an interactive environment such as Second Life, could bring the storytelling
requirement to fulfill its definition. However, by video editing the recorded game session
as a documentary piece, representing an example of the human drama inside a virtual
world, may also fulfill the machinima definition, by presenting the director’s viewpoint.
Hugh Hancock and Johnnie Ingram, define machinima as “the technique of taking a
viewpoint on a virtual world, and recording that, editing it, and showing it to other
people as a film” (Hancock & Ingram, 2007, p.10). By removing the specific reference
to video games, and to a 3D environment, they achieve a broader definition and reduces
the connection to video games. As in puppetry, machinima tends to hide the performer
(Cameron & Carron, 2009) in order to emphasize the virtual character that is created.
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And what is the appropriate term to identify the machinima producer, or performer?
There is no consensus in the terminology to be used when referring the person behind
machinima. Paul Marino (Marino, 2009) uses the term machinimator, where Hunt
et al. (D. Hunt et al., 2006) identifies this person as the machinima creator, or
the player-produced, which is used by Katie Salen, and Eric Zimmerman (Salen &
Zimmerman, 2004). Martin Picard (Picard, 2006) refers to them as machinimartists.
There are other terms required to distinguish the different functions in the production
of machinima, such as the actors.

The Origins

Machinima was born in the game culture, but is moving towards to the cinematic style.
Like in the early times of animated films based on effects and tricks, without much con-
ceptualization, or even the trick puppets that focus mainly on techniques, the develop-
ment of machinima has been made through technical breakthroughs, via technological
advancements. Machinima as began with the purpose of sharing player experiences,
to expose their skills to other players. By recording the gameplay into demo movies
or reels distributed through the gaming community, the player would expect to build
a reputation (Lowood, 2006). Other players would replay the demos with the goal to
improve their own skills. The desire to share game skills and the spectatorship, justi-
fied the creation of a player community, a platform for distributing gameplay movies.
Advances in video-game technology brought virtual camera operations, and provided
character customization. Players shifted their attention to the way they could capture
the gameplay, looking for the best camera angle to tell their stories, that could enhance
the action just like a film director. Players became producers, and begun exploring
game features for their own purposes. Katie Salen states (Salen, 2011), that machin-
ima is the story of players that can be mistaken for filmmakers, players that challenge
the rules of the game and modify them, for their own purpose. Machinima contributed
to new approaches on how players act with games, to transform the rigid structure of
games. This shift in the roll of player in the game, can be thought as what Katie Salen
called the “transformative play” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). This transformation
happens when the player modifies the game structure with a different one, such as
switching the usage intention, from winning the game to telling a story. This appropri-
ation of technology towards the creation of the player viewpoint is identified by Lowood
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(Lowood, 2005), as technologies of modification, or technologies of subversion. Besides
using the recorded gameplay to share their skills, machinima producers started to ex-
plore the interactive cinematic storytelling, by borrowing techniques, and conventions
from the film media. By combining live performance with film visualization techniques
can result in a sort of live television production. There is a mediation blending between
the cinematic, and the performance, that can enhance the way players tell their stories.
The development of machinima tools are crucial to take advantage of features, such as
camera operations (Nitsche & Kirschner, 2013). Althought most of machinima pro-
ductions are referred as films, because of their production framework, there are other
forms of machinima. These forms derive from the way they are produced, including the
recorded gameplay, the cinematic on-camera performances, the programmed and pro-
cedural performances, and the puppet-like live performances. Live performances can
be broadcast to an online audience, such as the New York’s ILL Clan, with their live
improvisational performances for real-time shows. It can also be performed live in front
of a real audience in a theatre, which is not the most popular approach. One important
criteria to distinguish the different forms of machinima is the real-time performance. A
live performance can increase the compromise of the audience with the player, and gen-
erate a certain feeling of liveness (Cameron & Carron, 2009). For Nitsche (Lowood &
Nitsche, 2011), machinima most important aspects are procedurality, and performance,
the procedures that define the structure, and the action provided by the performance.
There are few specific software for machinima, and it is common to employ tools from
animation, filmmaking, or game developing. The most common technology employed
can be found in games (Quake), game engines (Unity), authoring tools (Adobe Flash),
virtual environments (Second Life), animation packages (Autodesk Maya), real-time
animation software (Moviestorm), and post-production packages(Adobe AfterEffects).
The game engine features and affordances, are determinant to define the type of ma-
chinima production. While game engines, such as Unreal, can be used to combine
digital puppetry and scripted based performances, games such as The Sims present
interesting features for capturing and playback the action. Machinima started as a
vehicle for demonstrating player game skills, but moved towards storytelling. Beyond
traditional video games, and game engines, machinima artists use platforms such as
Second Life or Moiviestorm to create their stories. They can organize filming crews as
in a real film production, that includes sound, costumes, set design, editing and shoot-
ing. Machinima presents a rich environment for improvised performance, in particular
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when machinimators need to react to the particularities of the game itself, such as
the non player game characters (NPC). Its what Cameron’s and Carron (Cameron &
Carron, 2009) define as a multimodal “open text”, towards the generation of improvised
texts, based on their contextual environments.

The Constraints

Although machinima tends to make use of the ready-to-shot game environments, the
commercial constraints limits the usage of this method. Machinima is not aimed for
the professional film production, rather it is aimed for the player-producer culture,
providing a suitable platform for the player to build his own story lines, sharing its
experiences. The video game industry recognizes the importance of machinima as a
promotional vehicle, and as a participatory culture of game development, blurring the
boarder between producer and consumer. The linkage between games, and machinima
films is getting even stronger, but at the same time, this linkage is conditioning the
creative potential of this method. Machinima describes a technique not a product it-
self, and although it can be produced inside a real-time 3D game, the final product
can be presented as an edited linear animation, as a live performance, or as a recorded
game session. It is in-between the cinematic form, and the interactive entertainment.
It is a simple, cheap, and quick way to tell a story, making use of resources that
were developed for entertainment purposes, rather than as an authoring environment.
This appropriation as one cost - the stylistic constraint. Because it is stuck into the
game-specific style. This constraint forces machinima producers, to use the resources
provided by the game, such as the characters, the props, and the scenography. In this
way, machinima performances are identified with the game that is used, and limited
to it’s resources. There are games that allow profound changes in their assets, and
animations, providing a way to expand the limited resources. Producers can tweak
components from the game, allowing the creation of a distinct style. Machinima op-
erators are also constrained to predefined animations, which limits the acting, and
the dramatic choreography of the virtual characters. In particular when there is a
script to follow, with actions that demand specific animations, which are not available
in the game. The lack of gestural expressiveness, or limited body language from the
characters, as well as inadequate facial expressions, presents limitations to the creative
animation process. This is because of the difficulty on controlling in-game characters
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in a free, and unconstrained way. Nitsche (Nitsche, 2005) points the way to over-
come this limitation, using digital puppetry methods, such as physics-driven rag-doll
simulation, controlled by the performer. Digital puppetry can contribute to enhance
the animation, providing the expressive means for the puppeteer to create the liveness
feeling, that Cameron and Carron refer (Cameron & Carron, 2009).

3.3.7 Virtual Reality

Digital puppetry and virtual reality share a common ground in the interaction domain.
Furthermore, as in puppet theatre, virtual reality attempts to convince the participants
that they are somewhere else. By exploring the human perception, and by tricking the
human brain to create the illusion of an imaginative reality (T. Parisi, 2015). How-
ever, its purpose is quite different, while virtual reality tends to provide an immersive
experience to the user simulating the reality, digital puppetry aims the manipulation
of performing objects before an audience, or perceiver in a physical, or virtual world
in a sort of illusionary environment, where inanimate objects seem be alive. Neverthe-
less, we can use virtual reality environments as the virtual stage for a digital puppet
theatre, or employ digital puppetry interaction methods to manipulate characters in
virtual reality experiences. Moreover, many virtual reality strategies, and approaches,
can be employed with digital puppetry, thus, it is important to provide an overview of
the terminologies, concepts, technologies, and interaction design methods within this
field.

Virtual Reality Concepts

Since Sutherland’s vision about the augmented experience of a virtual world (Ultimate
Display), predicting the introduction of the sense of touch in the interaction with
computers (Sutherland, 1965), that researchers have been trying to mimic the real
world sensations through computer technology. This vision became a reality after two
decades, with the first reality-based interactive explorations, pushing the user away
from the computer, such as those developed by Myron Kruger. While Kruger coined
the term Artificial Reality (Krueger et al., 1985) in 1985, to describe a technology
that provides the means for the user to physically participate in the simulation, Jaron
Lanier was responsible for inventing in 1989 the term Virtual Reality (Rheingold,
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1991). Since then, many definitions have been presented to describe virtual reality
(VR) (Aukstakalnis & Blatner, 1992; Brooks, 1999; Q. Zhao, 2009; Dionisio et al., 2013;
Sherman & Craig, 2002). Pimentel and Teixeira define virtual reality as "an immersive,
interactive experience generated by a computer‘’ (Pimentel & Teixeira, 1993, p.11).
There are several key notions shared among these definitions, including the virtual
world or environment; immersion; interactivity, and feedback; computers; and users
or participants. Thus, virtual reality can be described as an environment generated
by a computer, where the participant feels present, that is, immersed psychologically,
perceptually, or physically, through multi sensorial technologies, that provides natural
interactions, exploring all the human senses. However, the participant does not need
to be completely immersed on this environment to be considered a virtual reality
experience.

Virtual World The virtual world can be consider the media, where the action takes
place, a space generated by a computer that allows the participants to interact with
each other, with the environment, with objects, or with avatars (Biocca & Levy, 1995).
All of these virtual “objects” exists to simulate their physical representations, so we can
create a virtual table on a virtual kitchen to simulate its physical appearance (Sherman
& Craig, 2002).

Immersion In a psychological perspective, immersion describes a state where the
participant is deeply involved in a virtual experience, becoming abstracted from the
physical world. This active experience is a sort of a dual existence, separating his mind
and body. The mind is drawn into the virtual world (mental immersion), while his
body rests in the physical world. We can stimulate our sensory system, to be able
to achieve a physical immersion as well. There are different immersion classifications,
including: 1) physical and mental immersion (Sherman & Craig, 2002); 2) active and
passive immersion (Nakatsu & Tosa, 2000), that refers to the inclusion or exclusion
of interactivity; 3) sensory, challenge-based, imaginative immersion (Ermi & Mäyrä,
2005), related to physical stimulations (sensorial), ability stimulations (thinking), or
empathy stimulations (feelings). The immersion level determines the suspension of
disbelief degree of the participant.
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Interactivity Interactivity provides the means for the user to dialog with the virtual
environment. Input devices and sensors, are the interfaces that allow the user to
participate in the virtual world through different interaction styles. Bowman and
Hodges (D. A. Bowman & Hodges, 1999) classify virtual reality interactions into:
viewpoint motion control; selection and manipulation. The viewpoint control is related
to the user navigation in the virtual environment, driving his representation in position,
and orientation in the virtual space. To interact with the virtual environment the
user needs to be able to select the objects he whiches to manipulate or operate. An
interactive virtual environment should provide the appropriate feedback to the user in
real-time, in order to understand the output result of his actions, through the input
devices simulating the real world behavior.

Computers and Users Computer systems are the technological platform were the
virtual environment is generated. These systems can vary from powerful computers
connected to a multi-screen Cave Automated Virtual Environment (CAVE), or to a
virtual world generated in a mobile phone inside a cardboard VR. The computer sys-
tems handles the input data from the user, generates the virtual environment with
its agents, and handles the output data and feedback. It can be a standalone sys-
tem for a single user, or a networked environment supporting multi-user interaction.
On the other hand, the user is a fundamental part of the virtual reality environment,
requiring a user-centric design approach. Retrieving a great amount of sensorial infor-
mation from the user (input), can potentiate higher immersion levels. This immersion
should provide multi-sensorial feedback (output). Increasing the input, and output
data requires more powerful resources, and avoid performance degradation. A system
that presents latency does not provide instant feedback, and reduces the immersion
level. The system must provide a constant tracking frequency to achieve precision and
provide the appropriate feedback to the user.

Visual perception is one of the most important aspects that contribute to the illusion
of immersion. There are important factors that determine the degree of visual per-
ception, such as the field of view; visual resolution; refresh rate; luminance and color;
and depth perception. The field of view (FOV) of the human eyes is approximately
180º of horizontal total viewing, and 150º of vertical range (Heilig, 1992). The vi-
sual resolution provides the sharpness of viewing, and contributes to the visual acuity.
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It varies according to the arc distance from the line of sight (Mazuryk & Gervautz,
1992). Refresh rate is related to the temporal resolution that generates the flickering
phenomena, which is perceived by the human eye in particular when watching screens
with low refresh rates, and higher luminance. The flicker-fusion frequency threshold
refers to the frequency where flicker is visually perceptible. Luminance and color are
two critical aspects, that determine the picture quality in particular because the human
eye has a dynamic range capable of sensing a great magnitude of colors. There are
multiple factors that determine our depth perception, and can be grouped into physi-
ological factors, such as convergence or stereopsis, and psychological, such as overlap;
accommodation; the size of the object; the motion parallax, or the linear perspective
(Mazuryk & Gervautz, 1992). These factors can be used as depth cues, when produc-
ing the stereoscopic images to help our brain to understand the depth information.
Jason Jerald (Jerald, 2016) presents four categories for depth cues: 1) pictorial cues,
that comes from the proximal stimuli (the energy from objects in the world that reach
the senses), which result in bi-dimensional images; 2) motion cues, that refer to the
movements on the retina; 3) Binocular depth cues or stereopsis, which refers to the
disparity between each eye that see an image location from different angles; 4) Ocu-
lomotor depth cues, are related to the musculature of our eyes, providing small depth
cues in particular due to accommodation, and vergence.

VR Application Domains

Virtual reality can be employed in diverse domains, from web browsing to enterprise
applications. The list is endless, but the following fields are the most obvious:

• Telepresence and teleoperation: industrial VR teleoperation applications can ben-
efit from these environments, providing tools for remote manipulation through
data-gloves. For instance, the Pro Glove can be used to augment the working
capabilities with head-mounted displays (HMD), providing remote operations;

• Data visualization: scientific and architectural visualization are two major fields
within the virtual reality developments. To assist researchers to interpret the
data, giving them the ability to explore, and experiment in a simulated environ-
ment. Virtual reality methods can also be employed in the space exploration for
surface analysis of a distant planet. To simulate the architectural environment,
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providing the feeling of space, facilitating the changes in the layout, presenting
different lighting settings, or furnishing schemes that can be used by architects,
or real estate companies;

• Modeling and concept design: provides the appropriate tools for visualizing and
modifying the shape, and aesthetics of the models, where the designer can easily
change the features, or structural components during the conceptualization phase;

• Education and training: there are undoubtable benefits in using virtual reality
environments for training, simulating diverse scenarios, providing low-cost oper-
ations and safer procedures, such as flight simulating;

• Collaborative work: Remote collaborative work tasks can be simulated through
virtual reality environments, supported by networks that allow users from distant
locations to work together.

• Tourism: Virtual reality environments can provide fully immersive experiences
simulating numerous adventures inspired in real events such as sports, or more
imaginative explorations through 360º tours. This is an affordable and safe solu-
tion for the tourism of tomorrow, that can be produced with stereoscopic panora-
mas.

• Entertainment: Probably the most prominent application domain is the enter-
tainment field, while the video game industry is exploring deeply this technology
to provide the most immersive experience for the players, there are other en-
tertainment fields that can benefit from VR such as theme parks, live theatre,
immersive cinema, live sports, or live concerts, such as the Paul McCartney’s
virtual concert.

Technologies

Virtual reality combines different technologies in order to render the environment,
to provide the appropriate interface with the participant, or to integrate the diverse
components. The state of the art in the field of virtual reality, has been reported
through several surveys during the last years. Some of them provide an overview of the
virtual reality technological developments (Zhou & Deng, 2009), others focus on Cave
Automated Virtual Environments (CAVE) [Muhanna:2015vw], or in the consumer level
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VR products (Anthes et al., 2016).

We can divide VR technology in three categories: 1) input, 2) processing, 3) output.
Even though the boarder between input and output, tend to disappear into an hy-
brid category, including Head Mounted Displays (HMD), or touch-based screens that
provide input and output simultaneously.

1. The input technology referes to the devices, and methods that are employed to
capture and interpret the user interaction, such as controllers, body and gesture
tracking, and navigation devices. An overview of the input controllers that can be
employed in VR were already mentioned in section 2.3.2, while body and gesture
tracking technologies were referred in section 2.3.3, as well as the interaction
methods in 3.3.7. On the other hand, navigation devices such as slide mills, chair-
based interfaces, foot trackers, or treadmills, were not mentioned before. These
devices developed to transmit the illusion of moving in unconstrained spaces are
employed as input interfaces, for the user to travel in the virtual world. Therefore,
their goal is towards the user experience rather the manipulation of objects. And
although they can eventually be employed in the digital puppetry domain they
are out of the scope of this thesis.

2. The technology that generates the virtual worlds, and processes the user data
for its navigation, and manipulation, is related to the processing units, such as
computers; game consoles: or mobile computing devices. We can divide the pro-
cessing technology into the hardware units, and the supporting software. While
the hardware refers to all the computing equipments, and communication de-
vices, the software refers to all the applications, tools, and algorithms, developed
for generating the virtual environments, managing the data, and handling the
communications. This subject will be discussed in a further section.

3. Output technology refer to all audio, visual, haptic, and multi-sensorial devices,
that support the virtual reality, and contributes to the immersion of the user.
There is an increasing interest in developing audio systems, and methods to sup-
port the virtual reality experience such as those presented by Sony with the
Playstation VR, or the wearable haptic suit Subpac M2. Haptic devices can be
hybrid interfaces such as the WIImote, which is both an input controller, and
provides output feedback. In general they tend to be trans-disciplinary devices
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crossing different fields, from vests with vibrotactile components that are worn or
carried such as the Teslasuit, to stationary wind simulators such as the VirWind.
On the other hand, multi-sensorial devices provide stimulus to different senses
and can increase the immersion feeling combining olfactory with tactile feedback,
such as the Feelreal VR interface that can be attached to headsets and gener-
ates wind flow, hot air, vibration, and water mist. There is a variety of visual
technologies that support the virtual reality experience, and provide active sen-
sory stimulation, from Spatially Immersive Devices (SID) including the CAVE-
base systems, to autostereoscopic displays based on lenticular, or parallax barrier
(Woods, 2010). The most promising output devices that can be employed with
digital puppetry are the HMDs, these hybrid devices potentiate an augmented
vision, and control over character animation, increasing the field of view through
its display as well as tracking the user’s movement. However, they stimulate the
sea sickness, or bring some slight nausea experience. Thus, it is important to
provide an overview of the current advancements in the HDMs, focusing on the
consumer market products as affordable solutions for digital puppeteers.

Head Mounted Displays

We can divide the HMDs into mixed reality (MR), and virtual reality (VR). While
the MR HMDs employ video see-through displays, mixing the reality with virtuality;
the classical VR HDMs isolate the user from the real world, throwing him into the
immersive artificial reality.

Virtual Reality HMD Anthes et al. (Anthes et al., 2016) classify the virtual
reality HMDs into: Mobile Head Mounted Displays (MHMD); and Stationary Head
Mounted Displays (SHMD).

Stationary Head Mounted Displays The stationary HMDs are full-equipped
wired headsets, that are aimed to be used in a limited space, connected to computers,
or game consoles. They provide all technology for displaying, processing the image, and
tracking the user’s interaction. These HMDs provide diverse sensors for tracking the
user’s orientation, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, that can
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be combined with optical tracking through sensor fusion to track the user’s position in
space.

Figure 3.36: Prominent stationary HMDs: 1) Oculus Rift; 2) HTC Vive; 3) Playstation
VR; 4) Fove VR.

The released in 2012 of the first affordable Head-Mounted Display (HMD) by Oculus,
became a landmark in virtual reality. The Oculus DK1 was the first developer kit to
be distributed, although it was heavy, large and wired, it was a groundbreaking VR
headset for the consumer market. This device with a resolution of 1280x800 pixels, was
equipped with an inertial measurement unity (IMU) providing head tracking. Since
DK1, Oculus as released the Crystal Cove, the DK 2, the Crescent Bay, and finally the
Rift, all of them have contributed to research, and home-brew development. The Rift
OLED display offers a resolution of 2160 x 1200, and tracks the head position through
the Oculus sensor, a camera placed on the desk. This headset is delivered with a remote,
and a Xbox One controller for user interaction. Other brands paved their success in part
due to the groundbreaking work developed by Oculus. The HTC Vive was developed
in collaboration with Valve, and is the official Steam VR headset. It is equipped
with an OLED display that provides a resolution of 2160 x 1200, and is bundled with
two Steam VR controllers. Instead of playing sited, or on a limited area the HTC
allows the player to walk around the room taking advantage of the Valve Lighthouse
base stations for positional tracking. While some VR headsets were built specially for
computers, others for mobile phones, the Playstation VR was developed specifically for
the Playstation game console, taking advantage of its large user community. It stands
out for its ergonomic design, offering a comfortable usage for all family. Its 3D audio
system offers a realistic sound experience, which is expanded when combined with its
5.7-inch OLED 1920x1080 screen’s that presents low latency and high refresh rate.
It supports the playstation devices such the Playstation 4 controller, the Playstation
Move controller, and the Playstation Camera. It also as the ability to display different
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images, one for the headset, and another for the television, to promote the collaborative
experience. On the other hand, the Fove VR provides interactive eye-tracking through
infrared sensors, that recognize the place where the user is looking at, sharping part of
the image where the user focus on, and blurring all the rest. This feature can simulate
depth-of-field and decrease the processing power. A different approach was taken by
Razor, with the release of the first open source HMD - the OSVR. Its open license,
allows hardware hackers to change, and share their modifications, and improvements.
The plastic models can be reproduced with a 3D printer allowing the users to customize
their headsets. It presents a modular design towards the device upgrade, and does not
require a powerful computer to run. It is one of the most affordable SHDMs with a
value below $300. With the released of the HDK 2, Razor presents similar features as
its top competitors with a price of $399 (values from 2016).

Each device attempts to present unique features, but most of them share the same
technology such as the lenses. However, while HTC Vive, and the Oculus Crescent
Bay employ Fresnel lenses to reduce the size of the display, the Playstation VR uses
aspherical lenses to reduce the image distortion.

Mobile Head Mounted Displays The mobile HMDs refer to headsets that are
wireless, compact and easy to carry. Most of the models are supported by the smart-
phone features, using it to display, to process the data, and to track the user movement.
There are many different types of cases, many of them carry the smartphone, others
provide straps to hold the case in the user’s head. A substancial difference among them
is the lenses, that provide distinct quality, as well as different fields of view (FOV). We
can subdivide this category into mobile-phone cases, and stand-alone devices. While
the two sub-categories do not depend on computers, the first uses the smartphone
features extensible, and the latest can work independently.

Google made virtual reality accessible, and affordable, when released the cardboard
headset in 2014. A dismountable headset made from cardboard with two lenses. It
uses the smartphone own screen as the main display, its processing unity to generate the
virtual world, and its sensors for tracking the head movement, reducing dramatically
the price to a value bellow $20. A more expensive device is the Samsung Gear VR
developed by Oculus, that follows the mobile HMD philosophy using the smartphone
resources. A higher quality ergonomic headset made specifically to the Samsung Galaxy
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Figure 3.37: Relevant mobile headsets: 1) Google Cardboard; 2) Samsung Gear VR;
3) Gameface Mark IV; 4) Avegant Glyph.

smartphones, taking advantage of its AMOLED display. On the other hand, most of the
latest models of android and IOS phones, can fit in the Zeiss VR One, since it accepts
sizes between 4.7 to 5.5 inches. Its transparent front shield, enables to use the mobile
phone cameras for augmented reality applications. The Avegant Glyph is a small,
and lightweight hybrid headset. Worn in a similar manner as a pair of headphones,
the developers of this HMD consider it as a mediawear device, a new category for
personal entertainment, where you can use it as headphones, or VR headset. Instead
of using the smartphone screen, it presents its own display, made with an array of micro
mirrors, that reflect the image directly into the user’s retina. This device relies on a
connection to a computer, game console, or smart phones that support wired HDMI
display out, in order to run VR applications. A different solution that does not depend
on the smartphone features, and is included in the stand-alone mobile headsets is the
Gameface Mark IV. This mobile VR device is equipped with a OLED display connected
to a nVidia Tegra SoC graphics card, that provides 2560 x 1440 of screen resolution. An
IMU is used to track the head orientation (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer),
and wide angle stereo cameras, for tracking the user hands, and is compatible with
Valve Lighthouse for positional tracking. This device can plug into a smartphone, or
computer via wireless, and can pair to a gamepad through Bluetooth.

Today, there are many different mobile VR headset models that vary in price and
features, including the Homido VR, the FreeFly VR, the Mattel’s View-Master VR, or
the Auravisor, just to name a few.
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Mixed Reality HMD

The mixed reality HMDs allow to see-through the display, augmenting the reality with
digital information. In this category we can find different case settings such as the
smart glasses or googles, the head mounted glasses, and the helmet displays.

Figure 3.38: Different types of MR HMDs; 1) Microsoft Hololens headset; 2) Metavision
Meta 2 headset; 3) Epson Moverio BT–300 smart glasses; 4) Daqri smart helmet.

The Google Glass project which was released in 2012 for developers, paved the ground
for the eyewear devices, showing the way for the future of daily human-machine inter-
actions. Smart glasses, present a natural environment to integrate augmented reality.
The Google Glass was not a success, it was an expensive prototype rather than a fin-
ished comercial product. Since then, the Microsoft has been leading the market of
augmented reality HMDs with their HoloLens. The HoloLens is a untethered headset,
which does not need to be connected to any device to work, giving the user the freedom
to move. This is a standalone headset that carries the processor, optics and battery.
The drawback is that its limited to the computing power of the headset. It presents
an holographic resolution of 2.3 megapixels. The HoloLens recognizes hand gestures,
providing direct interaction. However, based on my brief experience with this device,
they are very limited, and there is a lack on real-time response due to the required com-
putational power processed on the unit. On the other hand, the Metavision Meta 2 is
a lightweight tethered headset, and depends on a powerful computer to work, holding
the user tied to the desk. It presents higher resolution (2.5K) and better field of view
(90º), than the HoloLens. Its holographic screen is placed above the plastic shield as a
reflective medium, and its light is bounced into the user eyes. Similar to the HoloLens,
the Epson Moverio BT–300 is an untethered device, but in the format of glasses. This
lightweight smart glasses have an integrated computer, which allows the user to walk
around. Although the third generation of Moverio brought many improvements they
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are still constrained to a limited 23º of field of view (FOV). A different size and shape
of HMD is presented by Daqri. The Daqri Smart Helmet is not just a mixed real-
ity HMD for entertainment, it is a new wearable human-machine interface developed
for industrial use. This helmet made with the sixth-generation of the Intel Core m7
processor, combines a set of sensors with an array of cameras to capture, and inter-
pret in real-time, the real world, such as thermal reading. This computer-supported
wearables, provide heads-up display (HUD), enabling the user to experience a different
world through vision.

There are many different mixed reality HMDs already available, or under development
Table 3.3, including the Atheer AiR; the Jins Meme; the Laforge Shima; the GlassUp;
the Magic Leap; the Vuzix M300 ; or the Optinvent ORA–1.

Table 3.3: Comparison table of mobile and stationary HMDs for VR and MR

Model Eye resolution FOV Rate Price Reality Type

Oculus Rift 1080 x 1200 110º 90 Hz $599 VR SHMD

HTC Vive 1080 x 1200 110º 90 Hz $799 VR SHMD

Sony Playstation VR 960 x 1080 100º 120 Hz $399 VR SHMD

FOVE VR 1080 x 1440 100º 90 Hz $349 VR SHMD

OSVR HDK 2 1080 x 1200 110º 90 Hz $399 VR SHMD

Google Carboard 100º $15 VR MHMD

Samsung Gear VR 96º $85 VR MHMD

Avegant Glyph 100º $67 VR MHMD

Zeiss VR One 100º $228 VR/AR MHMD

Gameface Mark IV 1280 x 1440 140º 75 Hz $500 VR/AR MHMD

Microsoft Hololens 1268 x 720 60 Hz $3000 MR MHMD

Meta 2 1280 x 1440 90º $949 MR MHMD

Epson Moverio BT–300 1280 x 720 23º $750 MR MHMD

Interaction methods

Several taxonomies have been proposed for virtual reality based on: the communication
topology issues; the data distribution aspects of the Networked Virtual Environments
(NVE) (Macedonia & Zyda, 1997; Benford et al., 1995); the interaction, and navigation
techniques (D. A. Bowman & Hodges, 1999; D. A. Bowman et al., 1998); the Virtual
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Reality User Interfaces (VRUIs) (Coomans & Timmermans, 1997); the usability issues
(Gabbard, 1997; Livatino & Koffel, 2007). Virtual reality interaction techniques can
be applied to digital puppetry.

There are important aspects, or reference frames to consider when designing human-
centered interface for VR. For instance, the reference frame that defines the user’s
axes of rotation along the yaw, pitch, and roll, as well as, the user’s translation along
the X, Y, Z. It is also important to consider, the head and torso reference frames,
when designing the user interaction. Other important reference frames are: the screen
space; the object space; and the world space. All of these reference frames should
be weighted, when designing a specific interface that support the user interaction.
Jerald Jason (Jerald, 2016) identifies five common interaction patterns used in VR
(Figure 3.39): 1) selection, 2) manipulation, 3) viewpoint control, 4) indirect control,
5) compound.

Figure 3.39: Common interaction patterns identified by Jerald Jason (Jerald, 2016).

1. Selection - Hand selection refers to techniques for pointing, and selecting objects,
or options in the interface based on image-planes, or volumes. The user interface
should be placed at the head reference frame. We can use the head reference, to
project the user interface, such as labels in the hands that are accessible when
the player looks into his hands. In real life we are used to look to our hands to
follow the tasks, thus, we can simulate this behavior by showing realistic looking
hands complemented with arms. Although, this rule should be used only when
trying to achieve realism. Image-plane refers to a set of interaction techniques to
be used with HMDs proposed by Pierce et al. (Pierce et al., 1997), where the
user handles 2D projections of 3D objects. There are distinct techniques for this
image-plane references, such as the Head-Crusher, the Sticky Finger, the Lifting
Palm, the Framing Hands. All of them, are based on the projection of an image
plane, where the user moves his hands to point, select and manipulate. Although
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pointing is not a realistic behavior, unless you use a laser pointer, it can help the
user to select things at a distance by simulating a ray cast.

2. Manipulation - Manipulation describes the way the user manipulates objects,
and the user interface, such as using direct hand interaction, proxy manipula-
tion, or 3D tools. When the system is capable of tracking the user hands, we
can employ direct manipulation, which is the most intuitive, and natural inter-
action. The selection of these techniques should be made according to the device
affordances, and the interaction goals. 3D tools can provide precision, which is
sometimes difficult to achieve in VR, because there are no physical constraints,
similar to those provided by a mouse on a table. To solve this issue, the Jigs
technique provides constraint tools, that can restrict objects to a plane, or snap
objects to a grid.

3. Viewpoint control - Viewpoint control is related to navigation techniques, and
which Jerald Jason breaks down into more specific methods, such as walking;
steering; 3D multi-touch; automated. For instance, the walking pattern, consists
on a real-world walking, and can be captured by a motion capture system, or a
treadmill device, and redirected to the virtual character.

4. Indirect-Control - Indirect control substitutes the direct manipulation, and
are useful when there is no hand tracking capability. It is divided into: widgets
and panels, and hand-held panels. We can bring some of the traditional desktop
GUI metaphors to the virtual world, by adapting widgets and panels. Although
they are not so intuitive as the direct manipulation, because the user selection
is based on ray casting, they are easy to implement. Hand-held panels are more
appropriated for VR, and provide a known reference to the user. Can include
traditional GUI elements such as buttons, sliders, or drop down menus, as well
as more advance VR GUI elements, such as 3D dials, volumetric color cubes, or
marking menus.

5. Compound - Compound patterns refer to methods that complement the user
interaction, handling the virtual world, and are divided into pointing hand meth-
ods, World-in-Miniature, or multimodal techniques. World-in-Miniature refers
to a scale down of the environment, a miniaturization of the virtual world to
facilitate the navigation and manipulation of objects.
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These patterns are useful for designing common VR applications, but they also depend
on the devices that are employed in the interaction. The selection of the appropriate
device depends on the application, or the designed user experience. While a multi-
modal hybrid interaction can increase the interface affordances, it can also increase
the budget, and increase the complexity to implement. On the other hand, our brain
seems to be predisposed to be tricked with the illusion of VR, even when using a
minikin body representation as our own body. To understand how the user experience
the virtual reality, it is important to create a multidisciplinary team. It suggests, that
more disciplines can contribute to new findings in immersive virtual reality, such as
cognitive neuroscience or psychology (Slater, 2014). The same principle applies to
digital puppetry.
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3.4 Tools and frameworks

3.4.1 Performance Animation Tools

There are animation tools that include digital puppetry methods, and authoring envi-
ronments that can be used to work with performance animation to develop live shows,
or digital puppet theatres.

3D Performance Animation Environments

When producing performance animation, we must rely on software that provide the
appropriate tools, that responds to our demands. We can choose between 3D, or 2D
systems, or between comercial, or free applications. There are two major comercial
applications designed for performance animation, the Reallusion iClone, and the Au-
todesk Motion Builder (Figure 3.40).

Figure 3.40: 3D Tools for performance animation: 1) Reallusion iClone; 2) Autodesk
Motion Builder 3) Open source MovieSandbox.

iClone One of the most complete solutions for performance animation is the Real-
lusion iClone, a comercial real-time 3D animation package for Windows. It can be
used in different application domains, such as pre-visualization, game asset creation,
TV productions, or digital storytelling. Its main motion capture source, derives from
the Kinect plugin, retargeting the performers body motion to a virtual character in
real-time. The motion of the character can be combined with physics, to avoid body
interpenetration, ground contact, or object interaction. It also includes the HumanIK
developed by Autodesk, to enhance the human motion and a Softcloth module, to sim-
ulate realistic cloth behavior. One of the most interesting aspects of this application,
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is the puppet tools, which are known as the avatar toolkit. It allows performance an-
imation with a standard mouse, complemented with the keyboard. The puppet tools
can be employed to animate props, facial expressions, or the body of the character. A
customizable puppet controller, allows the animator to define his own set of controls,
and assign them to a set of different UI types, that can be manipulated with the mouse.
The avatar toolkit, also allows to combine blend shapes with bone animation, to create
specific poses. The face puppet, lets you choose which component of the head you want
to drive with the mouse, changing the emotions, or guiding the eyes. It also provides
real-time automatic lip-sync from an audio source. IClone presents two complementing
ways to produce the animation: the director mode for real-time performance, based
on mouse, and short key interaction; the editor mode for fine tune, or to combine, and
blend the motion clips. This environment provides an extensive library of ready-made
motions, and a set of tools to produce animation quickly, and easy, even for novices
without animation experience. It also supports experienced animators with advanced
options. The user can compose a full 3D scene with characters and props imported
by the major 3D modeling tools, such as Maya, or Zbrush, and generate backgrounds,
populating them with botanics, through the SpeedTree module. Finally the lighting
features, and the Indigo RT physical render engine plugin, allows to achieve realistic
motion pictures in real-time. IClone works well with human skeletons, but not with
non biped characters. It also does not provide access to other devices, and motion
capture systems, not even through network. It presents a low-end motion capture so-
lution, based on the Kinect. It does not capture multiple performers simultaneously,
as the iPi Motion Capture, which allows up to 4 Kinect’s simultaneously, and up to
16 USB cameras. Some of the motions in particular the walk cycles, provided in the
presets are unnatural and the facial profiles are difficult to tweak. It also demands a
powerful computer to run smoothly. Although being a complete solution, it presents
multiple constraints in animation, and is not expansible.

Motion Builder On the other hand, Motion Builder (MoBu) is the motion capture
industry standard. This tool was one of the first real-time character animation solutions
in the market. It was originally Kaydara’s Filmbox, which later was bought by Alias,
and consequently became Autodesk Motion Builder. It is a 3D performance character
animation system, designed for motion capture, and is employed in the production
of animation. It provides an easy, and powerful way to retarget the motion capture
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to virtual characters. Animators can work seamlessly, with motion clips in real-time
with this non-linear, multi-track animation system, by layering and editing the clips,
in a similar manner as a video-editing tool, even with highly dense datasets. With
the story tool, motion blending becomes an easy task such as trimming, aligning, or
blending between clips. It comes with a large motion library of stock animation files
in FBX. It provides easy rigging methods, supporting IK/FK on every joint, a posing
tool to enhance the character’s motion, auxiliary effectors to parent the body parts
together, and a rag doll feature composed by rigid bodies for physics simulations, such
as falling down. It uses the HumanIK which is a full body rigging system, that allows
the body of the character to move in a natural way. The HumanIK provides full body
inverse kinematics (FBIK) and real-time animation retargeting technology. The full
body rig, reacts according to the human skeleton behavior, when moving the animation
controllers. For instance, when moving the hand controller downwards below the root
joint, the knees and spine joints can fowllow the movement. It presents advanced
tools to handle dense motion capture data, but it also enables animators to use the
traditional keyframe technique. It supports the major motion capture systems, as well
as a variety of hardware devices. Interfaces such as joysticks, tablets, keyboards, MIDI
devices, mice, and even the Microsoft Kinec,t can be connected to MoBu to drive the
animation controllers. To expand its functionalities, and connections, MoBu supports
standard communications protocols for networking, as well as an SDK that allows
programmers to developed extensions in Python, or C++ via QT, and PySide. While
Motion Builder provides a flexible and fast workflow for editing character animations,
it presents several limitations. First of all it is specialized in character animation,
and does not support other tasks than those related to animation, including texture
handling or modeling. It was designed to support human motion capture, and not for
non-standard biped skeletons, thus, the task of animating a puppet with multiple legs
such as an octopus becomes a challenge. While Kaydara Filmbox supported multiple
operation systems, such as Windows, Mac OSX, IRIX, Linux. Autodesk made MoBu a
Windows based system, which now supports Linux as well. It was designed to support
the animation production pipeline, in particular for the game, and film industry, and
is not intended to be used in a perforative context.

MovieSandbox A different approach was presented by Friedrich Kirchner, when de-
veloped the MovieSandbox (MSB) - a multi-platform, open-source, real-time animation
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tool. Kirchner presented a different paradigm for the production of animation for non-
expert animators, that focus on the imaginary, and unrealistic images, created in the
mind of the creative user. This tool was based on the Unreal Tournament 2004 from
Epic Games, and runs on Windows, Mac OSX and Linux platforms. It was developed
to support digital storytelling, promoting the inventing capabilities of the user, based
on the ideia of drawing in space. Instead of modeling objects in 3D, the user draws
particles directly on a 2D grid shaping the model in the 3D space. In this way, the
user is not restricted to geometric forms, and operations, instead of triangles it uses
particles, tiny points that together form lines and shapes. The Milkscanner is another
tool that Kirchner developed, to support the creation of objects, it is a custom made
3D scanner, based on a web camera, that captures real objects that are placed above
a high contrast liquid such as milk. The user, can scan physical puppets, props, and
scenery, which can be placed inside MSB. It presents a bone-system to animate the
characters that are drawn on stage. It allows to paint the bone weights and define
their influence over the geometry. It also generates procedural motion cycles, such as
walks, or idle motion. This Kickstart project, presents a distinct approach from the
standard animation applications, where the user sketches his stories, creating a unique
art-style. It provides multiple features including drawing, animation, cameras, lights,
and many other functions, that support the creativity of the user. A node-base system
provides the scripting platform for live performances, for triggering cameras, or for
generating animations. MSB supports the Microsoft Kinect as a point-cloud scanner,
or for driving the animation controllers. Finally, MSB provides network connections
via UDP, based on OSC protocol, for receiving messages that can be used for driv-
ing the animation. Kirchner built a digital puppeteering project The Two Fish for
demonstrating the MSB features, using physical glove puppets to create a talking fish
show. It uses glove puppets, made with a pair of socks, with two bend sensors that
are mapped to the mouth of two fishes. The bend sensors, connected to an Arduino
sends the data to a processing sketch, that converts the signals into OSC messages,
and then, sent and interpret by MSB. Kirchner stopped developing MovieSandbox af-
ter the release of version 1.0 in 2011, but the code is open source, thus, it is possible
to contribute with new ideias and upgrades. MovieSandbox presents many issues, and
is not stable for production, although its goal is to support non-expert animators, it
presents a non-intuitive interface, and the lack of support, and documentation makes
it a challenge to learn, and to use.
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2D Performance Animation Environments

There are multiple tools designed for 2D real-time animation, some of them are com-
ercial solutions, such as the Adobe Character Animation, or Reallusion Crazytalk, and
others are open source such as Animata (Figure 3.41).

Figure 3.41: 2D Tools for performance animation: 1) Adobe Character Animator; 2)
Reallusion Crazy Talk 3) Open source Animata.

Adobe Character Animator Adobe Character Animator (CA), is a 2D digital
puppeteering tool distributed with Adobe After Effects. It is still a preview, but its
features are promising for digital puppetry, as well as for simplifying the 2D character
animation process. This animation framework takes advantage of Adobe tools com-
bining the artwork developed inside Photoshop, and Illustrator, with the animation,
and visual effect capabilities of After Effects. The animation is produced with pose-
to-pose method, or with performance animation, using a camera to capture the facial
expressions of the user, and synchronizing the mouth movements, with his speech. It
also supports the mouse, the keyboard, as well as programmable behaviors such as dy-
namics, or auto blink behavior, that does not rely on facial tracking. Its facial tracking
technology, provides an expressive, and easy way to animate puppets, driving its posi-
tion; orientation; mouth expression; eye direction; eye lid; and eye brows. To facilitate
the puppet rigging, Adobe defined a naming convention for each layer (component)
on Photoshop, as well as in Illustrator. This visual layer tagging system, allows the
user to assemble the puppet artwork, naming each part of the character, with the ap-
propriate tag, which is then recognized by Character Animator ,and becomes ready
to animate. This application, allows to record the animation in real-time , employing
simultaneously the keyboard, the mouse, the microphone, and the camera. Then, the
animation can be exported to After Effects for post-production. Adobe realized the
potential of real-time animation in live performances, and the new version supports
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Syphon technology for broadcasting the animation to other applications or directly to
screen. In this way, it is possible to overcome, and extend the limitations presented by
this tool with other applications.

Reallusion CrazyTalk Reallusion CrazyTalk, is a real-time facial animator for the
production of talking heads. It supports Windows, and Macintosh operation systems.
It provides a simple, and fun environment to produce automated facial morphing, with
a fast learning curve. An intuitive tool for giving life to photographs, paintings, or
drawings. The user can create a talking human, or vegteable, a talking animal, or
can use any image as reference for talking. It provides a timeline for fine tune the
animation and adjust the audio tracks. The automatic behaviors simulate a natural
looking head movements, by moving it, and animating the facial expressions, such
as eyebrows, eyelids, and eye direction. These elements are animated automatically
through an analsysis on the audio track. It interprets the most subtle sound such as
whispering. It responds interactively to the sound variations, mapping the appropriate
facial expression, to the sound expression, such as shouting, laughing, or singing. It also
provides a real-time puppeteering tool, for controlling the facial expressions, including
the speed of the motion, and its exaggeration, by capturing the mouse performance.
In this way the user can puppeteer the character’s face, giving it a unique expressive
animation. To create the morph-based faces, the user starts by fitting the image of the
face, into a chosen template mesh. The automatic lip-sync animates the mouth of the
character, based on the audio, from a live performance, or from a recording. Then the
user can puppeteer the face, or fine tune the subtle facial expressions, and adjust the
overall head movements. This multi-layered animation method, provides different levels
of control and expression, the user can choose between the full automatic animation,
or to manually animate each component at different stages. CrazyTalk also supports
3D heads, making it more real. The user can fit the facial image, in a 3D head and
animate it automatically, with the puppet tools, or using a set of range morph sliders.
Although CrazyTalk is fun, and easy, it is constrained to head-base animation, and
presents limited functionalities, which are not expandable through a SDK, or through
network communications.

Animata Animata is an open-source 2D real-time animation software, designed to
create performance animations, and interactive background projections for concerts,
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dance and theatrical performances. It is a cross-platform software developed in 2007,
by Peter Nemeth, Gabor Papp, and Bence Samu, from Kitchen Budapest (KIBU). It
supports layer composition, camera animation with Z-depth simulating the parallax
effect, procedural animation, and physics simulation. The Animata’s rigging system,
can be resembled to the strings of marionettes. It is possible to create a complex net-
work of bones that hold the puppet’s structure, but can also be used as animation
controllers. Animata was designed to be fed from external sources, the manipulation
signals arrive from other applications that act as input interfaces. In this way, Ani-
mata requires other complementary applications, that are used to capture, and process
the user input. Thus, with the appropriate application, it is possible to employ any
kind of interface, and device controller. The input application must support the OSC
protocol, to send the messages to Animata. The messaging system enables the user to
manipulate the joint position, the bone length, the layer position, and the layer visibil-
ity. There are numerous OSC enabled software solutions, that can be employed to act
as controllers, such as MaxMSP, Pure Data, Quartz Composer, or Processing. Matti
Niinimäki (Niinimäki, 2008) developed a set of OSC tools for MaxMSP, Pure Data,
and Quartz Composer, that support the control of Animata puppets. A keyframe an-
imation tool, was developed by Benjamin Flaming (Flaming, 2016), and can be used
to animate puppets in Animata. The Oscimator is a Ruby application, that allows to
create, edit, and delete keyframes for bones, joints, and layers, that are sent via OSC.
With Animata, the user can animate their image models, with soft deformations, or
rigid body articulations. A geometry is created around the image to support its defor-
mation. The bones are then created and assigned to each vertex in the geometry. The
bones drive the deformation of the geometry according to its weights of influence. The
deformation of the geometry is similar to the method described by (Igarashi et al.,
2005a). On the other hand, geometries with just four vertices do not deform and can
behave as rigid articulations, similar to the rigid articulated silhouettes. The virtual
puppet is setup in three simple steps: 1) mesh generation, 2) skeleton creation, 3)
skinning.

1. Mesh generation: the user starts by importing an image and placing it on stage,
then, creates the mesh around the surface of the image using manual, or automatic
tessellation. It creates a network of triangles that are used for deforming the mesh.
Finally the texture-mapped meshes are arranged appropriately;
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2. Skeleton creation: the user creates a set of joints to support the armature, and
connect them with bones. The joints are placed in the appropriate locations of
the mesh, to support its movement. There are bones that sustain the geometry,
and other bones that can be placed for controlling the motion;

3. Skinning: The skinning process allows the user to paint the bone weights for
each vertex of the mesh, defining its influence for deformation.

After the skinning process, the user should define unique ID labels for each joint, and
bone to be able to control them from external applications. The bone system is based
on a physical model supported by inverse kinematics, a network of interconnected
bones that react together to the joint manipulation. Thus, when the animator grabs a
joint, all the structure is moved accordingly. In this way, it is possible to achieve rich
movements, a tiny motion can influence all the structure. On the other hand, it can also
create undesirable effects, thus it is important to create the correct structure. Animata
allows to create, and reuse scenes. Scenes are composed by one, or multiple layers that
contain the image meshes, which are rigged with a bone structure. Animata presents
a unique approach to animate virtual puppets, which can be resembled to traditional
puppetry. However, Animata presents several limitations, for instance it is not possible
to rotate joints, or to create constraints. Some of these issues, can be solved by using
the bone system, the user can specify the stiffness of each bone, and create fixed joints,
that are used to generate rotations, or to support the armature, constraining the bone
movement. Animata does not provide a way to export the animation, as well as a
post-production visual effect processor. Efforts have been made to extend Animata,
supporting other platforms such as mobile phones, or to support Syphon allowing to
apply visual effects on the animation. Michael Forrest was able to adapt the Animata
rendering engine to the Iphone (Forrest, 2009a), as well to Flash (Forrest, 2010).
Both are available for download as source code at the Github. Forrest also integrated
Animata’s playback engine in Processing, and made it available at Github (Forrest,
2009b). This engine was forked by Zeni (AnimataP5 playback , 2009), and by James
Britt (Britt, 2014), extending its functionalities. This processing library allows to load,
reproduce and interact with Animata scenes directly inside its environment.
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Game engines and other workflows

Game engines can also be used for digital puppetry. Although they were designed for
game development, many engines today, can be used for real-time animation, presenting
a versatile environment with multiple functionalities. Two of the most popular game
engines are: Unity3D; and Unreal Engine (Figure 3.42). They present similar features,
and functionalities, and support the major 3D file formats, allowing to import fully
rigged, and animated character models. Both of the engines provide “free” versions
as long you don’t make money with them. They also support the classic HUD for
player interaction, as well as integrate multiple input/output devices, from a gamepad,
to a variety of VR headsets. There are also third party plugins that integrate other
interfaces such as the Microsoft Kinect.

Figure 3.42: Popular game engines: 1) Unity3D version 5; 2) Unreal Engine version 4.

Unity3D engine was released in 2005 ,and since then it became a successful reference
for the indie game developing, providing a wide support to a large community. It is
a light weight engine, that requires a mid-range computer setup. On the other hand,
Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) is the successor of UDK and was released in 2012. It is a
heavy weighted engine, that requires a powerful computer for development. It presents
high quality graphical abilities, such as the advanced dynamic lighting. Unity provides
cross-platform integration, which is wider than Unreal, and allows to publish appli-
cations for Windows, Mac OS, Linux, as well as for mobile devices running Android,
IOS, and many others. Unity provides a simple to use editor, and can be a good option
when developing for mobile devices, or 2D environments, while Unreal presents better
quality graphics for the production of triple A games. Unity supports Javascript, and
C# programming languages, while Unreal provides a custom visual programming en-
vironment, and C++, with custom macros. The Unreal visual programming is known
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as Blueprint, it is a node-based scripting system that provides an intuitive interface to
create programs without writing a line of code. Blueprint Visual Scripting is ideal for
artists, and designers, presenting a way to control in-game objects through its visual
interface. It allows users to develop the logic flow, and to sequence the actions for the
game, or for a live performance. However, for larger-scale tasks, such as building a
complete gameplay system, you need to go deeper into the code, requiring advanced
programming knowledge. Unity presents the Mecanim animation system, that facil-
itates the creation of state machines, behaviors, and motion blending. Using it with
humanoid avatars, it is possible to benefit from motion retargeting, and a complete
IK system, that can be very useful for digital puppetry. Although, humanoid avatars
facilitates the complex setup of the puppet’s rigging, it is constrained to biped skele-
tons. Unreal Persona is the animation toolset that provides editing tools, sequence
animation, skeleton manipulation, blend shape control, and inverse kinematics. Simi-
lar to the Unity’s avatar customization, Unreal presents the mannequin rig, which helps
the user to setup its character and use IK’s, for foot placement, or for controlling the
player’s hands. Another diference between Unreal and Unity, is the cinematic editor
which is provided by Unreal to create the cut scenes, and can be useful for live perfor-
mance as well. Although Unity lacks this functionality, there are third party plugins
such as Flux, Cinema Director, or Slate that offer similar functions. There are other
game engines, such as Crytek CryEngine, which presents a powerful environment, with
high quality graphics similar to UE4 and include state-of-the-art lighting, or realistic
physics. CryEngine provides an advanced animation systems, that includes procedural
motion-warping, an advanced IK system, or a parametric skeletal animation. However,
it requires a long learning curve.

Discussion

There are other systems that are in-between iClone, and Motion Builder, such as the
Autodesk Softimage XSI. A complete 3D modeling, and animation software package
that includes multiple motion capture features, that can be found in Motion Builder,
but not so powerful. Softimage is no longer developed by Autodesk, it was discontinued
in 2014. The major 3D animation packages such as Maya, 3DStudio Max, Cinema4D,
or Blender can be employed for performance animation using some add-ons or script-
ing. For instance the Blender Game Engine. Some of these environments, support
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devices, such as LeapMotion through third party plugins, and can be employed in dig-
ital puppetry. Other applications such as moviestorm, nawmalMAKE, or Muvizu are
complete solutions for Machinima productions, but lack the digital puppetry features
for real-time performance. An alternative to CrazyTalk, or to Adobe Character Ani-
mator for real-time facial animation, is the Face Rig, which uses a webcam to instantly
animate the puppet’s face, but presents limited functionalities. To expand CrazyTalk
facial animation features to the full body character performance, Reallusion released
the CrazyTalk Animator. It supports FK and IK control for full-body animation, 3D
camera motion with Z-depth, cloth simulation and scene composition. It is an appro-
priate solution for creating 2D “Jib-Jab” style animation, although there is no updates
since 2014.

Each production demands specific requirements, and there are a couple of questions
that should be made before starting the production, such as:

• Are we going to produce a 2D, 3D or hybrid animation?

• Does it require full-body character animation, or just facial-based animation?

• How many characters are going to be performed simultaneously?

• What is our production budget?

• Does it require collaborative performance?

• Which devices, and interaction methods are needed for the performance?

Answering these questions, can help producers and designers to choose the appropriate
tool and methodology. Some of the requirements may not be fulfilled with just one
tool, and there is the need to search for a framework based on a set of tools.

3.4.2 Input Programing Interfaces

It is expected today, that interactive applications support the high diversity of input
peripherals, as well as to provide multiple interaction techniques. Unfortunately this
expectation is not yet fulfilled, and most of the applications, are still designed for a
fixed set of standard input devices or interaction styles. They are developed to support
specific interaction paradigms, from tangible interfaces to context awareness, from
multi-pointer interaction, to gesture recognition. Efforts have been made to provide
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an interface standardization, that bridges between input devices and host applications.
These efforts rely on script-based API’s with GUI support, or visual-programming
environments, and have been explored extensibly within the context of virtual reality,
video games, or music performances.

A programming environment that has been providing a wide range of device support,
and used to complement the limitations of windows-based applications is GlovePIE.
GlovePIE stands for Glove Programmable Input Emulator, and was developed by Carl
Kenner. It was originally designed to support data-gloves (P5 glove) in games, by
emulating the signals of standard game controls, such as those from joysticks. Later,
it was expanded, integrating speech recognition, and multiple input devices, such as
motion controllers, motion capture systems, microphones, HMDs, or even BCIs. It
also supports MIDI, and OSC protocols, providing access to numerous applications,
and devices. It provides a GUI for easy mapping, and a custom scripting language, that
allows the user to read, process, and map device signals. This framework is employed
to access to raw device I/O functions, such as the WIImote. It can emulate mouse
behaviors, or other system functions that support the game play. It’s a free windows-
based application that is not longer developed. The last version was 0.45 released in
2010, adding the Microsoft Kinect support. A similar approach is the FreePIE, an
open-source application for windows based on GlovePIE. This programmable Input
Emulator (PIE), is a framework for bridge input devices emulating signals that are
compatible with the host applications. It was designed for video games, but it can be
used with many other applications, such as virtual reality environments. It supports
the FreeTrack protocol, allowing to use several IMU sources, such as the freeIMU
(open IMU Hardware), or to use the motion sensors provided by smartphones. These
motion data can then be mapped to control the players head, or limbs, simulating the
mouse movement for navigation in a VR environment. FreePIE accepts external plugins
written in C#, which allows to expand the supporting devices. Scripts are useful for
handling complex mappings, and procedures. However, a graphical user interface may
be more effective, and intuitive, when routing a small amount of signals. For instance,
the Sixsense Motion Creator, provides a GUI where the user assigns device controller
features to specific actions on a game. A different approach was develop by Vacchi
et al. (Vacchi et al., 2003), to support performance animation operations. The Neo
Euclide (Vacchi et al., 2004) is a prototype application with a connection editor, and
a 3D player. The editor provides a GUI to map devices (MIDI controllers, or data-
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gloves) to specific actions, or to presets of the virtual character. On the other hand
the 3D player, allows the animateer to navigate in the 3D scene or to perform the
animation.

Visual Node-base Input Programming Toolkits

Traditional script-based programming follows a linear sequence of coding. This linear
programming is procedural, and relies on a control-flow approach, handling a specific
order in the execution of the tasks. The precedence constraints control how the data
flows based on task completion, success or failure. On the other hand, most of the visual
programming approaches are based on data-flow, even though, there are examples
that make use of control-flow programming using state-transition diagrams (Bastide
et al., 2002). The Data-Flow Programming (DFP) is based on a different paradigm
from the control-flow approaches, in DFP multiple components can process data at
the same time in parallel threads. One of the earliest DFP approaches, was based
on the hardware level through supercomputers to explore concurrency of computation
(Dennis, 1980), and thus, increasing the performance for processing the data. The data
is moved, and processed through transformation, and passed between components. The
components can assume the form of sources, transformers, or destinations. Most of the
visual programming languages are based on data-flow programming, although DFP
is independent from the representation style. The Data-Flow Visual Programming
Language (DFVPL) which was already discussed in section 2.3.1, present a familiar
graphical representation to the user, as a data-flow diagram, a kind of an interactive
graph. A set of building blocks, or nodes, connected with virtual wires from where the
data flows. It is an end-user programming, suitable for non-expert programmers, which
allows rapid prototyping. It is an ideal environment for programming input signals,
such the Input Configurator Toolkit (ICON), created by Pierre Dragicevic, and Jean-
Daniel Fekete (Dragicevic & Fekete, n.d.). It is a data-flow environment developed in
Java, for the reconfiguration of input signals. A visual programming application, where
programmers setup their device functionalities through interconnected modules. It is
an input management system, towards the adaptability of input devices. They define
input adaptability, as a combination of three notions: controllability, accessibility and
configurability.

• Controllability - refers to how the application uses the extra features from the
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device in an efficient manner;

• Accessibility - is related to the adjustment of the application to low-bandwidth
or constrained-based devices;

• Configurability - is based on the user’s ability to setup, and use the device in
a free way.

Creative Programming with DFVPL

Data-flow-based environments have been used in various domains, as creative program-
ming tools: from music, such as MaxMSP, and Pure Data; to dance and theatre, such
as Isadora; from animation, such as Fabric Engine: to interactive visual media, such
as Quartz Composer, or Touch Designer. These tools provide mapping mechanisms,
and features for transforming the incoming data, adjusting it to drive specific param-
eters.

Figure 3.43: Node-based visual programming environments: 1) Cycling74 Max/MSP;
2) Pure Data; 3) VVVV; 4) Troikatronix Isadora; 5) Derivative TouchDesigner; 6) Vue;
7) Apple QuartzComposer; 8) Fabric Engine.

MaxMsp is a music related environment, which started to be developed by Miller
Puckette during the 1980’s for controling MIDI devices (Puckette, 1988, 2002). It
was later expanded with MSP, introducing the real-time digital sound processing. In
2003 the Jitter module was integrated to support video synthesis. These features led
Max to become one of the most complete authoring environments for digital media
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performance. It is a commercial cross-platform application (Windows /Mac). It is well
documented, and its large supporting community contributes with several extensions,
which are known as externals. The Silicat14 project, is a demonstration of a digital
puppetry performance developed entirely with MaxMSP. It uses the Microsoft Kinect
to track the body of the performer, and box2d physics engine, that provides gravity, and
collision detection to objects that populate the environment. The bi-dimensional stick
figure driven by the performer’s body, interacts with the objects creating sound effects.
An open-source alternative to MaxMsp, is Pure Data (PD). It was also developed by
Miller Puckette based on the Max itself. It is a graphical real-time computer-music
system. Although it presents similar features as MaxMsp, it attempts to overcome its
deficiencies (Puckette, 1996), presenting a more flexible system, simplifying the data
structures to increase the readability. It is a cross-platform system (Windows, Mac,
Linux), that also offers visual processing mechanism with the Graphics Environment
for Multimedia (GEM15). As Max, it can be extended through third party extensions,
or libraries such as Libpd that makes PD a versatile solution. The Libpd (Brinkmann
et al., 2011) is a wrapper that makes Pure Data available in different systems, such as
Android, or IOS, because it provides language binding for Java, Processing, Objective-
C, and Python. It is a library for embeddable audio synthesis, where developers can
access to PD features from everywhere, including Webkit, or OpenFrameworks. A
popular visual programming solution, that has been employed in dance, and theatrical
performances is Isadora. It is a real-time video software, developed by Mark Coniglio
(deLahunta, 2005) for the creation of interactive media. It was designed to be sim-
ple enough to be used by non-programmers. It is a commercial application, mainly
used for generating scenic backdrops for live performances. It allows to manipulate
pre-recorded media, as well as live media through procedural programming. It also
supports on-the-fly multimodal interaction, using for instance a mouse, a MIDI device,
or a video camera. It uses a modular node-based structure, and has been widely used
by Troika Ranch, and many other artists, performers, and choreographers. It is used
for the creation of interactive installations, and performances with mixed media, with
an emphasis on visual elements, and digital video (E. Lympouridis, 2012). Another
visual environment employed with interactive media is EyesWeb. EyesWeb is a free
visual platform, for the design, and development of real-time multimodal systems and

14Silicat project website: http://silicatproject.com
15Gem download page: http://gem.iem.at
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interfaces (Camurri et al., 2004, 2007). A windows only system, that is employed in
particular for computer vision analysis. On the other hand, a platform for handling
real-time graphics, and performance animation is the Apple QuartzComposer. Quartz
Composer (QC) is a free visual programming environment developed by Apple for
OSX, based on Pierre-Olivier Latour PixelShox Studio (2003), and it is used extensible
by live motion-graphic artists. QC uses insensibly Apple core technologies, which are
embedded in the operation system, taking advantage of all machine resources, provid-
ing optimized performance, and system support. QC compositions can be played as
standalone movies, through any QuickTime compatible application, and still provide
interactive functions. Apple Quartz Composer uses GPU to process the graphics, and
supports: Open-GL; Open-GL Shader Language (GLSL); Open-CL enabling real-time
3D image processing; and real-time video. Quartz Composer can be extended through
Plug-ins, and shown as standard QC processing units or nodes. The Kineme.net pro-
vides a large supporting community for Quartz Composer, sharing custom patches and
plugins, such the support for the Microsoft Kinect. Quartz Composer can be useful
for performance animation, as seen in Ian’s Grant work (Grant, 2008). Grant devel-
oped a set of digital puppetry experiments using the Quartz Composer, demonstrating
the potential of this tool for performance animation. Grant explored real-time video
compositing to create a talking puppet, substituting the mouth of the puppet with the
performer’s mouth. He also developed techniques to control, and manipulate puppets,
scenography, and special effects, using MIDI devices, and WIImote controllers. Unfor-
tunately, Apple ceased to develop this free tool with the release of version 4.6 in 2014.
A commercial alternative to QC is Vue, which was released in the same year as the
last version of QC. This OSX-based application is used extensible by Vj’s providing
similar features as Quartz Composer, although it’s not embedded in the system as
QC. Another tool that supports the production of live visuals is TouchDesigner. It is
a visual node-based environment for creating interactive media systems for real-time
performance. This commercial application requires a powerful computer to run with
specific characteristics. Another popular visual live-programming environment for VJ’s
available for windows users is the VVVV. It is free when used in a non-comercial con-
text, and provides a modular environment for live video synthesis. This toolkit was
ported to web browsers with the VVVV.js framework integrating the main workflow,
and functionalities of VVVV. However, the node-based editor is not compatible with all
browsers, and presents some performance issues. From all of these visual programming
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environments, the one that is designed specifically for animation is the Fabric engine,
which was presented in section 2.3.1. It is a comercial cross-platform application that
provides tools for character animation, such as the rigging toolbox, or the full-body
IK system (FFFBIK). It provides interoperability, so it can be used inside other ani-
mation packages, such as Maya. An experimental approach for mapping input devices
to performance animation, was presented in the European project eRENA in the late
1990’s. Based on the observations taken from the workshop Real Gestures, Virtual
Environments (Hirtes et al., 1999) Lintermann (Lintermann, 1999) and colleagues,
designed a software to map sensor data to parameters for performance animation to
be used within Maya. They developed a toolkit, for mapping the input raw data to
animation applications. In this framework, the mapping designer, can program, and
route the input data through node connections, and parameters, with a node-base vi-
sual interface, and an attribute editor similar to the one in Maya. The system is based
on a network architecture, which makes it expandable. Later, they developed an event
management system to support the production for electronic arenas (Bowers et al.,
2000).

All of these applications, were not designed specifically for input device programming,
but provide ways to configure, and customize input devices for specific tasks. They
also support a variety of device controllers off-the-shelf, or through third-party plug-
ins. Each environment presents extensions to the visual node-base programming, with
script-base languages. For instance, Quartz Composer scripts are written in JavaScript,
and its plugins in Objective-C, Max/MSP scripts are written in JavaScript and the
externals can be developed in C and Java programming language, PD objects can be
written in C, C++, or FORTRAN languages, Vue custom nodes are developed in C++,
and Fabric Engine supports the Python language. They also support the OSC protocol,
except the Fabric Engine that works with a similar method, using its SocketsManager.
The OSC protocol provides a way to exchange data, between applications extending
the environment functionalities. In this way, it is possible to combine the features
from these applications, for capturing, and processing input devices, with performance
animation tools, such as Animata.
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3.4.3 Orchestration and Communication

To establish a dialog between devices and applications an interface is required. This
interface, uses a specific protocol for communication. A standard protocol that is used
since the early 1980’s in computer music to connect several devices together, is the
Musical Instruments Digital Interface (MIDI). This protocol allow the connection of
input devices, such as keyboards, to output devices, such as sound sources (Jungleib,
1995). The MIDI standard defines the communication protocol but not the type of
mappings.

Open Sound Control (OSC)

One of the most popular high-level protocols used for data, and control exchange in
multimedia applications, is the Open Sound Control (OSC). It was designed in 1997
to be an alternative to the MIDI protocol (Wright & Freed, 1997). Its paradigm is
quite different from the MIDI, and it is optimized for today’s networking technologies.
The OSC can be considered a content format, such as JSON, or XML, rather than
a protocol itself. Because it does not handle the typical features of protocols such as
negotiation, or error handling (Freed & Schmeder, 2009). While MIDI is a close music
standard, used in the music industry that imposes restriction, the OSC is an open
standard with few restriction, used in music as well as in multimedia applications,
and supported by a large community. OSC presents multiple advantages compared
with MIDI. It is a transport-independent, so it can carry the data through different
interfaces, from an IP network (ethernet), to a serial transmission (USB). It supports
multiple data types, from floating point values, to strings, with no range limitations.
Newer OSC specifications support even more data types (Freed & Schmeder, 2009),
while the MIDI is restricted to specific range values. Both protocols are supported
by a wide range of music applications. OSC contributed to innovative networked
music explorations (Wright, 2005), and its use in multimedia, and VR applications is
still growing. This higher-level protocol does not specify the networking mechanism
details, and there is no available information about the lower-level transport protocol,
which may be consider a disadvantage over the MIDI. For instance, the return address
mechanism must be provided by the transport layer to allow a response message from a
OSC application. Conceived for client/server environments, the OSC transports data
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units that are known as packets. This packet-based delivery model is independent
from previous communication states. The entity that sends OSC packets (devices or
application) is considered a client, on the other hand the OSC packet receiver is a server.
Most of the OSC implementations send the packets via UDP to a target IP address
with a given port, taking advantage of the transmission speed performance, but OSC
packets can also be sent through TCP to guarantee the delivering of the messages,
although increasing the latency. Multicast UDP communication, allow many-to-one
connections where multiple clients can be connected to one server.

Namespace: Naming convention The OSC basic units are messages, which are
composed by an address pattern, a type which is defined by a string tag, and arguments.
The pattern that defines the address is a string, which is used to specify the destinations
of the message. The type tag, specifies the data type for each argument, and the
arguments refer to the data itself. The message addressing model for OSC is based on
open-ended URL-style symbolic naming scheme. It uses a hierarchical set of dynamic
objects known as the address space, which is similar to the URL notation. For instance,
to set the rotation of the right hand of a puppet, we could name /puppet/hand/right/
rotation as address pattern, and pass three float-point arguments to define the Euler
angles X,Y,Z such as 33.523, 90.211, 0.208 (Table 3.4). This open-ended mechanism
allows each system to be free to define its own address space according to its features.
There are special characters that are restricted for address pattern matching, such
as wildcard-matching. There are no explicit structure for the arguments on OSC,
and it is up to the sender of the message, to define the sequence of arguments. OSC
supports message nesting by introducing the figure of the bundle, which is a sequence of
messages, or bundles, and are processed by the OSC server simultaneously. Time tags
are attached to bundles to specify the time the messages should be processed.

Table 3.4: The structure of a message in the OSC format

Address Space Data Data

address type tag arguments

“/puppet/hand/right/rotation” “f,f,f” 33.523, 90.211, 0.208

As stated before, OSC is supported by numerous multimedia applications, but it is
also implemented in multiple programming languages, and control devices (Wright et
al., 2003).
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New directions for the OSC 2.0 have been stimulating intensive discussions within the
community. The OSC which was developed originally for music related technologies
as evolved, and expanded its scope, thus, a new name is required to reflect this larger
context (Freed & Schmeder, 2009). Attempts have been made to optimize the OSC ef-
ficiency, by converting the string-form address into a integer-form representation, which
is then compressed at the transmission phase (Kleimola & McGlynn, 2011).

TUIO and GDIF

The OSC is being used extensible to create ad-hoc gestural controllers, and is the basis
for new protocols, such as the Tangible User Interface (TUIO), designed for multi-touch
surfaces (Kaltenbrunner et al., 2005), or the Gesture Description Interchange Format
(GDIF), proposed for gestural data interchange (Jensenius, 2008). The TUIO protocol
attempts to present a general, and versatile communication interface for the transmis-
sion of abstract description of interactive surfaces, such as the state of tangible objects,
or touch events. It was originally conceived to respond to the specific requirements of
table-top interactive surfaces, for the user to manipulate objects. It was implemented
initially for the reacTable project (Kaltenbrunner, 2009), which is a tangible modular
synthesizer, where the user manipulates objects above a table-top interface, that are
tracked by a fiducial marker-based computer vision engine (reacTIVision), retrieving
the marker identification, position and orientation. It would be interesting to develop
an animation system based on this project, where each manipulated block represented
one IK of the puppet limbs. The TUIO protocol is based on two class of messages.
The set messages transport the object’s data, such as position, and the alive messages
transports a list of unique ID’s, from the available objects. Additionally fseq messages
are sent to specify each update step using a unique frame sequence ID.

/tuio/[profileName] set sessionID [parameterList]

/tuio/[profileName] alive [list of active sessionIDs]

/tuio/[profileName] fseq (int32)

There are a set of profiles defined by TUIO to describe the parameters to be transmit-
ted. These predefine profiles specify 2D, 2.5D, or 3D interactive surfaces, as well as
a raw profile, and a custom profile for user defined format. The new specifications of
TUIO brought additional features when compared to TUIO 1.1, such as timing infor-
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mation, finger pressure, and code descriptors (Kaltenbrunner & Echtler, 2014).

On the other hand, the GDIF was proposed by Alexander Jensenius in 2014 (Jensenius,
2008). It was originally conceived as a solution for storing music-related movement
data, but it was expanded to handle the streaming of data. The GDIF was designed
to be open source, human-readable, cross-platform, compatible, simple, extendable,
and efficient. It was conceived to handle different types of raw data, including motion
capture systems, MIDI devices, or device controllers, as well as, to address the time-
coding, and synchronization of the data. It presents a multi-layer approach with the
following layers: 1) the acquisition layers, 2) the descriptive layers, 3) the functional
layers, 4) Meta layers.

1. The acquisition layers refer to how the data is retrieved. When captured directly
by the device it is considered the raw layer. When the data is pre-processed
applying filters it is considered the cooked layer;

2. The descriptive layers refer to the way the data is coded based on the analysis
from the acquisition layers, and are divided into: a) device layer describes the
data related to the sensor type (joystick, buttons); b) the body layer describes
the data related to the body’s part (hands, fingers); c) the environment layer
describes the relationship between the device and the body in space;

3. The functional layers are related to the functional aspects of the movement, and
do not rely on technical, or body descriptors (staccato, legato);

4. The meta layers refer to the higher level features, such as emotion states, or
other abstract representations, that allow to describe the emotional response
(color, intensity).

Both protocols can be useful for digital puppetry applications, providing a commu-
nication platform that facilitates the connection, streaming, and storing of gestural
data.
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3.4.4 Interactive Frameworks

Device Mapping for Virtual Reality

Virtual reality explorations that focused on interaction techniques, provided important
contributions related to the collaborative playing, and the control and navigation of
avatars in the virtual space. Researches have been developed towards a standard for
device abstraction. Multiple VR frameworks were proposed to support the diversity of
input devices. Early attempts proposed standards for virtual reality environment mod-
eling, or methods for device abstraction, and fusion. Examples of these explorations
can be seen in the work developed for Rubber Rocks virtual world (Codella et al.,
1992), the MR toolkit (C. Shaw et al., 1993), the DIVE system (Benford & Fahlén,
1993), the MASSIVE distributed virtual reality system (Greenhalgh & Benford, 1995),
or the VR Juggler (Bierbaum et al., 2001).

One of the most popular frameworks used for virtual reality by the scientific community,
is the Virtual Reality Peripheral Network (VRPN) (Taylor II et al., 2001). It is a stan-
dalone library for interfacing between devices, and VR applications. A middleware that
works independently form devices, and provides a network-transparent interface, with
low latency performance. It is based on a client/server architecture for communicat-
ing, configuring, and sharing devices connected to computers on a network. While the
server streams the data from the devices, a client, usually a VR application, registers,
and receives, one or multiple streams, from one or more servers. Multiple servers can
provide great flexibility in VR interactive systems. To increase the number of devices
without reducing performance, we can assign one device per computer, expanding the
network of shared peripherals. While this decentralized distributed architecture can
increase the overall performance, it also increase the number of network connections,
which can contribute to a complex management, by the lack of a central connection
location. VRPN supports many devices, and presents an abstraction layer, normalising
devices with the same category. A middleware that implements the VRPN streaming
for motion capture based on Kinect, is the Flexible Action and Articulated Skeleton
Toolkit (FAAST) (Suma et al., 2011). It provides two major features, the actions to
triggering events, with gesture recognition, and articulated skeletons, for direct body-
based control. Another work that is based on VRPN for streaming haptic devices,
is the VRPN OpenHaptics Server (Cuevas-Rodriguez et al., 2015). There have been
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attempts to establish connectivity between VRPN, and OSC creating a larger pipeline
such as the VRPN-OSC-Gateway16.

Many VR devices have their own SDK, providing access to specific hardware function-
alities. Device fusion, and crossing may require the employment of multiple SDK’s,
and a diversification of procedures. Frameworks such as the OSVR, attempt to answer
to this issue by proposing a device standardization, combining open source software,
and hardware. It provides a standardized method for discovering, and configuring VR/
AR devices including trackers, depth cameras, game controllers or VR googles. OSVR
stands for Open Source Virtual Reality, and was developed by Sensics, and Razer Inc.
It is based on an open-source hardware, with a VR headset development Kit, and an
open-source software. OSVR implements a messaging system, for exchanging data be-
tween the multiple interface components (plugins). These messaging system is based
on semantic paths, which are similar to a URL, and work in a similar way as the OSC
protocol. For instance, to access to the button state of a joystick, we could write: “/
joystick/button/1”. Another framework that seeks device abstraction is the OpenVR,
developed by Joe Ludwig - a programmer at Valve Software. It is an open-source API
for accessing VR hardware without requiring previous knowledge about the vendors,
or the hardware itself. On the other hand, the VRui17 toolkit attempts to provide a
portable, and scalable environment to support the development of VR applications. It
is divided into three major components that cover the major aspects of VR: 1) display,
2) distribution, 3) input. These components are encapsulated to provide a level of
device abstraction, and versatility. They are transported in an abstracted layer, which
is called tools, which can be seen as meta devices, combining multiple devices into one
single interface.

1. The display layer refers to an abstract rendering model to support all types of
surfaces, from HMDs, to desktop monitors;

2. The distribution layer is related to the computer and network topology;

3. The input layer describes a higher level of abstraction, for handling the diverse
input device models, and vendors;

VRui toolkit hides the lower level layers based on the hardware, exposing the higher
16VRPN-OSC-Gateway website: https://code.google.com/archive/p/vrpn-osc-gateway/
17Vrui VR Toolkit website: http://idav.ucdavis.edu/∼okreylos/ResDev/Vrui/index.html
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level functionalities for the developer. It is possible to combine distinct devices for one
task, without specifying the vendor, or model of the interface, for instance, mixing a
motion controller, with a HMD to navigate in the virtual world. This interchangeable
way to model the control signals, provides a flexible framework. The Device Server
(Roberts, 2009), is another framework developed to facilitate the mapping between
input devices, and VR applications, in particular to provide multi-user interaction for
the AlloSphere. The data in Device Server is normalized, facilitating the task of the
user. It centralizes the data in one location, which might be useful for monitoring the
signals, although it also can overload the CPU. It presents a GUI for the user to view
the connections, and it allows him to write custom expressions for calculations. A LUA
module was implemented, to allow advanced scripting. These scripts do not need to
be compiled, and are interpreted directly by Device Server. The Device Server was
developed for Mac OSX with Objective-C, based on the Cocoa API which makes it
platform dependent. There are other frameworks available with similar approaches such
as the DIVERSE Toolkit (Device Independent Virtual Environments - Reconfigurable,
Scalable, Extensible), or the Gadgeteer for small electronic devices.

Device Mapping for Sound

As discussed earlier, the development of Digital Musical Instruments (DMI) led re-
searchers to seek new ways to simplify the configuration of input devices, as well as
their mappings.

Digital Orchestra Toolbox DOT - The Digital Orchestra Toolbox (DOT18) was
designed to integrate the multiplicity of digital technologies for musical performance
(Pestova et al., 2009). Malloch (Malloch et al., 2008) and colleagues developed DOT
to support the creative, and collaborative work. This is a requirement for the de-
velopment, and performance of DMI’s, and could lead to the development of a new
standard protocol for device vendors to adopt. The DOT is a system for mapping
devices to sound parameters, running on top of an Open Sound Control (OSC) layer,
in a peer-to-peer data connection. A system for non-expert programmers, that mini-
mizes the reconfiguration processes when plugin new devices. A decentralized network
topology framework, supported by a graphical user interface, that allows flexible con-

18http://idmil.org/software/digital_orchestra_toolbox
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nections between data streams, and synthesis parameters for live performances. They
presented a network-based working environment, for designing, and using digital mu-
sical instruments. A network architecture for distributed computing, where controllers
can communicate with each other, supported by a toolkit implemented as a collection
of abstractions for Max/MSP, with useful functions, and a mapping tool supported
by a graphical interface. This mapping tool, allows the user to drag the connections
between device parameters, and application parameters, between inputs, and outputs,
and save the mappings into a XML file for loading, or sharing with other users.

Mutable Mapping - Bergstorm et al. (Bergstrom et al., 2009) present the notion
of mutable mapping for real-time manipulation of the mapping values in live perfor-
mances. They developed a simple prototype for real-time mapping based on OSC,
allowing the user to route signals from an input to an output, with a multiplier factor,
and offset transformations. The Mediator system is a standalone application to be used
in a live performance scenario, presenting a ribbon controller to allow fast modifications
for the general mapping. They proposed an environment, where all the available inputs
(which are sent from the device drivers), and all available outputs (which are sent from
the target applications), are exposed in an interaction environment. The user is able
to visualize all the mappings through the system GUI in a graphical table, allowing
him to gradually adjust the mapping values in real-time. The mapping is adjusted
in a similar way as in a sound mixer, which is useful for live performance contexts.
However, the system does not work directly with OSC applications, because it works
with a higher level protocol developed to run above the OSC. It requires a translation
module to convert standard OSC messages into those used by this system.

Libmapper - is a library for connecting things. Stephen Sinclair, and Joseph Malloch
(Malloch et al., 2013), developed the Libmapper to allow arbitrary mappings to be dy-
namically generated, between input, and output signals on a network. They developed
a semantic layer that runs above OSC, used for the transportation of metadata, that
provides information about the signals, and devices. It provides a way to establish
knowledge-based peer-to-peer connection, through a translation layer, that passes all
the information about the data through the nodes. This semantic layer can be used to
transport different types of signal sources, from MIDI, HID, and FIRMATA protocols,
making an interface between physical interfaces, and sound applications. Their goal
was to provide a system for fast and dynamic experimentation during the mapping
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phase of instrument design. Libmapper API19 is available for C, C++, Python, Java,
as well as for MaxMSP, and Pure Data as externals.

Vizmapper - is a visual interface to work with Libmapper for configuring complex
musical instruments. It was designed to provide a clear, and simple way to show
complex mapping networks, following user interface, and data visualization heuristics.
Rudraraju (Rudraraju, 2011) argues that an interface can be as important, or even
more important than the internals of the system. While the internals are designed
with the purpose of stability, functionality, and reliability of the system, the interface
is built to help the user to give a purpose to the system. I tend to agree that the
interface is equaled important as the low-level routines. The interface can enhance the
user experience to focus on their tasks, and not on the process. However, if the system
is not stable, or reliable, it does not allow the user to complete their tasks. There
should be a balance between these two aspects.

A clear benefit of using Libmapper environment is that allows different GUI’s to run in
the same Mapper network at the same time, providing different structural knowledge of
the network, such as the interface presented by Vizmapper. This advantage can benefit
users, that may choose, which interface they want to use, based on their personal
preferences.

Device Mapping for Animation

There are few interactive frameworks for device abstraction, designed specifically for
performance animation. However, those proposed for Virtual Reality, or for Digital Mu-
sic Instruments, can be adjusted to work with animation. There are some frameworks
for the control of animation, that explore multimodal, and collaborative manipulation
of virtual characters.

Delicode Ni Mate - The Delicode Ni mate20 is a comercial interactive framework
for animation, that was originally developed to support the Microsoft Kinect inside
animation packages, such as Blender, or game engines, such as Unity3D, through cus-
tom plugins. Besides sending the motion capture data to the host applications, Ni
mate provides a GUI, where the user can map body poses to specific actions, that

19Libmapper website: https://github.com/radarsat1/libmapper
20Ni Mate website: https://ni-mate.com
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are triggered when theses poses are recognized. It also supports the MIDI, and OSC
protocols. Ni Mate added the support for the Microsoft Kinect One, the Asus Xtion,
and PS Carmine, as well as for the Leap Motion, and the Intel RealSense F200.

Avratar - The Avratar framework (Redei et al., 2007) was designed to provide a wide
support of input peripherals for puppet animation. They conceptualized a UML-based
model to describe the use cases for digital puppeteers in live puppet shows, including
loading, and selecting scenes, or playing, or recording a layer of animation. They
developed a simple input mapper for the P5 glove, where the user could connect values
from the data glove to puppet actions.

Copuppet: Collaborative Interaction in Virtual Puppetry - Copuppet (Bot-
toni et al., 2008) is collaborative multimodal digital puppetry system, that explores
user collaboration, and interaction, approaching the original spirit of puppetry. They
propose a digital translation of puppetry, emphasizing the oral storytelling, free im-
provisation, and public engagement. Copuppet describes an architectural model for
virtual multimodal interaction. It uses the Chamber integrator framework that pro-
vides appearance, behavior and measurement methods from the input devices to the
Virtools. The Chamber framework features (Bottoni et al., 2006) implement the
following structure: 1) sensor interpretation of stimuli; 2) signal generation; 3) sig-
nal mapping; 4) mapping-driven multimedia streaming generation. Virtual actuators
interact with each other, and modify the virtual environment through virtual multi-
modal interfaces. To manage the state of virtual actuators, the FeedBack Manager
module, sends streams of control commands, and data to the Computational System.
The project was presented in 2009, at the Zurich exhibition, showing the multimodal
interaction. The architectural model of this project was designed to support collabo-
rative multiple puppet control, with multiple devices including the WIImote, although
this was not implemented in the presented version. The system handles collaborative
performance, allowing each puppeteer to manipulate part of one puppet, combining
multiple input stimulus. Making use of audio sensors for voice control, and computer
vision methods, to track the hand movements captured from web cameras

Puppet Show - Intuitive Puppet Interfaces for Expressive Character Control

- Puppet Show (D. Hunt et al., 2006) was developed to provide to the performer,
an expressive control interface for character animation. A framework for controlling
features inside the Unreal game engine with physical color-coded objects. Such as, a
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colored glove, that is tracked using computer vision techniques. The framework is based
on a puppet motion module for tracking color blobs using a webcam, and a puppet
integrator for controlling the virtual objects inside the Unreal engine. The data from
the color tracker module, is sent through TCP/IP to the Unreal engine, and mapped
to the skeleton of a character.

Tangible Handimation - Tangible Handimation (Svensson et al., 2008) is a sequencer-
based animation interface, developed with Virtools that transposes the standard music-
sequencer to the animation field. It provides functionalities such as map, record, and
playback the animated sequences. It allows to connect tangible devices, such as the
mouse, or the WIImote, and map them to specific features on the target model. Their
system provides an imminent feed-forward information feature helping the performer
to be aware of the animated sequence ahead.

Toolkits for Input Devices

Numerous tools were developed to support specific devices in larger frameworks. Many
of these tools stream the device raw data through network sockets. One of the first
popular open-source tools to stream the data from the Microsoft Kinect, was the Sense-
bloom OSCeleton. Others have followed, such as the Synapse, or the Bikinect which
send the motion data through the OSC protocol. Open source tools that support
the Nintendo Wii remote through OSC include the Darwiin Remote, or the WIImote
Whiteboard. The open source Kaliber supports several devices including the PS Move
controller. A cross-platform tool for streaming the device raw data through OSC pack-
ets. All of these open-source tools, stream the data from the devices through a standard
network protocol. However, most of them do not handle the low-level connections with
the devices and are dependent on other drivers. Many researchers prefer to develop
their own tools or frameworks and handle these low-level connections. For instance,
Sanna et al. (Sanna et al., 2012) presented a Kinect-based interface for animating a
virtual character in real-time, allowing to map arbitrary bones from the performer to
the character. The system developed on a client-server model, where the server sends
the Kinect data through a TCP stream socket to the client application, which in this
case was Blender. The user specifies the mapping, through a visual interface inside
Blender, with a configuration panel customizing the connection for each bone of the
character. The full-body motion capture can be retargeted to bipeds or non-humanoid
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characters.



Chapter 4

Explorations

This chapter presents the explorative work developed during the thesis putting in
practice the theoretical framework and the concepts that were analyzed in the previous
chapter. By evaluating and testing the multiple approaches that digital puppetry can
offer it is possible to develop a critical thinking, which will be the base to build a generic
model for digital puppetry. This chapter reports multiple experiments, frameworks,
puppetry play creations and applications that were developed to evaluate interaction
methods, input device controllers, puppet design principles, theatrical and cinematic
conventions, mapping strategies, and frameworks. The evolution of my critical thinking
towards the definition of digital puppetry model is presented.

4.1 Explorative Work

During the thesis I had the opportunity to develop and apply my research work explor-
ing the potential of digital puppetry, disseminating it, combining it with other artistic
expressions, and applying digital media and digital control methods to traditional pup-
petry.

My digital puppetry explorative work begun with the manipulation of silhouettes using
bi-dimensional shapes. Bi-dimensional figures provide simpler manipulation and have
an intrinsic connection to shadow puppets. Both figures are seen trough a 2D screen
and the blackness provides an appropriated density that emphasizes the shape and the
posture of the puppet. A typical exercise for animators to analyze if the character’s

310
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posture is well defined is by turning them into silhouettes. The blackness is suitable
for creating illusionary movements that do not rely on the physical representation of
the movement itself.

Figure 4.1: Pássaro da Alma, a body puppetry project for live storytelling.

Digital Rod Puppets Using a WIImote and Touch Pad

A rod-based puppet interaction was simulated in two exercises, one using two motion
controllers (WIImote) and the other with a touch device (IPAD) (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Rod-based interaction with articulated silhouette figures using motion con-
trollers (WIImata) and with a touch device (IPAdata).

The idea behind WIImata was to simulate virtual rods attached to joints of a silhouette
figure using a WIImote (Figure 4.3). For this project, rather then using a IR-based
approach, which is better for point-driven manipulation, it was mapped the accelerom-
eter parameters (Pitch, Yaw) were mapped to a coordinate (X,Y) of a specific joint.
In this way, it was possible to operate the controller as a traditional rod bar. The
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silhouette figure was setup in Animata, rigged with an IK-based skeleton that gathers
the multiple rigid articulated parts. Each joint of the chain can be manipulated, thus
affecting all the skeleton.

Figure 4.3: Digital rod-mote XY mapping: the WIImote as a rod controller using its
accelerometer.

Animata requires a puppetry-based approach and allows to create complex armatures
although it does not provide constraints for limiting the joint movement. The con-
straints must be simulated with other joints that force the movement to be executed
with a specific range. This force is influenced by the stiffness of each bone. Bones
are used to connect joints and to create a chain of forces that make the structure to
behave in a specific way. Animata allows fixed joints that can be used as constrained
points - as anchors. This complex setup is closer to the traditional puppetry than
to the classical animation rigging, but this chain of influences present great dynamic
results.

Interaction Setup The system was implemented in two applications: Osculator and
Animata. Osculator is a small Mac-only comercial application that provides a routing
mechanism between OSC/MIDI messages, keyboard shortcuts, mouse functions and
WIImote features. It behaves as a middleware between applications, an interface that
translates signals. On the other hand, Animata, which was discussed in section 3.4.1,
is an open-source 2D multi-platform real-time animation system.

Osculator was used to map the WIImote accelerometer to the silhouette figure in
Animata. It captures the WIImote motion through bluetooth and provides a smoothing
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function, which is important to reduce the noise which is typically retrieved from the
accelerometer’s signal. The pitch and the yaw signals from the accelerometer were
compiled as a XY coordinate with a scalar function corresponding to the Animata
work area. This coordinate is then setup as an OSC message to be sent to Animata.
Osculator allows to customize the OSC message to the appropriate format required by
Animata. In this case in the following order:

"/address joint_id (string) x (float) y (float)"

In Osculator an event was created in the “/wii/x/accel/pry” message, which represents
the accelerometer of the WIImote and routed to OSC as:

"/joint l_hand f:arg[0] f:arg[2]"

Where the address “/joint” refers to Animata function of driving a joint, the “arg[0]” is
the first argument (pitch = X) and the “arg[2]” is the third argument (yaw = Y).

Osculator provides a preset functionality, which can be useful for different mapping
settings. In this way, each WIImote was setup to control two different body parts:
the hand, or the foot. A button on the controller was assigned to change the pre-
sets allowing the performer to switch between parts by pressing a button. Another
button was mapped to disable the controller, which is useful to free the hands of the
performer.

The IPAData exercise followed a similar approach sharing the same silhouette setup
but instead of using a motion controller it made use of a touch device. Each touch point
in the device drives a specific joint, and the finger motion is replicated directly on the
silhouette figure. To setup the touch area for each finger in the IPAD, an application
called TouchOSC was used for creating a custom GUI to accommodate different work
areas. In this particular exercise, four 2D panels were created, two for the hands and
two for the feet. Each panel sends a XY coordinate to Osculator via OSC protocol,
which is then scaled to the work area of Animata. Although the performer does not
have any reference in the IPAD on the position of the joints, by looking directly into
Animata he gets the sense of a direct manipulation in a similar way as operating the
mouse - through relative position. However, Animata reports and sends via OSC the
XY coordinate of selected joints. In a reverse way, the joint positions on Animata
are mapped to the TouchOSC panels in Osculator and scaled down to the appropriate
range values. In this way, the performer can look into the IPAD and have a clear idea of
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where the joints are located without having to look into Animata. Although WIImata
and IPAData share a similar approach there are substancial differences:

• While the Wiimote provides a continuous motion, the IPAData provides continu-
ous and discreet motion allowing the performer to jump to any arbitrary position
by rising, is finger and placing it in a different location (this is somehow different
from what happens in reality);

• In IPAData there is a directness feeling because the joint position replicates the
finger position; on the other hand, the WIImata presents a more indirect control
instructing the joint to move up or left in a certain velocity;

• The WIImote provides a familiar connection to the rod puppet operation where
the performer holds a tangible controller in his hand with haptic feedback. On the
other hand, although the IPAD presents a tangible interface, the user experience
is quite different because it is based on finger interaction;

• While the IPAD allows the control of multiple joints simultaneously with one
hand through multiple fingers, we can only handle one WIImote with one hand;

• The IPAD provides fine movement and the motion is based on the position of the
finger, the WIImote offers position based motion through its IR interface, as well
as orientation, using the accelerometer. This aspect contributes to a significant
difference in the manipulation of the silhouette.

Body Puppetry with Pássaro da Alma

A different approach from the previous exercises was made for the Pássaro da Alma
project to experiment indirect mapping by driving a non-human figure with a humanoid
skeletal data. This project was developed to explore the potential of digital puppetry
with storytelling. The main idea was to create live expressive animation that follows
the storytelling - a story from a book that is interpreted through reading and through
animation. The book The Soul Bird by Michal Snunit was chosen because it describes
emotions with gestures through words, as well as its simple but expressive drawings
of a bird. In the book the character presents distinct body postures that describe a
specific emotion, and I have used these postures as a guide for our own interpretation.
The digital silhuette was composed with just one mesh in Animata rather than using
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articulated parts as in the previous experiences. This mesh is deformed based on the
weight distribution of the bones. In this way it was possible to achieve a smooth
deformation that follows the skeleton posture.

Implementation

The performer’s skeletal data is retrieved by OpenNI framework and captured by
OSCeleton from Sensebloom. OSCeleton is a command-line open-source multi-plataform
tool that routes the coordinates of the skeleton’s joints through OSC. It provides a
scalar function for adjusting the joint position to the specific target and a mode that
supports the Animata OSC messaging format.

Figure 4.4: Pássaro da Alma framework: 1) Osceleton routes the player skeletal data;
2) the joint coordinates are mapped to the character’s skeleton; 3) the result from the
performance animation presents similar postures as in the figures in the book.

The skeleton of the character is composed by legs, wing, tail and beak, and the bones
influence each part of the body (Figure 4.4). The performer’s joints were linked to
the character’s skeleton with both direct and indirect mapping. While the legs and
torso present a direct connection between the performer’s body and the character’s
skeleton, the player’s left hand was mapped to the character’s head (beak) and the
right hand to the wing of the bird. With this mapping, the performer can drive the
bird’s position in space and simulate a walk and at the same time manipulate the
wing and the head of the bird which are the most expressive body parts. This hybrid
mapping presents a unique style of interaction through an embodied interface. This
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figurative body puppetry language should be explored to experiment the qualities of
movement achieved with the silhouette and discover effective character postures. In
a similar manner that the puppeteer needs to adjust the controller and explore the
manipulation to achieve a good quality in the puppet expression, with body puppetry
the performer needs time to play with the distance between his body and the target
posture. There are a couple of animation issues that should be considered such as
gestural glitches that might appear time to time when the tracking of a joint is lost.
Other features should be explored in future work such as over-lapping elements or
flipping a part of the body, which is a common practice when animating silhouettes.
These issues must be implemented in a middleware application between OSCeleton
and Animata. I realized with this project that performance animation can enhance
live storytelling through dramatization of the story. The illustrations of the book are
animated in an expressive way.

The Pássaro da Alma project was an opportunity to map the human body motion
to non-human figures, in this case to a bird. This experiment to explore whole body
interaction, remapping the human skeleton to arbitrary structures. Uses body dexterity
as the marionette controller, and demonstrates the potential of using the body to
manipulate distinct objects.

Multitouch Playground for Digital Puppetry

Multi-touch surfaces provide a direct manipulation interface for operating puppets as
referred in the previous sections such as in the IPAData project developed with the
Apple Ipad. In order to provide a multi-touch puppet manipulation experience to
a wider audience I decided to explore the FTIR technique and build a mountable
digital puppet playground following the example of Jeff Han (2006). These surfaces
provide a low-cost scalable solution for multi-player manipulation. The main goal of
this experiment was to compare different screen materials as well as to understand
if this technique was flexible, low-cost, and simple enough to replicate during digital
puppetry workshops. The system was setup with an acrylic surface and an Infrared
LED strip around it, a video projector, a camera, and a mirror.

The acrylic 15 mm is surrounded by an 850 nm Infrared LED strip attached to a
plastic frame that floods the inside of the surface with infrared light (Figure 4.5). A
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Figure 4.5: Custom multitouch surface experiments with FTIR technique for building
a mountable digital puppet playground. Video at vimeo.com/grifu/multitouch.

compliant surface overlay placed above the acrylic was used to improve the sensitivity
of the FTIR effect. Two different materials were explored: a rosco screen and baking
paper. 2 layers of silicone rubber were spread on both materials with synthetic diluent,
because cellular diluent takes longer time to dry. The table was supported by two wood
folding trestles with a wooden bar at the bottom, which present a mobile solution.
The camera employed in this setup was the PS Eyecam placed at the center of the
wooden bar with the default lens because the touch surface was small. An 850 nm
filter was introduced in the lens to capture the frequency of the infrared light. In this
experiment it was used the pico projector Optoma PK320 with just 80 Ansi Lumens
using an indirect projection trick. It would be preferable to use a brighter short throw
video projector. The PK320 was placed above the tabletop but below the edge of the
surface to project directly to a mirror at the bottom of the table to reflect the image
back to the acrylic. There was the need to find the correct angle for the mirror and for
the projector to be able to fit the image in the acrylic. The camera and the projector
were connected to a MacBook “Core Duo” 2.0 13" running Community Core Vision
(CCV) that tracks the blobs and sends the data to Adobe Flash via Flosc. The system
was tested in both Windows XP and OSX 10.6. The performance was better in the
Windows with an immediate response to the touch gestures, running two times faster
the Flash demos than the OSX system. The CCV 1.3 in Windows was able to capture
60 fps, while in OSX the CCV 1.2 could only capture 30 fps. The different materials
that were employed provided distinct results. While the Rosco screen presents higher
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picture resolution and provides a greater touch feeling than the baking paper, it also
requires more silicone rubber layers to capture the pressure levels of the finger touch.
The backing paper is inexpensive compared to the Rosco screen and presents a brighter
picture. The average result is suitable for a small interactive installation at a low light
environment. It presents a mobile solution for a digital puppetry playground. Even
though the materials and the equipment employed are low cost, the entire solution
becomes expensive. The setup can be time-consuming depending on the materials that
are employed, such as placing the filter inside the PS Eyecam, or spreading the silicone
rubber over the screen. This process is somehow near to the experience of building
a marionette. If we think of this process as transformation, then we are employing
different materials and equipment to build our custom animation solution.

Puppet Tools at the Cinematic Art Exhibition

Virtual Marionette puppet tools were used to develop three interactive installations for
the animation exhibition Animar 12 at the cinematic gallery Solar in Vila do Conde.
The exhibition was debuted in the 18th of February of 2017. The three interactive
installations were built for three distinct spaces to respond to specific challenges pre-
sented by two music animated clips, and one short animated film: 1) “Faz bem falar de
amor” (Jorge Ribeiro); 2) “É preciso que diminua” (Pedro Serrazina); 3) “Estilhaços”
(José Miguel Ribeiro). The main idea was to develop interactive installations that
could project a different experience to the interactors from the animated films.

Figure 4.6: Interactive installations at the Cinematic Art Gallery Solar.

1) This interactive installation challenges the participants to interpret the main char-
acters of the animated film produced by Jorge Ribeiro for the music “Faz bem falar
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de amor” from Quinta do Bill. The system was built with Unity3D and OpenNI and
allows the visitors to drive two 3D cartoon characters using their body motion captured
by a Microsoft Kinect. The virtual character’s skeletons differ from the human body
proportions and do not mirror exactly the participant’s posture. To solve this discrep-
ancy, a reference skeleton with human proportions was used to retarget the motion
to the cartoon character with an offset and scale function. The background changes
every few seconds with an image of a different set from the music video challenging the
participants to interpret each scene with their virtual doubles.

2) This animation music clip was developed by Pedro Serrazina for Samuel Úria. It
describes the story of a character that suffers from a gigantism problem transcending
the size of the buildings. He lives constrained to a delimited area, but his body demands
freedom. In order to present this feeling of claustrophobia, where the body pushes the
boundaries of this delimited area, the visitor drives a silhouette projected in a series of
boxes. This silhouette is delimited with a contour line that grows when the participant
expands his body and shrinks when he reduces his size. The body of the participant is
captured by a Microsoft Kinect, and the system was developed with Openframeworks
using the ofxKinect, and the ofxOpenCV.

3) For this short animation film produced by José Miguel Ribeiro that addresses the
Portuguese colonial war, there was the intention of triggering segments of the film when
the visitor place his body above a mine. Two segments of the film show two distinct
perspectives from the war, one from a father that experienced the war, and the other
from his child that understood the war through the indirect stories told by his father.
A webcam was used to capture the position of the visitor’s body. Whenever his body
enters in the mine field represented by a point of light, it sends an OSC message which
triggers a video. Two applications were developed, one for triggering the position, and
another for playing the video , both were developed with Openframeworks.

4.2 Fragil - The Puppet Play

Project: Fragil
Input: Hands
Devices: Keyboard, mouse
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Outcome: Mixing traditional puppetry with computer animation and digital puppetry
Presentation: Debuted at Ballet Teatro Porto (May, 2011)
Production: Teatro de Marionetas do Porto
Target: Puppeteers
Type: Puppetry play (Rod puppets)
Focus: Fusion between virtual and physical puppets and digital puppetry
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/fragil

Fragile is a puppet play for children produced by Teatro de Marionetas do Porto, it was
the last creation of João Paulo Seara Cardoso the founder of this puppet theatre com-
pany. A puppetry project that puts in practice the fusion between keyframe animation
and live puppetry as well as with performance animation.

Figure 4.7: Frame from the puppet theatre Fragile. The fusion between virtual and
physical puppets. Frame from a video recording of the play.

In the fragile world, objects are used to tell stories and there are no strict rules to follow,
the only rule is our own imagination, that makes us wonder about the contents of closed
boxes labeled as fragile. Each box presents a unique story and the plot was developed
through fragments of stories, stories that come from inside the boxes. Unknown objects
and characters that are transformed when reaching the outside. There was also the
intention to explore the inside world as well as to give life to the symbolic language that
characterizes the boxes through pictograms that are printed on the side walls. Digital

https://vimeo.com/grifu/fragil
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media were employed to create this uncommon and privileged vision, showing objects
and characters that live inside the boxes or pictograms that come alive. This sort of
Xray vision was developed with computer graphics and animation. The inclusion of
digital media within the puppet theatre brought some concerns, including: 1) how to
combine virtual puppets and computer graphics with the physical puppets; or 2) how
to integrate the computer screen with the scenography. On the other hand, interactive
media opened new possibilities such as the introduction of 3) reactive media; 4) a way
to extend the storytelling; or 5) digital show control.

1. There was the intention of combining the virtual puppets with the physical pup-
pets. The physical puppets live outside the boxes and are manipulated by the
puppeteers, and when they are thrown into the boxes their virtual representa-
tions follow their movements, creating a continuous sequence (Figure 4.7). To
create the illusion that both puppets were the same, it was mandatory that the
virtual representations resembled the physical puppets in both appearance and
behavior. The physical puppets made with foam were built to represent stick
figures or pictograms that were printed on the side walls of the boxes, a sort of
extruded silhouettes with flat foam. This flexible material allows the puppeteers
to bend the puppets, creating elastic movements. Two small rods were attached
to their feet to simulate walk cycles. The virtual puppets were modeled based
on the shape of their physical references simulating its material appearance and
behavior. The virtual foam puppets were animated with keyframes with inverse
kinematics attached to their skeletons. The virtual puppets replicated the mo-
tion behavior of their physical counterparts during the blending period. Then, the
virtual puppets became fully articulated with expressive movements, becoming
free from their physical constraints. To blend the physical with virtual puppets,
the puppeteers had to rehearse until they achieved a continuous and believable
sequence.

2. To avoid placing an external object decontextualized from the scenography such
as a projection screen, we introduced LCD screens inside the boxes. A still image
simulating the outside texture of the boxes was placed on the screen, waiting for
an action. After triggering the animation, this image changed simulating the 3D
space of the inner box as if there was a cutout in the wall. In this way, we tricked
the audience that kept believing that this was a physical box, surprising when
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the puppets became alive.

3. The keyframe method allowed us to include expressive puppet animation but it
required rehearsals to blend the real with the virtual characters. There was also
the intention to go beyond this paradigm and explore performance animation
taking advantage of theatrical improvisation. To achieve this goal we introduced
a simple method for driving the characters facial expression. A 2D facial puppet
integrated in the texture of a box was animated with a mouse in real-time by
a digital puppeteer from outside the stage. This virtual character reacts to the
behavior of a physical puppet by moving its eyes and mouth which are driven by
the computer’s mouse. In this way, there is a live dialog between the physical
and virtual puppets.

4. Digital animation was included in specific parts of the play as cut-scenes, a re-
source to expand the storytelling while the puppeteers were busy changing pup-
pets, or rearranging the scene. In this way it was possible to introduce new
perspectives to the story through motion graphics, including the final credits, as
well as to reduce the impact of scene changing.

5. To orchestrate the sound, video and animation in real-time, a computer applica-
tion was developed with Adobe Director. This application allowed both techni-
cal operator and digital puppeteer to trigger sounds using the keyboard, to mix
videos with transitions, and to manipulate the virtual puppet in real-time.

The audience attending the play reacted with surprise and astonishment for the first
time there is the fusion between physical puppets and keyframe animation. It is a mag-
ical moment when they realize that the puppets become autonomous and are no longer
controlled by the puppeteers. On the other hand, with the performance animation we
were able to include the improvisation that is lost with keyframe animation. We in-
troduced this method in a hilarious moment provoking (widespread) laughter from the
audience. This digital puppetry technique demonstrated how simple control techniques
can enhance the puppetry experience producing great impact in the audience.

With Fragile, I was able to put in practice my first digital puppetry experiment as
well as to explore the fusion between digital animation and traditional puppetry and
to understand the reaction of the audience to this fusion.
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4.3 Prometeu - Realtime Illusion

Project: The Shadow of Prometheus - Real-time Illusion
Input: Multi-sensorial
Devices: Computer vision, WIImote, MIDI
Outcome: Fusion between shadow theatre with digital puppetry and CGI and show
control
Publication: (L. Leite & Lafontana, 2014) Avanca Film Festival (May, 2014)
Presentation: Debuted in Casa da Música, Porto
Production: Casa da Música, Lafontana Formas Animadas (LFA)
Target: Puppeteers
Type: Puppetry play (Shadow puppets)
Focus: Media convergence (shadow theater and film together)
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/prometeucomplete

Prometheus was an opportunity to explore the fusion between digital puppetry and
the traditional shadow theatre.

Figure 4.8: Prometheus at Casa da Música in Porto. Photo by Pedro Martins.

Prometheus is an award winning multimedia theatrical play inspired by the Indonesian
shadow theatre Wayang Kulit. A multidisciplinary project that narrows the boundaries
between theater and cinema, between the ancient and the modern times, between re-
ality and illusion. By crossing different disciplines and art forms, Prometheus presents

https://vimeo.com/grifu/prometeucomplete
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a unique experience to the shadow theatre - a “Performative Shadow Cinema”. With
the introduction of the cinematic language supported by multimedia technologies, this
project proposes a new paradigm to the traditional shadow theatre. It provides the
means to overcome the physical constraints typically found in puppetry while preserv-
ing the heritage of the traditional shadow theatre. Prometheus promotes the discussion
about the boundaries of theater and film, a reflection about the essence of shadow the-
atre, its future, and its crossings, between the role of the actor/puppeteer, as well as the
role of the filmmaker and animator. Techniques such as lumakey, procedural anima-
tion, gesture tracking, digital sound generation, or live cameras provide creative tools
for performing artists. They enhance the audience experience as well as transform the
performer into a sort of magician. In Prometheus the orchestration of all these elements
is controlled in real-time by one puppeteer while manipulating silhouettes and draw-
ing in the sand over a light table. A description is given about the methodology and
the implementation of our custom framework as well as the aesthetics and conceptual
aspects.

Motivation

The motivation for this project began with the acquisition of a Gamelan by Casa da
Música, a traditional collective musical instrument from Indonesia. Casa da Música
wanted to present this instrument to the audience recreating its original environment,
being an integral component of the Shadow Theatre. They invited Lafontana Formas
Animadas to develop a shadow theatre based on the Javanese Wayang Kulit. Despite
the inspiration in this ancient tradition, there was also the wish to transpose its vocab-
ulary to a Western approach, in particular the Greek mythology. Thus, the Wayang
Kulit was decomposed and adapted to a contemporary visual language with the intro-
duction of new technologies, although maintaing its traditional principles.

Prometheus can be considered a work in progress project that evolved through three
distinct versions designed for distinct audiences:

• Version 1: Prometheus, in the discovery of the Gamelan — considered the em-
bryonic version of the project, assuming an artistic and educational component;

• Version 2: Prometheus, between the shadow and the cinema – it was developed
given the success of the previous version but without the Gamelan assuming the
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Figure 4.9: Prometheus evolution: (Left) Version 1 at Casa da Música in Porto with
the Gamelan; (Right) Version 3 at Ciudad Rodrigo in Spain with the glass bowls where
it was recognized with an award. Left photo by Pedro Martins. Right photo by the
author.

fusion with the cinematic language;

• Version 3: Prometheus, shadow theatre and multimedia – a multidisciplinary
interactive project, a flexible, light weighted, and autonomous solution designed
for touring.

Version 1 of Prometheus was based on a huge, heavy, fragile and complex structure
with dozens of instruments and musicians, preventing this show to travel. With the
latest version, it was possible to take Prometheus on tour through the world.

Introduction - Imagined Reality

Our perception of space and time in both theatre and cinema is a constructed real-
ity and a product of the imagination of the audience. A reality imagined from the
interpretation of our senses which sometimes are tricked. Our senses establish the
linkage between the constructed reality from theatre and film and our own familiar
reality, leading us to accept as truth these forms of representation. In Prometheus
we use this illusionary effect based on the manipulation of time and space elements,
constructing a reality that doesn’t exist. The image and the movement projected on
screen reflect this manipulated reality through digital processes. This project explores
new approaches to tell stories through sounds and shadows inspired in the ancient
traditions. A contemporary theatrical object that experiments the potential of new
technological resources applied to a particular traditional puppetry technique without
mischaracterizing it.
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Language Crossings

Prometheus is a multidisciplinary project, where the multimedia technology works as
an interface between the theatrical and cinematic languages.

The Shadow Play - Inspired by Wayang

The aesthetics and the technical proposal of Prometheus was based on an extensive
research about one of the oldest traditional animated forms - the shadow theatre, is a
theatrical genre where the dramatic action is represented or suggested through silhou-
ettes designed and animated by a shadow player against a backlit translucent screen.
The Indonesian Wayang Kulit is one of the most known and respected traditions of
shadow theatre. Guardian of an ancient culture, this theatrical representation presents
an undisputed rich aesthetic and its consistent technical structure can be considered
a model for theatrical creations. This shadow theatre genre was our reference for the
conceptualization of Prometheus. The silhouettes of the Wayang Kulit are made of
Buffalo leather, painted and gilded following strict ancestor rules. We did not intend
to reproduce a particular tradition, but rather seek to understand some of its mecha-
nisms to articulate a new vocabulary according to these principles. In order to create
rich visual effects, this project combines the technological innovations with the new me-
dia resources. Although based on the ancient theatre it presents modern conceptions,
including artistic and technical approaches, particularly in applying digital processes
to control: sound, lighting, visual effects, and animation.

The Cinematic Language

The origins of cinema are related to the early animated forms centered in the represen-
tation of the action such as those found in optical toys or in the shadow theatre. The
evolutionary path of cinema reveals that early animation practices were influenced by
the shadow theatre. One of the major pioneers of this path in the 20th century was
the filmmaker Lotte Reiniger who produced animated films capturing frame by frame
the characters in black cardboard silhouettes, positioned on a plate of glass lit from
below. An attempt to bring the silhouette aesthetics to the digital animation can be
seen in the work of Anthony Lucas with the The Mysterious Geographic Explorations
of Gasper Morello (2005).
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Without losing the essence of shadow theatre, we searched novel approaches to extend
the manipulation possibilities and to achieve real-time visual effects. The cinematic
language is a rich resource with great potential when applied to other artistic forms.
It provides a dynamic reading of the narrative sequence through cuts, multi-angle
shooting, diverse framings, or camera movements. All these features can add value to
the narrative without mischaracterizing the expressive value of shadow theatre.

Multimedia – Multidisciplinary Interface

In the project Prometheus there are technical and artistic elements retrieved from
theatre as well as from film. Although being distinct media, the shadow theatre and
the animated film share common aspects, including its presentation support - the
screen. Thus, they can be easily combined without the audience being aware of this
fusion. This fusion is managed by the technologic resources provided by the multimedia
system. The term multimedia can designate a multidisciplinary domain that uses a
set of digital technologies enabling the creation, manipulation, storage and content
representation, as well as its interactive dimension. It promotes a rich dialog between
the user and the digital content by presenting multi-sensorial media and by capturing
the user’s input through multimodal interfaces. In Prometheus we combine digital
media with techniques from the performing arts to create a multimedia theatrical
vocabulary. These aspects are articulated in the playwriting, staging, and in the acting
of the play. Through interactive multimedia it was possible to create a multidisciplinary
approach to this performance based on the fusion between music from the gamelan,
theatre from the Wayang Kulit, and cinema from animation (Figure 4.10).

Constructing an Imagined Reality

This project follows the classical structure of the Indonesian shadow puppetry but
the narrative is based on the Greek myth of the Titan Prometheus. The structure of
the shadow theatre Wayang Kulit combines the narration, music, and dialogue with
visual scenes. In Prometheus, the characters are represented by articulated silhou-
ettes as in shadow theatre, but are built in acrylic and manipulated on a light table.
The scenography is created during the show by the puppeteer through textures that
are drawn in sand, suggesting spaces and visual environments such as backgrounds
or props (Figure 4.11). These images are captured on video, digitally processed and
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Figure 4.10: Prometheus a multidisciplinary approach fusing music, theatre and film
through interactive multimedia.

mixed with computer graphics in real-time, and finally projected onto a large screen.
Musical instruments are played live and follow the narrative sequence creating distinct
environments. The voices emphasize the characters movements. There is also space
for improvisation, promoting a dialog between the music player and the shadow player.
The sound design is performed live by a musician, who also manipulates the sound ef-
fects with digital processes. This expressive resource is mainly used in scene transitions
or whenever there is a change in the environment. Theatre, live music and cinematic
language are merged together, creating a single performative language.

Dramaturgy

Supporting the staging, the narrative puts in discussion several problems, understood as
driving conflicts of the action. These conflicts are materialized through the opposition
between the interest of men (defended by the Titans, Prometheus and Epimetheus) and
the determination of the gods (especially the will of Zeus). The narrative drive us to the
moment of the creation of the cosmos and of all living things. The universe is organized
by divine intervention. We can identify three distinct moments of the narrative: the
residence of the Greek gods (Olympus); the hellish underworld of Hefestos, guardian
of the divine fire; and, finally, the land of the mortals, where proto-humanity is still at
an early stage. The gods move freely between the worlds.

Scenic Space
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Figure 4.11: Prometheus developing stages: (Left) scenography overview; (Right) The
scenic space, painting with sand. Photos by Pedro Martins.

The scenic space of Prometheus is composed by a dark plain fabric screen, made in
plastic and mounted on a black frame without any decoration, as discrete as possible.
The aesthetics of the scenic elements arranged on stage is characterized by the simplic-
ity of straight lines and the use of synthetic materials. This option was an attempt to
move away from the Eastern visual influence. Their rich details and its excess of stimuli
draws the attention of the audience away from the play. The large screen occupies the
center of the entire scenic space as seen in (Figure 4.11). The images on screen are rear
projected from a computer using a short throw video projector, particularly important
for stages with short depth. In contrast to the shadow theatre, the actor and musician
do not need to be located behind the screen and are placed in each side of the screen.
The audience is placed in front to the screen being able to see the entire scenic space.
Although with a different disposition of the elements, the exposition of interpreters,
instruments and animated forms remain unchanged from the Wayang Kulit principle.
The shadow player draws with sand the locations and environments of the narrative
on a translucent backlit surface, and on which the characters develop the action. The
sand presents several interesting interpretations. First, as earth, it is one of the four
primordial elements of the world. As arenaceous, sand is ephemeral and changeable:
taken by the wind, dragged by the waters of the sea or sliding in the time of the sand
glass. These are strong and appropriate images to be used with dramaturgy and with
theatrical performances.

Characters

For the construction of the characters we have used a special acrylic (Figure 4.12): a
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high density polymer, with great resistant, composed of two layers, a transparent and
another thin, shallow black and absolutely opaque. The original character drawings are
composed on a computer and sent to a CNC printer that cuts and scraps the acrylic
surface. The mechanical processing of the cutting provides a very precise incision level,
offering high detail to such small silhouettes (average of 15 cm). In addition, by scraping
the bicolor acrylic, the resulting silhouette allows to play with light and shadow in a sort
of intangible figure. The simple and effective mechanical means of manipulation are
similar to the traditional Wayang Kulit: a central rod fixed on the body and two other
for the articulated arms. Prometheus follows the Wayang tradition where the form
defines the existence of two classes of characters: the good and the heroes who have
thin, narrow body traits; the bad guys, clumsier silhouettes with huge and deformed
bodies.

Figure 4.12: Prometheus developing stages: (Left) acrylic articulated silhouettes; (Mid-
dle) The multiple instruments that compose the gamelan; (Right) The RGB ledstrips
inside the light-table. Photos by Pedro Martins.

Music and sound-design

The music was inspired by the traditional gamelan but adapted to the Western culture,
presenting some technological innovations.

In Prometheus the traditional gamelan music is revisited but new compositions were
added, as well as the introduction of musical instruments and a robotic gamelan. As
in the Wayang, in Prometheus there was the attempt to maintain a certain level of
visual spectacle in the used instruments (Figure 4.12). It was intended to draw the
attention of the audience to the instruments and to the interpretation of the musicians
in specific moments. In the first version of Prometheus, the audience naturally followed
the interpretation of the gamelan musicians; however, in the following versions it was
necessary to look for alternatives. This was achieved by introducing visual elements
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that were reactive to the sound. This goal was achieved with reactive visual elements
inside four large glass bowls filled with water using special lighting. These glass bowls
are suitable for the creation of harmonious musical environments and draw the atten-
tion of the audience by their visual appearance, changing color according to specific
sound frequencies. The sound was mapped to the lighting system, changing colors and
intensity. It was also mapped to computer graphics for generating visual forms as well
as for driving virtual puppets.

Lighting Design

In this project, two basic concerns were identified with regard to the lighting design.
First, a more pragmatic need to efficiently illuminate the musician and puppeteer, so
that the audience could have the clear perception of their work, without decreasing
the quality of the video projection. This was obtained with the use of miniature LEDs
providing a precise and discreet intervention in the working areas. Secondly, we have
taken into account the aesthetic issues associated with dramaturgy. In this case, there
was a clear intention to create an environment that could swing between the sacred
ritual and the profane ceremony, attempting to somehow recover the qualities lost with
the replacement of the fire in theWayang. After all, its role is central in the dramaturgy:
the fire is the object that sparks the titanic conflict, involving gods and mortals; it is also
the symbol of the technological achievement, representing the courage of the humanity
fighting against the tyranny of the all-powerful Zeus. It was the light of the knowledge
that the gods concealed to humanity, the most powerful achievement essential for their
survival. The most representative image of shadow theatre is the contrast between the
black silhouettes against the white fabric of the screen. Accordingly, the color space
of the scenic elements and scenography was reduced to tones of grey emphasizing the
contrast between shapes. By affording to control the color of the light-table surface, we
were able to recover the rich chromatic language of Wayang. Arrays of RGB LEDs were
installed in the light-table, as well as in the musical instruments, and controlled by the
computer system. These lights were also introduced inside the glass bowls and hammers
in the latest versions of Prometheus. The chromatic sequence was designed to follow
the plot, the action, the psychological environments and the space-time events.
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Implementation: A Technological Approach

The technological proposal of this project focuses on the formal approach between the
languages of the theatre (Shadow Theatre) and film, according to the dramaturgic
requirements. All visual and audio aspects of the piece are orchestrated by the mul-
timedia system. In Prometheus, there is an attempt to gather two distinct artistic
expressions in a unique show, combining their traditional practice with the experimen-
tation of innovative technologies towards a new genre that reflects our contemporary.
The resources employed in this project that were managed and synchronized by the
multimedia system were:

Figure 4.13: Schematics for the hardware solution used in version 3 allowing the control
of multiple video, sound, and light channels simultaneously.

• Images captured by the main camera framing on the puppets (silhouette);

• Images captured by the main camera framing on the sand (backgrounds);

• Animation (performative, procedural, pre-recorded);

• Lighting system (RGB led strips);

• Puppeteer’s voice;

• Input control devices (WIImote, MIDI pedal);

• Sound and music;
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• Scenographic effects (fire, explosions);

We searched for solutions to support the orchestration of these resources simultane-
ously. Although there were commercial solutions available that partially responded
to the requirements, such as those from Dataton, they were based on hardware and
consequently too expensive. In contrast, we developed an inexpensive framework based
on custom hardware and software providing a flexible, compact and efficient solution
appropriated for theatrical productions (Figure 4.13). This custom solution was de-
signed to support remote operations by the puppeteer. This model is based on device
and application interoperability synchronized by communication protocols:

• Music Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), a serial communication protocol be-
tween devices and musical applications;

• Open Sound Control (OSC), a network communication protocol used for control
music, light, stage machinery, animatronics, and pyrotechnics;

• Digital Multiplex (DMX) Protocol for lights and robotics.

Figure 4.14: Framework based on Input, routing, processing, and output.

We can divide the multimedia system in four parts, characterized by: 1) input units;
2) communication units; 3) processing and control units; 4) output units. These units
can be identified in (Figure 4.14).

1. In the first step, the analog and digital signals incoming from the video cameras,
microphones, and control devices are captured by the computer and routed to
the computer;

2. Subsequently, these signals are converted and routed to the host application and
synchronized through communication protocols.
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3. The signals are then segmented and mixed in the processing and control units
that manage all the sequence of the show, producing sound effects, generating
visual effects, and mixing video in real-time;

4. The resulting data is sent to the output units including the DMX lighting system,
the sound speakers, the screen projection and the monitoring devices.

Figure 4.15: Schematics for the software used for controlling, managing and playback
the multimedia contents.

The communication units are present through all the sequential process, allowing the
data to flow through applications and devices (Figure 4.15). There are physical and
virtual communication units, the first to connect to physical devices, and the last
to connect to applications. The DMX protocol is used for physical communication
(wired) to control lights and robotics. On the other hand, the OSC protocol is used for
virtual communication (wireless) above network connections (UDP/TCP) to establish
a dialog between applications. The MIDI protocol is employed in both physical and
virtual communications to establish the connection between devices and applications
via virtual interfaces (wireless) and physical interfaces (wired). Following the sequence
of procedures it is described bellow the input units, the processing and control units,
and the output units.

Interaction-input Units

The voices and musical instruments are captured through microphones and line inputs
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into a multi-track system on the computer. All signals are processed digitally and
special effects added in the processing unity. At specific moments of the play, sound
frequencies derived from voices or musical instruments generate visual effects or drive
parts of the virtual puppets (performance animation). Two video cameras connected
to the computer via USB and HDMI using the Blackmagic UltraStudio Mini Monitor
card are used to capture the scenic space and the puppet’s manipulation. One camera
captures the details of the performers in action and represents reality, and the other,
placed on top of the light-table, is responsible for capturing the scenic space and rep-
resents illusion. This camera is equipped with a wide-angle lens allowing to capture a
full frame of the scenic space. In specific moments of the play, there is a division in
the framing though post-processing methods, and although the fixed camera maintains
the original framing, the scenic space is divided for multiple inserts. With the same
methods, we simulate camera movements including translation, rotation and scale. In
some cases, the scene is divided into three different framings, simulating distinct types
of shot such as a wide shot, a mid shot, or a close-up. Our system supports different
types of transitions between shots. We can apply the classic hard cut or apply a dissolve
transition to establish a passing time or even a repetition over time when a sequence
is recorded. The use of the cinematic language allows to play with the sequence of
the narrative, contributing to a dynamic reading of the events. The control techniques
offered by the interactive system allow the puppeteer to navigate through the narrative
sequence as well as to manipulate certain aspects of the image and sound. One impor-
tant interface of control is the MIDI pedal that provides a set of buttons that allows
the puppeteer to move forward, rewind or stop the sequence. Another control device
available is a wireless Nintendo WIImote which is connected through bluetooth. This
motion controller provides the interface for digital puppeteering virtual puppets as well
as to control the sequence of the play in a similar way as the pedal. This redundancy
is important in a live show, assuring alternatives if something goes wrong.

Action - Processing and Control

The control of the operations are centralized in a piece of software called Qlab, a live
show control application for handling events. Its GUI allows the designer to create
a cue list with multiple functionalities. In our framework, Qlab is responsible for
managing the data flow between applications by communicating through OSC and
MIDI protocols. The puppeteer controls this application through the MIDI pedal
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mapped in Qlab and through the WIImote which is connected via bluetooth to a
middleware entitled DarwinRemote that routes the signals to Qlab via OSC. Whenever
the puppeteer triggers the “go” function, Qlab advances in the cue sequence processing
all the events in the script that can be encapsulated to run in parallel. In addition, Qlab
is also responsible for processing and playing the sound in a multi-track system, allowing
to distribute the sound to the audience as well as to the artists for guidance.

Figure 4.16: Image processing: (Left) Pre-recorded animation with green background
for chromakey; (Right) Final image composition combining computer graphics with
live action.

A different application is used for processing the image in real-time (video and anima-
tion). The application Modul8 is a popular software among VJ’s and provides access
to multiple camera feeds simultaneously, mixing them in real-time and sending the
result to multiple video outputs with mapping features. In this way, it is possible to
adjust the output to different surfaces. Modul8 allows to work with layers and image
masks. By using multiple layers and image masks, it was possible to create distinct
framings from one unique image captured by the central camera, as well as to mix
them simulating a multi-camera setup. These multiple video layers allow the creation
of complex compositions, animations, as well as transitions between layers. The transi-
tions between different framings create the illusion that the action moved into a distinct
time or space. These are fundamental resources to bring the cinematic language into
the shadow play. A script in Python was developed for Modul8 to record and trigger
actions. In this way, the designer was able to change a set of features in the program,
saving these changes as actions that were later reproduced by triggering a button (Fig-
ure 4.17 Right). In addition to these features, the image is also processed in real-time
for adjusting the brightness, color, or luminosity. To blend the original camera feed
with the computer graphics, we have used of the lumakey effect. We took advantage of
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the high contrast of the black and white silhouettes to apply the lumakey, extracting
the white as a transparency layer. We also took advantage of our RGB light-table
to apply the chromakey effect in situations where white was part of the silhouettes.
Lumakey and chromakey were also applied to the computer graphics layer such as in
(Figure 4.16 Left), where the green background becomes transparent. In this way, the
elements that do not feature the green color are integrated in the final composition
(Figure 4.16 Right).

Figure 4.17: Image compositing and sequence control (Left) Different framings with
depth of field and parallax effect; (Right) Control module programmed in Python in
Modul8. Right picture by Pedro Martins.

It should be noted that sometimes the same camera feed is decomposed into multiple
layers with different scales. Visual effects are then applied to each layer, and added
computer graphics to simulate depth of field and generate new framings (Figure 4.17
Left). There was always the concern to consistently integrate the computer graphics
with the image from the camera feed in order to create a unique and credible atmo-
sphere. Camera movements were also simulated, as well as the motion in space of
fixed puppets. In addition to the visual effects produced in real-time, three anima-
tion methods were used in Prometheus : keyframe animation with digital interpolation,
procedural animation, and performance animation. With digital Keyframes, the an-
imation is produced by keyframes and intermediate frames are digitally interpolated.
This method was employed in the animation of virtual silhouettes using skeletons and
inverse kinematics (Figure 4.18 Left). The procedural animation method generates
motion through procedures and mathematic algorithms. It was used to create particle
effects, including smoke, fire and liquids (Figure 4.18 Middle). This method generates
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these effects in real-time dynamically, in such way that they can respond to different
conditions such as to simulate physics. For instance, the puppeteer can drive with
the WIImote a virtual torch with flames and smoke, and these effects are processed
taking in account its motion. The procedural animation was developed inside Quartz
Composer, a visual programming environment. The performance animation is gener-
ated by the performer in real-time by capturing their impulses. This type of animation
was used in distinct moments during the play based on sound input and a motion
controller. It was used to control the facial expressions of the character “Zeus”. The
opening of the mouth was mapped to the volume of the puppeteer’s voice and the eyes
follow the orientation of the WIImote accelerometer (Figure 4.18 Right). Performance
animation is based on the spontaneous acting of the puppeteer, thus promoting the
improvisation, which is determinant in puppet theatre. The result is an illusionary
effect that surprises the audience that seeks the relationship between the puppeteer’s
gestures and the graphical representation.

Figure 4.18: (Left) Bone structure of a horse for keyframe animation in Adobe Flash;
(Middle) procedural animation in Apple Quartz Composer, using particles to generate
fire (Right) Performance animation, the mouth of the virtual character Zeus is mapped
to the voice of the actor and its eyes are controlled by a Wiimote.

Representation – Output Units

The output units are divided into sound, image, light, and robotics. A flexible config-
uration is provided for the image output allowing the video image to be geometrically
mapped to any surface in each output. In this way, it becomes easy to adjust the image
to different screen sizes and shapes. In addition to the main video output projected
onto the large screen, there are other custom video outputs which are used as mon-
itoring tools for the performers. Similar to the image unity, the multichannel sound
output of our system allows a flexible configuration, where each channel can be setup
individually and mapped to one speaker. In this way, it is possible to adjust the sound
to the specificities of the room or to play with the sound spatialization, distributing
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several speakers through the space. The sound from multiple sources can be routed
to different outputs including the main room output, for monitoring purposes or for
surround effects. The lighting output units also feature a multitude of channels that
scatter the scenography and the workspace. The light control has been implemented in
the application D-Light that simulates a virtual light mixer. This application receives
the control sequence from Qlab via MIDI messages. These messages are mapped to
trigger light cues in a sequence that is programmed to send DMX signals to the light-
ning system synchronously. The RGB LED light is highly configurable and can be used
in small areas creating a discreet solution. The LED strips were used to illuminate the
light table and the work areas. They were also used to define the scenography, as well
as in stage lighting. The robotics were employed to generate sound through motorized
sticks that hit in instruments reacting to the signals sent via DMX from D-Light. It is a
robotic gamelan, a procedural sound system programmed to follow the narrative.

Discussion

Traditionally, the objects in shadow theatre create the illusion of an imagined reality on
the screen, through shapes defined by silhouettes that are cut through the light beam.
These physical objects are not by themselves the animated object, being just the tools
for obtaining it. The real figures are the representations of the visible shadows on-
screen that build an imagined reality. Prometheus carries the same technical principles
of the traditional shadow theater with similar aesthetic results. However, the illusion
of an imagined reality is enhanced by the ability to explore the temporal dimension
and extend the narrative space. The visual expression of Prometheus is based on
the high contrast of silhouettes, built from black acrylic and manipulated in real-
time on a light table. The image from the table is captured by the video camera
and then projected on the screen, creating a similar effect as the traditional shadows.
Technically, the fundamental components of the shadow theatre are retained in this
play, maintaining the puppeteer, the light source and the screen. The semantic and
technological resources that were introduced, in our opinion, do not mischaracterize
the essence of the shadow representations. Thus, it is possible to evolve a traditional
technique, improving the functional principles, enhancing its expressive vocabulary
with the introduction of new materials and technologies. The animated contents, as
well as the image processing techniques, were based on a study of the traditional shadow
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theatre. Thus, we had the concern of preserving the heritage of this ancient art but also
to innovate, increasing the expressiveness of the visual set by introducing new elements.
Thus, we can consider that Prometheus is a window to a new language that can and
must be explored, a window that expands the illusionary effect. By fusing the shadow
theatre with the animated film, Prometheus unites the illusion of life that characterizes
these two artistic expressions through the temporal dimension. The result represented
on screen (illusion) always depends on the reality expressed by that who endows life
(real).

4.4 Inversus - The Sensitive Machine

Project: Inversus - The Sensitive Machine
Input: Multi-sensorial
Devices: LEDs, Fans, Piezoelectric
Outcome: Feasibility of recycled materials as sensors for digital puppetry
Target: Ordinary users
Publication: ACHI Lisbon (L. Leite & Orvalho, 2015) (February, 2015)
Presentation: Debuted in Cheia exhibition in Póvoa do Varzim
Production: Luís Leite
Type: Interactive installation
Focus: Everyday objects as sensors, interactive experiences
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/inversus

The puppeteer needs to be creative in order to find the right material for building
each puppet or for building the props or scenography for the play. In most cases, the
puppeteer ends up recycling materials from other plays, or from other places. This is
not exclusive from puppet theatre and many other art forms end up with the same
solution. It is a challenge to modify and combine materials that were used in one
context to fit a different one.

Inversus is a sensitive machine that produces sound, visual and kinetics based on human
interaction (L. Leite & Orvalho, 2015). It was developed as an interactive installation
to explore the potential of recycling components and to provide unfamiliar interaction
experiences with familiar objects. A machine that shifts the conceptual understanding

https://vimeo.com/grifu/inversus
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Figure 4.19: Project poster shows the symbolic meaning of Inversus.

people traditionally have about a specific object, presenting different functionalities
from their original design which are unknown for the users. The motivation for this
work started with the observation of a lamp formulating the following questions: Why
should a lamp be used only to illuminate? Can we change the functionality of common
output devices such as lamps, fans, or speakers, to behave as sensors, and act as input
devices? Inversus tries to answer these questions transforming output devices into
input interfaces and challenging users to interact with them in a different context of
the original design functionality. Lamps become light sensors, speakers become pressure
sensors, and fans become blowing sensors.

Introduction: Get Smart

We live in a smart new world, with smart phones, smart televisions, and we are smart
people, that keep reinventing technology, finding new applications and ways of interact-
ing with devices. We make phone calls with our smart television, and watch television
with our smart phones. Electronic devices are getting smarter every day, presenting
generic purpose applications and sensing the environment to give to the user a wide
range of functionalities. There is a shift in the way devices are designed and in the
way users relate to them. Today, we feel the need to constantly replace and update our
devices. The old ones become obsolete to our generic purpose applications, contribut-
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ing to global electronic pollution, even though they still provide sensing capabilities.
We can invert this tendency! We can take advantage of these sensing capabilities in
many different applications - just by recycling technology. Ordinary people can make
this change and become pro-active and creative, finding new uses for their old devices
employing the spirit of “Do It Yourself” (DIY). Inversus encourages the participants
to rethink the original functionality of the objects into other potential uses, searching
for new capabilities and combinations (Blum, 2007). Technology is becoming more
accessible in reach for the common user; through technology, users have the power to
change how things work, to reinvent technology. And we have reinvented the washing
machine as an artistic performing instrument. A multi-sensorial kinetic-audio-visual
instrument, an interface between the machine and the organic life – which are repre-
sented by a mechanical flower and its shadow (Figure 4.20). The machine presents
multiple input and output devices, providing distinct multi-sensorial experiences. The
user interacts with the machine by touching it with his fingers, by moving his hands
above the sensors, or by blowing to it with his mouth. The machine respond to the
interaction by visual output: blinking lights and moving a virtual marionette displayed
in a monitor inside the machine; sound output: generating sound which is modified
in real-time, by triggering and shaping sounds that responds to the intensity of the
pressure; by kinetics: rotating a mechanical flower projecting its animated shadow in
the wall like in shadow puppetry, and by rotating a colorful wheel as if it was mixing
all the media elements as a metaphor for the washing machine.

Users recognize familiar objects associating them with specific functions, in a specific
context, but when confronted with familiar objects out of the context presenting un-
known functions they feel surprised. This strange feeling promotes new interaction
approaches, new dialogues between humans and machines.

Design

Inversus was designed as an interactive installation that challenges participants to
interact with a machine that looks familiar but presents unknown options and func-
tions. It was inspired by the way we play musical instruments, with three types of
interaction:

1. Tapping a drum with the hands (Discreet gesture);
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Figure 4.20: 3D simulation of the interactive installation showing a shadow of a flower
projected into the wall.

2. Moving the hands above a Theremin (Continuous gesture);

3. Blowing air to a flute with the mouth (Semi-continuous);

These gestures present distinct interaction experiences (Figure 4.21) based on the sen-
sitivity of each sensor. Users perform with known gestures adapted from the musical
instruments which provides a “natural” interaction (R. Jacob, 1996). Gestures were
adapted to fit the concept of the machine and to produce an effect in the environ-
ment.

Figure 4.21: Distinct gesture signals for different actions.

But how do participants know how to interact with an unknown interface? Inversus
employs some design conventions, such as color, shape, or spatial distribution of the
controllers to provide interaction clues and to communicate where the action should
take place. What Norman (D. Norman, 2013) calls signifiers - signs that guide the
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user to specific behaviors. Gestures were assigned to specific controls in the interface
console, representing distinct sensing categories associated with specific output effects
(Figure 4.22):

1. Touch: four red circle pads were distributed in the console to respond to the
pressure of tapping for triggering sounds and for performance animation of a
virtual marionette;

2. Motion: four green Light Emitting Diodes (LED) were used as light sensors.
By sensing light variations produced by the shadow of the moving hands, the
machine produces continuous sound, similar to the effect produced by a Theremin
instrument, generating also light variations in LEDs placed near the sensors for
user feedback;

3. Blow : One fan was placed in between the color pads to capture the blowing
strength of the users generating a “washing” effect. By blowing to the fan, the
user generates a modification in the frequency of all the sounds as if the sounds
were being combined. As a visual representation for the mixing effect, the blowing
strength was mapped to the spinning speed of a mechanical flower, and of a
colorful wheel;

Figure 4.22: Instrument sensor analogy.

The elements of the installation were all made from recycled materials: the main block
was made from a chassis of an old washing machine; the light sensors were made from
LED’s taken from toys; the pressure sensors were taken from small speakers used in
toys; the blowing sensor was build from an old PC fan; the flower mechanism was made
with a DC motor taken from a toy; the colorful wheel was adapted from a desktop fan.
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All these elements were employed in a different context and purpose from the original
design.

Figure 4.23: Schematic view of the input and output connections.

Development

The core of the machine was based on the micro controller Arduino, which provides
configurable inputs and outputs needed to connect all the sensors and devices. LED’s
were used as photodiodes to build low-cost light sensors (Hudson, 2004). A LED
is basically a P-N junction, a bridge between two types of semiconductor materials
that allows the conduction of electricity in two different sides. When a light particle
(photon) enters the region nearby the P-N junction, it might potentially interact with
one of the atoms transferring its energy into the atom’s electron, generating an electron
hole pair. The electric field across the region generates a tiny current to flow, which is
called the photo current. This current is small because the junction area of the LED
is also small, but by adding up photocurrents over time the diode becomes a sort of
capacitor, increasing the resulting current. To implement this solution, the positive pin
(anode) of the LED was connected to a digital input in the Arduino, and the negative
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pin (cathode) was connected to the analog input (Figure 4.23). Then, the capacitor
was charged, by changing the direction of the current flow, making the anode negative
and the cathode positive in a short amount of time. Then, a reference measurement
was taken by reading the analog voltage. After waiting for the integration of the
photocurrent, the voltage is measured again and subtracted from the reference value.
This measure gives us the amount of light sensed by the LED, but results may vary
depending of the light environment. A potentiometer was implemented to adjust the
threshold and to calibrate the sensitivity of the LED. However, this solution does not
take into account light variations in the environment during daytime. LED’s are not
robust as light sensors, particularly in dark environments. Even though LED’s are
an interesting low-cost solution, they are sensible to thermal noise and do not present
accurate readings.

An old two wire PC fan was used to implement the blowing sensor, with one wire
connected to the analog input for measuring the voltage, and the other wire to the
ground. The RPM speed of the fan was mapped to the RPM speed of two DC motors,
one for the rotation of a mechanical flower in a pot, and the other to turn a colorful
wheel inside the machine. The pressure sensors were made from piezoelectric elements
(Noble & Joshua, 2009) taken from small speakers inserted between two foam pads
and a Compact Disk (CD) (Mschaff, n.d.). The foam is used to attenuate the impact
of the tapping and the CD is used to expand the interaction region. The piezoelectric
elements were connected to the analog input of the Arduino via resistors and diodes,
as can be seen in (Figure 4.23). The values from the measurement of the voltage taken
from the four “piezzos” were mapped to four musical notes in a virtual drum kit. The
result of the pressure applied to the foam pads is reflected proportionally in the note
velocity, similar to a real drum.

The Inversus framework is based on a multilayer digital ecosystem of physical and
virtual communications, an interface that connects software with hardware. There are
three main layers in the framework (Figure 4.24):

1. Input layer - for managing the input connections, reading and managing the input
signals;

2. Output layer, or the representation layer - responsible for the output generation,
including the physical kinetics, the real-time graphical animation, and the sound
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generation;

3. Communication layer - based on physical and virtual interfaces, routing the dig-
ital/analog data from the input to the output making the necessary signal con-
version;

Inversus was developed with an Arduino duemilanove connected to a PC via USB
(serial port). All the analog and digital input signals were segmented accordingly to
each sensor and the strength and intensity values were smoothed and scaled to standard
values between 0 and 255. Then, each segment is mapped to a MIDI note or to a control
message and sent to the computer through Arduino USB port. A serial MIDI converter
software is then used to provide compatible MIDI protocol. We used the Hairless MIDI,
a multi-platform and free software that bridges the serial signals into MIDI messages
which can be interpreted by other MIDI devices and applications. These messages are
then routed into sound, visual and kinetics.

Figure 4.24: Framework with the input, communication and output layers.

• Sound : Messages coming from all sensors are mapped to actions in Ableton Live,
a music production software. These actions generate, trigger or shape the sound.

• Visual : The pressure applied to the touch PAD’s generates the animation in real-
time. We choose an open-source engine called Animata that presents a skeleton-
based 2D animation. We built a virtual marionette for operating the Inversus
machine, producing a similar motion such as a cyclist. The virtual marionette
was made with an internal rig connecting all the limbs, and with an external ar-
mature as an animation controller, similar to an exoskeleton made with springs.
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Although the discreet signals from each PAD produced only one degree of free-
dom of motion, the animation generated from the exoskeleton was very dynamic.
However, Animata does not interpret MIDI messages. To solve this problem we
converted the MIDI messages to Open Sound Control (OSC) messages, which
are recognized by Animata, in Pure Data - an open-source visual programming
application.

• Kinetics : The MIDI values from the blowing sensor are assigned to the two DC
motors inside the Arduino, one for controlling the mechanical flower and the
other for controlling the colorful wheel.

Figure 4.25: Picture of the Inversus installation at Cheia exhibition in Póvoa do
Varzim. Photo by the author.

Digital Ecosystem

Although Inversus presents a complex and sensible setup, at the end, all their parts
work together in a synchronous and efficient way. It is a machine that relies on its
sensing capabilities and on the communication flexibility. A real-time data-flow or-
chestration system for interactivity. This interactive installation demonstrates how to
recycle electronic components used as output devices found in everyday objects and
applied them as input devices in a different application domain. Recycling technology
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in an innovative way presents interesting challenges to users and can contribute to
novel interaction methods and applications. Two examples of the diversification of use
of specific purpose technology can be found in game controllers such as the adaptation
of the Nintendo WII remote as a low-cost interactive whiteboard (J. C. Lee, n.d.) or
in the adaption of Microsoft Kinect as a 3D scanner (Izadi et al., 2011). Inversus
was designed to provide a multi-sensorial experience generating an emotional response.
The participants become embodied with the machine, playing and discovering the re-
lationship between their actions and the results in the environment in a cognitive way
(Antle, 2009). Based on the Norman’s behavioral level (D. Norman, 2013) we have
provided distinct interaction styles, where participants explore and learn the different
methods of interaction to be able to play with the machine. Inversus was presented
in two artistic exhibitions (Figure 4.25) during two months with more than 300 peo-
ple attending to the events. During the events, it was possible to observe interesting
trends in embodiment interaction (Dourish, 2001) which should be studied opening
new lines of research. From the observations of participants, after their first explorative
approach and after understanding how the interface works, they become free from the
cognition level to combine controllers in a multimodal interaction like playing drums.
They become embodied with a strange interface. For future work we want to explore a
generic device approach (Mackinlay et al., 1990) which allows us to develop a flexible
machine that supports dynamic device changing. It is also our intention to evaluate
these sensors in terms of expressiveness and effectiveness (Card et al., 1990).

Discussion

Inversus inverts the use of common output devices into input devices, transforming
lamps into light sensors, speakers into pressure sensors, and fans into blowing sensors.
All the components of this machine were made from recycled materials. The familiar
washing machine was explored as an unknown object but recognized as an instrument
for playing. By providing a multi-sensorial experience, the participants became em-
bodied with the machine, playing with it like a musical instrument. Inversus offers
the opportunity to re-think interaction fundamentals that are behind everyday objects
designed with specific purposes. By showing how to “hack” electronic components
and to change their functionality, it promotes the art of re-cycling. It also promotes
the Do-It-Yourself spirit, where common users become creators, where users get an
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empowerment feeling, becoming pro-active and contributing with creative interactive
approaches. Inversus instills the desire to explore new communication challenges and
to re-define the concept and usage mechanism of everyday objects.

4.5 Rag Dolls - Playing With Dolls

Project: Rag Dolls
Input: Hands
Devices: Kinect
Outcome: Physical based puppets (rod base manipulation)
Target: Ordinary users
Presentation: Imagens do Real Imaginado (October, 2013); Music & Emotions CLIP
(February, 2014); OSMOPE (May, 2014)
Production: Luís Leite
Type: Interactive installation /Game
Focus: Digital hand puppetry experience
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/toydolls

This project was developed to disseminate digital puppetry as well as to understand
how common people, in particular young children (non-expert artists), manipulate
virtual puppets. Rag Dolls is a hand-based digital puppetry environment represented
with 3D rag dolls made with polygonal geometries (Figure 4.30). In this scenario the
player is challenged to drive the puppet with two hands. One hand for moving the
puppet, and the other for driving the head.

Motivation and Objectives

The motivation for this project started with the desire to disseminate and extend dig-
ital puppetry to a wider public, as well as to explore hand-based interaction methods
for performance animation. An attempt to recreate the manipulation of rod puppets
through gestures, as well as to promote collaborative puppetry and to explore the
potential of physics-based puppets. The objective was to create a digital puppetry en-
vironment based on intangible manipulation of virtual puppets. A bimanual gestural
interface was developed, recreating the rod puppet operations and thus providing a

https://vimeo.com/grifu/toydolls
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Figure 4.26: Screenshot from the Toy Dolls game.

familiar and intuitive experience. This project was initially conceptualized as an artis-
tic interactive installation inviting the public to participate, and later adapted to a
computer game. The first version was built as an experimental rag doll animation set,
a creative environment for the participants to explore their imagination as storytellers
using the puppets as tools. The intention was to find out how the participants drive
the puppets without any particular goal. The second version was developed as a game,
with a pre-defined objective to evaluate the dexterity of the players while collecting
color boxes.

Methodology and Implementation

Both versions were designed as interactive installations for public places based on
intangible interaction. In this way, there were no physical devices required for the user
to operate. The interaction was based on the user’s body, in particular his/her hands.
One hand for driving the puppet’s position in the 3D space, and the second hand for
controlling the head orientation. Consequently, the whole body would follow the head
rotation (Figure 4.27).

While the left hand interface provides a direct mapping where the hand drives the
puppet position, the orientation of the head is achieved through indirect mapping
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Figure 4.27: The right hand makes the puppet to rotate. The puppets head follows
the players right hand forcing the body to rotate. 3D model of the player by Rodri
Torres.

where the translation in the 3D space of a target object driven by the right hand is
what makes the head rotate. The head follows the position of the target, the orientation
is based on a look at script calculated based on the angle from the head position to
the target position (Figure 4.27).

In puppetry, one of the most expressive parts of the character’s body is the head,
essential to transmit emotions and to help the audience to understand the direction of
the action. The virtual puppet’s head follows the position of the player’s right hand,
establishing a direct linkage to the audience (Figure 4.28). This bimanual interface
provides easy interaction but the intangible manipulation is challenging for the players
that must calculate the behavior of the puppet’s face to their hand positions. This is
not a figurative mapping and the result behavior of the puppet does not mirror exactly
the puppeteer’s motion, requiring some level of abstraction. This project attempts to
understand how the participants deal with this indirect mapping, with the distance
between puppet and player. By assigning two distinct tasks to each hand, we challenge
the players to take control of their own bodies, coordinating their movements, an
abstraction of the body.

The physics-based puppets were built as rag-dolls, a set of geometrical shapes connected
to each other through joints that constitute the puppet’s body, each shape dynamically
affected by gravity and collisions, thus producing a natural and rich motion. In this
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Figure 4.28: Simulation of the virtual Toy puppet manipulation using the two hands.
3D model of the player by Rodri Torres.

way, it is possible to achieve a similar behavior of the traditional rod puppets, as
well as to create expressive animation. These physics-based puppets allow the user
to play with gravity and collisions taking advantage of the ground contact or the
resulting motion from the interaction with other puppets, props or background. This
environment supports two players simultaneously, allowing them to establish a dialog
between puppets and to experiment a narrative. The system was implemented in the
Unity game engine using a Microsoft Kinect device as depth sensor to capture the
body motion. The middleware OpenNI extracts the skeleton of the user and makes
this motion data available inside Unity. This project was also made with OpenNI 1.5
which tracks the wrist position of each hand but not the orientation of the hand. An
automatic calibration system was included in the environment to avoid manual setup
adjusting the limits by itself during the play.

Rag On - Digital Puppetry Installation

The first version of this digital puppetry environment was called “Rag On” and was
developed as an artistic interactive installation towards a free exploration from the par-
ticipants. The virtual puppets were made with a set of cubes connected with invisible
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springs that define their body appearance and only their faces were textured revealing
their genres. A male and a female puppet live inside a minimalistic black and white
cubic environment which represents their home, suggesting their tedious routined life.
The virtual puppets are suspended producing tiny motions awaiting for something to
happen in their lives, awaiting for some interaction. When a player takes command he
is invited to play with the dolls breaking the monotony of the couple relationship.

Figure 4.29: Rag On at Imagens do Real Imaginado event. Left picture by Tiago
Rocha. Right photo by the author.

The goal of this interactive installation was to provide a digital puppetry experience to
the players, in an attempt to understand the expressive value of a free manipulation.
The participants explore the rag-dolls with physics, seeking the interaction between
both puppets or with the props, disrupting the couple balance. By playing with these
dolls, the player breaks the monotony of their lives. From the observation of the
participants interacting with the environment, it was possible to realize the enthusiasm
and the engagement they had with the puppets. Some of them searched ways to tie one
puppet to the other, creating interesting gestures, such as hugging. Others explored
the puppet’s postures by siting them above the boxes, or lying them on the ground.
When two participants worked together, they engaged in a sort of a dialog, simulating
a play. The Rag On installation was developed for the cinematic event Imagens do
Real Imaginado in Porto (Figure 4.29). This installation was set up in an open space
in a noisy environment, near a corridor were people walked by with multiple lights.
It was very important to create a reactive installation that could catch the attention
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of the participants, as well as to reduce their exposure. By using only the hands to
interact with the environment, the participants where not required to move their bodies
constantly, which could constrain their behavior.

Toy Dolls - Digital Puppetry Game

The Toy Dolls1 is a two-player game that stimulates the use of our body, where the
player controls virtual marionettes with his/her hands. The left hand manipulates
the body of the puppet, and the head follows the right hand motion. The player must
control a virtual marionette and try to catch boxes with the puppet’s body or by looking
at the boxes. The players grab the puppet with the left hand and move the target where
the puppet is looking with the right hand. In this way, we challenge the participants to
control their own body as if it was a marionette controller. This experience is somehow
near to how puppeteers manipulate their puppets, using rods, strings, or other types
of controllers. This project was developed to evaluate the efficiently of the proposed
manipulation method.

The Narrative Behind the Toy Dolls

The Toy Dolls game was conceptualized based on child’s dream that paper boxes fill
her room until there is no more space. To handle this problem, two imaginary friends,
António and Joaquim, help the children to clean up the bedroom. Each player drives
one of these friends in an attempt to achieve their goals. Joaquim wears a green shirt
and is the uncle of António, who wears an orange shirt. They can only grab the boxes
when they change their colors: Joaquim grabs the green boxes, and António grabs the
orange boxes. When the boxes change to blue, both puppets can pick them just by
looking at them, placing the head target graphics under the box. Green and orange
boxes are grabbed with the bodies of the puppets using the player’s left hand, and
the blue boxes are picked up with a visual target driven by the player’s right hand.
After grabbing the boxes, the player receives a score of one point for the green or
orange boxes, and ten points for the blue boxes, because the indirect mapping is more
challenging. The boxes disappear if grabbed, or return to their natural color after
a certain time. The players give life to these two little figures and have one minute

1Toy Dolls game video https://vimeo.com/grifu/toydolls
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and a half to grab the boxes. This game evaluates body motion control, which is an
important aspect for puppetry manipulation.

Figure 4.30: Toy Dolls Game: children’s under 6 years old interacting with the game
at the OSMOPE classroom. Photo by the author.

We challenged children under the ages of 5 and 6 to grab a virtual puppet and play
with it at a school in Porto (Figure 4.30). The main goal was to better understand
how children under these ages, who had never had contact with digital interfaces based
on body motion, responded to the interaction. Because children under these ages
have some difficulty in coordinating their bodies, only the left hand was evaluated. 22
children played the game, where 13 were female and 9 were male. They were very
excited to participate in this experiment and understood the objective of the game,
achieving an average score of 4 boxes in a total of 10. Grouping the scores by genres, we
find that the boys achieved a better result with an average of 5 points against the girls
with an average of 2. The best score was achieved by the older boy of the classroom,
with 10 points. On the opposite side, two young girls were not able to grab any color
box because they felt stressed by the competition. Even though the intangibility of the
interaction was very challenging, the overall result was very positive and the children
considered it a playful experience.

The Toy Dolls game was later presented at the event Music & Emotions at Porto
International School (CLIP) produced by Inautismo, an event to raise awareness about
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autism and to promote the research on this field.

4.6 Resurrection - Life Lines

Project: Resurrection - Life Lines
Input: Multimodal
Devices: Kinect, WIImote, Keyboard, multi-touch Ipad
Outcome: Digital media convergence, body manipulation
Target: Actors
Presentation: Teatro Helena Sá e Costa in Porto (November, 2015) /Casa da Música
in Porto (December, 2015)
Production: Escola Superior de Música, Artes e Espectáculo /Politécnico do Porto
Type: Theatre /Performance
Focus: Body puppetry
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/resurrectioncdm

Figure 4.31: Resurrection - Life Lines at Casa da Música of Porto.

This project was an opportunity to put in practice some of the control methods pre-
viously studied and to rehearsal a framework and a methodology for live theatrical

https://vimeo.com/grifu/resurrectioncdm
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productions.

Resurrection - Life Lines is a theatrical project developed with students from the
Performing Arts School of Porto (ESMAE) to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the
Polytechnic Institute of Porto. This project was based on the desire to create a mul-
tidisciplinary artistic project developed around an entire community, involving all the
school domains in a sort of polyphonic appeal to life including music, theatre, audiovi-
sual, and multimedia. Built upon the 2nd Symphony of Mahler, this multidisciplinary
performance emphasizes human redemption, based on the belief that there is always a
second chance in life. This project was directed and written by Lee Beagley based on 65
interviews with people who needed a second change in their lives, and with people who
helped them to get a fresh start. This project gathered students, former-students, and
teachers from all of the school’s departments, involving a total of 300 participants. It
was divided into a theatrical play, presented at Teatro Helena Sá e Costa (THSC), and
a classical music concert with a dramatic performance, presented at Casa da Música
of Porto (CDM).

The Theatrical Play

In the dramatic exercise, there was the need to develop three interactive media moments
that enhanced the theatrical performance: The X-ray machine, the maestro, and the
heart beat.

Figure 4.32: Three distinct digital interactive moments: (Left) Heart beat drawing;
(Middle) X-Ray machine with one actor behind the screen and another in front of the
screen; (Right) The particle effect that describes the gestures of the maestro.
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The X-ray Machine

There is a scene in the play that recreates a hospital room with a bed and a medical
privacy screen. In this scene, there is an attempt to show the perspective of the patient
that is tied to the bed with a limited view point. On the other hand, the X-ray machine
is used to represent the inner body of the patient, as seen through the technological
perspective. It represents the medical tools for treating the patients. To support the
X-ray image we made use of a panel medical privacy screen placed on stage. The
machine traces the body behind the panel and projects the X-ray image in the front
side of the screen (Figure 4.33). We wanted to explore a variation of shadow theatre
to represent the inner body and the dichotomy between life and death. We had the
desire to replace the shadows with lines as signifiers for strings of life. Thus, the body
is traced through contour lines that define the body shape and posture, and inner lines
that sustain the body as if they were energy strings. To emphasize the body motion,
we have used a colorful trailing glow that replicates the shape defining the trajectory
of the movement. Faster movements generate greater trails with motion blur and are
represented with a red glow, and slower movements are shinier with green tones. To
increase the dramatic effect during this act, sound frequencies were mapped to the line
placement. The audience could see the actor moving behind the screen, generating a
digital silhouette made with lines. A semi-opaque screen was employed to allow the
actor to see the silhouette and for the audience to see the silhouette superimposed into
the actor. When moving the hands near the camera, the actor could model shapes,
like in hand shadows, providing an expressive tool.

Technical Setup To implement this concept we used a Microsoft Kinect to capture the
image and adapted a piece of software developed by Peter Werner with Openframeworks
known as Cheap Tricks. We changed the code according to our requirements and
introduced the OSC communication for remote control and a Syphon output for sharing
the video output with other applications. The application is supported by a set of add-
ons for capturing and processing the image reactive to sound and sending the result
through Syphon. The image is captured through ofxKinect that passes the depth
grayscale image to the ofxOpenCv that gets the blobs. The blobs are sent to ofxTriangle
that draws the lines that represent the blobs through triangles. The displacement of
each vertex of every triangle is affected by audio frequencies varying the triangle size.
The triangle size also varies according to the area detected, for instance the torso
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Figure 4.33: X-ray scene setup - The body of the actor is traced by a camera and
represented through lines. 3D character model by Rodri Torres.

is larger than the hand. Each triangle is added to a mesh with texture coordinates
for the coloring procedure. Then Gaussian blur is added to the motion image buffer
with ofxFboBlur creating a smoother result. A GUI is available for configuring the
multiple features including glow intensity, depth thresholding, motor control of the
Kinect, jitter size, among many other options. These settings can be saved in XML
or can be remotely setup with OSC through ofxOSC, allowing the creation of presets
for different parts of the play. To share the video output with other applications, we
have used the ofxSyphon. The Microsoft Kinect was fixed in the upper frame, oriented
towards the actor. The application captures the image, processes and sends the image
via Syphon to the application Qlab. In Qlab we mapped the resulting image, sent via
front projection to the geometry of the panel, achieving a perfect match between the
size of the actor and the size of his/her silhouette.

The Maestro

For the orchestra, act there was the need to enhance the maestro’s gestures with visual
effects. The idea was to visually represent the gestures using two maestro batons to
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generate a drawing effect projected above the maestro head. Rather than using straight
lines, we choose particles to create a more organic effect, a kind of firework trails that
fades out with time describing the gesture. To track the gestures of the maestro, we
have developed a pair of custom batons. A IR LED was introduced at the top of each
baton, activated by the maestro while pressing a button. In this act, the maestro is
conducting several actors that read their lines as if they were playing an instrument
(Figure 4.32). The IR LEDS are tracked by the IR camera from one WIImote that is
held by the actor that is in front of the maestro (Figure 4.34). In this way, there is no
need for any structure or wires in the stage to support a tracking device.

Figure 4.34: Maestro conducting the orchestra with the custom IR batons captured
by the IR camera from a WIImote held by one actor. 3D character model by Rodri
Torres.

Each LED represents a 2D point in the screen space, and the XY Cartesian coordinates
are sent via Bluetooth to WIImote Whiteboard. The motion data is then sent via TUIO
protocol to the application eMotion that handles the motion graphics. The coordinates
are mapped to particle emitters to the corresponding space on the screen. Finally the
video output is routed to Qlab via Syphon that manages the different outputs. Thus
it becomes easy to configure the output settings as well as to apply post-production
effects in real-time above the video output layer. The particle trails follow the maestro’s
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gestures creating drawings that fade with time. This method provides a flexible solution
for theatre because there are no wires involved. With this solution it is easy to increase
the number of tracking points with one or more WIImotes. Each WIImote accepts up
to four IR light sources. For instance, each actor could use a lighter to drive a particle
emitter in the 2D space.

The Heart Beat

The heart beat is a simple visual effect that attempts to recreate the hospital machine
that traces the heart’s signals. In this particular act, there was the desire to associate
this effect with the hand drawing, contextualizing it with the narrative. The solution
found to place the actor in the stage drawing the heart beat signal in the screen
was based on a multi-touch surface, in this particular case on an iPad. We use the
TUIOPad as the drawing tool for the tablet. It sends each touch point coordinate to the
eMotion application via wireless network using the TUIO protocol in a similar way as
the WIImote Whiteboard. Again, no wires are involved, making this solution suitable
for theatrical settings. The actor was free to move in the stage, holding the iPad while
drawing. In the eMotion a line effect was produced with the pen tool which allows to
map pressure to the line width if using a pressure sensing device and fade with time.
The actor draws on the tablet with the fingers or with a pen and the result is projected
on a large screen in real-time. In this way, the audience establishes a direct connection
between the actor’s gestures (hand drawing) and the graphics on screen. The tablet
and the pen are important references for the audience to understand that the actor is
actually drawing. As in the maestro scene, the video output is sent via Syphon to Qlab.
This application centralizes all the video processes. In this way, it is possible to manage
the contents that are sent to the rear and front projectors, for instance the operator’s
can produce a blackout in both outputs with just a keystroke. The Qlab application is
used to orchestrate all the digital media and to control operations. The play script is
defined in a cue list in Qlab triggered by the operator for playing videos or activating
the host applications mixing the outputs with cross fades. It sends control messages
via OSC protocol to the host applications that change their parameters. For instance,
it changes the TUIO input from particle emitters to line drawing when changing from
the maestro to the heart beat act. This solution simplifies the operators task that focus
only on the control of one application, which consequently remote controls the set of
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applications that are generating the contents.

When designing interactive media for live events, one important issue is to have re-
dundant procedures if something fails. With this solution, it was possible to have
secondary devices connected to replace the main input in case of failure. For instance,
if the WIImote or the IR LEDS failed during the play, the operator could simulate the
maestro’s gestures with a secondary tablet. If every input fails, the operator can even
trigger video recordings of the animations that replace the live feed. Although it is not
the same, this safe procedures can avoid the negative impact that those failures create
in the audience.

Figure 4.35: Actor exploring the silhouette expression with her body.

Performance at Casa da Música

For the Casa da Música performance we have focused on the body silhouettes alone.
After the previous experience with the dramatic exercise, the actors were familiarized
with this interactive tool which became a highly expressive resource. They started to
model shapes with their bodies and the trails of the movement were seen as ghosts. It
is important to give time for the actors to explore the full potential of an interactive
tool. This time expansion was only possible with this second performance, as if we
(ourselves) had a second chance (Figure 4.35).

The setup for this performance differed from the one used in the THSC. Rather than
a stage, we had two distinct locations for the performances, and four distinct locations
for the video output projections. The idea was to catch the attention of the audience
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Figure 4.36: Schematic view of the setup of the performance for Casa da Música Porto.

in three distinct moments: before entering the building, before entering the concert
hall, and inside Sala Suggia. We had performers acting at the stairs and at the western
foyer inviting the public to main entrance of Sala Suggia 1), and at the cafe foyer before
starting the concert 4) (Figure 4.36). The video output of the performance animation
produced at the western foyer projected from the front into the western foyer wall 1),
above the main entrance wall at the lobby 2), and the outside wall of the building 3).
The performance at the cafe foyer was projected from the rear into the window of the
Sala Suggia 4).

The main performance was at the western foyer, where we reserved an area for capturing
the performers with a Kinect connected to a computer with three outputs (Figure 4.37).
Two output projectors provided feedback for the audience in the lobby and the foyer,
as well as feedback for both sides of the actors (front and behind) (Figure 4.38). The
third output was connected to an exterior video projector mapped to the entire side
wall of CDM (Figure 4.39, Right).

The Qlab application provides multiple output feeds from the same input, and allows
to map each output with different geometries. In this way, it was possible to map each
output to the specific environment. For instance, we took advantage of the stairwell
from the foyer wall for mapping the video into a diagonal, as if the actors were perform-
ing on the stairwell (Figure 4.38, Left). The same silhouettes were mapped parallel to
the floor on the lobby and in the outside wall.

For the foyer cafe, we wanted to show the actor as well as two digital silhouettes, as if
they were a sort of an echo. We divided the window that connects the foyer and the
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Figure 4.37: Casa da Música western foyer setup with two 15.000 Ansi Lumen projec-
tors, one computer and one Kinect.

concert hall into three slices, suspending two screens in both sides and leaving a whole
at the center for the actor.

Figure 4.38: (Left) Picture from the Western foyer; (Right) Picture from the Lobby.

The screens were made with semi-opaque material (tulle) allowing the light to go
through. One Kinect was placed in the floor in front of the actor, connected to a
computer. The ceiling of this room is not straight and describes a diagonal, so it was
necessary to map the video according to this deformation (Figure 4.39). We mapped
the rear projector in Qlab with two outputs: one to fit the geometry of the left tulle,
which is smaller; and the other to fit in the right tulle. Each output was flipped to
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create a mirror effect. The audience from inside the concert hall could follow the actor’s
performance in the middle of the window and its silhouette “shadows”.

Figure 4.39: (Left) Performance at the foyer cafe seen from the inside of the concert
room - Sala Sugia; (Right) projection of the performance in the outside wall of Casa
da Música.

This theatrical performance provided an important experience to understand how ac-
tors can take advantage of digital puppetry and interactive media, as well as the impor-
tance of creating flexible tools that can be easily manipulated to fit the requirements
in real-time. Because the triangles are created according to the size and place of the
blobs, it is possible to create interesting shapes. The actors explored this feature with
their bodies modeling shapes seeking new forms. In a similar manner, when acting
in group, the performers explored the interaction between several silhouettes, creating
metamorphosis and unique shapes (Figure 4.40).

Figure 4.40: Actors modeling the digital silhouettes with their bodies; (Left) one actor
performance; (Right) Multiple actors performing together.
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4.7 Common Spaces - Digital Ecosystem

Project: Common Spaces: Multi-Modal-Media Ecosystem for Live Performances
Input: Hands, voice
Devices: Leapmotion, Ipad, webcamera, microphone
Outcome: Digital media convergence
Target: Interactors
Publication: Poster at Fostering Science Innovation 2015 /ELO Conference - Elec-
tronic Literature Organization
Presented: Gato Vadio - Porto (2015) /Salão Brasil - Coimbra (2017) /Conde Duque
- Madrid (2017) /Maus Hábitos - Porto (2017)
Production: Retroescavadora (Luís Leite, Rui Torres, Luís Aly)
Type: Ecosystem
Focus: Media orchestration
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/commonspaces
Model: https://vimeo.com/grifu/digitalecosystem

A framework was developed to allow spatial poetry to be “transposed” into a multi-
modal digital media live performance. Common Spaces is an experience that attempts
to explore the potential of interactive digital media in the Digital Humanities field.
This section describes the platform developed and tested in this experiment and that
includes the integration of different dimensions and different equipment/software.

Common Spaces can be understood as an interface for real-time media convergence for
live performances combining media and devices. A multimodal digital ecosystem was
designed to respond to the requirement of a specific performance - how to mix multiple
applications and devices into a single environment, a collaborative environment that
provides a flexible interface for performers to share and combine diverse contents and
formats. This is a framework based on a network of applications that communicate
to each other by sharing resources. With this approach, media designers have the
freedom to choose a set of applications and devices that best suits their needs, instead
of being restricted to just one environment. We have implemented and performed with
this ecosystem in live events, partially demonstrating its feasibility. In this section the
project’s concept and methodology is described.

https://vimeo.com/grifu/commonspaces
https://vimeo.com/grifu/digitalecosystem
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Figure 4.41: Pictures from Untitled performance at Conde Duque in Madrid. Frame
from a video recording.

Introduction

Common Spaces is a framework designed for “transposing” spatial poetry into a mul-
timodal media live performance. It attempts to explore the potential of interactive
digital media within artistic contexts. Common Spaces was developed for an artistic
performance articulating spatial poetry with the performative aspects of digital media.
The performance “Untitled” was created by the art collective Retroescavadora, and was
first presented at the bookstore Gato Vadio, as part of a series of interventions with
the Digital Archive po-ex.net - Arquivo Vivo é Anarquivo!. The main concern was how
to transpose spatial poetry into a multi-dimensional digital environment interrelating
the performative, the visual and the sound spaces in an expressive manner. Conse-
quently, there was the need to search for methods to combine and orchestrate these
dimensions. Spatial poetry is described by Rui Torres as a “form of poetry based on
intersemiotic processes in which various sign systems (visual, audible, verbal, kinetic,
performative) and materialities (three dimensional, objectual, medial) are invoked and
used in an expressive way” (Torres et al., 2004). With this concept in mind we have
imagined four distinct interaction scenarios, relating the performative aspects with the
media spaces for interpreting and manipulating the text. To materialize this concept,
a media ecosystem was designed, providing a common ground for collaborative work
and supporting distinct creative applications. A real-time media-flow environment was
developed based on the typical offline media production where the resulting media from
one application is used as the resource asset on a different one. Generally, the offline
media pipeline is characterized by a sequence of tasks taken inside a set of comple-
mentary media applications, such as those from the Adobe suite: Photoshop → After
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Effects → Premiere. The resulting media from one application is used as the resource
asset on a different one as complementary processes. Thus, the media designer can
decide the best tool to be used in each specific stage during the media production.
However, live interactive media creation is typically based on a single environment,
which might present limitations by the lack of features. Thus, a framework based on
interoperability was proposed, providing resource sharing and media orchestration for
real-time media mixing and generation. Sharing digital media and devices among ap-
plications provides a network of resources for collaborative performance and potentiate
the creative work. Setting up a collaborative environment based on diverse applica-
tions presents several challenges. Applications must be able to “talk” to each other
and allow their resources to be shared without reducing the performance substantially.
The conceptualization of the artistic representation of “Untitled” will be described in
the following sections, as well as the implementation of Common Spaces.

Digital Humanities This project explores different media genres contributing with
a digital ecosystem for Digital Humanities. Digital Humanities (DH), considered an
intersection between computation and humanities, focuses on the development of trans-
ferrable tools and environments for collaborative work (Burdick et al., 2012). Digital
media technologies extend human capabilities beyond analogue media (McLuhan,
1994). These emerging technologies are now available for the common user promoting
new social behaviors. The common user is now the producer of data. As Lugmayr and
Teras argue “We transformed ourselves into a networked and knowledge based society”
(Lugmayr & Teras, 2015, p.31). Big Data became an integral part of the human cul-
tural behavior, but how can we deal with so much information? Digital Humanities, as
stated by (Lugmayr & Teras, 2015), is data driven requiring a data-centric workflow
that depends on the content, such as data archives. They present a cross-disciplinary
media centered approach towards the investigation of Big Data that focus on the inter-
play between technologies, applications and media types. Although our project relies
on the content and attempts to deal with a large amount of data, there was the con-
cern to provide a user-centric flexible interface to promote the improvisation of how
the performer manipulates the data.
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Conceptual system

In order to translate the spatial poetry into a multidisciplinary collaborative environ-
ment that gathers the physical and the virtual spaces, we have developed the concept
of Common Spaces.

Common-Space

The common-space derives from the notion of common ground as the medium and the
process of communication. It can be understood as a mutual understanding among the
interactors (Clark & Brennan, 1991), as the iterative process of conversation for ex-
changing evidences between communicators. An interface, or an inhabited space ready
to be occupied by the interactors - as the iterative process of conversation for exchang-
ing evidences between communicators – as an interface. But a successful exchange
demands coordination on both content and process. To coordinate the contents be-
tween them, both interactors must follow similar assumptions. They must establish a
common ground based on mutual beliefs, or mutual knowledge. To coordinate the pro-
cess they need real-time update and feedback. The interactors model the “meaning”
through a collaborative interface based on successive and accumulative approxima-
tions. As Brenda Laurel argues, the “interface becomes the arena for the performance”
(Laurel, 1991, p.11).

Space-Time

We have developed a conceptual system of coordinates in order to project the text
into three spatial imaginary dimensions: visual, sound, and performative dimensions.
The narrative was built based on four environmental spaces that represent a timeline
(Figure 4.42): from abstraction to object space, from text to physical space. Semiotic
higher-level concepts were employed as references for the preceptors to interpret the
meaning of the messages. For example, the word spacing in a printed text can be
used as reference for a pattern of digital text, or the time gap between spoken words
can be used to define the timing of a moving particle in space. This system can be
seen as an abstraction of the media model discussed by Artur Lugmayr (Lugmayr,
2012), where smart ambient media contribute to the digital overlay over the real world.
In this way, we have searched for connections between the real world’s reference, and
the digital overlay perception stimulating the preceptors interpretation. Each space
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Figure 4.42: Common Spaces dimension mapping diagram.

can be divided into the core principles of manifestation, experience, and physical/
digital world. We took a knowledge-based approach for the creation of each virtual
environment, providing clues for relating the virtual with the physical world.

The narrative begins with the unformed text (abstract space), grows into objective rep-
resentations (object space), proceeds with textual structures (text space), and evolves
until its final physical appearance (physical space). Each stage is projected into the
interconnected dimensions with distinct time-to-space mapping schemes: X - visual;
Y – sound; Z – performative.

XYZ Dimensions

The three dimensions materialize the text-to-digital-space mapping, exploring the multimodal-
media (MMM) inter-relations.

• (X) Visual dimension is projected into two and three graphical planes. Visual
spaces representing distinct evolution stages of text (output), the animation in
these spaces is used as input in other dimensions.

• (Y) Sound dimension is characterized by reactive and performative sounds that
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are modeled by the actor in real-time and are triggered by events from the virtual
environment. It represents the connection between the performative and the
visual dimension.

• (Z) The performative dimension is represented by the actor’s expression while
acting and the resulting performance in the virtual environment. The actor’s
voice and body movement as expressive means of manipulation (input) as well
as representation (output) in the physical and in the virtual space.

The actor interacts with the media environment with his voice through a microphone,
with his vision using a webcam, and with his hands tracked by a Leap Motion device.
Each interaction method presents distinct degrees of freedom.

Abstract Space (genesis)

The abstract space represents the genesis of text and is characterized by a generative
behavior. In this space, the XYZ dimensions are interrelated in an ecosystem. The
visual dimension is generated according to specific features including displacement,
attraction, gravity, oscillation, turbulence, randomness, damping, among others. Each
feature can be manipulated through the performative dimension generating the sound
dimension (Figure 4.43 Left).

Figure 4.43: The first and last visual dimensions in Untitled Performance: (Left)
Abstract space; (Right) Physical space.

• (X) Visual dimension: Particles lying on a bi-dimensional plane simulate tiny
living microorganisms with expressive behaviors. They are reorganized whenever
the performer changes the parameters. For instance, the particles get closer to
each other when the attraction parameter is higher.

• (Y) Sound dimension: A sound space that reflects the atomization of the acoustic
phenomenon through granular synthesis as well as its density, where specific
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parameters are manipulated by signal processing techniques including filtering,
resonators, or modulation.

• (Z) Performative dimension: Fingers (touch). The performer models the visual
dimension through interactive parameters presented in a multi-touch surface.

Figure 4.44: The Object Space visual dimension in Untitled.

Object Space (playground)

In this space the performer plays with virtual interactive objects. It simulates a play-
ground environment, similar to children playing with building blocks using wooden
alphabet letter bricks (Figure 4.44).

• (X) Visual dimension: 3D dimensional text objects with physics properties are
disposed in space for virtual hand manipulation.

• (Y) Sound dimension: Sounds are triggered through the contact of the per-
former’s virtual hands with the virtual text-objects.

• (Z) Performative dimension: Hands + Voice. The performer manipulates 3D
text-objects as if they were toys in a playground searching for a meaning, em-
bodying his/her interactions with the environment.

Text Space (structure)

This space represents the structured text. Poems are presented in a 3D environment
and deconstructed by the performer’s hands. Each letter behaves as a particle with
physics’ properties influenced by the environment reacting to the wind, gravity, and
magnetic fields (Figure 4.45).

• (X) Visual dimension: Textual structures from Portuguese experimental poems
are presented, de-constructed and navigated in three-dimensional planes.
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• (Y) Sound dimension: Voice and gestural interaction produce a futuristic “imag-
inary”. Allied with sampling techniques, it attempts to recreate an Intonarumori
(noise machine).

• (Z) Performative dimension: Hands + Voice. Gestures transform the structure of
the organized text, allowing the performer to destroy the structure, reorganizing
its disposition in space.

Figure 4.45: The Text space visual dimension in Untitled.

Physical Space (re-interpretation)

Printed spatial poems are the raw material for the manipulation and re-interpretation.
The performer uses a webcam as an extension of his point of view. Fragments of
captured text are then extruded from the paper plane as if they were a landscape of
text (Figure 4.43 Right).

• (X) Visual dimension: Text between the physical representation and its vir-
tual re-interpretation. The captured text from the paper plane is reinterpreted
through digital processes, including video oscillators that control, offset and “z-
displace” the video signal to achieve a three-dimensional rasterized image.

• (Y) Sound dimension: Glitch and malfunction aesthetics creating a sonic space
with micro failures. The glitch effect is achieved through an intensive continuous
signal of a sine wave during a specific period. This sine wave is triggered when a
percentage of white area from the captured image is achieved. A random function
mutes the sound for a short amount of time creating the effect of malfunction.

• (Z) Performative dimension: Voice + Vision. The performer operates a camera,
trying to capture textual fragments inscribed on sheets of paper; his voice con-
tributes to the transformation of text into another dimension. The volume of the
voice is mapped to the “z-displace” increasing or decreasing the extrusion of the
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images.

Figure 4.46: Common Spaces multimodal diagram.

Multimodal interaction

The multimodal interaction schemes present distinct ways to interpret and manipulate
the text-space (Figure 4.46):

• Voice (spoken text) - Human voice transmits emotions, and it is an expressive
resource of textual interpretation. The microphone captures the voice, which is
then segmented, processed and mapped to specific functions.

• Vision (text selection) – Our vision allows us to read texts in many different
ways. We are free to select where and how to read the text. The performer
operates a web camera to select his point of view of the printed text. The image
is then rasterized and extruded with “z-displace” based on the Rutt/Etra video
synthesizer.

• Hands (text manipulation) - We use our hands for writing, for manipulating
objects or for speaking with gestures. We employed two different types of hand-
based interfaces: a multi-touch device and a motion capture device. Multi-touch
interaction presents a way to change multiple parameters at the same time. We
adopted this type of interface to change parameters in the visual dimension. On
the other hand, motion capture provides high dimensional tracking data ideal
for expressive manipulation. We have chosen the Leap Motion device because
it is a non-intrusive interface. The performer can manipulate text-based objects
with both hands, can write words with fingers and produce gestures representing
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words.

Figure 4.47: Many-to-one mapping diagram of Common Spaces.

Common-spaces framework

The Common Spaces framework provides the interface for mapping multiple inputs to
multiple outputs in a collaborative environment (Figure 4.47). It is a multimodal and
multi-media collaborative framework characterized by 4 steps that describe the data
flow process:

1. Input: Performers interact with the system using hands, voice, and vision (point
of view). Interaction is captured through the input device and transformed into
digital signals.

2. Process: Digital signal processing is applied to reduce the noise and make the
data more useful, and the segmentation procedure helps to use this data in a
meaningful way.

3. Map: Mapping makes the interaction data available through all applications and
provides the semantics for assigning the input action to the output behavior in
the visual and sound dimension.

4. Output: Each application shares its output, which is then mixed or combined
into one or more outputs, or routed as input for another process.

Sharing resources

Resource sharing is relevant in the conceptualization of a generic collaborative envi-
ronment. Performers can continue working with their preferred applications and share
specific functionalities with the rest of the team. Audio and video frame sharing tech-
niques are being explored providing new means for processing the image and sound in
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real-time. Audio and video signals are routed through applications by virtual wires as
in the analog synthesizers. Frameworks such as Syphon for Macintosh (Butterworth
& Marini, 2010) or Spout (Jarvis, 2014) for Windows provide video and image sharing
technologies working directly on the computer’s graphic card for optimal performance.
On the other hand, the most common audio sharing technologies can be found in
frameworks such as JACK (Davis & Letz, 2011) for multi-platforms or Soundflower
for Macintosh (M. Ingalls & Place, 2004). There are different approaches for ex-
changing control data, but the most popular is based on Open Sound Control (OSC)
(Schemeder et al., 2010). This network protocol can control different types of media,
applications, and equipments. Today it is widely supported by many multimedia ap-
plications. We combined these frameworks in a unique environment providing digital
media data flow.

Figure 4.48: Quartz Composer patch for managing OSC control messages routing
Syphon layers and for processing the images from the camera.

Ecosystem and Data-flow Orchestration

Our ecosystem is based on a set of applications and devices that are linked together
by protocols that provide virtual connectivity (Figure 4.48). Two different types of
data flow are used in our system: the media flow and the control flow. Contents such
as video, images and audio are shared via the media flow. On the other hand, user
interaction and control data are sent via the control flow. We adopted the OSC and
MIDI protocols for data control and synchronization, while Syphon and Soundflower
were used as media sharing channels. The selected applications support those protocols
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and were divided into: 1) control and media mixing; 2) media generators; 3) hybrid
functionality.

1. The control and mixing applications were used to orchestrate the media, to con-
trol the script sequence, to handle the mapping, and to mix and process the
media. (Qlab, Osculator)

2. Media generators were employed to respond to specific requirements of each space
during the narrative: to generate sound, image, animation, or capture and process
the video image. (Pure data, Unity3D, eMotion)

3. Hybrid applications were employed to provide both functionalities: to generate
and control the media. (Kyma, Quartz-Composer)

Figure 4.49: The IPAD TouchOSC custom Interface gathers all the functionalities of
the system.

Notwithstanding its complexity, the performers operate a simplified graphical user
interface (GUI) implemented on the IPAD using TouchOSC. We developed a custom
interface for each space providing access to specific functionalities (Figure 4.49). The
performer is able to orchestrate the media by pressing just one button, switching from
one output to a different one or to jump one cue in the script. For example, the script
instructs the system to close one application, and open a different one while remapping
the video output. This interface provides feedback to the performer by showing text
messages sent from the script application.
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Figure 4.50: Common Spaces multimodal-media ecosystem diagram.

Discussion

The Common Spaces framework (Figure 4.50) was designed for transposing spatial
poetry into a digital media live performance. Several environments were created to
represent the text in distinct media spaces using a multi- sensorial approach. Creative
and collaborative performances require a media ecosystem that provides interoperabil-
ity in a flexible environment for improvisation based on real-time media manipulation.
Common Spaces provides a model for live data orchestration among applications and
devices. It is based on multimodal and multi-media sharing, taking advantage of the
available resources. This ecosystem provides a methodology for collaborative creative
work, and contributes to the Digital Humanities showing a methodology were the in-
teractors work together using tools they are already familiarized with, without having
to leave their comfort zone.

A custom graphical user interface can be customized using applications such as Tou-
chOSC or Mrmr for mobile devices that accommodates specific functionalities for each
performer. For future work, a generic and transparent interoperability protocol can
eventually replace the OSC protocol with an extended support for a collaborative work
incorporating video, audio, and control messages. The Common Spaces system was
successfully employed in live performances, showing its feasibility. This model can also
be useful for other kinds of live performances.
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Figure 4.51: Amalgamation of applications working together.

4.8 Solitária - Digital Performance

Project: Solitária
Input: Body, hands
Devices: Kinect, webcamera, microphone
Outcome: Body manipulation
Target: Puppeteers
Publication: Developed in Convento da Saudade (2015 and 2016) /debuted in Black-
box at Montemor-o-Novo (November, 2017)
Production: Companhia Alma D’arame
Type: Digital puppetry play
Focus: Media orchestration, body manipulation
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/solitaria2015

This project presented the opportunity and the challenge to participate in the creation
of an interactive digital media puppetry show with the collaboration of the professional
puppeteer Amandio Anastácio. Solitária is a production of Alma D’arame puppetry
company from Montemor-o-Novo.

https://vimeo.com/grifu/solitaria2015
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Figure 4.52: Solitária is a theatrical performance that employed puppetry techniques
to manipulate the digital media.

Creative Process

During the creation process, it is mandatory to have access to a wide range of interac-
tive media tools providing the necessary freedom to experiment. On the opposite side,
when we are obligated to use a unique environment or a set of limited tools, the cre-
ative process becomes constrained and filled with barriers. These insurmountable walls
prevent the artist to put in practice his ideas, to explore his imagination. A handful of
possibilities that are kept in the realm of our imagination. Based on the previous work
exploring frameworks for connecting applications and devices, the creative process of
Solitária was truly efficient and instead of wasting our time solving technical issues
we had the opportunity to focus mainly on the creative aspects of this production.
In fact, this project demonstrates how useful a media ecosystem is during the design
of a live performance. The implementation of this project was based on the previous
frameworks based on a constellation of applications including: Openframeworks, Pure
Data, MaxMSP, eMotion, Kinectar, Ableton, QuartzComposer, Qlab, Osculator and
Synapse. Most of these applications become active during a specific moment in the play
and are handled by Qlab in a cue list instructing the system to open or close a specific
application. The media and control flow method based on MIDI, OSC, Soundflower,
and Syphon allows the applications to communicate and exchange data. We also ex-
plored other applications that were easy to integrate in this ecosystem such as FAAST,
Kinect Spaces, or TUIOkinect. In this section the conceptual creation of Solitária is
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described as well as its technical implementation based on each challenge.

Solitária is an ongoing project that explores the human Loneliness in the solitary
confinement, imagining the behavior of a prisoner through his mind and body (Fig-
ure 4.52). How do we move, see, listen and think in a place where there is no light?
The absence of light removes any spatial–temporal references and draw us to an un-
balanced world. We are trapped in a tiny place where we can barely move. Our body
is the only connection to the physical world, the only sensor capable of recognizing the
physical space. However, our sensorial capabilities begin to misbehave and soon we
became disorientated.

Contextualization

The solitary confinement is commonly described as a prison within the prison. The
prisoner is held in a cell of approximately 7 square meters for 23 hours a day with just
one hour of exercise in a cage outside the solitary (Broadhead & Kerr, 2002). What
are the effects of this isolation on humans? There are reports that point out that
prisoners held in isolation become disoriented and have hallucinations, leading them
to despair. Solitary can contribute to make prisoners more dangerous to themselves,
engaging in self-mutilation. These solitary cells are depressing and many prisoners
commit suicide.

This play attempts to recreate the experience of an inmate in isolation in a solitary
confinement. Imagine that you are held in a dark and tiny room for a long period of
time?

Our focus was on the relations between the human gestures and the space that sur-
rounds this prisoner, the progressive behavior during isolation, from the initial disorien-
tation to the constant hallucinations. Our main reference to represent this experience
was the human behavior, body and mind. We wanted to explore a new puppetry ap-
proach using the body of the puppeteer as the main controller manipulating both sound
and visuals. These elements are generated in real-time by the performer according to
the character’s emotions and state of mind.

The project was created in two distinct residences at Convento da Saudade in Montemor-
o-Novo. One was dedicated to the sound manipulation, and the other one to the image
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Figure 4.53: Envision interaction for Solitária performance.

generation. In both explorations the main focus was the body manipulation of media
through a space-time approach, transposing puppetry techniques to a full digital media
manipulation. With this approach we wanted to answer to questions such as:

• Can we manipulate sound in a similar way as we operate a puppet?

• Does intangible manipulation provide engagement with objects creating the sense
of directness?

• Does the audience understand the body manipulation in a similar way as in
puppetry?

This puppetry project depends exclusively on digital media (sound, visuals) and on
the performer’s body and their relation is determinant for the success of the play
(Figure 4.53).

Figure 4.54: Simulation of the theatrical setup of Solitária. 3D character model by
Rodri Torres.
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Theatrical Setup

The space recreates a cell with 9 square meters and is delimited with three projection
tulles that define the walls (Figure 4.54). These semi-opaque tulles are used as screens
for the visual environment. The audience can see through the tulles and see the actor
and the other walls.

The system is composed of three front projectors, one Kinect, a web camera and several
piezoelectric. The stage floor was divided into 9 squares of 1 meter that are used to
segment the play (Figure 4.55). They are mapped to different functions and allow
the performer to trigger specific actions. Dividing the space for segmenting and for
triggering actions based on the performer’s body location is not new: Oskar Schlemmer
also divided the stage (space) with visible coordinates mapping it to the performer’s
interaction (Masura, 2007).

Figure 4.55: The stage floor was divided into 9 squares for triggering actions.

Body Interaction

We explored multiple dimensions for body interaction using: the body location in the
stage; the body’s posture; the body’s gestures. The system is based on two distinct
positioning coordinates (Figure 4.56):

• Position related to the camera (world space)

• Position related to the center of mass (body or local space).
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Figure 4.56: Body space (local coordinates) vs scenic space (world coordinates) in
Solitária setup. 3D character model by Rodri Torres.

The world space allows to manipulate parameters taking as reference the location of the
actor in the stage, and it is useful for site-specific actions such as triggering behaviors or
making objects to follow the actor. On the other hand, in the local space the position
of the body parts depends on the body of the actor itself (pelvis) independently of his
location in the stage, and is useful for gesture recognition.

Gestural Vocabulary

Figure 4.57: Hand gestures: motion ranges from different axis. 3D character model by
Rodri Torres.

The body space coordinates are calculated from the center of mass (COM) of the body
and are useful to retrieve the body’s posture independently from its position in the set
(Figure 4.57). In this project we use the center of hands (COH) as reference, which is
based on the COM with an offset in the Y axis, aligned with the shoulder. The body’s
interaction is based on the position of both hands to the COH. The XYZ coordinates
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for each hand are mapped to a motion range between the values of –1 and 1, which
represent the extremes (arms full stretched away from the center of the body). Thus,
if both hands have a value of 1 in the X axis, it means that they are wide open in
the horizontal plane. This is true even if the actor moves in the scenic space because
the hands are calculated based on the body itself, not in the location of the body on
the set. With this coordinate system and motion range, it is easy to map gestures
to one or multi dimensional parameters. For instance, we can increase the volume of
the sound, which is a unidimensional parameter, by raising the left arm. In situations
where there were multiple unidimensional parameters, we mapped different axes, such
as swiping the arm to the sides would change the panning of the sound while raising,
and lowering the arm would change its volume. This flexible mapping scheme was
employed in the control of sound and visual parameters, providing great control. The
puppeteer manipulates digital media with his hands as if operating a marionette.

We created a vocabulary based on the body posture and gestures corresponding to
certain actions or emotions such as:

• Pain or pressure - compress gesture by joining the hands.

• Strength - expand gesture - moving the hands away from each other in the X
axis.

• Fear - raising both hands in front of the face.

• Disorientation - Sliding the arms forward and backwards.

• Craziness - waving gesture.

Sound-Puppetry

In this project, sound is understood as an object, as a puppet that can be manip-
ulated by the puppeteer. We wanted to explore sound manipulation with puppetry
techniques, which we call the sound-puppetry. Sound-puppetry is based on the place-
ment or movement of body parts that drive sound parameters or generate sounds. We
wanted to map our body in particular the hands to:

• Virtual instruments;

• Sound spatialization;
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• Sound triggering;

• Waveform navigation.

To explore the different dimensions with the body we used a Kinect with OpenNI.
Then, we have also used Osceleton (and Synapse) for routing the performer’s skeleton
through OSC to an application called Kinectar for musical performance (Figure 4.58).
This application allows to map the hands local/world position to multiple actions that
are sent through MIDI protocol. Finally, we mapped the MIDI messages in Ableton to
diverse functionalities including selection, triggering, navigation or even to play musical
notes.

Figure 4.58: Sound manipulation with Kinectar where gestures trigger sound actions
such as playing the piano the Ableton Live (under the Kinectar main window).

Virtual Instrument

Kinectar allows to map the position of the hands to specific notes of an instrument.
In this way, the actor can play the piano with mid-air gestures. It is also possible
to play a specific chord when the hand reaches a certain position or even to control
arpeggios. Each hand can be mapped to different setups and actions using any axes.
So we can assign the left hand to play chords in the X axis, and the right hand to
navigate through musical notes in the X axis while the Y axis would be mapped to the
velocity of the notes. We explored these features searching for a correlation between
puppet manipulation and music performance.

Sound Spatialization

Because the space inside the cell is too small, the prisoner needs to walk in circles. To
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emphasize this circular motion we mapped the center of mass (COM) of the puppeteer
to the sound panoramic parameter. The sound follows the motion of the puppeteer in
the X and Z axes, generating a sense of spatialization. In certain parts we play with
the sound panoramic to simulate movement while the actor stays still. In these cases
the panoramic is mapped to the right hand position X and Z while the left hand takes
control of the volume or the modulation of the sound.

Sound Triggering

Each square in the scenic space was mapped to a set of sounds associated with an
action or emotion, and the actor is free to choose which sounds to play according to his
location. A hand gesture is required to trigger the sound and the gestures are defined
accordingly to each square. The body gestures were designed to represent specific
actions. For instance, to recreate a basketball sequence with dribble actions followed
by a shooting, we define in Kinectar the following mapping: the sound of a dribble will
be played every time that the right hand reaches the knee (–0.5 to –1) in the Y axis
with a specific velocity; the shoot sound is played when the actor’s right hand raises
above the head (0.5 to 1) with a specific velocity. The velocity is important to avoid
unintended triggers and to simulate the natural gesture. Many gestures can be mapped
following this model, combining different axes such as knocking on a door, punching
the face, or opening a window. With this flexible mapping the actor can improvise on
stage triggering different sounds on each location.

Waveform Navigation

We introduced a waveform navigation technique based on the X axis movement, which
allows the actor to use his left hand for navigating in the waveform and his right hand
for defining the play range (Figure 4.59). To play the range, the actor needs to make
a beat gesture with his hand in the Y axis by lowering the right hand quickly. In
this way, the actor can trigger the sound after the range selection avoiding unintended
sounds.

The actor is able to jump from distinct words on the waveform deconstructing the text
creating new sentences. He can also reduce the range constantly until reaching a sine
wave which becomes available to modulate, a continuous zoom until the atomization
of the sound. After triggering the sound, the actor can move his left hand in the Y
and Z axes to modulate the sound.
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Figure 4.59: Sound manipulation: left hand marks the beginning of the play range and
the right the defines the end, this range is updated in real-time.

Narrative

The play was divided into 6 main moments that characterize the evolution stages of
the prisoner: 1) Disorientation; 2) Hallucinations; 3) Craziness; 4) Illusion; 5) Memory
loss; 6) Despair. Each moment presents a specific interaction design which is described
in this section as well as the narrative contextualization.

Figure 4.60: The evolutionary stages in the cell from the play: 1) Disorientation; 2)
Hallucinations; 3) Craziness.

1 - Disorientation

Narrative: When the door opens to the loneliness of the solitary confinement and
the light goes out, the human being becomes a shadow of his existence and becomes
disorientated (Figure 4.60). The character attempts to explore the tiny space that
defines the cell by trying to figure out its limits, walking in circles with his hands
in the walls. This space is depicted through reverse shadows, shadows in the dark,
silhouettes of light that glow with life signals inside our minds in response to the
character’s behavior. The character seeks the last geographical references that were
kept in the retina before darkness.

Implementation: We adapted the silhouette application developed for the resurrection
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play adjusting it to draw just a glow with trails. When the actor moves he leaves trails
that describe the cell space, the trails disappears when the actor stands still.

2 - Hallucinations

Narrative: Reality is portrayed as bright vultures that glow at the heart beat rate.
Images from reality are brought into our minds through trails of light as if they were
ghosts, fragments of their existence. Extremely deformed images that appear and
disappear as hallucinations. They become moving shadows or silhouettes that are not
evident.

Implementation: Physical objects and puppets are deformed and manipulated by the
actor, who uses a web-camera for capturing fragments of images as signifiers. A patch
in Quartz Composer processes the video image captured from the camera, creating a
raster image with bright lines and trails of light.

3 - Craziness

Narrative: Reality becomes far away and we begin a journey through our memories.
We fall in a hole of images presented at a very high speed. We try to grab something
from reality, attempting to have control over the situation. We cannot dictate the
direction of this journey. From the attempt to control our mind there is a constant
struggle between reality and craziness. We fight with our hands a visual representation
of craziness. These disorganized shapes with chaotic behaviors led us to engage a
self-mutilation process.

Implementation: To materialize the audiovisual craziness representation we adapted
the Chdh Egregore patch for Pure Data. This audiovisual instrument provides physical
modeling algorithms and creates expressive visual effects through particles that are
translated into sound. Several parameters were mapped to the actor’s body gestures
allowing him to control the shape of the particles as well as the sound.

4 - Illusion

Narrative: The character tries to move away from this craziness feeling and attempts to
take control of the situation (Figure 4.61). Within this illusionary sense of control, he
seeks order and attempts to construct a reality made with geometric elements that are
manipulable through his hands challenging, his sanity as well as his dexterity. Imagine
that the steel bars from the cell become soft and manipulable.

Implementation: We used the eMotion application to create patterns of grids made
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Figure 4.61: The evolutionary stages in the cell from the play: 4) Illusion; 5) Memories;
6) Despair. Photos by the author.

with particles that are manipulable with two touch points that follow the hand position.
These control points have physics-based effectors such as attractors or oscillators, that
makes the grid to deform accordingly to the motion of the hands. In this way, the
puppeteer can create shapes or interact with the grid. In specific parts, the grid
presents physics properties and falls with gravity, simulating a piece of fabric. The
puppeteer can manipulate this piece of fabric as if it were a blanket, by pushing or
pulling it.

5 - Memory Loss

Narrative: We seem to gradually loose our memories and in an effort to retain them we
search textual references. The character reorganizes words in texts with his hands in
an attempt to create meaning, to create sentences that remind him of emotions from
his memory.

Implementation: In eMotion we animate several pieces of text for different moments.
The text made with particles is manipulable in a similar way as the grid. For instance,
by attaching an attractor operator to the control points of the hands, the puppeteer
is able to grab characters or words and place them in different locations. Another
example is the fall operator, that makes the characters fall with gravity when touched
by the actor.

6 - Despair

Narrative: Memories start to pursue him and the performer tries to runaway until he
commits suicide.

Implementation: We have implemented in eMotion an operator that makes the words
on screen to follow the performer. The performer attempts to escape by tricking the
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words with fast movements. When the words reach the performer, the cell bars start
to move, as if the solitary confinement structure becomes alive, transformed into a
puppet.

Discussion

There is a direct connection between physical and digital manipulation even with in-
tangible interaction. The way the puppeteer manipulated the virtual contents was in
a certain degree similar to how he would do with traditional puppets. The puppeteer
recognized that this experience provided a sense of directness over all the digital media,
even with the sound manipulation. He used his body as an expressive controller with
precise manipulation over the dramatic elements. Above all, it is a process of transfor-
mation, a process of transferring energy from the human agent to the physical/virtual
object. It is through this movement that the audience has the perception of a living
object.

4.9 Digital Theatrograph - Cinematographic Puppetry

Project: Digital Theatrograph: Cinematographic Puppetry
Input: Hands, feet
Devices: WIImote, MIDI
Outcome: Fusion between paper theatre and CGI and show control
Target: Puppeteers
Publication: (L. M. Leite & Lafontana, 2016) ACM ALTmm 2016
Presentation: Debuted at Mosteiro São Bento da Vitória (May, 2014)
Production: Teatro Nacional S.João with Lafontana Formas Animadas
Type: Puppetry play (Paper Theatre)
Focus: Media convergence (Paper Theater and film together)
Preview: https://vimeo.com/grifu/peregrinacao
LANC Model: https://vimeo.com/grifu/bmpc-lanc

Digital Theatrograph is a hybrid media performance supported by a cinematic the-
atrical object. We call this device the Cinetroscope - a miniaturized live interactive
studio for theatrical performances. This object was developed in response to a multi-

https://vimeo.com/grifu/peregrinacao
https://vimeo.com/grifu/bmpc-lanc
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disciplinary challenge of adapting the literary work “Peregrinação” into an augmented
paper theatre. By fusing the theatrical performance with the cinematic techniques,
we have founded a novel puppetry genre that we entitled “live cinematic-puppetry”.
This genre incorporates the improvisation and spontaneity that characterizes the pup-
pet theater, as well as the narrative structure of cinematography supported by its
visual techniques. In this section the concepts associated with this performative object
are presented, as well as the description of our methodology. The feasibility of this
technological platform was partially demonstrated through several successfully perfor-
mances.

Figure 4.62: Poster of the hybrid performance “Peregrinação”, combining paper theatre
with real-time visual effects.

Introduction

This augmented Puppet Theater project applied technological innovations commonly
employed in film production in order to combine the physical puppetry with the vir-
tual image. The fusion between Puppet Theater and Cinematography is the conceptual
basis for this hybrid performance. The crossing between the traditional puppetry tech-
niques and the film language presents a novel experience to the audience. Peregrinação
is a theatrical adaptation of the literary work from the Portuguese Fernão Mendes Pinto
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(1509–1583). It is a co-production between Teatro Nacional São João and Lafontana
Formas Animadas (Figure 4.62). This theatrical production is supported by hi-tech but
uses paper as the raw material. It is the linkage to the traditional Paper Theater and
the connection to the memories written by Mendes Pinto in his book (Figure 4.63), a
book about his adventures and misadventures during a journey into the Eastern world
in the 16th century. By combining historical narrative with fiction, his chronicles were
understood by many as exaggerated. However, today the value of his testimony is indis-
putable, based on his extensive knowledge about the Eastern world. Our adaptation is
built upon this dichotomy, between reality and fiction – between reality and virtuality.
The narrative, divided into various episodes, was challenging, requiring the represen-
tation of different locations of the world. To support this diversity, we have built a
spinning round device representing the world, holding the multiple sets and resembling
a film studio. This mechanical carousel device spins through 6 different miniaturized
sets where the action, takes place. A carousel that rotates following the course of the
journey, where 4 cameras capture the action translating it into moving pictures. These
cameras, remotely operated by a computer, provide the image resources to be mixed
in real-time. In this way, it was possible to gather all the physical elements of the
story in one place, as well as to expand the narrative resources through digital me-
dia. Our custom multimedia system allows a new augmented vision of the traditional
puppet theater, as well as the extension of the actor’s role. This new multidisciplinary
puppeteer resembled a one-man band, integrating a film director, an animator, and a
technical operator. The scenic structure that supports the play is composed by one
performative cinematic device, as well as by a large projection screen. The puppeteer
manipulates the puppets on the physical cinematic stage against a chromakey back-
drop. They are moved manually but mixed with procedural animation in real-time
and projected onto a large screen. The live audience attending the performance sees
the stage as well as the screen. They are invited to participate in a semiotic game
between the behind the scenes (stage) and the end result (screen). They look for the
manipulation references for the virtual performing objects in the actor’s gestures, thus
becoming an active audience, establishing a relationship between the physical and the
virtual objects, between the real and the fiction. This experience is similar to the tra-
ditional Javanese Wayang when the audience watches the manipulation of the Dalang
as well as the result shadows from behind the screen.
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Figure 4.63: Three-dimensional characters made with paper. Picture by Pedro Martins.

Innovations in tradition

It is important to define the notion of tradition or folklore to be able to understand its
relationship with technology. The term folklore (knowledge of the people) was coined
in 1864 by the British writer William John Thoms (Roper, 2008). It designates the
science of traditions and costumes, transmitted from generation to generation through
oral culture, writing, and crafts, or through performances such as puppetry. These
are cultural activities that have been developed by the people and represent the social
identity of a community through collective or individual creations. On the other hand,
the term technology is based on all the scientific and technical knowledge, as well as
its representations, such as tools, processes and materials. Thus, we can consider that
all expressions based on popular culture involve the learning of a specific technical
knowledge. Therefore, they have an inherent technological heritage. However, not all
researchers consider the relationship between popular culture and technology positive.
This non-consensual subject generated an ongoing debate about whether the popular
art should remain unchanged, or not. The most problematic questions are: Does the
technological innovation override the traditional heritage? Does the intersection of
artistic languages contribute to a mischaracterization of the Puppet Theatre? This
project is an attempt to answer to these questions.
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Art and Technology

Throughout history we can find numerous technological advances that inspired the
emergence of new artistic forms. Film is undoubtedly a legitimate example of this
relationship, as discussed in chapter 2.2. The roots of moving pictures can be found in
the work of Eadweard Muybridge, and in the work of the Étienne-Jules Marey. They,
invented technology that despite being developed in a scientific context contributed to
the creation of new artistic expressions and have inspired this project, in particular
the Zoopraxiscope (Muybridge, 1893) and the chronophotography (Marey, 1884).
Traditional and popular art can also motivate technological innovations or be used
as a technological resource. An example of this loop can be seen in Lotte Reiniger’s
animated film The Adventures of Prince Achmed (1926). She introduced technological
resources in film production that were brought from the traditional shadow theatre
(Bastiancich, 1982; Pocock & Rosebush, 2002).

Technology: in-between the real and the virtual existence

In a similar way, Jim Henson brought to television the traditional glove puppets with
the “muppets” and contributed to the technological evolution of puppetry with the
virtual marionette “Waldo” (B. J. Jones, 2013). Researchers and artists have been
exploring new technologies applied to theatre to extend the potential of the performer
on stage, such as those from the eRena project discussed previsouly (Hirtes et al.,
1999) experimenting digital puppetry within the theatrical performance, exploring the
technical “behind-the-scenes” requirements to support the artistic activities. There are
obvious advantages in using digital media and interactive environments to augment
the theatrical experience (Thompson et al., 2012). The most conservative puppeteers
deny the introduction of novel technologies within traditional puppetry. There are
a number of examples of hybrid performances that fuse traditional puppetry with
digital interactive media, and which were already mentioned in section 3.3.5 such as
It/I: A Theater Play (1997), or Picture at an Exhibition (2011). Another powerful
technique commonly employed in film post-production and which can be used in live
performances is the chromakey. This technique was explored with digital puppetry by
Ian Grant (Grant, 2008) using real-time video mixing to create a talking puppet. By
painting part of his face with a color he was able to extract and place a video-based
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physical mouth in a virtual puppet. Technology can also be used as a bridge between
the real and the virtual world. The combination of these two worlds was proposed
by Nitsche and Kirschner (Nitsche & Kirschner, 2013) and discussed in section 3.2.4.
Their hybrid interface to control cameras and objects in the virtual environment was
based on the manipulation of tangible and non-tangible devices in the physical space.
While the physical contact with the tangible objects provides a familiar experience to
the manipulator, the virtual representation provides endless possibilities to explore the
narrative. In this sense, physical and virtual manipulations are fused into an augmented
storytelling system.

Theatrograph

The use of the term Animatograph as animated photographs is an example of the
inseparable relationship between the genesis of animation and the pre-cinema, as re-
ferred in section 2.2.1. In the early days of moving pictures, the Animatograph was also
known as Theatrograph, describing a device capable of recording as well as projecting
the film. Inspired by this notion, we have adopted the term Theatrograph to describe
a real-time hybrid performance that fuses theatre with film. On the other hand, the
term Cinetroscope was adopted to describe the interactive device that supports the
dramatic components. It is a cinematic-puppetry object resembling a carousel, an al-
legory of a miniaturized world as in “Gulliver’s Travels”. The puppeteer, located at the
center of this metaphoric world, manipulates all the elements in the set as if he were a
god. Conceptually, the Cinetroscope can be understood as a technological evolution of
the Zoetrope, or even a digital upgrade of the Emile Reynaud’s Praxinoscope, which
changed the view point of the single viewer making the contents available to a larger
audience. Theatrograph follows this concept supported by the Cinetroscope, providing
a larger viewpoint to the traditional small size Paper Theatre. It can be described as
a small film studio equipped with cameras and lights as well as a projection machine
combining real with virtual scenography. Our Cinetroscope is also an illusionary de-
vice that plays with the perception. This illusion is achieved through digital processes
and does not rely on the persistence of vision. In this mixed reality show, reality is
coupled with virtuality. It is a sort of spectacle of illusionism built upon the tradi-
tional aesthetics of the Paper Theatre. The audience is invited to deconstruct the
mixed image in order to find its references. Without disrupting from the narrative the
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audience is able to see simultaneously the behind-the-scenes (puppetry) and the final
result (movie). They become an active element in the interpretation and combination
of the elements. This hybrid spectacle can be understood as a live cinematic-puppetry
performance. It is a crossing between cinematography and paper theatre supported by
digital technologies.

Multimedia Ecosystem

The development of a multimedia environment capable of handling all the requirements
for this show was not trivial, presenting multiple challenges. Our major requirements
were related to:

1. Scale: transforming the scale of the Paper Theatre (screen).

2. Views: multiple points of view (cameras).

3. Sets: several interchangeable sets supporting the narrative (scenography and
light).

4. Orchestration: the control and orchestration of all media in one flexible and
simple interface (control).

To answer each of these requirements, many solutions were investigated, and many
were already discussed in previous sections or experimented in previous projects.

1. To increase the scale maintaining the notion of the miniaturized world we ex-
tended the theatrical object with a large projection screen to present the “aug-
mented” media. The screen was also a metaphor for the journey, representing
the sail of the ship.

2. By adopting cinematic methods we were able to show different points of view to
the audience. By switching cameras in real-time the puppeteer presents specific
angles for the action, thus increasing the dramatic tension and the narrative
continuity.

3. To present distinct scenarios we built 6 sets with custom lighting placed above the
circular base of the Cinetroscope. To extend each set we have used virtual scenog-
raphy through chromakey compositing. This technique allowed us to replace or
change the appearance of puppets, props and backgrounds.
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4. A digital orchestration framework was designed to handle the input devices and
the digital media. This system was based on interoperability and communication
protocols that supported the multi-application setting in a similar approach as
the previous projects.

Figure 4.64: Schematic view of the camera setup for Cinetroscope.

Multiple Points of View

We found a great challenge choosing the appropriate cameras that could meet our
requirements, including: small size; broadcasting quality (resolution and definition);
remote control; depth of field and focal length. These last features were important
to create different framing shots. For the final setup we choose 3 Blackmagic Pocket
Cameras (BMPC) and one GoPro Hero3 (Figure 4.64). The GoPro was employed to
capture the wide shots. On the other hand, the BMPC’s, equipped with the Panasonic
Lumix G X Vario 12- 35mm lenses with motorized zoom, were used to capture the
medium shots and the close-ups. To support camera movement we installed a me-
chanical rotating device (robot) above the central BMPC, achieving both horizontal
(PAN) and vertical panoramic (TILT). This robot, controlled by a computer via the
Digital Multiplex protocol (DMX), provides smooth movements as well as fast move-
ments. Two distinct methods were employed to remotely control the cameras. While
the GoPro was controlled by a wireless interface (WIFI), the BMPC was controlled by
a custom built wired device (Figure 4.65). This device operates as an interface between
the camera and the computer. It is based on the SONY control protocol - the Logic
Application Control Bus System (LANC). This serial communication protocol works
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with electrical pulses that control the features of the equipment. However, despite the
support of this protocol by the BMPC, the control messages differ from those used by
SONY.

Figure 4.65: Remote control device for the BMPC.

To find the corresponding messages, we had to make an exhaustive survey. We had
to experiment several combinations and the final mappings are presented in Table 4.1.
This contribution, as well as the code and the schematics of this device, are available
at the project’s supporting web page.2 The device was built on top of an Arduino pro-
totyping shield using diodes, resistors and transistors. A custom circuit board printed
on a CNC router was designed to support the electric components. The serial commu-
nication works as follows: first the LANC channel is opened increasing the electrical
load to about +5V, then reduce the load and send the commands by impedance os-
cillation that represent binary sequences. A program was developed in C language
for the control operations and data conversions and uploaded into the Arduino. From
one side, the device communicates with the cameras via LANC. From the other side,
the communication with the computer is made through MIDI protocol via serial port
(USB). To send and receive the MIDI data through the serial port we had to use an
intermediate application. This application converts the serial-MIDI to standard and
usable MIDI signals called Hairless-MIDI. Finally, we setup a sequence of control mes-
sages in the script to be triggered during the show. This script controls the camera
operations including zoom, depth of field, diaphragm, or auto-focus, as well as the
rotation of the robot for dynamic framings.

2Virtual Marionette website: http://virtualmarionette.grifu.com.
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Table 4.1: LANC messages for controlling the BMPC

Hex. Address Functionality Pulses in binary sequences

0x28, 0x45 Near focus {0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0} {1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0}

0x28, 0x47 Far focus {0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0} {1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0}

0x28, 0x53 IRIS- {0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0} {1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0}

0x28, 0x55 IRIS+ {0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0} {1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0}

0x28, 0x43 Auto focus {0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0} {1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0}

0x28, 0xAF Auto IRIS {0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0} {1,1,1,1,0,1,0,1}

0x18, 0x33 REC {0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0} {1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0}

Virtual Scenography

Virtual scenography extends the physical sets opening new possibilities to describe
Mendes Pinto journey around the world. Distinct environments were created blending
the live action with the animated backgrounds and foregrounds. Props, objects and
parts of the set were painted with uniform and non-brightening colors - blue-screen and
green-screen (Figure 4.66). Video and CGI were combined (matte) through chroma-
keying, mixing and replacing the painted areas of the video image with computer
graphics.

Figure 4.66: Mixing live action with procedural animation using chromakey.

We found several issues implementing the chromakey. For instance, the puppeteer
casted shadows on the set, or the variable lighting from each scene generated noise.
Thus, we had special concern with the lighting design for the chromakey sets. We
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tried to achieve the most homogeneous lighting environment, reducing the chromatic
oscillations to achieve the cleanest key as possible. To remove the shadows casted by the
puppeteer, we have used image masks (traveling mattes), avoiding the contamination of
the background with the resulting gradient from the shadow. We also developed a real-
time color-keying tool inside Apple Quartz Composer (QC). The tool allows the user
to configure several features. It includes adjustable multiplier to each color, threshold,
and smoothing ratio. It also allows the user to choose the image or animation to be
used as background (Figure 4.67).

Figure 4.67: Quartz tool for real-time Chroma key running inside Qlab.

Multimedia Orchestration

In this project we have combined different types of media including photography, video,
text, sound, computer graphics (CGI), and animation. Multiple techniques were em-
ployed to produce the animation: keyframe, procedural, and performance animation
methods. Performance animation, which is produced in real-time by the puppeteer,
provides spontaneous motion. Procedural animation is generated through mathemat-
ical algorithms and procedures. It allows the generation of complex effects such as
smoke or water. The classical keyframe animation provides expressive motion by set-
ting up the motion parameters for each frame. To increase the integration of the CGI
within the video image we used a multi-layer setup, placing the video-layer in between
CGI layers or the other way around. We simulated the parallax scrolling to provide
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the sense of distance through depth of field. It simulates a similar effect as the Dis-
ney’s multi-plane camera (Thomas & Johtnson, 1981), where the objects closer the
camera move faster than the most distant objects. To orchestrate all these elements it
was determinant to design a digital ecosystem, capable of combining all the media as
well as to provide the control features to operate the show (Figure 4.68). This digital-
media ecosystem is based on the interoperability between applications that generate
and process the media and orchestrate the signal flow through the network of tools and
devices.

Figure 4.68: Quartz Composer patch for animation, combining media, mixing Syphon
layers, and controlling the operations with OSC, MIDI messages.

The ecosystem was built as an interface to support the multitude of applications that
run simultaneously and share their resources. Each application is responsible for a set
of tasks on the image. To share the image between the various applications we used
the Syphon technology. It routes the video output (frame buffer) from one application
to the input of another application as a media asset. This real-time sequential pro-
cedure allows the image to be composed gradually during each stage until it reaches
the screen projection. We used the Open Sound Control (OSC) and MIDI protocols
to exchange data between applications and devices. This system is a sort of digital
orchestra where the data flows through the several actors. The conductor of this or-
chestra is an application known as Qlab, managing all the cues in the script sequence.
The puppeteer navigates through the script by pushing buttons on a MIDI pedal with
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his foot. Qlab is a central application on our framework behaving in a similar way as a
router. It is responsible for multiple tasks including: playing the sound and displaying
the video; generating the text; capturing the image from the cameras; processing the
image effects; or for controlling the show operations. Our video framework is based on
four steps:

1. Cameras capture the image;

2. Qlab forwards the image through Syphon;

3. QC mixes the video image with CGI;

4. Qlab projects the returned image on screen.

Qlab works with embedded QC patches, extending its functionalities in a sort of uni-
fied environment. In this way, all the programs developed in QC can be presented
as internal Qlab features. QC was determinant in the framework and responsible for
several tasks. They include: chromakey, image blending, procedural and performance
animation, mixing and controlling the Syphon layers. In addition to these function-
alities a video monitoring program for the puppeteer was developed. It mirrors the
output and presents the raw and mixed images. Thus, the puppeteer is able to fine-
tune the chromakey, adjusting the lighting during the show. Other applications and
devices were employed in the control of the operations. To control the lighting and
the robotics we used QLC+ and Modul8, the latter being also employed for producing
image effects. In specific situations, when the performer is not standing inside the
Cinetrsocope and the MIDI pedal is not in reach, we had to find a remote control al-
ternative. For this particular situation we used the Nintendo WII remote (WIImote).
This wireless motion controller is equipped with accelerometers, buttons, and an in-
frared camera, which was discussed in previous sections. To access these features from
the computer, we have used the application OSCulator, which routes the signals to the
other applications though OSC.

Discussion

Digital Theatrograph is an interactive playground, a hybrid-performing spectacle that
fuses two artistic forms. It combines the traditional puppetry performance with cin-
ematic language, combined through technological resources. The open-source tools
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Figure 4.69: Cinetroscope multimedia ecosystem scheme.

that were developed allow this system to be replicated for other plays, providing a
full customizable multi-camera setting with virtual scenography (Figure 4.69). This
work is not closed and there are several directions for the future. For instance, this
system is platform-dependent (OSX) but could be ported to Windows using the Spout
framework instead of Syphon. The large screen projection solves the scale issue but
generates a separation between the physical and the virtual representations. It would
be interesting to unite the two perspectives by mapping the video directly on stage. A
free manipulated camera for the puppeteer could also provide a sort of puppet vision.
Sensors inside the puppets and gesture recognition could also be explored to generate
reactive graphics. We started this project inspired by a traditional art form, searching
ways to extend and enhance the theatrical experience without mischaracterizing its
essential dramatic aspects. At the end, we have achieved a new puppetry genre that
we can call “live cinematic-puppetry”, where the audience constructs its own theatrical
experience, mixing the reality with illusion. The active spectator becomes immerse in
this augmented vision, in one side the physical puppetry performance (stage) and in
the other side the virtual animated representation (screen).
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4.10 Digital Puppetry Workshops

From my early explorations, I felt the need to disseminate the art of digital puppetry
using low-cost devices among game designers, animators, and puppeteers.To achieve
this, it was important to develop a simple methodology towards a generic use.

Figure 4.70: Digital puppetry workshops: (Left) Poster image for the Animatronix
workshop; (Right) Picture from the Labpuppit laboratory at Montemor-o-Novo.

The first workshop was called “Animatronix - performance animation workshop”, a title
inspired by the animatronics technique (Figure 4.70). This workshop took place at the
4th Annual Conference in Sciences and Art of Video Games at the Faculty of Sciences
from the University of Porto in 2011. The main goal for this half-day workshop was
to present technologies, methodologies and to introduce the participants to the rigging
procedure of 2D puppets using the performance animation software Animata. Many of
the participants associated performance animation just to the motion capture systems
and did not know the potential of using digital puppetry methods based on low-cost
devices applied to the production of animation for video games.

Workshop During the Puppetry Festival at Montemor-o-Novo

Later, I was invited to share my findings and methodology in a puppetry festival.
The “Lab-Puppit” was a four-day workshop designed for the puppeteer community at
the 6th International Puppetry Festival at Montemor-o-Novo. The main objective of
this experimental digital puppetry laboratory was to present a performance animation
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framework and to explore manipulation techniques. The participants had the oppor-
tunity to experiment the rigging process and to manipulate puppets in real-time using
their bodies through low-cost devices with the aid of a drama teacher. At the end, they
developed a puppetry project presented to the public combining storytelling, music,
and performance animation. The project, called “Upside down”, presents the distinct
vision of the world from the point of view of a girl and a boy that try to interact
with each other. Two stick figures representing a girl and a boy perform in mirrored
dimensions in a blackboard, one turned up and the other turned down, both separated
by an invisible ground plane. The girl interacts with a pictorial flower and when she
throw this object to the boy’s side it transforms into a pictorial button. This prop is
the communication link between both worlds, an object that suffers a metamorphosis
and invites the characters to play with each other. After knowing each other, the boy
reaches the girl’s side and both become friends.

A system was developed to support this dramatic play with the following hardware
setup: two computers, two Kinects, two Wiimotes, two video projectors, and two
touch surfaces (Figure 4.71). The Sensebloom Osceleton was employed to capture the
skeleton’s of the performers retrieved from the Kinect sensor. The skeleton data is then
sent to Animata for driving the stick figures. The facial expressions of each puppet
was controlled in real-time by digital puppeteers through touch devices using a custom
TouchOSC interface that sends OSC signals to Osculator installed on both computers.
The Osculator application transforms these signals and sends them appropriately to
Animata. The Wiimotes were also connected to Osculator for controlling the XY
coordinates of the props in Animata, as well as their appearance. Each puppet was
controlled by one computer and the animation sent to a specific video projector. With
the touch surface, the puppeteer was also able to place the puppet in the virtual space
using a 2D panel in TouchOSC, as well as to control the puppet’s orientation. In this
way it was possible to flip in the vertical axis the boy character for the end scene. Up to
six digital puppeteers can perform with this system simultaneously: two for the body
performance, two for the facial expressions, and two for the props manipulation.

A supporting web platform was developed to provide the online resources and activities
required for the workshop, such as exercises.

The puppeteers were able to endow life to the digital puppets, manipulating them
with their hands and with their bodies. This project has shown, to the participants
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Figure 4.71: Workshop scheme: four digital puppeteers performing with distinct ma-
nipulation techniques supported by different devices. 3D character model by Rodri
Torres.

as well as to the public, the expressive potential of digital puppetry. By animating
the facial expressions and the bodies of the digital puppets, simple stick figures were
brought to life in a unique way inside of a blackboard. The puppeteers understood
the rigging and mapping techniques and felt that they were in direct control of the
puppets. They considered that the system provided a great level of directness and
were surprised by the expressiveness of the animation, although sometimes they were
not able to achieve a specific pose or action with their puppets using the body motion.
Some of the participants found similarities between traditional and digital puppetry
and considered to explore their fusion in the future.

Workshop During the International Animation Festival at Espinho (CINAN-

IMA)

A similar workshop was presented at the International Animation Festival CINANIMA.
It followed the same output approach, using a 2D animation environment and the same
input paradigm based on low-cost interactive devices. The methodology was based on
four main steps (Figure 4.72): 1) Design; 2) Rig; 3) Map; 4) Perform.

Each step was based on previous experiences, observations and research. The design-
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Figure 4.72: Digital puppetry workshop methodology based on 4 steps: Designing the
creatures; rigging the puppets; processing the input signals and mapping them to the
rig; performing with the virtual marionettes.

ing phase showed some of the best practices for creating 2D expressive characters for
performance animation, preparing them for articulation; the rigging process that was
presented focused on the action and personality of each character, as well as on the
amount and quality of the signals provided from the input device; the mapping pro-
cedure has shown to the participants techniques of signal processing for managing the
input devices as well as methods for connecting the performer input to the rig of the
virtual objects, for driving the characters as well as for directing the show in real-time.
The final step was intended to be more explorative, and allowed each participant to
experiment different techniques for manipulating the virtual objects using their body
motion or their hands.

Two days of workshop were not enough to build an entire project from scratch, so
there was the need to prepare a base line for the final project before the beginning
of the workshop. In this way, it was possible to create a more complex play with
multiple characters, props and virtual scenery. The participants had the opportunity
to work directly on the characters of the play during the learning process and customize
them.

In this workshop it was given more time for the participants to explore the interaction
methods, in particular using the body as interface. Exploring multiple bodies with the
Kinect sensor drove us to an interesting observation (Figure 4.73). We can trick the
sensor and track two bodies as one skeleton when two bodies are close together and
act as a unique shape. With this trick we can extend the human skeleton and distort
the standard human proportions, which can be useful to drive non-human creatures.
The digital puppetry project developed during the workshop was an adaptation on
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Figure 4.73: Pictures from the Digital puppetry workshop at Cinanima: (Left) Rigging
the puppets; (Right) exploring body tracking tricks, two performers are tracked as one
skeleton.

the classic story of the “Three Little Pigs”. Four characters were rigged accordingly
to the manipulation method, the wolf character was driven by the performer’s body
motion and the three little pigs were manipulated by a bimanual interface. The idea
was to create a theatrical set with multiple animated layers where the characters could
perform and interact. An animated curtain was included to change between sets in a
similar way as in the classic theatrical play. The director could bring down the virtual
curtain whenever it was necessary to change the set, props, or to allow the digital
puppeteers to place their puppets for the next scene.

Figure 4.74: Devices employed in the workshop.

Multiple devices were employed to support the digital puppetry operations such as
motion controllers, touch surfaces, keyboards, and depth sensors (Figure 4.74). The
depth sensor was employed for tracking the body motion of one performer for driving
the Wolf puppet, three Wiimotes and three Nunchucks were distributed among three
digital puppeteers for manipulating the pig characters, and one Ipad was used for
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directing the play.

A bimanual interface was designed to support the digital puppetry manipulation of
each pig character, using a Wiimote in one hand and a wireless Nunchuck in the other
hand. The interface setup provided a wide range of actions. Designing the skeleton
of the puppet inside Animata is somehow similar to the traditional marionette rigging
process. Animata’s bone movement is based on a physical model resembled to an
inverse kinematics chain, allowing the characters to move easily and behave natural. A
tiny movement in a joint can influence the whole chain, resulting in a rich animation,
but it can also generate unpredictable movements. To prevent unwanted motion, it
is mandatory to create constraints. However, Animata does not provide a constraint
system, and the only way to limit the motion of the bones is to use fixed joints and to
create specific bones that are used to constraint the structure, which can be resembled
to how puppeteers rig their puppets. Fixed joints were placed in strategic positions to
maintain the puppet’s structure as well as to behave as control points to push or pull
other joints. When the bones attached to these joints shrink, they pull the non-fixed
joints. On the other hand, when the bones expand, the non-fixed joints are pushed
making the attached geometry to move towards.

Figure 4.75: Wiimote and Nunchuck mapping scheme with the character rigging struc-
ture; Digital puppetry bimanual interface for driving one character.
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The accelerometer of the Wiimote was mapped to the layer position making the whole
puppet to move in space. The Wiimote arrows controlled the arms and legs of the
puppet (Figure 4.75). When pressed, these buttons send a specific value defined in
Osculator that makes the bones to shrink, pulling the non-fixed joints and consequently
moving the attached geometries. The button B from the Wiimote locked the position
preventing unwanted movements disabling the accelerometer. On the other hand, the
button A changed the mapping preset allowing a set of distinct mappings for each scene.
The Nunchuck joystick was mapped to the head joint (XY) position in Animata. While
the Y axis push the head up and down, the X axis makes the head turn left and right
because of the adjacent bones. The accelerometer of the Nunchuck was mapped to
the root joint making the body to move in the XY position. The button Z opened
the mouth by expanding the mouth bone, and the button C compresses the head bone
pushing the head up.

Figure 4.76: TouchOSC interface for controlling the show.

For directing the play, a custom graphics interface was designed for the Ipad running
the TouchOSC application (Figure 4.76). The director could place each character in
the XYZ space using the Ipad, save their positions, and load them whenever needed.
Among other operations, the director could trigger the visibility of each object in the
scene, operate the curtain, or even simulate the blowing behavior on each house de-
formed by a rig system. A multi-camera operation system was also included in the Ipad
interface allowing the director to move and place the camera in the XYZ in real-time,
or to save each camera position in a set of presets for switching during the play. In
this way, the director was free to create different camera angles for specific scenes or to
simulate a camera’s traveling behavior. However, to support all these operations, it was
necessary to design an interactive system based on a set of applications. Each applica-
tion or authoring environment was briefly explained during the workshop and explored
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within the digital puppetry field. An e-learning platform was developed to support
the classes, providing several resources and activities that the participants could access
even after the workshop. Employing an active learning method, the participants had
to solve practical exercises to apply digital puppetry techniques and understand how
to connect, process and map different devices to character armatures. Each partici-
pant brought specific equipments, from input devices to their own computers. Multiple
applications were explored in order to support the different hardware settings and re-
quirements from each participant, such as operations systems, or freeware alternatives
to comercial applications. During the workshop the participants had the opportunity
to work with Osceleton (multi-platform, open source), GlovePie (Windows, freeware),
Osculator (OSX, comercial), Pure Data (multi platform, open source), Touch OSC
(IOS/Android, comercial), and Animata (Figure 4.77).

Figure 4.77: System workflow: 1 - Nunchuck for controlling the skeleton of the pig
character and the Ipad for controlling the scene; 2 - Wide shot of the scene in Animata
preview; 3 - Wiimote and Nunchuck mapping in Osculator; 5 - Scene control in Pure
Data; 6 - Tracing the Nunchuck motion signals inside Osculator; 7 - Animata com-
positing view with bones and joints; 8 - Capturing the body skeleton in Osceleton; 9 -
Medium shot in Animata preview.

The framework based on a OSC data flow supported the network communications be-
tween the different devices, applications and computers acting as virtual wires. In this
way, all the participants were able to join the play in a collaborative environment.
Different applications were used, depending on each computer setting. On Windows
machines they used the Glovepie for capturing input devices (mouse, microphone, Wi-
imote, Nunchuck) as well as for processing the signals, including noise reduction. On
the Macintosh machines they used the Osculator application for handling the Wiimotes
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and Nunchucks. The Kinect skeleton generated by the body motion of the performer
was routed to OSC through Osceleton using the OpenNI, which works on both systems.
Pure Data (PD) and Animata also run in both platforms. The PD environment was em-
ployed for processing and mapping the signals incoming from the Ipad and microphone.
All the signals processed in these applications were then sent through the network via
OSC using the messaging pattern from Animata. This application transformed all the
signals into motion, rendering the animation for the output screen.

Figure 4.78: Live performance of the project developed during the workshop.

The final presentation was a digital puppetry play performed by three digital pup-
peteers manipulating the pig characters with a bimanual interface, one body puppeteer
driving the wolf character, and one director switching the cameras, manipulating the
props, and operating the show (Figure 4.78). Three different sets supported the story
line, organized into three acts and separated by a curtain operated by the director.
The play was improvised through performance animation but procedural animation
was also included for animating elements such as the “sun” or the “ocean”. To simu-
late the Disney’s multiplane camera and obtain the parallax effect when moving the
virtual camera in space, the elements in the set were distributed through the Z axis.
At the end, the participants had fun manipulating their characters and interpreting
their plays. After discussing the performance with the participants, it was possible to
conclude that they felt immersed in the play and interacted with each other making vi-
sual and sound signals. The participants revealed that they had the sensation of being
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in a direct contact with their characters even when they did not achieve a successful
pose or action. On the other hand, although the participants clearly understood the
methodology, they pointed that leading with multiple unknown applications is com-
plex, in particular in a short amount of time and felt some difficulties in completing
all the tasks. However, most of them has shown interest in continuing the explorations
and applying digital puppetry in their fields. This project has shown the potential of
digital puppetry to the participants as well as to the public, helping to disseminate the
art of performance animation.

4.11 Critical Thinking

All of these explorations were important to understand the different aspects of dig-
ital puppetry including: how to apply theoretical research into practice; how digital
puppetry and interactive digital media can enhance traditional puppetry; the distinct
expressions of digital puppetry; how the audience perceives a digital puppetry play
or its fusion with other art forms; the digital puppeteer relationship with their pup-
pets and their experience in manipulation; identify the challenges and opportunities of
digital puppetry in distinct contexts;

One way to put in practice my research work was by collaborating with artists, theatre
companies, schools, and other organizations.

Frágil - Working with the puppetry company “Teatro de Marionetas do Porto” I was
able to combine traditional puppetry with computer animation, fusing rod puppets
with computer keyframe animation, and digital puppetry. While keyframe animation
requires that the puppeteers rehearse their actions synchronizing them with the com-
puter characters to trick the audience, digital puppetry promotes the improvisation
and requires simple and effective animation as well as a visible relationship with the
puppeteer or with other physical puppets.

Prometeu - The Prometeu project was an opportunity to explore the illusionary phe-
nomena of digital shadows, combining one of the most traditional puppetry forms, the
shadow theatre, with digital media and digital puppetry. This successful project, devel-
oped in collaboration with Casa da Música and TFA, was presented in diverse countries
and recognized by traditional puppetry festival such as “the Golden Dolphin” at the
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International Puppetry Festival in Varna (Bulgaria), at Feira Internacional de Teatro
de Castilla y Leon at Ciudad Rodrigo (Spain), or Festival Internacional de Titeres de
Tolosa (Basque Country). This points that digital media and digital puppetry are
recognized and understood as modern resources for creating a puppetry play. In the
context of this project I was invited for a round table in the shadow festival “Interna-
tionales Schattentheater Festival Schwabisch Gmund” in Germany to debate the use
of technological means within the shadow theatre. From my understanding, the main
issue in using technological means with shadow puppetry derives from the process of
generating the shadows, and, the most important aspect is how the audience perceives
the shadows, and not how the puppeteer generates them.

Inversus - Most of the resources employed in the creation of a puppetry play are based
on recycled materials/objects or derive from a supply store. This process of looking
into materials and objects from a different angle was the inspiration for creating Inver-
sus. This interactive Kinetic-Audio-Visual instrument made with recycled materials
challenges the participants to play with a familiar object in an unfamiliar way. It makes
an inversion on the usages of common objects transforming output devices into input
sensors. A multi sensorial machine that motivates the relationship between sound,
animation, and kinematics; between analog and the digital realm; between the virtual
and the physical world; between light and shadow.

Rag Dolls - The Rag Dolls project was developed to understand how non-expert pup-
peteers in particular young children, interact with digital puppets using their hands.
Based on the Kinect device it was possible to create a non-tangible, non intrusive
interactive installation built inside a traditional puppet booth and take the digital
puppetry experience to different communities. The exploration of these physical-based
rag puppets can be resembled to the experience of young children playing with dolls.
It motivates the participants to imagine and improvise in a virtual environment while
working with their bodies. An evaluation of this project with children under 5 years
old demonstrated that first-time users exploring this non-tangible manipulation tech-
nique achieved positive results, even constrained to one hand interaction. Bimanual
manipulation requires a high level of coordination between the two hands, which is
hard to achieve with younger children.

Resurrection - The introduction of digital puppetry in live actor’s theatre was ex-
plored with the project Resurrection. This project, divided into a theatrical play and
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a performance, was developed in collaboration with the School of Performing Arts of
Porto (ESMAE) involving all of the school domains including music, theatre, and mul-
timedia. Multiple devices and manipulation techniques were explored for the theatrical
play, while for the performance it was employed just the Kinect sensor to capture the
body motion of the actors. Based on the observations taken during the rehearsals I
realized that the actors need some time to explore the tools and methods in order to
advantage of their body expression and manipulation skills. While rehearsing for the
second performance, the actors found an interesting method for driving the virtual
shadows with the live actors.

Common Spaces - I was invited to collaborate with projects such as PO.EX to dissem-
inate the digital archive of the portuguese experimental literature, combining multiple
art forms, including digital puppetry, working with actors and musicians. With this
project I was challenged to explore digital puppetry techniques with spatial poetry ar-
ticulated with the performative aspects of digital media. For the artistic performance
Untitled it was necessary to develop a digital ecosystem, Common Spaces, capable of
combining and reusing different types of media, as well as of routing control signals.
With this system it was possible to create a dialog between all the interactors that
manipulate signals and feed them into the chain, creating a sort of digital intermedia
orchestra.

Solitária - Working with the puppetry company “Alma D’rame” I had the opportunity
to explore multiple digital puppetry approaches. Most of the audiovisual elements of
the Solitária play were created by the computer and manipulated by the puppeteer in
real-time through his body and hand motion. Through a camera feed, the puppeteer
captured puppets and objects into the virtual realm applying digital processes to the
image that reacted to the puppeteer’s body. Digital puppetry techniques were employed
to capture the input of the puppeteer and map them to the animated elements that
support the narrative. The concept of sound puppetry was also explored in this project,
generating and manipulating the sound with the hands and body motion.

Digital Theatrograph - The fusion between Puppet Theater and Cinematography
was explored with Digital Theatrograph, crossing the line between traditional puppetry
and the film medium. This project was developed in collaboration with the theatre
“Teatro Nacional S.João” and the puppetry company “Lafontana Produções Artísticas”.
By applying technological innovations to a traditional art form, we have presented a
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novel experience to the audience, reinventing the puppet theatre into a new artistic
medium. This hybrid performance fuses the paper theatre with the most modern
film production techniques. The play Peregrinação is presented in a miniaturized live
interactive studio, a sort of Zoopraxiscope device that we call Cinetroscope. This
apparatus supports a new genre of theatre that we called “live cinematic-puppetry”
providing a sort of augmented vision where the audience experiences a fusion between
puppetry and multimedia. The puppeteer in “Digital Theatrograph” plays god of all
creations and manipulations, a one man show.

Final Considerations

All of these projects have contributed to a critical thinking, to understand and expe-
rience the multiple contexts of digital puppetry.

During the explorative work I had developed tools to support the digital puppetry ac-
tivities, such as the OSCeleton 2 Ramdance Patch - a patch for MaxMSP that connects
the Microsoft Kinect via OSCeleton to the visual performative application Ramdance. I
also designed interactive experiences, developed digital puppetry games, disseminated
the art of digital puppetry through public exhibitions, masterclasses or demos, ex-
plored methodologies and techniques for manipulating virtual puppets, and conducted
experiences and interviews with animators and puppeteers, including Stephen Mot-
tram, to understand the differences and similarities between puppetry and animation.
I also learned about traditional puppetry attending to masterclasses and workshops
with master puppeteers including Michael Meschke, or Bernd Ogrodnik. Finally, the
digital puppetry workshops allowed me to share my findings as well as to provide tools,
techniques and methodologies for others to explore the potential of digital puppetry.
At the end of this explorative journey, I realized the need to define a model for digi-
tal puppetry capable of guiding non-expert artists to take advantage of performance
animation, in particular with low-cost devices. There is also the lack of freeware or
opensource multi-platform tools to support digital puppetry activities to be used in
learning contexts. Rather than creating new specific tools for digital puppetry, we can
reinvent or appropriate tools that already exist, such as game engines. Why should
an application be used just for one unique task, or context? As shown in Inversus,
we can “hack” or appropriate applications for purposes other than the original design,
by opening them it to external control. By exposing their functionalities to the out-
side, they can potentialize new application domains and new explorations. The Kinect
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and Wiimote hack phenomena are an example of how devices and applications can be
useful in other contexts other than the ones that they were original designed for. In
a hypothetical and exaggerated scenario, we can imagine using a word processor as a
performance animation engine. Even though it was not designed to create animation,
it may present features that can be employed in the generation of animation.



Chapter 5

Towards an Interaction Model for

Digital Puppetry

5.1 Digital Puppetry Requirements

Digital puppetry requires specific approaches for defining the rigging, designing the
controllers, and establishing the mappings between puppet and puppeteer. The digital
puppetry main requirements are identified in this section.

5.1.1 Design Space for Digital Puppetry

Reality Interaction Space

Digital puppetry requires a specific interface design approach than those oriented for
the classic computer animation tasks. An interaction approach can provide the ap-
propriate interface design to handle the multitude of media that characterizes digital
puppetry, supporting its expressive manipulation in real-time. As discussed in section
2.3.1 many post-WIMP interface approaches seek interaction styles closer to the real
world experiences. Jacob et al. (R. J. K. Jacob et al., 2008) proposes a Reality-
Based Interaction (RBI) framework based on real world knowledge and awareness with
four themes: naive physics, the awareness and skills from the human body; from the
environment; and from the social interaction.

420
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• Naive Physics (NP) - the perception that people have of the basic physical world
principles such as the understanding of gravity;

• Body Awareness and Skills (BAS) - the awareness of our physical bodies and the
skills we have to control and coordinate them;

• Environment Awareness and Skills (EAS) - refers to our physical presence in the
environment and the skills we have for manipulating it or for its navigation.

• Social Awareness and Skills (SAS) - the awareness of other people and the skills
for interacting with them.

These reality-based interaction themes covers the most important manipulation as-
pects of puppetry. While the notion of physics (NP) is fundamental for operating a
marionette taking advantage of its weight, the body skills (BAS) allow the puppeteer
to use his hand dexterity for manipulating a glove puppet. The puppeteer uses the
surrounding environment (EAS) to drive the puppet through a wooden floor, and in-
teracts with the audience (SAS) inviting them to participate, or with other puppeteers,
when manipulating a collaborative puppet such as the Bunraku. These themes are ap-
propriated for generic interaction design and provide a good starting point for digital
puppetry.

Digital Puppetry Mechanics

Digital puppetry presents similar interaction mechanics as the traditional counterpart.
The puppeteer operates a controller that is mapped to a puppet. It involves an input
device, a mapping scheme, and a puppet structure (Figure 5.1).

• The input device determines the interaction method, the number of degrees of
freedom, and which part of the body of the puppeteer is used for manipula-
tion, which can be classified according to the degree of abstraction between the
puppeteer and the virtual puppet (Bodenheimer et al., 1997). With direct ma-
nipulation, the body of the puppeteer is used directly an as input device. Digital
input devices provide similar functions as the traditional controllers, such as mo-
tion or force sensing, so it is possible to adapt or use digital input devices as
marionette controllers.

• The mapping scheme is used to transform and assign each DOF from the input
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Figure 5.1: Digital puppetry mechanics, the input device captures the puppeteer’s
motion, which is mapped to the puppet’s morphology.

device to the correspondent puppet’s DOF. The mapping scheme is the process
to establish the necessary connections and semantics between the physical or
virtual input and the desired output behavior. This is a central process in digital
puppetry and is represented in Figure 5.1 by pulleys at the center and by red
wires that connect all the components.

• Morphology is the rigging structure that supports the puppet’s motion, the num-
ber and type of DOFs. While the input device determines how to capture the
input physical morphology of the puppeteer, the virtual puppet armature defines
its morphology and its behavior, which can replicate the input rigging for direct
correspondence or provide different amount of degrees of freedom and indirect
correspondence with indirect mapping.

These three components form the base aspects of Walther-Franks and Malaka (Walther-
Franks & Malaka, 2014) structural model for interactive animation. They define a
triangular conceptual structure based on the relations between the input device, the
mapping and the puppet identified by: 1) integration (machine); 2) metaphor (artist);
and 3) task (artifact).

1. The integration of control is defined by the input device or by the hardware layer;

2. The metaphor describes the performer engagement with the input device, the
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mapping between his intentions and the appropriate interaction with the hard-
ware;

3. The task defines the intended action for the production of animation, which can
be decomposed into a large amount of sub-tasks such as motion creation, motion
editing, and motion viewing.

Figure 5.2: Design space of animation interfaces (Walther-Franks & Malaka, 2014).

The edges that connect each corner of the triangle in Figure 5.2 present a distinct
relation which they describe as: correspondence (task <> integration), directness (ma-
chine <> metaphor), and space-time (metaphor <> task). The correspondence edge
is based on the relation between the physical morphological aspects captured by the
input device (integration) and the result action on the puppet (task). The directness
represents the physical distance (spatial and temporal offset) between the performer
and the control device. The space-time defines the relationship between the artists
and the artifact based on the machine abstraction. In the middle of the triangle is
the orchestration, which defines the interaction sequence of the body to perform each
sub-task. This conceptual space characterizes the relations between the main aspects
for an interactive approach to produce computer animation in general and rely on a
spatiotemporal interaction.

Digital Puppetry Interaction Design

Digital puppetry relies mostly on real-time interaction, and therefore I would suggest
adapting this scheme to a more specific design based on the puppeteer, controller
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and puppet relationship, as seen in Figure 5.3. These three elements can be used to
define the design space for digital puppetry. Using the distance between them, we can
establish the manipulation type, and the puppet’s behaviour.

Figure 5.3: Digital puppetry interaction scheme based on the relations between the
puppeteer, the controller, and the puppet.

Digital puppetry’s triangular interaction is based on three main components: 1) pup-
peteer; 2) controller; 3) puppet.

1. The puppeteer uses his body for manipulation and can employ multiple senses at
the same time. As in traditional puppetry, multiple puppeteers can manipulate
one puppet, or one puppeteer can manipulate multiple puppets;

2. The controller is what makes it possible for the puppeteer to manipulate the
puppet, it can be thought of as the marionette controller with the physical device
and the strings attached to the puppet;

3. The puppet is the performing object, developed to respond to specific tasks, pre-
senting a morphology that will define its movement. It can be bi-dimensional or
three-dimensional, a solid, deformable shape or made with particles. Its appear-
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ance and behavior influence the puppeteer’s manipulation.

Each edge of the triangle defines an action which connects each vertex. The puppeteer
uses an 1) interface for the control operations. These signals are 2) processed and
mapped to the puppet, which 3) behaves according to its morphology.

1. The Interface defines the puppeteer’s manipulation method through input devices
specifying the number and type of DOFs to be controlled simultaneously. It
concerns the hardware and software that makes it possible for the puppeteer to
operate the puppet.

2. Mapping describes how the morphology of the puppeteer’s physical input cap-
tured by the input device corresponds to the output morphology of the puppet.
The mapping process, transforms the input signals to fit into the desire output
behavior.

3. The behavior of the puppet is determined by its morphology, defined by a struc-
ture that makes it move. A rigging armature with a set of controllers (avars)
that deforms or articulates the shape of the puppet.

Similar to the Walther-Franks and Malaka’s approach, the orchestration process occu-
pies the center of the triangle. This is a critical process in a live digital puppetry show
because it defines how to change the mapping schemes, how to switch between puppets,
or how to select the input devices. For instance, the puppeteer may want to switch the
input method, switching the manipulation from voice input to hand manipulation, as
well as the target, changing from facial expression control to a full-body driven puppet.
This switch requires a change in the mapping setup as well.

Changing the lightning setup scene to scene is a typical procedure in puppet shows for
creating different moods and environments. The interaction design of digital puppetry
should support these changes, allowing the puppeteer to change the cameras, lights,
props, puppets, and many other aspects in real-time.

Each edge between the components determines the distance between the puppeteer
and the puppet:

1. The distance between puppeteer and controller (interface) influences the per-
former’s interaction experience determining the directness level. It is based on the
number of DOFs provided by the input device, as well as its ergonomics, which
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constraints the performer manipulation. The number of DOFs controlled simul-
taneously can increase the distance and the complexity of the manipulation. It
determines the motor coordination as well the engagement with the device, such
as when using an embodiment interface.

2. The distance between the action performed by the puppeteer through the inter-
face, and the reflected action in the puppet (mapping) is central for establishing
direct or indirect manipulation. It can be used to simplify the operations, or to
increase the manipulation possibilities. The correspondence between the input
and the output DOFs contributes to the distance between the puppeteer and the
puppet. This distance contributes to the cognitive load of the puppeteer.

3. The distance between the puppet’s action and the puppeteers perception of the
action (behavior) influences the puppeteer’s manipulation. The motion response
of the puppet to the controller, can be modified by external factors, such as
gravity, and influence its movement. The rigging structure that supports the
puppet’s morphology is also determinant to constraint the motion of the puppet,
that may respond with unexpected behavior forcing the puppeteer to adapt the
manipulation.

The distance between the components is determined by the human factors, the ma-
nipulation factors, and the design aspects of the puppet and interface as seen in Ta-
ble 5.1.

Table 5.1: Factors and aspects that influence the distance between the puppeteer and
the puppet

Human Factors Manipulation Factors Design Aspects

Motor Coordination Number of DOFs Ergonomics

Motion Synchronization Morphology Mechanics

Cognition Load /Engagement Interface Mapping

These factors are interrelated, for instance the amount and placement of the input
DOFs to be controlled simultaneously influences the motor coordination of the pup-
peteer. The morphology of the puppet determines its mechanics as well as the con-
troller interface, and consequently influences the way the puppeteer synchronizes his
body to perform each action. The mapping scheme influences the cognition load of
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the puppeteer, its design depends upon the selected interface and both influence the
engagement level of the puppeteer.

5.1.2 Rigging

Rigging refers to the process of creating the supporting structure for animation, it
includes the armature as well as the controls for its manipulation. It is a fundamental
process in puppetry as well as in animation providing the appropriate means of control
for the animateer to manipulate the articulated puppets.

A control system can be though as a method for animating a series of nodes, or a
combination between a central nervous system and the muscle system. While the
muscle system provides the force, the central nervous system transmits the intention of
the action to each muscle of the body. In digital puppetry, the nervous signals arrive
from the puppeteer, but the muscle system is a combination between the puppeteer’s
strength and dexterity, and the puppet handles and structure. The control system
transforms the intention into an action by transmitting the nervous signals of the
puppeteer into the structural level of the puppet (rig), generating the movement.

The term rigging can be understood as the creation of a supporting structure, but it
can embrace multiple meanings depending on the field of use. For instance, in video
editing the term can be used to define a layout of place holders or controls that can
be dynamically updated by the editor or through other means. Within the digital
character domain, it is typically associated to a motion and control system. Ritchie et
al. define rigging as “the process of imbuing a lifeless 3d model with the articulation
necessary to fool an audience into believing it exists.” (Ritchie et al., 2005, p.1). On
the other hand, for Jason Schleifer, a character rig “can be defined as a control structure
designed to ease the animation of creatures and objects.” (Canetti, 2002, p.3).

The character’s rig is the control structure that allows the manipulation of objects
and characters. It is created to facilitate the animation procedure and the rigger
should develop the most intuitive control system. The control system should be able
to receive inputs from the puppeteer as well as from procedural expressions such as
physics. The rig of a character is developed with bones that connect two joints together
in a hierarchy, so that one is a child of the other. Joints are placed in the articulation
points. In puppetry, joints vary upon their limits and constraints. For instance, while
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a ball joint is a universal joint that allows movement in three axes, a hinge is a joint
that rotates in a single axis. An articulated puppet can describe a non-deformable
figure made with multiple rigid parts that are connected through joints such as a
cutout silhouette, or to a figure made with one or several articulated and deformable
geometries such as the body of a snail.

The Rigging Process

The character animation pipeline is based on four main interconnected tasks (Fig-
ure 5.4): 1) modeling; 2) rigging; 3) skinning; 4) animating.

Figure 5.4: Classical procedure for character animation.

1) The artist starts by modeling the geometries that constitute the character’s skin;
2) then, he builds the rig control structure that supports the animation on, inside,
or around the character. 3) The skin is attached to the rig that drives the geometry,
4) and finally the model becomes ready for animation and the animator can pose the
character by applying transformations to the joints or control vertices.

Figure 5.5: (Left) Silhouette figure with rigid skinning; (Right) 3D character with soft
skinning.

The skinning step is often included in the global rigging process, which can be sub-
divided into three phases (McLaughlin et al., 2011):

• Motion system: the chain of joints that define the armature of a character.
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• Control system: the mapping between the joints and the digital puppetry con-
trols.

• Deformation system: the joint influence in the geometry that allows the model
to move.

Each of these phases requires specific knowledge by the artist. The motion system and
the deformation system demand some knowledge about kinematics and anatomy, in
particular about the range of motion of joints. To create an efficient control system it
is required an understanding about ergonomics and interaction methods, to be able to
design intuitive but sophisticated controls that are capable of simplifying and optimiz-
ing the operations. It is a common practice in production to use distinct types of rigs
for different purposes, such as a motion capture rig to receive and record data from
a performance session, or a simulation rig built with rigid bodies and other physics
to work with a dynamic solver. These rigs can be layered, modified or retarget to
other rigs. While the rig itself defines the way the character will move by constrain-
ing the motion range, the control system is determinant to define the action of the
character.

The rigging procedure begins by defining the number of articulations required for a
specific model, and by placing them in the body of the puppet. Then, these articula-
tions are connected, creating a chain that defines the armature (motion system). The
articulations are manipulated by the puppeteer or by procedural expressions through
handles and specialized controls that are connected to the articulations (control sys-
tem). Finally, the articulations are attached to the body geometry, defining its defor-
mation (deformation system). The character’s rig is the control structure that allows
the manipulation of objects and characters. It is created to facilitate the animation
procedure and the rigger should develop the most intuitive control system. The control
system should be able to receive inputs from the puppeteer as well as from procedural
expressions such as physics.

Typically, puppet animation is generated through a skeleton, an armature of hierarchi-
cal rigid bones connected through joints that are used for posing the character, which
was already mentioned in section 2.3.1. The character’s segments or the entire mesh
are then bind to this underlying skeleton in a process known as skinning (Komatsu,
1988). While rigid segments of the character simply follow the motion of each joint
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(rigid skinning)(Figure 5.5 Left), a non-rigid mesh is deformed according to the in-
fluence of each bone (smooth skinning)(Figure 5.5 Right). In this process, the user
can paint the bone weights that define the influence for the deformation of the mesh
vertices.

Deformation Models

There are many different skin deformation techniques. A popular geometry deforma-
tion technique is the Free Form Deformation (FDD) developed by Sederberg and Perry
(Sederberg & Parry, 1986) in 1986. With the FDD the geometry is surrounded by a
lattice with control points that allows to shape its form, deforming the inside model
accordingly. Although this method is not the most suitable for animating complex char-
acters, artists use FDDs to animate objects or specific parts of the characters body to
achieve for instance a cartoonish look. A continuous deformation of the skin model can
be referred as Surface Deformation Models (SDM) (J. P. Lewis et al., 2000). Parke
(F. Parke, 1974) was a pioneer in exploring SDM for facial animation through parame-
ters using a custom algorithm for deforming the control vertices. Komatsu (Komatsu,
1988) successfully employed these methods with body deformations with underlying
skeletons. These models were widely used to animate the face of the piano player
character in the film Tony de Peltrie (1985) presented at the SIGGRAPH 85 (Sito,
2013), directed by Lachapelle, Bergeron, Robidoux and Langlois. With this technique
they were able to bring emotions to computer characters, making an important step
forward into believable animation.

Blend Shapes

The most popular method for facial animation is through shape interpolation, also
known as blend shapes, a morph between a source and a target geometry. According
to Deng and Noh, a blend-shape is “the linear weighted sum of a number of topologically
conforming shape primitives” (Deng & Neumann, 2007, p.2). Blend-shapes simplify
the facial animation process providing an intuitive method to achieve a specific pose
through the combination of a set of facial expressions. The artist can duplicate the
original face the number of times needed to achieve a set of expressions by making
geometric modifications in each clone (Figure 5.6). Then, by combining the weights of
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Figure 5.6: Blend-shapes are an intuitive method to achieve complex facial expressions.

each shape, the desired expression is achieved. According to Lewis et al. (J. P. Lewis et
al., 2014) blend-shapes are a semantic parameterization that provide intuitive meaning
through the use of weights, a measure that is understood and used by the artist to
set the influence of each facial expression. However, blend shapes are only suitable for
facial animation and cannot be used for skeleton-driven deformations because of the
inconsistency of the blended shapes with the other regions influenced by the underlying
skeleton (J. P. Lewis et al., 2000).

Skeleton-driven Deformations

There are two major approaches for skeleton-driven deformations: the Skeleton-Subspace
Deformation models (SSD), also known as smooth skinning, and the Anatomical-based
Deformation models (ABD). Their differences rely the degree of fidelity on the hu-
man body’s representation, based on the amount of simulated skin and underlying
layers. The SSD (Magnenat-Thalmann & Thalmann, 1991) (X. S. Yang & Zhang,
2005) models the skin layer according to the articulated skeleton’s pose. On the other
hand, the ABD (Scheepers et al., 1997; Wilhelms & Van Gelder, 1997; Aubel & Thal-
mann, 2001) simulates the physical behavior of the body by taking into account not
only the skeleton but also other features including tissues, the muscle and fat lay-
ers, which are used to model the deformations. Each approach presents advantages
and disadvantages. The ABD multi-layer approach provides accurate representations
of the deformations but requires more computational power. The SSD algorithms
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present less details in the deformations and do not preserve the volume of the body
preventing collapsing joints or the Candy Wrapper effect, but are faster to compute
and widely employed in commercial applications. However, there are authors that pro-
pose other classifications for skeleton-driven deformations, for instance Gonzales et al.
(Gonzalez et al., 2014) proposes five categories: Subspace Deformations (SSD), Skin
Mapping, Anatomically Based Deformations (ABD), Physics-based Approaches, and
example-based approaches. Skin mapping includes FDD-based controllers attached
to the skeletons, physics-based approaches include dynamic-based deformations to in-
crease the realism, and example-based approaches use a set of various postures for
animation blending. An example of this last approach was proposed by Lewis et al.
(J. P. Lewis et al., 2000). The Pose Space Deformation (PSD) technique improves the
direct manipulation of blend shapes and skeleton-driven deformation through a generic
framework. Each skin surface vertex is controlled by a combination of Radial Basis
Functions (RBF) for position calculation given the character’s pose.

Cage-based Deformations

A control structure can be made with skeletons, cage vertices, selection of control
points, or other means, and will be referred to as control handles, because they offer
the means for the artist to manipulate the form. Cage-based deformation is a con-
trol structure that can be used with character animation, which has derived from the
FDD. Cages are optimized low resolution meshes or shape abstractions that surround
the original model and are used for transferring their deformations to the target high
resolution model. They can be considered a branch of linear blend skinning (Jacob-
son, 2014) and depend upon a closed geometric container. Nieto and Susín (Nieto
& Susín, 2013) identify three major methods for cage-based approaches: the Mean
Value Coordinates (MVC) that present good interpolation results; the Harmonic Co-
ordinates (HC), which is suitable for character articulation; and Green Coordinates
(GC) present a general purpose solution. The advantage of these optimized repre-
sentations motivated Thiery et al. (Thiery et al., 2012) to develop a framework for
converting animation sequences into cage-based deformations. In a similar approach,
Savoye (Savoye & Franco, 2011) proposes a method for performing cage-based tracking
to optimize the motion data. Cage-based deformations are abstract from the embed-
ded shape, providing a flexible method to model the mesh as well as to optimize the
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complexity of the deformation description. The process of automatically creating cages
on arbitrary meshes is not a trivial task, which is reflected in its low practical impact
when compared with Skeleton-driven Deformations.

Automatic Rigging

Manual character rigging and skinning is laborious, because the artists must create a
rig structure and paint the skin weights for each bone in an iterative process. When
skinning a 3D character, the artist is constantly adjusting the viewport to be able to
paint the model with a 2D mouse interface disrupting the painting procedure. This
process also presents trial and error issues when new poses reveal skinning weight
problems that require iterative adjustments. The skeleton is the most classical control
structure in computer animation. A skeleton describes a graphical tree of hierarchical
line segments connected through joints that represent nodes. This topology defines the
parent-child relationship, which is build during the creation of the skeleton. This pro-
cess is time-consuming and can be automatized to benefit the animator, by decreasing
the time required for building the skeleton, and to be able to be generalized and ap-
plicable on a great diversity of mesh models. The skeleton should be generated taking
into account the geometric and topological features of the model towards its articula-
tion. Most of the major 3D animation packages provide inbuilt automatic rigging and
skinning tools such as the Quick Rig tool for Maya, or the BlenRig system for Blender.
There are also automatic rigging tools available in the market such as the standalone
Jimmy|RIG1 created by Origami Digital LLC or the web-based Auto-Rigger2 devel-
oped by Mixamo. These solutions allow the users to apply motion capture data to
their biped models without the tedious and time-consuming process of painting the
bone weights. Jimmy|RIG is a windows-based application that creates a full rigged
model instantly with a joint structure and painted weights supporting the Microsoft
Kinect to capture reference motions. The Auto-Rigger is a web-based application that
runs on a browser that allows you to import biped models and export them with a
full skeleton with painted weights. There are two major concerning the automatically
generation of a skeleton: generation and placement.

• Generation - describes the skeleton’s topology, which relates to the number of
1http://software.origamidigital.com/
2https://www.mixamo.com/auto-rigger
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bones and their connections;

• Placement - describes the skeleton’s localization, which refers to the placement
of the bones and joints in the mesh space.

There are two distinct approaches for auto-rigging: skeleton extraction and skeleton
embedding. While skeleton embedding uses a skeleton template that is embedded into
the model of the character (Baran & Popović, 2007), skeleton extraction makes a
geometric analysis on the model to extract the skeleton (Pan et al., 2009). Pantuwong
and Sugimoto combine the two methods for generating an inverse kinematic skeleton
(Pantuwong & Sugimoto, 2012).

Figure 5.7: Internal skeleton extraction through multiple Laplacian smoothing passes
from the original mesh (Au et al., 2008).

Skeleton Extraction When the model’s topology and shape of the geometry are
unknown, the skeleton must be generated from scratch, as well as placed inside the
mesh. Although there are different ways for extracting the skeleton automatically,
such as using the medial axis of the object by finding a point in space with more than
one closest point (Bloomenthal & Lim, 1999; Pan et al., 2009), the two prevailing
approaches are: surface flow-based methods and segmentation-based methods. Surface
flows provide a mean to obtain an internal curve-skeleton. The method proposed by
Au et al. (Au et al., 2008) applies successive laplacian smoothing to contract the
geometry of the model into a curved-skeleton, as well joint clustering converges to
place the joints inside the model (Figure 5.7):. Tagliasacchi (Tagliasacchi et al., 2012)
extends this technique using the medial axis to guarantee that the skeleton is correctly
centered. A different approach to extract the skeleton is through shape segmentation.
Katz and Tal (Katz & Tal, 2003) decompose the mesh into components by finding
cuts in regions with deep concavities, extracting the segments between these regions.
A different segmentation-based approach is proposed by Gaurav Bharaj et al. (Bharaj
et al., 2012). The segmentation is achieved through connected components, when
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two triangles share the same edge. A contact graph integrates these segments as nodes
that are placed at the centroids of each component. Their pipeline starts by identifying
components, analyzing contact zones between the components resulting in an initial
graph that can be simplified to a coarse tree by graph clustering. After the model
skeleton representation, a joint-mapping is performed. Their approach handles models
with hundreds of components.

Figure 5.8: Embedding the input skeleton within the model through 1) medial axis
approximation + 2) sphere packing + 3) graph overlap connections; figure adapted
from (Baran & Popović, 2007).

Skeleton Embedding When the type of the shape of the model is known (i.e.
humanoid) the skeleton’s topology can be transferred from a template with the same
type, fitting the rig into the model, focusing just on the placement of the structure. In
this case, we have an optimization problem of adapting a fixed skeleton topology to a
variable model geometry. To determine the optimal way to fit a biped skeleton into a
humanoid mesh, Baran and Popovic (Baran & Popović, 2007) make a discretization
of the interior of the volume to consider relevant locations only, refining the embedded
skeleton through a continuous margin optimization (Figure 5.8). Their method was
implemented in an animation system called Pinocchio. The medial surface of the
geometry is found after the discretization of the volume. Medial surface is characterized
by the points centered in the mesh, which are expected to be found in the skeleton
structure. An edge graph is constructed based on sphere packing centered on the
medial surface. They sort the locations based on the distance keeping only those that
fall outside spheres centered in previous kept locations. The embedded skeleton fits
into this graph with a penalty function. A different direction was taken by Jacobson
et al. (Jacobson et al., 2012), as they optimized the topology generation by using just
a subset of degrees of freedom. They propose a method that calculates the skinning
transformations based on a sparse set of controls specified by the user. Instead of
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attempting to generate a full skeleton, their focus is in the rig functionality, providing
a fast solution to the articulation of the character.

Figure 5.9: Modeling sequence on RigMesh an unified modeling and rigging system
(Borosán, 2012).

Interactive Model Generation

Digital puppetry can benefit from the simplification of the modeling methods such as
those presented in Teddy, using 3D sketching interface (Igarashi et al., 1999), and
the automatic rigging techniques such as those from Pinocchio (Baran & Popović,
2007). These systems present a user-friendly interface that allows non-expert artists
to develop characters in an easy way. However, a remaining problem persists: how
to manipulate the model? The automatic rigging creation (skeleton-based or cage-
based) should be an iterative process and allow the user to pose the model during
each phase of the character creation. Typically, the control structure is only available
after the automatic rigging is finished. Conversely, RigMesh (Borosán, 2012) presents
an iterative solution to this problem by updating the skeletal topology and geometry
in each modeling step (Figure 5.9). They present a unified approach to modeling
and rigging that allows the creation of skeletons from the sketched outline of a shape
using a method for locally re-computing skin weights to maintain a valid rig. This
work is based on Pinocchio, adapting its skin weight algorithm to support incremental
merging and cutting of shapes, and based on Teddy for skeleton generation, adapting
the chordal Axis Transform. Combining shape creation, modification and posing into
a single coherent framework, the process of creating ready-to-animate 3D models is
simplified. To implement this framework, Borosán et al. (Borosán, 2012) had to
develop algorithms to generate a rigged mesh, a surface, a skeleton, and skin weights
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for each sketched part. By unifying modeling and rigging, artists can freely pose the
shape while modeling to adjust it, or to examine the motion of the model by using
poses as keyframes.

Control Systems (Kinematics vs Procedural)

The degrees of freedom of each joint determine how the skeleton is animated. The an-
imator can define constraints to limit the degrees of freedom and the range of motion.
The way the skeleton joints are controlled relies on kinematic techniques (time-based
or real-time rotation/translation) or procedural (procedures to simulate/generate the
movement). Kinematics is the most popular control system used by animators to
manipulate articulated puppets and refers to the motion properties such as position,
rotation or velocity through time. Forward kinematics (FK) and inverse kinematics
(IK), which were mentioned in section 2.3.1, are useful to animate complex motions
through hierarchical chains. These chains are based on biomechanics or biological
observations that provide the appropriate control of the entire structure. Inverse kine-
matics is commonly employed to control rigid skeletons or armatures such as a robotic
arm. The interactive controls of the IKs are known as end effects and are attached to
target positions. The joint angles of the multiple segments of the skeleton are adjusted
according to the end effect target position. Thus, the IK problem deals with direction
goals and orientation goals. According to Pina et al. (Pina et al., 2000) there are two
distinct methods to solve the non-linearity of the inverse kinematics calculations: the
Jacobian and the non-linear programming techniques (J. Zhao & Badler, 1994). On
the other hand, Buss (Buss, 2009) identifies six groups of methods for solving the IK
problem:

• Cyclic coordinate descent methods (L. C. T. Wang & Chen, 1991);

• Pseudo inverse methods (Whitney, 1969);

• Jacobian transpose methods (Wolovich & Elliott, 1984);

• The Levenberg-Marquardt damped least squares methods (Wampler, 1986);

• Quasi-Newton and conjugate gradient methods (Rijpkema & Girard, 1991);

• Neural net and artificial intelligence methods (Automated Learning of Muscle-
Actuated Locomotion Through Control Abstraction, 1995).
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Many different approaches have been proposed to solve the inverse kinematics problem.
Some rely on analytical methods (J. Lee & Shin, 1999; Badler et al., 1993), while others
are more practical oriented, aimed at providing fast, simple, and intuitive solutions,
such as: defining motion in terms of goals using Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
to automatically achieve the goals (Gritz, 1999); Tang et al. (Tang et al., 1998)
adapted a technique from molecular simulation to calculate the inverse kinematics;
Beyer and Smieja (Beyer & Smieja, 1997) propose a heuristic approach for iterative
use of IK; Xiaoyuan Tu (Tu, 1999) uses of kinematics’ constraints applied to physics-
based animation simulating artificial fishes employing inverse dynamics to solve the
motion equations; “Inverse Kinetics” (Boulic et al., 1995) is a variation of IK that
incorporates the center of mass, using a pseudo-inverse calculations of the Jacobian
algorithm.

Physics-based Controls

A control system can include data from diverse data sources. It can be controlled
directly from the user, or controlled by procedures. These procedures include biome-
chanics information or other physical observations for calculating motion such as the
balance in a character’s locomotion or other physically based simulations. There are
many approaches to include physics as controlling systems. Dynamic simulations are
force-based procedural animations where the motion is generated through forces that
are applied to objects or articulated puppets. This technique is ruled by the laws of
Classical Mechanics where the motion is driven by properties such as velocity, mass, or
torque. They are useful to simulate realistic behaviors like the hair of a character, to
calculate collisions between objects, or to react automatically to the surrounding envi-
ronment. They can be employed in the animation of articulated rigid bodies (Huang,
1996), deformable objects (Terzopoulos et al., 1987), or particle models such as water
(Fournier & Reeves, 1986) or smoke (Stam & Fiume, 1995). Dynamics are commonly
employed to solve the complexity in the control of articulated bodies and can be di-
vided into direct dynamics (forward) (Kokkevis et al., 1996), and inverse dynamics
(Huang et al., 1994; Sun & Metaxas, 2001). While direct dynamics refers to motion
computed from known forces and torques, inverse dynamics relates to the calculation
of forces and torques from a known motion. These two methods can also be combined
together with kinematic constraints (Isaacs & Cohen, 1988). Compared to the kine-
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matics’ methods, dynamic simulation offers realism but is computationally expensive
and does not allow full control from the user.

Proportional Derivative (PD) (Gritz, 1999) is another physics-based controlling mech-
anism where the joints are controlled by damped angular springs. These springs act on
joints as marionette controllers by pushing them through proportional torques between
the actual angle and the desired orientation. PD controllers are a common technique
employed in physics-based animation (Hodgins et al., 1995; van de Panne et al., 1994),
which can be combined with finite state machines (Laszlo et al., 1996).

5.1.3 Controller

One of the most important issues in controlling virtual characters with digital puppetry
is the discrepancy between the input and output degrees of freedom of control. Gen-
erating plausible motion to an entire articulated character is not trivial, and there are
many joint values that must be set. While keyframe animation rely upon the detailed
configuration of each joint sequentially through a time-consuming procedure, digital
puppetry presents a real-time solution but with limited control. Techniques can be
used to simplify the animators task or to increase the control level from the digital
puppeteer, such as procedural animation. Procedural methods can generate realistic
motion by simulating the physics laws which are difficult to represent with keyframe
animation, or can help the animator to instruct the character to achieve specific goals
or behaviors. There are different motion-control classifications to be considered, but
most of them are based on: physical, geometric, and behavioral control. David Zeltzer
(Zeltzer, 1985) considers that abstraction and adaptive motion are the key elements
for the dimensionality problem derived from different degrees of freedom. A character
with adaptive motion calculates its control procedure automatically according to the
environment information. Abstraction motion is fundamental to manage the complex-
ities of the behaviors and the kinematics presented by articulated motion, and can
be subdivided into: 1) structural abstraction for describing the kinematic properties;
2) procedural for automatic computation of the movement; 3) functional abstraction
allowing to define goals and constraints; 4) character abstraction and world model-
ing for modeling the physical and shape properties based on the knowledge from the
near environment. Based on the abstraction and adaptive motion, Zeltzer proposes
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a classification for animation systems with three levels of puppet control: guiding,
animator-level, and task-level. The guiding level is oriented to fine detailed manipu-
lation but not for complex motion; the animator-level is time-consuming and requires
expertise but provides full-control; the task-level presents easy but limited control over
complex motion loosing the details. Daniel Thalmann (D. Thalmann, 1996) extends
Zeltzer’s classification with four categories: 1) participant actors where the virtual char-
acter mimics the motion of the performer; 2) guided actors referring to characters that
are driven by a puppeteer through indirect control; 3) autonomous actors are agents
driven by themselves through procedural methods; 4) interactive perceptive actors are
autonomous but intelligent characters that can communicate interactively with other
actors. Cavazza et al. (Cavazza et al., 1998) further extends this classification taking
into account the facial expressions of the virtual characters: 1) Pure avatars or clones;
2) guided actors; 3) autonomous actors; 4) interactive-perceptive actors. Finally, Pina
et al. (Pina et al., 2000) propose a classification for synthetic actors based on the
control method and on the puppet behavior. They identify two ways for controlling
virtual puppets: through replication mechanisms, or modeling mechanisms. While the
replication mechanisms transfer the motion of the actor to the virtual puppet through
sensory input devices or via keyframe animation, the motion modeling mechanisms
use procedural techniques such as physics, or finite states machines, to animate the
virtual character. On the other hand, the actions performed by the virtual puppet are
determined by the behavior mechanism that can be computed with: behavior repli-
cation and behavior modeling. While behavior replication reflects the actions of the
performer or animator, the behavior modeling is based on procedural methods devel-
oped by the programmer to simulate artificial life such as personality or perception,
using techniques from rule-based systems to neural networks (Table 5.2).

By defining the control input and the output behavior, Pina et al. propose four cate-
gories for virtual characters:

1. Pure avatars or clones - characters driven by motion and behavior replication
that can be employed in a live television show.

2. Unrestricted dependent actors - characters that combine motion modeling requir-
ing a moving engine with replicate behavior captured from the performer such as
a virtual character for a film.
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Table 5.2: Modeling and replication techniques applied to the motion and behavior of
the virtual puppet adapted from (Pina et al., 2000)

Type Techniques

Motion replication Key-framing Motion-capture Rotoscopy

Motion modeling Direct/inverse kinematics ; Direct/inverse

dynamics ; Genetic algorithms ;

Sensor/actuator networks ; Finite-states

machines

Behavior replication Key-framing ; Motion-capture ; Rotoscopy

Behavior modeling Perception and action ; Software agents and

artificial life ; Rule-based systems ; Fuzzy

logic systems ; Genetic algorithms ; Expert

systems ; Neural networks ; Action selection

3. Autonomous actors - characters animated through motion replication but that
use modeled behavior to perceive objects and other virtual characters such as a
virtual character in a game.

4. Unrestricted autonomous actors - characters based on motion and behavior mod-
eling that presents an autonomous “life”, such as agents for a virtual reality en-
vironment.

Although we can employ virtual intelligent agents in a virtual puppetry environment,
the most important aspect for a puppeteer is the level of control over the character.
When manipulating a puppet with a set of predefined actions, the puppeteer does not
have full control to create expressive animation and to respond to his improvisation.
Consequently, a digital puppetry classification should be oriented towards the control
capabilities of the puppeteer even though intelligent behaviors can contribute to the
generation of a physical plausible motion. The unrestricted autonomous agents cate-
gory should not be used on a digital puppetry classification. And how to classify an
indirect mapping control with the previous approach? Imagine to manipulate the face
of a virtual character by mapping the hands of the performer to the puppet’s facial ex-
pressions. In which category should we place this control method? Although the data
is transferred from a motion capture system, the mapping scheme does not replicate
the performer’s motion into the puppet. The interaction method is an important as-
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pect to be considered as well. For instance, the performer can drive the puppet’s facial
animation with his voice, or use a motion sensor in his hands to control the legs of the
puppet. Each interaction method provides different amounts of degrees of freedom and
different levels of control, influencing the puppet’s motion. Based on these arguments,
a new classification can be proposed for digital puppetry based on: 1) input method;
2) mapping scheme, 3) behavior generation.

1. Input Method

• Full-body-based control;

• Facial-based control;

• Hand-based control;

• Voice-based control;

• Inner-body control (brain, heart, muscles).

2. Mapping Scheme

• Direct mapping (direct correspondence between each input DOF and its
output DOF);

• Indirect mapping (there is no direct correspondence between puppet and
puppeteer).

3. Motion and Behavior Generation

• Motion/behavior replication;

• Motion/behavior modeling.

Input methods - As in traditional puppetry, we can classify puppets based on the
interaction methods, which are determined by the specific body part used for the
manipulation. Each body part presents a distinct potential for interaction with digital
puppets. This potential requires distinct skills for the manipulation, for instance face-
driven puppets require expressive facial poses, but hand-driven puppets are dependent
upon hand dexterity. Input devices determine the amount and detail of the body
signals that can be employed in the animation of the puppets. The combination of
body parts can extend the manipulation and be complemented with multiple devices
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or multiple performers in a collaborative environment. The most expressive human
body parts are the face and the hands.

Mapping - The mapping scheme is a key aspect for distinguishing the way puppets
are manipulated. A direct mapped puppet provides a linear relation between the
performers’ action and the result animation. It presents an experience of directness but
can provide limitations based on the human body constraints. A direct approach can
fail to map the performer to puppets with different morphologies such as an alligator.
On the other hand, an indirect mapping scheme can handle the distinct morphologies
between puppet and puppeteer, as well as the differences between DOFs, but increase
the cognition load and the manipulation distance. The performer must think before
performing an action, when there is an offset between the puppet’s behavior and the
puppeteer’s movement. The mapping procedure depends on: 1) the motion data from
the input device; 2) the puppet’s rigging; 3) the control handlers.

Motion generation - The way the motion and the behavior of the puppet is generated
can also determine the type of puppet. Instead of treating these two aspects as distinct
categories, I argue that they are interrelated, because the behavior of the puppet is
represented through its motion, and its motion can affect its behavior, even when we
have a change in shape or color. We can consider two major techniques for motion
generation: replication, and modeling. The replication technique refers to the motion
that is generated only through the performer’s input in real-time, such as driving a full-
body character through a motion capture suit. The modeling technique refers to the
transformation of the input motion from the performer by combining it with procedural
or keyframed animation to expand the puppet’s behavior, for instance introducing
physics to create realistic motion or programming behaviors to respond to specific
stimulations such as looking to an object that flies through, or blinking the eyes of
the puppet. This technique expands the puppet’s behavior but it may influence the
performer’s manipulation.

There are taxonomies of control that focus on the theatrical systems, instead of anima-
tion systems, and can respond to the digital puppet theatre requirements. Pinhanez
(Pinhanez, 1997) proposes a taxonomy for computer theater systems based on (Rowe,
1992): hyper-actors, computer-actors, and computerized stages. Hyper-actor refers
to digital systems that extend the actor’s body enhancing its expressive capabilities
and allowing him to control lights, sound or images on screen. The computer-actor is
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a computer program, an agent, or a virtual player that follows a script, responds to
gestural commands, or interacts through a set of pre-programmed behaviors. Instead
of representing characters, the computerized stages refer to systems that expand the
stage possibilities including props, sound and lights, and can change dynamically and
with reactivity. While the hyper-actor seems to be closer to the definition of digital
puppetry, the computer-actor embraces the definition of the autonomous character.
These notions contribute to the design of an interactive environment for theatrical
plays.

5.1.4 Mapping

In general, traditional puppetry controllers are task-oriented and developed specifically
for each puppet with a particular setup. This setup depends mostly on the degrees of
freedom on both sides, from the puppeteer as well as from the puppet. The lack of a
universal controller motivates puppeteers to develop their own custom made controllers
to respond to the ergonomic requirements such as the size of their hands or the motion
of the puppet. Most approaches rely on a trial-error, seeking the best configuration
based on the numerous parameters. The task of connecting the control mechanism
to the performing object is known as “mapping”. During the development phase it is
critical to be able to easily reconfigure the mapping, searching for the most effective way
of control their puppets. Digital puppetry presents the same challenge, and developing
a flexible mapping is not trivial and can be time-consuming. The notion of mapping
in digital puppetry can be expanded to the process of linking the performers’ input
actions to the performing object because a physical controller might not be needed,
such as recognizing gestures with computer vision techniques. Sharp et al. describe
mapping as the “relationship between controls and their effects in the world” (Sharp
et al., 2007, p.23). Ali Momeni and Cyrille Henry refer to mapping as “changes in
numerical ranges, interpretation of triggers for events and mathematical analysis, and
modification of the input” (Momeni & Henry, 2006, p.50). Hunt et al. emphasize the
importance of mapping in “bringing an interface to life” (A. Hunt et al., 2002, p.1).
The term “mapping” is widely used and can assume different meanings depending on
the field in which it is employed, or its context.
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Mapping in Music

Mapping is a well known concept in the music field for establishing the relationship
between control devices and digital music instruments (DMI). Hunt et al. describe
mapping as the art of connecting an interface to a sound source (A. Hunt et al., 2002).
Bergstorm et al. (Bergstrom et al., 2009) present the concept of the “mapping en-
gineer” as being the responsible for manipulating the mapping during a performance,
the person whose task is to re-route digital control data. Like the mixing engineer the
mapping engineer can take a part in the creative process. Such as in digital puppetry,
the main motivation for mapping DMI is to provide expressive control over the creative
processes during the performance. Music and puppetry are closely related by sharing
similar manipulation principles, and therefore, mapping strategies from DMI may be
useful within a digital puppetry approach. It is important to understand how musical
researchers and musical partitioners have been mapping the performer’s input to sound
modulation and music creation, which can be found in literature review (A. Hunt et
al., 2000). A musical gesture mapping strategy classification was proposed by Rovan
et al. (Rovan et al., 1997) with three levels: one-to-one, mapping, divergent map-
ping or convergent mapping. With one-to-one each gesture is mapped to one musical
parameter; with divergent mapping one gesture controls several parameters; conver-
gent refers to many gestures mapped to one musical parameter. A musical controller
can be mapped to a DMI through a single-layer or multi-layer. While the first is a
simple direct mapping, it also requires a new definition each time there is a change
in the input our output settings. On the other hand, multi independent layer provide
an abstract layer to map the control parameters to intermediate parameters, which
consequently are mapped to the synthesis variables. With this strategy it is possible
to change the gestural controller just by setting it up in the first layer (Wanderley
& Depalle, 2004). Multiple suggestions have been made to map the low-dimensional
input space of the performer to the high-dimensional space of the sound model, such as
using geometrical representations of the control for interpolating values on the sound
models (Nort & Wanderley, 2006). This method involves a setup procedure for point-
wise correspondence between the input and the output, in particular the input control
and the output sound space. Momenti and Henry (Momeni & Henry, 2006) propose a
physical-modeling-based mapping layers to map any input to any form of audio/video
synthesis. A technique for mapping low-dimensional gestural controller to real-time
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synthesizer with high-dimensional input, using algorithms with time-varying behavior
to generate audio and video in real-time. Instead of controlling abstract technical pa-
rameters, the physical model approach presents similarities with the physical action,
which means that the controllers should match the sound model. Intermediate param-
eter layers can also be used for coupling input to output dimensions when handling
few parameters such as, assigning the breath input of a flute instrument to control
simultaneously the loudness and vibrato parameters on the sound model (Wanderley
& Depalle, 2004).

Mapping in Mathematics and in HCI

In mathematics the term mapping can be employed as a synonym of function, which
describes an association between two sets of numbers f : A −→ B. where the first set
is identified as domain or inputs and the second set is identified as codomain, range or
outputs. A function maps every value of a certain domain to a single corresponding
value of a certain range. A function can only represent one-to-one mapping or a
many-to-one mapping (Date, 2006), where every element in the codomain (range) can
be associated to one element (one-to-one), or many elements in the domain (many-
to-one). For counting the number of elements in a set, the concept of cardinality
(measure) is used (Hammack, 2003). In computer science the concept of cardinality
refers to the relationship between tables in a database, how they are linked together. In
Human Computer Interaction, Norman describes natural mapping as the most obvious
connection between the controls and the object to be controlled such as those found on
oven (D. Norman, 2013). Natural mapping may not be so obvious when working with
subjective connections, such as mapping the motion of a dancer to the behavior of a
particle system. There is considerable discussion around mapping strategies, on how
the control data should be mapped between the source and target. Norman describes
three levels of cognitive mapping:

1. Best: controls are direct (such as a slider on a touch screen);

2. Second-best: controls are as close as possible to the controlled subject;

3. Third-best: controls present the same spatial configuration as the target to be
controlled.
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A common mapping procedure is to employ a transfer function for scaling the data
received from the input device. This procedure allows the adjustment of the input
value range to fit in the target range, as well as to get a more stable signal by smoothing
the values, which was already discussed in section 2.3.2. Sears (Sears & Jacko, 2009)
refer to appropriate and inappropriate mapping when there is a match or discrepancy
between the properties of an input device and the transfer function. An example of
inappropriate mapping to handle the navigation scroll of a web page would be the
calculation of the velocity based on the absolute position of the mouse instead of using
the relative position.

Mapping in Digital Puppetry

In digital puppetry the notion of mapping generally refers to the relationship between
the performers’ control or gesture and the animation system or the digital puppet
in particular, but mapping can also be seen as a bridge for interconnecting different
media or applications by exchanging parameters between them. We can establish a
mapping between applications, which does not rely directly on any physical input
device, instead it can be thought of as one virtual input device, where one application
feeds the input of another. For instance, we can map the values incoming from one
application that tracks the motion from a video to another application that transforms
this data into data visualization. With this general mapping concept in mind it is
imperative to provide a flexible environment to allow artists to build dynamic and
non-linear narratives based on the correlation between media and gestures. One of the
most important challenges in digital puppetry is how to map the input dimensional
space into the object dimensional space. The target object usually requires more
Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) than the input device provides. A related problem is
based on the quality of the mapping - if the connection between the input gesture and
the result motion is the most suitable and natural as possible. This contributes to
the user’s feeling of directness discussed in previous section 2.3.1. Digital puppeteers
need to plan mapping strategies that effectively express their design intentions to build
a functioning system. It is important to understand what are the requirements to
build an interface for mapping purposes and to develop tools that help the designer
to establish the relationships. When mapping the performer’s input parameters to an
animated object parameters, the selection of the device is determinant to define an
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interaction method. For instance, a touch surface device affords multi-touch with a
specific amount of DOFs, consequently the interaction method influences the design of
the mapping scheme. Mapping input to output parameters can be classified regarding
the relationship between n input dimensions and m output dimensions:

• One-to-one: A simple mapping establishes a one-to-one relationship, when one
input parameter is connected to one output parameter.

• One-to-many: When a single input parameter is connected to multiple output
parameters, expanding the mapping possibilities.

• Many-to-one: When many parameters from an input controller are connected to
a single output parameter, establishing a many-to-one relationship.

The combination of these mappings allows for the creation of complex many-to-many
mapping strategies (A. Hunt et al., 2000)

Figure 5.10: Digital puppetry workflow example, where input signals are mapped to
the driven object through motion transformation or through gesture recognition.

The digital puppetry workflow generally involves the fowling processes (Figure 5.10):

1. a device to capture the performer’s input, such as a data-glove;

2. an interaction method, such as voice speaking for lip-sync;

3. the signal processing phase for optimization, such as cleaning the motion data.

Then, there are two major mapping approaches for performance animation that define
the workflow: for direct manipulation, retargeting the motion of the performer to the
puppet; or for triggering actions, to be used as a controlling mechanism. Retargeting
usually involves the mapping between the performers and the driven object:

1. the transformation of the source signals to fit in the target object, for instance,
modifying the motion of the performer achieve a cartoon style;
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2. mapping the input DOF to the driven object DOF for retargeting the motion or
for manipulation.

For triggering actions the workflow can be described as follows:

1. gesture or statement recognition from the input signals;

2. mapping to the input signals to specific actions, behaviors, or for changing the
mapping attributes.

The motion of the performer can be retargeted to human-like or non-humanoid char-
acters, and depending upon the mapping scheme and the interaction method, it might
require different performance skills. In other to map the input device to the virtual
puppet, a transfer function is used for scaling the data from one side to fit in the other
side, as discussed in section 2.3.2. When the mapping is well designed, this mathemat-
ical transformation function can also provide intuitive and stable control to be used
with different input devices (Hinckley & Wigdor, 2012). A typical math operation
for one dimension mapping is the Linear Transform that linearly returns the input
value between a specified range. This works well with numerical ranges in the domain
of 0 and 1. However, different input devices work with different domains, although
it is possible to adjust the input domain to fall in the 0 to 1 range by pushing the
minimum input value (inputMIN) to begin at 0 and dividing by the size of the domain
(inputMAX). Finally, we do the inverse operation to specify the desired output range
(outputMIN, outputMAX).

x = value − inputMIN
inputMAX − inputMIN

· (outputMAX − outputMIN) + outputMIN

When the input value is smaller than the specified minimum input value (inputMIN)
the result outputMin will also be smaller producing an unwanted mapped value and
we may need to clamp it.

Perceptual Mapping

During my explorative work, many challenges were presented when trying to map
control devices to animated parameters. Some of them were related to the conceptual
level, but most were based on technical issues, such as assigning an action from the
puppeteer on a specific device controller (source) to a behavior in the host object
(target). Most of these problems were related to the specifications of the hardware,
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such as how to translate an object in the virtual space with a joystick or with a touch
device. Each of these devices result in a different interaction experience presenting
distinct possibilities. While with the joystick the translation should be relative to
the current object position, with the touch device the puppeteer can place the object
directly into the final position, or associate a motion vector to the relative position
of the object. The input device properties were already discussed in section 2.3.2.
However, the underlying qualities of the movement associated to produce the action
are similar - moving one finger to move an object. Thus, it would be possible to think
of the mapping in a perceptual way, assigning an input action to the quality of the
movement itself. This interaction design paradigm would allow to interchange the
touch device with the joystick, maintaining the same mapping: An interchangeable
interface design model based on an ecological mapping approach.

Forwards Kinematics and Inverse Kinematics Mapping

Figure 5.11: Finger walking - mapping fingers to forward and inverse kinematics of a
puppet.

Typically in animation inverse kinematics is used for controlling the leg motion, while
arms are controlled with forward kinematics to generate motion arcs in the trajectories.
In digital puppetry we may refer to a forward kinematics mapping when there is a
parity between DOFs in a certain segment of the rigging. For instance, three joints of
the performer’s finger are mapped to three joints of the leg. In this case, the leg of
the puppet follows directly the motion of the finger. On the other hand, an inverse
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kinematics mapping is based on end effectors driven by the performer. The performer
drives the end effector of a limb of the puppet, and the parent bones of the limb
are calculated automatically. We can establish a direct mapping, by assigning the
orientation of our finger joints to the relative rotation of the puppet’s legs and arms.
However, it is fundamental to offset and constraint the rotation between the source
and target. For instance, we might want to emphasize the rotation of the knee more
than the source rotation, thus, a scaling function should be used. An Inverse Forward
Kinematic (IFK) function can be used to flip the rotation of a certain axis (i.e. PIP
Proximal Interphalangeal joint) as we can see in (Figure 5.11. The FK can give accurate
control, but it can be very complex to drive a skeleton with all DOFs. On the other
hand, controlling the end effector with IK can be useful when the input device presents
few DOFs. For instance, we can animate a walk cycle with just two DOFs from the
performer. The IK mapping technique can solve the problem of few-to-many mapping.
This technique can be enhanced with special feature rigging, including the inverse leg
or the inverse foot method.
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5.2 Design, Develop, Play

This section describes the most important aspects of puppet design and construction,
as well as the manipulation methods and controlling interface to enhance a digital
puppet play. A methodology for digital puppetry can combine animation and puppetry
methods and principles, including character design, control design, motion design, as
well as the principles behind a puppet play.

In order to design a virtual puppet play, it is necessary to have a general notion of all the
aspects that constitute the show, starting from the construction of the puppet, to the
performance. There are many aspects that surround the puppet and are fundamental
to create the dramaturgy, such as the scenography, camera angles, the lighting design,
visual effects, gestural design, or the sound design. Most of these aspects are out of
the scope of this thesis. However, an interaction model should be able to support
them.

A digital puppet play production pipeline combines the workflows of both animation
and puppetry. Figure 5.12 shows the typical puppet and puppet play production
pipelines. These production processes are interdependent and iterative. For instance,
the rigging task can be applied to all elements, not just to the puppet, such as a
scenography stage curtain which can be rigged and mapped to a slider on the controlling
GUI.

Figure 5.12: Digital puppet play production pipeline.

The character setup plays an important role in a digital puppetry production. The rig,
the control handles, and the mapping scheme are crucial for an expressive animation.
Thus, it is important to spend some time in the character setup. However, in many
situations something simple may work better than complex rigs with multiple control
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handles. The digital puppeteer should understand the mechanics of the rig in order to
take full advantage of the manipulation potential.

Traditional Puppetry Mechanism

The mechanism model of traditional puppets can be used as a guide for digital puppetry
control metaphor. The mechanism of traditional puppets is constituted by three main
parts: 1) Rig; 2) Linkage; 3) Control.

1. The rig is the mechanism that allows the puppet to move and receives the linkage
from the controlling interface. The mechanism can be made with a ball and socket
joint, or a loop on the end of a rigid rod that hinges at the rig, a knot at the
end of a string, or a solid rod attached firmly in the armature. Although the
mechanism has moving parts, those parts should move smoothly and not play
around creating unintended movement. This movement can be constrained with
a return spring, an elastic or weight that forces the mechanism to go into its
neutral position. There may be stops to constraint the range of motion.

2. The linkage is the channel where the movement flows from the control interface
to the puppet’s joint. In a physical puppet, this connection goes around corners,
passes through costumes and through all other places where friction can influence.
Thus, it is important to create a solid linkage. The linkage can be a rod inside a
tube that allows to push, pull and rotate, or a string running through a straw.

3. The controlling interface is the means for manipulating the mechanism and make
the puppet move. A control can be anything, from a rod to a toggle, from a
lever on a grip to a trigger. The control is handled by the hand and should be
comfortable and ergonomic. The interface should be pleasant to hold, and the
primary and secondary controls should be within reach to allow the puppeteer to
be engaged with the movement of the puppet.

Digital puppetry workflow

There are two main factors to consider, in order to create a believable character from a
puppet: first, to build a figure that embodies the desired character (appearance); and
second, to manipulate the puppet in way that its movements convey character as well
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as emotion to the audience. The first is related to the puppet appearance, and the last
is related to the puppet mechanics, the puppet controller, as well as to the puppeteer
performance.

In puppetry, figures are in usually designed based on the simplification or on the styl-
ization of humans, animals or other living creatures. Three main features characterize
the digital puppetry procedure: 1) puppet design; 2) interface design; 3) animation
design.

The virtual puppet creation pipeline can be divided into modeling, rigging, and in-
terface design. In virtual puppeteering the character setup is a central issue to allow
real-time expressive manipulation.

Figure 5.13: Digital puppetry creation workflow.

Puppet Design (visual design, movement design, mechanical design)

1. The appearance;

2. The mechanics and behavior.

Control design (Controls and semantics)

1. Interface design;

2. Mapping and Orchestration.

Animation design (movement design)

1. Animation /puppetry principles (Thinking puppet);

2. Interaction and performance methods (The animation play).

A believable character is determined by its appearance (visual aspect), its articulation
(movement), and its performance (behavior - thinking).
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5.2.1 Character Design

“The actor represents but a puppet is” (Currell, 1987, p.2)

Puppets are not actors and do not suffer from the influence of life experience like actors,
as argued by Edward Gordon Graig in the Uber-marionette. To a certain degree, they
are free to represent whatever his creator wants. Puppets are designed to represent
an idea, a concept, a substance of a character. They should suggest qualities to the
audience by transmitting emotions, they should define a personality by the way they
move, through its movements. The capability to synthesize qualities is their main
essence, which is based on the power of simplification. Thus, when puppets attempt
to copy the human behavior, they fail their own essence. On the other hand, they
become fascinating when interpreting their representation, inviting the audience to
participate and construct their own idea of the puppet in an interactive dialog. In this
way, character design can be understood as the principle of communicating an idea
to the audience from the character’s behavior, or movement. To emphasize particular
aspects of the character’s personality, the puppeteer can exaggerate reality by using
a symbolic representation of the human or animal nature that are understandable by
the audience. Thus, it is fundamental to clearly define the puppet’s character and its
action before moving into the design stage.

To construct a puppet it is helpful to take in consideration concepts of drawing and
anatomy. Many aspects in the design and construction of a puppet are interdependent
and thus, it is fundamental to define the character’s actions and behavior before starting
the construction phase.

The process of designing a puppet starts with its characterization towards the specifi-
cations and requirements of the project, that is, what the puppet should be and what
it should do. In this way, the design of the puppet is made according to a specific
function.

The study of the traditional puppet design as well as animation principles will con-
tribute to a better understanding of the aspects that make puppets effective for ma-
nipulation and for achieving a convincing look before an audience. There are many
methods and techniques that can be used for building puppets. However, the com-
mon practice in puppetry, when dealing with a unique puppet that does not follow
a standard, is through a trial and error approach. This approach requires an open
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mind for creative problem solving. Each puppeteer develops his own methods based
on his personal preferences. And that is why it is so important to develop a generic
and flexible framework for digital puppetry that can take into account the preferences
of each digital puppeteer, allowing space for experimentation.

Puppet design refers to both appearance and construction. On the appearance side, it
is important to build a figure that retains (embodies) the character’s personality. On
the other hand, the construction of the puppet should be developed to allow the ma-
nipulator to produce movements that transmit the character’s emotions. The puppet
should transmit its essence, should emphasize the character it is intended to be. The
puppeteer has to choose the most important and suitable aspects that expresses the
character’s personality and translate them into the puppet’s appearance and charac-
ter’s interpretation. Puppet design can be divided in the following aspects:

1. The appearance (visual design);

2. The mechanics (mechanical design).

When designing the character it is also important to define its morphology and behav-
ior. McLaughlin asks two questions that should guide the puppet design: “what does
it look like and what does it do?” (McLaughlin, 2006, p.5). Real world observations
can help answering these questions.

Apperance

The puppet emphasizes the character that the designer wants to reflect. The puppet
can represent an animal, a human being, an expression that suggests an emotion, or
just an icon that transmits an idea. It can be made to be realistic or abstract, sculpted
with fine details, or hardly crafted at all. The puppet’s appearance depends on the
decisions of the designer based on the dramaturgy and aesthetics of the production.
The puppeteer has to create and interpret the character, not an imitation. Thus,
it is important for the puppeteer to select the characteristics that he considers most
appropriate to express the personality that he has imagined.

It is not always possible to make all the decisions at the drawing stage, and it is
necessary to explore different techniques at certain points in their development. The
basic guideline in the design of a puppet can be synthesized into constructing a figure
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that personifies the character making its movements to express its identity.

The puppeteer can use the human or animal morphology as a reference to design the
character. He should clearly define the key features of body construction towards the
achievement of natural and realistic behaviors of body limbs. These features include,
among others, the most elementary skeletal anatomy, the body posture, the behavior
and interaction between articulations, and the limb orientation.

Choose Style

One of the first steps in designing a puppet is to define its style. As discussed in section
2.2.4, there are distinct animation styles as well as appearance styles. McLaughlin
divides digital character’s morphology into three categories: primitive, abstract, and
naturalistic (McLaughlin, 2006).

• Primitive: He employs the term primitive to describe the design style of char-
acters in the cartoon aesthetic domain.

• Abstract: The abstract design style presents believable physically elements com-
bined in an unnatural way.

• Naturalistic: Characters with a naturalistic design should look and behave as
if they were from the real world.

Examples of these categories can be seen in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Different character styles: (Left) Abstract style from The Sleepwalker
(2015); (Middle) Primitive style from The Incredibles (2004); (Right) Naturalistic style
from The Adventures of Tintin (2011).

Other authors divide the puppet style into three categories (Ritchie et al., 2005):
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• Hyper-Realism: something that looks realistic and fantastic. Gollum character
from the Lord of the Rings (2002), for example.

• Photorealism: The characters should look real as a photograph. Stunt actor,
for example.

• Highly Stylized: Stylized characters provide more artistic freedom and presents
profound physical differences from the real world. Even though presenting bizarre
anatomies, they should look believable, with a wide range of emotions. Examples
are most video games and films.

Tsitou (Tsitou, 2011) argues that stylized puppets are universal presenting an adapt-
able and flexible condition. This condition reflects its various experiences offering
multiple possibilities to each situation. Puppets can interpret both realistic as well as
surrealistic representations.

Shape and material are two major aspects that define the appearance of characters.
Zell et al. (Zell et al., 2015) studied these factors, performing an experiment with
different stylization levels, by combining shape and material to understand how they
affect the perceived realism and appeal. The results of their experiment suggest that
shape is the main factor for perceiving realism, as well as intensity expression, and the
material is the dominant component for appeal (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15: Different stylization levels for a male character in a surprise emotion
adapted from Zell (Zell et al., 2015).
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Appearance and Function

Appearance (form), articulation and movement are the three main elements of the pup-
pet design. Appearance and function contribute to the definition of the structure of
the digital puppet. Puppets can be created based on anatomical structures from living
beings. Their anatomies should behave (function) according to the physical laws. The
factors that determine the biological design of the puppet contribute to generate a nat-
ural behavior comparable to living organisms, helping to trick the audience. However,
the puppet should not mirror the human proportions, as it may look unnatural and to
appear very thin and tall. Rather, it should be created as a caricature to emphasize
particular aspects that are dramatically effective to the audience. It is the variations
of these proportions that are important in the creation of a cartoon character, being
more effective in a virtual puppet theater.

Puppet Design - Body Shape

There are no strict rules about the proportion of a puppet, but we can take as reference
the human figure, which is typically measured in height based on the size of the head.
While for the average adult male the proportion of the head is approximately one-
seventh of its total height, being balanced with the body, for a small child the proportion
of the head is larger than the rest of the body. On the other hand, the proportion of the
head of a puppet is about a fifth, and may even be exaggerated by reaching a quarter
or a sixth. The proportion of the head in relation to the rest of the body transmits
the age of the character. A character with a very large head in proportion to his body
will look more childlike. Following the rules of human proportions strictly does not
bring interesting results. However, they should not be ignored, as they can be used
as a reference and apply similar relationships between the positioning and scale of the
limbs. For instance, the hand is approximately the length of the chin in the middle
of the forehead, covering a large part of the face. The feet are the size of the head.
The elbows are leveled with the waist, the wrists with the lower part of the torso, the
torso is slightly smaller than the legs. It is also important to take into consideration
the shape of the body. A common approach to test this is to look into its silhouette
(2D puppet), or to its shadow casted into a plane by moving the 3D puppet around a
light source. Interesting and well defined silhouettes or shadows result in an expressive
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character. The proportion and the body shape of the puppet are used to communicate
certain psychological and physiological aspects of the character to the audience.

Puppet Design - Head and Face

The way the head is placed in the body, as well as its motion related to the body, are
important for characterization. While turning the head is most important because it
aims the audience to a specific target, nodding the head can be even more important
because it transmits an emotional state. The eyes of the puppet are central in bringing
the character to life as they are unique to establish a dialog with the audience. Many
artists begin the process of designing the puppet in the eyes as a way to give life to
the character.

The face of a character is the most sensible and expressive part of its body. The
head of a human-like person can be divided into approximately four equal parts: from
the chin to the nose; From the nose to the eyes; from the eyes to the middle of the
forehead; from the middle of the forehead to the top of the head. The eyes should
be positioned between the chin and the top of the head, and the ears are usually
aligned horizontally by the lower and upper nose line. The ears are very important to
the characterization and should be designed from behind and from profile. The lips
should be round and tubular. The wrinkles should be modeled entirely, even those
parts that only appear with a certain expression. Asymmetry is very important for
facial expression. Typically, puppets are designed based on a set of symbols extracted
from the observation of reality. These symbols are exaggerated to amplify certain
aspects that reflect the personality of the character. These symbols are used together
to communicate the emotional state of the character to the audience. The designer
combines a set of symbols such as eyelids, eyebrows, or mouth shape to convey a full
expression. The mouth is the most basic symbol used to communicate the character’s
emotion. The designer can combine a mouth shape curved downward to reflect a sad
emotion, and combine it with the eyebrows shape lined down to the center indicating
that the character is worried. The audience is familiar with these basic symbols and
can recognize them easily even at a subconscious level. However, it is the variations to
the norm that contribute to the generation of a unique character. The age of a subject
affects the proportions of the head, and the introduction of hair may completely alter
the appearance of the shape. In traditional puppetry, the nose should be prominent to
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clearly point the target to where the puppet is looking at. However, in digital puppetry
we can use the virtual camera to show the target.

Level of detail

A character rig depends on the geometry. A geometry without enough detail for de-
formation will break, but too much detail will make it slow to create the deformers
and difficult to rig. The topology should support the appropriated creasing in each re-
gion. The base model should not have an extreme polygon density, the details should be
added in a later step, taking into account the intended deformations (Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16: Geometry details around the elbow joint to allow a smooth deformation.

Exaggeration

There are other design principles to consider that focus on the characterization. One
basic principle is to exaggerate a specific part of the body in rest to the others, such as
a very large stomach and short legs to communicate that the character is fat. In order
to achieve an effective design we should concentrate on the main elements that reflect
more about the character’s personality. For instance, to communicate that a heroic
character is strong we could emphasize the chest and shoulders. These are generic
design principles that can be applied to characters in all mediums. Although there are
important differences to consider between 2D and 3D characters. While 2D characters
can challenge gravity, 3D puppets require balance. On the other hand, 2D figures such
as silhouettes can challenge perspective mixing profile with a front view, 3D puppets
are built to work within three dimensions.
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Dynamics - Fur, hair and cloth

In traditional puppetry it is a common practice to use cloth as well as fur to add
dynamics and to reduce the need to model parts of the body. These features are
now available in game engines which run in real-time. However, they require much
processing power and should be used with care. The dynamic effect created by fur and
cloth adds secondary motion and a very natural behavior to the animation. A simple
sphere made with fur, when moved in a dramatic manner, can be quite expressive
(Figure 5.17).

Figure 5.17: The use of fur can contribute to add style and dynamics to a character.
Picture from a virtual puppet made with fur in Unity3D.

Mechanics

Puppets defy the laws of physics, as they can fly, spin, or float. The way they move is
influenced by their structure, control method and manipulation technique. Therefore,
it is important to built the puppet’s structure and controls according to its action.

There are important aspects to consider when designing the puppet mechanics, in-
cluding the number of limbs or shapes, the types of joints that connect the limbs, the
building materials, or the articulated features such as a moveable mouth, or a blinking
eye. Increasing the number of limbs increases the puppet’s dexterity as well as its
operation complexity. There are multiple types of joints that can be employed in both
digital and traditional puppet building. There are joints with one DOF that revolute
motion, or joints with 2 or more DOF’s for spherical motions.
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Puppets Rig - Body Structure

In both puppetry and animation, a crucial aspect is to define the puppet’s behavior
before creating the skeleton. Defining the action will help to define the character’s
structure. There are some considerations related to the amount of joints and their
placement, as well as their range of motion. Typically, in a biped figure, legs and
arms are made with two-bone chains, the spine with at-least two-bone chains, and
fingers are made with three-bone chains (Figure 5.18). The motion range can vary
on each puppet based on multiple aspects, such as the age of the character, or the
style of the puppet. However, constraining the range of motion limits the animator’s
creativity. Most of the animators prefer an unconstrained rig that allows them to
achieve expressive movements through exaggeration. A flexible rig is more powerful,
allowing to create more poses and complex motion. However, it is not trivial to build a
flexible rig that stays stable on extreme poses and does not break. Thus, it is important
to achieve a trade-off between flexibility and stability. There is no standard rig for a
puppet, and each artist tends to develop its own model. An example of a simple rig
for a biped character could be:

• Spine: The spine requires at least three joints;

• Shoulder: Ball and socket with three axes of motion;

• Elbow: Ball and socket to rotate in all the three axes;

• Hip: A ball and socket joint free to rotate in all the three axes;

• Knee: A hinge joint with just one axis of rotation;

• Ankle: A ball and socket joint;

• Foot: A ball and socket, a hinge joint for the toe.

In puppetry, the knee is often made with a hinge joint. However, to achieve full control
over the knee, a ball and socket would be more appropriated in particular for keyframe
animation. McLaughlin argues that the “knee is capable of as much as 15 degrees
medial/lateral rotation” (McLaughlin & Sumida, 2007, p.4). However, for real-time
animation, it may be wise to constrain the knee movement to a hinge joint.

It is essencial to create a consistent skeleton with a clean topology working with sym-
metrical joint structures as possible. This workflow will help the skinning process.
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Figure 5.18: A typical biped rig applied to a 3D cartoon character with moving eyes
and moving mouth.

Asymmetry can be achieved at a later step, using blend shapes, displacements or
through skin weight. The placement of joints can be time-consuming, in particular
for characters with a complex skeleton. It can also be a frustrating process, specially
when problems are detected during the skinning. Often, rigging issues are found in the
animation phase in particular problems related to the correct orientation of the bones.
A rigging tool can be useful to redo the skeleton from scratch. However, it is hard to
develop a generic rigging tool capable of generating a clean and perfect rig and handle
so many different topologies and specifications.

Puppets Rig - Head and Face

While moving the eyes is a common feature in traditional marionettes, this is very rare
in glove puppets. This particular effect presents an expressive mean of communication
and should be used in close up scenes such as intimate performances. This effect is
completely lost when shown from a certain distance. However, with virtual puppeteer-
ing it is possible to change the camera angle to a close up and take advantage of this
effect whenever the puppeteer desires. Moving eyes in digital puppets is less challenging
that in their traditional counterparts and can be automatized. For instance, a simple
and effective method using just one input to drive both eyes and head, is to move the
eyes before the head, providing an anticipation effect, because the head follows the
eyes with milliseconds of delay. While both turn into the same direction, the delay is
understood by the audience as two distinct movements. There are other tricks that
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can enhance a limited control, such as creating a physics behavior to the pupil that
moves freely inside a transparent sphere reacting to the main movement.

In a similar, way moving mouths can contribute to increase the expressiveness of the
puppet and establish a direct communication with the audience. This feature is appro-
priate for hand puppets such as the Muppets, which that take advantage of the hand
position of the puppeteer, but it can also be used for marionettes and rod puppets. On
digital puppets, a moving mouth can be added with distinct techniques, for instance
the digital puppeteer can manipulate blend-shapes weights, rotate bones, apply forces
using physics, or moving an IK handle. Each of these methods provide distinct degrees
of freedom and levels of expressiveness. The most simple method to achieve lip syn-
chronization with digital puppets is to map the amplitude of the voice of the puppeteer
to the amplitude of the mouth. However, this approach does not take in consideration
the coarticulation problems which were already discussed in section 3.2.1.

Physics-based Puppets

Physics-based puppets provide an appropriated way to extend the low dimensional
space of input devices. However, a physics-based model presents the challenge of
designing a puppet with good balance. Physics-based puppets are similar in behavior
as the traditional string or rod puppets.

The digital puppeteer benefits from a puppet with a good design. It is important to
achieve a trade-off between high-degree of control and intuitive interaction. Restriction
and flexibility of movement are two important aspects to consider. A well-made puppet
should present proper weight distribution, and adequate joints that provide natural
gestures but prevent unintended movement. The relative weight of the limbs of the
puppet is determinant to achieve a good balance, for example, a puppet may present
some difficulty in walking if the pelvis is too light in relation to the legs. The weight of
the puppet should be balanced and distributed around its center point. Hips and feet
are limbs that require some weight, and the weight differences between neighbor rigid
bodies should not be larger than ten times, otherwise the simulation can get jittery.
The body of the puppet will swing at the slightest movement if the legs are too heavy
compared to the hips. The tip of the foot should be lighter than the heel, helping to
achieve a pendulum movement bringing the foot downwards. In this way, it is possible
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to obtain the walking action in a natural and simplified way - just by swinging the
puppet up and down. With just one input with six DOF, the digital puppeteer can
move and rotate the puppet on a 3D stage, taking advantage of the puppet’s own
balance. The physics-simulation provides gravity and ground contact.

Mechanics of Traditional Puppets

Physics-based characters share similar mechanical principles with those from the tra-
ditional puppets. Thus, it is important to understand some of these principles and
techniques, in particular those from the construction of a marionette or from a rod
puppet. A traditional puppet can be divided into three main parts:

1. The support mechanism, which keeps the puppet upright (central rod, backbone
string);

2. The motion control mechanism for moving the puppet (arm rods, leg strings);

3. The specific motion mechanism, which is used for special effects (eye or bowing
motion).

There are many different materials that can be used as joints, and a variety of mech-
anism that support the rods. For instance, arms can be made with rope to provide
flexibility of movement, maintaining some degree of firmness. Thus, there is no need
to include extra joints. On the other hand, joints can be made with leather, which
offers accurate control as well as some degree of flexibility. Leather is a common ma-
terial to create hinged joints. It can be used in the wrist and elbow articulations for
complementary movement. To achieve greater control over the puppet, it is desirable
to restrict the joint motion. There are strategies to automatically constrain the move-
ment by using a groove and tongue in each limb to create a fit such as an open mortise
and a tenon joint. The groove orientation allows the puppeteer to set the rotation in
the desired direction. One technique that provides flexible movement without major
movement restrictions is the use of rings on the joints. It is important to define the
moveable and manipulated parts of the puppet before the construction phase. For in-
stance, the hands of a rod puppet can be controlled through a rod attached to the wrist
or fixed to the arms to prevent undesirable motion. On the other hand, the legs of the
puppets can dangle freely using leather or cord in the hip joints. Another technique to
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create flexible joints is to use strings or springs attached to each member. Combining
the various techniques may be a solution to enable certain movements.

Marionettes vary in construction as well as in the way they are controlled. One of
the most important aspects in the construction of a marionette is to provide a good
balance by distributing the weight on the different limbs, and to restrict the joints to
achieve appropriate control. It should be made as a whole where every limb should
be taken in consideration. Usually the body of a marionette is made of two parts to
increase the flexibility of movement connected at the waist joint. The body can be
made with cloth, wood or foam rubber. The material used in the body determines
the material to be used in the joints. Joints can be made using screw-eye, leather,
or cord. Arms can be made of cloth, rope, foam rubber, or carved from wood. Each
material presents its flexibility as well as natural restriction conditions. The hands of
a marionette are important and should be molded in an expressive pose. To prevent
strings to get stuck between the fingers, a wire can be attached to close the intervals.
As in cartoon animation, stylized hands usually have only four fingers. The legs can
be craved, made with cloth, cord, or foam rubber. Some puppeteers weight the puppet
to achieve a precise control. During the construction, each limb can be weighted to
ensure that it is balanced. There are some aspects to consider regarding the weight of
certain limbs. For instance, the pelvis may affect the walking if it is too light, and in
a similar manner a heavy toe may be dragged when the puppet walks.

Shadow puppets can also be made with different materials, although most are made
with a strong card. The building procedure of an articulated shadow puppet usually
begins by drawing each part on a cardboard. The moving parts should be designed
to be overlap in the joints. Then, the shapes are cut out and each part is joined
using cord or other material such as rivet-type paper fasteners. The movements of
the silhouette can be restricted if the moving parts are well tied. Silhouettes made
with solid black can be extended with extra features that are not seen and overlap
the main shape. These features can appear after being triggered by the puppeteer,
for instance a monster with multiple legs. Shadow puppets can be made with color or
translucent material. Interesting visual effects can be achieved by overlapping different
colors.
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The Mechanics of Motion

Every puppet has a structure that defines its morphology. This structure presents
a function allowing the puppet to move and to execute actions. The movement and
behavior of the puppet obey to the physical laws.

The puppet should be designed based on its actions, on the movements that are required
to execute each task by the character. The form should follow the function. The
function should be defined by formulating questions about the character’s behavior:
what is it supposed to be doing? in which angles is the character seen? For instance,
we may need to create half a character if seen from the waist up only. Does it need
a moving mouth for speaking, or can we use body language to express its feelings?
If the puppet is made for specific actions such as dancing, weight lift or walking,
than it is important to place an emphasis on the construction of its body. The body
movement is the key element in which the puppeteer should spend more time. On the
other hand, on scenes where the focus resides on character acting, facial animation and
hand motion are the most important elements. The first element that captivate the
audience’s attention on a character is the eyes. Thus, it is important to work their
appearance as well as their motion.

Locomotion - Designing the mechanical structure of a character depends upon its
intended behavior, the puppet’s morphology, and the digital puppetry technique which
will be used for real-time manipulation. There are joints that perform a central role in
certain actions, such as locomotion. Locomotion is one of the most complex behaviors
in a character. To achieve a natural locomotion with biped characters, the animator
must manipulate a great amount of joints in the character’s rig in each keyframe.
Leg and arm joints are determinant for the success of a believable walk. This can be
achieved with both realistic or cartoonish styles of locomotion. The observation of the
physical body behavior is an important reference, as well as the understanding of the
body’s biomechanics and the physical laws. A walking should reflect the character’s
psychological, and physiological state, such as its age and mood. The locomotion or
any other movement should reflect the environment, such as walking in the desert with
high temperatures, or walking underwater. A central joint that contributes to create
a believable character is located at the upper neck head, allowing the nodding and
turning of the head. It is created as a ball and socket articulation providing a free
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rotation around three axes. However, in humans there are two separated movements,
the rotatory movement and the flexion and extension of the head. It is common in
character animation to separate these two movements to achieve a more realistic looking
movement.

Control and Automation - It is common to include extra bones in a rig for detail
control or automation, in particular for keyframe animation such as the reverse foot.
These bones are useful to achieve a high level of control of the mechanical behavior
from the animator, but they require extra input DOF’s for a digital puppeteer. Con-
sequently, they should be added only if needed or implemented with automatization
scripts to avoid increasing the manipulation complexity. For instance, leg joints are
fundamental to smooth the trajectory of walking in keyframe animation. The hip
movements such as lateral displacement, pelvic rotation and pelvic tilt are key ele-
ments to achieve a well made locomotion and contribute substantially for the damping
of bounce in a walk. While the animator has a full control over each of these joints, a
digital puppeteer may drive the leg directly with his own leg or finger and not be able
to manipulate each joint independently. In a similar manner, the digital puppeteer can
manipulate the leg using an Inverse Kinematic handle or apply a force that drives the
chain of joints. However, it is possible to include transformation that is applied to each
joint and triggered by the puppeteer in real-time and achieve different behaviors in the
movement.

Optimization of the Rigging Process

The rigging process and the deformation methods were already discussed in section
5.1.2. Focusing only on the puppet mechanics and excluding the control mechanism,
there are 5 basic steps that the rigger should follow (Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19: Five basic steps in a rigging pipeline.

Rigging basic steps:

1. Import and clean the geometry re-parenting the hierarchy if needed;

2. Create the skeleton by setting up the joints for primary and secondary animations;
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3. Skinning process by applying the correct deformations and skin weights;

4. Blend shapes and other additional behaviors such as cloth simulation;

5. Conform to naming convention.

One important consideration when creating the puppet’s skeleton is to define a hier-
archy of joints that reflects the articulation points and the anatomy of the character.
Consistency across characters should be a rule of thumb, following the same naming
conventions to prevent misunderstandings, making it possible to use a rigging tool to
pick up names and corresponding nodes. Template fitting systems can be used to opti-
mize the rigging process when handling multiple characters with similar topology. On
the other hand, distinct skeletons require manual setup. The repetitive task of creating
dozens of complex different rigs manually can increase consistency problems. Imagine
rigging an octopus with 8 legs, where each leg is made with 30 joints. A scripted-based
rig approach would be useful to deal with these complex rigs, providing parameters to
adjust the rig to the geometry. After the skeleton has been created, the rigger work
with the modeler for the skinning process, defining which deformations works well for
that model.

5.2.2 Control Design

The control design is one of the most challenging aspects in digital puppetry. It is the
bridge between the puppet’s mechanics and the performance animation. It involves
designing the puppet’s controls and mapping them to the rig of the puppet. A control
structure is a system that supports the animation of a series of nodes. It compromises
the Interface and the Mapping. While the interface provides the physical and graphical
user controls for the puppeteer, the mapping refers to the logics and node connection,
and to the signal transformations and mathematic operations required to achieve a
specific result.

Figure 5.20: The mapping pipeline where the rig is mapped to the user controls.
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Puppet Controls

Designing an intuitive set of controls in a digital puppetry interface contributes to an
expressive manipulation. The design of a control system should be user-centric, tak-
ing into attention the animator needs. This process requires an intense dialog between
rigger and animateer and should be supported by rapid-prototyping tools to allow real-
time experimentation. In this way, they can work together, searching for solutions in
a creative and interactive environment. Working with a visual programming interface,
such as the node editor from Autodesk Maya, provides an intuitive environment for ex-
ploring connections between joints and controllers. With this approach, the rigger can
position the controllers in a meaningful way by replicating the armature’s placement
with the connection boxes.

As in traditional puppetry, each puppet may require a unique approach to respond to
its specific requirements. The subdivision or simplification of the problem is the key
to handle complex behaviors. In many ways, this can resemble the way programmers
think.

A digital puppetry control interface may use concepts from animation as well as from
puppetry. While in animation the controls are based on a graphical user interface, in
traditional puppetry the controls are physically based. By combining the two types we
can achieve a complete control interface for digital puppetry. Thus, it is important to
understand some of the principles in both domains.

Visual Controlling Interface in Animation Production

The controlling interface is a set of graphics that facilitates the animation of objects.
A graphical user interface control structure helps the animator to pose the character
and change its body expression quickly. Instead of manipulating multiple bones in
sequential steps, the animator can reach one locator or a curve where the bones are
parented and apply a unique transformation. This controlling interface is easer to
manipulate and extends the manipulation operations. The design of a control interface
is an iterative process between the rigger and the animator. The rigger works closely
with the animator understanding the movement requirements, the constraints, and its
interaction methods.
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A well-organized control interface is essencial to facilitate the animator’s manipulation.
The shape and the placement of the controls should be clear to be easily identified,
and well distributed. The level of detailed settings on the control system should be
dynamically adapted for the different animation phases, functions, or skeleton sections.
A complete control system presents numerous controls for detail manipulation. How-
ever, it is not appropriate to show all the controls in just one screen. Imagine hundreds
of handles floating on one display. This would probably block the animator. It is
important to divide the interface into sections that focus on specific tasks, hiding all
the controls that are not required for that task. The animator should be able to switch
and navigate between interface sections.

Types of Controllers - There are interactive controllers for the animator, and there
are procedural controllers for handling the behavior of the joints. While the animator’s
controller is made specificly for manipulation, the behavior controller is developed as
a constraint or expression applying a specific effect to one or many joints. Both can
be interdependent, one responding to the manipulation of the other for adjustments.
For instance, a volume preservation behavior can be developed as a procedural expres-
sion to respond to the manipulation of the animator’s control, producing a geometry
deformation. Volume preservation can be difficult to achieve, particularly in extreme
poses. The volume loss is derived from the classic linear joint interpolation, which is a
common problem when bending or twisting the geometry. The twist problem can be
solved with counter rotating twist chain, however, the bending issue does not present a
direct and simple solution. Similar problems can be found in traditional puppets and
procedural controllers should be applied.

Manipulation Methods - A basic method to animate a skeleton in keyframe ani-
mation is through successive joint rotations down the hierarchy chain, which is also
known as Forward Kinematics. In puppetry, the most common technique to operate
the skeleton is through handlers, located in the extremes of the chain, generating the
motion on all its parents, also known as Inverse Kinematics. Forward Kinematics (FK)
and Inverse Kinematics (IK), which were already discussed in section 2.3.1, are two
common methods for manipulating a rig. The Forward Kinematics method presents
a mechanical logic approach to animation, starting with the parent bone and working
it down to the last child. It is a good method to animate with “arcs” (motion), but it
is time-consuming having to re-animate all descending child joints. This is typically
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used to animate the arms of characters. On the other hand, with Inverse Kinematics
it is possible to group a series of joints to be controlled by a single controller, which is
known as the IK handle. The IK method is fast and easy to animate and it is based on
the translation of the controller. It’s more intuitive because it does not require much
thinking about the rigs’ bio-mechanics. However, it is not a good method to animate
“arcs”, and so it is used mainly for animating the legs. Hybrid rigs can implement the
two methods providing a flexible framework for the animator. However, the animator
should be able to switch between FK and IK.

Visual Control Interface - Typically, in animation productions the animator does
not need to work directly on the skeleton. A complete control interface is created to
support all the possible operations. This visual interface is an iconic representation
of the limbs and actions that are available to manipulate. This interface gathers con-
trollers that are usually created with NURBS curves or polygon objects. When creating
the interface for animation, it is always useful to have a template with a set of controls
that are used frequently (Figure 5.21).

Figure 5.21: Typical UI NURB curve controllers for interactive manipulation of rigs in
animation production applications.

Consistency - Consistency is important in the design of a control interface. The
same behavior should be expected across characters and rig types when manipulating
the controls. It is related to the notion of universality and to a common knowledge
contributing to the efficiency in production. The controllers should be made as clear
as possible, to be easy to find and select. Although there is no standard way of
rigging, there are some conventions used by riggers. For instance, it is common to
use the red color on a control to represent an animatable object on the right side of a
character, or a ghosted control to represent that an object is locked when its parent
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is in IK mode. Color feedback is also used to inform the animator that he is making
an illegal movement which may break the mesh. The mesh can change its color to
prevent geometry interpenetration, or to inform the animator about ground contact,
shoulder limits or tight interception. Some controllers are designed as a graphical
representation of the corresponding part of the body to manipulate, modeled as the
shape of the target. For instance, the foot controller might be a curve in the shape of
the foot (Figure 5.21). There are common functions and transformations assigned to
controls that affect a rig, such as translating a joint or a IK handle, orienting a joint, or
to gather custom attributes. There are many different ways to map a controller to the
joint’s hierarchy, by defining constraints, establishing direct connections, and using set
driven keys, among many others. Common controllers are IK/FK switch, the reverse
foot, or the no-flip IK knee.

Interface Lock - It is important to lock and constrain certain parts of the interface.
In order to guarantee a safe and efficient manipulation, the rigger should limit the
selection of objects and joints in the interface. In this way, the animator is not free
to manipulate directly the rig, rather it is constrained to manipulate the rig through
indirect but well defined controllers provided by the rigger. Limits are useful for the
animator as they reduce the cognitive load of not choosing incorrect selections, they
prevent the rig to break, and they simplify the animation production presenting the
fundamental attributes to animate. Figure 5.22 shows a facial control interface with
color coding where the control handlers are limited to move inside specific regions.
However, in most cases, the rig should not physically limit the animator, allowing him
to push the rig as far as it can go.

It is important to create a clear and intuitive interface which reflects the body’s segment
to control, allowing the animator to identify it just by looking. This ensures that
the animator gets the expected behavior from a control. A consistent behavior is
particularly important in controls that are applied to both sides of a character. For
instance, rotational controls should be mirrored in each side to produce the same result.
Complex behaviors such as the motion of the fingers can be simplified by creating
attributes that group sets of poses. For instance, an attribute can be used to close and
open the hand, by grouping all fingers with set driven keys defining the initial pose
where the fingers are spread, and the end pose where the fingers are bend. On the
other hand, an IK solution should be used in situations that require detailed finger
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Figure 5.22: Facial control interface example in Autodesk Maya.

manipulation.

Traditional Puppetry Control Devices

There is a great variety of control devices used in puppetry. Each device present a
distinct interaction method which results in a unique motion expression. The device
is built according to the behavior required for the puppet. Direct manipulation can
also be used to reduce the interaction distance, presenting a more natural and stronger
action.

Figure 5.23: Rod puppet’s; a) construction scheme of a two handed rod puppet adapted
from (Latshaw, 2012); b) rod silhouette for shadow puppetry adapted from (Currell,
1985).

Rod Puppets - Rod-puppets vary in their style, materials and manipulation meth-
ods. A Rod puppet control device can be developed for one-handed or multi-handed
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manipulation. A rod-puppet can be manipulated by one or multiple puppeteers. The
amount of operators influences the design of the control system as well as the manip-
ulation methods. The control setup varies according to the manipulation needs. A
three-man operated puppet setup may be organized by limbs or by side, for instance,
one puppeteer manipulates the torso and neck, a second one operates the legs, and a
third one the arms. On the Bunraku style the master puppeteer operates the head,
body and the right arm of the puppet. The second puppeteer operates the puppet’s left
arm. The third puppeteer manipulates the legs. The body of rod puppets is usually
supported by a central rod. This rod is usually tube-shaped to allow the introduction
of strings or other rods inside. The use of an inner rod or string allows independent
manipulation of the head. The central rod can be fixed or free to turn within the
body. It can be long to increase the manipulation distance, or short to increase the
manipulation flexibility and accuracy. Rod puppets may present moveable heads for
turning and nodding. A turning head can be made using a rod secured to the head
inside a tube fixed in the body. The rod turns the head and the tube supports and
holds the body steady. However, the puppeteer can also turn the tube, making the
body to turn. On the other hand, a nodding head can be made with a spring or using
dowels.

In shadow puppets, the control device is mainly for manipulating the body and arms.
Usually the controls are attached to the body, to one arm, and to the head if it moves
(Figure 5.23). The rest of the limbs swing freely. Legs can be moved indirectly through
the main control rod.

String Puppets - Marionette controllers vary from a very simple platform with just
one segment to the complex and multi-limbed vertical (upright control) and horizon-
tal platforms (aeroplane control). They vary according to the details of the puppet’s
movement and can be made only with strings or by combining strings with rods (Fig-
ure 5.24). The strings of a marionette connect the puppet’s rig to the control device.
The movement on the puppet is generated through the manipulation of the control de-
vice or by pulling directly the strings acting as puppet actuators. In general the control
device is made with wood and designed to be manipulated by one or two hands. The
upright control is appropriated for operating human-like puppets and the aeroplane
can be used to manipulate animals or human figures.

The control is used to move the puppet’s limbs, to support, tilt and turn the puppet.
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Figure 5.24: Different types of string-based device controllers: a) Simple full-string type
(McCormick & Pratasik, 2005); b) Simple rod-string type (McCormick & Pratasik,
2005); c) Basic upright controller (Currell, 1985); d) Basic airplane controller (Currell,
1985).

The control device can provide a wide range of movements. However, when the control
is too simple, it may be difficult to operate, requiring to pull individual strings to
achieve certain movements. The most popular device controller is the aeroplane. A
basic aeroplane device is made with one main bar that holds the strings attached to
the hands, to the shoulder, to the head, and a leg bar. To manipulate the puppet,
the puppeteer holds the control with one hand. The movement of the head is achieved
by rotating the control sideways, up or down. To move the hands, it is necessary to
pull the strings with the other hand. The walking action of the puppet is achieved by
rotating the leg bar sideways alternately in a paddling motion. The standard aeroplane
is more complex and extends the manipulation of the basic control, in particular for
the hands and spine. A detachable hand bar suspended in a hook to the top of the
main bar forms a T-shape, allowing the manipulation of the hands of the puppet with
great mobility. By suspending the bar, the hand of the puppeteer is free for other
movements.

The material of the strings should be selected appropriately to maintain the same
length under intense tension during prolonged time. Common string materials are
fishing leader, fish line, black Dacron, parachute cord, braided nylon chord. Each
material used to create the joints in both skeleton and control device determines the
degrees of freedom. Common connecting materials used in puppetry are cord, leather,
and screw-eyes. There is much literature that covers practical construction methods of
puppets (Currell, 1985; Latshaw, 2012).
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Controls in Digital Puppetry

Digital puppetry combines the visual controlling interface used in animation with the
physical device mechanics employed in puppetry. However, the visual interface used in
digital puppetry is different from that used in animation, and the physical devices are
quite distinct from those employed in puppetry. A digital puppetry visual interface is
developed to support multiple inputs simultaneously, and a common digital puppetry
physical device is based on standard HCI or custom made digital interfaces.

The control scheme for real-time manipulation is highly influenced by the input DOF’s
which determines the way the characters will be operated as well as by its own rigging
structure that defines its movement. The controlling scheme is close to the way tradi-
tional puppets are manipulated by relying on physical interfaces with multiple input
signals at the same time. Traditional puppetry controllers can be used as a model to
develop custom made digital interfaces, such as the rod glove interface designed by
Luís Brotons (Figure 5.25) to operate a full puppet with hand and fingers.

Figure 5.25: Hand puppet rod control mechanism developed by Luís Brotons. Frames
from a video taken during a marionette workshop oriented by Stephen Mottram and
Marcelo Lafontana.

As in traditional puppetry, the physical device should be ergonomically designed. The
amount of input DOF can determine the complexity of its manipulation and should
be appropriated to the puppet’s requirement, as well as for the puppeteer’s level of
dexterity. As in animation, a highly constrained puppet is easier to operate but limits
the expressiveness. Most often, the design of the rigging and control interface is depen-
dent upon the selected software solution, and a game engine offers different possibilities
than an animation production software. In general, a rig developed for a game differs
in complexity, from a rig for a classical animation production, not only because of the
different level of detail in the control required by each domain, but also because of
the processing power. However, games are increasing the complexity of the character
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rigs, including inverse kinematic controls for placing the hands on a wall or physics to
allow the character to fall in a natural way. Although a digital puppet play can use a
game engine as its main environment and be somehow constrained to the game rigging
features, it is possible to design a complex control system for real-time manipulation
through scripting.

Appropriate input device - As in traditional puppetry, the input device is the
main interface for the puppeteer to manipulate the puppet. Thus, it is important to
match the input device to the manipulation task and choose the best suited interface to
perform them. The puppeteer can select input devices that are available in the market
or build a custom interface when there are specific interaction requirements. The
selection of an input device should take into account the associated functionality as well
as other features that facilitate the execution of the task such as the device ergonomics.
It is important to take into consideration the device properties to understand if they
respond to the main requirements. These properties were discussed in detail in section
2.3.2 and commercial device considerations were referred in section 2.3.2. The main
factors that should be considered to match the input device to the task are:

• Degrees of Freedom (DOF): As possible, match the required target DOF to
the device DOF. However, in digital puppetry this may be difficult to achieve.
Buttons can be helpful to expand the mapping combinations, when the button
is pressed all the controls can be mapped to other features.

• Action (discrete/continuous): Identify the task requirements to understand
if a single discrete action such as a push-button is suitable, or if there is the need
for a continuous action such as a knob for selecting a range of values as in blend
shapes.

• Mapping (relative/absolute): It is important to decide which mapping is
suitable for the given task. Relative mapping can be suitable for rotating the
head of a puppet using a joystick. On the other hand, positioning the puppet in
the stage may be better with an absolute mapping using a touch screen device,
where there is a direct correspondence between coordinates.

• Range (fixed/dynamic): In a similar way, there are certain actions that require
a pre-defined bounds, such as moving a blend shape weight with a fixed range
between 0 and 1 which can be assigned to a linear slider as its range of operation
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is physically constrained. On the other hand, one may want to rotate the head of
a character infinitely to the right without any limit, and choose a rotary motion
with a physical unconstrained linear knob.

• Complementary: It is common to use more than one device in a digital pup-
petry setup. Each device may be unique and selected for a distinct and com-
plementary task or work together with related functionality, for instance one for
the left hand and another for the right hand. In this case, using similar devices
facilitates the interaction, however, it is hard to differentiate similar devices.
Imagine two similar WIImotes that drive the positioning of left and right arms
of a character. Can you identify which WIImote operates which side of the arm?
To reduce the confusion it is helpful to add some distinction, such as a tag, or a
color. The Sony PS Move controller provides a coloring scheme that facilitates
the distinction of each device.

• Sensing capability: Certain input devices provide sensing capability measur-
ing different expression levels. This sensing capability is important to capture
gestures that present granularities. For instance, a pen tablet is capable of cap-
turing multiple degrees of gestural expression during a stroke from the stylus tip
pressure and orientation.

• Ergonomics: A device ergonomically designed directly contributes to increase
the performance of the task, to reduce the fatigue and to make the task more
enjoyable to execute.

• Technical requirements: Adding or removing a non compatible device from
a system such as a WIImote is not trivial. It is important to understand which
devices are supported by the computer and operating system through the system
requirements, as well as the physical workspace that is required for operating that
device, such as those from the Microsoft Kinect. It is also important to under-
stand the system pragmatics, such as power requirements, the amount of serial
ports, or the amount of allowed connections. For instance, one cannot connect
more than two Kinect sensors to a computer with just one serial controller.

• Cost: The device’s cost is a determinant factor in the selection phase. There are
multiple tradeoffs that can be measured in the final decision such as the frequency
of use.
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It is important to choose the appropriate device and interaction technique that provides
the most efficient expression to transmit a message or an action. Each character asks
for a specific manipulation technique.

Mapping and Orchestration

The use of technology can expand the degrees of freedom of the digital puppeteer by
extending his body into the virtual space. The performer’s body becomes the maestro,
free to manipulate and trigger media objects. The performer can use his body to
drive virtual performing objects using techniques such as motion capture, but at the
same time, he can generate events or system state changes using motion triggering
as a stage controller, manipulating all features of the digital spectacle. He becomes
the new media architect, orchestrating all elements of the performance, the performing
objects and the mediated environment. Mapping the performer’s body into digital
media allows the extension of bodily expression and human creativity as well as an
interchange between the real and the virtual world. The mapping process can be done
in parallel with the control design, allowing the puppeteer to experiment and fine tune
the controller’s behavior. The interface controls are mapped to the armature through
logical operations and mathematical expressions.

Rigging Connections - In rigging for animation we can consider the hierarchical
and the non-hierarchical connections. While the hierarchical connections refer to par-
ent to child relationship, where the child inherits the parents transformations, the
non-hierarchical mappings are relationships that are made ignoring the hierarchical
structure. These mappings can be used to lock the joint behavior to the graphical con-
trol icons, or to force one or multiple axes in the hierarchical chain to specific behaviors
such as aim at a control object, or to point into it.

Procedural Expressions - An incomplete setup of a character may result in a de-
ficient animation. For instance, when using a rig without constraints the animator
may forget to adjust the shoulder after moving the elbow, and this could result in
undesirable deformations in the underarm region. This problem could be solved by
implementing a relationship between segments. For instance, an expression for con-
necting the shoulder’s position to the arm’s movement. In this way, the shoulder could
stay still when the elbow is low, and to adjust its position automatically when the
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elbow is above the shoulder triggered by a rotation threshold. Automatic procedural
expressions simplify the animator’s task and allow the rig to behave in a natural way. A
fully setup rig may require dozens of relationships. These connections and expressions
differ upon the software used and are not interchangeable.

Interoperability - An interoperable system allows the data to flow through different
applications in a pipeline. This type of system is particularly important when the
workflow is based on multiple software packages and there is the need to exchange data
among them. While there is a wide support to exchange geometry definition, there is a
lack of support to transfer the kinematics, the controls, the mappings, the constraints
and the deformation data among applications. For instance, the control interface and
mapping expressions may be lost when transferring a rig of a character from Autodesk
Maya to a game engine such as Unreal engine. The interoperability concept can be
applied on a real-time pipeline, where the data from the rig of a character is passed to
another application for control in real-time.

Traditional puppetry style - A believable motion is achieved when the character
behaves in a natural way according to its unique features, and to generic conventions
and rules that the audience is familiar, with such as the rules of physics. However, in
cartoons, as well as in puppetry, a character can challenge the rules and fly. A believable
character does not need to behave in a realistic way. In digital puppetry, a cartoon
character may be more believable than a realistic one. An interesting approach is to
take advantage of the traditional puppetry conventions which the audience is already
familiar with, extending its language with the potential of multimedia.

Character features - To generate a believable behavior it is important to incorporate
the features of the character in the retargeting and mapping expressions. Anthropo-
morphized animals such as an octopus, or a cartoon-like monkey, have their own unique
motion characteristics. These motions can hardly be captured directly from a human
performer. Thus, it is fundamental to transform the source and the target motion
signals using methods that were discussed in section 2.3.3. For instance, a procedural
expression could be applied to replicate the motion retrieved from one chain of the
input source (finger) to several limbs on the target (legs) with a delay factor. On the
other hand, a filter could be applied to the source motion data to constrain the target
movement just to the extremes, resulting in a cartoonish style animation.
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Motion analysis - Movement is the most important resource for digital puppetry and
it’s the base for motion retargeting. The analysis of movement is useful to establish a
pattern recognition, for motion triggering, or in general to create meaningful mappings.
David Winter (Winter, 2009) categorizes the variables used in the description and anal-
ysis of any movement such as: kinematics, kinetics, anthropometry, muscle mechanics,
and electromyography. Kinematic variables such as joint angles, displacements, veloc-
ities, and accelerations can be used to describe the movement. These variables can be
transformed and mapped to achieve specific movements. Displacement variables are
extracted from anatomical landmark such as center of rotation, or center of gravity of
limbs. While kinematics is used to describe the movement itself, kinetics refers to the
forces that cause the movement, including the internal forces such as muscle activity,
or the friction in the joints, and external forces such as the wind resistance.

Spatial reference - Tracking mode - The data reported by an optical motion
capture system is based on a spatial reference, which can be either relative or absolute.
When the spatial reference is relative, the positional and angular data is reported in
relation to a specific landmark of the subject, such as the center of gravity, and make use
of an anatomical coordinate system to retrieve the joint angles. Absolute coordinates
or absolute angles are reported related to an external spatial reference. The spatial
reference of tracking mode provides different coordinate data sets, contributing to a
more flexible method to handle the motion data. Depending on the motion capture
system, it is possible to request or to change the spatial reference. Each system may
provide different references and ranges. For instance, while the OpenNI framework
provides multiple tracking modes, including user-define modes, not all OpenNI-based
applications enable tracking modes. Synapse is an OpenNI application that supports
various tracking modes, including the “Projective” coordinates, which are related to
the view plane reference and is helpful to refer to what the user sees on the screen;
the “Real-world” coordinates, which are an absolute reference and is useful to locate
the object in the three-dimensional space; and the “Body” mode, which reports the
coordinates as joint distance measurements relative to the torso. It is important to
select the most appropriated reference.

Signal processing - We can think of animation as motion signals that can be manip-
ulated and visualized through graphs. Motion transformation and motion analysis are
also based on signals. Thus, signal processing, which was already discussed in section
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2.3.2, plays an important role in the mapping procedure. Most of the measured signals
derive from the time domain, for instance: force, acceleration, displacement, EMG,
power, energy, or moment. It is possible to analyze their frequency, to correlate or
average their waveforms, as well as to apply filters to them. It is possible to make
decisions based on the signal features, such as the sampling rate, or the filter cutoff
frequencies. On the other hand, covariance and correlation techniques provide means
to explore body motor patterns, extracting meaningful information for mapping and
retargeting.

Expressiveness of interfaces - An important aspect when designing the human-
computer interface is that the user should be able to express some intended action
or meaning. We can call this aspect the expressiveness of the application’s device
(Mackinlay et al., 1990). The expressiveness depends on the input resolution (degrees
of freedom, accuracy) and the virtual interface, which connects the user to the target
application and depends on the mapping and on the transformation functions (speed
in reaction, and visual result). The expressiveness can measure the link between the
user semantics and the target result semantics. The input device should be designed
to allow the user to express accurately the information that can be interpreted by the
target application.

5.2.3 Animation Design

Character animation is very challenging for animators and puppeteers. In order to
achieve believable results, they have to trick the audience, working at the perception
level. Humans first perceive visual information by identifying movement, followed by
form and finally by color. We have a sharp perception to recognize unnatural behaviors
based on our familiarity with body gestures. Animation design for digital puppetry
combines animation and puppetry principles as well as manipulation methods. In dig-
ital puppetry we can apply most of the principles and conventions that are established
in animation and in traditional puppetry. Thus, it is important to understand how to
perform a character in a convincing way, exploring distinct manipulation forms to make
the audience to see the puppet thinking and believe that the puppet is “alive”.
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Principles

Some animation acting techniques are based on theatrical principles, using methods
such as anticipation, action and reaction patterns, or the opposition of rhythm, the
movement and the stylized physical expressions that are used to transmit emotional
states. These methods can be applied with motion capture sessions to stylize natural-
istic movements of characters. There are other concepts used in animation that were
inspired in traditional theater, such as the “blocking”. This term is used to define the
placement of the actor in the stage in specific cues of the script. Blocking in animation
refers to a similar concept, a sort of a draft animation to preview character poses,
trajectories, and timing to get the notion of how the action will look like. However,
as suggested by Madsen (Madsen, 2003) the puppeteer’s approach to acting is quite
different from those of real actors and animators. While the real actor works with the
character “present” in his body the real-time, the animator works with the character
“absent” from his body through a timeline. The puppeteer combines the “present” with
the “absent”, and the digital puppeteer can even combine real-time with the timeline.
Thus, the new digital puppeteer can combine and create new acting styles towards the
target medium, as well as to explore new characters. Theatrical and animation meth-
ods can be combined and used in digital puppetry, such as in the classic principles of
animation.

Classic Principles of Animation

The 12 classic animation principles were defined by Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston
(Thomas & Johtnson, 1981). Most of these principles are not tied to any specific ani-
mation technique, they are linked directly to the brain processes and to the perception
of motion in the time to space relationship. Most of these principles can be applied to
puppetry, in particular: squash and stretch, anticipation, staging, follow-through and
overlapping action, secondary action, timing, exaggeration, appeal.

• Squash and Stretch: It gives the illusion that the character does have weight
and volume when it is moving. It’s the deformation of a body to preserve its
volume during a certain movement.

• Anticipation: It is used to prepare the audience for an action that is going to
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be performed by the character. Anticipation is helpful to dramatize the action
and to create tension.

• Staging: The principle that each pose and action that the character performs
should convey a clear intention. In puppetry it’s the way the character is pre-
sented on stage, the way it expresses its attitude and mood.

• Straight-Ahead and Pose-to-Pose Animation: Two distinct techniques to
generate the motion that result in different animation styles. With straight ahead
we can create fluid, spontaneous, and realistic actions by working drawing by
drawing; with pose-to-pose we achieve dramatic and emotional scenes by convey-
ing an idea with drawings done at intervals.

• Follow-Through and Overlapping Action: the Follow-Through principle
refers to when the main body of a character stops, all other parts continue and
follow the main movement. The overlapping action conveys the concept that
some parts of a body in motion move faster than others.

• Slow-In and Slow-Out: In the physical world, a moving body does not stop
abruptly. It is a principle that provides realism to the character. A motion
requires more frames at the beginning and at the end of each pose to create a
smooth movement.

• Arcs: Natural movements tend to form arcs, except those produced by mechani-
cal devices. Arcs contribute to generate a more natural action that flows through
a sort of pendulum swinging.

• Secondary Action: Additional motion that reinforces and complement the main
action by adding more dimension. It is a background motion generated by the
main action.

• Timing: Timing allows to adjust the speed of the action, making it look smoother
and slower adding more frames, or crisper and faster with less frames. Timing
contributes to the illusion that an action follows the laws of the physics. When
applied to acting it can express the mood, and the emotion of a character.

• Exaggeration: Overstating certain movements helps the audience to understand
the action, synthesizing physical movements that are sometimes complex and dif-
ficult to perceive. Exaggeration can be thought of as a caricature of expressions,
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attitudes, or actions.

• Solid Drawings: Establishes the basic principles of drawing that are funda-
mental in animation such as form, weight, volume, and the illusion of 3D on 2D
characters.

• Appeal: It is essential to develop both an appealing design and an attractive
animation that can captivate the audience giving them charism through a clear
drawing that is easy-to-read.

Puppetry Principles - Animotion

There are puppetry principles that are determinant in a performance, such as focus,
gravity or internal and external fixed point.

Puppetry movement is more resembled to animation, mime or even to dance than to
real actor theatre. Thus, it is important not to act directly through the performer’s
body, but to act through the puppet, through its mind. The puppet’s movement should
be clear, crisp and precise, communicating meaning through action. Movement and
gesture should be related to puppet emotions. The puppeteer should not wiggle the
puppet all the movements together all the time, but instead each line of the story should
be represented by an action, which on the other hand should have a clear meaning.
Unnecessary movement produces noise that distracts the audience from the meaning
of the action; when the puppet has a new thought it should be represented with a new
movement to emphasize the meaning. For a convincing puppet performance, gestures
should vary as much as possible within the confines of characterization, but with clean
and deliberated movements. A convincing puppet is a thinking puppet. The puppeteer
should transmit to the audience that the puppet is thinking by using an appropriate
timing and pace. The eyes of the puppet should tell where the puppet is focusing and
should help the audience to understand the line of action, what is the puppet seeing,
or where the puppet is going. The puppeteer should explore intrinsic movements to
achieve puppet’s natural motion, and work on the body language of the puppet to build
character’s personality and communicate character’s emotions. To help the audience
realize which puppet is speaking, the puppeteer should direct the silent puppets towards
the speaker and move the puppet that speaks. Instead of jiggling it every syllable, the
puppeteer should move it on important words only. If the puppet has a movable mouth
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then the it should open wide on “open” words and move slightly as needed in other
words. Lip-synchronization involves practice to free the puppeteer to concentrate in
the overall movement of the puppet. As opposite to tricks acts, the puppet in a play
should not draw attention to it provoking the admiration of the audience, because it will
distract them from the story. It is important that the puppeteer has some movement
training to be able to empathize certain movements.

Believable character - Many characteristics can be worked together in a puppet to
create a believable character: 1) movement; 2) senses; 3) breath; 4) emotional and
intellectual qualities; 5) voice expression when applicable.

1. Movement - Rhythm of movement is determinant to create the illusion of a
living character. There are movements that focus on parts of the body and
contribute to communicate emotions, such as the inclination of the head, while
other movements require to work with the entire body through space, such as
ambulatory actions.

2. Senses - The puppet should behave according to the five senses. A puppet should
express that it is able to see things around, to see objects, other puppets and the
audience as well. A puppet can be built with a prominent nose to emphasize the
direction of the head and help the audience to understand where the puppet is
looking at. An effort in hearing is a common strategy to indicate that the puppet
is able to hear. There are other strategies, such as by licking the lips, showing
that the puppet is able to taste. Smell and touch are senses difficult to represent
in puppetry.

3. Breath - The breathing movement is determinant to express the vital signs of the
puppet. The breathing rhythm can indicate the emotional state of the puppet.

4. Emotional and intellectual qualities - this characteristic can be seen as the
heart and mind. A puppet should express as many emotions as possible, con-
tributing to establish the character’s personality. The intellectual qualities are
determinant to indicate that the puppet is able of thinking and reasoning.

5. Voice expression - Adding voice to a puppet can increase the range of puppet
expression. However, each puppet should have a unique voice expression.

A believable puppet is a living character and should move naturally. Its body language
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and eye-contact are crucial to express its personality as well as its thinking. There are
three important movements that refer to actions that contribute to a living puppet:
walking, breathing, looking.

Manipulation Principles

The most basic principle for designing the puppet’s motion is based on three concepts:
1) Imitation; 2) Simplification; 3) Exaggeration. Where an observed behavior is imi-
tated, the puppeteer attempts to imitate that behavior by simplifying the movement
to its basic components, exaggerating the motion of certain elements that contribute
to create the illusion of the intended behavior.

In puppetry it is difficult to manipulate each limb of a puppet separately and achieve a
full detailed control in real-time. Thus, the puppeteer is not able to imitate a natural
movement with perfect detail, and needs to learn how to synthesize motion, working
with the puppet characteristics as well as respecting the laws of physics, such as the
pendular motion of a marionette. This is what distinguishes puppetry from other art
forms. With digital puppetry it is possible to achieve a great level of control and
imitate a natural motion with almost perfect detail. However, a perfect imitation may
be understood as just an imitation and not an interpretation. The artistic expression
of puppetry is not grounded on the imitation level and how well the puppet mimics a
human or animal behavior. It is based on the projecting of a reality abstraction that
is recognized by the audience.

Forms of manipulation As in traditional puppet theatre, in a digital puppetry per-
formance the puppeteer can be visible or hidden from the play. It is important to
discuss the relationship between puppet and performer in a performance in order to
understand the manipulation possibilities. Janni Younge (Younge, 2011) enumerates
five major forms of manipulation: illusionist manipulation; neutral, visible manipu-
lation; expressive, visible manipulation; characterized manipulation, and interactive
manipulation.

• Illusionist manipulation: The puppeteer is hidden and the puppet is visible.
The puppeteer attempts to create the complete illusion that the puppet has
autonomous life and is moving independently from any external source.
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• Neutral, visible manipulation: The puppeteer is visible behind the puppet, but it
is neutral . The puppeteer makes an effort to be discrete and maintain a certain
distance. He does not have an active role as a character and can be seen as a
“shadow” of the puppet.

• Expressive, visible manipulation: The puppeteer expresses emotion while manip-
ulating the puppet and becomes expressively involved. The puppeteer acts in
complementarity and form the double of the character. The human qualities of
the puppet are expressed by the puppeteer limiting its nature.

• Characterized manipulation: The controlling force is assumed and is part of the
plot. The puppeteer plays an external character from the puppet, a character
who is manipulating the puppet.

• Interactive manipulation: The puppeteer plays an independent role alongside
with the puppet. There is an interactive relationship and both affect one another.

These forms of manipulation can be used in a digital puppetry performance. Each of
these relationships invoke distinct connotations that result in different experiences and
different levels of immersion. Thus, it is important for the puppeteer to establish a
clear relationship with the puppet in a performance, even for a hidden puppeteer.

Focus Focus is an important aspect that contributes to create a believable character.
In a puppet play there are three major interrelated focus: the puppet, the puppeteer,
and the audience. In a performance, it is determinant to control accurately the puppet’s
direction to establish the eye contact, in particular when the puppet is focusing on the
audience. A slight change in direction makes the puppet look at something else and
distract the audience. Facing the puppet to the audience helps to establish a direct
communication, even when speaking to other puppets. The puppeteer should look to
where the puppet is looking to reinforce the action.

Speech When speaking, the puppet can face the audience and then turn to the target
puppet or puppeteer to indicate to whom it is speaking to. It is also important to
slightly move the listening puppets or hold them still during the speech to prevent
any distraction, helping the audience to focus on the protagonist. The puppeteer
should look to the puppet when he speaks and avoid eye contact with audience. When
manipulating the mouth of a character with the hand, it is important to move the
mouth only on the important words or syllables or it might look like he is chewing the
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words. In a traditional puppet it is the lower jaw that moves downwards and not the
head that moves up. When the puppet does not have a moving mouth, the puppet that
speaks should move slightly following the speech to draw the attention of the audience.
It is fundamental to keep the same voice for each character and to be consistent.

Control Gestures A multi-sensorial interaction augments the manipulation experi-
ence in digital puppetry. It is important to develop new methods to expand the sensing
capabilities and explore full body capabilities. While traditional computer-centric ap-
proaches of interaction design focus on the computer to define the interaction, such
as pressing a key with one finger ignoring the rest of the body movement, computer
interactive systems are moving towards the support of full-body movement and the un-
derstanding of the meaning of gestures. On the other hand, there are other solutions
to control gestures that attempt to extract the expressiveness of the body movement
in the aspects of the body movement that express emotional information. These direc-
tions open new manipulation possibilities for digital puppetry and can be combined,
expanding the expressiveness in performance animation.

Acting Avoid unnecessary movements and focus on the meaning for each action. Move
the puppet only when there is a clear thought. The movement does not follow the text,
but rather it should anticipate the text. The movement is defined in a sequential order,
even though it looks like an instant gesture. First the puppet thinks, then it moves,
until a line of action is generated. Unambiguous and determined manipulation results
in a clean-cut and precise movement. It is important to define a set of gestures for
each puppet in order to establish its own personality and character. Rehearsal these
gesture to perform them straight and naturally and avoid jiggling the puppet. When
performing with a virtual puppet, it is determinant to feel its weight as there is no
tangible feedback. In a similar way, in a digital puppetry performance it is fundamental
to have some visual feedback because the puppet does not physically exist. When the
digital puppeteer cannot face the screen, he may use augmented or virtual reality
glasses, or use a video monitor placed strategically on the stage. This indirect visual
reference is familiar to puppeteers that are used to work with an outside body using
mirrors or even monitors on live TV shows. However, it is strange to dancers or
actors that use their bodies as the final medium. The puppeteer is able to look at a
monitor and instantly extract the dimensions and the proportions of a character. This
empowers the puppeteer to embody the character and work on its weight, its rhythm
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of movement. This may require to perform unnaturally with strange poses on the
stage, but on the screen the character’s animation is believable. It involves control, as
well as thinking about how the character should move. It also requires animation and
dexterity skills, combining the animation and puppetry experiences.

Thinking Puppet

“(. . . ) the mind is the pilot. We think of things before the body does them” Walt
Disney (Lasseter, 1994, p.34)

In puppet theatre, it is fundamental for the audience to perceive that the puppet is
thinking to believe that the character is alive: from the thinking comes the action. The
illusion that the puppet has autonomy in relation to its acts, actions and emotions. It is
absolutely essential to show the process, otherwise the audience may not understand.
When puppets express this behavior they become more engaged with the audience
than a real actor. How to embody and express this human feeling into a puppet? The
puppet thinks when it behaves like a character, when it has a life of its own. The
puppeteer can privilege the puppet’s action through staging, establishing a connection
with the audience. In puppet theatre the text should not replace the puppet gestures
and be used to express everything, as it may create an emptiness in the communication.
A living puppet is a moving one, where the physical action reveals its true character,
the character that it represents.

The Animated Object

The puppet’s appearance can be realistic or abstract, as discussed by McCloud (see
section 2.2.4). The puppet can vary from a humanoid figure made with wood to an
unformed material that provides a wide range of interpretations. Notwithstanding
their appearance, they are both objects that can be manipulated or animated in a
dramatic manner. Penny Francis (Francis, 2011) argues that the animated object
and the manipulated object are both puppets while in performance. She makes a
distinction between the animated figure and the animated object, arguing that while
the first is built towards a character, the second is actually a thing, a manufactured
object or a material in its natural state without any transformation to fit a particular
figure. The object-puppet, as she calls it, can be anything, from a lamp to a plant.
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Francis underlines the differences between “object manipulation”, referring the simple
handling of objects, and “object animation”, when referring the endowing of life into
an object. While both project the object’s materiality within the dramaturgical signif-
icance, the “object animation” extends this materiality with a soul, with breath, with
characteristics from the living things. Independently of being a “figure-puppet” or an
“object-puppet”, the puppeteer should animate them in a believable manner, endowing
life to them in such a way that the audience believes that they are alive.

Autonomy through movement - The unreal life embodied in a form that charac-
terizes a puppet is seen by the audience as a paradox: it’s a human, but not quite a
human. The uncanny of a familiar and strange feeling at the same time, an inanimate
object that becomes animated. Although the audience knows that the puppet is moved
by a puppeteer, when it is performing, it is perceived as having its own separate life.
The puppeteer transfers energy to this inanimate object by endowing force, impetus
and life. A simple movement given to this inert object through the power of the pup-
peteer represents its motivation, as well its vulnerability to his master, one that has
the will and force to transfer his energy to another body and transform the inertia
of the puppet into movement. This transformation phenomena can be understood as
manipulation. When the puppeteer gives the object a quality of autonomy through
movement, the illusion that the object is moving by itself and not being moved is cre-
ated. In this way, the puppeteer has the power to turn the movement of an object into
a real action or behavior, such as a piece of rope that becomes a moving snake. The
rope appears to be a snake because of the rhythm of the movement given to it by the
puppeteer, which is related to the way a snake moves rather than the way someone
holds and moves a rope. It is important to get the feel of the rhythm of the character
to create a believable stylization. By achieving the right rhythm of movement, the
puppeteer is able to give autonomy to the object. The more accurate the movement is
made to reflect the action it represents, the more complete the illusion will be.

Living object - The movement given by the puppeteer can also reveal the presence
of a consciousness. This can be achieved through a pattern in the movement that
reflects the motion of something that possesses a motivation. Combining this apparent
“consciousness” with the indication of “breath” is what makes the object “come to life”.
That is, manipulating the object to imitate the qualities of a living being. This can be
achieved by giving the object three important characteristics: 1) will: moving the object
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as if it has will, the will to move, to do something or to go to some place; 2) senses:
moving the object as if it has senses, by seeing, smelling, hearing, or feeling things;
3) perception: moving the object as if it perceives things, by performing something
emotionally. The puppeteer creates the illusion of the object being alive when the
audience identifies the movements as “signs of life”.

The illusion of an autonomously living character is created through a convincing rhythm
of movement. It is important to sustain the vital signs in order to maintain a believable
connection with the audience. Believability is not the same as realism. This movement
is perceived within the particular realm of the character or reality of the illusion, which
operates according to a set of rules understood by the audience. After establishing
the illusion, the audience becomes directly involved with the character, in the “make
believe” process. The audience follows the narrative into the illusionary world although
being intellectually conscious about the puppet’s condition. They choose to believe
even knowing that they are being tricked. The willing for suspension of disbelief is
what makes possible to take the audience into a journey in the world of imagination
even knowing that this is not their own reality. The audience is willing to invest its time
and energy in the process of making believe when there are enough convincing elements
in the show. They become a part of the play by establishing their own connections with
the characters. It is interesting that when the puppeteer is hidden from the audience
there is less tension between the constructed imaginary and the illusion of life, than
when the puppeteer is visible, reminds the audience that the puppet is truly an object.
This life force that is endowed to the puppet is tenuous, and can be easily taken away
by slight changes, in the rhythm of movement, or contradictions between puppet and
puppeteer. When the audience perceives these changes the illusion is broken. However,
this constant “doube-vision” or “oscillation” effect that is produced in the audience, and
was already discussed in section 3.1.3, is what captivates and involves the perceiver.
This is what makes puppetry so fascinating and so engaging. It is the power that the
perceiver has to choose between believe or not believe in the illusion. The oscillation
effect is greater when the perceiver is more sophisticated, and that is why children find
puppets more engaging, because there is less oscillation and they are more willing for
the suspension of disbelief.
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5.2.4 The Puppet Play

Digital puppetry can be used in various domains, including a puppet play, which can
be made for the physical world or for a virtual reality environment. Although distinct,
they both refer to a form of storytelling, and there are common principles for creating
a puppet that can be used in digital puppetry.

Storytelling - Imaginative Worlds

The human character is a native storyteller: since cave painting up until the digital era
that humans tell their stories, sharing emotions. Storytelling is the root of puppetry
enhanced by dramatic artifacts. We can observe storytelling in most common human
expressions, from games to films, from music to painting. There is also the true or
traditional storytellers that tell their stories without any prop or scenario.

Storytelling is an ancient form of human expression and is constantly reinventing itself.
Puppetry and storytelling are closed related. As Jurkowski argues, “From earliest times
storytelling illustrated by picture scrolls or paintings was practiced throughout the
European and Asian continents, with many links to puppetry.” (Jurkowski, 1996,
p.30). From the ancient times that man has created stories to explain the unknown
forces that surround him. Storytellers have been using the magical power of puppets
to enhance their stories for centuries. The main difference between storytelling and
puppetry is that in storytelling there is no need for suspension of disbelief (Wilson,
2006). The storyteller, in contrast to the puppeteer, never hides behind the character -
he is always visible to the audience. The terms “Storyteller” and “Storytelling” can be
applied to diverse fields with different meanings, from religious leaders to film directors.
Storytelling is based on the performer’s vocal aspects only, instead of images, artifacts
or any technology. However, there are many different forms of storytelling that combine
other media, such as Burrakatha, Storyknifing, Wayang Kulit, or Kamishibai.

• Burrakatha is an oral storytelling technique from South India. A folk art per-
formed with music.

• Storyknifing is a style of storytelling unique to the native Yup’ik communities
of southwestern Alaska. Instead of the stage, the story is told outside, around a
circle in the ground in a sort of a curious game. The story is complemented by
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illustrations drawn in the mud or in the snow and erased with a knife.

• Wayang Kulit It is a shadow puppetry style from Indonesia, where the puppet-
master tells the story while manipulating puppets from behind a screen.

• Kamishibai is a form of storytelling originated in Japan with illustrated cards
showed to the audience with the text behind the cards for the storyteller. Kamishibai
is a art form that combines pictures with narration, the literal translation of
Kamishibai is paper play: Kami - paper, Shibai - play

A storyteller is an improviser and is always paying attention to his surroundings and
listening. Any feedback from the participants can be included into the ongoing event.
An interruption can actually be used as an opportunity to incorporate a distractive
moment from the “real” world into the story to add depth to the event. However,
storytelling is not usually interactive, and the story structure is not opened to changes
by their listeners.

Traditionally, in a storytelling event both storyteller and participants are physically
present. Virtual reality opens new possibilities for storytelling with the virtual pres-
ence. On the other hand, although the primary means is the spoken word, storytelling
can involve other media and work at diverse sensory levels augmenting the immersive
experience. Digital puppetry can be combined with storytelling to expand the story
experience.

The Puppet Play

A dramatic play is the art of inventing an illusory reality synthesized through symbols
that can be words, pictures, or sounds. On the other hand, there are multiple terms
to refer to puppet theatre specifically, which underline its uniqueness when compared
to other forms of theatre, including: animation theatre, theatre of animation forms,
puppet show, object theatre, puppet play, figure theatre. Contemporary approaches
pushed the boundaries of puppetry, crossing it with other artistic forms and generating
new concepts, such as: multimedia theatre, cinematic theatre, visual theatre, crossover
theatre, live cinema.

In order to understand and design a virtual puppetry play, it is important to com-
prehend the nature of the puppet theater. We can separate the creation of original
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puppetry plays from standard traditional puppetry performances that can also consti-
tute a play. Many puppetry performances are based on trick acts, such as the weight
lifter; the come-apart skeleton; the acrobat; the juggler; the extending puppet; the
dual-controlled dancers; the lion and lion tamer. These performances are a good start-
ing point for puppeteers that can present them in distinct acts in a form of popular
entertainment circus. In general, puppets are built for a specific act, such as playing
music, but there are puppets that can perform many acts, for instance the juggler
can become the extending puppet, optimizing the number of resources. There is no
“right” way of doing things in puppet theatre, neither a standard model suitable for
all. Each puppetry company has its own and unique way of doing things. Although
there are common practices in puppetry, there is no receipt to build a puppetry play
from beginning nor a straight step sequence of the tasks that can be enumerated. For
the present research, it is important to make an analysis of the most important aspects
of the puppet play creation to understand its structure. There are many approaches
to start a puppet play; there are puppeteers that start with text and others that start
with pictures, storyboards or a sort of scenario that can outline the action. Those
who start with the text may have difficulties finding playwrights specialized in puppet
plays. Making the adaptation of a story from a book may be the natural choice for
some puppeteers. However, not always a good story from a book becomes a good play,
and it is difficult to identify which stories can in a puppet play. It depends on the
dramatic content of the story. When adapting stories, it is important to be creative
and focus on the aspects that will work from the puppetry point of view. It may be
necessary to cut the story or move forward in the plot, restrict scenes and characters,
without cutting the essence, maintaining the story and character development and at-
mosphere. Starting a puppet play from simple concepts, or situations from real life,
may be worth a try, as it can help the puppeteer to be more explorative, focusing on
the action, searching for expressive movements that characterize an emotional state,
instead of working a message or a dense text. Music can also be an important method
to inspire puppeteers for the puppet play creation or to give the desirable rhythm and
environment, because it can suggest actions or events. Then follows the materializa-
tion of the ideas through design that must respond to the play’s requirements such
as the number of puppeteers or the production budget. After achieving the overall
design concept it is time to work with puppets. A good strategy consists of making
prototyping puppets for practice, adapting existing ones or building instant puppets
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to reveal possible problems and define the requirements for the construction. There
is also a tendency for beginners to build puppets without a clear thought, purpose or
objective of what these puppets will perform, as David Currell mentions, “characters
in search of an author” (Currell, 1985, p.274). This may affect the quality of the show
and contribute for the puppeteer’s frustration. The lighting process can be involved at
the design stage helping to test the costumes, the painting of the sets and other aspects
that can be influenced by the light. Only in a more advanced step of the production
the dramatic environment will be created.

A common puppet play production workflow is based on the following steps: 1) Concept
and idea; 2) The plot; 3) Puppet drafts; 4) Scenario drafts; 5) Lighting tests; 6) Music
and voices; 7) Blocking.

Creation Process of a Play

Puppeteers like to control everything, but there are important considerations to take
into account during the creation process of a puppetry play in order to help them have
full control.

The acting sequence - On a puppetry play there are acting conventions that establish
a set of basic steps to emphasize the action, such as: you look, you think, and you move.
The puppet should look at the object first, and to think about what is going to do, and
then move or say something. On the other hand, actions should not be overlapped,
being important to separate each segment to create the appropriate pace: you think,
you move, and you say. Performers have to be ahead from the present action, to know
what their next line is going to be, and so, give the puppet a breath.

Time set - It is important to have a clear notion of the length of the show, and have as
few breaks as possible for scene changes, because as the audience might become bored.
Acting with puppets is more about action than speech.

Space - Working spacial relationships between puppets, objects and performers on the
stage can be used as a source to create meaning.

Invite the audience - When creating a puppetry play for a live audience, it is im-
portant to make the audience work on their imaginative level, let them make the
connections and imagine what is happening. Juxtaposition between the text and the
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image gives the opportunity for the audience to make their own understanding. This
is a sort of invitation for the audience to participate in the play, to be present. In
puppetry, gaps can be very useful, they open the space for the audience to create the
meaning that is not explicit.

Puppet performance design - The design of the performance can be worked within
two phases: 1) Global view; 2) Detail view.

1) The first step of designing the performance is through a global view. First the
puppeteer decides individual positions for the puppets to achieve the general scheme
for the movement of the entire play. This is called the “blocking” process, defining the
positioning of individual puppets searching for the best visual and dramatic effect.

2) The second step is to work the details of the action and pattern of the puppet’s
movement. The puppeteer defines the basic actions of each character that will be
identified with their key gestures and used as a cue.

The process - Puppet theatre has a tendency, by its nature, to be more pre-set
than other performing arts, such as acting or dancing, since much has to be prepared
beforehand. Creating a consistent framework can help the puppeteer to be more focused
on his performance. A puppetry play should be organized by scheduled tasks for
individual performer and technical operator. Rehearsal is very important, helping the
performers to stay focused on the performance, thus becoming free of all the tiny
and technical aspects, from setting out the puppets, puppet controls, scenery and
props. These mechanic processes should become intrinsic to the puppeteer to achieve
an efficient and smooth operation of all the elements that constitute the play. After
the mechanics comes the performance with the puppets, which may present problems
of keeping a certain movement quality flow during a play. The puppeteer should work
to achieve the continuity of the acting, which can be developed by the preparation of
the next movement during the one before.

Lights, Camera, and Special Effects - In a digital puppetry performance it is
possible to combine visual effects, which traditionally used in theatre, with camera
effects, that are employed in film productions. The use of camera angles can provide
a way to solve the animation continuity, creating a fluid and dynamic way to present
the story. They can also present an alternative perspective to show the point of view
of the character. It is possible to switch between camera angles and follow dynamics
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of the film language. Visual and motion effects can be used to change the appearance
of the screening, to enhance the image quality, to express emotion, or many other
characteristics that change the overall aesthetics. For instance, effects such as bloom
can be used to refer a dream, a motion blur effect to smooth the movement of the
puppet, or a camera effects such as depth of field to focus the character on screen.
The lighting of a digital puppetry performance can follow a more realistic approach,
such as in most film productions, or a more poetic approach and be designed as in a
theatrical play helping to define distinct spaces. Cameras, lights and special effects can
be operated in real-time and be used to enhance an improvisation.

5.2.5 Challenges

Developing a digital puppetry performance that allows a certain level of improvisation
demands a flexible environment that supports a variety of interfaces, mappings and
connections that respond in real-time. It is not trivial to respond to all these require-
ments and integrate all the media into the play. There are no turnkey solutions, and
multiple challenges arises, including: 1) run-time performance; 2) controlling interface;
3) motion transformation; 4) Intangibility; 5) Manipulation techniques; 6) Mapping
space and time; 7) Integration factor; 8) Interoperability.

1. Run-time performance - The notion of run-time performance is fundamental
in digital puppetry. It is determinant to achieve real-time performance as it may
compromise the quality of motion and result in a non-believable animation. Real-
time animation is top priority in digital puppetry and should be always preserved.
There are multiple factors that can contribute to reduce the performance of the
virtual play, including the number of polygons in the geometry, the number of
skinned joints, the blend-shapes, the light and shadows, the materials and tex-
tures, the physics simulation, and many others aspects. The more components
exist in a scene, the more memory is needed and more time it takes to render,
resulting in a frame rate degradation. It is fundamental to achieve a balance
between the visual quality and the motion quality.

2. Controlling interface - The controlling interface should be intuitive, flexible
and ergonomic. The interface should be easily understood by the puppeteer to
allow him to have full control of all the parameters of a puppet. A flexible inter-
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face setup promotes the exploration of manipulation techniques. The puppeteer
should be able to quickly switch from one device to another and continue to drive
the puppet. On the other hand, an ergonomic controlling device allows a com-
fortable and optimized performance and is determinant for long term interaction.
The interface scheme should provide to the puppeteer spontaneity of movement
through the control interface.

3. Motion transformation - Transforming the motion in real-time to achieve op-
timized signals is challenging, however, it is fundamental to obtain an expressive
animation and create convincing motion. It is important to be able to adjust the
motion sensitivity and naturalism from the motion capture systems to achieve a
stylized animation.

4. Intangibility - It is important to establish a feeling of contact with the puppet
and with the controller in particular when using intangible devices such as an
optical motion capture system. The puppeteer does have a direct physical contact
with the puppet. Thus, it is fundamental to offer some sort of visual, auditory
or haptic feedback to the puppeteer.

5. Manipulation techniques - As discussed in section 3.3.7, there are multiple
forms of manipulation. A visible puppeteer that assumes an acting role requires
acting techniques. The puppeteer can be physically present to a live audience,
or represented through an avatar to a virtual reality audience. New acting tech-
niques may be required to work with a virtual audience, opening new questions.
However, this subject is out of the scope of this thesis. On the other hand, in a
live event such as a puppet play, the puppeteer should have a visual feedback of
the puppet as well as the controlling interface, while being able to establish eye
contact with the audience. An interface that may be hidden from the audience
but always visible to the puppeteer.

6. Mapping space and time - This is the most challenging aspect of digital pup-
petry, mapping the physical space into the virtual space as well as the possibility
of transforming time by slowing it down or cycling it. In theatrical plays, the
space and gesture mapping change from scene, to scene as the lighting design. A
flexible mapping environment is fundamental to respond to the dynamics of the
play. Each puppet may require a different mapping setup. On the other hand, on
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an improvised performance, the puppeteer should be able to dynamically change
the mapping schemes and recombine them.

7. Integration factor - Digital puppetry uses a variety of devices that can be used
separable or simultaneously. Handling multiple input as well as output devices
is not trivial. Signal fusion is determinant to combine multiple complementary
input devices into one unique interface. On the other hand, multiple outputs
may require synchronization and video mapping.

8. Interoperability - This is a key aspect in digital puppetry as it opens possibil-
ities to share resources, optimize the performance, mix and combine inputs and
outputs, take advantage of tools. Interoperability can be seen as a digital ecosys-
tem, where a signal flows as a virtual string through a network of computers,
applications and processes. The integration of technological solutions in digital
puppetry performances may require the use of distinct hardware, applications,
and drivers. An interoperable system provides the means to exchange the signals
through all the digital puppetry environment.

Developing a digital puppetry performance that allows a certain level of improvisation
demands a flexible environment that supports a variety of interfaces and mappings that
respond in real-time. Therefore, a multidisciplinary is required supported by a flexible
and scalable authoring environment - a generic interaction model.
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5.3 Embodied Digital Puppetry Prototypes

An embodied centred user experience was taken in order to explore the human body
as a puppetry interface, with two distinct approaches: a full-body interaction; a hand-
based manipulation.

5.3.1 Body Puppetry

Embodied puppets explore the human full-body capabilities as a puppetry controller.
In this context, several prototypes were develop to take advantage of the body motion,
to control and animate virtual characters using digital puppetry methods. The main
purpose of these performance animation environments was to develop a live acting
application for non-expert artists, and to perform with puppets in a dramatic manner
in public places. It was developed to evaluate the potential of the Microsoft Kinect as a
digital puppetry controller. This markerless sensor is suitable for indoor public spaces
because there is no physical contact with the players. BePuppit consists of three
main elements: 1. Input - capturing users motion; 2. Control - mapping the users
motion to the puppet and gesture recognition; 3. Animate - mixing performance with
procedural animation. BePuppit offers direct, semi-direct and indirect manipulation,
exploring the interaction distance and scale between the puppet and the puppeteer.
While direct manipulation depends on the user acting skills, indirect manipulation
depends on the puppetry skills. The system supports up to two players at the same
time for character interaction. BePuppit offers three levels of use that are related to
the manipulation method and interaction distance: 1) the direct or immersive level
presents a full body manipulation where the player drives the puppet using a direct
mapping correspondence; 2) the semi-direct or interpretive level where the player’s
body is mapped to different parts of the puppet that do not correspond to the player’s
skeleton; 3) the indirect or explorative level presents an indirect manipulation, mapping
parts of the players’ skeleton to external control points of the puppet, such as the end-
effectors of an inverse kinematics chain, like in string puppets.

Embodied puppets take advantage of the multiple degrees of freedom of the human
body joints, using it as an interface, as a puppetry controller to endow life to virtual
characters through acting. It explores low-cost sensors to capture the body motion of
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performers offering a rich interactive experience to a live audience. It was developed
in three stages exploring different methodologies, interaction techniques, and distinct
types of puppets: 1. Anim-Actor; 2. Shape-your-Body; 3. BePuppit.

1. The first stage, which explored the direct mapping was called Anim-Actor, and
was developed during the early days of the Microsoft Kinect to evaluate this
device as a low-cost alternative to motion capture systems. The system was
implemented before the first release of the Microsoft Kinect SDK for Windows,
and was built as a cross platform application, combining a set of technologies. A
pilot experiment was performed, animating 2D figures and 3D puppets to better
understand differences in the interaction due to their distinct control dimensions.
An audience had to identify, through live animation projected on the screen,
the actions performed by non-expert artists, making use of their bodies to drive
the puppets. A technique for indirect mapping was also explored, however, this
method was not evaluated.

2. The second stage focused on indirect mapping, in particular the differences be-
tween manipulating human-like and non-human figures. This second prototype
was called Shape-Your-Body and was based on shadow puppets, and its 2D flat
representation. It was developed with a standalone approach inside Unity3D.
This standalone framework was used to perform a set of experiments related to
the user’s interaction with human and non-human like puppets, to understand
how users adjust their body motion to fit in the target shapes while trying to
interpret actions such as walking.

3. The last prototype combined direct and indirect mapping, 2D and 3D puppets,
as well as humanoids and non-human like characters. It was developed as a full
interactive digital puppetry installation with a variety of virtual environments.
This system was created to run inside a puppet booth resembling the traditional
Punch and Judy Show, and was prepared for exhibitions and fairs. The goal
was to disseminate digital puppetry, providing an opportunity for participants to
play with puppets using their own bodies as puppetry controllers. This embodied
puppet performing system was called BePuppit, translating the spirit of “be a
puppet”. This puppet booth was presented to the public in two exhibitions.
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Anim-Actor

Anim-Actor is a performance-driven full body motion capture interaction system, for
the manipulation of 2D and 3D characters. Anim-Actor allows the control of digi-
tal characters in real-time by mapping the movement of the user’s body to virtual
characters. The 2D and 3D characters were built with non-deformable meshes from
rigid parts, with the 2D silhouettes resembling to cut-out figures and the 3D puppets
resembling to wooden articulated puppets . Figure 5.26.

Figure 5.26: (Left) motion tracking and skeletal model; (Center) silhouette figure in
Animata; (Right) 3D puppet in Unity3D.

A pilot study was performed to compare the interaction between 2D and 3D pup-
pets using the body movement interpreting a set of given actions. An audience was
challenged to identify actions made by the participants by observing the resulting an-
imation. Simple actions were chosen, like lifting weights, to make the performance as
clear as possible.

The system was built with the following features: capability for multi-user interaction
with one depth camera device and other input interfaces; collaborative interaction
using multiple devices in different computers connected to a network; 2D and 3D
performance-driven puppets. The system captures the user’s input data (in this case,
the body motion) and assigns it to the puppet joints, producing the motion-driven
animation. It compromises three parts: 1) Capturing and interpreting users motion
producing a skeletal model; 2) Translating and sending the joint coordinates trough
the network; 3) Mapping the skeleton to the bone structure of the puppet making it
move.

1. In order to capture the performer’s movements, the Microsoft Kinect depth cam-
era device was used. This affordable optical interface presents a markerless track-
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ing with fast calibration process, which is ideal for working in non-prepared en-
vironments and with non-expert artists. This sensor is capable of capturing the
motion of two users in full body at the same time, bringing multi-user interaction
into the play. Based on PrimeSense technology, this device computes the user’s
skeletal model in real-time providing coordinates of each joint. Then, the open
natural interaction (OpenNI) framework provides the application programming
interface (API) to access the hardware and interpret the data.

2. For translating and sending joint coordinates it was used OSCeleton from Sense-
bloom. This application interprets the data from OpenNI framework splitting it
into joint coordinates, sending it through network via open sound control (OSC)
protocol. This workflow provides multiple inputs at the same time from different
machines making a collaborative interaction possible. By connecting through
network a chain of computers with input sensors, the number of users that can
manipulate puppets will increase.

3. For the mapping and animation process, two applications were used: Animata
for 2D representation, and Unity for 3D puppet interaction. Animata provides
important features, such as: rigging with inverse kinematics; simple physics; de-
formable and rigid skinning; OSC mapping; multi-layer with depth compositing.
These features make this multi-platform environment suitable for prototyping
digital puppetry in 2D dimensions with multi-layer compositions in the 3D space.
On the other hand, the Unity3D version 3.4 was employed to implement the 3D
puppet experiment. It was required some third party plugins for Unity to support
the OSC protocol, and be able to receive messages sent from OSCeleton.

Figure 5.27: (Left) Virtual strings connecting the puppet to the puppeteer; (Right)
simple virtual play example using Animata features.

Although this project was developed to handle humanoid figures, there was an attempt
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to extend to other morphologies, seeking new ways to interact with puppets that present
non-human like skeleton. To manage the discrepancies between the source skeleton
and the target armature, a virtual exoskeleton was added, representing the performer’s
skeleton, which was used as a marionette controller. Then, specific joints from the
performer’s skeleton were attached with bones (virtual strings) with different stiffness,
to the end effectors of the inverse kinematics chain of the target armature as seen in
Figure 5.27 - Left. The same joint from this virtual exoskeleton could be mapped to
different joints of the target structure to constrain the movement. Puppets like a snake
could be manipulated with just one or two hands, mapping the end effectors from the
extremities (head and tail) to the hands of the puppeteer. Moving the IK end effector
all the structure goes along, like in real puppetry.

Using the virtual strings metaphor, it is possible to map the human skeleton to distinct
morphologies. This model presents an indirect manipulation and multiple constraints,
and the input motion may result in a unique and distinct motion which requires some
level of training and abstraction. Other features from Animata were explored, con-
tributing to create a virtual puppetry play environment, such as the parallax effect,
or the automatic bone animation. Figure 5.27 shows an animated ocean scenario built
with the automatic bone animation displaced with multiple layers along the Z axis,
creating depth of field. In this example, the fish character is animated with the right
hand of the performer.

Figure 5.28: (Left) Kinect capturing the performer; (Right) Observers identifying
sports.

Anim-Actor Experiment - A survey was prepared based on a guessing game like
Pictionary. Eight Olympic Sports were chosen for the experiment to be interpreted
by the “users” and identified by the audience. The sports were weightlifting, boxing,
karate, basketball, shooting, arch and hockey, later removed from the list because it was
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not a clear action. The participants were captured from side and front views from the
camera and their motion was mapped to a 2D and a 3D puppet. The physical space for
the experiment was organized to keep observers away from the performers, preventing
them to be influenced by the acting. A set of cards were created with pictograms
identifying the sport to give to the performers in a random order. As a performer, the
participant was called two times to interpret the sport with the 2D and 3D puppets.
As an observer, the participant seated about 3 meters away from the projection with
a 5 meters wide screen projection, answering the survey, identifying each sport that
the actor reproduced, as shown in Figure 5.28. For this experiment a non-probability
method with a convenience sampling was used. A focus group with 54 volunteers (19
male and 35 female) was chosen, with an average age of 19, ranging from 16 to 30.
All of the participants were students, non-expert artists, and non-sportsman. None of
them had used motion capture systems before, nor played with Microsoft Kinect. The
total number of answers to the identification survey was 459.

Figure 5.29: 2D/3D puppet identification comparison chart from Anim-Actor experi-
ment.

I must underline the fact that the positive identifications depended on the acting of each
performer: bad acting resulted in poorer identification results. From the observation of
the multiple performances, it was possible to conclude that the participants searched a
suitable pose to manipulate the puppet. Some participants obtained expressive anima-
tion by exaggerating the motion, moving their body members firmly and widely like in
puppetry or cartoon animation. As expected, the participants identified more actions
with the 3D puppets than with the silhouettes, 84% of positive identifications for the
3D compared to the 72% of the 2D figures. There were some interesting results when
comparing sports, for instance: the weightlifting was better identified with silhouette,
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having 100% of success, than the 3D puppet, with 85% of identifications (Figure 5.29);
karate also had more success in 2D, with 90%, than in 3D, with just 70%. A possible
explanation for this result is the fact that the silhouette presented a simplified body
structure with arms and legs more distant from the body, and with few moves the actor
could operate the silhouette.

Figure 5.30: Silhouette chart results for positive identification from side and front
positions.

On the other hand, more silhouette positive identifications from a side capture position
of the actors were expected, which corresponded to the silhouette profile position, but
instead, the results showed more positive identifications in a front position. Weightlift-
ing from front position was the most identified sport with 100%, because of the arms’
position and the lifting of the body, followed by the karate in front position with 94%,
because it was the only sport with intense leg movement, as shown in the chart from
Figure 5.30. Instead of trying to interpret the natural position of the silhouette to
follow, the actors searched new ways for interacting with the puppet. This, suggests
that it is important to have a good interpretation of the action before the acting. The
actor becomes the puppeteer. Rather, the three-dimensional animation of the puppet
is presented as a direct representation of body movement like in motion-driven games
or classical motion capture animations. This explains the better positive results in
the identification with the 3D puppets. In this exploratory experiment, it was found
that the suggested solution was well accepted by the participants, demonstrating the
minimum needed performance to be used in real-time puppet animation.

Discussion about Anim-Actor - From the results and observation of the experiment,
it is possible to conclude that the interaction with a two-dimensional puppet with full
body motion capture resembles the control of a real marionette, but instead of using
rods, strings or gloves, we use our body as the controller. The manipulation of the
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virtual puppet can be resembled to the hand shadow performance where the performer
searches for the best pose to create the illusion of a shape. In Anim-Actor the performer
searches the best body pose to illustrate an action with the virtual puppet. By using
our body as a controller, the interaction is intuitive but relies on the acting of the
performer. In this way, the user becomes part of the play, and not “just” the hidden
puppeteer. Rather, the three-dimensional animation of the puppet is presented as a
direct representation of body movement, like in motion-driven games or classical motion
capture animations. This explains the better positive results in the identification, with
a total of 84% positive identifications for the 3D puppet against 72% for the silhouette
based on the chart from Figure 5.30. In this exploratory experiment, the suggested
affordable animation solution was well accepted by the participants, demonstrating
that depth cameras are an efficient tool for digital puppetry, even in public spaces.
The users were able to interpret the proposed actions without great effort and explored
their bodies trying to fit in the puppet skeleton structure. In addition, and surprisingly,
some of them explored their bodies seeking expressive motion, demonstrating the great
potential of this interface for performance animation. The virtual strings model with
indirect mapping was not evaluated, but like traditional marionettes, it is expected
to be more difficult, presenting a challenging manipulation. The proposed affordable
motion capture solution can be used by non-expert artists as an easy and intuitive way
to animate characters for entertainment and artistic purposes, like storytelling. This
study opens new questions about how to interact with puppets using body motion based
on digital puppetry that must be further studied, in particular: using different rigging
methods and inverse kinematics; mapping the human body to different morphological
puppets, or mapping multiple control points to just one joint or vice-versa; exploring
interaction methods with multiple users.

Shape-your-Body

This project explores shadow puppetry and the indirect mapping of driving non-human
figures with our body. While driving a biped character with our own body can provide
a direct and immersive experience, when the target puppet presents substancial dif-
ferences in its morphology than the driver, then the performer must explore his body
adjusting it to the shape of the puppet. I believe that a performance-driven silhouette
can be as expressive as a traditional shadow puppet with a high degree of freedom,
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making use of our entire body as an input device.

Shadow theatre is an ancient art form that brings inanimate figures to life as referred
in the section 2.1. Shadow puppets are effective as educational tools and provide
creative tools for storytelling. Thus, one the objectives was to build a digital puppetry
tool to be used by non expert-artists to create expressive virtual shadow plays using
body motion. Shadows have a symbolic meaning in a figurative way because they are
representations of their original form. However, when moved in a dramatic manner by
the shadow-player, they produce the illusion of life (Currell, 1985). These traditional
two-dimensional flat cutout figures are held by a rod or wire behind a translucent screen.
The shadow-player can model and transform the figure, which will be interpreted by
the imagination of the spectator (Currell, 2008). In order to achieve the dramatic
motion, the shadow-player has to describe subtle gestures with the rods.

When performing with shadow puppets, the puppeteer works with improvisation in
order to get a more spontaneous movement. In this project the human body motion
is used as a controller, bringing the improvisation to the animation. Thus, mixing the
art of puppetry with acting, inanimate figures become alive in a spontaneous manner.
The body becomes the interface model between our mind and the puppet’s soul -
Anima. The correspondence between the body and the object is defined by mapping
the human joints to the object’s control structure; this is not a trivial task. Several
different mappings were experimented seeking the best correspondence to each puppet
for allowing the creative exploration of the user’s body expressively. An interactive
system was developed to support this mapping for performance animation, as well as
to trigger and manipulate procedural animations, and to select characters and navigate
through different sets. This system was tested in a pilot experiment comparing and
evaluating human and non-human like silhouettes. In the study, special attention
was given to the expressiveness in the animation. It was also tested using hands to
interact with the interface to extend the user’s capabilities of control. In such way, the
performer could interact with props or trigger other animations. This study contributed
to a better understanding of user interaction with shadow puppets by using direct and
indirect body mapping correspondence.

A performance-driven silhouette can be just as expressive as a traditional shadow
puppet with a high degree of freedom, using the entire body as input. The proposed
solution allows real-time interactive control of virtual shadow puppets for performance
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animation based on body motion. Through the experiment, performed by non-expert
artists, it is shown that using our body to control puppets is like mixing the performance
of an actor with the manipulation of a puppeteer.

Existing researches on digital shadow puppets do not focus on the user’s full body
interaction capabilities for controlling the puppets. This study goes towards improving
the use of body expression capabilities to produce rich interaction experiences, similar
to the hand shadows performance.

Figure 5.31: (1) Dragon silhouette fully rigged, made with 9 rigid slices of planner
geometry; (2) The biped silhouette matches the pose of the performer; (3) Performer
interacting with the dragon silhouette launching flames with procedural animation; (4)
Birds pose driven by the performers body expression.

Shape-Your-Body System Description - The main motivation was to develop a
low-cost puppeteering tool designed for the average user wrapped in a standalone ap-
plication. The framework is based on depth cameras for capturing the performer’s
body motion expression, the middle-wares OpenNI and NITE for skeleton model and
gesture recognition, and Unity3D for rendering and animation. The Microsoft Kinect
device for skeletal computation was employed. This affordable markerless device works
well indoors and does not require extreme conditions to track the body. The OpenNI
provides an application programming interface (API) designed for natural interactions,
as referred in 2.3.2, and is employed to access the Kinect features. NITE is a middle-
ware for OpenNI that handles the user’s identification, feature detection and gesture
recognition and is responsible for the hand user interface such as choosing options with
the user hands. The system was developed with Unity3D using the OpenNI wrapper
which is compatible with the Windows and the Macintosh operating systems.

To animate the biped figures a one-to-one mapping correspondence between the per-
former’s skeletal and the 2D humanoid armature was made, constraining the XY axis
rotations considering Y-axis as world up. For the non-human like silhouettes, an indi-
rect mapping was established. In this case, it was necessary to retarget the captured
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Figure 5.32: (1) User performing with the dragon figure with indirect mapping; (2)
User searching for an expressive pose.

joints. Instead of using the world or screen joint coordinates, which might lead to
the deformation of the shape trying to assume the human pose, the joint orientation
for body motion (Figure 5.32 - Left) was used, and the root joint position for global
movement.

A 2D shadow style biped puppet and two animal silhouettes representing a bird and a
dragon were created. The characters were made with deformable geometries providing
flexible and manipulable shapes. These meshes were then modeled by the user’s body as
an “inter” acting controller. The human like puppet was made with a piece of geometry
that deforms according to the influence of the bones rigged with 21 joints, with 13 of
them mapped to the correspondent captured joints. The indirect mapping was used to
connect the performer to the animal characters. The bird was produced with the same
method as the biped silhouette using a deformable geometry. The bird was rigged with
16 joints. While one arm controlled the head of the puppet, the other arm controlled
the wing. The legs of the bird were mapped directly to the legs of the performer. The
Dragon figure was made with rigid geometries similar to traditional silhouettes, which
were connected to the bone structure with 14 joints (Figure 5.31 - Left). The mapping
method was similar to the bird figure. The head and neck mapped to one arm, the
tail to the other arm, and the legs to the legs of the performer. In this particular
figure, the user could trigger the action of flame launching (Figure 5.31 Middle) from
the mouth of the dragon, which could be done by activating a button using a double
click gesture. This type of mapping is efficient but presents some limitations when
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applied to morphologies that are very different from humans, such as those from an
octopus with a multi-limbed structure. In these cases, it is better to use the inverse
kinematics method. An IK system was experimented with positive results providing a
similar rigging approach as the traditional rod or marionette puppets. With this system
the puppet’s end effectors were connected to joints of the player using a scale factor
and position offset providing individual adjustments. The final prototype gathers all
of the silhouettes in one application, making it possible to change the puppets when
performing.

Shape-Your-Body Experiment - This tool was evaluated as a trial of feasibility,
testing the interaction techniques, measuring the manipulation level and the resulting
expressiveness of each puppet. A pilot experiment was conducted choosing a sample
frame representing the average user with a focus group of 11 volunteers (6 female and 5
male) with an average age of 22, ranging from 20 to 36. All of the participants were stu-
dents and non-expert artists. A non-probability method with a convenience sampling
was used. A survey with three questions rating 1 (worst) to 5 (best) were developed:
expressiveness of the performed puppet in terms of dramatic character representation;
level of manipulation, the way users control the puppet; evaluation of the hand nav-
igation using gesture recognition and hand tracking. Each user performed with the
puppets in random order (biped silhouette, bird and dragon). Finally, the participants
answered a survey. They also had the opportunity to experiment and improvise with
the puppets for 10 minutes. Some of the participants tried to accomplish objective
actions like sitting or walking, others tried acting, searching expressive positions.

While acting, it was noticed that the participants looked for the best position to in-
terpret, and besides being at linear poses facing the camera, some of them found ways
of being more expressive in the interaction with the puppet, opening and closing their
arms and legs (Figure 5.32 - Right), increasing the puppet’s expressiveness.

The overall results obtained from the experience were positive, showing that the users
did not find major problems in handling the puppets. They rated the animated pup-
pets as highly expressive, with values above 3.64 in a 0 to 5 scale. When comparing
each puppet, the results were not conclusive; there were small differences in the expres-
siveness and manipulation levels, as we can see in Figure 5.33 - Left. The human like
puppet obtained the best result from the participants in the manipulation, with a value
of 4, because it mirrors the movement of the performer. However, the bird silhouette
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Figure 5.33: Expressiveness and manipulation levels from 0 to 5.

was considered more expressive with 4.18 than the human like puppet with 3.64. A
possible explanation for these results drifts from the pose of the animals that leads to a
more objective action. When performing with the bird silhouette, many users searched
for a clear action like feeding from the ground using the bird’s beak (see Figure 5.31 -
Right). When performing with the biped silhouette, the action was not so clear and
the users moved the arms and legs randomly. We can find this concept in traditional
animation in the staging principle. Staging is the presentation of an idea so that it is
completely and unmistakably clear. An action is staged so it can be clearly understood.
Also, in puppetry, puppets are made to accomplish a certain action, the rigging and
expression reflecting this principle. Finally, the participants responded positively to
the hand navigation interface with 4.10, demonstrating that hand gestures can be used
to manipulate the interface.

Discussion about Shape-your-Body - Interacting with puppets using the body mo-
tion relies on acting. Unless the system offers methods for simplifying the animation,
the performer must try to interpret the character. To simplify the user interaction
experience, we can implement methods like gesture recognition, constraints, procedu-
ral and keyframed animation triggered by the performer. However, if we turn this
experience into something completely automatic, we loose the control of the puppet;
therefore, the freedom of movement and improvisation is limited. Like in puppetry, the
puppets should be made and rigged to respond to a clearly purpose or action, helping
the puppeteer to achieve a better performance. This is a principle shared by puppetry
and animation.

It is possible to conclude that the expressiveness of a performed silhouette relies on the
staging of the shape and on the acting of the performer. Also, retargeting or mapping
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human body to shapes can be fun and can help us to move our body with the art of
a performer. The interaction with the virtual silhouette using the body as a controller
is somehow similar to the hand shadow performance, where the performer models his
hands to create the illusion of a shape. After this experiment, I believe that a Virtual
Silhouette can be an intuitive interactive platform to work with narratives, bringing
stories into real life.

This solution is a proof of concept that presents several limitations that should be over-
come, like facial expressions or multiuser interaction. For future work, the application
should allow the user to control the rigging and mapping process, therefore it would be
interesting to evaluate this tool with puppeteers and animators with more advanced in-
teractions. Also, it is important to research and develop other methods and techniques
to enhance the interaction experience and the animation results. Some key points for
future work are: the development of a 2D puppet flipping method; include animation
principles, like squash and stretch; explore advanced gesture recognition; implement
a multimodal solution expanding the interaction possibilities, like voice control. This
study opens up some questions about how to interact with 2D puppets using body
motion based on digital puppetry that must be researched, like puppet rigging or using
IK’s.

BePuppit - Interactive Installation

Some of these considerations were implemented in BePuppit which was the result of
the combination between Anim-Actor and Shape-your-Body. BePuppit was developed
in Unity3D as a standalone application for an interactive installation (Figure 5.37). To
extend the control capabilities, a OSC gateway was implemented. In this way, it was
possible to map multiple input devices running externally from the system to control
specific objects in the scene.

In BePuppit the player interprets human like figures and animal silhouettes in a multi
layer animated scenario (Figure 5.34 - Left). The player is challenged to control the
characters in a believable way, simulating a natural motion. This animated 3D environ-
ment offers distinct sets with different characters in 3D and 2D. While the humanoid
puppets are driven by direct mapping, the non-human like characters are controlled
through inverse kinematics (IK), providing an indirect mapping similar to the ma-
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Figure 5.34: (Left) Multi-layer animated scenario. (Right) 3D human-like puppet.

nipulation of traditional rod or string puppets, which can be applied to multi-limbed
creatures. Human body members control the end effectors of the inverse kinematics of
the puppet skeleton. The IK system was implemented through Unity’s Mecanim en-
gine which supports only humanoid characters. It is important to Tweak Mecanim to
support other skeletons. To use it with non-biped characters, it is necessary to create
a humanoid rig which can be connected to a non-human like rig. With Mecanim it is
possible to switch the IK’s and trigger animations. With this method, we can trigger
animations such as a walk cycle with gesture recognition or trigger an idle motion when
the player leaves the installation.

Figure 5.35: (Left) BePuppit Puppet booth simulation, a mobile solution for public
spaces with traditional puppetry style; (Right) BePuppit interactive installation setup.

The installation is set up in a puppet booth like in traditional Punch and Judy show,
creating the puppetry spirit. Thus, users will have the environment to make puppets
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alive in a believable way. The users start interacting by making the calibration pose
(Figure 5.36). Then, they give life to puppets by moving their bodies. The participants
can also choose options, puppets or scenarios through the hand user interface. By
making a double click gesture with their hands, the users can drive a cursor and press
buttons directly on the screen. A wave gesture provides access to special features, like
flipping silhouettes. Puppets in idle mode have recorded animation to call the attention
of the audience. The installation supports one or two players at the same time.

Figure 5.36: Gesture schematics that illustrate the procedure to interact with the
BePuppit installation.

BePuppit was designed to be mobile, to be packed in a small case. A traditional
tent booth structure, a pico-projector, a tripod, a Kinect camera and a laptop were
used. The puppet booth can be set in different locations without great requirements;
the animation is projected from inside to the rear wall, which is sufficiently dark.
Although the projected image is small, the booth gives the perfect environment and
calls the attention of the audience. This installation requires at least 5 meters of length
by 5 meters width and 3 meters height (Figure 5.35).The puppet’s booth measures 2x2
meters length/width, and presents adjustable height (1 meter to 2,5 meters). The
player must be positioned 1,5 to 2 meters in front of the booth and the audience
should be at least 3 to 5 meters away from the tent to avoid interference.
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Figure 5.37: (Left) BePuppit installation at Future Places event in Porto without the
puppet booth (Middle /Right) BePuppit installation with the puppet booth during a
puppetry exhibition at the Vila do Conde Theater.

This project was presented in two public exhibitions to understand how users interact
with puppets (Figure 5.37). Participants were challenged to experiment live narratives
using their bodies as marionette controllers. From daily observations and discussions
with the participants, the average users took more time to understand how to perform
with the silhouettes than with the 3D puppets. The silhouette manipulation required
expressive poses, and the users prefer interacting with the 3D puppet, although they
found the silhouettes more dramatic.

Discussion about BePuppit - BePuppit shows how average users can play with vir-
tual puppets by using the body motion alone. It challenges users to experiment direct
and indirect manipulation methods using their bodies. Direct manipulation explores
the acting skills of the user, increasing the contact with the puppet, while indirect
manipulation explores puppetry skills, increasing the separation between puppet and
puppeteer. Much like a magician, who makes the audience believe in the illusion,
mixing performance animation with procedural and recorded animation, the performer
can create the illusion of living characters in the perceiver. With markerless motion
capture devices like Microsoft Kinect, it is possible to efficiently use body motion as
a marionette controller in public places. BePuppit offers a unique interaction experi-
ence where the player becomes the puppeteer, helping them to build live narratives.
Performing with BePuppit can be similar to children playing with dolls, as it is an
explorative interaction. This project allows the participants to endow life to puppets
with just their body motion, motivating them to be creative and improvise live narra-
tives. They enter the imaginative world of “make believe” exploring puppets in different
scenarios and by trying different interaction methods. They become digital puppeteers
and share their live acting with the audience in public places.
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5.3.2 Digital Hand Puppetry Model

The human hand dexterity provides a natural and rich interface for computer interac-
tion. Technologies for tracking hand and finger motion are now accessible and can be
used with a minimum computation power for the manipulation of virtual puppets in
real-time. However, creating an intuitive hand-based motion control interface presents
problems, such as mapping the hand to an object that demands more degrees of free-
dom or to assign gestures that are difficult to memorize or to execute. It this section, an
ergonomic hand-mapping model for digital puppetry is proposed, based on the human
hand anatomy and biomechanics, adapting traditional puppetry methods. A cinematic
virtual puppetry application was developed supporting distinct interaction styles based
on the hand dexterity skills. An experiment using the Leap Motion controller was con-
ducted to evaluate the hand mapping feasibility. The participants considered that the
proposed interface provides a good level of directness. Furthermore, a custom interface
for smartphones was combined with the application to extend the puppet manipulation
and to show control operations.

Introduction

Human hands provide dexterous and direct manipulation within a close-range workspace.
The combination of strength and dexterity with motor control and sensory capability
enables humans to perform coordinated and extremely accute fine movements. This
capability allows us to handle objects in a precise way, performing gestures such as
grasping, moving, pushing, or pulling. We can take advantage of this everyday expe-
rience as a powerful and familiar means of interaction. Mani-pull-action is a project
that focuses on hand-based manipulation methods for performance animation. The
key idea is to leverage the dexterity of hands for digital puppetry. An interface to
control virtual characters by introducing puppet-like mapping was developed, so that
the interface can be used for general purposes such as interactive theater. It explores
distinct interaction styles inspired on traditional puppetry. This project presents the
following key contributions:

• Hand-mapping model for digital puppetry based on hand anatomy and biome-
chanics;
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• Flexible mapping framework for Unity3D for digital orchestration, as well as for
facilitating the connection between devices and objects;

• Physics-based puppet model inspired in the traditional marionette;

• Multimodal interface for expanding the manipulation experience.

A cinematic approach was also explored to enhance the storytelling experience. In
this way, it was possible to increase the animation continuity through real-time camera
operations.

Hand Manipulation - Dexterity

Hand dexterity is the skill of using our hands, requiring coordination and competence.
It involves the entire manipulation process and can be measured in terms of precision
- the accuracy in performing a specific task. Although the term “dexterity” is also
employed to describe skillful physical motion, its roots take us to the Latin word
Dexter, which means right hand. In a similar manner, the term “manipulation” derives
from the Latin word Manus, which means hands. Bullock et al. (Bullock et al., 2013)
identify a set of hand interactions with external objects that describe the dexterous
manipulation (Figure 5.38): a) Contact; b) Prehensile; c) Motion; d) Within hand; f)
Motion at contact.

Figure 5.38: Terminology for a manipulation taxonomy proposed by Bullock et al.
(Bullock et al., 2013).

a) Contact - The hand touches external objects; b) Prehensile - When the action of the
hand on an object must be described with more than a single contact point; c) Motion
- The hand moves with respect to a body coordinate fixed frame, such as the torso;
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d) Within hand - Points on the hand such as fingers move relative to the hand base
frame; e) Motion at contact - An object reference frame moves in respect to the con-
tact point frame(s). With this set of hand interactions, Bullock and colleagues propose
a hand-centric taxonomy tree for dexterous manipulation, applying simple criteria to
classify a wide range of manipulation tasks. This taxonomy can be useful for describing
hand digital puppetry behaviors, for instance lifting a rod of a puppet can be described
as (C P M N W N A). However, it is not intended for intangible manipulation, and
does not present a suitable hand-puppet mapping. On the other hand, David Stur-
man (D. Sturman, 1992) studied the whole-hand capabilities for user interaction with
computers. He distinguishes important issues, such as the appropriate use, the control
design, and the interaction device. He argues that there is less cognitive load if the
object to manipulate is familiar. I believe that this concept can be further explored into
familiar actions by mimicking known actions with gestures, such as walking with our
fingers. For instance, using the pinch gesture to open and close the mouth of a puppet
facilitates the practice process because the user has already the cognitive knowledge.
We manipulate objects in an everyday basis in a natural way, so it makes sense to
take advantage of our motor skills to use them as a natural input method. However,
creating a natural hand-based motion control interface to animate articulated puppets
raises problems. One of the most recurrent problems is that the target puppet usually
has more DOFs than what the hand-based device provides, so it requires mapping the
low dimensional hand space to a high dimensional puppet space. A related problem
is based on the quality of the mapping, if the connection between the hand gesture
and the motion controller is the most suitable and natural as possible, as in the finger
walking gesture.

This work takes advantage of the human hand dexterity as an expressive interface, using
its full range of movement ergonomically. Based on hand anatomy and biomechanics,
a gesture-puppet mapping is proposed.

Hand Device - Anatomy of Human Hand

In this section I make an analysis of the anatomical characteristics of hand postures to
achieve the most adequate mapping scheme based on the motion range of fingers.

The human hands are composed by muscles, tendons, and bones. Motor and transmis-
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Figure 5.39: (Left) hand structure adapted from Sturman (D. Sturman, 1992); (Right)
Finger movement terminology.

sion are the main mechanical aspects of the hand: motor through muscles; transmission
through joints, bones and tendons (P. W. Brand & Hollister, 1993). The force of the
muscle is transmitted through the tendon to the bone, generating its movement. Ten-
dons are connective tissues that bind muscles to bones. Most of the muscle mass of the
hand derives from the forearm that transmits force to fingers. Fingers are divided into
phalange bones that are connected by collateral ligaments. Ligaments are connective
tissues that bind bones to other bones, providing the joints mechanism. Hand move-
ment is determined by the position and orientation of the bones in our hands based on
the interactions between muscles and tendons. The human hand skeleton has 27 bones
(Figure 5.39 - Left), which can be divided into three groups: 8 carpals, 5 metacarpals,
and 14 phalanges (Vardy, 1998). Carpals are the wrist bones, metacarpals the palm
bones, and the phalanges are the finger bones. Between the bones we can find the
joints that allow the movement, they are constrained and vary in the number of DOFs
or axes-of-rotation.

The following medical terminology will be used to describe the hand movement (Fig-
ure 5.39 - Right): flexion, extension, abduction, and adduction. While flexion describes
the movement of fingers towards the inside of the hand, extension describes the op-
posite movement - away from the inside. Abduction and adduction move in a plan
perpendicular to the palm (sagittal plane). Abduction describes the movement of the
fingers away from the center of the hand, while adduction refers to the movement of
the fingers towards the center.
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Degrees of Freedom

The human hand is a complex mechanical device and provides a large amount of
movements in a maximum of 29 DOFs, where 23 axes-of-rotation derive from the 17
hand active joints located above the wrist, and 6 DOFs derive from the wrist and
below joints (forearm, elbow, shoulder) (D. Sturman, 1992). The human body has
three types of joints characterized by the size and shape of the articulating surfaces
(Hamill & Knutzen, 2003):

1. Simple joint is composed by two articulating surfaces, an example of this joint
can be found in the hip or ankle;

2. Compound joint is made by three or more articulating surfaces, an example can
be found in the wrist;

3. Complex joint when two articulating surfaces and a disc or fibrocartilage is
present and can be found in the knee.

Figure 5.40: (Left) Types of joints in the human hand; (Right) Wrist motion range.

We can consider four distinct types of joint motions in our hands based on the degrees
of freedom (Hamill & Knutzen, 2003) (Figure 5.40 - Left):

1. The gliding joint or the plane joint presents no-DOF and the movement occurs
through the sliding of two flat surfaces. Examples of this joint can be found
at the carpals which slide over each other in response to the flexion, extension,
radial deviation and ulnar deviation. It does not provide a movement about an
axis, and be considered as non-axial.

2. The hinge joint as one DOF moving in just one plane. Hinge joints can be found
in the Distal Interphalangeal (DIP) and Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) joints
on digit fingers and on the Interphalangeal (IP) joint on thumb finger. It is
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constrained to one axe (such as flexion, extension), thus can be considered as a
uniaxial.

3. The ellipsoid joint as two DOFs, moving in two planes. We can find them at the
wrist and at the Metacarpophalan-geal (MCP). Constrained to two axis (flexion,
extension; abduction, adduction) can be considered a biaxial joint.

4. The saddle joint as three DOFs, providing the motion in two planes (flexion,
extension; abduction, adduction) and a limited rotation. This third axis of rota-
tion can be considered as an independent one, because of the offset position of
the two real rotation axes. These axes are not completely perpendicular to each
other creating the impression of this third axis. There is only one example of this
type is the Trapeziometacarpal (TMC). This joint is similar in function to the
ellipsoid.

Range of Motion

The human hand is a complex structure, a network of multiple connected components
that provide great range of movement. Even though the hand is highly articulated,
it is also highly constrained preventing arbitrary gestures. Hand joints present con-
straints by their shape and by the muscle influence, which restrict the Range Of Motion
(ROM). Nevertheless, this range can vary from individual to individual or upon exte-
rior forces, such as applying extra pressure allowing the movement to go beyond the
normal boundaries. The ROM can be measured with a Goniometer instrument. In
therapy there are three different situations to be measured:

1. Active Range of Motion (AROM) where the movement is performed under no
external influence;

2. The Passive Range of Motion (PROM) where the movement is per-formed with
the help of an external force, for example an-other hand;

3. Resistive Range of Motion (RROM) where the external force resists to the move-
ment.

From previous studies (Norkin & White, 2009; Ryu et al., 2015) the wrist flexion can
vary between 60–80º, while the extension movement is between 60–78º (Figure 5.40
- Right). The abduction and adduction movement in the wrist is called radial and
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Table 5.3: Finger joint total active range of motion (AROM), values based on the
(MCP) joints, adapted from (Palastanga et al., 2013)

Joint Flexion /Extension Abduction /Adduction

Index 148º 50º

Middle 145º 40º

Ring 149º 38º

Pinky 152º 57º

ulnar deviation and can vary from 20–25º for the radial deviation and from 28–40º
for the ulnar deviation. Finger range of motion (Table 5.3) is based on the inter-
related joint angle limits or constraints. These limits can be categorized into static and
dynamic constraints. Static and dynamic joint angle limit distinguishes the way the
limits are calculated, static for specific hand posture and dynamic for all possible hand
configurations. The movement of one finger influences multiple joints at the same time
co-activating non-contributing joints from other fingers (L. A. Jones & Lederman,
2006). Generally MCP and PIP joints present larger co-activation. Finger flexion
can cause involuntary movement in the adjacent fingers, for instance the ring finger
bends automatically when flexing the middle finger. Co-activation of non-instructed
fingers can lead to errors in hand gesture recognition (Sridhar et al., 2015). When the
angles of flexion increase in the digit fingers, the range of motion decreases significantly.
Individuation is the independence factor of each finger, how much non-instructed fingers
remain still when a finger is moved.

Hand Mapping Model

Based on the previous section, it is possible to propose a finger-mapping model for
controlling the head and facial expressions of a puppet, taking advantage of the hand
biomechanics. This model was based on the observation of professional puppeteers
while manipulating string puppets, rod puppets and glove puppets. This mapping
model was developed to present an optimized solution for controlling as many DOFs
as possible with just one hand in a comfortable setting. This model is based on a
one-to-one mapping, where each input DOF is mapped to one output DOF.

While mapping the position and orientation of the palm of the hand to the puppet’s
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head is straightforward, linking each finger to a specific facial feature presents multiple
possibilities and is not trivial. The common features to control in a puppet’s face
are: mouth, eye direction, eyebrows, and eyelids. The mouth is a central feature
because the human eye is very sensible to subtle movements on this region. Thus, the
controller must respond quickly for lip-sync articulation and accurately for expressive
manipulation. In glove puppetry, the mouth of a character is controlled through a pinch
gesture as in the Muppet style. However, it requires two fingers. As an alternative for
one-finger manipulation we can use the thumb, which is the most independent finger
and presents less co-activation problems (Sridhar et al., 2015). The eye direction
and eyelids are other important features to consider when designing the interaction.
The eye direction requires two axes and can be assigned to the index finger, which
is commonly used for pointing. As an alternative, we can use the pinky finger, which
provides similar range of movement. Finally, we can use different fingers to control both
eyelids up and down, such as the index, the pinky, or the ring fingers. However, the
middle finger should not be used because it presents a great level of co-activation.

To define the most suitable mapping model, an experiment with a sample frame was
conducted, representing the average user with common dexterity skills. A focus group
of 18 volunteers with an average age of 20 was chosen, where 11 were male, and 7
were female. A non-probability method was used with a convenience sampling. Three
groups of participants had to execute three tasks in random order, each with a different
finger. A task was marked as complete when the participant successfully executed the
action within a 6 seconds’ time period, thus achieving the goal. The evaluation was
based on three parameters: a) if the task was successfully completed within the time
period; b) the time elapsed to perform each task; c) the difficulty level of the mapping.
The first two parameters were retrieved from a file generated by the system reporting
the performance, and the third parameter was taken from a questionnaire. In this
questionnaire, the participants had to rate the degree of difficulty for each mapping
between 1 (difficult) to 5 (easy). For comparison purposes all the values in the graph
(Figure 5.41) are reported as percentages: 1) tasks completed - the overall success rate;
2) time elapsed - the percentage of the time taken to execute the task from the 6 seconds’
period (less is better); 3) easiness - the difficult level to execute the task with each
finger reported in the questionnaire. The experiment was performed in one location
under controlled lighting conditions taking approximately 10 minutes per participant.
Each participant was instructed with the task, and given 1 minute for trying out the
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mapping before each challenge. After finishing all the tasks, the participant had to fill
out the questionnaire. Three tasks were evaluated: 1) Controlling the eye direction
with the index, and pinky fingers; 2) Opening and closing the eyelids with the index,
with the ring, and with the pinky fingers; 3) Opening and closing the mouth with a
pinch gesture, and with the thumb finger.

Figure 5.41: Finger mapping comparison (eye pupil, eyelid, mouth).

1. Eye direction operation - Interestingly, there was no substantial difference be-
tween the index and the pinky fingers when executing the eye direction task.
While the overall success rate with the pinky finger was 80.56%, with the index
finger was 83.33%. The participants took slightly more time (66.25%) to execute
this action with the pinky finger than with the index finger (63.80%). Surpris-
ingly, the participants considered that this action was easier to execute with the
pinky finger (75.56%) than with the index finger (65.56%);

2. Eyelids control - There were slight differences in controlling the eyelids with each
finger: the overall success rate with the index finger was 91.67%, against 94.12%
with the pinky finger, and 94.44% with the ring finger. On the other hand, they
took less time to execute this action with the pinky finger with 52%, followed by
the index finger with 52.19%, and lastly with the ring finger with 53.70%. The
participants considered the ring finger as the easiest to execute this task with
78,89%, followed by the index finger with 70%, and the pinky finger in the last
place with 67,78%;
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3. Mouth manipulation - Substantial differences were found in opening and closing
the mouth with the pinch gesture and with the thumb finger. While all the
participants were able to complete this task with the pinch gesture, the overall
success rate with the thumb finger was only 75%. On the other hand, the distance
between the two was reduced to about 7% when comparing the time elapsed,
57.62% for the thumb finger and 50.93% for the pinch gesture. As expected, the
participants considered the pinch gesture to be easier to execute with 80% than
with the thumb with 70%.

Figure 5.42: Schematics for mapping the hand to the facial expressions.

Face to these results it is possible to conclude that the mouth action is easier to execute
with the pinch gesture, however, as a tradeoff, we waste one important finger with a
great range of motion and few co-activation problems. Thus, the pinch gesture provides
a familiar operation, but it should be employed when there is no need to map all fingers.
On the other hand, while the thumb finger presents a more complex manipulation, it
releases the index finger for other actions. In this way, the thumb finger was chosen
to drive the mouth of the puppet assigning the flexion value to the weights of its
blend shapes. On the eye direction task, the pinky finger was the preferred by the
participants, even though they had completed more tasks with the index finger. Thus,
the pinky finger was chosen to drive the eye orientation providing high range of motion,
which is determinant for controlling the required rotation axes. On the other hand,
although the ring finger achieved better results in the control of the eyelids, this finger
was grouped with the middle finger to drive the eyebrows. The middle and ring fingers
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present a high level of co-activation. They were assigned to both eyebrows as they
can behave together with some degree of dependence. The flexion values control the
weights of the blend shapes of the puppet’s eyebrows. To minimize false activations,
short flexions are ignored. Finally, the index finger was mapped to both eyelids because
it presents less co-activation problems. The flexion of the index finger controls the
rotation of the upper and lower lid. With this mapping model, users can perform with
multiple fingers simultaneously to create facial expressions such as opening the eyes
and the mouth, looking to one side and rising one eyebrow (Figure 5.42). The proposed
mapping is presented in table (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4: Mapping assignment and the number of DOFs

Finger/Hand Facial Feature DOF

Thumb Mouth (open /close) 1

Index Eyelids (open /close) 1

Middle Left eyebrows (up /down) 1

Ring Right eyebrows (up /down) 1

Pinky Eye Direction (all directions) 2

Palm Head direction/position (all) 6

The ManiPullAction hand-puppetry prototype supports bimanual mid-air gestures.
To expand the interaction experience it was introduced the support for multimodal
interface combining tangible with non-tangible devices. The Leap Motion controller is
used as a mid-air hand controller, and a smartphone as a touch gesture and motion
controller.

Interaction Styles

The developed prototype presents three interaction levels for distinct use cases and user
targets based on dexterity level adapting traditional puppetry styles (Figure 5.43): a)
novice; b) intermediate; and c) advanced.

a) Simple level (one hand puppet): one hand interface - for manipulating the head of a
glove-based puppet, requiring a minimum of dexterity; b) Intermediate level (one hand
puppet + external hand): bimanual interface - one hand for manipulating a physics-
based puppet and the other, represented on stage by a physics-based hand, for external
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Figure 5.43: Simple level: glove puppet style [Luduvica]; 2) Intermediate level: rod-
puppet style [Mario]; 3) Advanced level: bimanual style [Mr. Brown].

manipulation; c) Advanced level (bimanual puppet): bimanual interface - each hand
can control one part of the puppet’s body. In this mode, the puppet can mirror the
puppeteer’s hand.

All the three interaction levels share the right-hand mapping allowing the user to switch
between styles without disrupting the interaction. Each style extends the previous one
adding new features. In all styles the right hand controls the head of the puppets
and their facial expressions, but in the advanced level the user can switch to a custom
mode controlling just a body part (Figure 5.45). Each interaction style requires at
least one hand to drive the puppet. The second hand is free to drive a second puppet,
an external virtual hand, parts of the puppet’s body, or to operate a touch device and
extend the manipulation. I believe that this flexible model contributes to an expressive
manipulation, as well as to solve common issues in live puppetry, such as switching
between mapping schemes, or for selecting parts of the body to control.

Simple Level (one hand puppet)

This style uses the traditional glove puppet as a control metaphor, as if the user’s hand
is inside of the puppet’s head (Figure 5.44). The head puppet is manipulated by just
one hand, allowing the user to focus on its facial expressions moving his fingers. The
other hand is free to control a second puppet for dramatization purposes.
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Figure 5.44: Hand mapping model for digital puppetry - an intuitive interface for
puppet manipulation.

Intermediate Level (one hand puppet + external hand)

This style extends the previous one, using a physics-based model to increase the number
of DOFs. The user drives the puppet with the right hand in the 3D space as if holding
a rod attached to the head, and controls the facial expressions simultaneously with
his fingers (Figure 5.45 - Left). Inspired by the traditional rod puppets, the player
manipulates a full physics-based character with one hand and can use the other for
external interaction. The mechanical linkage that connects the puppeteer’s virtual
hand and the puppet is used to support, lift and torque the head and to lever the
spine of the puppet in a direct manner. The body follows the movement of the head
creating a natural gesture. In traditional puppetry, it is common for puppeteers to use
their own hands to manipulate directly the puppet limbs. In this mode, this type of
operation was adopted. The left hand of the user is simulated on stage with physics
providing a direct contact with the puppet and props (Figure 5.50 - Right). The user’s
left hand is free to grab, push or throw any object on stage.

Figure 5.45: (Left) Intermediate level: Palm orientation drives head rotation [Mario];
(Right) Advanced Level: Marionette simulation [Brown].
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Advanced Level (bimanual puppet)

The advanced level presents a similar manipulation method for the right hand as the
intermediate style. However, it introduces a mirroring method for the left hand, and
a custom mode for controlling individual parts of the body with both hands. This
interaction style provides an interface to manipulate both face and hands of the pup-
pet simultaneously with bimanual control (Figure 5.45 - Right). These are the most
expressive body parts of a character. In this style, it was adopted a common technique
from puppetry that consists in substituting the hands of the puppet with the hands
of the puppeteer - the puppet mirrors the user’s hand. In this way, the puppeteer has
full control over the puppet’s hand and fingers. In the custom mode, the player is able
to drive directly with his hands a set of end-effectors distributed through the body of
the puppet including arms, legs, torso and head. The custom mode is based on an
inverse kinematics chain that simulates the marionette control behavior. The user can
choose which part of the puppet to control through a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
on a touch device, and is able, for example, to stick the puppet’s feet into the ground
for manipulating the torso. On the other hand, the user can choose to control the end
effectors of both feet with the index and the middle finger of the left hand, simulating
a finger walk while the right hand drives the puppet position and orientation. The
custom mode can be applied to one hand or to both hands allowing multiple control
combinations.

Multimodal Interaction

The hand-puppetry prototype combines bimanual mid-air gestures with touch gestures
for a flexible interaction experience. Furthermore, it was integrated both motion-
control (Leap Motion) and show-control (Smartphone) in the same system to com-
plement the interaction. While mid-air gestures are used for motion control and for
switching between puppets (i.e. hand swiping gesture), the touch device allows to
change the mapping schemes and select the features to control, such as switching be-
tween cameras, or controlling the lighting in the stage (Figure 5.49). A complete
facial animation system based on pose blending was introduced in the touch inter-
face providing the interpolation of a set of facial expressions for transmitting emotions
(Figure 5.46).
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Figure 5.46: Interface for controlling the facial blending weights.

The touch interface facilitates the user interaction, in particular in those tasks that mid-
air gestures are more difficult to execute, such as pushing buttons. Mid-air gestures
require a GUI to support the operations, which may be intrusive if visible to the
audience. The combination between mid-air and touch gestures allows to expand the
interaction possibilities. This interface also allows the user to lock the position of feet
and hands increasing the number of actions.

Implementation /Application

Developed in Unity3D, the prototype uses the Leap Motion API 2.0, which introduces
a new hand skeleton model. Overall hand tracking is improved by predicting finger
and hand position even when occluded.

Finger Motion Calculation

This skeleton model was used to calculate finger flexion and abduction. For calculating
the finger flexion, it is find the angle between the starting bone (A - proximal phalange)
and the ending bone (B - distal phalange). The result from the dot product of the
two direction vectors give us a range between 1, which means a finger in a straight
position, and 0, representing the bent finger (Figure 5.47). The dot product returns
a scalar which is equal to the magnitude from the two vectors multiplied together
(A ∗ B) and from the result multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the two
vectors. After vector normalization, the cosine returns how far the first vector extends
the second.

A ·B =‖ A ‖‖ B ‖ cos θ

Where θ is the angle between A and B. To calculate abduction/adduction the proximal
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direction vectors of adjacent fingers were used and apply the same method. The system
provides a calibration feature for the hand mapping to adjust the range of motion,
which is useful for users with hands that have different proportions from the standard.
Each finger flexion and abduction is mapped to the rotation or to the weight of a blend
shape of one specific feature. The head movement is driven directly by the position
and orientation of the palm of the hand applying a scale function.

Figure 5.47: Flexion calculation – Proximal * Distal phalanges.

Physics-based Puppet Model

The traditional marionette design considerations and principles were taken into account
to create the physics-based puppet structure (Currell, 2004). The guidelines referred
in section 5.2.1 were followed. It was created a custom rigid body armature similar to
a rag-doll with colliders to prevent body interpenetration and to allow interaction with
other rigid-bodies (Figure 5.48).

Unity3D provides multiple types of joints, which allows setting up constraints to restrict
unwanted movements and define the acceleration that simulates the behavior of the
traditional marionette joint materials. Three types of joints were used to connect the
rigid bodies:

1. The character joint, similar to a ball-and-socket joint allowing the movement in
three axes;

2. The hinge joint restricted to just one axis;

3. The configurable joint, which is basically a generic customized joint that can
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incorporate all joint functionalities allowing the specification of movement con-
straints.

Figure 5.48: Rigging structure of the virtual marionette.

Every joint in the structure was limited to specific range of motion based on traditional
marionettes to prevent unnatural movements. While hinge and ball-and-socket joints
were used to define the internal armature, configurable joints were used as animation
controllers.

Device Mapping

The multimodal interaction expands the manipulation possibilities. Discreet keystrokes
in the touch device complement or replace continuous input from the hand tracking.
Thus, the input space is significantly enhanced by the fact that buttons can be mapped
to specific action semantics increasing the control range. This interface was setup for
individual limbs manipulation, facial expressions, and show control operations (Fig-
ure 5.49 - Left). The mapping was implemented with TouchOSC and Stringless, which
will be discussed in the section 5.4.3.

Evaluation

The initial hypothesis was that by using a familiar interface (hands), non-expert pup-
peteer’s animate puppets expressively with a directness feeling. A study was conducted
to evaluate the hand mapping model and two interaction styles (simple and interme-
diate levels). A sample frame representing the average user was chosen with a focus
group of 16 volunteers (9 female and 7 male). The participants were students and
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Figure 5.49: (Left) Touch device console interface; (Middle) Stringless Remote Control
plugin for Unity 3D; (Right) Leap It String – Leap Motion to OSC utility.

non-expert artists with an average age of 21, ranging from 18 to 32. All of them were
right-handed with no previous experience with the Leap Motion. A non-probability
method with a convenience sampling was used. The evaluation was based on the time
each participant completed a given task, and on the responses from a questionnaire.
The study was performed in one location and was carried out under controlled lighting
conditions taking about 20 minutes per participant. Each user performed with the pup-
pets in a sequential order standing in front of the sensor to avoid fatigue. Finally, the
participants answered a survey. A survey with 5 questions rating 1 (worst) to 5 (best)
was developed: the overall directness; the directness level on each feature; the mapping
model; the level of expressiveness; traditional puppetry comparison. An explanation
of the questionnaire was given to the participants to ensure that every question was
fully understandable, in particular subjective issues such as feeling of directness. This
feeling reflects the relationship between the user’s action and the resulting puppet’s
gesture - if the user feels that he is directly manipulating the puppet. The question-
naire was used to collect the participant’s answers about the level of directness on each
mapped feature, as well as to the overall puppet posture modelled through the par-
ticipant’s gesture. The system was developed as a standalone application for desktop
PC’s with a recording tool, allowing users to replicate the experiment anywhere and
to submit the results online. The application records the task timings into a text file.
In this study, the right-hand mapping was evaluated based on hand features such as
palm position, wrist rotation, fingers flexion and abduction. The left-hand dexterity
was also evaluated based on the manipulation with rigid-body objects and coordinated
tasks, using both hands. Each participant had to complete 12 short tasks - 8 tasks
relative to the facial control and 4 tasks relative to the body manipulation. Each task
presented 4 variations for comparison purposes. A verbal and visual explanation about
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the task was given to the participants before the recording. They had one minute
to try out before the beginning of each challenge. The participants had 6 seconds
to perform each task and stay with the hand posture during 2 seconds. The system
presents a visual feedback interface to inform the user about the progress and how
to perform the task. The following tasks were evaluated: 1) “Position” - to place the
head of the puppet inside a circle in a two dimensional space; 2) “Rotation” - to rotate
the wrist and orientate the puppet’s head to a target without moving the puppet’s
head from the center; 3) “Eyes” - to drive the eye direction of the puppet with the
pinky finger flexion and abduction without moving and rotating the wrist; 4) “Eyelids”
- to open and close the eyelids by flexing the index finger; 5) “Eyebrows” – to lower
and upper the eyebrows flexing the middle and ring fingers; 6) “Mouth” - to open and
close the mouth by flexing the thumb finger; 7) “Facial Expressions” – to perform a
set of 3 facial expressions 8) “Luduvica performance” - a free performance with music
to evaluate the finger coordination; 9) “3D position” - to place the puppet’s feet above
a circle in the ground by moving the hand in the 3D space; 10) “3D Toy Box” - to
evaluate a bimanual interaction by placing a rigid-body box with the left hand inside a
circle in the ground, placing the puppet’s feet above the box using the right hand; 11)
“Body expressions” – to perform a set of 3 body expressions to reflect realistic anima-
tion scenarios where multiple actions often occur at the same time including sad, tire,
and suspicion (i.e., raising one eyebrow while looking back and forth suspiciously); 12)
“Mario performance” - a free performance with music.

Figure 5.50: User experiments: (Left) User driving a glove puppet - simple level;
(Right) user manipulating a physics-based puppet with the two hands - intermediate
level. Pictures from the evaluation.

The participants had 6 seconds to perform each task and one minute for the free
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performances. To complete (validate) a task, the participants had to perform the
given action within a period of 6 seconds maintaining their hand gesture for 2 seconds
to avoid unclear movements (Figure 5.50). The task is valid and counts as complete
if the participant is able to perform the correct gesture within this time period. On
the other hand, the users had one minute to explore the free performance and combine
multiple fingers to create different gestures and follow the music. No validation is
required for the fee performance, and the user is free to explore gestures during the
one-minute period. The task completion time is an important measurement to evaluate
the success of each mapping and to understand the velocity performed in each action.
In digital puppetry, the manipulation speed is a fundamental aspect.

Results

The graph (Figure 5.51) shows the statistics for each task, including the percentage of
completed tasks, the average time taken to complete them, and the level of directness
reported by the participants in the questioner. The second metric presented in the
graph is a time measurement, but it is reported as a percentage of the elapsed time (6
seconds). It refers to the percentage of time the participant spent to complete a given
task. In this way, it is possible to gather distinct metrics for comparison purposes.
All participants achieved successfully the following tasks: eyelids, left eyebrows, 2D
positioning. The latest took less time to complete than any other task. It is a familiar
interaction leading the participants to attribute a high rate to the directness parameter
(a mean of 94%). On the opposite side, with 75% of completions (completed tasks), we
can find the head rotation and the 3D Toy Box tasks, the latest being the most time-
consuming. Nevertheless, head rotation task was the second best rated in the directness
parameter (92%), justified by the mimicking behavior. On the opposite side, with 94%
of completions, we find the action of orienting the eyes. It was the second less time-
consuming task, but the second less rated on the directness parameter. The 73% of
directness can be explained by the fact that participants are not accustomed to use the
pinky finger for fine movement.

The overall results decline by the increasing of the dexterity demanding. For instance,
the 3D Toy Box task is far more complex than the 2D positioning, because it involves
moving the hand in the 3D space taking into account the pendulum effect of the legs.
The results from the questionnaire demonstrate that the mapping model provides a
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positive directness feeling with a mean of 4,25 (1 to 5 scale). Participants were not
so confident in relation to the puppet expressivity with a mean of 3,88. This can
be explained by the lack of performance skills resulted from a first-time experience.
As expected, the participants had some difficulty to complete the intermediate level
tasks.

Figure 5.51: Completed tasks, time taken and level of directness.

While in the simple mode users are just focused on the facial expressions, in the in-
termediate mode users need more cognitive resources for understanding the physics
behavior. The exception was the rotation task evaluated in the simple level, which can
be justified by the different ranges of wrist motion of the participants. During the free
performances it was possible to observe, that although participants had more control
over the glove-based puppet, they actually seemed more engaged with the physics-
based puppet. This type of puppet responds to the puppeteer through the mapped
DOF’s, as well as to forces such as gravity that influence the motion in a similar way
as a traditional marionette. This behavior provides a mean to extend the puppeteer’s
intention, allowing him to produce a more believable and fluid motion. On the other
hand, arbitrary movements produced by the puppeteer can actually generate inter-
esting gestures and surprise the manipulator. I believe that the participants become
excited and surprised by the puppet postures influenced by the physics, as if the puppet
had some level of autonomous life as a marionette.

The standard deviation (SD) for the directness, and time elapsed (TE) parameters grow
with the degree of complexity of the tasks, reflecting the different dexterity skills from
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each user. For instance, the SD for the TE varies from 6.67% on the 2D positioning to
21.06% on the 3D positioning. On the other hand, the participants considered that the
proposed model provides a similar manipulation experience as with the traditional
puppets (4 points in 5), even though it is based on intangible manipulation. An
analysis of variance based on the directness rate reported by the participants showed
that the results are significant, F(7, 120) = 3.64, p = 0.00135. However, this is a
preliminary study that should be extended in future work, making a comparison with
other interaction techniques and devices, as well as with traditional puppetry methods.
Nevertheless, the results show that users without prior experience in digital puppetry,
were able to perform a set of manipulation tasks using their hands with a high sense
of directness. The success of this method is based on our every-day experience in
manipulating objects. This model provides an ergonomically rich and expressive form
of interaction with a minimum effort from the performer, which is suitable for small
workspaces.

Figure 5.52: Sample taken from the experiment showing the inter-finger dependency.
(Left/Right) Middle/Ring finger.

During the experiment it was possible to verify inter-finger dependency which causes
involuntary movements and influence the performance. This issue can be observed in
the graph (Figure 5.52) where the middle finger flexion causes a false activation of
the ring finger, although the opposite effect is not verified. The graph shows the MCP
angle variation of the middle and ring fingers taken from a sample of the eyebrows task.
It is possible to verify that when the participant bends the middle finger about 100º
it co-activates the ring finger in 20º. The Leap Motion returns the angle measurement
in radians so we have to multiply by 180/π to convert to degrees. Although this effect
did not influence significantly the result of this particular task it can result in erratic
performance and so, we can take in account this problem by ignoring short ring flexions
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when the middle finger is bended.

The proposed system is still under development and presents limitations, in particular
those relative to hand tracking issues, which are dependent on the device precision. The
system relies on direct manipulation, demanding fine motor skills to prevent unwanted
actions and coordination for advanced behaviors. There are multiple directions for
future work on hand puppetry exploring more interaction styles and complex behaviors.
The full integration of the Puppet Tools in this system, which will be discussed in the
next section, will allow artists to design their own customized mapping at different
granularities. This model can also be useful in other use cases, where a large number
of parameters need to be controlled. Applying the hand mapping model to scenarios
other than puppeteering constitutes a promising venue for future work, for instance
to be used in music related applications, or in other contexts such as virtual reality
environments.

Discussion

Prior work has focused on solving the hand-to-object quantitative mapping problem.
However, few researchers have addressed the qualitative mapping problem in hand-
based digital puppetry. The proposed hand-mapping model is based on hand biome-
chanics and was implemented in a performance animation system. Users take control
with their hands of highly stylized puppets in a familiar way, as children playing with
dolls. A physics-based puppet model based on traditional marionettes was developed
to expand the degrees of freedom and generate a stylized animation. Furthermore, a
custom interface for smartphones was introduced, extending the user manipulation and
providing a way for handling the show such as lights and cameras. Finally, a flexible
framework was developed to facilitate the mapping of input interfaces to animated ob-
jects, providing a way for orchestrating the play. The system supports three interaction
styles challenging users with distinct directness levels. A study was conducted to evalu-
ate the mapping model. The participants considered that the mapping model provides
a feeling of directness, but the result animation could be more expressive, which should
be improved in future work. This multimodal cinematic puppetry system enhances the
storytelling experience by taking advantage of hand dexterity as a rich input interface.
Users become digital puppeteers and dramatize stories by playing with puppets. By
switching between camera angles or changing the lighting setup, they can highlight
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the dramatic effect - a combination between interaction, animation film, and puppet
theatre.
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5.4 Ecosystem Dataflow - A Generic Interaction Model

Approach

5.4.1 Generic Interaction Model

“The control may be through corporeal contact (hands-on, hands-in), or via strings,
wires, wooden or metal rods. The figure animated electronically or even remotely is
still a puppet if the performer is present at the other end of the cable or the machinery,
controlling the movements, just as at the end of a simple string or rod.” (Francis,
2011, p.13)

Figure 5.53: Digital Ecosystem - Interoperable multimodal environment for digital
puppetry.

Digital Ecosystem

There are similarities in controlling a tangible puppet and a virtual character. As
discussed in previous sections, there are different methods for manipulating a puppet.
The puppeteer must select the appropriate method based on the puppet type and mor-
phology, on the intended action, or can be based on artistic decisions. At the end, the
puppeteer may choose a particular method to take advantage of his own expertise. On
the other hand, a digital performance does not rely on a specific technique, rather it
depends on the process, on the collaborative creation. This process is characterized
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by a dialog between the members of the chain, through a constant coming and going,
through trial and error, through multiple iterations. We begin by cutting the main
problem into little blocks of problems that simplify the process and allow us to focus
on small issues at a time. Each element of the team contributes to the process and
they must work together. While working in a collaborative environment, each element
of the team may require specific features. For instance, while the musician works with
a sound mixer which can be provided through a graphical user interface, the animator
works with a character rig and a set of controls, which can be provided through a
viewport window of the animation software. On a digital puppetry performance, the
mapping designer and the animateer require distinct control interfaces, both hardware
and software. Thus, we can look into these distinct interfaces as units of an interop-
erability system to be integrated in a larger pipeline. To respond to this requirement
a modular toolkit could be designed to process and map the input raw data indepen-
dently form the target application (Figure 5.53). By working with independent tasks
with a higher-level of control, the system becomes flexible. A generic interaction model
can be conceptualized to support the creative tasks of digital puppeteers in a collabo-
rative environment, based one the proposed design space discussed in section 5.1.1. A
methodology for performance animation to enhance the storytelling experience.

Figure 5.54: Action > InterAction - real-time feedback is fundamental for the per-
former’s acting.

A critical aspect in a digital puppetry performance is to provide the appropriate feed-
back to the animateer. By producing an action, the performer expects the system to
respond with the feedback from this action. This action-reaction is fundamental for
the performer to be able to manipulate a puppet in a controlled way. This real-time
inter-action is what makes digital puppetry possible, and the performer understands
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this relation as a direct manipulation. The energy from the puppeteer should be routed
to the performing object through a chain of procedures. In each procedure the data suf-
fers transformations, for instance the movement produced by the performer is captured
into digital signals. These signals are processed through filters and scaled. Finally the
signals are mapped into the performing object establishing the puppet-to-puppeteer
control relationship producing the motion (Figure 5.54).

Input vs Output

The interaction designer should take a broad view of all available input signals around
him, and not be constrained to the typical interfaces or input techniques such as those
presented by pointing devices. He should be able to think the best strategies to ex-
tract meaningful data structures from the multitude of signals. Sensor inputs are now
widespread through mobile devices, or are accessible as pieces of hardware that can be
implemented in a modular way using prototyping boards such as the Arduino. This
low-cost sensors and devices can be combined in a network of signals and provide pow-
erful means of digital manipulation. In this way, it is important to develop a model for
converging those signals and to provide methods to synchronize them, for extracting
meaningful data from them, as well as for processing and routing them to the desire
applications. Rather than thinking in specific interaction methods, we could treat all
data as abstract digital signals that can be processed and mapped to specific tasks.
In this way, the model will be functional with today’s technologies or with the next
generation of devices. Humans can interact with computers with a multitude of senses,
which requires certain cognitive skills. Technology is advancing towards the under-
standing of this multitude of inputs, providing the most rich and natural interaction.
Thus, rather than restricting the ways users interact with computers, we can provide
the tools for the interaction designer to explore this potential. On the other hand, the
performing object can be almost anything, from an abstract 3D model to a picture
of a flower, from a piece of typography to a 3D biped puppet. Yet, the performing
object should convince the audience that it is actually a living character, which can
be achieved through believable animation, providing hints that indicate its vital signs
such as breathing, or even thinking. Furthermore, these aspects should be transferred
from the digital puppeteer. This energy that is needed to create the vital signs in the
puppet are carried by virtual wires. The way these patch cords connect the puppet to
the puppeteer provide a type of semantic mapping. For instance, we may assign the
arms of the puppeteer to the facial expressions of a flower, and when the puppeteer
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rises his arms, we achieve a smile on the flower’s face. This mapping assignment is
dependent upon multiple components, and there are multiple strategies that might
depend on the technology employed.

• On the input side, tracking the position of the upper limbs of the performer’s
body is different than tracking the orientation of the performer’s joints, and the
number of DOFs and the range of values is different.

• On the output side, it is different to control the facial expressions with a set of
bones, than with blend shapes.

Furthermore, the result values from the output animation, for instance the joint coor-
dinates from a character, can also be routed as a virtual input device and be reused
in the interactive ecosystem. This can be thought of as an ecological system, where a
network of abstract signals flow and are interconnected to create the building blocks
for a semantic mapping. However, we can also consider that input modalities share
a number of common properties, as well as the animation controllers. The interac-
tion designer can take advantage of these properties to establish the appropriate links
and leverage these attributes to create compelling user experiences. Furthermore a
multimodal approach can extend the interaction experience, as discussed in previous
sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.1.

Generic Device

Ed Anson (Anson, 1982) presents a device model for interaction based on objects that
a user can handle directly to create the feeling that he is manipulating things. His
notation is based on states, events, and actions. He presents two types of devices:
the simple, and the composite device. The simple device is one that does not depend
on other devices, and interacts with the others by external behaviors by sending and
receiving signals. The state changes transported by these event signals are processed by
the device and report a certain action. The composite devices are a network of simple
devices that are connected and exchange data. The composite device is connected by
channel statements. An action on a device listens to events and states of devices. The
state of the device changes when an action is triggered, sending its signal events to
the other devices. Ed Anson compares devices to programming variables in the sense
that both report values or states that can be tracked and manipulated through user
actions. In this way, it is possible to think in abstract devices for generic purposes, and
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although a specific device may be unknown in advance, its features can be connected
and tuned. An interactive system can be designed by defining the features that are
required for specific tasks and by defining their interconnections. This modular concept
is simple, and well structured. On the other hand, virtual devices are software device
abstractions implemented in the operating system. These software-based devices can
be used to create composite devices combining software and hardware devices. These
abstract devices act as an interface between other devices and applications, as an
intermediary between the type of the device and the interaction method itself. They
present some limitations extending the hardware input devices (Hinckley & Wigdor,
2012). Card et al, (Card et al., 1990) based on the Mackinlay work, presented tools for
the generation and test of input device designs. They developed the tools to describe
the semantics of a device and measure its expressiveness, and employed the human
performance theories to evaluate effectiveness of points in the design space. They
present the notion of composite operators, where one input is connected to another
input generating a different setting. There are three distinct composite operators:
the merge composition, the layout, and the connect composition. With the merge
composition, input domains of two devices are combined to achieve a cross product
of the two device input domains, for instance the two coordinates (input sensors) of a
mouse controller. The layout composition groups the two devices without exchanging
their input domains, such as a mouse the XY sensors and its buttons. The connect
composition referes to the mapping of the output domain of one device into the input
domain of another device. This architecture provides the basis for a simple interaction
system. The term mapping is thus used as the computation of control values, and
these values depend on the incoming data and state machines. There are several tools
that allow the interaction designer to connect devices and exchange features from one
to another, but they are designed for specific purposes such as sound applications.
A generic framework could allow the designer to plug an input device to the system,
specifying the feature to track and defining how this signal is going to be interpreted
and mapped to the target application. We can think of these devices as strings from
a marionette. However, the mapping process is not a trivial task and presents logical
and artistic problems. The interaction designer cannot make arbitrary connections
between a pair of input and output signals without any reasoning, and expect a perfect
mapping that meets the objectives of the puppeteer. It is fundamental to establish
logic connections between signals where its nature depends on a particular device, and
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combine this decision with a broader artistic intentions from the puppeteer towards its
specific context (Figure 5.55).

Figure 5.55: Signal flow model for a generic interaction, energy signals are processed
through the physical interface and mapped through the virtual interface to the per-
forming object.

Requirements

It is important to identify the major requirements for the design of a digital puppetry
generic framework based on input and output abstraction. This framework should
allow non-expert programmers to easily create, analyze and tune the mappings in real-
time through a creative iterative process, providing the appropriate feedback to the
user. The workflow should focus on the logic and semantic programming rather than
on the device issues. It should provide interchangeable devices and reuse the mappings
in an ecological thinking. This framework should not focus on specific devices neither
specific puppet types, but rather support reusable modules, and provide a generic
mapping design. The major requirements for this framework are: flexibility, usability,
scalability, extensibility.

• Usability - can be seen as the technical skills that are required for the user to
produce the necessary changes on the system, as well as the speed he establishes
and tests a new mapping setup. The system should be highly interactive, avoiding
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scripting and providing instant feedback without depending on code recompila-
tions every time the user makes a change. A graphical user interface presents
the ideal iterative environment for exploring creative mapping in real-time, for
changing the parameters interactively, and to establish their interdependencies.

• Flexibility - it would be interesting to provide a highly flexible environment such
as those that we can find in traditional programming languages. On the other
hand, these environments do not present the most intuitive interface in terms of
usability, in particular for non-programming users. Thus, it would be preferable
to combine a visual-based authoring environment with the unlimited computa-
tional features of programming languages that could run in-between input devices
and animation applications. There are several visual-based programming environ-
ments such as Pure Data, Quartz Composer, or Fabric Engine that were discussed
in previous section 3.4.2. These tools share the same iterative paradigm based on
graphs using a data-flow approach, where nodes or computational units process
and generate output data from the input data. These nodes work as building
blocks, computational boxes that break down the problem into smaller problems
by exchanging their computations. The previously referred environments dif-
fer from this proposal in the integration strategy of the network of signal-flow
between devices and applications and some require previous knowledge about
the syntax of their languages such as those from Pure Data or MaxMSP, or are
highly dependent upon the operating system, such as Quartz Composer. Thus,
it is necessary to develop a new environment from scratch that acts as a mid-
dle layer, dialoguing with different interlocutors, capable of integrating distinct
technologies, as well as functionalities. To achieve a highly flexible and inter-
active authoring environment, this mapping toolkit should be based on a graph
paradigm, where nodes are processing units that offer multiple combinations for
mapping the input data to the output data. In this way, the user can establish
complex mappings through a network of simple mappings. The framework should
gather a set of basic nodes such as communication routers, arithmetic operators,
signal analysis, or signal processing, as well as to handle different data types, for
instance to change an integer into a string, or compose a set of floats into a XYZ
vector coordinates.

• Extensibility: Even though the system could provide a wide range of operators,
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it would be impossible to respond to all sort of requirements and to cover un-
limited features. It would be desirable to support external plugins or scripts and
extend the system’s functionalities. This can be achieved by loading dynamic
shared objects at runtime or implementing a script interpreter such as Lua or
Python. This architecture would provide a methodology to add new operators
without the need to recompile the code, acting as runtime extensions. These
extensions should follow some specifications, such as the number of inputs and
outputs, as well as the data type. With this approach, it would be possible to
create new operator nodes as well as to define their data types.

• Interoperability: The framework should be able to establish a conversation
between distinct applications and devices and act as an interface. A middleware
agent that extends the functionalities of applications and devices by combining
them in a digital ecosystem. One single environment might present limit func-
tionalities in certain domains or even lack the desired feature. What if these
required features could be borrowed from other applications? This framework
attempts to unite all the resources available in our computational environment,
being hardware or software, located in our local computer or distributed among
the network. Initially, it could be developed as a control messaging system based
on a data-flow pipeline, and gradually support image, video and audio routing in
parallel channels, using technologies such as Syphon, Spout, or JACK.

• Scalability: The system should be able to grow when needed. By using the net-
work environment, we can connect multiple computers and mobile devices and
expand the workflow. In this way, it is possible to create a collaborative play,
where each computer acts as an instrument of a digital orchestra, a marionette
controller that expands the manipulation capabilities. It also contributes to the
increasing of the computation power, distributing the tasks through the available
resources. The system should support protocols such as UDP or TCP/IP to be
able to dialog with other network devices. The connections to the system could
be wired or wireless, through local network or over the Internet. Using these
same network protocols it is possible to communicate across applications within
the local computer. In this way, a transparent and logical workflow is established
for working with a single computer or a network of computers. In this way,
a mapping that was designed for one computer can be easily adjusted to work
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within a multiple computer set. One of the most popular high-level protocol that
runs through UDP/IP and TCP/IP and responds to the main requirements is the
Open Sound Control (OSC), which was discussed in section 3.4.3. This transport
independent protocol allows the user to specify its custom messages using a name
space similar to the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) structure. This advantage
in customizing the messages provided by this open standard can present com-
patibility problems. Because there are no standard namespaces, applications and
devices might not be able to dialog directly without establishing first their syntax
rules. For instance, most applications identify the features to control directly on
the message address, and to translate a joint in space we could write the following
syntax: <type><name> X,Y and represented as follows: “\joint\left_foot 125.2
12.4”. On the other hand, Animata identifies the joint to move using a string
value, for instance: “\joint left_foot 125.2 12.4”. Thus, it would be desirable
to establish uniform namespaces or common guidelines for compatible purposes
(Wright et al., 2001). There are other communication technologies that could be
implemented to support a wide range of devices such as MIDI, or DMX. To share
video frames among computers over the network it is possible to implement tech-
nologies such as TCPSyphon or TCPSpout, which are implementations of Syphon
and Spout to work over the TCP. Or using the Network Device Interface (NDI),
a video standard protocol which enables interconnected production workflows.
There are implementation of Syphon and Spout to support NDI.

Figure 5.56: Network of things - the Virtual Marionette control paradigm.
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A scalable and flexible model contributes to an efficient system. Each computer be-
comes a node in this modular framework and expands the interaction capabilities, and
the computational power (Figure 5.56). The devices connect to a computer node that
processes the input signals and routes them to a central control computer that gathers
and transform the signals, until they reach the target graphics application that ani-
mates the puppet. This control chain can be extended with video and audio sharing
following a similar approach. For instance, one computer generates the animation, a
second one animates the backgrounds, and a third one receives both video streams
through Syphon and combines the final animation. A decentralized system that allows
using as many computers and devices with any application as we wish. The disad-
vantage of a decentralized system is the dependency of the network and its underlying
infrastructure, which could cause connection and speed issues.

Node-base programming (String-based) Each digital puppetry performance requires
specific mapping schemes, which can be easily built through predefined operator nodes,
or computation units. These nodes are building blocks designed to solve common
mapping problems, such as value interpolation, scaling functions, or mathematical
operations. In this way, it is possible to solve the common problem of few-to-many
input to output DOF mapping by combining or processing the input values, such as
inverting the signals received from the puppeteer hand, for driving a second end effector
of a leg IK chain with a mirror effect, or to create a flocking behavior from the position
of the performer’s body. A node is defined by parameters, these parameters can be
connected to other node parameters and form a chain. Each node provides input
parameters (inlets) and output parameters (outlets). The user can connect the outlets
(output parameters) to the inlets (input parameters) of another node, in a direct link,
in a similar manner as connecting a patch cord in a video or audio synthesizer, or
a string from a marionette controller to a joint in the puppet. With this link the
source outlet parameter from one node travels to the target inlet of another node
overwriting the previous value. This tree of connections determines the way the data
flows between nodes. Specific nodes provide the communication with hardware devices
or with the network to receive and send data to the outside, such as receiving control
messages from a mobile device or sending coordinates to an animation application.
This mapping framework presents a transparent and intuitive node-base environment
for manipulating parameters and building a semantic mapping. On the other hand, it
does not provide the most appropriate model for controlling the flow, such as to manage
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sequences triggering cues in a specific order, which is a fundamental aspect on the
structure of a classical puppet plays. This data-flow model should be able to integrate
a control flow interface such as a sequence manager, which can also be provided through
specific nodes, through a plugin, or even by using an external application that sends
the control messages into the data-flow model.

The parameters can assume different data types, such as integers, floats, or strings. All
of the nodes that generate values provide a normalization of the range into a decimal
limits between 0 and 1. This normalization is useful because we are defining the limits
which is fundamental for other nodes or even to external applications process the data
with a known range. On the other hand, it is possible to send control messages that
referred to this parameters to define the range of the values.

To facilitate the device discovery and establish automatic network connections it is
possible to use the Zero Configuration Networking (Zeroconf3). This set of techniques
based on the Internet Protocol (IP) provide automatic discovery of namespaces and
IP addresses on a network. Without the need for manual intervention, Zeroconf auto-
matically manages the port allocation and distributes the data to the available clients
on the network without requiring previous knowledge about the network settings. Zer-
conf presents a sort of “plug and play” for devices over a network. While Zeroconf is
accessible on Mac computers from the Apple Bonjour, the implementation of Zeroconf
on Linux and BSDs systems is through Avahi.

5.4.2 Remote Strings Protocol

When developing an application for a specific input device, the developer knows what
features are available to implement. This is true in particular when developing a game
to be played with a standard device controller such as a game pad that you plug directly
to your computer. For instance, the developer can connect directly the horizontal tilt
from the joystick to the translation in the X axis of an object. It is also a common
approach to explore device abstraction by using semantics to specify the gesture or
motion we want to capture, rather than specifying the feature itself, and be able to
use multiple device controllers. For instance, get the “device horizontal axis” to re-
trieve the horizontal motion from a mouse, or the horizontal tilt from a joystick, or

3Zeroconf web site - http://www.zeroconf.org
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the finger horizontal position. On the other hand, while it is a common approach for
game developing to rely on devices directly connected to the host machine without any
intermediate, performance based animation uses network communication that allow
the data to flow from the motion capture system to the host application. A common
digital puppetry setup may require dozens of mappings with multiple devices attached
to one or multiple computers. These mappings can be configured on a local machine
or a network environment. However, even when making local machine mappings, it
is common to use local network connections. A popular higher level network protocol
employed in music related applications for mapping things is the OSC, which is sup-
ported by a wide range of multimedia applications. The use of this protocol in digital
puppetry presents multiple advantages. It is ubiquitous and easy to use, even though
it is based on a one-way method of communication which does not provide feedback. It
is independent from any specific transport mechanism, but typically sends and receives
data using UDP sockets. It is dynamic, open-ended, and uses URL-style symbolic
naming as discussed in section 3.4.3.

OSC constraints

Handling multiple mappings with OSC using different types of devices may be chal-
lenging, requiring a great knowledge on each device feature, as well as a knowledge on
the environment itself. These network-based mappings are usually time-consuming, as
well as complex, and typically require three main steps: 1) establishing the connec-
tion between devices and applications; 2) configuring the mapping between input and
output DOF; 3) defining the range of values.

1. Configuring the network for OSC communication usually involves defining the
same IP address and port in both client and server, which can take some time;

2. OSC is an open standard, which means that everyone is free to use their own
namespaces. The trade off for this freedom is that OSC systems are difficult to
communicate between them in an efficient way, requiring a manual setup of the
mappings;

3. Each sensor presents a specific range, an interval that defines the minimum and
the maximum values. For a correct mapping it is important that both input and
output share the same range of values.

Client and server do not know each other and require a manual setup differing from the
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MIDI standard, which presents a limited known control system allowing any controller
to be mapped to any sound engine in an easy way. Thus, it is fundamental to find
ways to overcome these limitations developing techniques that provide the following
features:

• Auto-discovery;

• Auto-negotiation (Expositing of parameters);

• Interchangeable devices.

OSC depends upon server to client communication. In a digital puppetry system, it
might be confusing to identify which is the server and which is the client. An OSC
server is anything that receives an OSC packet, which can be seen as the puppet.
On the other hand, an OSC client refers to anything that sends an OSC packet, for
instance by the puppeteer. Thus, when referring to a puppet that is manipulated
by the puppeteer, we would say that the server is manipulated by the client, which
may be confusing. To reduce the terminology ambiguity, it would be preferable to
use concepts that refer to which application or service is the controller or driver, and
which is the controlled or driven. For digital puppetry, it seems appropriate to use
puppet and puppeteer terminologies. Thus, the puppeteer (client) mainly sends data
to the puppet, and the puppet (server) receives data from the puppeteer. However,
the puppet can also send data to the puppeteer and vice-versa.

RSP - Remote Strings Protocol (for interactive media)

With these aspects in mind, it is important to design a robust communication system
that could provide a sort of “dialog” between devices and applications in a transparent
way. A protocol that could facilitate the connection as well as the mapping procedure,
a protocol for exchanging information about the device features, and the parameters
required by the host application to be animated or controlled. Rather than building a
protocol from scratch, we can use the OSC protocol and define a layer above it, to send
specific control information. The Remote Strings Protocol was developed to facilitate
the auto connection and resource sharing for interactive media. It provides a way for
handshaking and a method for exchanging data. While designing the protocol I have
found an add-on for Openframeworks which provides similar features and was used
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as a starting point. The ofxRemoteUI was developed by Oriol Ferrer Mesià to con-
trol variables from a remote User Interface (UI). It is available for Open-frameworks,
but there is an extension for Processing. In a certain way, Remote Strings Proto-
col extends ofxRemoteUI in functionalities maintaining its compatibility, in particular
those oriented to handling the interface communications that are not supported by
ofxRemoteUI. Remote Strings Protocol works as a semantic layer above the OSC for
transmitting and requesting control data. Devices and services broadcast their presence
and provide an easy way for auto-connection. The Remote Strings Protocol uses two
sets of OSC namespaces, one for each side of the communication (puppet/puppeteer).
To provide a way to filter these control namespaces, the prefix “RS” is added as an
address pattern. By adding this prefix we loose the compatibility with ofxRemoteUI.
However, it is possible to create a method to remove the prefix if ofxRemoteUI is de-
tected or by changing its namespaces. There are many proposed namespaces in RSP
that differ from this add-on to respond to the new categorization, although they are
easy to adapt when necessary.

Auto-discovery

The auto-discovery feature is implemented through OSC. A OSC bundle message is
transmitted from the server (puppet) using a multicast IP in regular intervals (every
second) on a specific startup port (i.e. Port 25748). If this port is already in use, then
a random port is generated and used for broadcasting. Each time the server (pup-
pet) broadcast its presence it sends an OSC message with the address “\RS_HELLO”
with a broadcast timer number that acts as a counter. On the other side, the client
(puppeteer) listens to the multicast from all servers in the default port, and if the
“HELLO” message is detected it responds with an “\RS_HELLO” message. The client
(puppeteer) will seek for servers (puppets) and attempts to establish the connection
with the first client available, although the user can choose which client to connect.
The server (puppeteer) receives the host IP and can switch to a direct communication
to increase the performance. After the acknowledgments, the client requests all params
from the server.

Auto-negotiation

It is important to describe a query system to dynamically determine the capabili-
ties of the puppeteer interface as well as the puppet strings (parameters to control),
a query system based on namespaces. Remote Strings Protocol presents two types
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Table 5.5: Remote Control Protocol generic namespaces for client and server

Namespaces for the puppeteer (client) Namespaces for the puppet (server)

/RS_REQ_PRM (request parameters) /RS_SEND_PRM (send parameters)

/RS_SEND_ITR (send interface features) /RS_REQ_ITR (request interface)

of control namespaces, the request and the reply messages. The request can be di-
vided into request parameters “/RS_REQ_PRM”, and request interface information
“/RS_REQ_ITR” (Table 5.5). The client (puppeteer) may request all available pa-
rameters or a specific group of parameters by placing its preset name in the address
after the request. On the other hand, the server (puppet) can reply with all available
parameters “RS_SEND_PRM” or send information request information about the de-
vice that the puppeteer is going to use “RS_REQ_ITR”. Using a metaphoric language
we could say: the puppeteer (client) asks the puppet (server) which strings (param-
eters) are available to control (/RS_REQ_PRM). On the other side, the puppeteer
informs the puppet about its controlling device capabilities (/RS_SEND_ITR). The
namespaces used are abbreviation. However, it would be preferable to use meaning-
ful names such as “/RemoteStrings_Request_Interface” instead of “/RS_REQ_ITR”.
The trade off using this long names would be an inefficient system requiring more com-
putation power. To finalize the request of parameters, the Server (puppet) sends the
control message “/RS_REQ_OK”.

Interfaces

Table 5.6: RCP sub-namespace specifications version 1 that can be used with RS SEND
ITR

Namespace Parameters Type

/RS_devname device name string
/RS_devnum device number int
/RS_devtype device type string
/RS_sensorname sensor name string
/RS_sensornum sensor number int
/RS_sensortype sensor type string
/RS_args number of arguments int
/RS_range min. max. range float, float
/RS_scale scale values to range float, float
/RS_typemotion linear, rotary string
/RS_property force, torque, position, rotation string
/RS_measurement absolute, relative string
/RS_dof degrees of freedom int
/RS_inputtype discreet, continuous string
/RS_feedback address, type string, string
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The Remote Strings specification supports the interface description as sub-namespaces
placed at the OSC address (Table 5.6). The sub-namespaces allow to exchange impor-
tant information between devices and applications and setup the configuration. Based
on the previous section about input devices properties (section 2.3.2), a set of param-
eters were defined to include: device name, device type, sensor name, sensor type,
number of arguments; range values; type of motion; physical property sensed; type
of measurement; number of dimensions (DOF); number of dimensions; input type;
feedback.

The generic interface message syntax:
/<Interface_name>/<interface_number>
/<Interface_name>/<interface_number>/<interface_sensor>/<sensor_name>
/<Interface_name>/<interface_number>/<sensor_name>/
/<Interface_name>/<interface_number>/<sensor_name>/

Parameters

The Puppet can exchange the parameters with the Puppeteer in a similar way as for
the interfaces. Remote Strings Protocol supports types of values for parameters such as
Float, Integer, Boolean, String. When the Server (Puppet) wants to expose its param-
eters it sends a control message with “RS_SEND_PRM” followed by <min_range>
<max_range>. At the end the Server should send the control message “RS_REQ
OK” to define that all parameters requested were sent.

Types of values supported by the RCP 1.0 specification: BOL = Boolean ; FLT =
Float; STR = String; INT = Int; VC2 = Vector 2 of floats (for X,Y); VC3 = Vector
3 of floats (for X,Y,Z); VC4 = Vector 4 of floats (for X,Y,Z,W).

Table 5.7: Example of the message syntax using the Nintendo Wiimote
Message Description

/RS_SEND_ITR/RS_devname Wiimote Defines the name of the device
/RS_SEND_ITR/RS_devnum/Wiimote 1 Defines the device number ID
/RS_SEND_ITR/RS_sensorname/Wiimote/1 acc Defines the sensor feature of the WWmote device ID 1
/RS_SEND_ITR/RS_args/Wiimote/1/acc 3 float Declares 3 floats for the accelerometer
/RS_SEND_ITR/RS_range/Wiimote/1/acc <–1 1> <–1 1>
<–1 1>

Defines a range of each float for the accelerometer

/RS_SEND_ITR/Wiimote/1/acc Sends the accelerometer values

Units

A fundamental aspect when exchanging values between unknown interfaces is to define
the measurement unit and the interval of values. For instance, we could track a blob
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and return its position in pixels based on the screen, or report the amplitude of a sound
signal based on dB. These units should also be included when exposing the interface
capabilities. The range of values also present a challenge, while a MIDI range vary
between 0 and 127, an analog input from the Arduino ranges from 0 to 255. Using a
normalized range would simplify the communication, and it is common to use a decimal
range between 0 and 1 for control values. However, this normalization might not be
appropriated to values such as Euler angles that could range between –360 and 360
(–1 1). It is also important to take into account active changes in ranges in particular
when applying interpolations or ramps (curves).

Presets

When the puppet presents many parameters to control, it is important to provide a
mean to organize and filter all the parameters. This organization is provided through
presets that can be created and changed by the Client (Puppeteer) or even by the
Server (Puppet) For instance, we may want to access all the camera parameters on a
specific scene, or to be able to view just the IK handlers on a specific puppet. The
Client (puppeteer) requests the name of the Preset List to the Server (Puppet) with
“/RS_PREL”. On the other hand, the Server responds with a list of all the names
of the presets “/RS_PREL <name_of_preset>”. This feature is managed by the
Client (Puppeteer) allowing the user to set, delete, reset, save, and load the presets.
However, the Server (Puppet) must always acknowledge these actions by responding
with an “OK”.

To create a preset the Client (Puppeteer) sends the following control message:
Puppeteer: RS_SAVEP <Name_of_Preset_or_Interface>
The Server (Puppet) responds with:
Puppet: RS_SAVEP <Name_of_Preset> OK

Table 5.8: Sequence of messages to set a preset

Source Message Description

Puppeteer RS_SETP [Name_of_Preset] Sets all the parameters to this preset

Puppet RS_SETP [Name_of_Preset] OK The Server acknowledges

Puppeteer RS_REQ_PRM Client Request parameters for this preset

Puppet RS_SEND_PRM [parameters] Server sends all the parameters

Puppet RS_REQ_PRM_OK Server closes the request
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Each preset can be saved in a XML format with the settings.

Communication Procedure

Remote Strings sends an “\RS_HELLO” message to broadcast its presence. If the
presence is detected by the server, and answered with an hello message, then the
communication procedure begins. It begins with the control data exchange exposing
the interface features and parameters, as well its mapping procedure. To disconnect
the communication the Client or the Server sends a “\RS_BYE” and waits for the
same answer.

Because OSC is one-way, it is necessary to implement a method to query if the Client
and Server are still active, in this case the control message is “\RS_ALIVE”. This
message is sent in regular intervals of a 0.333 of a second. This message is also used to
measure the delay between Client and Server. When the Client sends an Alive message
the Server replies with the same message. If the Server does not responds with several
Alive requests it is assumed that it is offline.

An example of a typical client server handshaking would be:
The Client sends an OSC message every few seconds broadcasting its presence. If it
receives a response from the Server, the Client request all available parameters from
the Server. Then, the Server sends an OSC message with the parameter name, type,
range and current value. When a Client provides Interface connectivity it sends all the
Interface features to the Server. To finalize the parameter request the Server sends a
specific control message.

5.4.3 Puppet Tools - Interoperable Ecosystem

Based on the interaction model, a system was implemented with a set of tools devel-
oped in C++ and C# programming languages. This set of units that constitute the
modular marionette ecosystem are known as the Puppet Tools. They are a combina-
tion of “middleware”, “software”, and “plugins” working together in a sort of orchestra,
establishing a dialog and sharing their resources. These tools “talk” to each other
through a network of virtual wires creating an interplay of signals, as strings from a
marionette controller. They allow to connect sensors and context-aware applications
interacting with the system, providing functionalities for monitoring, mapping, and
processing signals, integrating all the resources in one unique environment. This mod-
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ular ecosystem can integrate applications other than those from the Puppet Tools.
These tools communicate via network using the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol,
which is supported by many applications and provides scalability and flexibility to be
used in different settings. Thus, it is possible to run the same tool in several computers
and distribute the computation power, or to take advantage of the computer resources
such as using multiple mouses from different computers in a collaborative play.

Figure 5.57: Virtual Marionette ecosystem - A control space based on virtual strings
that connect the performer space to the puppet using any type of interface supported
by a set of applications.

These tools were developed for sharing resources, for data monitoring, routing and
processing signals, as well as for data flow orchestration. They were developed to work
as middleware, as an interface between applications, acting as gears on the ecosystem
mechanism and complementing the lack of functionalities in certain applications (Fig-
ure 5.57). Because they work together through network as a constellation of tools, they
can be plugged in parallel and expand the system functionality. Some of these tools
were already released and are available for download at the Virtual Marionette4 official
internet site or at the Github repository5. Some of these tools were developed with

4Virtual Marionette website: http://virtualmarionette.grifu.com
5Puppet Tools Github repository: http://virtualmarionette.grifu.com
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Openframeworks and others with the Unity3D, although there are other units that will
be developed in C++ for the Unreal engine, as well as through Python language for
the implementation in Maya.

The tools that were already concluded constitute the core of this ecosystem and will
be discussed below in this section. Most of the tools that are yet to be developed
are the input strings. These input tools (Wiimote IT, Move IT, Touch IT, Kinect IT,
Speak IT, Think IT) will be developed in a second stage to support a wide range on
low-cost devices. On the other hand, the Output String tool Show IT will provide an
easy methodology for digital puppetry, including an auto-rigging system for both 2D
and 3D puppets, as well as an implementation of Syphon. The Script IT string is a
tool to trigger OSC cues in a sequence and support a linear theatrical play.

The applications communicate through OSC, thus, it is possible to use them directly
with other tools that receive or send OSC messages. The Remote Strings Protocol
is being added to the Puppet Tools to simplify the communication and automatic
feature discovery. A client-server technology that facilitates the sharing of resources
by announcing the features. The tools act as strings from a marionette controller and
they were classified as: input, output, and orchestration strings.

• The input strings establish the connection to input devices extracting their sig-
nals;

• The output strings are responsible for connecting with target applications fea-
tures.

• The orchestration strings handle the data-flow and allow the user to establish the
mappings.

Digital signals flow through this ecosystem of tools (Table 5.9) acting as one unique
system. The data can be synchronized, mixed, or combined in a scalable and generic
way. In this way, it is possible to connect new computers or devices acting as nodes of
the same engine.

Stringless for Unity - Flexible mapping framework

Stringless (Figure 5.58) for Unity 3D is a remote-control interface that works over the
network - an open source flexible mapping framework. This plugin for Unity3D was
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Table 5.9: Puppet tools: applications that support the interaction model
String type Name Description

Mapping and
Orchestration Strings

Pull The Strings (PTS) programming engine
Stringless (STS) interface for different applications
Script IT (SCP) script for show control

Input Strings

Leap IT (LS) Hand String: Leap Motion
Wiimote IT (WS) Hand String: Wii remote
Move IT (MS) Hand String: Move controller
Touch IT (OS) Hand String: Touch surface
Kinect IT (KS) Body Strings: Depth sensor
Face IT (FS) Face Strings: Video camera
Speak IT (SS) Voice Strings: Microphone
Think IT (IS) Brain Strings: BCI device

Output Strings Show IT (SWO) Puppet show animation engine

built for controlling and exposing generic properties of objects using remote devices
and applications that support Open Sound Control (OSC). It provides the GUI to
facilitate the mapping procedure, which is ideal for non-expert programmers. They
can easily establish control semantics and link a specific device feature to an object
property, such as linking the camera orientation to the device accelerometer. Stringless
provides OSC learn function to simplify the mapping process avoiding the need to write
the addresses manually. It is similar to the MIDI listening feature employed in music
applications. Furthermore, an interactive scale function was introduced that registers
the range limits of objects while the user manipulates them in the scene view.

This plugin uses unityOSC developed by Thomas Fredericks to communicate with
other applications and devices that support the OSC protocol. A triggering method
was implemented to allow remote activation and deactivation of the component in-
stances. In this way, it is possible to orchestrate the play and switch mapping with
few instructions. Stringless supports zero-configuration networking that enables auto-
matic discovery of devices, computers and applications through Bonjour, facilitating
the connection by avoiding manual specification of IP addresses. Furthermore, a remote
control protocol that facilitates the connection as well as the mapping of parameters
was implemented. This protocol use the “ofxRemoteUI” add-on for Openframworks,
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Figure 5.58: Stringless for Unity - a flexible mapping framework.

developed by Oriol Ferrer Mesià, for controlling variables from a remote User Interface
(UI). Stringless broadcasts its presence through multicast, sending a list of available
parameters for remote manipulation identifying their type, value and range. All the
parameters are automatically setup in the client UI application (i.e. (Figure 5.59)).
In this way, it is possible to control all the available parameters even without knowing
their addresses.

Figure 5.59: Stringless plugin and RemoteUI application working together.

Stringless works with the Remote Strings Protocol, as well as with the standard OSC
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messaging. The first, which was described previously, is the simplest one, allowing
automatic connection and mapping. The second approach requires a simple three
steps setup:

1. Initialize Stringless by dragging OSC to any GameObject and setup ports with
valid numbers (i.e. 7010)

2. Establish the mapping between the action/object and the message by dragging
the RCReceiver or the RCSender (RCReceiver: to control the object with a OSC
message such as a TouchOSC fader from your Ipad)

3. Setup mapping between the input and the result using enable mapping. You can
manually setup or use the learn button for interactively setup. When learning
the values, changes are automatically recorded through interactive modification
on the inspector or viewport. For instance, moving the object in the viewport to
the extreme positions. Remember to deactivate the learn button after the setup.

Stringless provides a OSC tracer window (Window->Stringless) to trace OSC in/out
ports

Future Work of Stringless

Stringless is limited to the OSC features that are included in Thomas Fredericks Uni-
tyOSC. However, it is easy to improve UnityOSC. It is also possible to integrate a dif-
ferent OSC communicator such as the Rug.OSC. The Rug.OSC supports IPv4, IPv6,
multicast and broadcast communication, as well as many message argument types in-
cluding RGBA, OSC Time-tag, OSC-Midi, Blobs. Stringless is a prototype version
with many known issues, such as:

• Only the animated parameters are sent;

• Methods are limited to blend shapes;

• Minor issues within the inspector of the RCCReceiver and RCCSender.

Some of the features to be updated in future versions are:

• Scale the input mapping (include fields to scale values);

• Optimize performance;

• Handle methods in a generic manner.
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Leap IT String - Leap Motion to OSC

A multi-platform application that routes the hand motion through OSC. The user is
able to choose which joint or gesture to send through the network.

Figure 5.60: LeapIT - Hand strings: A hand motion capture system for the Leap
Motion.

Leap IT strings (LS) is an application for capturing and routing hand motion (Fig-
ure 5.60) using the Leap Motion device. It is a part of the hand string tools and
allows users without this device to use the hand motion by loading motion data files.
The recording function is fundamental, providing a useful method for the interaction
design phase. By capturing the performer’s gestures during the rehearsals or building
phase, the designer can simulate the performer’s hand motion behavior and explore
the interaction repeatedly without having to repeat the gesture. This is particularly
important when working without the performer. This simple application made with
Unity3D engine provides a visual representation of the hands in real-time with a set of
camera angles to allow distinct perspectives of the movement. The user can setup the
network broadcast by choosing which port and IP address to use for the data transmit
on and select a set of joints for each hand that he wants to sent through OSC. The ap-
plication presents other functionalities such as the “convert” function that transforms
the motion data into a OSC-based text file, which is useful for data analysis or for
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simulating hand motion behavior without this application. The user can also activate
a scale function to map the hand motion values within an interval between 0 and 1.
The orientation of the palm of the hand can also be send through pitch, yaw and roll
which might be useful for specific applications.

In terms of motion data, the application sends the position and orientation of the palm
of the hand, the finger joint position and the pinch gesture. The messaging structure
is defined in a simple and readable style as follows: /< Which_hand >/

For instance,to send the palm orientation of the left hand the message would look like
this: /HandLeft/PalmOrientation 0.63 0.20 0.56

A number was assigned to each finger as a unique identification: 0 = Thumb; 1 =
Index; 2 = Middle; 3 = Ring; 4 = Pinky. To identify each joint in a finger it was added
the name of the respective phalanges Table 5.10: TIP = tip of the finger; DIP = Distal
interphalangeal joint; PIP = Proximal interphalangeal joint; CMC = Metacarpocarpal
joint.

Table 5.10: Finger identification table for Leap IT string

Finger Name Number Distal Proximal Metacarpocarpal Tip

Thumb 0 Finger0_dip Finger0_pip Finger0_cmc Finger0_tip

Index 1 Finger1_dip Finger1_pip Finger1_cmc Finger1_tip

Middle 2 Finger2_dip Finger2_pip Finger2_cmc Finger2_tip

Ring 3 Finger3_dip Finger3_pip Finger3_cmc Finger3_tip

Pinky 4 Finger4_dip Finger4_pip Finger4_cmc Finger4_tip

For example, to identify the thumb proximal phalange of the right hand the OSC
message structure would be: /HandRight/Finger0_pip X,Y,Z

The pinch gesture is available and returns the pinch value from the Leap Motion API
which is based on the thumb and index finger distance.

The application uses the Remote Strings protocol for easy discovery among the puppet
tools such as in the Pull The Strings or in the Stringless.

Future Work of Leap It String

This application can be further developed in future versions introducing a number of
new features that can enhance its functionality’s.
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Tools: Implement a tool capture method. This can be very useful to drive characters
with a pencil, or other object using a rod-style manipulation.

Save and Load function: To keep the current routing setup for previous load-
ing. This will avoid the user to setup again the same routing which can be time-
consuming.

Presets: Save and load the current preset for quick setup. This allows the users to save,
load and switch the routing setup during playback increasing the performance. When
designing the interaction for a virtual play, the designer can establish routing presets
for each part of the play based on a set of joints required for that specific interaction.
This interaction design strategy will avoid to send all joints simultaneously even if they
are not in use.

Remote Control: The setup should be changed through remote control via OSC
commands. This extends the usability of the application and allows the integration of
this application in a remote control data flow, where a central orchestration application
can send control data to their host application switching presets or defining their own
setups remotely.

Gestures: Include more gestures to increase the variety of interactions.

Camera angles: Include more camera angles for extending the perspective.

Calibration: Include a calibration procedure to adjust the size of the hands.

Face IT String - Face features to OSC

A multi-platform application that routes the hand motion through OSC. The user is
able to choose which joint or gesture to send through the network.

Face IT (Figure 5.61) is a face tracking application that routes the main facial features
through OSC. It uses the OpenFrameworks ofxFaceTracker addon developed by Kyle
McDonald which is based on Jason Saragih’s FaceTracker library. Face IT was adapted
from the faceOSC example that comes with ofxFaceTracker extending its features pro-
viding a user graphical interface. The ofxFaceTracker uses ofxCv which is a OpenCV
warapper for OpenFrameworks (Y. Wang et al., 2010)

It includes a normalized function to scale all values to a range between 0 and 1. The
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Figure 5.61: FaceIT - Face strings: Face tracker adapted from the FaceOSC developed
by Kyle McDonald.

features are sent via OSC and are grouped into three categories (Table 5.11): 1) pose;
2) gestures; 3) raw.

1. There are three pose features: the position, the scale, and the orientation. While
the position sends a XY screen coordinate identifying the center point of the
face, the scale sends one float with the size of the face which can assigned to the
Z coordinate of the position. The orientation sends which direction the user is
facing with three axes XYZ;

2. Gestures present fundamental data about the facial features with a variety of
values that can indicate the facial expressions. For instance, we can identify if
the mouse is opened or closed by analyzing the jaw openness or through the
mouth height. All gesture values are one dimension float value;

3. The extracted raw values provide 66 XY-pairs of useful information about the
facial features and can be sent through OSC.

Future Work of Face It String

Include an eye-blink detection mechanism and an eye tracking feature.
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Table 5.11: Features and correspondent OSC messages sent by Face IT string

Category Description OSC message

Pose center position /pose/position

Pose scale /pose/scale

Pose orientation /pose/orientation

Gestures mouth width /gesture/mouth/width

Gestures mouth height /gesture/mouth/height

Gestures left eyebrow height /gesture/eyebrow/left

Gestures right eyebrow height /gesture/eyebrow/right

Gestures left eye openness /gesture/eye/left

Gestures right eye openness /gesture/eye/right

Gestures jaw openness /gesture/jaw

Gestures nostril flate /gesture/nostrils

Raw points (66 xy-pairs) /raw

Pull the Strings (PTS) - The marionette programming engine

Graphs provide an appropriate model for prototyping ideas. For instance, the pup-
peteer starts with sketches that materialize his thoughts of a puppet play. On the
other hand, a digital puppeteer may also use graphs to sketch the mappings that con-
nect the device controller to the virtual puppets. The mapping process in animation
combines logics with expression, the first to model the signals and the second to es-
tablish an interesting relationship between the input and the output. While graphs
provide a visual medium for solving logical problems, interactive graphs provide an
ideal sandbox for experimentation and real-time prototyping.

Visual programming languages (VPL) which were discussed in section 2.3.1 have been
developed for a long time. Environments such as the GRaIL (GRaphical Input Lan-
guage) system from 1968 provided the first intimate interface experience for users
to interact with, which are appropriate for non-programmers. Visual programming
languages are based on data-flow. Flow-Based Programming (FBP) is a component-
oriented paradigm where applications are designed and developed by linking blocks of
processes in a chain. It was invented or “discovered” by Paul Morrison in the early
1970’s. Rather than sequential processing, FPS is based on a network of asynchronous
processes that communicate through streams of data chunks, or information packets
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(IPs). The way the data flows through these blocks or components defines the logic
of the program. In FBP the data packets have a defined lifetime, named ports, and
separate definition of connections. (Morrison, 2010). FBP is based on asynchronous
processes that flow as chunks of data from node to node. A visual flow-based program-
ming provides an environment where the programmer connects reusable components
together inside a graph through “strings”. This seems to be the most appropriate
environment for the digital puppeteer to design its mappings.

Pull The Strings (PTS) is inspired by Flow-based programming (FBP) which promotes
code reuse, combining it with a visual programming environment which provides intu-
itive coding.

PTS was developed as a modular system where the programming is made through a
chain of nodes of processes that act as building blocks. The designer connects these
black boxes through strings to exchange data and establish the program logics. They
can connect these nodes in many different ways to produce disctint behaviors.

Pull The Strings (PTS) (Figure 5.62) is a central application in the Virtual Marionette
ecosystem. It can be considered a virtual marionette programming engine inspired
by “Lego” as a building block system and Plug and Play as a simple and transparent
way of connecting devices and parameters. It is an authoring environment that maps,
routes and processes the signals incoming from different applications. Pull The Strings
is thus a visual programming environment for artists without programming experience.
It was inspired by the strings from the marionette controller and the patch cords from
the video synthesizers. By pulling the strings from operator to operator, the artist
establishes semantic connections, thus constituting a real-time programming paradigm
that supports easy prototyping.

Pull The Strings environment is based on components that are just black boxes of
well-defined tasks. They can connect with each other in several ways creating different
semantics. In this way, the components are being reused.

Pull The Strings is a digital puppetry visual node-based control environment for perfor-
mance animation. It acts as a middleware interface between puppeteers and puppets,
between device drivers and driven objects, between input interfaces and applications.
It is a marionette programming engine that works as a digital mediator between devices
and applications, providing the building blocks for the digital puppeteer to establish the
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Figure 5.62: Pull The Strings is a virtual marionette programming environment.

manipulation semantics. It is a visual programming language inspired by the strings of
the marionettes and by the patch cords that connect modules in the old analog video
synthesizers. In this environment, the signals are processed and sent to the network.
It was designed with a minimalistic but intuitive interface and was developed in C++
with Openframeworks using multiple add-ons to provide their main features. PTS is
a multidisciplinary environment based on a MMMM approach: Multi-platform, Multi-
modal, Multi-mediator, Multi-user, and at the same time an environment developed to
support the creative mapping of artists with non-programming background, designed
for digital puppeteers. Pull the strings is a middleware, an interface between appli-
cations, devices, and performing objects. It can be considered a visual programming
environment for remote control made for artists and designers. Sometimes you find it
hard to use one environment or application that offers all those nice features that you
are looking for, so why not use a multiple set of applications in real-time?

The goal of Pull the Strings is to facilitate the use and control of all the resources
found on the computer and on the network, an abstraction from technology using
generic signals and communication protocols. It connects and transforms signals from
input and virtual devices into performing object controls. It maps and orchestrates
multimedia data using OSC, DMX, MIDI and VRPN. It is a remote control application,
an interface that connects inputs to outputs and provides a series of functionalities
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that helps to control the animation. It is a OSC-based environment and all nodes
work with OSC format. It receives OSC messages and sends OSC messages and all its
internal data-flow is based on OSC. It supports Bonjour which facilitates its discovery
when using Bonjour compatible applications, such as TouchOSC. Its features are also
accessible from the RemoteUI extending the remote control operations.

Pull The Strings presents many operators that help the artist to trace the signals
(show.plot) to generate animation (timeline), to process the signals (math operators),
or to connect directly input devices (leap motion) (Figure 5.63).

Figure 5.63: PTS presents operators for capturing, processing and routing signals using
the strings of a marionette as metaphor.

Pull The Strings was built from multiple Openframeworks add-ons. The data-flow en-
vironment was based on the ofxDuct, the RemoteUI uses the ofxRemoteUI, the Leap
Motion and WIImote support is based on ofxLeapMotion and Wiiuse. The multiple
windows are achieved through ofxAppGLFWindowMulti, and the Zeroconf is imple-
mented with ofxBonjour. All the graphical user interface takes advantage of the ofxUI.
The timeline operator uses the ofxTimeline, ofxRange, ofxMSATimer, ofxTimecode.
The show.plot operator was based on the ofxHistoryPlot. Other add-ons that were also
implemented are the ofxOsc, ofxGui, and the ofxMSAInteractiveObject.

A complex programming environment should provide a transparent interface where
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the user interface hides all the complexity giving the sensation to the user that he is
handling directly the task (problem) instead of using an intermediate interface. The
design of the user interface of Pull the strings provides good signifiers for the application
affordances. By including non-obtrusive feedback, it is possible to inform the user of
his actions, achieving an intuitive environment. Pull The Strings allows the user to
create, save and load projects, as well as to create, delete and change operators, or to
navigate through the canvas using the key. The minimalistic canvas presents just one
button at the top of the interface, a button called for accessing the main functions.
The node operator features is accessible through a button inside the own operator.
The user can connect outputs to inputs through virtual wires. In specific nodes, it is
possible to add new inputs and outputs. This application supports multiple windows
which is useful for tracing signals. The major operators of Pull the Strings are:

• input.number (to create a Float or Int inside the interface or with remote
applications);

• input.string (to create strings);

• input.mouse (sends the mouse coordinates) ;

• Input.XY (sends a XY point value that can be manipulated through a UI panel);

• input.wii (sends the WIImote features);

• math.scale (a scalar function with a learning input range option);

• osc.combine (combines several OSC messages into one, allowing message sync-
ing);

• osc.expand (expands an OSC message into separated out nodes, allowing to
inspect the data types and choose the address);

• osc.port.in (opens port for incoming OSC data);

• osc.port.out (opens port for sending);

• math.dot.vec (math operations: dot between two vectors);

• osc.rename (renames the address of the message);

• osc.split (splits messages);

• osc.rec (records the OSC messages into a file);
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• osc.play (Loads and reproduces the OSC messages from a file);

• filter.data (applies signal transformations, noise reduction);

• timeline.number (a timeline for animation that returns a float value);

• print (for debugging, it prints in the interface the incoming messages);

• show.plot (makes a plot from the values);

• leapmotion support (only for the 0.321 MAC version);

• math.dot.vec (produces the dot product from two vectors).

Pull the Strings Future Work

To extend Pull the Strings compatibility, other communications protocols will be sup-
ported in new versions, such as MIDI, LANC, TUIO, DMX, or VRPN.

It is interesting to reflect on Rudraraju’s (Rudraraju, 2011) observations about the
use of a particular Mapper scheme within Vizmapper. He realized that after some time
there is no need to pay attention to textual labels because of the visual arrangements.
This is because humans respond faster and better to visual impulses and can recognize
certain visual aspects very quickly. Fowlling this idea, for future work this marionette
programming engine will be based on a color scheme to distinguish each device, as well
as different graphical components.

Remote Strings Protocol implementation The Remote Strings Protocol is being
implemented in Puppet Tools to facilitate the connection between devices and appli-
cations. The control messages that identity features and mapping values, must be sent
in regular intervals to ensure that this data reaches every new node in the chain.

5.4.4 Virtual Marionette Evaluation

As discussed in previous sections, the proposed interaction model for digital puppetry
is mainly based on a digital ecosystem workflow approach that supports interoperabil-
ity, where the control signals flow through devices and applications using a transparent
communication layer. It is based on a network of nodes connected through “virtual
strings” that allow any input signal form the digital puppeteer to be mapped and
transformed until it reaches its destination point - the puppet. This model was de-
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signed to be scalable supporting new nodes, allowing the system to grow and respond
to the demands of distinct projects. One important aspect in a real-time interoperable
environment is the way the data flows through the multiple agents. While stream-
ing the motion data through the network is a common approach in motion capture
systems, such as the Xsens MVN studio real-time network streaming protocol, the Vir-
tual Marionette interaction model was designed above the open standard OSC protocol
providing a transparent and customizable workflow, which is supported by a variety
of multimedia applications and devices, facilitating the integration with existing work-
flows. Since it is transparent, it supports generic interfaces, and even unknown devices
that are yet to be invented can be easily added in the future. The interaction model is
supported by a set of tools that work in-between the puppet and the puppeteer, as an
interface or a middleware between devices and applications.

Evaluation

However, setting up a set of tools to work together through the network, even when
using just one computer, may not be trivial, in particular for non-expert users. Thus,
it is important to evaluate the model comparing a set of tools and methods with
experienced and non-experienced users. Two mapping methods were selected to be
evaluated, as well as two mapping environments to be compared in a digital puppetry
workflow.

1. Mapping through GUI or through code: Mapping input DOF to output DOF by
using a graphical user interface, and through a scripting method.

2. Mapping in an interoperable environment: Comparing the degree of complexity
in setting up an interoperable environment for digital puppetry using two distinct
middleware mapping tools, that act as interface: the Pure Data, and the Pull the
Strings.

The mapping procedure can be resembled to programming, and thus, a scripting ap-
proach can be a natural choice. However, mapping in digital puppetry requires experi-
mentation, usually a trial and error approach. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) tends
to be more appropriate to an explorative-based mapping. Furthermore, a graphical user
interface is more intuitive, than the traditional scripting approach, and thus, it may be
more suitable for non-expert users. On the other hand, when handling with multiple
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applications and devices simultaneously, it is desirable to use a middleware interface
that is capable of orchestrating and routing the data in real-time. Multiple mapping
environments were discussed early, but there are few that respond to global require-
ments such as open-source, cross-platform, compatible with OSC, and with a visual-
programming paradigm. Pure Data is a visual programming environment developed
mainly to create interactive computer music that responds to the global requirements.
In this way, Pure Data was selected to be the middleware mapping environment to be
compared with the proposed Pull the Strings, which is more oriented to performance
animation.

The evaluation should measure quantitative aspects in terms of time taking for each
mapping task, as well as evaluate qualitative parameters, such as level of satisfaction,
comprehension, learnability, and the intuitive level.

Experiment description

Two experiments were conducted to evaluate both the interactive model and the Puppet
Tools that support the model. In both experiments the non-probability method with
a convenience sampling was used. On this experiment the users had to follow a digital
puppetry methodology by performing 4 exercises. These exercises were presented in 4
tutorials which were available on a video in each computer, and on a printed document.
In these tutorials the participants had to map a digital hand puppetry performance,
in particular the pinch gesture, to the mouth of a 2D puppet, as well as to a 3D
puppet using the same methodology but with different frameworks. The exercises were
time recorded to compare how much time each user needed to finish the exercise with
a specific framework. Before each experiment there was a brief explication about the
exercises and the workflow. Before beginning each exercise the participants had to load
a recorded hand performance from the Leap IT string, setup the network connections
and start a timer. The first and second exercises were based on the communication
between two applications, Leap IT string and Stringless for Unity 3D. The third and
fourth exercises required the interaction between three applications, Leap IT string
with Animata, combined with Pure Data or Pull the Strings.

1. In the first exercise participants had to map the pinch gesture from Leap IT
string to the blend shapes of the mouth of a puppet inside Unity 3D using the
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Stringless GUI. This task required the user to setup the network port and to
setup the blend shape parameter in the GUI.

2. In the second exercise it was asked to the participants were asked to make the
same mapping as in the previous one, using the Stringless plugin but through
C# code instead of using the GUI.

3. In the third exercise the participant had to map the pinch gesture to the mouth
bone of a 2D figure in Animata using the Pull the Strings (PTS), first connect-
ing the Leap IT to PTS, then creating the node patch to send the appropriate
messages to Animata.

4. The fourth exercise was similar to the third but using the Pure Data as a mapping
middleware.

In this way, it was possible to evaluate the interaction model as well as the distinct
frameworks and tools. The first two exercises compared the same task using the String-
less GUI or Stringless C# scripting. The last exercises compared directly the Pull
the Strings with Pure Data environments. At the beginning of the experiment, the
participants responded to a survey to evaluate their experience with animation and
programming. Then at the end of each two exercises, the participants had to respond
to a questionary: reporting the time taken to finish each task; reporting if the exer-
cises worked at the first attempt, and if they would use this method in the future;
evaluating from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) the following aspects: intuitive, learning curve,
understandable, experience. At the end of the experiment the participants had to re-
spond to another inquiry about the interaction model itself, with a 1 to 5 classification
in terms of the design complexity, if they recognize advantages in using it in the fu-
ture. To complete all the exercises and finish the experiment, the participants needed
approximately 2 hours.

The first experiment was conducted in a class room with controlled lighted conditions
using four Apple iMac computers with 2 Gbytes of memory and all the software already
installed. The experiment was conducted with 7 participants in pairs and individually
with a duration between 1:30 to 2 hours. The age of participants ranged form 18 to 32
years (M = 21.0, SD = 4.97), 4 females and 3 males. All of the participants were start-
ing a multimedia bachelor with few experience in animation and programming.

The second experiment was conducted in four sessions in different classrooms, with
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distinct light settings, using the student computers, with variable setups and a variable
number of participants in each session. While some of the computers were based on
the Windows operating system, others were Mac-based computers. The students had
to download, install and configure each tool. There were a total of 25 participants in
this experiment with an average age of 23. The students were from the 3rd year of
the bachelors of Multimedia and Audiovisual. The diversity of the student’s settings
allowed me to understand how the tools behave in different setups and evaluate the
system robustness.

Results

Figure 5.64: Results from the two experiments, the blue bars report the values from the
non-experienced users, and the red bars show the results from the experienced users.

The overall results obtained from these experiences show that users were able to com-
plete their tasks taking less time with the proposed tools. However, these results are
more clear with non-experienced users, which are the main target. The graph (Fig-
ure 5.64) shows that the participants took less time to complete the mappings with the
Stringless GUI than with Stringless C# scripting. While non-experienced users took
an average of 4:39 using the GUI, they needed almost 20 minutes to complete the same
mapping with code. This difference is not so significant with experienced users, taking
5:07 minutes with the GUI and 8:15 with code. There is a significant difference between
non-experienced and experienced users when using the code to establish the mapping,
which is natural and confirms the hypothesis that GUI is more intuitive than code.
This difference can be seen in the questionary, with experienced users classifying the
GUI as an intuitive interface with 3.92 against 3.00 when using the C#. The overall
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results of learnability, comprehension, and satisfaction from the questionary point that
both participants prefer the GUI to develop the mappings as it is possible to see in
(Figure 5.65) .

Figure 5.65: Comparing two mapping methods with experienced and non-experienced
users using Unity Engine: 1) through GUI; 2) through scripting.

It is also clear that the participants were faster to complete their tasks with Pull the
Strings (PTS) than with Pure Data (PD). Again, there are significant differences in the
elapsed time with non-experienced users, while they need 6:48 minutes to map Leap
IT string to Animata using the Pull the Strings, the same task required 12:14 minutes
with Pure Data. This difference decreases to less the 3 minutes with experienced users.
Nevertheless, it is still significant and by observing the questionary results it is possible
to confirm that Pull the Strings is more intuitive, provides a better learning curve,
comprehension and satisfaction than Pure Data for this type of task (Figure 5.66). It
is important to clarify that we are comparing different applications and methods for
mapping controllers to animation parameters.

Figure 5.66: Non-experience and experienced user results comparing: a) Pull the
Strings environment; b) Pure Data visual programming.

Finally, the non-experienced users recognized clearly the advantages of the model with
an average of 4,86 in 5. The experienced users had also demonstrated that this model
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presents advantages for their future work with an average score of 4,08 in 5. On the
other hand, the evaluation of the complexity of the interaction model is always based
on the previous experiences and knowledge and must be understood as a reference
value. Nevertheless, it is interesting to notice that experienced users considered the
model more complex (average of 3,38 in 5) than non-experienced users (average of 2,57).
These experiments were important to discuss with the participants improvements and
new features. In the last versions of the Puppet Tools, some of these aspects were
included to facilitate even more the mapping process.

The Puppet Tools that support the interaction model are free and available to use.
They are being explored by artists around the world with different interests and ideas.
Jeffrey Dates is an artists that has been exploring the Puppet Tools and reporting its
developments in a personal blog6. He is a creative director in a production company and
a digital puppeteer from New York that used Pull The Strings, as well as Stringless for
Unity, to give life to a Vuppet, which will hopefully become a part of a digital puppetry
series (Figure 5.67).

Figure 5.67: Jeffrey Dates exploring Pull The Strings and Stringless in Unity to control
a Vuppet using the Leap Motion. Frame from a video taken from Youtube.

In order to support artists in their digital puppetry creations, as well as developers that
want to contribute with new features, the Virtual Marionette forum7 was released.

6Jeffrey Dates personal blog: http://jeffreydates.blogspot.com
7Virtual Marionette Forum: http://www.grifu.com/vmforum
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Other Node-based Approaches

While developing Pull The Strings and designing the Virtual Marionete ecosystem,
other tools were released with different aims but sharing similar features and strate-
gies, demonstrating the relevance of the transparent, modular, and visual approach,
in particular the use of the data-flow paradigm and the dialog between applications.
These environments are not seen as competitors or alternatives, rather they can all be
used as complementary tools communicating through OSC and sharing their features
and resources in a network of signals, in a digital orchestrated ecosystem.

There are cross-platform environments that were developed as free tools towards the
visual generation and manipulation such as NodeBox or Fugio. Node8 box is a visual
programming environment based on Python for creating visuals. Developed by Frederik
De Bleser and Tom De Smedt, it was based on DrawBot 0.9a (Bleser et al., 2002).
Its first release was in 2002 but it was only for Apple Mac OS X. In 2012 version 3
was released with support for Windows and Linux as well. NodeBox 3 is a free and
cross-platform library for generating 2D graphics and animations. It supports OSC as
an experimental feature requiring to enable the Device Support. On the other hand,
Fugio9 is a flow-based programming for creativity oriented for projection mapping,
free frame, video streaming, MIDI/OSC, Audio Analysis. As Pull The Strings, it
was designed to democratize the access to technologies that can be used by artists in
creative projects. Alex May started developing Fugio in 2014.

The evolution of the Web technology transformed browsers from simple internet nav-
igators into powerful tools. Browsers are now able to support features that were only
possible with stand-alone applications years ago. This shift brought to the online envi-
ronment tools such as video-editing or image processing applications. Browsers provide
a natural cross-platform environment and can be accessed from any device with an in-
ternet connection. Thus, there are multiple advantages in using Web technology, even
though there are still many limitations and constraints such as compatibility issues, and
the performance is not the best. Many FBP and FBP-inspired systems were developed
using JavaScript-based system to run in a modern browser, such as NoFlo, RPD, or
Node-RED. NoFlo is a flow-based programming environment for JavaScript that works
above the asynchronous programming library Node.Js. It can run in both browser and

8Node Box 3: https://www.nodebox.net/node/
9Fugio Web site: https://www.bigfug.com/software/fugio/
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Node.js. NoFlow is a library to develop flow-based programs in Java-Script and there
is a component for working with the OSC protocol. Multiple tools were developed
around NoFlo generating a sort of ecosystem, such as the Flowhub which is a visual
programming IDE that runs on a modern browser. Another visual programming en-
vironment for the Web is the RPD10, which stands for Reactive Patch Development.
It is an HTML5 and CSS node-based user interface based on the funcional reactive
programming (FRP) library Kefir.js, rather than Node.js as NoFlo. It provides mul-
tiple rendering styles or interface skins that simulate the Quartz Composer or Pure
Data environments. Node-Red11 is another flow-based programming for the Internet
of Things (IoT). Node-Red started to be developed in 2013 by Nick O’Leary and Dave
Conway-Jones from IBM, as a proof-of-concept for visualizing and manipulating map-
pings. It is a tool for wiring together hardware devices and applications, built on top
of Node.js. Node-RED is now open-source, and supports OSC through a third party
extension.

Some of these FBP-based environments were developed for general-purposes such as
NoFlo, others aim the Internet of Things as the Node-Red, and others such as Meemoo12

are oriented towards media creation. In the meantime a protocol was designed to com-
municate with various flow-based programming runtimes: the FBP protocol is message-
based independent from the classical request-response process allowing asynchronous
communications. The visual node-base approaches for programming have been increas-
ing in the last years showing a trend in the design of the environments. On the other
hand, data flow ecosystems are also growing, using different transport mechanism such
as WebSocket, Web Messaging, WebRTC, or OSC. This ecological paradigm shows the
importance of building tools as modules that can exchange data with other applica-
tions. This paradigm can be seen in the piece of software called IanniX. IanniX is not a
visual programming or node-flow environment, but a graphical open-source sequencer
for digital art that generates OSC signals sent as control events to manipulate graphics,
producing sounds in all sorts of applications that support OSC. It is a software devel-
oped by La Kitchen in Paris, and inspired by Iannis Xenakis works (Coduys & Ferry,
n.d.). IanniX presents a graphical representation of a score, aimed for a wide range
of multimedia applications, rather than just audio. It is a sort of multidimensional

10RPD Web site: https://shamansir.github.io/rpd/
11Node-RED web site: https://nodered.org
12Meemoo Web Site: http://meemoo.org
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score where time is represented spatially with vector graphics through lines and circles
used to describe the trajectory of control data. All of these environments and tools
can be used together in real-time in a complementary way including all the Puppet
Tools.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

Digital puppetry presents a rich and wide field of research. Its foundations lead to
the crossings between puppetry, animation, and human-computer interaction. Rather
than looking into this subject from one single lens, I felt the need to cross borders,
adopting an interdisciplinary approach. This project has sought to understand the
intrinsic relationship between these fields with the purpose of combining them into a
new medium. This has been achieved through theoretical studies on each discipline,
identifying their foundations, taxonomies, and techniques.

Summary

Chapter 2 provided an overview of each field in a technological, artistic, and cultural
perspective, pointing out connections and interrelations. The adopted chronological
approach aimed at understanding how digital puppetry results from the evolution of
puppetry, animation, and technology. Puppetry and animation share a common ground
that demands new concepts and taxonomies. The term “anymation” (Jantol, 2010) was
adopted as an alternative to “animation” to broaden its domains and to embrace per-
formance animation. A multimodal approach in manipulation required a study on the
input device properties, their theoretical frameworks, and signal processing techniques.
On the other hand, commercial input devices and low-cost motion capture systems were
surveyed. These interfaces provide an accessible and rich means of interaction to be
employed in the production of digital animation.

586
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Chapter 3 discussed definitions related to the digital puppetry field, proposing the
concept of “animateer”, which refers to the fusion between the animator and the pup-
peteer. A survey on the evolution of digital puppetry was presented, showing distinct
approaches and technologies employed in this field. Furthermore, an interaction tax-
onomy was suggested and organized in outer and inner-body interaction. The most
common tools and frameworks employed in the creation of digital puppetry were also
reported, from digital puppetry tools to input programming interfaces, from data-flow
orchestration to interactive frameworks.

Chapter 4 described the projects, tools, approaches, and workshops that helped me to
explore the diverse domains of digital puppetry, as well as to apply them to theatri-
cal plays, interactive installations, and digital performances. This explorative work,
including masterclasses and workshops, allowed me to disseminate digital puppetry
among different communities, promoting a wider discussion. This explorative work
enabled me to develop a critical thinking about this field, which is discussed in the end
of this Chapter.

Chapter 5 presented a design space for digital puppetry based on the relations between
the puppeteer, the controller, and the puppet. Techniques and principles of puppetry
and animation that could be applied to digital puppetry were discussed, as well as a
description of the best practices for designing characters, controllers, and puppet plays.
I have also described two prototypes that show distinct interaction methods with em-
bodied puppetry, one based on full-body motion, and the second based on hand ma-
nipulation. The proposed digital ecosystem acts as a generic interaction model, where
technologies and applications dialog in real-time. Finally, a set of puppet tools was
developed and evaluated in order to support the model described in this Chapter.

Reflections

Much work has been developed with interaction design. Surprisingly, this field of
research has received little attention in the digital animation domain. Performance
animation approaches usually focus on mirroring the human movement. Yet, while
this literal mapping is suitable for achieving a human-like motion, it is not appropriate
for manipulating creatures, or for generating a cartoonish style animation, which re-
quires a figurative mapping or gestural control as in traditional puppetry. Traditional
puppeteers often explore a wide range of manipulation techniques based on their hand
dexterity. This indirect mapping contributes to create a suitable puppet-to-puppeteer
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distance, thus developing the puppet’s unique character. This research contributes to
understanding the way mapping can influence the manipulation distance and conse-
quently the creative process and the perception of digital puppetry. The developed
prototypes have led me to understand that the manipulation distance diminishes when
driving a puppet that mirrors the performer’s behavior. A human-like puppet that
replicates the full-body motion of the actor does not provide the necessary distance
to develop the character. Furthermore, the motion is constrained by the performer’s
morphology, which may limit the behavior of a human-based movement, as well as it
dependents on the acting skills. On the contrary, hand manipulation can contribute
to unconstrained motion and to create cartoonish style animation, although it may
require puppetry skills to achieve an expressive behavior.

The proposed model, which was based on usability, flexibility, extensibility, and scala-
bility, allows artists to think in terms of signal flow and to create meaningful mappings.
In terms of usability, the framework was designed as a visual iterative environment
allowing non-programming users to establish and test new mappings in a fast and in-
tuitive way. The node-based approach offers flexibility for prototyping. The nodes
work as building blocks that break down the problem into smaller problems by ex-
changing their computations. The architecture is extensible, providing a method for
adding new functionalities without the need to recompile the code. An interoperable
middleware agent was designed to extend the functionalities of applications and devices
by combining them in a digital ecosystem. Finally, the system is able to grow when
needed, taking advantage of the networked environment (Internet of Things), offering
scalability. As a result, it is possible to connect multiple computers and mobile de-
vices, expanding the workflow and creating a collaborative play, where each computer
acts as an instrument of a digital orchestra - a marionette controller that expands the
manipulation capabilities.

The proposed workflow focus on logic and semantic programming rather than on hard-
ware issues. It provides interchangeable devices and allows the recycling of mappings
in an ecological way. This workflow is supported by a set of Puppet Tools, based on
Open Sound Control (OSC), that were developed as a proof of concept. Designed as
middleware, the Puppet Tools act as gears of a controlling mechanism extending the
functionalities of applications, and are available for download at the Virtual Marionette
website. The central application of these tools, Pull The Strings (PTS), is a marionette
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programming engine for mapping and processing signals. A node-based visual environ-
ment for artists without programming experience, it was inspired by the strings of the
marionette controller.

These tools were evaluated and compared with other frameworks. The results showed
that users were able to complete their tasks in less time with the proposed methodology
using the Puppet Tools. The results also point to the relevance of this interoperability
approach in the production of animation. These open-source tools have been already
used by artists to explore digital puppetry. On the other hand, the experiment per-
formed for evaluating the hand-puppetry prototype revealed that participants consid-
ered that the proposed mapping model provided a feeling of directness, even though
to achieve expressive animation it is required a good level of dexterity.

Virtual Marionette provides the means for the animateer to create the illusion of a
living object on the perceiver. Based on Lasseter’s ideia that “[t]raditional animation
is basically one trick after another” (Lasseter, 1994, p.45), the combination of theatrical
performance with cinematic techniques to create an augmented storytelling - a digital
cinematic puppetry play - was explored.

Future Work

This dissertation unveiled a number of topics that could be further explored in future
research. A direction that is worth exploring is an efficient notation system for digital
puppetry, i.e., a gesture-based descriptor that supports multimodal interaction. Several
approaches have been taken based on the analysis of gesture interactions, such as
iGesture (Hare et al., 2004), or based on the Laban paradigm. Since the 1980’s that
Labanotation is applied to specify character motion (Calvert et al., 1980). There has
been intense work developing efficient methods to represent the emotional expression
from the performer through body movements, such as those from (Jensenius, 2008;
Fagerberg et al., 2003). On the other hand, there is a lack of a digital puppetry gesture
taxonomy that could take into account multiple senses, not just a terminology for hand
manipulation such as those proposed by Bullock et al. (Bullock et al., 2013).

The developed toolkit paved the ground for new explorations and application domains.
One possible application is to translate the traditional storytelling art form Kamishibai
to a digital approach. Kamishibai refers to “paper play” and is a form of Japanese
Street Theatre, very popular before the advent of television. It is a sort of pictorial
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storytelling based on miniatura stage device, where sets of interchangeable illustrated
boards are placed and follow the story line. A digital set could be made to support the
presentation of the performance animation manipulated by the storyteller in real-time,
which could be understood as an augmented storyteller. Another application domain
that can be explored is in the education field, taking advantage of the framework to
expand and enhance students’ creative and performance capabilities for storytelling.
However, the Puppet Tools are just a proof of concept, and it is desirable that they
evolve with the contributions of the community. For instance, it would be interesting
to implement signal processing techniques for motion transformation that contribute to
achieve a stylized animation, such as those proposed by Wang et al. with the “Cartoon
Animation Filter” (J. Wang et al., 2006). Other signal processing methods that can
be useful and easily implemented for motion transformation are those presented by
Bruderlin and Williams (Bruderlin & Williams, 1995). These are a set of processes
that help motion editing, such as multi-target motion interpolation with dynamic time-
warping to blend multiple independent movements into one, or motion displacement
mapping allowing to edit high-dimensional space motion data by shaping the signals
keeping the motion continuity. These techniques can be wrapped inside the Pull The
Strings environment, as new operators to facilitate the motion transformations. In a
similar way, there are multiple methods and approaches that can be implemented in
the framework for mapping few to many DOFs, such as constraint-based methods or
physics based techniques. It is also desirable to extend the support of the model to
other applications, from Motion Builder, to the Unreal Engine.

Finally, I believe that the topics discussed in this dissertation provide useful guidelines
and knowledge for a creative digital puppetry approach. These approaches are sup-
ported by the Puppet Tools that will hopefully generate new fields of experimentation
and future research.

This dissertation shows that digital puppetry is a new medium that enhances live
storytelling. As it was demonstrated, traditional puppetry techniques and principles
contribute to an expressive manipulation using low-cost devices.

Virtual Marionette brings the art of puppetry into digital animation, allowing artists
to explore the creative process of transformation, and empowering them to endow life
to inanimate objects. The proposed methodology for digital puppetry provides the
necessary interaction methods and tools for anyone interested in creating performance
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animation.
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